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Preface

This book is devoted to (a) multivariate models for non-normal re
sponse, an area of probability and statistics with increasing activity
and applications, and (b) dependence concepts that are useful for
analysing properties of multivariate models. It also adds to the
knowledge of the space of multivariate distributions.

By a multivariate model, I mean a parametric statistical model
for a nlultivariate response, possibl.y with covariates. Examples are
models for multivariate or longitudinal count, binary and ordinal
response data. My approach consists of the modelling of the uni
variate margins followed by adding the appropriate dependence
structure, with considerations of positive or negative dependence,
and exchangeable, time series or general dependence structure. I
find that dependence concepts and dependence analysis are neces
sary to understand a model and when it might be applicable. This
includes analysis of the range of dependence that a model permits
and whether the dependence of the model increases as multivariate
parameters increase.

This book's special features include:

• methods for constructions of multivariate non-normal distribu
tions and copulas;

• the topics of Frechet classes and dependence concepts;

• an introduction to new statistical inference theory for multivari
ate models - the method of inference functions for margins is
presented in Chapter 10;

• data analysis examples with comparisons of models, diagnostic
checking and sensitivity analyses;

• exercises and unsolved problems at the end of chapters;

• some supplementary results in the Appendix, in order to make
the book more self-contained.



xvi PREFACE

This book has minimal overlap with earlier books on bivariate and
multivariate distributions.

The methods and models of this book extend cOITlmonly used
univariate models to multivariate models in which parameters of
the models can be considered as univariate parameters or depend
ence parameters, and anow one to make a variety of inferences as
well as assess assumptions, do diagnostic checks, make model com
parisons and perform sensitivity analyses. These are not all poss
ible with the method of generalized estimating equations (GEEs),
which is based on partly specified probability models. There have
been many advances in research in multivariate non-normal distri
butions since researchers proposed methods like the GEE approach
partly because of a lack of existing models. The models and meth
ods here are more general and more flexible, and less dependent
on assumptions, than are GEEs.

The topics in the book have been largely motivated by applica
tions. Because of space limitations, I cover only the main concepts
and ideas that can be used to construct and analyse multivari
ate distributions and models. There is by no means an exhaustive
coverage of what has appeared in the probability and statistics
literature in multivariate models and dependence concepts, and
there are no comparisons for analysis of multivariate or longitud
inal non-normal response data with methods that do not fall within
the theme of the 'multivariate' approach. Only the most relevant
references are cited and these are mainly in the sections entitled
'Bibliographic notes'.

There is no real linear ordering of the .material in this book,
so that the more foundational results are given earlier. Different
sections are cross-referenced in order that the reader can more
easily move around non-linearly. Some features to help the reader
are as follows.

• Section 1.3 consists of notation, abbreviations and conventions
used throughout.

• Those sections that provide a basic introduction to multivariate
models and dependence concepts are indicated with a 0 sym
bol in the section title and those that are very advanced are
indicated with a '" symbol.

• There is an appendix at the end to make the book more self
co~tained.

• The index is arranged so that the first page number listed is
usually the definition of a term.
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Audience

This book is written for a number of audiences: (i) those who work
with and analyse multivariate or longitudinal non-normal response
data; (ii) those interested in methods for constructing n1ultivariate
non-normal distributions; (iii) researchers (or those who want to
become researchers) in multivariate non-normal statistics; and (iv)
those who need a reference for multivariate models and dependence
concepts.

This book can be read or used in several ways. The reader who
is more interested in the theory and foundations can start from the
beginning. The reader who is more interested in applications and
how the theory applies can start with the examples of data analyses
in Chapter II, and then read the sections with the relevant theory
for the multivariate models and inference. This book can also be
used as a reference or as a starting point for further research (there
are pointers throughout on further research that could be done, for
example, in the exercises and unsolved problems).

This book assumes that the reader has some background in
mathematical statistics and probability. To implement or to ana
lyse the models, the reader should be able to write out the prob
ability distributions based on stochastic representations. Some
times the model is given only in terms of stochastic representations
because this takes less space and makes properties of the model
more evident. In a few places, terminology from measure theory or
other areas of mathematics is used; the usage is explained in the
Appendix.

This book could be used for a graduate course on multivariate
non-normal statistics or as a supplementary book for courses in
multivariate statistics, time series, categorical data, and longitud
inal data analysis.

Acknowledgments
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This book is devoted to multivariate models for non-normal re
sponse (e.g., binary, ordinal, count, extreme value), an area ofprob
ability and statistics with increasing activity and applications. It
also contributes to the understanding of the space of multivariate
distributions. Important ideas in the book include:

• construction of multivariate models to cover various types of
dependence structure;

• development of dependence concepts and their use to analyse
multivariate models;

• use of stochastic representations, mixtures and latent variables
to construct parametric models with nice dependence proper
ties;

• use of the copula as a summary of the dependence in a multi-
variate distribution, independent of the univariate margins;

• Frechet classes with given marginal distributions;

• time series models with given univariate margins;

• the emphasis on properties of multivariates models to decide
their applicability;

• the estimation method of inference functions for margins, con
sisting of parameter estimates from likelihoods of marginal dis
tributions of a multivariate model, together with the jackknife
method for standard error estimates;

• comparison of models in examples of data analysis.

In this first chapter, an overview of the book is given in Section
1.1, the style and format are described in Section 1.2, notation and
abbreviati,?ns are summarized in Section 1.3, some basic results
are given in Sections 1.4 to 1.6, and a point of view for statistical
modelling is set out in Section 1.7.



2 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview and background

This is a book on nlultivariate models in which there is a multivari
ate response vector and possibly a vector of covariates, explanatory
variables or factors. For a multivariate response, we will include the
cases of

(i) repeated measures, time series or longitudinal data, in which
a response variable is measured sequentially at several points
in time (with covariates possibly changing with time);

(ii) measurements on m different variables;

(iii) measurements of a variable for each member of a cluster,
family or litter;

(iv) combinations of (i), (ii) and (iii).

Concrete examples are the following.

1. For a study of the risk factors of cardiac surgery, binary re
sponse variables measured after cardiac surgery are indicators
of low-output syndrome and renal, neurological and pulmonary
complications (these indirectly measure the quality of life af
ter surgery), and covariates include age, sex, and indicators of
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, prior myocardial infarc
tion, renal disease and diabetes.

2. For an epidemiological study on the effects of air pollution on
health, response variables which are measured daily are number
of hospital emergency room visits (for respiratory, cardiac and
other types of visits), absenteeism and mortality count (for com
bined, respiratory and other causes of de"ath). Inhalable particu
late matter, ozone and organic dust are the principal pollutants
of interest, and- other covariates are meteorological variables.

3. For extreme value inference concerning air quality in a region
with several monitoring stations, measurements are daily max
ima of hourly averaged concentrations of several pollutants (e.g.,
ozone, sulphur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen) at each station.

4. For a study on the psychological effects over time after a disas
ter, subjects are measured for stress (an ordinal response vari
able) at several time points; one covariate is the distance from
the site of the disaster.

There is a well-developed theory for the case in which the multi
variate response vector can be assumed to have a multivariate nor
mal distribution. There is relatively little on multivariate models
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for non-normal response variables, such as multivariate or longit
udinal count, binary and ordinal response data. This is perhaps
due to the mathematical intractability of reasonable models and
computational problems in statistical inference with the models.
The generalized estimating equation (GEE) approach with a partly
specified model (some moments and/or marginal distributions but
no joint distributions are specified) has been developed since the
mid-1980s. However the GEE approach has several disadvantages,
including limited types of inferences that can be made, and the
lack of a clear accompanying means of diagnostic checking and
assessment of implicit assumptions.

This book concentrates on models that can be applied to non
normal multivariate data, with one chapter devoted to multivariate
discrete models, for use with binary, ordinal categorical or count
data, another chapter devoted to multivariate extreme value mod
els, etc. Rather than starting with a complex model that can cover
many situations, we start by building from the simple cases. The
simplest case is that of no covariates, and this reduces to the study
of multivariate distributions (with given univariate margins). Then
there are several approaches to allow for covariates, including let
ting parameters in a family of rnultivariate distributions be func
tions of the covariates.

The study of multivariate distributions is not easy because one
cannot just write down a family of functions and expect it to satisfy
the necessary conditions for multivariate cumulative distribution
functions (see the conditions in Section 1.4). We will mainly be
constructing multivariate distributions through methods such as
mixtures, latent variables and stochastic representations, to avoid
the need for tedious and perhaps impossible checks on the necessary
conditions. Different general methods to obtain families of multi
variate distributions are given in Chapter 4, together with their
dependence properties, and some parametric families are given
in Chapter 5. (Nonparametric multivariate inference requires far
more data than parametric multivariate inference; the 'curse of
dimensionality' is a problem with the former.) Until recently, lit
tle research had been done in the area of multivariate non-normal
distributions.

The approach of multivariate models in this book is that of gen
eralizing univariate models or distributions, and obtaining models
for which univariate margins belong to a given family. Time series
models with univariate margins in a given family are a special case,
in which there is a special dependence structure for the response
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variables. This is different from defining a class of multivariate
models or time series models and then asking what are the possible
univariate margins (e.g., elliptically contoured distributions, which
are discussed briefly in Section 4.9). The construction of multivari
ate models becomes an existence problem if certain dependence
structures are desired.

Methods for obtaining a multivariate family include the follow
ing.

1. From a characterizing property of a parametric univariate fam
ily, generalize to the multivariate case. Examples are min
stable multivariate exponential distributions and multivariate
distributions with univariate margins in a convolution-closed
infinitely divisible class.

2. For continuous variables, make use of the probability transfor
mation, so that the multivariate dependence or structure is in
dependent of univariate margins. The copula, which summar
izes the dependence structure, is a rnultivariate distribution
with uniform (0,1) margins. It is introduced and some of its
properties studied in Section 1.6.

For non-normal random variables, correlation is not the best
measure of dependence. More generally useful dependence concepts
are introduced in Chapter 2. These are necessary for analysing the
type and range of dependence in a parametric family of multivari
ate models. A parametric family has extra interpretability if some
of the parameters can be identified as dependence or multivariate
parameters. More specifically, for some general concept of positive
and negative dependence, one would like to say that some range
of the parameters corresponds to positive dependence and some
to negative dependence, and furthermore, it-would-be-desirable-to
have the amount of dependence increasing as parameters increase.

Chapter 3 contains results on Frechet classes, including Frechet
bounds, which sometimes are the most dependent multivariate dis
tributions given knowledge of univariate margins and possibly some
higher-dimensional margins. For a given parametric family, to know
whether it is applicable to given situations, one needs to know the
range of dependence that is covered. This can be compared rela·t
ive to the Frechet bounds for the magnitude of dependence, and
relative to the fun range of {Cij : i < j} over all multivariate
distributions, where 6ij is a bivariate dependence measure for the
(i, j) bivariate margin. From the latter, one can assess the type of
dependence in a parametric family of multivariate distributions.
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For example, special types of dependence pattern are: (i) permu
tation symmetric or exchangeable, in which all bivariate margins
are the same (and ()ij does not depend on (i,j)); (ii) partially ex
changeable, in which there are only a few distinct bivariate margins
among the set of all bivariate margins; (iii) decreasing in depen
dence with lag, suitable for time series or longitudinal data, in
which the amount of dependence in a bivariate margin decreases
as Ii - il increases.

This book does not contain an encyclopaedic or exhaustive list of
what have been proposed for families of multivariate distributions.
The aim is to concentrate on techniques to obtain parametric fam
ilies of models that (i) cover the types of dependence mentioned
above, (ii) have parameters that are all interpretable, (iii) apply to
multivariate discrete data (e.g., binary, ordinal, count) or multi
variate non-normal continuous data (e.g., extreme value, exponen
tial). The techniques as well as listings of parametric families are
given in Chapters 4 to 9. Multivariate survival data are not covered
other than the frailty models for survival times associated with
members of clusters. Despite the literature on multivariate sur
vival functions as models for lifetimes of components of a system,
it is not clear what this means in practice when components are
replaced or repaired - perhaps stochastic process models rather
than multivariate models are more appropriate.

The hardest part of statistical inference for multivariate non
normal responses has been the multivariate modelling and the rel
evant dependence concepts. Hence most of this book (Chapters 1
to 9) is devoted to these topics, starting with simpler cases which
can serve as building blocks for more complex models. Much of
classical inference (e.g., sufficiency, ancillarity, unbiasedness), apart
from asymptotic likelihood theory, does not apply to estimation in
multivariate models. However, there are some new ideas associ
ated with estimation and data analysis in multivariate models, in
particular, parameter estimates from likelihoods of marginal distri
butions of a multivariate model. Chapters 10 and 11 are devoted to
inference, computing and data analysis (and comparisons of models
for some real data sets).

1.2 Style and format

Each chapter is divided into sections, some of which have subsec
tions. Most chapters have sections entitled 'Bibliographic notes',
'Exercises' and 'Unsolved problems'. The exercises are roughly or-
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dered by level of difficulty, starting with more basic exercises. Some
exercises contain material that supplements results in the text.
Generally, background and references for each chapter are given in
the sections on 'Bibliographic notes', with the complete citations
in the References section at the end of the book. The mention of
references and authors in the text is rare. There are results in this
book that are definitely new, and other results that lnay be new;
in the latter case, I do not know of any published references. Some
results that are conjectured to be true or seem to be true based on
some numerical experience are listed in the sections on 'Unsolved
problems'.

It will be observed that equations and theorems are numbered by
chapter and not by section. Most theorems are combined together
into subsections on dependence properties. Key words of definitions
are given in bold face.

To make the material in this book easier to read, ideas are pre
sented in simpler cases and then extended to more general cases.
This book is mostly self-contained, with some background mater
ial in the Appendix, and has minimal overlap with other books on
bivariate and multivariate distributions (because of the large void
in knowledge about multivariate non-normal distributions).

Short proofs of results are included if they are illuminating, and
there are examples throughout the book to illustrate the import
ant concepts. On the other hand, some things that may become
repetitive or straightforward to check are left as exercises. The
style of the book is partly influenced by the plan to keep it within
a certain length. Sometimes, for example, ,in order to save space,
only a stochastic representation and not a probability distribution
is given.

There is no real linear ordering of the material in this book, so
that results that are more foundational are given earlier. Different
sections of the book are cross-referenced in order that the reader
can more easily move around non-linearly. Sections that provide a
basic introduction to the topic of multivariate models and depend
ence concepts are indicated with a 0 symbol and sections that are
very advanced are indicated with a III symbol.

This book can be read or used in several ways. The reader who is
more interested in the theory and foundational issues and concepts
can start from the beginning. The reader who is more interested
in applications and how the theory applies can start with the ex
amples of data analyses in Chapter 11, and then read the sections
with the relevant theory for the multivariate models and inference.
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This book can also be used as a reference or as a starting point for
further research (there are pointers throughout on further research
that could be done).

1.3 Notation, abbreviations and conventions

This section consists of notation, abbreviations and conventions
that are used throughout the book.

First, multivariate as an adjective refers to results that are
valid in two or more dimensions. Bivariate as an adjective refers
to results that are valid in two dimensions, but may not extend
to higher dimensions, and similarly for trivariate. This usage is
not always consistent in the statistical literature; there are papers
which use the word multivariate but contain only bivariate results
that are not extendible.

Second, unless stated otherwise, a multivariate 'x' distribution
means that all" univariate margins are in the class 'x', e.g., multi
variate Poisson or multivariate exponential. This is common usage
in the statistical literature, but the property does not hold for all
existing multivariate distributions that are named.

Other items are enumerated below.

1. Simplifying assumptions, such as existence of derivatives, are
used at times for convenience of presentation of ideas and to
avoid too much technical detail.

2. All functions involved in integrals (or expectations) are as
sumed measurable with respect to the appropriate measure.

3. The words 'non-increasing' and 'non-decreasing' are not used;
instead 'increasing', 'strictly increasing', 'decreasing' and
'strictly decreasing' are used.

,4. cdf is the abbreviation for cumulative distribution func
tion, pdf is the abbreviation for probability density func
tion, and pmf is the abbreviation for probability mass
function.

5. rv is the abbreviation for random variable.

6. iid is the abbreviation for independent and identically
distributed.

7. BVN and MVN are the abbreviations for bivariate normal
and multivariate normal; BVSN and MVSN are used when
the univariate margins are standard normal, i.e., zero mean
vector and unit variances.
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8. GEV is the abbreviation for the generalized extreme value
(univariate) distribution.

9. BEV and MEV are the abbreviations for bivariate extreme
value and multivariate extreme value, respectively.

10. MSMVE is the abbreviation for min-stable multivariate
exponential; it is mainly used in Chapter 6.

11. The abbreviations AR(p) for autoregressive of order p,
MA(k) for moving average oforder k, and ARMA for auto
regressive moving average are used, mainly in Chapter 8.

12. LT is the abbreviation for Laplace transform. Some results
on Laplace transforms are given in the Appendix. All LTs
in this book are assumed to have a limiting value of 0 at 00

unless otherwise stated.

13. ML and MLE are the abbreviations for maximum likeli
hood and maximum likelihood estimate or estimation.

14. IFM is the abbreviation for inference functions for mar
gins. This is a method for the estimation of parameters in
multivariate models that is based on the log-likelihoods of
marginal distributions of the model. The theory is given in
Chapter 10 and the method is used in Chapter 11.

15. SE is the abbreviation for standard error.

16. AIC is the abbreviation for Akaike information criterion.

17. ~d is the symbol for Euclidean space of dimension d, and
the real line is denoted by ~.

18. f'J is the symbol for distributed as, 4 is the symbol for
equality in distribution or stochastic equality, -?d is
the symbol for convergence in distribution or law, s!n
is the symbol for equality in sign, ~ is the symbol for
defined as, 1 is the symbol for increasing, ! is the symbol
for decreasing) 1st (!st) is the symbol for stochastically
increasing (decreasing).

19. -<, with possibly a subscript or superscript, is used to denote
a partial ordering or pre-ordering.

20. -<at denotes the stochastic ordering for cdfs. For univariate
cdfs F, F', F -<at F' if F(x) 2:: F'(x) for all x E ~; for mul
tivariate cdfs, F -<at F' if J9 dF :5 f 9 dF' for all increasing
functions 9 for which the expectations exist.

21. 0 is used for the empty set.
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22. The cardinality of a finite set S is denoted by lSI.
23. The compleInent of a set or event. A is denoted by A C unless

indicated otherwise.

24. The transpose of a vector or matrix is indicated with a su
perscript T. Vectors are usually row vectors. Whether a vector
is a row or column vector will be clear from the context.

25. m is used for the dimension of the multivariate response
vector or multivariate distribution.

26. S = Sm is used for the setofnon-emptysubsetsof{l, ... ,m}.

27. Italic Latin upper-case letters, often X, Y, Z, usually with
subscripts, are used for random variables; bold Latin upper
case letters, often X, Y, Z, are used for random vectors.

28. Bold Latin lower-case letters are used for vectors, and the
components are written in italic form with subscripts, e.g.,
a=(al, ... ,am ).

29. 1m is used for an m-vector of Is.

30. Y = (YI , ... , Ym ) or Y = (YI, ... , Ym) is used to denote a re
sponse vector. A vector of explanatory variables or covariates
is usually denoted by x or z.

31. Script Latin upper-case letters are used for classes of sets or
functions, e.g., L, Y.

32. Greek lower-case letters, often with subscripts, are used for
parameters of families of distributions, e.g., 0, o. Usually T

is used for Kendall's tau, p for Spearman's rho or Pear
son's correlation, A for tail dependence. Bold Greek let
ters are used for parameter vectors, e.g., 8, p..

33. <P, ¢, often with subscripts, are used mainly for Laplace trans
forms or strictly decreasing differentiable functions. Classes
of such functions that are used are denoted by:

Lm = {<p: [0,00) -? [0,1] I <p(0) = 1,4;(00) = 0,

(-1)1 4;(j) ~ 0, j = 1, ... , m}, (1.1)

m = 1,2, ... ,00, with .coo being the class of Laplace trans
forms (with °value at 00). Other classes are:

.c~ = {w : [0,00) -? [0,00) I w(O) = 0, w(oo) = 00,

(-1)i-1w(j) ~ 0, j = 1, ... , n}, (1.2)

n = 1, 2, ... , 00. The functions in .c~ are usually compositions
of the form VJ- 1 0 4; with "p, 4; E .c1 •
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34. The following notation is used for certain special distribu
tions and random variables: U(a, b) for uniform on [a, b);
N(p, (72) for univariate normal with mean J.l and variance
(72; Nm(p, E) for m-variate normal with mean vector p and
covariance matrix E; Gamma(a, (7) for gamma with shape
parameter Q( and scale parameter (7 (and mean Q((J'); NB (0, p)
for negative binomial with probability parameter p and
mean O(p-l - 1).

35. F, G, H are the common symbols for a (multivariate) cdf;
sometimes M is used as the cdf of a mixing variable.

36. For an m-variate cdf F, the set of its marginal distribu
tions is denoted by {Fs : S E 8m }; for a specific S, the
subscript is written without braces, e.g., F1, F12 , F123, etc.

37. If the density of a cdf F and its margins exist, they are
denoted by f and Is, S E S.

38. Conditional cdfs and densities derived from a multivari
ate cdf are written in the form FSds:p fSds2; the latter is
equivalent to /Sl US2//S2'

39. The survival function corresponding to a cdf F is denoted
by F; its margins are {Fs}. If (Xl, ... ,Xm ) f'Y F, then

F(x) = Pr(Xi > Xi, i =1, ... , m).

For m = 1, F(x) = 1 - F(x). For m = 2, F(xl, X2) =
1- F1(Xl) - F2(X2) + F(Xl,X2); for m = 3, F(Xl,X2,X3) =
1 - F1(Xl) - F2(X2) - F3(X3) + F12(Xl,X2) + F13(X},X3) +
F23(X2, X3) - F(Xl' X2, X3). For gener~l m,

F(x) = 1 + L(-l)ISIFs(xj,j E S). (1.3)
Se5

A related formula is:

F(x) = 1 + L(-l)ISIFs(xj,j E S). (1.4)
seS

40. For a univariate cdf F, F- 1 denotes the quantile or inverse
cdf. It is defined as usual to be left-continuous, Le., F- 1( v) =
inf{x : F (x) ~ v}, 0 < v < 1.

41. The symbol :F is used for Frechet classes given a set of
margins, e.g., :F(F i , ... , Fm) denotes the class of multivariate
distributions with the given univariate margins Fi, ... , Fm
and :F(F12) F23 ) denotes the class of trivariate distributions
with given (1,2) and (2,3) bivariate margins F12, F23.
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1.4 Conditions for multivariate distribution functions

This section consists of the conditions that a function must satisfy
in order to be a multivariate cdf. The simpler bivariate case is
presented first.

To prove that a function F is a multivariate cdf, it is often neces
sary to construct rvs Y1 , ... , Ym through latent variables, mixtures
and limits, etc., and then show that Y "'" F. In general, it is dif
ficult or impossible to show that a function F is a proper cdf by
making use of the conditions given in this section; of course, lower
dimensional cases are easier to handle analytically.

1.4.1 Properties of a bivariate cd! F

Necessary and sufficient conditions for a right-continuous function
F on ~2 to be a bivariate cdf are:

1. limxj _ oo F(xll X2) = 0, j = 1,2;

2. limxj_oo\fj F(Xl, X2) = 1;

3. (rectangle inequality) for all (aI, a2), (b I , b2) with al < bI, a2 <
b2 ,

Note the following observations:

(i) If F has second-order derivatives, then condition 3 is equi
valent to {)2 F / OXl {)X2 2:: O.

(ii) Conditions 1 and 2 imply that 0 ~ F ~ 1.

(iii) Let a2 -+ -00 in (1.5); then F(b}, b2 ) - F(al' b2 ) 2: 0 and
F is increasing in the first variable. Similarly, from letting
al -+ -00, F is increasing in the second variable.

(iv) The univariate margins F I , F2 of F(Xl' X2) are obtained by
letting X2 -+ 00 and Xl -+ 00, respectively.

1·4·2 Properties of a multivariate cd! F

Necessary and sufficient conditions for a right-continuous function
F on ~m to be a multivariate cdf are:

1. limxj _ oo F(x}, , xm ) = 0, j = 1, ... , m;

2. limxj_oo\fj F(xt, , x m ) = 1;
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3. (rectangle inequality) for all (al, ... ,am ), (bl, ... ,bm ) with
ai < bi, i = 1, ... , m,

(1.6)

where Xil = aj, Xj2 = hj.

Note the following:

(i) If F has mth-order derivatives, then condition 3 is equivalent
to am Flaxl" ·axm ~ o.

(ii) Let a2, ... , am -+ -00 in (1.6); then

F(b l , b2 , ... , hm ) - F(at, b2 , •• • , bm ) ~ 0

and F is increasing in the first variable. Similarly, by sym
metry, F is increasing in the remaining variables.

(iii) Let S E Sm. The margin Fs of F(x) is obtained by letting
Xi -+ 00 for i ¢ S.

1.5 Types of dependence

As mentioned earlier, a multivariate model should be analysed for
the types of dependence structure that it covers as wen as the range
of dependence. These dependence properties are important in order
for one to know whether a particular model might be suitable for
a given application or data set. Types of dependence include: (i)
singularities on some curves or surfaces; (ii) positive and negative
dependence; (iii) exchangeable dependence or flexible dependence;
(iv) dependence decreasing with lag if there is a time index.

Sometimes the type of dependence for a multivariate-model-and
whether the model can be used in a specific instance can be under
stood from stochastic representations and derivations of the model,
so analysis of a model should include the search for one or more
stochastic representations.

1.6 Copulas

For continuous multivariate distributions, the univariate marginals
and the multivariate or dependence structure can be separ~ted, and
the multivariate structure can be represented by a copula.

The copula is a multivariate distribution with all univariate
margins being U(O, 1). Hence if C is a copula, then it is the dis-
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tribution of a multivariate uniform random vector. For an m
variate distribution F E F(F}, ... , Fm ), with jth univariate mar
gin Fj, the copula associated with F is a distribution function
C : [0, l)m ~ [0,1) that satisfies

F(x) =C(FI(xd, .. . , Fm(xm», x E ~m. (1.7)

If F is a continuous m-variate distribution function with univariate
margins F I , ... , Fm , and quantile functions F1-

I
, ... , F;;;'t, then

C(u) = F(F1-1(ud, ... , F~l(um»

is the unique choice in (1.7). This result essentially follows from two
properties: (i) if H is a univariate cdf with inverse cdf 11- 1 and
lJ -- U(O, 1), then H-1(U) '" Hj (ii) if H is a continuous univariate
cdf and X I'V H, then H(X) '" U(O, 1). That is, if X '" F and F is
continuous, then (F1(Xd, ... ,Fm(Xm»I'V C, and if U '" C, then
(F1-

1(Ut}, ... , F;;;.l(Um » '" F.
The copula can be considered 'independent' of the univariate

margins, since if C is a copula, then

is a distribution (survival) function if G l , ... ,Gm are all univariate
distribution (survival) functions. If C is parametrized by a (vector)
parameter 8, then we call 8 a multivariate parameter.

Example 1.1 For fJ > 0, the distribution

F(x, y) =exp{ _[e-.x + e-Y - (ec.x + eCY)-l/C]), -00 < x, Y < 00,

is obtained as a limiting distribution in Section 5.1. By letting
y -+ 00 and x -+ 00 in turn, its univariate margins are Fl(x) =
exp{-e-X

} and F2 (y) = exp{-e- Y}. By substituting u = Fl(x)
and v = F2(y), or x = -loge-log u) and y = -loge-log v), one
obtains the copula

C(u, v) = u v exp{[(- log u )- 6 + (- log v) - <5 J- 1/ 6 } ,

which is in the family B7 in Section 5.1. A bivariate survival func
tion with exponential margins is O(s, t) =C(e- S

, e- t ) = exp{-s
t + (s-6 +t-6)-1/6}. 0

If F is an m-variate distribution of discrete rvs, then the copula
associated with F is not unique. The above argument does not
work because if H is a non-continuous or discrete univariate cdf
and X I'V H, then H(X) does not have a U(0,1) distribution.
An example of a copula that satisfies (1.7) in the discrete case is
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given below. The main idea is that the copula is defined over a
discrete grid of points and assumed to be conditionally uniform in
between; it can be shown that this leads to a multivariate density
with U(O, 1) margins.

For the purely discrete case, let the points of support for the
jth margin be Xi,ij' where i j is in the ordered index set Dj, j =
1, ... ,m. Suppose that each Dj is a consecutive sequence of inte
gers. Let Fj (ij) and Ij (ij) be the univariate cdf and pmf for the
jth margin. Let P( ill ... , i m ) and p( il, ... , im ) be the cdf and pmf
for the joint m-variate distribution. A copula C associated with P
satisfies

P(il, ... , im ) =C(F1(i1), ... , Fm(im)), i E D1 X ..• x Dm.

To define the remaining values of C, suppose that C is uniform in
the rectangle x 1~j ~m [Fj (ij - 1), Fj (ij )], Le., the multivariate pdf
of C in this rectangle is p(i}, ... , im )/ O.f=l Ij (ij). For F l (il -1) <
Ul :5 F1(i1 ), integrating over the margins j = 2, ... , m leads to

E E p(it, ... , im ) f (.) ~ (. )••• 2 Z2 ••• Jm Zm
. . /1 (i1 ) ... fm(im)
32 am

Hence the first univariate margin is U(O, 1); by symmetry, the other
univariate margins can also be deduced to be U(O, 1).

The non-uniqueness comes from the fact that the copula C sat
isfying (1.7) need not be uniform over rectangles. The details are
left as an exercise.

We now move on to other properties of copulas. Since a copula
C is the distribution of a random vector, U =(Ul,"" Um ), where
each Uj /"oJ U(O, 1), C is a continuous function. However C need
not be absolutely continuous (there may not be density with re
spect to Lebesgue measure on ~m), in which case it has a singular
component. Often, in cases where C is not absolutely continuous,
the singular component can be identified through a functional re
lationship. For example, if Cu(u) =min{ Ul, •.• , um}, defined as
the Frechet upper bound copula in Section 3.1, then Cu is the
distribution of U such that U1 = ... =Um ; this is the functional
relationship causing the singularity. (If necessary, please consult
the Appendix for background on the concepts referred to here.)

A copula is continuous and increasing, so right derivatives of
first order, Le., 8C(u)/8uj, j = 1, ... ,m, exist. Hence ifU /"oJ C,
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conditional distributions of the form

15

C1, ... ,i - l,i +1," . "'m Ii (U1 , ... , 'l.t j - 1, U j +1, ... , Um lUi)

exist, and C has a singular component if one or more of these
conditional distributions has a jump discontinuity. A similar result
holds if C has mixed derivatives of kth order everywhere, 2 :::; k <
m. A bivariate result, for identifying the total mass of the singular
component, is the following.

Theorem 1.1 Let F be a continuous bivariate distribution with
univariate margins F I , Fz and conditional distribution F21I of the
second variable given the first. Suppose that F2It('lx) has jump dis
continuities totalling a mass of a(x), and a(-) is continuous and
positive on an interval. Then F has a singular component and the
mass of the singular component is f a(x) dF1(x). A similar result
holds for the conditional distribution F l l2 of the first variable given
the second.

Proof Let f211(·lx) be the derivative of F2/1Clx) where it exists.
Because of the jump discontinuities, f 12/1 (Ylx) dy = 1- a(x). The
conclusion follows. 0

Example 1.2 Consider C(Ul,U2) = [min{ul,u2}]O[UlU2P-o,
where 0 < () ~ 1 (this is the family B12 in Section 5.1). The
conditional distribution is

C (u lu ) - { (1 - B)u2 u18
, 0 ~ U2 < Ul,

211 2 1 - 1-0 < < 1u2 , Ul _ U2 _ .

Therefore C211('lx) has ajump discontinuity at x, a(x) = x 1- O _

(1 - ()x 1-(J = ()x1-(J and the mass of the singular component is
e/(2 - B). If (Ut , Uz) I'oJ C, the singular component corresponds to
the relationship UI = U2 occurring with probability 0/(2- 0). 0

Next, some results on associated copulas are given. Note that
for a given m-variate copula, there are 2m - 1 associated copulas.
For m = 2 and (U1, U2) ,...., C, the associated copulas come from
the distributions of

(1 - Ul, 1 - U2), (U1, 1 - Uz) and (1 - U1, U2)'

Hence they are

C'(u 1 , 112) = 111 + U 2 - 1 + C (1 - 111 , 1 - U 2) ,

CI/(UI, U2) = 111 - C(UI, 1- U2)
and
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So if a bivariate copula C is applied to survival functions F 1 , F 2 ,

the copula associated with C(FI, F 2 ) is C/. The multivariate exten
sion is obvious. If C is permutation-symmetric in the m arguments,
then there are m distinct associated copulas.

Copulas have many uses. In this book, they are used for con
struction of models for various types of multivariate data; however,
they can also be used for simple examples and counterexamples of
dependence properties of rvs. Highlights of applications of copulas
are the following.

1. Parametric families of copulas with a logistic univariate margin
are used to obtain multivariate logit models for multivariate
binary or ordinal data with covariates (Sections 7.1.7,7.3, 11.1,
11.2).

2. The extreme value limit of copulas is used to construct paramet
ric families of extreme value copulas (Sections 6.2, 6.3); extreme
value copulas with generalized extreme value univariate margins
are models for multivariate maxima (Section 11.3).

3. Copulas are used to construct Markov chains and k-dependent
stationary time series with an arbitrary univariate margin (Sec
tions 8.1,8.2, 11.5, 11.6).

1.7 View of statistical modelling

Statistical modelling usually means that one comes up with a
simple (or mathematically tractable) model without knowledge of
the physical aspects of the situation. The, statistical model need
not be 'real' and is not an end but a means of providing statist
ical inferences, such as percentiles, exceedance probabilities, pre
dictions and forecasts, etc. The availability of modern computers
has been an important factor in the types of multivariate models
that can now be used. My view of multivariate modelling, based
on experience with multivariate data, is that models should try to
capture important characteristics, such as the appropriate density
shapes for the univariate margins and the appropriate dependence
structure, and otherwise be as simple as possible. The parameters
of the model should be in a form most suitable for easy inter
pretation (e.g., a parameter is interpreted as either a dependence
parameter or a univariate parameter but not some mixture); this
form of parametrization also helps a lot in the estimati~n of the
parameters, which must typically be done numerically. This and
other desirable properties for multivariate models are given in Sec-
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tion 4.1. The properties of a multivariate model are a factor in
whether' the model is useful in a given situation. For a given data
set, I usually like to carry out sensitivity analyses by comparing
inferences from several models. If there is much sensitivity, then
one must think a lot more about the assumptions in the models.
The examples in Chapter 11 all involve comparisons of models for
each data set. .

1.8 Bibliographic notes

An early reference for copulas is Sklar (1959). The copula is called
a uniform representation in Kimeldorf and Sampson (1975) and a
dependence function in Galambos (1987) and Deheuvels (1978). A
recent historical account of copulas is given in Schweizer (1991).
Scarsini (1989) studies copulas for more general probability meas
ures.

Early books on bivariate and multivariate distributions are Mar
dia (1970) and Johnson and Katz (1972), and these do not mention
copulas. More recent books on bivariate distributions are Hutchin
son and Lai (1990) and Kocherlakota and Kocherlakota (1992).

The ideas in Shaked and Shanthikumar (1993) may be useful
in the construction of models for multivariate survival in reliabil
ity theory. A recent book that includes the generalized estimating
equations approach is Diggle, Liang and Zeger (1994).

1.9 Exercises

1.1 For the following bivariate cdfs or survival functions, find
the univariate margins and copula:

(a) F(x,y;b) = 1_(e-6x+e-26y _e- 6(x+2Y»)1/6, X,y ~ 0,
b 2:: 1.

(b) F(x,yjb) = exp{-(e- 6x +e- 6Y )1/O}, -00 < X,y < 00,

b 2:: 1.

(e) G(x,y;O,7]) =(1 +x'1 + y'1)1/9, x,y ~ 0, 0 > 0,1] > O.

(d) F(x,y)=(l+e-x+e-y)-l, -oo<x,y<oo.

1.2 Show that the family BID in Section 5.1 consists of proper
bivariate distributions if and only if 151 ~ 1.

1.3 Write out the associated copulas for the family BID in Sec
tion 5.1.
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1.4 Obtain the copula for the multivariate normal distribution.
What are its parameters?

1.5 Let 81 , 82 be two non-empty subsets of {1, ... , m}. S1 and
82 can have empty or non-empty intersection. If F1(Xi : i E
8 1) and F2 (Yj : j E 82) are cdfs, prove that" the product

F(Zk : k E 81 U S2) =Fl(Zi : i E 8dF2(Zj : j E S2)

is a cdf. [Hint: in the case of a non-empty intersection, it
may be useful to construct a stochastic representation.]

1.6 Suppose {Fn } is a sequence of m-variate cdfs such that
Fn -+d F. What conditions must be checked to show that F
is a proper cdf?

1.7 Find the mass of the singular component for the trivariate
copula

C(U1, U2, U3; 6) =[min{Ut, U2, U3}]6 [U1 U2UaP-6, 0 < 6 5 1.

1.8 Given a bivariate copula C, outline a general approach to
simulating (U, V) from C? Extend this approach to a mul
tivariate copula C.

1.9 Find two copulas associated with the bivariate binary pair
(Y1 , Y2 ) with probabilities Pr(Yl =Y2 =0) =0.25, Pr(Y1 =
0, Y2 = 1) =Pr(Y1 =1, Y2 = 0) =0.15, Pr(Y1 =Y2 =1) ==
0.45. For example, can a bivariate normal copula be used?

1.10 Prove that the copula is not unique in the case of a multi
variate distribution of discrete rvs.

1.11 What is the most dependence that 'one can obtain for two
dependent Bernoulli rvs, with respective parameters PI, P2?
What are the maximum ande minimum possible correlations
for two such rvs?

1.12 Suppose two Bernoulli rvs Y1 , Y2 depend on a covariate vec
tor x. Consider a model in which Y1, Y2 have constant cor
relation p over x. If (Pl (x), P2(X» = (Pr(Y1 =llx), Pr(Y2 =
llx» takes on all values in (0,1)2 as x varies, what are
possible values for p? What if (P1 (x), P2(X» lies in a set
{(1l'l,1l'2): 1l'15 7r25 l-(I-1l'l)Ot} asx varies, where
aE(l,oo)?



CHAPTER 2

Basic concepts of ·dependence

For non-normal random variables, Pearson's correlation and con
cepts based on linearity are not necessarily the best concepts to
work with. More generally useful concepts of positive and neg
ative dependence and measures of monotone dependence are given
in Section 2.1. Dependence (partial) orderings which compare the
amount of (monotone) dependence in two different random vectors
of the same length are studied in Section 2.2. Included are prop
erties that should be satisfied in order for a partial ordering to be
considered a dependence ordering.

The dependence concepts that are presented in this chapter are
those that are needed and used in analysis of multivariate models
in subsequent chapters. There is no attempt to be exhaustive in
mentioning all dependence concepts that have ever been proposed
in the literature. Highlights of the important use of dependence
concepts are the following.
o The concepts of positive quadrant dependence (in Section 2.1.1)

and the concordance ordering (in Section 2.2.1) are basic to
the parametric families of copulas in Chapter 5 in determining
whether a multivariate parameter is a dependence parameter.
The concordance ordering is also used in Section 7.1.10 to ob
tain the most negatively dependent multivariate exchangeable
Bernoulli distribution.

• The concept of stochastic increasing positive dependence (in
Section 2.1.2) is a key concept in the analysis of the decrease in
dependence with lag for stationary Markov chains (Section 8.5).

• The concepts of TP2 dependence (in Section 2.1.5) and max
infinite divisibility (in Section 2.1.8) are necessary for the
method in Section 4.3 of constructing families of closed-form
copulas with a wide range of dependence.

• The concept of tail dependence (in Section 2.1.10) is crucial
to the construction and analysis of multivariate extreme value
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distributions and copulas.
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• Kendall's tau and Spearman's rho (in Section 2.1.9) are used as
summary measures of dependence for bivariate copulas in Sec
tion 5.1; Kendall's tau is also used for compatibility conditions
in Sections 3.4 and 3.6.

• The more stochastic increasing ordering (in Section 2.2.4) is use
ful in the analysis of the Frechet classes in Sections 3.3 and 3.4,
and in the analysis of the range of dependence of the construc
tion method in Section 4.5.

2.1 Dependence properties and measures

Bivariate dependence concepts, properties and measures are easier
to define and have appeared more often in the probability and
statistics literature than multivariate counterparts. This section
consists of a number of dependence concepts; for each, the bivariate
version is given first, followed by the intuition behind it, and then a
multivariate extension is given if there is one. Examples illustrating
the concepts are combined together into a separate subsection.

2.1.1 Positive quadrant and orthant dependence 0

Let X == (Xl, X 2) be a bivariate random vector with cdf F. X or
F is positive quadrant dependent (PQP) if

Pr(Xl > aI, X2 > a2) ~ Pr(Xl > at) Pr(X2 > a2) Val, a2 E ~.

(2.1)
Condition (2.1) is equivalent to

Pr(Xl $ aI, X 2 $ a2) ;::: Pr(X1 $ all Pr(X2 $ a2) ValJ a2 E ~.

(2.2)

The reason why (2.1) or (2.2) is a positive dependence concept is
that Xl and X 2 are more likely to be large together or to be small

together compared with X~ and X~ J where Xl .4 X~ J X 2 d X~, and
X~ and X~ are independent of each other. Reasoning similarly, X
or F is negative quadrant dependent (NQD) if the inequalities
in (2.1) and (2.2) are reversed. .

For the multivariate extension, let X be a random m-vector (m ~

2) with cdf F. X or F is positive upper orthant dependent
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(PUOD) if
m
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Pr(Xi > ai, i::= 1, ... , m) ~ II Pr(Xi > ad Va E ~m, (2.3)
i=1

and X or F is positive lower orthant dependent (PLOD) if

m

Pr(Xi ::; ai, i = 1, ... ,m) ~ ITPr(Xi ::; ai) Va E ~m. (2.4)
i=1

If both (2.3) and (2.4) hold, then X or F is positive orthant
dependent (POD). Note that for the multivariate extension, (2.3)
and (2.4) are not equivalent.

Intuitively, (2.3) means that XI, ... , X m are more likely simul
taneously to have large values, compared with a vector of independ
ent rvs with the same corresponding univariate margins. If the
inequalities in (2.3) and (2.4) are reversed, then the concepts of
negative lower orthant dependence (NLOD), negative up
per orthant dependence (NUOD) and negative orthant de
pendence (NOD) result.

2.1.2 Stochastic increasing positive dependence

Let X = (Xl, X 2 ) be a bivariate random vector with cdf F E
F(FI , F2 ). X 2 is stochastically increasing (81) in Xl or the
conditional distribution F2/1 is stochastically increasing if

Pr(X2 > X2 I Xl ::= xI) = 1 - F211(X2Ix I) 1 Xl VX2' (2.5)

By reversing the roles of the indices of 1 and 2, one has XI SI in X 2

or F l 12 SI. The reason why (2.5) is a positive dependence condition
is that X 2 is more likely to take on larger values as X I increases.
By reversing the direction of monotonicity in (2.5) from 1 to L the
stochastically decreasing (SD) condition results.

There are two dependence concepts that could be considered as
multivariate extensions of SI; they are positive dependence through
the stochastic ordering and conditional increasing in sequence.

Definition. The random vector (Xl,"" X m ) is positive de
pendent through the stochastic ordering (PDS) if {Xi : i =I
j} conditional on Xj = x is increasing stochastically as X increases,
for all j = 1, ... , m.

Definition. The random vector (Xl,"" X m ) is conditional
increasing in sequence (CIS) if Xi is stochastically increasing
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in XI, ... ,Xi-l for i = 2, ... ,m, i.e., Pr(Xi > Xi I Xj =xj,i =
1, ... , i-I) is increasing in Xl, .•. , Xi-l for all Xi.

Note that for m = 2, PDS is the same as X 2 SI in Xl and Xl
SI in X 2 , and CIS is the same as SI.

2.1.3 Right-tail increasing and left-tail decreasing

Let X = (X}, X 2 ) be a bivariate random vector with cdf F E
:F(FI , F2). X2 is right-tail increasing (RTI) in Xl if

Pr(X2 > X2 I Xl > Xl) = F(Xl, X2)/ F1(Xl) 1 Xl 't/X2. (2.6)

Similarly, X2 is left-tail decreasing (LTD) in Xl if

Pr(X2 :5 X2 I Xl :5 Xl) = F(XI, X2)/ F1(Xl) ! Xl \/X2. (2.7)

The reason why (2.6) and (2.7) are positive dependence conditions
is that, for (2.6), X2 is more likely to take on larger values as Xl
increases, and, for (2.7), X 2 is more likely to take on smaller values
as Xl decreases. Reversing the directions of the monotonicities lead
to negative dependence conditions.

A multivariate extension of RTI for an m-vector (Xl,"" Xm )

is: Xi,i E AC, is RTI in Xj,j E A, if

Pr(Xi > Xi, i E A C I X j > Xj, j E A) i Xk, k E A,

where A is a non-empty subset of {I, ... , m}. Similarly, there is a
multivariate extension of LTD.

2.1.4 Associated random variables

Let X be a random m-vector. X is (positively) associated if the
inequality

E [91 (X)g2 (X)] ?: E [91 (X)]E [g2(X)] (2.8)
holds for all real-valued functions 91, 92 which are increasing (in
each component) and are such that the expectations in (2.8) exist.
Intuitively, this is a positive dependence condition for X because it
means that two increasing functions of X have positive covariance
whenever the covariance exists.

It may appear impossible to check this condition of association
directly given a cdf F for X. Where association of a random vector
can be established, it is usually done by making use of a stochastic
representation for X. One important consequence of the association
condition is that it implies the POD condition; see Section 2.1.7
on relationships between concepts of positive dependence.
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For a random variable (with m = 1), inequality (2.8) holds when
ever the' expectations exist.

Lemma 2.1 For a rv X, E [gl(X)g2(X)] ~ E [gl(X)]E [g2(X)] for
all increasing real-valued functions gI, 92 such that the expectations
exist.

Proof. For binary increasing functions gj(x) = I(Gj,oo)(x), the left
hand side of (2.8) becomes Pr(X > max{a1' a2}) and the right
hand side becomes Pr(X > a1) Pr(X > a2) so that inequality
(2.8) holds and is equivalent to Cov [gl(X),g2(X)] ~ O. For general
increasing functions gl, 92 such that the covariance exist, Hoeff
ding's identity (see Exercise 2.15) leads to

Cov [gl (X), 92(X)] (2.9)1:1: COY [1(",00)(91 (X)), 1('2,OO)(92(X))] ds 2ds}

1:1: COY [1(g~'(")'oo)(X), 1(g;'('2)'OO)(X)] ds2ds l ,

and the integrand is always non-negative from the binary case. 0
There exists a definition for negative association but it will not

be given here as it is not needed in subsequent chapters.

2. J. 5 Total positivity of order 2

A non-negative function b on A 2 , where A C 3f, is totally positive
of order 2 (TP2 ) if for all Xl < YI, X2 < Y2, with Xi,Yj E A,

b( Xl, X2)b(Yl, Y2) ~ b(x}, Y2)b(Yl , X2)' (2.10)

The 'order 2' part of the definition comes from writing the differ
ence b(X1' x2)b(Y1' Y2) - b(Xl, Y2)b(Yl, X2) as the determinant of a
square matrix of order 2. Total positivity of higher orders involves
the non-negativity of determinants of larger square matrices. If the
inequality in (2.10) is reversed then b is reverse rule of order 2
(RR2 ).

For a bivariate cdf F with density I, three notions of positive
dependence are: (i) f is TP2; (ii) F is TP2 ; (iii) F is TP2. The
reasoning behind (i) as a positive dependence condition is that for
Xl < YI, X2 < Y2, I(Xl, x2)f(Yl, Y2) ~ f(x}, Y2)f(Yll X2) means
that it is more likely to have two pairs with components matching
high-high and low-low than two pairs with components matching
high-low and low-high. Similarly, f RR2 is a negative dependence
condition.
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It is shown later in Section 2.1.7 that f TP2 implies both F
and F TP2, and either F TP2 or F TP2 implies that F is PQD.
Hence both (ii) and (iii) are positive dependence conditions. A
direct explanation for (ii) as a positive dependence condition is as
follows. The condition of F TP2 is given by:

F(Xl,X2)F(Yl,Y2) - F(Xl,Y2)F(Yl,X2) ~ 0, \lxl < Y17 X2 < Y2·

This is equivalent to:

F(Xl' x2)(F(YI, Y2) - F(YI, X2) - F(Xl' Y2) + F(XI' X2)]
-[F(Xl, Y2) - F(xl, x2)][F(Yl, X2) - F(Xl' X2)] 2: 0, (2.11)

'V Xl < Yl, X2 < Y2.

If (Xl, X2) ,...., F, then the inequality in (2.11) is the same as

Pr(Xl ~ Xl, X2 ~ X2) Pr(Xl < Xl ::5 Yl, X2 < X2 ~ Y2)

- Pr(XI ::5 Xl, X2 < X 2 ~ Y2) Pr(Xl < Xl ~ Yl, X 2 ~ X2) 2: 0,

for all Xl < Yl, X2 < Y2. This has an interpretation as before
for high-high and low-low pairs versus high-low and low-high.
Similarly, the inequality resulting from F TP2 can be written in
the form of (2.11) with the survival function F replacing F.

The conditions of F TP2 and F TP2 occur as necessary and
sufficient conditions for a bivariate cdf or survival function to be
max- or min-infinitely divisible; see Section 2.1.8.

A multivariate extension of TP2 is the following. Let X be a
random m-vector with density f. X or f is multivariate totally
positive of order 2 (MTP2) if

f(x V y)f(x A y) ~ f(x)f(y) (2.12)

for all x, y E ~m , where

x V y = (max{xI, Yl}, nlax{x2, Y2}, , max{xm , Ym}),

x A y - (min{x17 YI}, min{x2, Y2}, ,min{xm , Ym}).

An important property of MTP2 is that if a density is MTP2,
then so are all of its marginal densities of order 2 and higher (see
the proof in Section 2.1.7).

If the inequality in (2.12) is reversed, then f is multivariate
reverse rule oforder 2 (MRR2)' This is a weak negative depend
ence concept because, unlike MTP2, the property of MRR2 is not
dosed under the taking of margins. (An example of non-closure is
given in Section 9.2.1.)
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2.1.6 Positive function dependence

Positive function dependence is a concept of dependence for the
special case in which all univariate margins are the same, Le., for
:F(F1 , ... , Fm ), with F1 = ... = Fm (= Fa, say). For the bivari
ate case, let Xl, X2 be dependent rvs with cdf Fa and suppose
(XII X 2 ) ~ F. Then (Xl, X 2 ) or F is positive function depend
ent (PFD) if

Cov [h(X1 ), h(Xz )] ~ 0, V real-valued h (2.13)

such that the covariance exists. The multivariate extension with
XII .. " X m being dependent rvs with cdf Fa and (Xl,' .. ' X m ) ~

F is that (Xl, ... , X m ) is positive function dependent if

m m

E [IT h(Xd] ~ II E [h(Xi)], Vreal-valued h
i=l i=l

(2.14)

such that the expectations exist. If m is odd, then there is the
further restriction that h be non-negative.

In the statistical literature, this concept has been called 'pos
itive dependence', but here we use the term 'positive function de
pendence' in order to avoid confusion with the general notion of
positive dependence (i.e., many definitions in Section 2.1 are con
cepts of either positive or negative dependence). In Section 8.5, we
show an application of positive function dependence to inference
for stationary dependent sequences.

Similar to the definition of association, it looks as if (2.13) and
(2.14) would be difficult to establish analytically in general. Again,
where PFD can be established, it is usually done by making use
of a stochastic representation for X. For example, a condition that
implies PFD in the bivariate case is positive dependent by mix
ture, which means that F(Xl,X2) (or F(Xl,XZ» has the repres
entation fG(Xl; a)G(xz; a) dM(a) (or fG(Xl; a)G(xz; 0) dM(a»),
where M is a mixing distribution and G(·; a) is an appropriately
chosen family of distributions so that the representation holds. The
proof is left as an exercise.

2.1. 7 Relationships among dependence properties

In this subsection, invariance results and results on relationships
among dependence properties are given. The first theorem is trivial
so its proof is omitted.
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Theorem 202 All of the dependence properties in Sections 2.1.1
to 2.1.6 are invariant with respect to strictly increasing transfor
mations on the components of the random vector. For example, if
(Xl, X 2) is PQD then so is (al(XI ), a2(X2» for strictly increasing
functions alJ a2.

Theorem 203 Relations in the bivariate case are:

(a) TP2 density => Sf => LTD, RTf;

(b) LTD or RTf => association => PQD;

(c) TP2 density => TP2 cdf and TP2 survival function;

(d) TP2 cdf =:} LTD, and TP2 survival function => RTf.

Proof. TP2 density =:} SI: Let (Xl, X 2 ) f"'oJ F with density f. We
need to show Pr(X2 > y I Xl = .x) $ Pr(X2 > y I Xl = x') for
arbitrary x < x'. This is equivalent to showing

100 f(.x, z) dz joo f(x' , w) dw ~100

I(x', z) dz joo f(x, w) dw
11 -00 11 -00

or

[0 i: [J(z', %)/(z, w) - /(z, %)/(z', w)] dw d% :?: O.

But the left-hand side of the above inequality simplifies to

['" [Y
oo

[/(z', z)f(z, w) - /(z, %)/(z', w)] dwd%

and the integrand is non-negative for all (z, w) E (y, 00) x (--'00, yJ
by the TP2 assumption.

SI =:} RTI (SI => LTD is similar): Let x < x' and let (Xl, X 2 ) "'J

F. Since F 211(X2Ix l) = Pr(X2 > .x2 I Xl = Xl) is increasing
in Xl, there is an inequality for the weighted averages when this
conditional probability is weighted against the density of Xl, i.e.,

J:z:oo F211(X2Ix I) dF1(XI) < f; F211(X2Ix l) dF1(X1).
F1(X) - F 1(X')

This inequality is the same as

Pr(X2 > X2 I Xl > x) ~ Pr(X2 > x2 I Xl > x')

and this is the RTI condition.
LTD or RTI => association: The proof of this is lengthy and re

quires technical details. It is omitted here but is given in Esary and
Proschan (1972). We give instead a simple proof of the implication
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'SI => association', since this gives an indication of how to work
with the concept of associated rvs.

51 => association: Let a and b be increasing functions on ~2.

Assuming that second-order moments exist,

Cov [a(X1 , X 2 ), b(X I ,X2)] = E {Cov [a(Xt, X2), b(X I , X 2) IXdl
+Cov (E [a(X I , X2) IXl], E [b(X1, X 2 ) I XIJ)· (2.15)

Let a"'(Xt} = E [a(X1 , X2)IXd, b"'(Xd = E [b(X1 , X2)IXl]. Then
a* and b* are increasing functions since a and b are increasing and
X 2 is SI in Xl, so that the second term on the right of (2.15) is non
negative, by Lemma 2.1 in Section 2.1.4. For the first term on the
right of (2.15), a(Xl' X2), b(Xl' X 2) are increasing in X2 for each
fixed Xl so that the conditional covariance is non-negative for each
Xl (again by Lemma 2.1). Hence unconditionally the expectation
in the first term is non-negative.

Association => PQD: The bivariate case is a special case of the
multivariate result of 'association => POD', which is proved in the
next theorem.

TP2 density => TP2 cdf (TP2 density => TP2 survival function
is similar): Let (X1 ,X2) I",J F with density f. Let Xl < YlJ X2 < Y2.
Then f TP2 implies that1:1: 1~'1:2[J(s1' s2)f(t1, t2)- f(s1' t2)f(t1, s2)]dt2dt1ds2ds1

is non-negative or

F(x}, x2)[F(Yl, Y2) - F(YI, X2) - F(XI, Y2) + F(Xl, X2)]

2: [F(Xl, Y2) - F(Xl, x2)][F(Yl, X2) - F(XI' X2)].

This is equivalent to the TP2 condition for the cdf (see inequality
(2.11) in Section 2.1.5).

TP2 cdf => LTD (TP2 survival function => RTI is similar): Let
Y2 ~ 00 and suppose Xl < Yl; then the TP2 cdf condition im
plies F(XI' X2)/ F(XI, 00) 2:: F(y!, x2)/F(Yl, 00), which is the LTD
condition. D

Theorem 2.4 Relations in the multivariate case are:

(a) a random subvector of an associated random vector is asso-
ciated;

(b) association => PUOD and PLOD;

(c) PDS => PUOD and PLOD;

(d) CIS => association.
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Proof. (a) Let (Xl," ., X m ) be associated and X 3 =(Xi1 ,' •• , Xi,J
be a subvector, with 1 :5 k < m and i l < ... < ike Let g1, g2 be
increasing functions on mk • Then

provided the expectations exist since gI, g2 can be considered as
functions of Xl, .. " X m •

(b) Let (Xl, ... , Xm) be associated. Fix real numbers a1, ... , am'
Let 91(Xl, .. . ,xm-d = I(al,oo)X"'X(Om_l,OO)(Xb" .,Xm-l) and let
g2(Xm ) = I(am,oo)(xm ), Then g1, 92 are increasing functions. In
equality (2.8) leads to

Pr(Xi > ai, i :5 m) ~ Pr(Xi > ai, i:5 m - 1) Pr(Xm > am).

By (a) and making use of induction,

Pr(Xi > ai, i:5 k) ~ Pr(Xi > ai, i :5 k - 1) Pr(Xk > ak)

for k = m - 1, ... ,2. Therefore
m

Pr(Xi > ai, i = 1, .. . ,m) ~ IIpr(Xi > ad
i=1

or X is PUOD.
Similarly, to show the conclusion of PLOD, use the functions

gl(Xl, ... , xm-d = -I(-oo,ol]x ... x(-oo,am_d(Xl,"" xm-I} and
92(Xm ) = -I(-oo,om](xm ),

(c) (Xl," .,Xm ) PDS implies

Pr(X2 > X2, •• • ,Xm > X m I Xl =xd
~ Pr(X2 > X2,·· .,Xm > X m I Xl = x~)

for all Xl > xi and for all X2, ... , Xm . Then

Pr(X2 > X2,· •. ,Xm > X m I Xl> xd

_100

Pr(X2 >X2, ... ,Xm >xmlX1 =Z)dF1(Z)!' foo dF1(z)
Xl lXl

> 100
Pr(X2 >X2, ... ,Xm >xmlX1 =z)dF1(Z)!' [00 dF1(z)

x~ Jx~
- Pr(X2 > X2,"" Xm > Xm I Xl > xD,

for all Xl> Xl' Letting xl -? -00 yields

Pr(Xj > Xj, j :5 m) ~ Pr(Xl > xd Pr(X2 > X2,· .. , Xm > xm ).

(2.16)
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Since a subset of a vector that is PDS is also PDS, (Xj, . .. , X m )

is PDS for j = 2, ... , m - 1 and by induction Pr(Xj > Xj, j =
l, ... ,m) ~ IT}:1 Pr(Xj > Xj) or (XI, ... ,Xm ) is PUOD.

The conclusion of PLOD follows similarly since (Xl,"" Xm )

PDS implies Pr(X2 :::; X2,··. ,Xm :::; X m I Xl = xI) 2:: Pr(X2 :::;

X2, • •. ,Xm :::; X m I Xl = x~) for all Xl < x~. A similar inequality
then holds conditional on Xl :::; Xl ana Xl ::; x~. An inequality
like (2.16) results by letting x~ -;. 00.

(d) The proof is similar to that of 'SI => association' in the
preceding theorem.

o
Note that as a consequence of part (d) of Theorem 2.4, independ

ent rvs are associated since they clearly satisfy the CIS condition.

Theorem 2.5 Let (Xl, ., ., X m ) have density f which is MTP2.
Then all of marginal densities of f of order 2 and higher are also
MTP2.

Proof. This proof is modified from Karlin and Rinott (1980a). Sup
pose densities for Xj exist relative to the measure v. Because of
symmetry and induction, it suffices to show that the density of
(Xl, ... ,Xm - l ) is MTP2, or that

j [f(Xm-I' s)f(Ym-l, t) + f(Xm-I' t)f(Ym-I' s)] dv(s) dv(t)
3<t

:s j [f(Xm-l VYm-l,s)/(xm-lI\Ym-l,i) (2.17)
s<t

+f(Xm-1 VYm-l,t)f(xm-l /\Ym-I,S)] dv(s)dv(t)

where Xm-l = (Xl,"" Xm-l), Ym-l = (YI, ... , Ym .... l). (For the
'discrete' case, the inequality

j)f(Xm- 1 , s)f(Ym-l, s) + f(Xm-l. s)f(Ym-l, s)] dv(s) dv(t)

::; 2j)f(xm-l VYm-l,S)J(Xm-l AYm_l.S)]dv(s)dv(t),

follows easily from the MTP2 property of t.) In (2.17), let

a = f(Xm-l,S)f(Ym-l,t), b=f(xm-l,t)f(Ym-l,S),

c = f(Xm-l V Ym-l, s)f(Xm-l /\ Ym-l, t),

d = f(Xm-l V Ym-l, t)f(Xm-l /\ Ym-l, s),

with s < t. From the MTP2 property for I, d ~ a, band ab :::; cd
(the latter from matching up terms with sand t separately). Then
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(c+d)-(a+b) =d- 1[(d-a)(d-b)+(cd-ab)] ~ °and inequality
(2.11) holds. 0

2.1.8 Max-infinite and min-infinite divisibility

For a univariate cdf F, an positive powers F"Y (F"Y), r > 0, are cdfs
(survival functions). This need not "be the case for multivariate
cdfs. In general, for an m-variate cdf F, F"Y (F"Y ) is a cdf (survival
function) for all "I 2:: m - 1. If F'Y is a cdf for all 'Y > 0, then
F is max-infinitely divisible (max-id), and if F'Y is a survival
function for all "I > 0, then F is min-infinitely divisible (min
id).

The explanations for these definitions are as follows. If F is max
id and X = (Xl, ... , X m ) ......, F, then for all positive integers n,
Fl/n is a cdf. If (X!~), ... ,X!~», i = 1, ... , n, are iid with cdf
F1/n, then

X .!!. (x(n) x(n»)- m~x il , ... ,m~x im
$ $

where the maxima are over the indices 1 to n. For min-id, replace
max by min and cdf by survival function.

The max-id and min-id conditions are equivalent respectively to
being a TP2 cdr and TP2 survival function in the bivariate case,
and hence they are (strong) dependence conditions. These proofs
are given next and then conditions are given in the multivariate
case.

Theorem 2.6 Let F be a bivariate cdf.

(a) F is max-id if and only if F is TP2 ..

(6) F is min-id if and only if F is T P2.

Proof. (a) Let R(x, y) = log F(x; y), so that R is increasing in
x and y. Then F TP2 implies that for 6, c > 0, R(x + 6, y + e) ~
R(x, y+e) + R(x+6, y) - R(x, y). Since eZ is convex and increasing
in z, for 'Y > 0,
e"YR(Z,Y+f) _ e"YR(z,y) < e'Y[R(z,y+€)+R(x+6,y)-R(z,y)] _ e"YR(x+o,y)

< e'YR (x+6,y+€) _ e"YR(x+cS,y).

This is equivalent to F'Y(x + 0, y+€) - F"Y(x + 6, y) - F"Y(x, y+ €) +
F"Y(x, y) 2: 0 for an r > O. Hence, from the rectangle inequality,
F'Y is a cdf for all "I > O.

For the converse, if F is max-id, then

W(1) = F1(z +6, y + e) - F1(z + 6, y) - F1(x, y+ €) +F'Y(x, y) ~ 0
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for all b, €, 'Y > O. Since w is continuous and differentiable and
w(o) = '0, the right derivative of Wei) at 0 is non-negative. This
leads to

10 [F(X + b, y + f)F(x, V)] > 0
g F(x+b,y)F(x,y+t) -

for all 6, f > O. Equivalently, F is TP2'
The proof of (b) is similar and is left as an exercise. 0

For a multivariate distribution F to be max-id, a necessary con
dition is that all bivariate margins are TP2. Hence max-id is a
(strong) positive dependence condition.

A general condition for max-id, which generalizes the above bi
variate result to any dimension m, is given next.

Theorem 2.7 Let m, ~ 2. Suppose F(x) is an m-variate distri
bution with a density (with respect to Lebesgue measure) and let
R = log F. For a subset S of {I, ... , m}, let Rs denote the partial
derivative of R with respect 1.0 Xi, i E S. A necessary and sufficient
condition for F to be max-id is that Rs ~ 0 for all (non-empty)
subsets S of {I, ... , m}.

Proof We look at the derivatives of H = Fr = erR with respect
to Xl, ... , x m , i = 1, ... , m, and then permute indices. All of the
derivatives must be non-negative for all 'Y > 0 if F is max-ide The
derivatives are:

allJOXl = 1'HRl'

a2 H J8x18x2 = 1'2 H R 1 R 2 + IH R 12 ,

83
HJOXI0X20X3 = 13 H R1R2R3 + 1'2H[R1R23 + R2 R 13+

R3R12] + 'YH R123' etc.

For the non-negativity of &1 5 1H / DiES OXi for I > 0 arbitrarily
small, a necessary condition is that Rs 2 O. From the form of the
derivatives above, it is clear that Rs ~ °for all S is a sufficient
condition. 0

For multivariate distributions which have special forms, simpler
conditions can be obtained. These are obtained in Section 4.3 where
mixtures of powers of a max-id or min-id multivariate distribution
are used to obtain families of multivariate distributions.

2.1.9J(endall's tau and Spearman's rho 0

Kendall's tau (denoted by r) and Spearman's rho (denoted by PS or
p) are bivariate measures of (monotone) dependence for continuous
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variables that are (i) invariant with respect to strictly increasing
transformations and (ii) equal to 1 for the bivariate Frechet up
per bound (one variable is an increasing transfornl of the other)
and -1 for the Frechet lower bound (one variable is a decreasing
transform of the other). These two properties do not hold for Pear
son's correlation, so that T and ps are more desirable as measures
of association for multivariate non-normal distributions. Another
property (Exercise 2.10) is that T and ps are increasing with re
spect to the concordance ordering of Section 2.2.1.

Definition. Let F be a continuous bivariate cdf and let (X I ,X2),
(X{, X~) be independent random pairs with distribution F. Then
Kendall's tau is

T= Pr«Xt - XDeX2 - X~) > 0) - Pr«Xl - X~)(X2 - X~) < 0)

= 2 Pr«X1 - X;)(X2 - X~) > 0) - 1 = 4JF dF - 1.

Definition. Let F be a continuous bivariate cdf with univariate
margins FI , F2 and let (Xl, X 2 ) t"J F; then Spearman's rho is
the correlation of FI(Xl ) and F2(X2). Since Fl(Xl) and F2(X2)
are U(O, 1) rvs (under the assumption of continuity), their expect
ations are 1/2, their variances are 1/12, and Spearman's rho is

PS =12JJF1(Xl)F2(X2)dF(Xl,X2) - 3 =12JJFdF1dF2 - 3.

The condition (Xl -X~)(X2-X~) > 0 corresponds to (Xl, X2),
(X~, X~) being two concordant pairs in that one of the two pairs
has the larger value for both components, and the condition (Xl 
X~)(X2 - X2) < 0 corresponds to (Xl, X2), (XL X~) being two
discordant pairs in that for each pair one component is larger than
the corresponding component ofthee otherc pairand=onejs: smaller;
Hence Kendall's tau is the difference of the probability of two ran
dom concordant pairs and the probability of two random discord
ant pairs. If there is an increasing (decreasing) transform from one
variable to the other, the probability of a concordant (discordant)
pair is 1 and the probability of a discordant (concordant) pair is O.

Because T and ps are invariant to strictly increasing transfor
mations, their definitions could be written in terms of the copula
C associated with F. That is,

T = 4JCdC - 1 and

ps - .12JJuvdC(u, v) - 3 = 12JJC(u, v)dudv - 3.
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The relation to the sample version of PS can now be seen. For
bivariate data, PS is the rank correlation and the rank transforma.;.
tion is like the probability transform of a rv to U(O, 1).

2.1.10 Tail dependence 0

The concept of bivariate tail dependence relates to the amount of
dependence in the upper-quadrant tailor lower-quadrant tail of a
bivariate distribution. It is a concept that is relevant to depend
ence in extreme values (which depends mainly on the tails) and in
the derivation of multivariate extreme value distributions from the
taking of limits (see Chapter 6). Because of invariance to increasing
transformations, the definition will be given in terms of copulas.
The symbol used for a tail dependence parameter is A.

Definition. If a bivariate copula C is such that

lim C(u, u)/(l - u) = Au
u-l

exists, then C has upper tail dependence if Au E (0,1] and no
upper tail dependence if Au =O. Similarly, if

lim C(u, u)/u = AL
u-o

exists, C has lower tail dependence if AL E (0, 1] and no lower
tail dependence if AL = O.

The reasoning behind these definitions is as follows. Suppose
(Ul , U2 ) I'V C. Then

Au == lim Pr(Ul > 'l.t I V2 > u) = lim Pr(V2 > u I VI > u).
u-l u-1

A similar expression holds for AL. These expressions show that
the parameters Au, AL are bounded between 0 and 1 inclusive. If
AU > 0 (AL > 0), there is a positive probability that one of UI , U2

takes values greater (less) than u given that the other is greater
(less) than u for u arbitrarily close to 1 (0).

2.1.11 Examples

In this subsection, a few examples are used to illustrate the depend
ence concepts in the preceding subsections.

Example 2.1 Let f(X1,X2;P) = (211-)-1(1- p2)-1/Zexp{-~(xr

+X~-2pXIX2)/(1-p2)}, -1 < P < 1, be the BVSN density. Then it
is straightforward to show that f is TP2 (RRz) if and only if p 2: 0
(p ::; 0). Also the conditional distribution of the second variable
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given the first is F211(X2IxI) = ~«X2 - pxd/.Jl- p2), and this is
decreasing in x 1 for all X2 if and only if P ~ O. Hence this shows
directly that F211 is stochastically increasing (decreasing) if P 2: 0
(p $ 0).0

Example 2.2 For the MVSN distribution with mxm correlation
matrix R = (Pij), the PDS condition is equivalent to Pij ~ 0 for all
i, j. Also the association condition is equivalent to Pij 2 0 for all
i, j. Let A = R-1 = (aij); then the MTP2 condition is equivalent
to aij ~ 0 for all i # j.

Proof. Let (Xl,"" Xm ) be MVSN with correlation matrix R =
(pij). Note that the mean vector of (X2 , •• • , X m ) given Xl =Xl is
(P12' ... , Plm)Xl, so that the stochastic increasing property holds
only if Plj ~ 0 for j = 2, ... , m. By permuting the indices, all
correlations must be non-negative if (Xl, . .. , X m ) is PDS.

The proof of association is non-trivial; see Joag-dev, Perlman
and Pitt (1983).

It is easy to show that the MVN density <PR(X), with correlation
matrix R, is TP2 in Xi, Xj, for aU i 'f:. j, if aij ~ 0 for all i i:- j.
This implies the MTP2 condition. 0

Example 2.3 Consider the family B5 of bivariate copulas in
Section 5.1. With u =1 - u, v = 1 - v, the family is

C(u, v;6) = 1 - (it + VO - [uv]O)1/6, 1 $ 6 < 00. (2.18)

The corresponding family of densi ties is

c(u, V; 6) = (u6 + v6 - [uv]6)-2+1/6[uv]6-1[6 - 1 +u6+Vb _ ubV6].

Note that the case of 6 =1 corresponds to the independence copula
C/(u, v) = UV.

The conditional cdf,

C211(vlu; 6) = [1 +v6u-6 - 11]-1+1/6[1_ vOl, (2.19)

is decreasing in u for each v, so this proves directly that 0 211 is SI
for each 6 '2: 1.

The demonstration that the density c is TP2 reduces to showing
that h(x, y) = (1 - xy)-2+1/6(6 - xy) is TP2 in 0 :$ x, y :$ 1 or
that ho(s, t) = (1- e-s -e)-2+1/6(6 - e-s-e) is TP2 in s, t ~ O. The
inequality hO(S1,t 1)ho(S2,t2) 2: hO(81,t2)ho(S2,tl) holds for 0 <
81 < 82,0 < tl < t2 if g(Xl +Yl)+U(X2+Y2) 2:: g(XI +Y2)+g(X2+YI)
for 0 < Xl < X2, 0 < Yl < Y2, where g(z) = log(6.":" e-Z

) +
(-2 + 1/6) log(1 - e- Z

). But g(z) is convex for z > 0 and then the
inequality follows from (Xl +Y2, X2 +Yl)-<m(Xl + Yl, X2 + Y2) (-<m
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is the majorization ordering in Marshall and Olkin 1979; see also
the Appendix). To show the convexity, g"(z) = -6eZ (6e Z

- 1)-2 +
(2-1/6)e Z (e Z _1)-2 = eZ (6e Z -1)-2(e Z -1)-2(0-1)w(6, z), where
w(o,z) =20e2z -2ez -1+0- 1 • Note that w(o,O) = 0- 1(26-1)(0
1) ~ 0 and 8w/8z = 46e 2z

- 2ez ~ 0, so that g"(z) ~ 0 for all
o~ 1.

The upper and lower tail dependence parameters are respectively
2 - 21/ 6 and 0, so that (2.18) has upper tail dependence for 0 > 1.

The PFD property follows from Exercise 2.4 and results in Sec
tions 4.2 and 5.1. 0

Example 2.4 Consider the family B10 of bivariate copulas in
Section 5.1:

C(u, v; 8) =uv[1 + B(l - u)(l - v)], -1 ~ 8 ~ 1. (2.20)

This family is just a perturbation of the independence copula
C/(u, v) = uv. The distribution in (2.20) is PQD (NQD) for 0 ~

8 ~ 1 (-1 ::; e ::; 0). It has a limited range of of dependence
which is why it is not useful as a model; simple computations show
that Kendall's tau is 28/9 and Spearman's rho is e/3 so that r is
bounded in absolute value by 2/9 and ps is bounded in absolute
value by 1/3. 0

Example 2.5 A family of bivariate exponential survival func
tions due to Gumbel (1960b) is:

Xl> 0, Xz > 0, 0::; f) ::; 1.

This has negative quadrant dependence and limited range of de
pendence so that it is not useful as a model. The amount of negative
dependence increases as () increases; for () = .1, Kendall's tau and
Spearman's rho are -0.361 and -0.524, respectively. 0

2.2 Dependence orderings

Positive dependence concepts such as PQD, SI and LTD, in the
preceding section, result from comparing a bivariate or multivari
ate random vector with a random vector of independent rvs with
the same corresponding univariate distributions. That is, if F E
:F(F11 ••• , Fm), the class of m-variate distributions with given uni
variate margins PI, ... , Fm, a positive dependence concept comes
from comparing whether F is more positive dependent in some
sense than the cdf 0;:1 Fj. For example, the PUOD concept com-

pares Pr(Xi > ai, i = 1, ... , m) for X'"'" F with X'"'" OJ=1 Fj.
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However, for a parametric family of multivariate distributions,
one would be interested in more information than just positive
or negative dependence (or indeterminate type of dependence). A
parameter in the family is interpretable as a dependence para
meter if the amount of dependence is increasing (or decreasing)
as the parameter increases. This is one motivation for cornparing
whether one multivariate cdf is more dependent than another cdf
based on some dependence concept. Comparisons can be made
via dependence orderings that are partial orderings within a class
:F(F}, . .. , Fm ). Because of the result (1.7) on copulas, dependence
orderings or comparisons should hold the univariate margins fixed,
at least in the continuous case.

In this section, we first give the concordance ordering corres
ponding to the dependence concept of PQD and POD. Then, we
discus~ and list the types of properties that would be desirable for
a dependence ordering; one property is that the bivariate concord
ance ordering should hold for all sets of corresponding bivariate
margins. (There are references to the Frechet bounds, which are
studied in detail in Chapter 3.) Following this, we list some depend
ence orderings that generalize the concepts in Section 2.1.

2.2.1 Concordance ordering 0

We first give the definition of the concordance ordering in the bi
variate case.

Definition. Let F, F' E :F(F1 , F2) where F1 and F2 are uni
variate cdfs. F' is more concordant (or'more PQD) than F,
written F -<cF', if

(2.21)

From the relation between a survival function and a cdf in the
bivariate case (see equation (1.3», (2.21) is equivalent to

(2.22)

Note that if (Xl, X 2 ) - F and (XL X2) ,...., F', then the concord
ance ordering means that

Pr(Xl $ Xl, X2 $ X2) ~ Pr(Xi $ Xl, x~ $ X2) V Xl, X2

and
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For random vectors, we may use the notation (Xl, X 2 )-<c(X;, X z)
instead of F -<cF' .

In the multivariate case with dimension m 2: 3, the orderings of
cdfs and survival functions are not equivalent (i.e., the multivariate
extensions of (2.21) and (2.22) are not equivalent). Hence there are
various versions that could be considered as simple multivariate
dependence orderings.

Definition. Let F, P' E :F(FI , .. ·, Fm ) where F1 , ... , Fm are
univariate cdfs. F' is more PLOD than F, written F-<cLF', if

F(x) ::; F'(x) Vx E ~m.

F' is more PUOD than F, written F-<cuF', if

F(x) ::; F'(x) Vx E ~m.

(2.23)

(2.24)

F' is more concordant or more POD than F, written F -<cF',
if both (2.23) and (2.24) hold.

The use of the term concordant here means that if X' ~ F'
and X '""-I F, then the components of X' are more likely than those
of X to take on small values (or large values) simultaneously.

For the bivariate ordering in :F(PI, F2 ), the most concordant
or maximal distribution is the Fnkhet upper bound Fu(xI, X2) =
min{F1(Xl), F2(X2)} and the most discordant or minimal distri
bution is the Frechet lower bound FL(Xl, X2) = max{O, F}(xI) +
F2(x2)-1}. For the general multivariate ordering in F(Fl,"" Fm ),

the maximal distribution is the Fnkhet upper bound Fu(x) =
mini Fi(Xi)'

A nice property of the concordance ordering is that if F, F' are
continuous bivariate distributions with Kendall taus reF), reF'),
Spearman rhos ps(F), ps(F'), tail dependence parameters '\(F),
'\(F'), and F-<cF', then reF) ~ reF'), ps(F) ::; ps(F') and
){F) ::; '\(F'). (The proof is left as an exercise.) The next the
orem is a consequence of the -<c ordering that is used later and its
proof is also left as an exercise.

Theorem 2.8 Suppose that Sl , ... ,Sk are all non-negative increas
ing or all non-negative decreasing functions on the real line and
that P, F' are two m-variate cdfs. Let ¢>(Xl' ... , x m ) = r1,f:l Sj (Xj).
Then F -<cF' implies I ¢> dF ::; f ¢> dF' provided that the integrals
exist.

Other properties appear in the next subsection as part of an
axiomatic approach for defining what properties are needed for an
ordering on distributions to be considered a dependence ordering.
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2.2.2 Axioms for a bivariate dependence ordering

In this subsection, we list properties or axioms that an ordering
of distributions should have in order that higher in the ordering
means more positive dependence. '

Let -< be a bivariate dependence ordering (for cdfs in :F(F1 , F2 )

or random vectors that have the same corresponding univariate
marginal distributions). Desirable properties or axioms for -< are:
PI. (concordance) F -< F' implies F(Xl, X2) :5 F'(x}, X2) for all

Xl, X2;
P2. (transitivity) F -< F' and F' -< F" imply F -< F";
P3. (reflexivity) F -< F;
P4. (equivalence) F -< F' and F' -< F imply F =F';
P5. (bounds) FL -< F -< Fu, where Fu is the Frechet upper

bound and FL is the Frechet lower bound;
P6. (invariance to limit in distribution) Fn -< F~, n = 1,2, ... ,

and Fn -+d F, F~ -+d F' as n -+ 00, imply that F -< F';
P7. (invariance to order of indices) (Xl, X2) -< (XL X~) implies

(X2, Xl) -< (X~, Xl);
P8. (invariance to increasing transforms) (Xl, X2) -< (XL X~)

implies (a(X I ), X 2 ) -< (a(Xl) ,X~) for all strictly increasing
functions a;

P9. (invariance to decreasing transforms) (Xl, X 2 ) -< (XL X~)

implies (b(XD, X~) -< (b(X1 ), X 2 ) for aU strictly decreasing
functions b.

If property PI is satisfied, then the bivariate dependence or
dering is stronger than the concordance ordering -<c. Property P5
implies that the Frechet upper (lower) bound is the most (least)
dependent in the ordering. Properties P6 to P9 are fairly natural
invariance requirements.

An ordering that satisfies the nine properties is called a bivari
ate positive dependence ordering (BPDO). The concordance
ordering is a BPDO and it is the weakest one in that if F -< F'
for any other BPDO -<, then F-<cF'. Other orderings are given in
later subsections.

2.2.3 Axioms for a multivariate dependence ordering

In this subsection, we generalize the properties or axioms of the
preceding subsection to the multivariate case. Let -< be a multi
variate dependence ordering (for cdfs in :F(F1 ) •.• , Fm ) or random
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vectors that have the same corresponding univariate marginal dis
tributions) that is defined for all dimensions m 2: 2. Desirable
properties or axioms for -< are:

PI. (bivariate concordance) F -< F' implies that, for all 1 :::; i <
j:::; m, Fij(Xi,Xj):::; Ffj(Xi,Xj) 'VXi,Xj, where Fij,Ffj are
the (i, j) bivariate margins;

P2. (transitivity) F -< F' and F' -< P" imply F -< P";

P3. (reflexivity) F -< F;

P4. (equivalence) F -< F' and F' -< F imply F = F' ;

P5. (bound) F -< Fu, where Fu is the Frechet upper bound;

P6. (invariance to limit in distribution) Fn -< F~, n = 1,2, ... ,
and Fn -+d F, F~ -+d F' as n -+ 00, imply that F -< F';

P7. (invariance to order of indices) (Xl, ... ,Xm ) -< (X~, ... ,X:n)
implies (Xii' ... , Xi m ) -< (Xii' ... , Xi

tn
) for all permutations

(i l , ... , im ) of (1, ... , m);

P8. (invariance to 1 transforms) (Xl,'''' X m ) -< (XL···, x:n)
implies (a(Xt}, X 2 ,· •. , Xm ) -< (a(XD, X~, ... ,X:n) for all
strictly increasing functions a;

P9. (closure under marginals) (Xl, ... , Xm ) -< (XL· .. , X:n) im
plies (Xi 11 ••• , Xi,J -< (X: I ' •.• , Xik) for all i1 < ... < i k ,

2:::; k < m.

Note that bivariate property P5 does not extend completely be
cause there is no Frechet lower bound in general for dimensions
m 2: 3. Similarly, the use of a decreasing transformation to reverse
the ordering of dependence does not extend to the multivariate
case. So property P9 from the bivariate case is replaced by the
natural property of closure under marginals.

An ordering that satisfies these properties is called a multi
variate positive dependence ordering (MPDO). The pair
wise concordance ordering, which is defined next, satisfies all of

. the properties except for property P4.

Definition. Let P, F' E :F(F1 , ••. , Fm ), where FI , ... , Pm are
univariate cdfs. F' is more pairwise concordant than F, written
F -<~w F', if, for all 1 :::; i < j :::; m,

Fij(Xi, Xj) :::; F:j(Xi I Xj) 'V (Xi, Xj) E ~2,

where Fij, Ffj are the (i, j) bivariate margins of F, F/, respectively.

It is simple to show that for any MPDO -<, F -< F' implies
F -<~wF'. It is also straightforward to show that -<c I -<cU and -<cL
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are MPDOs. An MPDO which is stronger than -<c is given in
Section 2.2.5. It will be seen from the families of multivariate dis
tributions given in Chapters 4 and 5 that the -<c ordering is dif
ficult or impossible to show analytically, whereas -<~w and one of
-<eU or -<cL is not difficult to establish. The reason can be seen
in the fonnulas for obtaining a survival function from a cdf and
vice versa (equations (1.3) and (1.4». If one has a parametric fam
ily F(x; 9) in :F(Fl, . .. , Fm ) that is increasing in 8 for aU x (so
that the -<eL ordering holds), then the ordering in e holds for all
marginal distributions, but this need not imply (analytically) that
the survival functions are ordered because of the alternating signs
in (1.3). Where the multivariate -<e ordering has been established,
it is through stochastic representations (e.g., Theorems 2.21 and
4.7 to 4.10).

2.2.4 More Sf bivariate ordering *

In this subsection, we define a bivariate ordering -<Sf such that if
F E :F(Fl, F2), then F1F2-<sIF is equivalent to F211 SL This or
dering has been called the 'more regression dependent' or 'more
monotone regression dependent' ordering in the statistical liter
ature. There are several equivalent versions of the definition. Here
we use the forms that will be the most useful in subsequent chap
ters. Also we impose some conditions, such as F i , F2 continuous
and differentiable, to avoid technicalities.

Definition. Let (Xl, X 2 ) ("'oJ F, (XL X2) "J F' with F, F' E
:F(F1p F2 ). Let G = F21lJ G' = F~ll be. the respective condi
tional distributions of the second rv given the first. Suppose that
G(x2lxl) and G'(x2lxd are continuous in X2 for all Xl' 'rhenF~II is
more 81 than F211 (written F-<sIF' or F2Il-<SIF~ll) if ~(Xb X2) =
G'-1(G(X2Ixl)lxl) is increasing in Xl. (Note that 1/J is increasing
in X2 since, for each fixed Xl, it is a composition of increasing
functions. )

We go through a sequence of theorems to establish properties
and equivalences for the -<SI ordering.

Theorem 2.9 Suppose Xl = XL Xl ~ FI, (XI,X2 ) '" F and
(X~,X2) "J F'. Also suppose F211(X2Ixl) and F~ll(X2Ixl) are con
tinuous in X2 for all Xl. Then a stochastic representation is

(XL X~).!! (Xl, 1/J(X1 , X2»

where 'tjJ(Xl, X2) = F~ltl(F211(X2Ixl)lxd.
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Proof. Let G =F21l and G' =: F~ll. Given Xl =Xl, X2 f"o.J C(·IXI).
Since G(x2IxI) is continuous in X2, G(X2 /xt} is uniform conditional
on Xl = Xl. Also if U "" U(O, 1), then, conditional on Xl = Xl,

G'-l(Ulxt} has distribution G'(XZIXl) by the continuity of this

function in X2. Hence (Xl, G,-l(G(XzIXdIXd) 4: (Xl, X 2). 0

Note that by symmetry another stochastic relationship is

(X1 ,X2)4: (X~,(X~,X~»,
where (Xl,X2) = F2111(F~/1(X2Ixl)lxl).

Theorem 2.10 With G = F2 jb G' =: F~/1' such that G(x2Ixl)
and G'(X:dXl) are continuous in Xz for all Xl, equivalent forms for
F2\1-<SIF~11 are the following:

(a) For any Zl < Z2 and u, v in (0,1),

G- I (ulz2) ~ G- 1(vlzt) => G'-1(ulz2) ~ G,-l(v)Zl).

(b) For any Zl < Z2 and any y, y' with y in the support of G( ·IZl)
and y' in the suppori ofG'(·lz2),

G(ylzt) ~ G'(y'lzd => G(yIZ2) ~ G'(y'IZ2). (2.25)

(c) «Xl, ~z) .= F2Ii(F~11 (x2l x dlxd is increasing in X2 and de-
creaszng zn XI.

Proof. We prove the equivalence of (a) and (b) in the case where
G(x2Ixl) and G'(x2Ixt} are strictly increasing in Xz. This assump
tion can be relaxed with some extra technical details.

For (b) => (a), the proof is by contradiction. Suppose (b) holds
and (a) does not. Then there exist u, v, Zl < Zz such that G- 1(ulzz)
2 G-I(vlzt} and G,-1(ulz2) < G/-1(vlzt}. Let y = G-l(vlzt)
and y' = G,-1(ulz2) so that v =: G(ylzI) and u = G'(y'lzz). The
inequalities become G-l(ulz2) ~ y or G(ylzz) ::; G/(y'lzz) and
y' < G/-l(vlzt} or G'(y'lzd < G(ylzt}. From the assumption of
strictly increasing G, G' , there exists t: > 0 such thc:.,t G'(y'IZl) ::;
G(y - t:lzt} and G(y - t:I Z2) < G' (y' IZ2). This contradicts condition
(b).

The proof of (a) => (b) is similar. Suppose (a) holds and (b) does
not. Then there exist y, y', Zl < Zz such that G(ylzd ~ G'(y' Izd
and G(ylzz) < G'(y'IZ2). Let v == G(ylzt} and u == G'(y'IZ2) so
that y = a- 1(vlzt} and y' == G,-1(ulz2). The inequalities become
v ~ G'(y'lzt} or G'-l(vlzt} ~ G,-l(ulzz), and G(yIZ2) < u or
G-l(vlzI) < G-l(ulzz). From the assumption of strictly increasing
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G, G', there exists i > 0 such that G-l(V!Zl) :$ G-l(u - £!Z2) and
G,-l(vlzl) > G,-l(u - £lz2). This contradicts condition (a).

Next we show the equivalence of condition (b) and the definition
of -<SI, again under the assumption of strictly increasing condi
tional cdfs. (This corrects part of the proof of Theorem 2.2 in
Fang and Joe (1992).) Assume that (2.25) holds for Z1 < Z2. Let
1/;(z, y) = G'-l(G(ylz)lz). It suffices to show that 1/J(z, y) is in
creasing in z. Let Z1 < Z2 and fix y. Let y' satisfy G(Y!Z1) =
G'(YIZl). Then (2.25) implies that tP(Z2, y) =G'-1(G(ylz2)l z2) 2::
G'-1(G'(y'lz2)lz2) 2: y' =G,-1(G'(y'lzl)(ztl= G,-1(G(Y(Zl)l zl) =
1/;(Zl' V)·

For the converse, suppose that (2.25) does not hold for some
y, y. and some Zl < Z2. That is,

G(ylzt} 2: G'(y'" Izt} and G(vlz2) < G'(y* IZ2)'

Let y' satisfy G(yIZl) = G'(y'IZ1) so that y' ~ y•. Then G(yIZ2) <
G'{y'IZ2)' Furthermore,

.,p(Zl,Y) =G'-1(G(Yl zdlzt} = G,-1(G'(y'lz1)lzl) = V',

and

1/1(Z2, y) =G'-1(G(Y!Z2)lz2) < G,-1(G'(y'lz2)lz2) = y',

so that -:/J( Z1 , y) > .,p(Z2 , y) and .,p is not increasing in z for aU y.
For the equivalence of condition (c) to the definition, we provide

a proof in the case where .,p is strictly increasing and differen
tiable. The general case then follows by a limit of approximations.
The transformation from the definition is, (XI, X2) --+ (xl' X2) =
(Xl,l/J(Xl, X2» and the inverse transformation is (xl, x2) --+ (Xl, X2)
=(xl) (x't, x~». The Jacobian matrices of the two transformations
are inverses of each other, i.e.,

[
1 0 ] -1 _ 1 [tP2 0] [1 0 ]

.,pI 'l/J2 = (1f'2) -'l/JI 1 = (1 (2 '

where .,pj J (j are the partial derivatives with respect to the jth
variable, j =1,2. Hence (1(xLx2) =-tPl(XI,X2)/'l/J2(Xt,X2) or (1
and .,pI are opposite in sign (i.e., the monotonicities of ( and 1/J in
the first variable Xl are opposite in direction). 0

Theorem 2.11 Let F E :F(FI, F2 ). Then F I F2-<SIF if and only
if F211 is SID

Proof· F1F2-<SIF -¢=> F2/:(F2(X2)l xl) 1Xl VX2 {::::} F2,:(ulxl)
1Xl 't/ 0 < u < 1 ¢::} F211(X2Ixl)! Xl 't/X2 ¢:::> F21l is 51. 0
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Theorem 2.12 F -<sIF' implies F -<cF'.

Proof. Let (X l ,X2) "" F, (X~,X~) "" F', with Xj 4Xj, j == 1,2.

From Theorem 2.9, (X~ ,X~) 4: (Xl, 1jJ(XI , X2» with 1/;(Xl, X2) ==
F~~ 1(F2 11 (x2IxI)lxd. The assumption here implies that 1jJ is in
creasing in both Xl, x2. To prove the concordance ordering, we
consider two cases.

Case 1. Suppose that Xl, X2 are such that 1jJ(Xl, X2) :s; X2. Then

F'(Xl, X2) == Pr(X~ :s; x}, X~ ::; X2)

- Pr(Xl:S; Xl, 1/J(X1 ,X2):S; X2)

> Pr(XI:S Xl, 1/J(XI,X2)::; X2)

> Pr(XI:S; Xl, X 2 ::; X2) == F(Xt, X2),

where the last inequality results since X 2 :s; X2 implies 1/J(XI, X 2) ::;
1/;(Xl, X2) :s X2 under the starting assumption.

Case 2. Suppose that Xl, X2 are such that 1/;(Xl, X2) > X2. Then
X2 > X2 => 1jJ(XI, X 2) ~ 1/;(XI, X2) > X2 or 1/J(Xl, X 2) :s; X2 => X 2 :s
X2. Therefore, Pr(XI > XI,X2 ::; X2) ~ Pr(XI > xI,1/;(XI,X2 ) :s;
X2) ~ Pr(XI > Xll1f'(XI , X 2 ) ::; X2) == Pr(X~ > Xl, X~ :::; X2), so
that F(XI, X2) :s; F'(x!, X2). 0

We next extend the definitions of -<SI in order to incorporate the
Frechet upper and lower bounds in the ordering of distributions in
:F(F1 , F2 ). Then we comment on the properties of a BPDO, and
whether they are satisfied for -<51.

The Frechet upper bound does not have continuous conditional
cdfs but the condition in the definition of -<51 still holds. Let
F E :F(FI , F2 ) and let F ' == Fu be the Frechet upper bound
in :F(FI ,F2). Then F~II(X2Ixd == 1 if X2 ~ Fi l

0 FI(xI) and 0

otherwise, and F~~l(ulxd == F2-
1

0 FI(xt}, 0 < U < 1. Hence

1/;(Xl,X2) == F~GI(F211(X2Ixt}lxI) == F 2-
1

0 FI(XI) is increasing
in Xl. Furthermore, if (XI ,X2 ) ,...., F and (XLX~) "" Fu, then

(X~, X 2)4: (Xl! F2-
1

0 P\(Xt}).
Next let F' E :F(F1 , F2 ) and let F == FL be the Frechet lower

bound in F(F1 ,F2 ). If (XI ,X2 ) ,..., FL and (XLX2),..., F' , there
is no stochastic representation for (X~, X2) in terms of (XI, X 2)

because of the relationship X 2 == F2-
1(1 - FI(Xt}). For incorpor

ating the Frechet lower bound into the -<SI ordering, we make
use of the equivalent condition (c) in Theorem 2.10. Note that
F211(X21xd == 1 if X2 ~ F;l(l - F1(xd) and 0 otherwise, and
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F~i(ulxd=P;I(l_ F1(Xl», 0 < u < 1. Hence

«Xl,X2) = F21;(F~ll(X2Ixdlxt} = F2-
1(1- F1(xd)·

Also (Xl, X 2) .:!.. (X~ , ( X{ , X 2)).
Theorem 2.13 The (extended) --<51 ordering satisfies all proper
ties of a BPDO except for P7. P7 is not satisfied because the def
inition of -<51 is not symmetric in the two variables. P7 is satisfied
within the subfamilies of permutation-symmetric distributions.

An approach that is useful for showing the --<51 ordering for a
one-parameter family C(·; 6) of copulas, when C211(vlu; 6) does not
have a closed-form inverse, is provided by the following theorem.

Theorem 2.14 Lei C(u, v; 6) be a family of bivariate copulas. Let
B('ll, v, 6) =9(C211(vl'll; 6)), where 9 is an arbitrary strictly increas
ing real-valued function. Assume that B is continuously differen
tiable in all variables up to second order. The family C is increasing
in -<51 as 6 increases (i.e., C(u, V; 61)-<5IC('ll, v; 62) for 61 < 62) if

a2 B aB _ (j2 B oE > 0
8vou 00 o6o'll AU - .

Proof. Let 61 < 62 . Then C{'U, v; 61)-<SlC(u, v; 02) if v'" (u) = v* (62 )

= vI!' ('ll; CI, 62 , v) is increasing in 'll with v* being the root of

B(u, v·, 62 ) = B('ll, v, 61 ). (2.26)

Taking the derivative of (2.26) with respect to 'll leads to

oE '* {)B '* ov'" 8B
~('ll,v ,62) + -() (u,v ,02)~(U) = ~('ll,V,61)'vU V v'll· v'll

Since ~~ ~ 0, ~:* 2::.0 if ~~('ll,V·,62) - ~~(U,V,61) < 0 or if

::~ ('ll, v*(6), 6) ~ O. This is equivalent to

{)2B . 8v* fP B
ov{)u (u, v* ,6) {)6 + aba'll ('ll, v'" ,6) :5 O. (2.27)

From (2.26), with 6 = 62 , °;6* =- ~~ /~~. Hence (2.27) is equi
valent to the condition in the statement of the theorem. 0

2.2.5 More TP2 bivariate orderings '"

This subsection is on orderings involving the TP2 condition. It
is mainly included for theoretical interest and completeness. The
orderings here are not used subsequently, whereas the more SI or
dering is used; they are also difficult to check analytically.
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Some notation is needed in order to present the orderings in
a simple form. For intervals It, 12 of real numbers, the notation
It < 12 means that Xl E It and X2 E 12 imply Xl < x2. If 1 =
(a, b), J = (c, d) are intervals and F is a bivariate cdf, the notation
F(l, J) is shorthand for the rectangle probability F(b, d)-F(a, d)
F(b, c) + F(a, c).

Definition. Let F, F' E T(Fl, F2 ), where Fl and F2 are univari
ate cdfs. F' is more TP2 than F with respect to rectangles
(written F-<TPRF') if, for all intervals It, 12 , Jl' J2 , with It < J l ,

12 < J2,

F(ll' 12)F(J1, J2)F'(11, J2)F'(J l , 12)

:s; F'(II , 12)F'(JI, J2)F(I1 , J2)F(Jl , 12), (2.28)

F' is more TP 2 than F with respect to lower quadrants
(written F-<TPLF') if (2.28) holds for all intervals II, 12 , J1 , J2 with
II < Jl, 12 < J2 and the extra restriction that It, 12 have lower
limits of -00. Similarly, F' is more TP2 than F with respect to
upper quadrants (written F-<TPuF') if (2.28) holds for all in
tervals 11 ,12, Jl' J2 with II < J1 , 12 < J2 and the extra restriction
that J1 , J2 have upper limits of 00.

For -<TPL and -<TPU, inequality (2.28) could be written respect
ivelyas

F(x}, x2)[F(Yl, Y2) - F(Yl' X2) - F(Xl' Y2) + F(Xl, X2)]

·[F'(x!, Y2) - F'(x}, x2)][F'(Y1, X2) - F'(xl, X2)]

< F'(Xl,X2)[F'(Yl,Y2) - F'(Yl,X2) - F'(Xl,Y2) + F'(Xl,X2)]

.[F(xI, Y2) - F(Xl' x2)][F(Yl, X2) - F(xl, X2)]

and

F(Xl' x2)[F(Yl, Y2) - F(YI, X2) - F(Xl' Y2) + F(Xl, X2)]

-[F'(Xl, X2) - F'(Xl, Y2)][F'(Xl, X2) - F'(Yl, X2)]

< F'(Xl,X2)[F'(Yl,Y2) - F'(Yl,X2) - F'(Xl,Y2) + F'(Xl,X2)]

·[F(X1, X2) - F(X1, Y2)][F(X1, X2) - F(Yl' X2)]

where Xl < YI, X2 < Y2.

We go through a sequence of theorems to establish properties of
the orderings.

Theorem 2.15 Let F E T(Fl , F2 ) and supposeF has density /.
Then Fl F2-<TPRF if and only if / is TP2.
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Proof. For comparing F1F2 with F, (2.28) is equivalent to

F(!}, J2 )F(J2 , J1 ) :5 F(!}, Jt}F(I2' J2). (2.29)

Let Xl < YI, X2 < Y2 and let { > 0 be sufficiently srnaU. Let
11 = (Xl,Xl+ C], 12 = (Yl,Yl+ f ], J1 = (X2,X2+ f ], J2 = (Y2,Y2+ f ].

Divide both sides of (2.29) by { and let ( -+ 0 to get

l(xI, Y2)/(YI, X2) :5 l(xI, X2)!(Yl, Y2), (2.30)

so that F1 F2-<TPRF implies that f is TP2. If f is TP2, so that
(2.30) holds for all Xl < Yl, X2 < Y2, then (2.29) holds for all
11 < 12, J1 < J2 by integration. 0

Theorem 2.16 F-<TPRF' =} F-<TPUF' and F-<TPLF'. Both
F -<TPUF' and F -<TPLF' => F -<cF' .

Proof The first statement is obvious. For the second, take II =
(-oo,xd, J1 =(xt,oo), 12 = (-OO,X2], J2 = (X2,OO). Then (2.28)
becomes

F(Xl' x2)F(Xl, x2)(F1(Xl) - F'(xI, x2»(F2(X2) - F'(xll X2»

:5 F'(Xl, x2)F'(Xl, x2)(F1(xt} - F(Xl' x2»)(F2(X2) - F(Xl' X2»,

and this implies F(xlJ X2) :s F'(xl, X2) since h(w) = log{[w(l 
FI - F2 +w)]/[(F1 -w)(F2 -w)]} is increasing in w E [max{O, FI +
F2 -I}, min{F1, F2}] (its derivative is w- 1 +(1- F1- F2 +W)-l +
(F1 - W)-l + (F2 - w)-l ~ 0). 0

Remarks. Although a bivariate cdf F with TP2 density satis
fies the SI property, the -<TPR, -<TPL an~ -<TPL orderings have
not been shown to imply the -<51 ordering. There is no obvious
connection between the TP2 orderings and the -<51 ordering.

Theorem 2.17 -<TPR, -<TPL and -<TPU are BPDOs.

Proof The proof for -<TPR is given in Kimeldorf and Sampson
(1987). The proof for the other two orderings is very similar (see
also Metry and Sampson 1991). 0

2.2.6 Positive function dependence ordering '"

The ordering that generalizes the dependence concept of PFn is
given in this subsection.

Let the rvs XI,"" Xm , Xl, ... ,X:n have a common' distribu
tion, say Fo, and let X ,..., F, X' ,..., F'. Then X' or F' is more
positive function dependent than X or F (written X-<pfdX' or
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F -<pfd PI) if

E [h(X!) ... h(Xm )] :S E [h(X~) ... h(X:n)]
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for all real-valued functions h such that the expectations exist. In
the case of m odd, there is the extra constraint of h being non
negative.

This ordering has some applications to multivariate models, but
the following results show that it is not a BPDa when m = 2.
Also a result below shows that two multivariate distributions can
be ordered in -<c but not in -<pfd and vice versa. Generally, the
-<pfd ordering is useful only for exchangeable and some partially
exchangeable multivariate distributions.

Theorem 2.18 Let Fo be a given univariate cdf and let F E
:F(Fo, Fo). Furthermore, let FU(XI,X2) = min{Fo(xt}, FO(X2)} be
the Frechet upper bound in :F. Then F -<pfd Fu.

Proof. Let (Xl, X 2 ) ,.... F so that (Xl, X 1) "" Fu. Then E [h(Xd 
h(X2 )]2 ~ °implies 2E[h2(Xd] ~ 2E[h(XI )h(X2 )]. 0
Theorem 2.19 Let Fo be a given univariate cdf and consider the
Frichet class :F(Fo, Fo); let FL(XI, X2) =max{O, Fo(xt} +Fo(x2)
I} be tlte Frechef lower bound. Then it is not true that FL -<pfd F
for all F E :F(Fo, Fo).

Proof. Let us simplify to the case where Fa is the cdf of a U(O, 1)
rv. Let (U1 ,U2 ) ~ F and then (UI ,1- Ud "" FL. The -<pfd or
dering would require E [h(Udh(l - UI)] :::; E [h(Udh(U2)] for all
h. However, with hex) = x(I - x) on [0,1), E [Ul(l - UI)2] = 1/30
and, for U1 ,U2 independent, {E[U1(1- Ut}]}2 = 1/36. 0
Theorem 2.20 The -<pfd ordering need not imply the -<c ordering,
and vice versa.

Proof. To get a simple example of a family of copulas C(·; 8) which
is ordered by -<c but not by -<pfd, the symmetry in the two vari
ables is eliminated. Let bl ,b2 be functions on [0,1] which satisfy

f; bj(u)du =0, j = 1,2, and f; bl(u)du f; b2(v)dv 2: 0 for all x, y
in [0,1]. Then c(u, v; 8) = 1 + Ob I (u)b 2(v) is a proper density on
[0, IF for 0 in a neighbourhood of 0, and the cdfs C(·; 8) are in
creasing in -<c as 8 increases. Now let bI , b2 , h be piecewise constant
with

bl (u) = { ~l if °::; u < 0.5,
if 0.5 :S 1.t::; 1,

b2(u) = { ~l
if °::; u < 0.25, 0.5::; u < 0.75,
if 0.25 ::; u < 0.5, 0.75 ::; u ::; 1,
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{

0 if 0 :5 u < 0.25, O. 75 ~ u ~ 1,
h(u) = h 2 if 0.25 5 u < 0.5,

h3 if 0.5 ~ u < 0.75,

andh2 i= h3 . Then Jo
1

Jo
1

h(u)h(v)c(u,v;O)dudv = [(h2+h3 )/4J2
B[(h2 - h3 )/4]2 is decreasing in B.

The above example can be modified to get a family of copulas
C(·; 0) which is ordered by -<pfd but not by -<c. Let b be a function
on [0)1] such that 161 5 1) and J; 6(s)ds = O. Then c(u) v; (J) =
1+ Ob(u )b(v) is a proper density for -1 ~ 0 5 1. Let h be an inte-
grable function on [0,1]. Note that J01J; h(u)h(v) c(u, v; (J) du dv =
[J; h(u)du]2 + 0[J01 b(u)h(u)du]2 is increasing in 0, so that

C(u, V; 8) = uv + /J loU b(s) ds lou b(t) dt

is increasing in the -<pfd ordering as (J increases. Now let

b( ) _ {-1 if 0 < u < 0.25) 0.75 < u < 1,
u - 1 if O.25 ~ u ~ 0.75)

so that

(C { -x if 0 < x :::; 0.25,
io b(s) ds = x ..... 0.5 if 0.25 < x 5 0.75)

o 1 - x if 0.75 < x ~ 1.

For u = 1/8, v =5/8) C(u, v; (J) =(5 - 8)/64 is decreasing in 8) so
that C(·; 0) is not increasing in the -<c ordering. 0

2.2. 7 Examples: bivariate

This subsection consists of bivariate exanlples that illustrate the
dependence orderings.

Example 2..3 (continued). The family B5 of copulas in (2.18) is
increasing in concordance as 6 increases and the limit is the Frechet
upper bound as 6 -+ 00. To show the concordance ordering) one
needs o-1Iog(u6 +v6 _u6v6) to be decreasing in 0 for all 0 < u, v <
1 or a log a + 6log b - ab log(ab) - (a + 6 - ab) log(a + b - ab) ~ 0
for all 0 < a) b < 1 (a = u6 ) b == v6 , 6 ~ 1). The last inequality
follows from the majorization ordering (a, b)-<m(ab, a+b- ab) and
the convexity of the function w log w for w ~ O.

The family B5 satisfies the stronger -<SI ordering as 6 increases.
The following is a proof based on Theorem 2.14. Let B = logC2!1,

where C211 is given in (2.19). Let U = tl), V = v6 , U= au/86 =
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o-lUlogU, and V = 6- 1VlogV. Then

B(u,v,o) = (-1+D-1)log(U+V-UV)+(1-0-1)logU+log(1-V).

Derivatives are:
82 B _ (b-I)bUV
8v8u - (U+V -UV)2uv '

8B _ =.ll (U+V_TJV)+Y._--L+(o-l_l)U(I-V)+V(l-U)8b - b2 og t U I-V U+V-UV I

82B _ V(U+V-UV)+(6-1)[UV-UV(1-V)]
868u - u(U+V-UV)2 I

8B _ V[(l-U)(l-V)-o]
8v - v(l-V)(U+V-UV)'

d·· &2B &B 8
2 B 8B' l'fiThe con Itlon 8v&u 7ft) - 8o&u 8V SImp 1 es to

(U + V ...:. UV)-3(uV)-1 [AI + -A2 + A3],

where Al = y2(U + V - UV)[o - (1 - U)(l - V)]/(l -- V), ;::: 0,
A 2 = -o-l(o-l)UV log(U +V - UV) ~ 0 and A3 = (o-l)U(U +
V - UV)V(l- V) = 8- 1 (0 -l)UV(U + V - UV)(l- V) log U ::; O.
The sum A2+A3 can be negative. However Al + A2 +A3 ;::: 0 since
V(U +V -UV? /(1- V)+U[-log(U +Y -UV)+(U+V -UV)(l
V) log U] ;::: 0 for all 0 ::; U, V ::; 1. This last inequality has been
verified by numerical computation and a study at the boundaries.
o

Example 2.6 The -<SI ordering is shown for the family B3 in
Section 5.1, using a direct application of the definition of -<SI.

Consider the family of copulas

C(u,v;8) = _8-11og[1_(1_e-6U)(I_e-bv)/(1_e-b»), 0::; 0 < 00.

Let 0 < 81 < 02. We show that C(·;8d-<SIC(·;82). Let G(vlu;8)
= C211(vlu;6) = [1- e- IJ - (1- e-IJU)(1_e-6v)]-le-IJU(1_ e- 6v )

= e- 6U [(1 _ e-b)(l - e-OV)-l - (1 - e- 6u )]-1. Then

'l/J(U,V;Ol,D2) = C- 1(C(vlu;6dlu;02)

= -l2 log {I - (w- 1 ~~):~~{~~~U}+l} ,
where w = C(vlu; od. Here 1/)(u, v; 61 ,02) is increasing in u since
(w- l _1)e- 62u = e(Ol-02)U(1_e-OlV)-1(e-61V _e- b1 ) is decreasing
in u for fixed v. 0

Example 2.7 Numerical checks seem to indicate that the -<TPU
(and -<TPL) ordering holds for the one-parameter families B1-B8
of copulas in Section 5.1. Note that by numerical checks we mean
that conditions are evaluated over a (fine) grid of values of the
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relevant variables. The -<TPR ordering has been shown nurnerically
and analytically not to hold for the families B2-B8, by comparing
the special case of densities (intervals in the definition collapsed to
points). The -<TPR ordering seems to hold for the BVN family from
numerical tests. The -<SI ordering holds for the families BI-B6; for
the families B7 and B8 the -<SI ordering has not been checkable
analytically. 0

Example 2.8 Let (Xl, X 2 ), (XL X2) have BVSN distributions
with respective correlations p, p' such that 0 :5 p < p' :5 1. Then
(X1, X2)-<pfd(Xl, X 2). This result generalizes to equicorrelated
MVN random vectors with positive correlations.

Proof Let g(u,v,w) =JI=flu+VP' - pv+JPw. Then we can
write

(X I ,X2 ) = (g(Ul, VI, W), g(U2 , V2 , W»,

(X~,X~) = (g(Ul, VI, W), g(U2, VI, W»,

where UI , U2, Vi I V2, Ware iid standard normal rvs. Let h*(v, w) =
E[h(g(Ui., VI, W» I VI = V, W = w]. Then

E [h(XI)h(X2)] =E[h*(Y,., W)h*(V21 W)]

:5 E{(hJll(Vl, W)j2} = E [h(Xf)h(X~)],

by making use of Theorem 2.18 for the inequality. 0

2.2.8 Examples: multivariate

This subsection consists of multivariate examples that illustrate
the dependence orderings.

Example 2.9 The following is a result on the concordance or
dering for elliptically contoured distributions, which include MVN
distributions as a special case.

Theorem 2.21 Let P be the set of non-negative definite correl
ation matrices. Let Z have a spherically symmetric distribution,
and let X T = AZT where AAT = E = (Uij) is the Cholesky
decomposition of E E P, with A lower triangular. Then, for all
bE~m,

Pr(Xl :5 bl , ... , X m :5 bm ) (2.31)

is increasing in (Tij for all i i= j.

Proof. Since a spherically symmetric distribution is a mixture of
distributions that are uniform on the surfaces of spheres of different

\ .. ;
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adii, it suffices to prove the result for the uniform distribution on
i he surface of a sphere with radius 1.
I In the bivariate case, the representation from the Cholesky de

:',omposition is Xl =ZI, X 2 =pZl +(1-p2)1/2Z2 as p varies from
-1 to 1. Then Pr(X2 ~ b2 ) = Pr(Z2 ~ (b 2 - pZd/(l - p2)1/2)
~s a constant; the line y = (b2 - px)/(l - p2)1/2 divides the cir

Ie x 2 + y2 = 1 in the same proportions for all p between -1
and 1. Hence it is clear from a diagram that Pr(X1 = Zl ~

b1 ,Z2 ~ (b2 - pZr)/(l - p2)1/2) is increasing in p because the
slope -pI(1 - p2)1/2 is decreasing in p. Therefore the case m =2
has been proved.

For m > 2, it suffices by symmetry to show that (2.31) is in
creasing in p = Urn-I,m with other O"ij held fixed. Let Z be uni
form on the surface of a sphere of radius 1. From the Cholesky
decomposition, only am,m-l and amm depend on p and am,m-l =
(p-LJ=-·/am-l,jamj)/am-l,m-l ifam-l,m-l > Oandam ,m_l = 0
if am -l,m-1 = 0 (in this case the upper (m - 1) x (m - I) sub
matrix of E is singular and p is fixed given the other (1ij). If
am-I,m-I> 0, Pr(XI ~ bl , ... , X m ~ bm ) becomes a weighted
integral over Zl, ... , Zm-2 of

Pr(Zm_l ~ Cl(Zl, ... , Zm-2),P'" Zm-l + (1 - p,*,2)1/2 Zm

~ C2(Zl, ... , Zm-2) I (ZI,' .. , Zm-2) =(Zl, ... , Zm-2», (2.32)

where p'" = am,m-I / D is increasing in p, and

m-2

Cl(Zl, .. . ,Zm-2) = [bm- 1 - L am-1,jzj]/am-1,m-lJ
}=1

( ) - [b 'l\""'m-2 . .]ID D - [1 'l\""'m-2 .]1/2C2 ZI,···, Zm-2 - m - 6j=1 am; z; , - - 6j=1 am; .
Hence the monotonicity of (2.32) follows from the general m = 2
case, since in (2.32), (Zm-l, Zm) has a density with circular con
tours. 0

Example 2.10 Suppose F12 , F13 , F23 are compatible (1,2), (1,3)
and (2,3) bivariate margins. Consider the set of trivariate cdfs
:F(FI2 , F13 , F23 ). If F, F' E :F(FI2 , F13, F23 ) then F-<euF' implies
F'-<cLF so that F -<eF' implies that F =F'. This follows from the
relationship between a trivariate cdr and survival function. 0

Example 2.11 (Multivariate Frechet upper bound and -<pfd.)

Suppose X is such that Xl 4. ... 4. Xm . Then X-<pfd(X1 , .•. , Xd.
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Proof. Consider the case where h is a non-negative function. First
let Xl, ... , Xm be exchangeable fVS. Then it suffices to prove that

(2.33)

Note that h(Xj) are exchangeable rvs and then (2.33) follows from
Muirhead's theorem (Marshall and Olkin 1979, p. 87). For the non
exchangeable case, note that if X ,.."., F and P has densit.y f relative
to some measure, then the F can be symmetrized to F* with den
sity f"'(x) =(m!)-l I:7l" f(X7l"(l) , •.• , X 1T(m», where the SUIn is over
the permutations of {I, ... , m}. If X'" ,.."., F* , then

E [h(X;) .. ·h(X~)] = E [h(Xd··· h(Xm )].

Hence in general, X-'<pfd(Xl, ... ,XI).
Next consider the case where m is even and h can have positive

and negative values. It is necessary to show (2.33) above for ar
bitrary h. SiInilarly to the proof in Theorem 2.18, we start with
E{[h(Xl)" .h(Xm / 2 ) - h(Xm / 2+1 )·· .h(Xm )]2} ~ O. We can as
sume (by symmetrization) that Xl, ... , X m are exchangeable rvs.
Then E [h(X I) ... h(Xm )] :5 E [h2(X1) ... h2(Xm / 2 )]. The latter
term is dominated by E [hm(XdJ from the preceding case. 0

2.3 Bibliographic notes

Early references fOf the concepts of PQD, POD, SI, RTI, LTD,
TP2 density, association and CIS are Barlow and Proschan (1981),
Lehmann (1966), Esary and Proschan (1972) and Esary, Proschan
and Walkup (1967). Papers that include negative association, not
used in this book, are Alam and Saxena (1981) and Joag-dev and
Proschan (1983). A reference for multivariate dependence concepts
is Block and Ting (1981). A reference for the concept of PDS is
Block, Savits and Shaked (1985). The multivariate extension of
LTD is from Alzaid and Proschan (1994). For the concept of TP2

survival functions and generalizations, see Shaked (1977a). Shaked
(1977a) shows that the condition of a TP2 bivariate survival func
tion is the same as an earlier definition of right corner set in
creasing (ReSI) in Harris (1970). The relation between min-id and
T P2 surivival functions is proved in Marshall and Olkin (1990).
The concepts of MTP2 and MRR2 are from Karlin and Rinott
(1980a; 1980b). Results on max-id and min-id are from ,Joe and
Hu (1996). For further results for max-id for bivariate distribu
tions, see Balkema and Resnick (1977).

Original references for Spearman's rho and Kendall's tau are
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Spearman (1904) and Kendall (1938); a later reference with con
nections to copulas is Schweizer and Wolff (1981). The concept of
tail dependence is from Joe (1993).

The axioms of a bivariate positive dependence ordering and a
framework for positive dependence are given in Kimeldorf and
Sampson (1987; 1989). The bivariate concordance ordering is pre
sented in Yanagimoto and Okamoto (1969), Tchen (1980) and
Cambanis, Simons and Stout (1976), and the multivariate concord
ance ordering is presented in Joe (1990c). The more 81 ordering,
although called the more regression dependent or more mono
tone regression dependent ordering, is studied in Yanagimoto and
Okamoto (1969), Schriever (1986; 1987) and Fang and Joe (1992).
Schriever has a more associated ordering and a different equiva
lent condition for the more SI ordering; these are not given here
because they are not needed for the results in this book. The more
TP2 orderings are studied in Kimeldorf and Sampson (1987) and
Metry and Sampson (1991); the latter has more versions of more
TP2 orderings than given in this chapter.

Property P9 in Section 2.2.2 is an extension of Kimeldorf and
Sampson (1987) from a sign change to a decreasing transforma
tion. Section 2.2.3 consists of new results. However, the usefulness
of multivariate positive dependence orderings other than the vari
ations of the concordance ordering seems to be limited because of
the difficulty of analytic checking. Theorem 2.14 is new, and the
proof of Theorem 2.21 is from Joe (1990c).

The PFD condition and orderings, known as positive dependence
and more positive dependent, respectively, are studied in Rinott
and Pollak (1980), GIeser and Moore (1983) and Tong (1989).
Related ideas, including positive dependence by mixtures, are in
Shaked (1977b; 1979).

A comprehensive reference for stochastic orderings is Shaked
and Shanthikumar (1994). A reference on total positivity is Karlin
(1968). Dependence concepts have many other applications besides
those in this book; several dependence concepts arise from reliabil
ity (see Barlow and Proschan 1981) and Boland et al. (1996) study
dependence properties of order statistics.

2.4 Exercises

2.1 Show the equivalence of (2.1) and (2.2).

2.2 Show that (2.3) and (2.4) are not equivalent for m > 2.
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2.3 Show by means of counterexamples that there are no other
implications among the bivariate positive dependence con
cepts of PQD, SI, LTD, RTI, associated, TP2 density and
TP2 cdf.

2.4 Show that if F(Xl' X2) = fo
oo

G(Xl; a)G(x2; a) dM(a), then
F is PFD.

2.5 For an m-variate cdf F, show that F'Y (F'Y) is a cdf (survival
function) for all 'Y ~ m - 1.

2.6 Suppose F E :F(F1 , F2 ) has a covariance of 0 but F =1= F I F2 •

Prove that F is neither PQD nor NQD.

2.7 For a bivariate copula C, let C'(Ul, U2) =Ul +U2 -1+C(1
ubI - U2), C"(Ul, U2) = ul - C(UI, 1 - U2) be two of the
associated copulas. Show that if G is PQD, then G' is PQD
and Gil is NQD. Show that if C has upper tail dependence,
then C' has lower tail dependence.

2.8 For the bivariate normal density with correlation p, establish
the condition for a TP2 density and association.

2.9 Let (Xl, X 2) have a BVSN distribution with correlation p <
1. Show that Pr(X2 > x I Xl > x) -+- 0 as x -+- 00 so that
the BVN copula does not have tail dependence for p < 1.

2.10 Let F-<cF', where F, F' are continuous cdfs. Show that the
KendaH tau, Spearman rho and tail dependence values for
F ' are respectively greater than or equal to those of F.

2.11 Prove Theorem 2.8.

2.12 Let C(u,v;<5) = (u- 6 + v- 6 - 1)-1/6, 0 ~ <5 < 00. This
is the bivariate family B4 of copulas in Section 5.1. Check
whether the dependence concepts in Section 2.1 hold. Also
check whether C is increasing with respect to the -<c and
-<51 orderings as 6 increases.

2.13 For a bivariate cdf F, prove that F TP2 is equivalent to F
being min-ida (Marshall and Olkin 1990)

2.14 For the bivariate normal density with correlation p, show
that Kendall's tau is T =(2/1r) arcsin(p) and Spearman's rho
is PS = (6/7r) arcsin(p/2). (See Kepner, Harper and Keith
1989, for the quadrant probability calculation.)

2.15 Let (Xl, X 2) .- F, where F E F(Fl, F2), and suppose that
the covariance of X I, X2 exists. Hoeffding's identity, which
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IS

COV (Xl, X2) =1:1:[F(Xl, X2)- F 1(Xd F 2(X2)] dX2dxl,

is used in (2.9). Verify it. [Hint: use the positive and negative
parts of a rv.) (Hoeffding 1940; Shea 1983)

2.16 Find an example of a random vector (X I ,X2 ,X3) which is
not PFD but has pairs (Xl, X 2 ), (Xl, X3 ), (X2 , X 3 ) that are
are PFD. Also find an example where (Xl, X 2 , X 3 ) is PFD
but (Xl, X 2 ) is not PFD. [Hint: consider trivariate families
that are like the family BID in Section 5.1.J

2.17 Prove that if an m-variate density I is MTP2, then its cdf
P and survival function P are also MTP2.

2.18 Let Xl, X 2 be continuous rvs such that X 2 is RTI in Xl and
X 2 is LTD in Xl. Prove that the Spearman rho value for
Xl, X 2 is larger than the Kendall tau value.

(Caperaa and Genest 1993)

2.19 (Interpretation of E-I for a MVN distribution, see Example
2.2.) Let A = (aij) be the inverse of the m-dimensional
correlation or covariance matrix E. Let E(uv) be the ma
trix obtained from E by removing the uth, vth rows and
columns. Let (Tij.r be the partial covariance of the ith and
jth variables given the remaining m- 2 variables. Show that
aii = -uij.rl:E(ij )II:EI- 1 for i i= j, so that X "'" N(O,:E) has
MTP2 density if and only if, for all i i= j, the partial correl
ation of Xi, Xj given any subset of the remaining variables
is non-negative.

2.20 Show that the orderings -<c, -<cD and -<cL are MPDOs.

2.21 Let F, F' E :F(Fo, .. . , Fo} be m-variate distributions, with
respective continuous densities I, f'. Prove that a necessary
condition for F-<pfdF' is that I(x, ... , x) ::; f'(x, ... , x) for
all x in the support of Fa.

2.22 Let cI>3('; P12, P13, P23) be the family of trivariate standard
normal cdfs with means 0 and correlations Pij. If Pij ~ 0, i <
j, and if the inequality P12P23 ::; P13 ::; l-lpl2 - P23/ does not
hold, then show that ~3(-; P12, PI3, P23) and <I>3( '; P12, PI3 +
f, P23) are not ordered by -<pfd, where ( > 0 is arbitrarily
small.

2.23 Let F, F' E :F(FI , F2) be such that F-<cF'. Let F2\1' F~11 be
the corresponding conditional distributions. For a fixed X2,
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show that the number of sign changes of the function s =
F211(X21·) - F~p (X2\') is odd and s(xd is negative (positive)
for Xl near XL (xu), the lower (upper) end point of supp.ort.

2.24 Show by means of a counterexample that the converse of the
result in the preceding exercise is not true.

2.25 Let F,F' E :F(F1 ,F2 ) and let F211,F~ll be the (continuous)
conditional distributions. Suppose F -<sIF'. Show that there
is a function b(X2) such that F211(x21xl)- F~I1(X2Ixl) 2:: 0 if
and only if b(X2) ~ Xl.

2.26 Let F, F' E :F(F1 , F2) and let F211' F~ll be the (continuous)
conditional distributions. Suppose that there is a function
b(X2) such that F211(X2/Xl) - F~II(X2/Xt} 2:: 0 if and only if
b(X2} :5 Xl· Show that F-<c F'.

2.27 Consider the ordering for F, F' E :F(Fl' F2 ) defined by F -<

F' if there exists a real-valued function b(X2) such that
F211(X2Ix t} - F~ll(X2Ixd 2:: 0 if and only if b(X2) :5 Xl·
Show that -< is not transitive.

2.5 Unsolved problems

2.1 Verify or disprove the -<TPR ordering for the BVN family.

2.2 Verify or disprove the -<TPL and -<TPU orderings for the
families B1 to BS in Section 5.1.

2.3 Consider the ordering with definition F -< F' if f 1/J dF ::;
f"p dF' for all L-superadditive fun~tions "p. A real-valued
function 1/J on ~m is L..superadditive or lattice super..
additive if

"p(x V y) + "p(x 1\ Y) 2:: "p(x) + "p(y), 'v'x, y E ~m.

Is this an MPDO for m 2:: 3? It is equivalent to the concord
ance ordering for m = 2 (Tchen 1980). For m 2:: 4, the L
superadditive ordering is strictly stronger) and for m = 3 it is
unknown if the L-superadditive ordering is strictly stronger.

(Joe 1990c)



CHAPTER 3

Frechet classes

This chapter is concerned with results on the extremes of and
bounds on Frechet classes (or classes of multivariate distribu
tions with some given margins). If the indices of the margins being
fixed are overlapping, then one first has to determine whether the
margins are compatible. Section 3.1 is devoted to the class of m
variate distributions Y(Fl , ... I Fm ), in which the univariate mar
gins FI , ... , Fm are given or fixed. Subsequent sections are devoted
to other Fnkhet classes, starting with classes of trivariate distribu
tions with some fixed bivariate margins. Specifically, F(F12 , F3 ),

F(F121 F13), .F(FI21 F I31 F23 ), F(Fij, 1 ~ i < j :::; m), etc., are
studied. For something like :F(F12 , F13), it is assumed that the
first univariate margin of F12 and F l 3 are the same. The study of
the class F(Fij, 1 ~ i < j ~ m) is important but not easy; one
first has to determine if the set of bivariate margins are compatible
and, if so, come up with methods to construct a multivariate dis
tribution with the given margins. Some non-compatibility results
for :F( Fij , 1 :::; i < j :::; m) are based on the set {bij : i < j}, where
bij is a measure of bivariate association for Fij.

We can also consider Frechet classes of survival functions given
marginal survival functions, e.g., :F(F I , ... , Fm), :F(F I2 , F I3 ),

.F(Fl2 , F 13 , F 23 ). In some cases, because of the relationship be
tween multivariate cdfs and survival functions, an upper (lower)
bound cdr becomes a lower (upper) bound survival function.

For a given Frechet class :F, natural questions to ask are the
following.

1. What are the bounds for the multivariate distributions in :F?

2. Do the bounds correspond to proper multivariate distributions,
and if so, is there a stochastic representation or interpretation
of the extremes?

3. Are the bounds sharp if they do not correspond to proper
multivariate distributions?
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4. What are simple members of F'?

5. Can one construct parametric subfamilies in F with desirable
properties?

The results in this chapter mainly concern 1 to 4, and later
chapters deal with 5. The discussion of the classes F(F121 FI3),

F(F121 F t 31 F23) and F(Fij I 1 ~ i < j :5 m) is crucial to the de
velopment of the construction methods in Sections 4.5, 4.7 and
4.8.

3.1 F(Fl,"" Fm ) 0

Let F I , ... ,Fm be given univariate distribution functions, each of
which can be continuous or non-continuous. The Frechet bounds for
:F == :F(F1 , ••• I Fm ) are given by the inequalities in the following
theorem. They depend on simple inequalities involving probabil
ities of sets.

Theorem 3.1 Let FE F(Fll ... I Fm ). Then for all x E ~m,

max{O, F1(xt} + ... + Fm(xm) - (m - I)} :::; F(x) :::; m.inFj(Xj).
1

Proof. Let Pi = Pr(Ai), where Ai = {Xi :$ Xi} with Xi ,.... Fi,
i == 1, ... ,m. Then from Lemma 3.8 below,

max{O,pl + ... + Pm - (m - I)} ~ Pr(A l n··· n Am) =5 mjnpj.
J

o
Let the Frechet upper bound, minj Fj(x}), be denoted by Fu(x)

and let the Frechet lower bound, max{O, Fl(Xl) + ... + Fm(xm )

(m- I)}, be denoted by FL(X).

Theorem 3.2 The Frechet upper bound Fu is a cdf.

Proof. Let Xj I'V Fj, j == 1, ... , m. If one of the univariate cdfs is
continuous, say FI , then Fu is the joint distribution of X with the
stochastic representation Xj =Fj-

1(F1(X1», j == 2, ... , m.
If an univariate cdfs have some discontinuity points, then ap

proximate F I by a sequence Fln such that Fln -+d FI (this is al
ways possible by, for example, convoluting Xl with a N(O, n-l ) rv).
From the preceding paragraph, min{F1n(xt}, F2(X2), ... I Fm(xm )}

is a cdf for all n, and the rectangle inequality (1.6) holds for
it. Hence the rectangle inequality holds for min; Fj(xj) for all
(Xl, • •• J X m , Xl + hi,"" X m + hm ) such that Xl, Xl + hi are con
tinuity points of Fl. For the remaining case where Xl (or Xl + hI)
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is not a continuity point of F l , a limit based on Xlk (Xt + h lk )

decreasing to Xl (Xl + ht} can be used. The other necessary condi
tions for a multivariate cdf can easily be checked for minj Fj(xj),
hence Fu is always a cdf. 0

Theorem 3.3 The Frechet lower bound FL is a cdf for m = 2.

Proof. The proof is similar to that in the preceding theorem. Let
Xj rv Fj , j = 1,2. If at least one of the Fj is continuous, say PI,
then FL(XI, X2) = max{O, FI(xd + F2(X2) - I} is the joint distri
bution of Xl, X 2 with the stochastic represention X 2 = F2-

1(1 
F1(Xl )). If neither F1 nor F2 is continuous, the idea in the second
paragraph of the preceding proof works. Alternatively the rectangle
inequality (1.5) can be checked directly for the few cases. 0

With replacement by U(O, 1) margins and survival functions, the
following two results are easily obtained.

Theorem 3.4 The copula of the Frechei upper bound is Cu(u) =
min{ UI, ... , um }. For m =2, the copula of the Frechet lower bound
is CL(U) = max{O, Ul + U2 - I}.

Theorem 3.5 The upper bound for :F(FI , . .. , F m) is Gu(x) =
minj {Fj(xj)} and the lower bound is GL(x)= max{O, L:j Fj(xj)-
(m - I)}. Gu is the survival function of Fu, and when FL is a
proper cdf, GL is the survival function for FL.

Proof. The bounds are proved in a similar way to before. The
proof of the relationships between Gu, Fu and GL, FL is left as
an exercise. An identity that can be used is

max z· = "'\:"""" (_1)ls l+l minz·.
1< '<m J L..,.; ieS J
_J_ SeSrn

o
For m 2: 3, FL is in general not a proper cdr. An example for

illustration is given next before further results are obtained.

Example 3.1 Consider the symmetric situation with F1 , F21 F3

each corresponding to a Bernouilli rv with parameter p. That is,
Fj (x) = °if x < 0, Fj (x) = q = 1 - p if °~ x < 1 and Fj (x) = 1
if x ~ 1. Then FL is a cdf if and only if p ~ 1/3 or P 2 2/3.

Proof. For P 2: 2/3, the positive probability masses are

Pre{(I I 1,0)}) = Pre{( 1,0, 1)}) = Pr({ (0, 1, I)}) =q

and Pr({(l, 1, I)}) = 1- 3q. For p ~ 1/3, the positive masses are

Pr({(l,O,O)}) = Pr({(O, 1,0)}) = Pr({(O,O, I)}) =p
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and Pr({(O, 0, O)}) = 1 - 3p.
For 1/3 < p < 2/3, F = FL satisfies F(O, 0, 0) =0, F(l, 0, 0) =

F(D, 1,0) = F(O, 0,1) = max{O, 1- 2p}, F(l, 1,0) = F(l, 0,1) =
F(O, 1, 1) = 1 - p, F(l, 1, 1) = 1. Hence F(I, I, 1) - F(I, 1,0)
F(l, 0, l)-F(O, 1, l)+F(O, 0, l)+F(O, 1, O)+F(l; 0, 0) equals 1-3p
if p ~ t and equals 3p - 2 if p > ~. Since both of these quantities
are negative, the rectangle inequality (1.6) does not hold. 0

Continuing with this example, FL can be shown to be sharp
for 1/3 < p < 2/3. For p 2:: ~, the distribution F with positive
masses Pre{CO, 1, O)} =Pre{(I, 0, I)}) =1-p and Pre{(I, 1, I)}) =
2p - 1 takes care of the lower bound at six vertices of the cube:
F(I, 1,0) =F(I, 0,1) =F(O, 1, 1) =1- p, F(l, 0, 0) =F(O, 0,1) =
o and F(O, 0, 0) = O. By permuting the indices, FL(O, 1,0) =
o can also be achieved. Next suppose p < ~. The distribution
F with positive masses Pr({(O,l,O)} = Pr({(I,O, I)}) = p and
Pr({(O, 0, O)}) =1-2p takes care of the lower bound at five vertices
of the cube: F(I, 1,0) = F(I, 0,1) = F(O, 1, 1) =1-p, F(I, 0, 0) =
F(O, 0,1) =1 - 2p. By permuting the indices, FL(O, 1,0) =1 - 2p
can also be achieved. Finally, the distribution F' with positive
masses Pr( {(a, 1, O)}) = Pr({(I, 0, O)}) =Pr({CO, 0, I)}) = (1-p)j2
and Pre{(I, 1, I)}) = (3p-1)/2 takes care of lower bound at (0,0,0):
F'(O, 0,0) = O. 0

Next we obtain conditions for FL to be a cdffor m = 3 (and then
we generalize the result to m > 3). Suppose aU univariate margins
Fj are not degenerate. Clearly, FL is not a cdf if F1 , F2 , F3 are
continuous. (In this case, by applying the probability transform,
Fj can be taken to be U(O, 1), and if (UlI ·U2 , U3) ;oy FL, then all
three bivariate margins are two-dimensional Frechet lower bounds.
Hence U1 + U2 = VI + U3 = U2 + U3 = 1 from Theorems 3.3
and 3.4, leading to a contradiction.) Similarly, if one of the three
distributions is continuous, say F1 , then FL cannot be a cdf. (If
(Xl, X 2 , X 3 ) "'- FL, then Xj =Fj-1(1- F1(X1 )), j =2,3; X 2 ,X3

are then positively associated and this is a contradiction.) Hence
a necessary condition is that each Fj has a discrete component.

Theorem 3.6 A necessary and sufficient condition for the Frechet
lower bound FL of :F(Fb F2, F3 ) to be a cd! is thai either

(aJ F1(xt) + F2(X2) + F3(X3) :5 1 whenever 0 < Fj(xj) < 1,
j = 1,2,3; or

(6) F1(Xl) + F2(X2) + F3(X3) ~ 2 whenever 0 < Fj(xj) < 1,
j =1,2,3.
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N ate that (a) and (b) cannot both occur together.

Proof. Let Xj < xj, Pi == F(xj), pj == F(xj), j == 1,2,3. Also let
(y)+ == max{O, y}.

First we prove the sufficiency of (a). The rectangle condition
(1.6) for FL leads to

(p~ -+ p; + P~ - 2)+ - (p~ + P; + P3 - 2)+ -- (p; + P2 + p~ - 2)+

-(PI + P; + p~ - 2)+ + (p~ + P2 + Pa - 2)+ + (PI + P; + Pa - 2)+

+(PI + P2 + P~ - 2)+ - (PI + P2 + Pa - 2)+. (3.1)

Assume that (Xl,X2,Xa) satisfies condition (a). If P~,P~,P~ < 1,
then (3.1) becomes 0 since each term is O. If PI == 1, P2'P~ < 1,
then (3.1) is still 0 because p~ + p~ ~ PI + P~ + P~ ~ 1 from (a)
and hence P~ + p~ + P~ :::; 2. If P~ == p~ == 1, p~ < 1, then (3.1)
becomes P~ - Pa 2: 0 since only the first two terms are non-zero. If
P~ == P~ == P~ == 1, then (3.1) becomes 1 - pa - P2 - PI 2: 0. Each
of the remaining cases is symmetric to one of these. Hence FL is a
cdr.

Next we prove the sufficiency of (b). Assume that (xL X2' xa)

satisfies condition (b). If PI, P2, Pa > 0, then (3.1) becomes 0 since
all of the terms are non-negative. If PI == 0, P2, P3 > 0, then the
four terms with PI are 0 and (3.1) becomes O. If PI == P2 == 0,
Pa > 0, then only the first two terms may be non-zero and (3.1)
becomes P~ - Pa 2: O. Each of the remaining cases is symmetric to
one of these. Hence FL is a cdf.

Finally we prove the necessity of (a) or (b). If neither (a) nor (b)
holds then there is a vector (Xl, X2, xa) such that 1 < PI +P2+Pa <
2,0 < Pi < 1, j == 1,2,3. Let p~ == p~ == p~ == 1. Then (3.1)
simplifies to

I-PI-P2-pa+(Pl +P2- 1)++(PI +P3-1)++(P2+Pa-1)+. (3.2)

This will be shown to be negative in all cases and hence FL is not a
cdf. If Pi+Pj ::; 1 for all three pairs, then (3.2) is I-PI-P2-Pa < O.
If PI +P2 2: 1, PI +P3 :::; 1, P2+Pa ::; 1, then (3.2) becomes -P3 < 0.
If PI +P2 2: 1, PI +P3 2: 1, P2 +Pa::; 1, then (3.2) becomes
PI - 1 < 0. If Pi + Pi ~ 1 for all three pairs, then (3.2) becomes
PI +P2 +Pa - 2 < 0. 0

The generalization to higher dimensions is as follows. The ideas
are clearer in the proof of the special case of m == 3.

Theorem 3.7 A necessary and sufficient condition for the Frechet
lower bound F L of :F(FI , ... , Fm ) to be a cd! is that either
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(a) 'L,jFj(xj)::; 1 whenever 0 < Fj(xj) < 1, j = l, ... ,m; or

(b) L2j Fj(xj) ~ m - 1 whenever 0 < Fj(xj) < 1, j =1, , m.

Proof Let Xj < xj, PjO = F(xj) and Pj1 :;: F(xj), j = 1, , m.
Let (y)+ = max{O, y} as before.

First we prove the sufficiency of (a). The rectangle condition
(1.6) for FL leads to

I: . (-l)m-~jfj[~Pjfj-(m-l)]+. (3.3)
(CII ... ,Ern ):£j=O or 1 J

Assume that (Xl, ... , x m ) satisfies condition (a). Then by elimin
ating the zero terms in (3.3), we get:

(Pu + ... + Pml - (m - 1))+

(PlO + P21 + ... + Pml - (m - 1))+

(Pu + P20 + P31 + ... +Pml - (m - 1»+ - ...

(Pu + ... + Pm-l,l + PmO - (m - 1»+. (3.4)

(Note that from (a), a term is zero if two probabilities in it are less
than 1.) If Pu = =Pml = 1, then (3.4) becomes 1-PIO - ... -
PmO ?:: O. If Pu = = Pm-l,l = 1, Pml < 1, then (3.4) becomes
Pml - PmO 2:: O. If at least two of the Pmj are less than 1, then (3.4)
is zero. Hence FL is a cdC.

Next we prove the sufficiency of (b). Assume that (x~, . .. , x~)
satisfies condition (b). If PjO > 0 for aU j, then (3.3) is zero. If
at most m - 2 of the PjO are zero, then (3.3) is zero because the
signs (_l)m-Ejf j of PiG, PH for the non-zero terms balance out for
all i. If PIO = ... =Pm-l,O = 0 and PmO > 0, then (3.3) becomes
Pml - PmO ?= O. If PIO = ... = PmO = 0, then (3.3) becomes
PU + ... +Pml - (m - 1) 2:: O. Hence FL is a cdf.

Finally, for the necessity of (a) or (b), we win use induction with
the m = 3 case from the previous theorem as the starting point.
Suppose m 2:: 4 and the result is true for all dimensions less than m.
Suppose there is a point (YI' ... ,Ym) such that 1 < Li Fj (Yi) <
m - 1 and 0 < Fj (Yi) < 1 for all j.

If FL is a cdf then its lower-dimensional margins are also Frechet
lower bounds. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, it is not possible
that 1 < Lj Fj(Yj) - Fi(yd < m - 2 for any i. Therefore for each
i, either L' Fj(Yj) - Fi(yd ~ 1 or Lj Fj(Yj) - Fi(Yi) 2:: m - 2.
The same direction for the inequality must hold for aU i' because
if, for example, F2(Y2) + ... + Fm(Ym) 2:: m - 2 with i = 1 then
E~2 Fj(Yi) - Fil(Yi /) > m - 3 for it =2, ... , m and hence it is
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impossible for FI (Yt) + LJ:2 Fj (Yj ) - Fi' (Yi / ) ~ 1 to hold.
If Lj'Pj(Yj) - Fi(yd :::; 1 for all i, then take (Xl,""Xm) =

(Yl, ... , Ym) and (xl' ... , x~) = (00, ... ,00). The rectangle condi
tion (3.3) becomes 1 - PtO - ... - PmO = 1 - Lj Pj (Yj) < 0 since
PiO + Pi'O ~ 1 for all i =f=. if.

If Lj Fj(Yi) - Fi(yd 2: m - 2 for all i and m is odd, then take
(XI,""Xm) = (YI, ... ,Ym) and (xl'''''x~) = (00, ... ,00). The
only zero term in (3.3) is when {j = 0 for all j and hence (3.3)
becomes (-I)m[(m - 1) - PIO - ... - PmO] < O. If Lj Fj(Yj) 
Fi(yd ~ m - 2 for all i and m is even, then take (Xl, ... , X m ) =
(-00,Y2, ... ,Ym) and (x~, ... ,x~) = (Yl,OO, ... ,oo). All of the
terms in (3.3) with £1 =°are zero and the term with £1 = I,
£j = 0, j > 2, is also zero. Hence (3.3) becomes

L (_1)m-l-E;'::2 fj [~Pjfj - (m - 1)] +
f:fj=O or 1, J
j> 1,fl=1

= (_l)m-I[m - 1 - Pll - P20 - .,. - PmO]

= (_1)m-t [m - 1 - Ft (yd - ... - Fm(Ym)] < O.

Hence the necessity of (a) or (b) has been proved for dimension
m. 0

An interpretation of the preceding theorem is the following. Con
dition (a) means that there is a finite upper support point ej for
Fj, and ~j is a point of mass of F j , j = 1, ... , m. The masses
1 - F(~j-) are such that Lj[1- F(ej -)] ~ m - 1. Similarly, con
dition (b) means that there is a finite lower support point ~j for
Fj, j = 1, ... , m, such that Lj F(ej) ~ m - 1.

The next theorem concerns the sharpness of the Frechet lower
bound for m ~ 3. The following lemma is used.

Lemma 3.8 Let At, ... , Am be events such that Pr(Ai) = ai, i =
1, ... ,m. Then

max{ 0, L aj - (m - 1)} ::; Pr(A t n ... n Am) :::; m.inaj
, }

J

and the bounds are sharp.

Let A? be the complement of Ai and let Al = Ai, i = 1, ... , m.
Then it is possible to assign probabilities to

A~1 n··· n A:nm
, ti =0 or 1, i =1, ... , m,

(in a continuous way over ai) such that Pr(A 1 n ... n Am)
max{O, Lj aj - (m - I)} and ai = LC::(i=l Pr(A~l n· .. n A~).
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Proof The second inequality foHows frorn the law of inclusion,
and the first inequality follows from the law of addition applied to
the complement: Pr{A I n ... n Am) = 1 - Pr(A~ U ... u A~) 2::
1 - :L:j Pr(AJ). The upper bound is sharp from the case where one
event is a subset of the remaining events. There are two cases to
consider for the sharpness of the lower bound. Let hi = 1 - ai,
i = 1, ... ,m.

The first case is I:~1 ai ~ m -1 or I:~1 hi ~ 1. The events A?
can then be made incompatible. Hence Pr(A~U' . 'UA~) =I:~l hi,
Pr(A l n ... n Am) = I:~l ai - (m - 1), Pr(ni=l, ... ,m, i;tjAi) =
E~l ai - aj - (m - 2), Pr«ni=l, ... ,m,i;tjAi) n Aj) = 1- aj, j =
1, ... , m, and Pr(A~l n ... n A~) = 0 if at least two of the fi are
zero.

Next suppose there is an integer 1 :5 k < m such Z=:=l hi ~ 1,
L;~f hi > 1. The events A~, ... ,A~ can be made into incompat
ible events, and an event E, incompatible with A~, . .. , A~, with
probability 1 - E;=1 hi can be added. Let D be an event, incom
patible with E, with probability E:~11 hi - 1. Then define A2+1 =
E U D; this has probability bk+1• Define the remaining events
Ak+2,"" An to be independent of each other and of At, ... , Ak+l.
Then Pr(A1n·. ·nAk+1 ) = Pr(Aln .. ·nAn ) = 0, Pr(Atn·. ·nAkn

A~+l) =Pr(E) =I:~=1 ai-(k-l), Pr«ni=I, ... ,k+l,i;tjAi)nAJ) =
Pr(Aj n DO), j = 1, ... , k, where DO is the complement of D,
Pr«ni=l, ,k,i;ej Ai) n AJ n A2+1) = Pr(AJ n D), j = 1, ... , k, and
Pr(A~l n n A~'::ll) = 0 if 2::=1 (1 - fi) ~ 2. Finally, Pr(A~l n
.. ·nA:nm) =Pr(A~l n·· .nA~'::11).n~k+2a:'(l-ai)l-f i

• 0

Theorem 3.9 If the cdfs FlJ ... ,Fm are continuous, then the Fre
chetlowerbound·PL{Y) is sharp at each y E ~m.

Proof. Without loss of generality, take Fi to be U(O, 1) for each i.
(This is possible since one can always transform from the U(O, 1)
cdf to a general continuous Fj.)

Let Ut, ... , Um be U(O, 1) rvs with a joint distribution to be
defined constructively. Fix (Yl, ... ,Ym) with 0 < Yi < 1. Let Ai =
{Ui ::; Yi}, i = 1) ... ,m. Other notation is the same as in Lemma
3.8. By Lemma 3.8, it is possible to assign probabilities to the
regions A11 n·· ·nA~ such that Pr{A1n·· ·nAm ) = max{O, Lj Yj
(m - I)}. Next assign probabilities uniformly within each region
A~l n ... n A~. Then the resulting univariate margins of the Ui
are in fact uniform on (0,1) and hence FL is sharp at (Yl, ... ,Ym).
The uniform distribution can be established as follows for Ul , and
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then the, other margins are also uniform by symmetry:

• Pr(Ul ::; xd = LC2, ... ,cm (xl/Yd Pr(A l n A;2 n ... n A;;) 
(XI/yI) Pr(Ad = Xl, 0 ::; Xl ::; YI,

• Pr(UI ::; xd = YI + LC2, ... ,cm [(Xl - yd/(l - yd] Pr(A~ n A;2 n
.. ,n A:;-) = YI + [(Xl - yI)/(l- YI)] Pr(A~) = Xl, YI < Xl ::; 1.

o
By approximating discrete distributions by a sequence of contin

uous distributions, the Frechet lower bound should in general be
sharp.

In this section, we obtain some results on the class of trivariate dis
tributions :F = :F(PI2, P13) for which the (1,2) and (1,3) bivariate
margins are given or fixed. We assume that the conditional distri
butions F2 /1 and F31l are well defined. :F is always non-empty since
it contains the trivariate distribution which is such that the second
and third variables are conditionally independent given the first,
i.e., the cdf defined by F(x) = f~~ F211(X2/y)F311(X3/Y) dFI (y).
Similarly, perfect conditional positive and negative dependence
lead to the Frechet bounds in :F. The ideas in this section are
extended to the method of mixtures of conditional distributions in
Section 4.5.

Theorem 3.10 The Frechei upper bound of :F = F(F12 , F13) is
given by F,.,.(X) = f~:x, min{F211(X2/Y)' F3/1(X3Iy)} dF1(y) and the

Frechet lower bound is given by FL(X) =f~~ max{O, F211(X2Iy) +
F311(X3Iy) - I} dF1(y), and both of these bounds are proper cdfs.

Proof· Let P E :F. Then write F(x) =f~~ F2311(X2, x3ly) dF1(y),
where F2311 is the bivariate conditional distribution of the second
and third variables given the first. The results follow from Theo
rems 3.1 to 3.3. 0

The above theorem extends to the Frechet class :F consisting
of m-variate distributions given two different (m - 1)-dimensional
margins (these two marginal distributions have m - 2 variables
in common). For example, F E :F(F1"'m - 11 FI ...m- 2 ,m), can be
written in the form:

F(x) = jXl ... j
X
m-2 Fm- 1 ,mll ...m-2(Xm-l, XmlYl' ... , Ym-2)

-00 -00

.Fl ...rn-2(dYll ... , dYm-2).
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The bivariate conditional distribution can be bounded by the bi
variate Frechet upper and lower bounds.

For the Fr<khet class of survival functions :F(F12 , F 13 ) and its
extensions, the Frechet bounds GL, Gu satisfy GL = F Land Gu =
Fu.

303 :F(F12, F3)

In this section, we obtain some results on the class of trivariate
distributions:F = :F(F12 , F3) for which the (1,2) bivariate margin
and the univariate margin for third variable are given or fixed.

Similar to Theorem 3.1, an upper bound of the class:F is Fu(x) =
min{F12(xl' X2), F3(Xa)}. In general, Fu is not a proper distribu
tion. The simple intuitive proof is that the (1,3) and (2,3) mar
gins are both bivariate Frechet upper bounds so that Fu cannot
be a proper distribution unless F l 2 is a bivariate Frechet upper
bound distribution. As an illustration, we also use the rectan
gle condition of Section 1.4.2 to show that Fu is in general not
a cdf, when F12 and F3 are continuous. Let the arguments be
Xl < xL X2 < x2' X3 < x~, and let F12 = F12(Xl, X2), F121 =
F12(Xl, x~), Fl /2 = F12(X~, X2), Fl /21 = F12(xL x~), F3 =F3(X3),
F3 1 = F3(x3)' We assume without loss of generality that F31 > F3
and F1/21 > Fl /2 > .F'121 > F12. Because F12("') is a proper distri
bution, F1/21 - F1/2 - F121 + F12 2:: O. There are 15 ways of ordering
F3/, F3, F1/21 , F1/2, F12/, F12 that could be considered. One of them
is F1/21 > F1/2 > F31 > F121 > F3 > F12, in which case the rectan
gle condition leads to F3/-F3/-F12/-F3+.F3+F3+F12-F12 < O.

A lower bound for:F is FL(x) =max{O, F12(Xl, x2)+F3(x3)-1}.
It is left as an exercise to show that this is not a cdf in general.
The intuitive argument- is that-the (1,3) and (2,3) margins of FL
are bivariate Frechet lower bounds, so that FL is a proper cdf only
if F12 is the Frechet upper bound.

These results clearly extend to :F(Fs1 , •• • , Fs,), where SI, ... , Sic
is a partition of {I, ... , m} with lSi I ~ 2 for at least one i. The
Frechet bounds are generally not proper cdfs.

Next we go on to other results for :F =:F(FI2 , F3) when F1 = Fa
and F12 is continuous, such as the extremal elements of the set, and
the concordance and more SI orderings on :F.

If F32 is chosen so that F32-<cF12 and F123 is the Frechet upper
bound given F12 , F32, then F123 E :F(F12 , F3) and F123 is smaller
than F{23(Xl, X2, X3) = F12(Xl 1\ X3, X2) in the concordance or
dering. Note that Ff23 is the Frechet upper bound given F12 , F32
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when P32 = FI2 and it is in :F(F12 , F3) when FI = F3. The
proof ronows from FI23(XI, X2, X3) ~ min{ FI2(Xl, X2), F32(X3, X2)}
and F32(X3, X2) ~ F12(X3, X2), and similar inequalities for the sur
vival functions. If F32 is chosen so that F12 -<SIF3 2 and F 123 is the
Frechet upper bound given F12 , F32 , then for X f"'V F123, there is the
stochastic relation X 3 = 9(X1, X 2) with 9 (strictly) increasing in
its two arguments. Note that Pr(Xl ~ Xl, X 2 :::; X2, g(X I , X 2) ~
X3) = Pr(X1 :::; Xl, X 2 :::; X2) = FI 2(Xl, X2) if g(XI, X2) ::; X3, and
this is larger than F12(Xl 1\ X3, X2) when X3 < Xl. The inequality
g(X1' X2) < X3 < Xl holds if X2 is sufficiently small and Xl is suffi
ciently large. Hence, the distribution of (X I, X 2 , g(X1 , X 2» is not
dominated by F{23'

The above results suggest that when FI = F3 , maximal elements
in :F include those for which F32 is strictly larger than F12 in the -<c
or -<SI ordering and F123 is the Frechet upper bound in :F(FI2 , F23).

We show next that if F12 -<SI F32 -<SI F~2 (with strict inequalities)
and Fl I2 (-ly), F312(·ly), F~12('ly) are continuous for all y, then the
Frechet upper bounds

and

are not comparable in the -<c ordering, Le., neither function domin
ates the other uniformly over ~3. (If F32 and F~2 are both strictly
more concordant than F12 but are themselves not ordered by con
cordance, then the trivariate distributions F 123, F{23 are clearly not
ordered by concordance.) The assumptions imply that F32 (X3,X2) ~

F32(X3, X2) for all X3, X2, so it remains to show that there exists
(Xl, X2, X3) such that F{23(XI, X2, X3) < F123(Xl, X2, X3). From The
orem 2.10, if Xl, X3 are fixed, there exist Yo, y~, y~ such that

[FI12(xtly) - F312(X3Iy)](y - Yo) 2 0,

[FI12(XIly) - F~12(X3Iy)](y - y~) 2 0,

[F312(X3Iy) - F~12(X3Iy)](y - y~) 2 0.

Therefore if Yo, y~, y~ are bounded away from the upper and lower
end points of support, then FI 12(xdY) < F312(X3Iy) < F~12(X3IY)

for y small enough (less than min{yo, y~, y~}) and F l I2 (xtly) >
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F312(X3Iy) > F~12(X3Iy) for y large enough. If y~ < Yo, then

F123(Xlo Yo, X3):::: J:~F l I2(X1Iy) dF2(Y) + 1:°F l I2(X1Iy) dF2(Y)

>J:~Fl I2(X1Iy) dF2(Y)+1:°F~12(.t3IY) dF2(y) :::: F;23(Xl, Yo, X3).

The conditions where y~ < Yo can be investigated.
For illustration, consider the special case of BVN distributions

for F1'l , F3'l , F3'l • Let F1'l , F3'l , F3'l be BVSN with correlations 0 :s
P12 < P32 < P~2· Then for Xl, X3 fixed, Yo = [x3/1 - PI2 

Xl VI - p~2]/[p32v'1 - pr2-P12V1- P~2] and Yo = [X3/1 - pr2
XIV1 - p~~]/[p~2v'1- pr2-P12V1 - p~~]. Hence Yo < Yo forsorne
choices of XI, X3, e.g., Xl =0 < X3.

The general approach for finding Xl, 3:3 such that Y~ < Yo is as
follows. Fl l2(Xlly) is increasing in Xl for all y, so that if Xl is chosen
to be small enough relative to X3, then Yo, Yo > y~. If F3 /2(X3IY) >
F~12(X3IY) for y > y~ and F l I2(Xlly) < F312(X3Iv), F~12(X3Iy) for
V < y~, then Fll2(Xll·) must intersect F~12(X31·) before F312(x31·)
or y~ < Yo.

Ir one weakens the assumption of F12-<SIF32-<SIF:b to F12-<c
F32-<cF32' then the above argument is essentially still valid; details
are a bit messier because the conditional distributions can have
more crossings.

Similarly, minimal distributions in :F can be studied.

3.4 :F(F12 , F13 , F'l3 )

In this section, we study classes of trivariate distributions with
three given bivariate margins, i.e.,:F = :F(F12 , F13 , F'l3 ). Here there
is clearly a need to check for compatibility of the three bivariate
margins, if they are arbitrary. For example, if the F12 ,F13, F23 are
BVSN cdfs with respective correlations P12, P13, P23, then the com
patibility condition is that the correlation matrix with these Pij

is non-negative definite. Assuming that the three bivariate mar
gins are compatible, we can obtain upper and lower bounds in
a simple form and study them in the continuous case (all bi
variate margins continuous). We show that these bounds are in
general not proper cdfs, but we do obtain some condi'tions for
which they are proper cdfs. We also obtain some conditions for
which there is a unique F E :F. Note also a difference compared
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to the class F(F1 , ••• , Fm ) in that an upper (lower) bound cdf
for :F =':F(P12, F13 , F23 ) becomes a lower (upper) bound survival
distrib~tion for :F = :F(F I 2, F 13, F 23)' Compatibility conditions,
based on the bounds and other criteria, are also given. Some ex
tensions are given in Section 3.6 on F(Fij, 1 ::; i < j ::; m).

The results of this section and their extensions in Section 3.5 are
crucial to the understanding of the construction method in Section
4.8.

3.4.1 Bounds

In this subsection, we obtain and analyse upper and lower bounds
for F = F(FI2 , F13 , F23 ).

Theorem 3.11 Let al = FI2 , a2 = F13J a3 =F23 , a4 = 1 - F I 

F2-F3+F12+FI3+F23, bI = FI2+FI3-FI, b2 = FI2+ F23- F2,
b3 =FI3 +F23 - F3. A lower bound is FL = max{O, bI , b2, b3} and
an upper bound is Fu =min{al' a2, a3, a4}' For F12 , F13 , F23 to be
compatible, FL ::; Fu must hold everywhere,

Proof. The last statement is obvious. Suppose F12 , F13 , F23 are
compatible and let F E F. Clearly, F ::; min{F 12 , FI3 , F23 }. The
fourth term a4 in Fu comes from F == 1 - FI - F2 - F3 +F12 +
FI3 +F23 - F; since F ~ 0, F ~ a4. For the lower bound, suppose
X "'"' F. Then for a permutation (i,j, k) of (1,2,3),0 ::; Pr(Xi ~

Xi,Xj > Xj,Xk > Xk) = Fi - Fij - Fik + F or F ~ Fij +Fik - Fi·
o
The bounds in Theorem 3.11 will be called the Frechet bounds

because they are simple and the analysis in Section 3.4.2 shows
that for some choices of F12 , F I3 , F23 they can both be equal to the
unique distribution in F(FI2 , F13 , F23 ).

Both of the bounds PL, Pu have the right bivariate margins as
F I -+ 1, F2 --+ 1, F3 -+ 1. From analysis of the derivatives of first,
second and third order, a requirement (in the continuous differen
tiable case) for the upper bound to be a proper distribution is that
F211 + F311 - 1 ~ 0, FI12 + F312 - 1 ~ 0, FI13+ F213 - 1 ~ °when
a4 ::; min{FI2 , F13, F23 }. Similarly, a requirement for the lower
bound to be a proper distribution is that F2/I + F31l - 1 ~ °when
F12+FI3-FI == FL, PII2+F3/2-1 ~ 0 when F12+F23-F2 == FL,
and F I I3 + F213 - 1 ~ 0 when FI3 + F23 - F3 == FL. These are
necessary conditions, and other necessary conditions which come
from the rectangle inequality (1.6) are studied below.
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(3.6)

As an example, consider the case of pairwise independence (Fij =
FiF} for i < j). For the upper bound, note that if a4 ::; F12 , then
(1-F3)(1-F1 -F2)::; 0, which implies Fl +F2-1 =Fl I3+F213-1 2:
O. Similarly the other two requirements are met when a4 is the
minimum. For the lower bound, supposing FL =FI (F2 + F3 -1) 2:
0, then F211 + F311 - 1 = F2 + F3 - 1 2: 0; the other cases are
covered by symmetry. However some other conditions are not met,
with details given below.

A general analysis is given for the upper bound. Let X fV F with
F E :F. The condition

1- F I - F2 - F3 + FI2 + F13 +F23 ::; min{FI2 , FI31 F23 }, (3.5)

when evaluated at (Xl, X2, X3), implies that

1 - p,. - p. - Fk + p,.. + P,'k < 0&) &) & - ,

for all permutations (i, i, k) of (1,2,3). Inequality (3.6) is equivalent
to

F· - F,.. F,. - F,'k
1 &J + IV J _ 1 > 0
I-Fi I- Fi -,

which in terms of probabilities for the rvs is

Pr(Xj ~ Xj I Xi > Xi) + Pr(Xk 5 Xk I Xi > Xi) - 1 ~ O. (3.7)

Note that (3.7) holds for all permutations (i, j, k) of (1,2,3) if
Xi, Xj, Xk are sufficiently large. The conditions that (3.5) must im
ply in order for the Frechet upper bound to be a distribution are

Fil i + Fkl i - 1 ~ 0, (3.8)

for aU permutations (i, i, k) of (1,2,3). In terms of probabilities for
the rvs, (3.8) is

Pr(Xj ::; Xj I Xi =Xi) + Pr(Xk $ Xk I Xi = Xi) - 1 2: O. (3.9)

If the bivariate margins are such that each conditional distribution
Fil j , i -:F i, is SI, then (3.7) implies (3.9). If they are such that each
conditional distribution Filj, i f; j, is strictly SD, then one can
come up with values of (Xl, X2, X3) for which (3.7) does not imply
(3.9). The reasoning is that if Xj is SI (SD) in Xi, then

Pr(Xj ~ Xj I Xi =X;.) 2:: ($) Pr(Xj :s; Xi I Xi > Xi).

The proof is that

Pr(Xj ::; Xj I Xi > Xi) = [Fi(Xi)]-1 1~ Fjli(Xj Iy) dFi(Y)

< (~) Fjli(Xj IXi)
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if Fj lie x j Iy) is decreasing (increasing) in y.
A similar analysis can be given for the lower bound. FL cannot

be identically equal to O. If FL = Pij + Fik - Fi 2 0, evaluated at
(Xl, X2, xa), for some permutation (i, i, k) of (.1,2,3), then in terms
of probabilities for the rvs,

Pr(Xj ~ Xj I Xi::; Xi) + Pr(Xk :S Xk I Xi :S Xi) - .1 2 O. (3.10)

The condition that (3.10) must imply in order for the Frechet lower
bound to be a distribution is (3.8) or (3.9). Using a similar argu
ment to above, if the bivariate margins are such that each condi
tional distribution Fili' i =f j, is SD, then (3.10) implies (3.9), and if
each conditional distribution is SI, then one can come up with val
ues of (Xl, X2, xa) for which (3.10) does not imply (3.9). This follows
because Pr(Xj :S Xj IXi ::; Xi) = [Fi(Xi)]-1J~~ Fjli(Xj Iy) dFi(Y) S
(~)Fjli(Xjlxi) if Fili(xjly) is increasing (decreasing) in y.

A summary here is that if the bivariate margins are all SI (SD),
then the Frechet lower (upper) bound is not a proper distribution.

Next we study another condition which essentially shows that
FL and Pu are not proper distributions when all bivariate margins
are PQD.

For the upper bound, consider first the case where the three
bivariate margins are the same (and symmetric), and consider the
rectangle condition based on the cube with corners (x, x, x) and
(x', x', x') and x' = x + f. for a small (; > O. Let F = Fl(x),
F' = FI(x'), C 12 = F I2 (X,X), Cb = F I2 (X,X') = F12(X', x), °1'2 =
f '12(X', x'). Then a4 = 1- 3F +3C1 2 > C 12 if 1-3F +2C12 > O. If
F12 is PQD, then C12 2 p 2 and 1 - 3F + 2G12 ~ 1- 3F + 2F2 =
(1-F)(1-2F) > 0 if F < t. Suppose F, F' < t and (; is sufficiently
small; then the rectangle 'probability' is Gf/2- 3Gb + 3G12 - G12 =
(Cf'2-2Gb+C12)+(G12-Cb) < 0, since the second negative term
dominates when the expression is divided by (2 and € -+ O. For the
more general case of arbitrary bivariate margins, take Xl, X2, xa so
that F12 , Fla , F2a are equal and small.

Now for the lower bound, consider again the symmetric case
and use the same notation. The lower bound is greater than zero
if 2C12 - P > O. If F12 is PQD, 2G12 - F 2 F (2F - 1) > 0 if
F > t. Suppose F > t and f is sufficiently small; then the rectangle
'probability' is (2Ci'2 - F') - 3[Gi2 +max{Gi/2 - F' ,G~2 - F}] +
3[C~2 + max{Cb - F' ,C12 - F}] - (2C12 - F) = 2Gf'2 - 3Gb +
C12 - F' + F since F - C12 :::; F ' - Gb, F - Cb :::; F' - Cf'2
always hold (the probabilities correspond to Pr(Xl :::; x, X 2 > x'),
Pr(X1 :::; x',X2 > x') in the latter case). Next, 2Ci'2-3Cb+C12-
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F'+F == 2(C~/2-2Cb+CI2)+[(F-CI2)-(F'-Cb)] < 0, since
the second negative term dominates when the expression is divided
by (2 and ( ~ O. For the more general case of arbitrary bivariate
margins, take Xl, X2, X3 so that F12 + FI 3 - FI, F12 + F 23 - F2,

FI3 + F23 - Fa are equal or approximately equal and greater than
o.

3.4.2 Uniqueness

In this subsection, we study the cases where the three bivariate
margins F12 , FI3 , F23 uniquely determine a trivariate distribution
F, and analyse whether the Frechet bounds FL and Fu are equal
to F.

Examples are the following.

1. Suppose all three bivariate margins are Frechet upper bounds.
The unique trivariate distribution in :F(FI2 , FI3 , F23 ) is F ==
min{Fl, F2' Fa}. For FI :5 F2 :5 F3, the upper bound is Fu ==
min{FI , FI, F2, 1 - Fa + F1} == FI and the lower bound is
FL == max{O, F1 , FI , F I + F 2 - Fa} = Fl. After considering all
cases, by symmetry, F == FL =Fu.

2. Suppose two bivariate margins are Frechet lower bounds and
one is a Frechet upper bound. Assume F12 = min{F1 ) F2 },

FI3 == max{O, F} + F3 - I}, F23 = max{O, F2 + F3 - I}. The
unique trivariate distribution in:F is F ==max{O, min{F1 , F2 }+
Fa - I}. Cases to consider are:

(a) F1 :5 F2 :5 1- Fa: Fu == min{F1., 0, 0,1- F2 - Fa} == 0
and FL == max{O, 0, F I - F2, -Fa} = 0;

(b) F I ~ 1- Fa :5 F2 : Pu = min{Ft,O, F2 + Fa - I,O} = 0
and FL =max{O, 0, F I + F3 -1, F2 - I} =0;

(c) 1 - F3 :5 F I :5 F 2 : Fu =min{F1 , F I + F3 - 1, F2 + F3 

1, F I +Fa-I} =F I +F3 -1 and FL =max{O, F I +Fa
1, F I + F3 - 1, F1 + F2 + Fa - 2} = F I + Fa - 1.

Other cases are covered by symmetry. Hence F = FL =Fu.

General results on when there is a unique F E :F are given next.
We assume that the univariate margins are all continuous, so that
they could be taken to be U(O, 1) without loss of generality. Let
Xl < x~, X2 < x;, xa < x~ be support points of the u{l.ivariate
margins FI , F2 , F3 , respectively. Let F =F l23 E :F(F12, F13 , F23).

Let P123, PI /23, ... , PI'2/31 be the masses or accumulated density val
ues in neighbourhoods of (.x},X2,X3),(X~,.x2,X3),... ,(x~,x~,x~),
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respectively. The eight triplets can be viewed as being on the cor
ners of a' cube. If all of the eight probabilities are positive, then one
can make small shifts of masses or density to get a new trivariate
disribution with the same bivariate margins. The shifts are:

Pl23 -+ P123 + f, PI'2'3 -+ Pl'2'3 + f, Pl'23' -+ Pl'23' + C,

P12 /3' -+ P12'3 1 + f, PI'23 -+ PI'23 - f, P12'3 -+ P12 /3 - f,

P123' -+ P123' - f, PI'2'3 1 -+ PI'2 /3' - f,

where f is small enough in absolute value that all of the new prob
abilities exceed zero.

If at least one of PI23, PI '2'3, Pl'23' ,PI2'3' is zero and at least one
of PI'23,P12'3,P123',Pl /2'31 is zero, no matter what are the choices
of Xj, xj, j = 1,2,3, then F is the unique distribution with the
given bivariate margins. For U(O, 1) margins, examples where this
occur are:

(a) the mass is totally on one of the four diagonals of the unit
cube (corresponding to the case where each bivariate margin
is a Frechet upper or lower bound);

(b) the mass is on one of the planes Xi = Xj or Xi + Xj = 1, i t= j
(corresponding to the case where one of the bivariate margins
is the Frechet upper or lower bound and one of the bivariate
margins could be any copula);

(c) the mass is on the surface Y3 = g(Yl ,Y2), where 9 is strictly
increasing in Yl, Y2 (this happens in the case where F12 , F32

are such that F12-<SIF32 and F is the Frechet upper bound
given F12 , F32 ; the function g(Yl' Y2) is F3\i(F l I2(yt/Y2)IY2»,
or 9 is strictly decreasing in YI, Y2;

(d) the mass is on the surface Y3 = g(Yl' Y2), where 9 is strictly
decreasing in Yl and strictly increasing in Y2 (this happens in
the case where F12 , F32 are such that F12 , F32 are SI and F is
the Frechet lower bound given F12 , F32 ; the function g(Yb Y2)
is F3"j;(1 - F l I2(yI!Y2)IY2»), or 9 is strictly increasing in Yl
and strictly decreasing in Y2.

Consider the cube with the eight points from {Xl, xi} x {X2' xi} X

{X3,X;}. The proof for example (c) with strict increase is as fol
lows: if (Xl, X2, X3) and (x~, x~, x~) are on the surface, then there
can be no mass or density on the other six vertices of the cube;
if (Xl, X2, X3), (xl, X2, x3) and possibly (Xl, X 2, x3)' by appropriate
choice of x~, are on the surface, then there can be no mass or
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density on the other five vertices of the cube. The proof for ex
ample (d) with strict increase in Y2 and strict decrease in Yl is: if
(Xl, X2, X3) and (Xl, x~, x~) are on the surface, then there can be no
mass or density on (Xl, X~, X3), (xl, X2, X3), (Xl, X2, x~), (Xl, X2, x~)
and (x~, x~, x~); if (x~, X2, X3) and (x~, x~, x~) are on the surface,
then there can be no mass or density on (Xl, X2, X3), (Xl, x~, X3),
(xL x~, X3), (xL X2, x~) and (Xl, X~, x~).

In the case in which the mass is on the surface Y3 = g(Yl' Y2)
and no monotonicity in Y2 exists, no general conclusion can be
drawn. The specific 9 would have to be studied to check what
happens on cubes. This is because if there are masses at (Xl, X2, X3)
and (xL x~, X3), then there is the possibility of masses at both
(x~, X2, x3) and (Xl, X 2, x3)·

Now we look at the Frechet bounds where there is a unique
F E :F. In the case F13 = min{Ft, F3} with U(O,I) univariate
margins, F12 = F32. If F1 ~ F3, then Fu = min{FI 2 , F23, F1 1\

F3, 1 - F2 - F3 + F23 + F12 } = F12 and FL =max{O, F12, F12 +
(F23 '""i F2), Fl + F23 - F3} =F12 since Fl2 - Fl - F23 + F3 =
Pr(XI ~ X3, X2 > X2) - Pr(XI ~ Xl, X 2 > X2) 2: o. The case
F1 2: F3 can be handled symmetrically. Hence FL = Fu and these
must equal the unique trivariate distribution in :F.

Next consider the case FI 3 =max{O, F1 + F3 - I} with U(O, 1)
margins, so that F23(x2, X3) = F2(X2) - F12(1 - X3, X2). If F1 +
F3-1 :5 0, then Fu = F I 3 = 0 and FL = 0 since F12 + F23 - F2 =
F12(XI, X'2) - F12(1 - X3, X2) ~ O. If FI + F3 - 1 > 0, then Fu =
min{Fl + F3 -1 =Xl + X3 -1, F12' F2(:.r:2) - F I2(1- X3, X2), F12 +
F23 - F2 =F12(Xl, X2) - F12(1 - X3, X2)} =::: F12(x}, X2) - F12(1 
X3, X2) and FL = max{O, F l 2+ F3 - 1, F23 + F 1 - 1, F12(XI, X2)
F12(I-X3, X2)} =FI2 (Xl, x2)-F12(I-X3, X2) since F12+F23-F2 ~

F23 + F1 -1 if F l + F2 -1 ~ F12 . AgainFL =FiJ and these must
equal the unique trivariate distribution in :F.

Next consider the case F12 =F F3 2J with F 13 coming from the
Frechet upper bound given F12, F32. From case (c) above, there is
a unique F E :F. If FlI2-<SIF312' then from Theorem 2.10, for fixed
Xl, 3:3, there exists Yo (Xl, 3:3) such that

Let

Fl /2(xtly) 5 F312(X3Iy), for Y 5 Yo (Xl, X'3),

Fl I2(XIly) 2: F3/2(X3Iy), for Y ~ YO(Xlt X3).

(3.11)

(3.12)
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Then fr~m (3.11) and (3.12), F(x) = F12(Xl, X2) if X2 ::; YO(X1, X3)

and

=

=

F(x) lY~ Fl 12 dF2 + ~:' F312 dF2

]
yo F112 dF2 +100 F312 dF2 - roo F3 12 dF2

-00 Yo JX2
F13(Xl, X3) - [F3(X3) - F23(X2, X3)]

if X2 ~ YO(Xl, X3). Hence Fu = F12 (Xl, X2) if X2 ::; YO(Xl, X3) and
FL = F13(Xl,X3) + F23 (X2,X3) - F3 (X3) if X2 ~ YO(Xl,X3), and
one of the bounds is always reached. If X2 > YO(X1, X3), then F =
F13 + F23 - F3 is less than F13 , F23 and F12 =J~~ F211 dF2 • Also
F13 + F23 - F3 < 1 - F1 - F2 - F3 + F12 + F13 + F23 is equivalent
to 0 < 1 - F1 - F2 + F12 so that F = FL < Fu in this case.
If X2 < YO(Xl, X3), then F = F12 is greater than F12 + F13 - F 1

and F12 + F23 - F2. Also F > F 13 + F23 - F3 is equivalent to
Pr(X1 > Xl, X2 > 'X2, X3 ::; X3) > 0 so that FL < Fu = F in this
case. This illustrates examples where there is a unique F E :F but
neither FL nor Fu is equal to F.

3.4.3 Compatibility conditions

For F = F(F12 , F 13 , F23 ) , compatibility conditions for F12, F13 , F23

are obtained by considering two of the three bivariate margins to
be arbitrary, and the third bivariate margin to have constraints
given the other two. Throughout this subsection, (i, j, k) will de
note a permutation of (1,2,3). Methods for obtaining compatibility
conditions are:

(i) comparison of Fjk with the Frechet bounds in F(Fij, Fik);
(ii) sets of bivariate Kendall's tau (T12, T13, T23) in the continuous

case;

(iii) sets of bivariate tail dependence parameters ("\12, "\13, .-\23).

For method (i), we make use of results from Section 3.2 to get
(three) inequalities of the form:

] 00 max{O, Fili + Fkli - I} dFj ::; Fik ::;]00 min{Fil j ' Fkli} dFj.
-00 -00

In practice, for given F12 , F13 , F23 , these inequalities can only be
checked numerically over a grid of points.

Next consider the range of possible vectors «(12, (23, (13), where
(j k is a measure of dependence for the (j, k) bivariate margin. We
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derive results only for ( = r, Kendall's tau, and ( = A, the upper
tail dependence parameter, but the ideas can be applied to other
bivariate measures of association.

Theorem 3012 Let F E J='(F1 2, F23 , F13) and suppose Fjk, i < k,
are continuous. Let Tjk =Tlej he the value of Kendall's tau for Fjb
i # k. Then the inequality

-1 + ITij + Tjkl :5 Tile :5 1 -ITij - Tjkl. (3.13)

holds for all permutations (i,i, k) of (1,2,3) and the hounds are
sharp. Therefore if Fij are bivariate margins such that Tij is the
Kendall tau value for Fij, 1 :5 i < i :5 3, and (3.13) does not
hold for some (i,i, k), then the three bivariate margins are not
compatible.

Proof. The proof of (3.13) will be given in the case of (i,i, k) =
(1,2,3). The other inequalities follow by permuting indices. Let
(X"lJ X"2, X,,3) , s =1,2, be independent random vectors from F.
Then Tjk =211jk - 1, 1 ~ j < k ~ 3, where

'f/jk = Pr«X1j - X 2j)(Xu: - X 2k) > 0).

Then

7113 = Pr«Xll - X2I)(XI2 - X2 2)2(X13 - X23) > 0)

= Pr«Xu-X21)(XI2-X22) > O,(XI2-X22)(XI3-X23) > 0)
+Pr«Xll-X21)(XI2- X22) < 0,(XI2-X22)(XI3-X23) < 0).

Hence, from Lemma 3.8, an upper bound for 7]13 is min{ 7]12, 7]23} +
min{1 -1]12, 1 - 'f/23} and a lower bound is max{0,1]12 + 7]23 - I} +
max{O, (1 - 7]12) + (1 - 7]23) - I}. After substituting for Tjk and
simplifying, inequality (3.13) results. The sharpness follows from
the special trivariate normal case given next.

For the BVN distribution, r = (2/71") arcsin(p) (Exercise 2.14).
Hence, for the trivariate normal distributions, the constraint -1 ~

P13-2 :5 1 (for the partial correlation) is the same as

P12P23 - [(1-PI2)(1-p~3)P/2 :5 PI3 :5 P12P23+ [(1-PI2)(1-p~3)P/2

or

- cOS(t1f(T12+ T23» :5 sin(t1rT13) $ cOS(t1r(T12 - T23)

or equivalently (3.13) with (i,i, k) = (1,2,3). 0
Theorem 3013 Let (X" 1, X,,2, X s3), s =1,2, be independent ran
dom vectors from the continuous distribution F. For a permuta
tion (i,j, k) of {1, 2, 3), let the events El, E 2 be defined as {(Xli-
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X 2i )(X l j - X 2j) > o} and {(X1k - X 2k )(X1j - X 2j ) > OJ, re
speetiveiy. The upper bound in (3.13) is attained if E1 C E2 or
E 2 C E 1 , and the lower bound in (3.13) is attained if E 1 C E2 or
E 2 C Ef. or E1 C E 2 or £2 C E 1 (equivalently, E 1 n E 2 = 0 or
E1n E2= 0).

Proof. The proof in the preceding theorem for (3.13) is based on

max{O, Pr(Ed + Pr(E2 ) - I} + max{O, Pr(ED + Pr(E~) - I}

::; Pr(E l n E2) + Pr(Ef n E~)

::; min{Pr(Et}, Pr(E2 )} + min{Pr(Ef), Pr(E2)}.

The conclusion follows. 0

Unlike Kendall's tau., it does not appear possible to obtain closed
form sharp bounds for the range of Aik given Aij, Aj k. However,
simple bounds can be obtained.

Theorem 3.14 Let F E :F(F12 , F23 , F13 ). Let Ajk = Aki be the
upper tail dependence parameter value for Fj k, j =1= k. Then the
inequality

(3.14)

holds for all permutations (i,i, k) of (1, 2, 3). Hence if Fij are bi
variate margins such that Aij is the upper tail dependence value for
Fij, 1 :$ i < j :5 3, and (3.14) does not hold for some (i, j, k), then
the three bivariate margins are not compatible.

Proof. The proof of (3.14) will be given in the case of (i,j, k) =
(1,2,3). The other inequalities follow by permuting indices. Let C
be the copula associated with F and, for i < j, let G ij be the (i, j)
bivariate margin of C. Let U = (VI, V2 , Ua) I"V C. Then

Pr(V3 >uIU1 >u)

Pr(U3> u, U2 > u I U1 > u) + Pr(Ua > u, U2 :5 u lUI> u)

Pr(U3 > u, VI > U I U2 > u) + Pr(Ua > U, V2 ~ u I VI > u)

< min{Pr(U1 > u I U2 > u), Pr(Ua > u I V2 > u)}
+1 - Pr(U2 > u lUI> u).

By taking limits as u -+ 1, Ala ~ min{ A12' A23} + 1-A12' Similarly,
by interchanging the subscripts 1 and 3, Ala::; min{AI2, A2a} +1
A23. From combining these two upper bounds, A13 :s 1-IA12 -A231.
For the lower bound on A13,
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Pr(Us > u I U1 > u) =Pr(Us > u, U1 > u)/ Pr(U2 > u)

~ Pr(Us > u, U1 > u I U2 > u)

~ max{O, Pr(U3 > u I U2 > u) + Pr(UI > u I U2 > u) - I}.

By taking the limit as u ~ 1, the lower bound in (3.14) obtains.
o
To end this subsection, we give two examples of applications of

the preceding two theorems.

Example 3 ..2 Consider the bivariate family B4 of copulas in
Section 5.1: C(u, v; 6) = (u- eS + v- 6 - 1)-l/eS, 0 :5 Ii < 00. From
Theorem 4.3, the Kendall tau associated with this copula is T =
6/(6+2). Now consider Gij = G(·; 6ij), 1 :5 i < i :5 3, so that Tij =
6ij /(6ij + 2) or 6ij =2Tij/(1 - Tij). From Theorem 3.12, if 612 =
623 = 6, then bounds on 613 for compatibility are max{O, 6/2-1} ~

613 < 00. In Section 5.3, there is a construction of a trivariate
family of copulas with bivariate margins in B4 with parameters of
the form (612,613,623) = (6,0,6) with () ~ 6; so far, no trivariate
distribution with max{O, 6/2 - I} :5 () :5 6 has been constructed.
o

Example 3 ..3 Consider the bivariate family B5 of copulas in
Section 5.1: C(u, v; 6) = 1 - (ir~ + :uh

- [UV]h)l/cS, 1 S «5 < 00,

where u = 1 - u, v = 1 - v. From Example 2.3, the upper tail
dependence parameter is A= 2_21/6 • Now consider Gij = C(·; 6i;),
1 ::; i < j ::; 3, so that ).ij = 2_2 1168; or hij = [log2]/[10g(2-Aij)].
From Theorem 3.14, if 612 = 623 = 6, then bounds on 613 for
compatibility are max{1, (log 2]/[log(2 1+1/6. - 1)]} :S hIS < 00. The
construction in Section 5.3 covers the multivariate extension of B5
as well, so there is a trivariate distribution with bivariate margins
in B5 with parameters of the form (012,013,023) = (0,0,0) with
o~ 6.0

3 ..5 :F(F123 , F124 , F 134 , F234) ...

The results of Section 3.4 can be extended to Frechet class of
4-variate distributions with given trivariate margins. Bounds of
:F =:F(F123 , F124 , F134 , F234) are a simple extension of the bounds
in Section 3.4, and they extend to the Frechet class of m-variate
distributions given the set of m margins of dimension (rn - 1). The
2m - 1 terms involved in each of the bounds FL, Fu appear 'with the
method in Section 4.8 for constructing a multivariate distribution
based on bivariate margins. As in Section 3.4, the bounds FL, Fu
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are referred to as the Fnkhet bounds.
The bounds can be obtained based on the non-negativity of the

16 orthant probabilities in four dimensions. Let al = F 1 - F12 

F13 - F14 + F 123 + F I24 + FI34 , a2 = F 2 - F12 - F23 - F 24 +
F 123 + F 124 + F 234 , a3 = F3 - F I3 - F 23 - F 34 + F 123 + F 134 + F234 ,

a4 = F 4 - F14 - F24 - F34 + F124 + F134 + F234 . The Frechet upper
bound Fu is .

(3.15)

Let aij = Fijk + Fijl- Fij, for i < j and k i= I i= i,i, and let
ao = F 123 + F124 + F134 + F234 - F12 - F 13 - F14 - F23 - F24 

F34 + F I + F2 + F3 + F4 - 1. The Fnkhet lower bound FL is

(3.16)

For F123 , F124 , F134 , F234 to be compatible, FL ::; Fu must hold ev
erywhere. Let (i, j, k, I) be a permutation of (1, 2, 3,4). Conditions
for the upper bound to be a proper distribution (in the continuous
differentiable case) include:

• if ai =Fu, then 1 - Fjl i - Flcl i - Fili + Fjlel i + Fjll i + Flc11i 2: 0
and Fklij + Fllij -1 ~ 0, Fjl ik + F'lik -1 ~ 0, FjJiI + FkJil-1 ~ o.

Conditions for the lower bound to be a proper distribution include:

• if aij = FL > 0, then Fjkli+Fjlli -Fil i ;::: 0, Fiklj+Filjj -Fil j 2: 0
and Fkl" + Pil" -1 > O·2J 2J _,

• if ao = FL > 0, then for all permutations (i,i, k, I), Fjk\i+Fj1Ii+
F~dli - Fil i - Fkli - Fili + 1 ;::: 0, Fklij + Filii - 1 2: o.

In this section, we consider extensions from Section 3.4 to m-variate
distributions given the set of m(m - 1)/2 bivariate margins. The
Frechet class is F = F (Fij, 1 ::; i < i ::; m). There are many
conditions needed for the compatibility of Fij , 1 ::; i < j ::; m.
Clearly for each triple (iI, i 2, i3) from {I, . , ., m}, the compatibility
conditions from Section 3.4 must hold for F(Fi1i':1l Fi 1i 3 l Fi 2 i 3 ). For
example, if Tik = Tlei is the Kendall tau value for File, j < k, then

(3.17)

for all triples (il , i 2 , i3 ).

However we have not successfully obtained extensions of (3.17) or
(3.14) that depend on r(r-l)/2 bivariate margins with 4 ::; r ::; m.
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3.7 General :F(Fs : S E S"'), S'" c Sm '"

In this section, let S'" C Sm. We state a condition on S* which
ensures that :F(Fs : 8 E S*) is non-empty. Let Ie = IS'" I 2:: 2. The
condition is that there is an enumeration 81 , ... , 8k of S· such that

8j n (Ui<j8d E Ui<j2s., j = 2, ... , k,

where 2s• denotes a power set (all subsets of the set in the expo
nent).

Example 3.4 Cases to illustrate this result are the following.

1. Let m =5, Ie =3, S1 ={I, 2, 3}, 82 = {2, 3, 4}, 8 3 = {I, 4, 5}.
Then 82 n 81 ={2, 3} C 81 but 83 n (81 u 82) ={I, 4} is not a
subset of either 81 or 82. A similar situation occurs for the other
two relevant indexings of the three sets: 82 n(81U83 ) = {2, 3, 4}
is not a subset of 81 or 83 , and 81 n (82U S3) = {I, 2, 3} is not
a subset of 82 or S3. Hence the compatibility of Fs1 , Fs2 ) FSa
need not hold in general, and further checks would have to be
done for specific given margins.

2. Let m = 7, k = 4, 81 = {1, 2, 3}, 82 = {2, 3, 4, 5}, S3 =
{3, 5, 6}, 84 = {3, 6, 7}. Then 83 n (81 U 82) = {3,5} C 82
and 84 n (81 U 82 U 83 ) = {3,6} C 53. A simple construction
of Fl ...7 E :F(Fsi , {= 1,2,3,4) is as follows. First take the con
ditional distributions F 1123 and F 45123 and use conditional in
dependence to construct F12345 = f F1123F45123 dF23 • From this
F12345 and F356 , next take F 124 135 and F 6135 and use conditional
independence to construct F123456 =f F124135F6135 dF35 • Finally,
take the conditional distributions F1245136 and F7136 to construct
F1234567 =JF1245136.F1136 dF36.

In the first case, one cannot simply construct F1234 from the
conditional independence of Fl l23 and F4123 because there is no
guarantee that the (1,4) margin of this distribution is the same as
the (1,4) margin of F145 • 0

3.8 Bibliographic notes

Early papers on Frechet classes and bounds include Frechet (1935;
1951; 1957). For an alternative direct proof of Theorem 3.2 based
on the rectangle inequality, see Dall'Aglio (1972). The main idea
there is based on Fj = Fj(xj), FJ = Fj(xj), Xj < xj, j =1, .. . ,m,
with F1 :::; F2 :::; ••. :::; Fm' The notation is a bit cumbersome.
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 and their proofs are based on Dall'Aglio
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(1972). The results in Section 3.4.3 on sets of bivariate Kendall tau
or tail dependence parameters are frorn Joe (1996a). The result in
Section 3.7 is from Kellerer (1964). Results such as Theorem 3.9
and results in Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 are probably new (at least
in the method of presentation).

3.9 Exercises

3.1 If F I = F2 are continuous univariate cdfs of rvs that are
symmetric about zero, what is the stochastic representation
for the Frechet lower bound in :F(Fl, F2 )?

3.2 For j = 1,2, let Fj be the cdf for the Binomial (2, Pj) distri
bution. For some special cases of PI, P2, deduce the pmf for
the Frechet upper and lower bounds. Of the nine probability
masses, what is the minimum number of zeros in the Frechet
bounds?

3.3 Let U f'V U(O, 1). Compute the correlation oru and a(U) for
the following real-valued monotone functions a: a(u) == ua ,

Q' > 0; a(u) = (1- u)f3, (3 > 0; a(u) = e"Yu , -00 < r < 00,

I =j:. O. Note that (U, a(U» has the Frechet upper or lower
bound copula.

3.4 For the bivariate Frechet upper bound (respectively, the
lower bound), show by taking appropriate univariate mar
gins F 1 , F2 that the correlation can take any value in the
interval (0,1] (respectively, [-1,0».

3.5 Establish the identity

max z· = ~ (-l)lsl+lminz'
l<'<m J L..J iES J'
_1_ SESm.

and prove Theorem 3.5.

3.6 In the bivariate case, show that the Frechet upper bound
has TP2 cdf and survival function, and the Frechet lower
bound has RR2 cdf and survival function.

3.7 Do some checks (possibly numerical) on compatibility con
ditions for parameters for trivariate distributions with bi
variate margins in one of the families B2-B7 in Section 5.l.

3.8 Show that the lower Frechet bound for F = F(F12 , F3 ),

FL(X) = max{O, F12(Xl, X2) + F3(X3) - I}, is not a cdf in
general.
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3.9 For a bivariate copula C, with (Ut , U2) ......, C, Blomqvist's
q can be defined as 2 Pr«U1 - !)(U2 - t) > 0) - 1. Now
let F E F(C12 , C131 C2S) 1 where Cij , i < j, are compatible
bivariate copulas. Let qij be Blomqvist's q for Gij 1 i < j.
Show that

-1 + Iqij + qjkl :5 qik :5 1 - Iqij - qjkl

for all permutations (i,j, k) of (1,2,3).

3.10 For the bounds of :F(F12S1 F1241 F1341 F 234 ), do an analysis
similar to that on the bounds of :F(F12 1 F13, F23)'

3.11 Generalize the bounds for the classes F(F121 F131 F23 ) and
F(FI23 , F124, F134 , F234 ) to the Frechet class of m-variate
distributions given the set of m margins of dimension (m-l).

3.10 Unsolved problems

3.1 Improve on the Frechet lower bound for exchangeable rvs. See
Scarsini (1985) for partial results.

3.2 Improve on the Frechet lower bound for (strongly) station
ary sequences of rvs. That is, given a stationary sequence
XI, X 2 , ••• with univariate margin Fo, what is an improved
lower bound for the cdf of Xi, Xi,+k 1 k 2:: I?

3.3 Consider :F(Fij : 1 ::; i < j :::; m). For i < j, let Tij be
the Kendall tau value for Fij and let Aij be the upper tail
dependence value for Fij. Obtain better results for bounds or
compatibility for sets of Ti; and Ai;, ~ :::; i < j ::; m , m > 3.

3.4 Obtain better compatibility conditions for {Fi; : 1 S i <
j :5 m} to be the set of bivariate margins of an m-variate
distribution.

3.5 Suppose S* does not satisfy the condition in Section 3.7. Ob
tain some compatibility conditions (preferably checkable) for
{Fs : S E S·} to correspond to marginal distributions of a
multivariate distribution.



CHAPTER 4

Construction of multivariate
distributions

In this chapter, some methods for construction of multivariate dis
tributions are given, with different approaches separated into dif
ferent sections. As mentioned in Chapter 1, one cannot just write
down a parametric family of functions with the right boundary
properties and expect them to satisfy the rectangle condition of a
multivariate cdf. Generally a family of multivariate distributions
must be constructed through methods such as mixtures, stochastic
representations and limits. The methods in Sections 4.2 to 4.6 and
Section 4.9 are based on mixtures and stochastic representations.
Families of multivariate extreme value distributions (see Chapter
6) are often obtained through the extreme value limit. The meth
ods in Sections 4.7 and 4.8 consist of constructions of m-variate
objects given the set of m(m - 1)/2 bivariate margins.

Families of bivariate distributions are easier to obtain and the
bivariate rectangle condition can usually be checked analytically.
There has been much more in the statistics and probability liter
ature on families of bivariate distributions (e.g., the book on bi
variate continuous distributions by Hutchinson and Lai 1990, and
the book on bivariate discrete distributions by Kocherlakota and
Kocherlakota 1992), but many of the families do not have obvious
or nice multivariate generalizations. Parametric families of bivari
ate copulas that have nice properties are summarized in Section
5.1. Nice properties include a range of dependence covering inde
pendence and the Frechet upper bound, and extendibility to higher
dimensions. Desirable properties are given in Section 4.1 below.

A summary of the highlights of this chapter is the following .

• Laplace transforms play an important role in construction of
copulas; they are linked to the mixing distributions.

• Section 4.3 has mixtures of max-id distributions that lead to
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parametric families of copulas with wide dependence structure
and closed-form cdfs.

• Copulas with dosed-form cdfs and having the property of all
bivariate margins in the same one-parameter family have lirnited
dependence structures (Section 4.2).

• Extensions of LT families are used in Section 4.4 to extend fam
ilies of copulas to include negative dependence.

• Mixtures of conditional distributions in Section 4.5 generalize
the MVN family.

• Objects with given bivariate margins are proposed in Sections
4.7 and 4.8, although it is unknown under what conditions they
are proper distributions.

4.1 Desirable properties of a multivariate model 0

Some desirable properties for a parametric family of multivariate
distributions are:

A. interpretability, which could mean sornething like a mixture,
stochastic or latent variable representation;

B. the closure property under the taking of margins, in partic
ular the bivariate rnargins belonging to the same parametric
family (this is especially important if, in st'atistical modelling,
one thinks first about appropriate univariate margins, then
bivariate and sequentially to higher-order margins);

C. a flexible and wide range of dependence (with type of depend
ence structure depending on applications);

D. a closed-forrn representation of the cdf and density (a closed
form cdf is useful if the data are discrete and a continuous
latent random vector is used), and if not closed-form, then
a cdf and density that are computationally feasible to work
with.

A stronger version of property B is that not only do margins
belong to the same parametric (dimension-independent) family but
also aU parameters are associated with or are expressed in some
marginal distribution. We refer to this as property B'.

Generally, it is not possible to satisfy all of these desirable prop
erties, in which case one must decide on the relative impo.rtance of
the properties and give up one or more of them. Actually another
property that could be given up is the additive property of the
probability measure associated with a multivariate distribution;
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see Sect~on 4.7 for multivariate objects that have given bivariate
margins.

The properties are discussed below for some examples.

1. MVN distributions satisfy properties A, Band C but do not
have closed-form cdfs. The latter is an inconvenience when a
MVN latent vector is used such as in the multivariate probit
model (see Sections 7.1.7 and 7.3). For high dimensions, good
approximations can be used in place of time-consuming numer
ical integrations for evaluation of the MVN cdf.

2. The families of partially exchangeable copulas given in Section
4.2 do not satisfy property C, but satisfy the other properties.

3. The copulas in Section 4.5 satisfy property C and can lead to
extreme value copulas, but have only partial closure under the
taking of margins, and can be computationally harder to work
with as the dimension increases.

4. The multivariate Poisson and other distributions in Section 4.6
satisfy property B but not property B'.

There is no known multivariate family that has all of the prop
erties but the family of MVN distributions may be the closest.
Because of its wide range of dependence, it is used as a latent
distribution in multivariate models.

Using theory from this chapter, some parametric families of mul
tivariate copulas with a wide range of dependence are given in
Chapter 5. The starting point for construction of multivariate cop
ulas are the MVN copula and bivariate families of copulas, and
things like mixtures, latent variables and stochastic representa
tions. The models in Sections 4.3, 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8 build on bivariate
families of copulas. Within each section or construction method, it
is stated which of the properties A to D are satisfied.

4.2 Laplace transforms and mixtures of powers 0

To illustrate the main ideas in the use of Laplace transforms (LTs)
and mixtures of powers of univariate cdfs or survival functions to
construct multivariate distributions, we start with the univariate
and bivariate cases. Let M be a univariate cdf of a positive rv (so
that M(O) = 0) and let </J be the Laplace transform of M, i.e.,

</;(s) =1'''' e-'WdM(w), s ~ o.
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Some properties of LTs are given in the Appendix. Note that
throughout this book, unless otherwise stated, LTs correspond to
positive rvs (no mass at 0). The reasoning is given in the next
paragraph.

For an arbitrary univariate cdf F, there exists a unique cdf G
such that

F(x) =[0 G"(x) dM(OI) =</>(-logG(x». (4.1)

Rewriting (4.1) leads to G = exp{-~-l(F)}. (If M has positive
mass 71"0 at 0, then lim3 _ 00 </J(s) =1l'o, and (4.1) cannot be solved for
G(x) when F(z) < 1l'0.) There is a similar relationship for survival
functions:

F(x) =[0 H"(x) dM(OI) =</>(-log H(x»,

if H =exp{ -</J- 1(F)}.
Next consider the bivariate class :F(F!, F2 ). For j = 1,2, let

Gj =exp{ -</J-l(Fj )}. Then the following is a cdf in :F(F}, F2):

10''''GfG~ dM(OI) = </>(-log Gl -logG2) = </>(r l (FI )+r l (F2».
(4.2)

The copula (which obtains from taking U(O, 1) cdfs for Fl, F2) is

C(U1) U2) =qS(<p- 1(U1) + qS-1(U2». (4.3)

This rather simple form has been called an Archimedean copula.
For (4.3) to have closed fornl, both <p and </>-1 need to have closed
forms; there are plenty of examples satisfying this and other nice
properties (see the Appendix). One could construct other bivariate
distributions from general mixtures of the form

JGl (Xl, 01) G2(X2; 01) dM(OI),

but other than Gj (.; 0:) in the form of powers, closed-form cop
ulas are generally not obtained. These mixtures usually result in
distributions with positive dependence; see Exercise 4.1 for some
conditions.

Similarly, one could work with survival functions to get

10''''HfH~dM(OI)= </>(-logHI-log H2) = </>(</>-1(F l )+</>-1(F2»,
where Hj = exp{-~-l(Fj)}) j == 1,2. This is an associated copula
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of (4.3); ~ee Section 1.6. For multivariate extensions, we use the cdfs
rather than survival functions, but keep in mind that there are the
associated copulas.

With m univariate cdfs F1 , •.. , Fm, a simple extension is to the
multivariate cdf F = 4>(2:./:=1 4>-l(Fj », with Archimedean cop
ula

m .

C(u) = 4> (I: <p-1(Uj»). (4.4)
j=l

This multivariate copula is permutation-symmetric in the m argu
ments so that it is a distribution for exchangeable U(O, 1) rvs.

To get more general types of dependence, extensions which are
written in the form of copulas are:

C(u) == [0 I< (exp{_wP-l(Ul)}, ... , exp{ _aq,-l(urn)}) dM(a),

(4.5)

C(u) = l'o ... fa'''' K(Cr',···, G~m)Mm(dal, ... , dam), (4.6)

where !{ is a multivariate copula, Gj(Uj) = exp{-4>;l(Uj)} and
Mm is a multivariate distribution such that jth univariate margin
has LT <Pj, j =1, .. . ,m.

Because we do not have multivariate families of copulas with
a wide range of dependence structure, (4.5) is not immediately
useful. So with !{ in (4.6) being the independence copula, for (4.6)
to be useful in getting copulas that are not permutation-symmetric,
convenient choices of Mm must be made in order to simplify the
multivariate integral and get a simple form for the copula.

Examples of these choices are given next. The result is that if LTs
are chosen so that certain conditions are satisfied, then multivariate
copulas can be obtained such that each bivariate margin has the
form of (4.3) for some LT. However, the number of distinct LTs
among the m(m - 1)/2 bivariate margins is only m - 1, so that the
resulting dependence structure is one of partial exchangeability.

The construction makes use of Theorem A.I in the Appendix.
Let £~ be the class of infinitely differentiable increasing functions
from [0,00) onto [0,00), with alternating signs for the derivatives;
see (1.2) in Section 1.3.

The general multivariate result is notationally complex, so we in
dicate the pattern and conditions from the trivariate and 4-variate
extensions of (4.3). The trivariate generalization of (4.3) is:

C(u) =1/;(1/;-1 0 ¢(¢-1(llI) + ¢-l(1l2)] + 1/;-1(U3)) , (4.1)
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(4.9)

where 1/J,4> are LTs and v = 1/J-l 04> E £~. Note that (4.7) has
(1,2) bivariate margin of the form (4.3) with Lrr 4>, and (1,3) and
(2,3) bivariate margins of the form (4.3) with LT 1/J. Also (4.4) is
a special case of (4.7) when 1jJ = <p. The mixture representation for
(4.7) that generalizes (4.2) is

C(u) ==100

['"Gf(ud G~(U2)dM2U3; a) G~(us)dMl(a), (4.8)

where Gl = G2 = exp{_¢-l} and G3 = exp{_1jJ-l L Ml is the
distribution corresponding to "p, M2(·; a) being the distribution
with LT Xa, and Xoe is defined by X;;;l(z) =v-1(-a-1logz).

The derivation is as follows. Equation (4.7) has the formal rep
resentation

laOO

GMu}, U2) G~ (us) dM l (a),

where M1 and G3 are as defined above, and

GI2(Ul, U2} =exp{ -1I[<P-1(Ul) + <P- 1(U2)]}'

In the bivariate case, the power of a cdf need not be a cdf so
that it must be proved that G12 is a cdf. We show this by giv
ing Fa = Gf.2 the mixture representation in (4.8). The univariate
margins of Fa are Fja(uj) = exp{-a1jJ-l(uj)}, j = 1,2. Hence
Uj =1/;(_a- 1 log Fja), j = 1,2,

Fa =exp{ -a v[v- 1(-a-1 IogF1a) + 1I- 1(-O'- I logF2oe )]}

and

v-1(-a-1}ogFa ) =v-1(-a-1IogF1a) + v-1(-a-1 IogF2at ).

With Xa defined as_above,

Fa = Xa[X;1(F1a ) + X;l(F2a )]

Therefore Xa =e-oev = xa , where X = Xl. From (4.2) and (4.3),
(4.9) is a cdf for all a > 0 if Xa is a LT for all a > 0 or if
v E £~ (using Theorem A.I). The representation (4.8) holds with
M 2 (·; a) being the distribution with LT Xa and, for all a > 0 and
j = 1,2, Gj = exp{-x;;l(Fja)} = exp{-1I-1(-a- 1 logFjoe)} =
exp{ _v-101/J-l} =exp{ _</>-1}.

There are two generalizations or nestings of LTs for four di
mensions. In higher dimensions, there are many possible nestings.
At each level of nesting of LTs, <Pr within <P:J say, the condition
<P; 1 0 ¢Jr E £~ must be satisfied in order for the result to be a
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multivar,iate distribution. Let 1/;, </>, ( be LTs. The first LT repres
entation is

C(u ) = 1/; [1/;- 10 </> (¢ - 1o( ((- 1(U 1)+(- 1(U 2)) +¢ - 1(U3) ) + 1/J- 1(U4 )] ,
(4.10)

where 1/J-1 0 ¢ and ¢-l 0 ( are in [,~. A second distinct LT repres
entation is

C(u) = 1/J(1/;-1 o¢[¢-1(ud+¢-1(U2)]+1/J-1o([(-1(U3)+(-1(U4))),
(4.11)

where 1/;-1 o¢> and 1/J-1 o( are in [,~. Note that all trivariate margins
of (4.10) and (4.11) have form (4.7) and all bivariate margins of
(4.10) and (4.11) have form (4.3). Clearly the idea of (4.10) and
(4.11) generalizes to higher dimensions.

The mixture representions for (4.10) and (4.11) have the respect
ive forms:

1'''' {'100
GIG; dM3 (-y;j3) Gg dM2(j3; a) G~ dM1(a)

and

100
[0 GfGg dM2(j3;a)100

G~GJ dM3 (')';a)dM1(a).

With reference to the properties in Section 4.1, (4.4), (4.7), (4.10)
and (4.11) are interpretable from their mixture form, they are
closed under the taking of margins, but have a limited type of
positive dependence. They have closed-form cdfs if families for the
LTs are chosen appropriately; see Sections 5.1 to 5.3.

4.2.1 Dependence properties '"

In this subsection, we analyse how the various bivariate margins of
(4.7), (4.10), (4.11), etc., compare with each other in the concord
ance ordering. One key result is that all of these constructions pro
duce positively dependent random vectors only. (Generalizations to
achieve negative dependence are given in Section 4.4.) Other pos
itive dependence results for the various constructions are obtained,
and some results on the multivariate concordance and PFD order
ings for (4.7), (4.10), (4.11) and their generalizations are given.

Theorem 4.1 Let Ci(Ul, U2) = </>i(</>i 1(ut} + </>i 1(U2))' where </>i
is a LT, i = 1,2. Then C1-<cC2 if and only if w = </>;1 0 ¢I is
superadditive (w(x + y) ~ w(x) +w(y) for all x, y ~ 0). Similarly,
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for the multivariate extensions, Cim(u) = 4Ji(Ej=l ~il(Uj)), i =
1,2, Cl m -<cLC2m if and only ifw is superadditive. Since w(O) = 0,
sufficient conditions for w to be superadditive are w convex and w
star-shaped with respect to the origin (w( x) / x increasing in x).

Proof. Let Uj =¢l(Xj), j = 1,2. Then

C1-<cC2

¢> w(4J11(ut} + ~11(U2» ~ tPi 1
(Ul) + <pi l

(U2) 'VO :5 Ul, U2 :5 1

¢} W(Xl +X2) ;::: W(Xl) + W(X2) "Ix!, X2 ;::: o.
'rhe sufficient conditions for superadditivity are left as an exercise.

D

Corollary 4.2 Let Ci(U}, U2) = tPi(tPi1(ut} + tPi 1(U2»' where tPi
is a LT, i =1,2. Suppose 11 =<Pl 1 O<P2 E .c~, then C 1-<cC2 •

Proof. v has non-negative first derivative and non-positive second
derivative, and satisfies v(O) =o. Therefore 11 is concave and v-I =
<P'2 1

0 <PI is convex, and the preceding theorem applies. 0

As a result of this corollary, the trivariate copula in (4.7) has
a (1,2) bivariate margin copula which is more concordant than
the (1,3) and (2,3) bivariate margin copulas (which are identi
cal). However, there are applications, such as the construction of a
second-order Markov chain time series (see Section 8.1), in which
one would like the two bivariate margins that are identical to be
more concordant than the third margin. Trivariate copulas with
this property are constructed in Section 4.3. Similarly, for (4.10),
(4.11) and their multivariate extensions, ~ivariate copulas, asso
ciated with LTs that are more nested, are larger in concordance
than those that are less nested. For example, for (4.11), the (1,2)
and (3,4) bivariate margins are more concordant than the remain
ing four bivariate margins (but there need not be any concordance
ordering between these two margins).

The types of dependence that are possible from (4.7), (4.10),
(4.11) and their generalizations are similar to those from hierar
chical or random effects normal models. Analogies to (4.7), (4.10),
(4.11) are respectively:

(i) Y1 =Jl + el + £1, Y2 = Jl + el + £2, Y3 = JL + e2 + t3, with
jl,el,e2,£1,c2,C3 independent zero mean normal rvs with re-

::::~:::i::r::::~:;:: ,I~,::~:1[aaf:' la-fi p~re
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(i i) Y1 = J-L + ~1 + Al + f 1, Y2 = J-L + ~1 + AI + f 2, Y3 = J-L +
~1' +.\2 + (3, Y4 = Jl + e2 + A3 + (4, with j.l, ei, Ai, (i being
independent zero mean normal rvs, J-L with variance a, ~i

with variance {3, Ai with variance l' and Ci with variance
1. - a - {3 - 1'. The correlation matrix for (Y1 , Y2, Y3 , Y4 ) is

[

1 a+.8+1' a+.B a]
a+{3+7 1 a+p'a

a+{3 a+{3 1 a'
a a a 1.

(iii) Y1 = Jl + ~1 + c1, Y2 = Jl + ~1 + (2, Y3 = J-L + ~2 + C3, Y4 =
J-L+~2 +f4, with J-L, ei, fi being independent zero mean normal
rvs, Jl with variance a, 6 with variance {3I, ~2 with variance
{32 and ti with variance 1. - a - {3j (j = 1 for i = 1, 2 and
j =2 for i = 3,4). The correlation matrix for (Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , Y4 )

. [fr ~ 131 c> ~ 131 : :]
IS (3 .

0: a 1. 0:+ 2

a Q' a +.82 1

Next we give some results on association, Kendall's tau, positive
dependence and dependence orderings.

Theorem 4.3 For the copula (4.3), Kendall's tau can b-e written
as the one-dimensional integral:

fl <jJ-l(t) foo I

r=4 io (qS-1 )/(t) dt + 1 = 1 - 4 io s[1> (s)r~ds.

Proof. This proof is a modification of that in Genest and MacKay
(1986), making use of the present notation. From Section 2.1.9,
Kendall's tau is

r = 41111

C(U1, U2) dC(U1, U2) - 1.

The double integral (without the factor of 4) becomes

II 4>(r1(U1) + q,-1(U2)) .4>"(q,-I(U1) + q,-1(U2))

.[<jJ' 0 <jJ-l(ut}]-l[<jJ' 0 <jJ-1(U2)]-lduIdu2 (4.12)

Make the transformation z = <jJ(<jJ-l(uI) + <jJ-l(U2»), t = U1 with

Jacobian a~J:::~) equal to¢'(¢-1(Ul)+¢-1(U2»·[4>'o<jJ-l(U2)]-1.
Since z ~ t from the Frechet upper bound, (4.12) becomes
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1111

Z 4>1f 0 r 1(z)[4>' 0 r 1(z))-I[tj>' 0 4>-I(tW I dt dz

- 11

z t/>" 0 r 1(z)[4>' 0 r 1(z»)-I[-r1(z») dz

_ L'o s4>(s) . 4>"(s) ds.

With integration by parts, this becomes

s4>(s) .4>'(s) [ - [0[4>(s) +s4>'(s)]4>'(s) ds = ~ _ [" s[q.l(s)Fds.

The conclusion of the theorem follows. 0
Theorem 4.4 The copula in (4.3) has TP2 density. Hence it is
also PQD.

Proof. This follows easily from the mixture representation. With
U(O, 1) margins in (4.2), G I , G2 are differentiable, say with respect
ive densities 9t, 92. Hence C(Ul1 U2) = fooo

G1(ul)G2(u2) dM(a)
has density

C(Ul' U2) =a2g1(ut}g2(U2) fa"" Gf-l(ut}G~-I(U2) dM(a).

In the integrand, Or-l(Ul) and O~-I{U2) are TP2, so the integral
is TP2 from the total positivity results in Karlin (1968). (D(x, z) =
JA(x,y)B(y,z)du(y) is TP2 inx,z if A is TP2 in x,y and B is
TP2 in y, z and (f is a sigma-finite measure.) rrhe property of PQD
follows from Theorem 2.3. 0
Theorem 4.5 The copula in (4.6) is associated if!( and Mm are
cdfs of associated rvs.

Proof !{(x) associated implies !«Gr l
, ••• , G~) is associated for

all (al, .. . ,am ) E (O,oo)m, because association is invariant to
(strictly) increasing transforms on rvs. Let U ,....., ]( and A ,...., Mm ,

with U, A independent. Then a stochastic representation of a ran
dom vector with the distribution in (4.6) is

(Xl,' .. ' Xm ) = (G11(Ut/A1 ), ... ,a;l(u;jA rn »).
We show that X is associated using the usual conditioning argu
ment. Let h1(X), h2(X) be increasing functions in X. Assuming
the covariance exists, then

COy (h 1(X), h2(X» = E [Cov (hi(X), h2(X) I A)]

+COy (E [hI (X) IAl, E IhI(X) IAn·
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The first term is non-negative given each A, because of the first
stateme~t in this proof. Since Gj l(UfIAi) is increasing in Aj for
each j and hI, h2 are increasing, E [hi(X)IA], i = 1,2, are increas
ing in A. Therefore the second term is non-negative because A is
as~ociated. 0

Theorem 4.6 Suppose "p,4> are LTs .such that "p-l 0 ¢> E .c~.

Let G1(u) = "pC5.:~i:l 7jJ-l(Uj» and G2(U) = 4>(2:i:14>-1(Uj))
be as defined in (4.4). Then G 1-<pfdG2 . If "p(s) = e- s , so that
Gl(u) = GI(U) = Ilj:1 Uj, then CI-<pfdC2 (without needing fur
ther conditions).

Proo! IJet Gl(u) = exp{-"p-I(u)}, G2 (u) = exp{-</>-l(u)}, 0 ~

u ~ 1, with respective densities 91,92. Let M1/J' M¢ be the distribu
tions with respective LTs "p, ¢, and let M v ('; a) be the distribution
with LT exp{ -all}, where 11 ="p-l 0 4>. Then it is straightforward
to verify that

C2(u) = ['", 1'''' IT cg(Uj ) dMv ((3; ex) dM",(a)io 0 j

and

C1(u) =[0 ITCf(uj)dM",(ex),
J

with G1(u) = Iooo
G~(u)dMv(J3;o:) (see Theorem A.3). The dens

ities Cl, C2 of C 1 , C 2 are obtained by replacing G~ by f3G~-lg2 in
the integrals defining O2 and Gr. Let h be a bounded function on
[0,1], with an extra non-negativity constraint if m is odd; let U
have density CI and U ' have density C2. Then

E Ql h(U;)) =[0 [[0 h*(f3) dMv (f3; a)rdM",(a) (4.13)

where h*({3) = (3 fol
G~-l(u) g2(U) h(u) duo From Theorem 2.18

and Example 2.11, the right-hand side of (4.13) is dominated by

100100

[h*(f3)J m dMv (f3; a) dM",(a) = E [g h(Un).

The case of h unbounded and integrable can be handled by taking
a limit. Hence V -<pfdV' or G1-<pfd G2 •

Finally, let "p( s) = e- S
• Then the above condition becomes -log ¢

E .c~. However, the condition is actually not needed. Let U ..-..;
G2• It suffices to prove that E [n~1 h(Ui») ~ {E [h(UI))}m for all
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bounded h (with an extra non-negativity constraint if m is odd),
or

where k(a) = ex f; G~-1(u)g2(U)h(u)du. This fonows from Ex
ample 2.11 and inequality (2.33) (with independent rvs on the left
hand side of (2.33».

o
Theorem 4.1 Suppose.,p, <p are LTs such that .,p-l 0 <p E £~. Let
C1 , C2 be as defined in the preceding theorem. Then C1-<cC2 •

Proof. Let U f'V G1, U' f'V G2 • To establish the concordance order
ing, it is necessary to show that

Pr(Uj ~ aj,i = 1, ... ,7n) ~ Pr(UJ ~ aj,i = l, ... ,m) (4.14)

and

Pr(Uj > aj,i =1, ... , rn) ~ Pr(U; > aj ,i =1, ... , m) (4.15)

for aU a E (0, 1)m. From the representations in the preceding proof,
the left-hand sides of (4.14) and (4.15) have the form

[0 [j1l'" kj(f3)dM.(f3; a)] dM",(a)

and the right-hand sides have the form

(4.16)

roo roo [IT kj(f3)] dM.(f3; a) dM",(a), (4.17)
Jo Jo j=l

where kj(f3) = G~(aj) for (4.14) and kj C/3) = I-G~(aj) for (4.15).
The kj (f3) are decreasing in f3 2: 0 in the former case and increasing
in the latter case. A (bounded) decreasing function in [0,00) can
be taken as a limit of finite sums of the form Ei Ci I[o,zi] for positive
constants Ci, Zi; similarly, an increasing function can be taken as a
limit of finite sums of the form 2:i Ci1(zi,oo) for positive constants
Ci,Zi' Since the quantities in (4.16) and (4.17) are linear in each
kj(f3), to show that the quantity in (4.16) is less than or equal to
that in (4.17), it suffices to prove the inequality with kj(j3) replaced
by l[o,y;](f3) , j = 1, ... , m, or by I(y;,oo)(f3), j = 1, ... )m, where
Yj are positive constants. Fix a and let B 1 , ••• , Bm be' iid with
distribution M,,(·; a). Then (4.14) and (4.15) follow since Pr(Bj ~
Yj,i = l, ... ,m)::; Pr(B1 ::; minjYj) = minjPr(Bj ~ Yj) and
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Pr(Bj > Yj,j = 1, ... ,m):::; Pr(B1 > maXjYj) = luinjPr(Bj >
Yj) by the Frechet upper bound inequality. 0

Theorem 4.8 Suppose 'ljJ, ¢1, ¢2 are LTs such thai (aJ Vi = 1/;-1 0

¢i E £~, i = 1,2, and (b) ¢1 1
0 ¢2 E £~. Let Gi be as defined in

(4-7) with ¢ = ¢i, i = 1,2. Then G1-<cG2.

Proof. For e= 1/;, ¢1, ¢2, let G( = exp{-e- 1} and 1etMr: denote
the cdf with LT e. Let v = ¢1 1

0 ¢2 and let M/I(·;f3) denote the
distribution with LT exp{ -.ev}. For J-l = VI, vz, let Mp (.; (1') denote
the distribution with LT exp{ -aJ.l}. Then using Theorem A.3,
representations for G1 , Cz are:

1''"' 1''"' G~,(Ul)G~,(U2)dMvl(.8;a) G~(ua)dM.,,(a),

1''"'[0 G~,(Ul) G~,(U2) dMv,(r; a) G~(ua) dM.,,(a),

with G~(u)=Iooo
G~2dM/l2(/; a), G~I (u)= Iooo

G~2dMv(/;{3) and

1''"'1''' h'l dMv(i;,B) dMv, (.8; a) == faoo h'l dMv,(i; a)

for all positive constants h.
Let V "-' GI , V' ,...., G2 . The concordance ordering is proved in a

similar way to the preceding theorem; it is necessary to show

and

Pr(Uj :5 aj,j = 1,2,3):5 Pr(UJ :5 aj,j = 1,2,3} (4.18)

Pr(Uj > aj,j =1,2,3) ~ Pr(UJ > aj,j =1,2,3) (4.19)

for all a E (0,1)3. From the representations given above, the left
hand sides of (4.18) and (4.19) have the form

['[1''"'(Jk1( i)dMv(r;f3»)Uk2(r)dMv(r;.8») dMv, (.8; a)]

. (faoo ka(i) dMv,(i; a») dM.,,(a),

and the right-hand sides have the form

['"' [[X> (100

k1({) k2(i) dMv(r;.8») dMv, (.8; a)]

.(100

ka(i) dMv,(i; a») dM.,,(a),
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where kj(,) = G~2(aj) for (4.18) and kj (,) = 1 - G~2(aj) for
(4.19). The kj ( ,) are decreasing in , ~ 0 in the former case and
increasing in the latter case. Inequalities (4.18) and (4.19) now
follow from

([0 kl(-r) dMv(I';,8») (L'" k2(1') dMv(l'; ,8»)

::; [0 kl (l') k2(1') dMv(I';,8)

for aU (3; this last inequality comes from (Zl, Z2)-<c(Zl, Zl), where
Zl, Z2 are iid with distribution Mil ( .; (3). 0

Theorem 4.9 Suppose.,pI, .,p2, if> are LTs such that (a) Wi= .,pi l
0

</J E .c~, i = 112, and (b) .,pI 1
0 1/J2 E £"'"00. Let Ci be as defined in

(4.7) with 1/1 = 1/;;" i = 1,2. Then C1 -<cC2 .

Proof. The proof follows the methods of the preceding theorem.
Using the same notation, a result that is needed for the upper
orthant probabilities is that

h1(i) = 1 - G~2(ad - G~2(a2) + exp{-rw2(</J-l(ad +<p- l (a2»}
(4.20)

is increasing in 'Y. A proof of this that generalizes to higher dimen
sions is the foHowing.

One can write h1(,) = fo
OO
(l- G:(al))(l- G:(a2» dMw2 (f3; rl.

Since (1-G:(ad)(I-G:(a2» is increasing in (3 > 0 and MW2 ({3;r)
is stochastically increasing in r > 0 (Theorern A.3), then h1( i) is
increasing in 'Y > o. 0

Theorem 4.10 Suppose 1/;1 J tP27 <P, ( are Lis such that Wi =1/;;1 0
</J E .c~ i = 1,2, 1/ = 'l/J11

0 'l/J2 E .c~ and 4>-1 0 ( E .c~. Let Ci be
as defined in (4.10) with t/J = .,pi, i = 1,2. Then G1 -<cC2.

Proof. We use similar notation to the preceding two proofs. Rep
resentations for Gj are

Gl(u) = [0 (L'" [0L'" Gl(udGl(U2)dM"'-'o«{';.8)G:(U3)

dMw.(,8; I) dMv(I); a») .(L'" G~2 (U4) dMv(I); ll'») dM",. (ll'),

G2(u) = [0[" (L'" [0 q(UI) Gl(U2) dM",-.o«{';,8) 9:(U3)

dMw2 (,8; I)) . G~2 (U4) dMv(I); ll') dM¢. (ll').
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Let U "'"' GI , V' "'"' Gz. The harder step for establishing the
concord~nceordering is the inequality for the upper orthant prob
abilities. These are:

P r (Uj > aj , i =1, 2, 3, 4) = (4.21 )

Iooo (Iooo
hI (77)dMv (ry; a») (I; hz(ry)dMv (77; 0:») dMt/Jl (0:),

Pr(UJ > aj,i = 1,2,3,4) = (4.22)

Iooo (IoOO
h1(77)h z(ry)dMv (17; 0:») dMtPl (0),

where h2 (1]) = 1 - G~2(a4) and

hi ('1) = [0[0 (1- G,(al»)(l _ G,(a2») dM",-lO(r;{J)

.(1 - G~(a3))dMw2(f3; 77).

Similar to the proof that (4.20) is increasing, Iooo (1- G('(ad)(1

Gl(a2» dM¢-lO('Y; (i) is increasing in {3. Also 1 - G~(a3) is in
creasing in {3, so that h 1(1]) is increasing in 7] > O. Trivially, h2(1])
is increasing in 7] > O. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1,

1'''' h1('1)dMv ('1;lY) 1'X> h2('1)dMv ('1;lY)

::; [0 h 1('1) h 2('1) dMv ('1; lY),

and (4.21) is less than or equal to (4.22) for all a. 0

The ideas in the above theorems generalize for multivariate ex
tensions of (4.7), (4.10) and (4.11) (even though the notation is
messy for the general case).

4.2.2 Frailty and proportional hazards

If survival functions P j are substituted into the arguments in (4.4),
then one gets

- 100 rrmG(F\(xt}, ... ,Fm(Xm)) = H'i(Fj(Xj» dM(a).
o j=l

Similarly, survival functions can be substituted into (4.7), (4.10),
(4.11) and their extensions. These models have been used for mul
tivariate survival data in a familial or cluster setting; the para
meter 0: is interpreted as a frailty parameter. These models also
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have a proportional hazards interpretation since HOl(Fi(Xi)) =
exp{ -a.,p-l(Fi(Xi»)} is a family with cumulative hazard propor
tional to A(Xi) = .,p-l(Fi(Xi)), where .,p is the LT of M; the pro
portionality constant 0: of the proportional hazards is random with
distribution M. If there are m =2 subjects in a cluster with sur
vival times Tl, T2, then Pr(T1 > tl, T2 > t2) becomes

l'o e-",[A(.,)+A(lo)] dM(a) = "'(A(tI) + A(t2))'

4.3 Mixtures of max-id distributions

Let M be the cdC of a positive rv and let its LT be 'l/J. Another
extension of (4.2) and (4.4) is:

F =['" H"'dM(a) ="'(-logH) (4.23)

where H is a max-id m-variate distribution. (See Section 2.1.8 for
max-id.) Section 4.3.1 consists of conditions for max-id so that
we know about possible choices of H in (4.23). Section 4.3.2 is
devoted to dependence properties of (4.23). Some special cases are
given next before these subsections.

We look at cases of (4.23) that can lead to parametric fam
ilies of multivariate distributions or copulas with closed-form cdfs,
flexible dependence structure and partial closure under the taking
of margins. Specific parametric families are given in Section 5.5.

Let [{ij, 1 ~ i < j :5 m, be bivariate copulas that are max-id.
Let HI, ... , Hm be univariate cdfs. Consider the mixture:

l'" n Kij(Hi, Hj) fI Hf''''dM(a)
o 1~ i <j ~m i =1

m

=1/J(- L log[<ij(Hi,Hj)- LVi log Hi) , (4.24)
l~i<j~m i=l

where usually the Vi are non-negative, though they can be nega
tive if some of the copulas Kij correspond to independence. This
special construction builds on bivariate copulas, of which there are
several parametric families with nice properties in Section 5.1. The
univariate margins of (4.24) are

Fi = 1/J(-(Vi + m - 1) log Hi)'

Hence (4.24) is a copula, if Hi(Ui) is chosen to be exp{ -Pi1/J-l(Ui)}
with Pi = (Vi + m - 1)-1, i = 1, ... , m. With these substitutions,
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the copula is

C(u) =~(- LlogI\ij(e-P,t/J-l(Ui),e-Pj1p-l(Uj»

i<i

99

(4.25)
m

+ L ViPi7/J-l (ud) .
i=l

An interpretation is that the LT 7/J leads to a minimal level of (pair
wise) dependence, the copulas !{ij add some individual pairwise
dependence beyond the global dependence, and the parameters Vi
lead to bivariate and multivariate asymmetry (the asymmetries are
represented through Vi / (Vi +Vj ), i i- j). Also the parameters Vi are
included in order that the family (4.25) is closed under margins.
For example, if Hm --+ 1 in (4.24), then (4.24) becomes

m-lL'" II J(~(Hi,Hj ) II Hi v
;+!)" dM(Q')

o I$i<i$m-l i=l

m-I

=~(- L logI\ij(Hi,Hj)- L(vi+1)logHi),
I $i<i $m-l i=l

and the resulting marginal copula is

Gl. ..m-l(u) =7/J(- L logJ{ij(e-Pit/J-l(ud, e- p ;"v-l(u j »

l$i<i$m-l

m-l

+ L (Vi + 1)Pi'IP - 1 ( Ui ) ) .

i=l

(Hence the 'parameters' !\ij remain the same but the parameters
Vj change with taking margins; this can be shown notationally by

vIm-I) = v}m) + 1 and vf2) = vIm) + m - 2.) The (i,j) bivariate
marginal copula of (4.25) is

Gij (Ui' Uj) =7/J (-log !\ij (e-Pi,p-l(Ui), e-pj,p-l (Uj»

+(Vi + m - 2)Pi7P- 1(Ui) + (Vj + m - 2)pj7/J-l(Uj»).

The copula (4.26) is more concordant than

G,p(Ui, Uj) =~(~-I(Ui) + 1jJ-l(Uj»,

(4.26)

(4.27)

and it increases in concordance as !\ii increases in concordance;
this explains the above interpretation for 'l/J and !\ij. These results
are proved in Section 4.3.2.
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(4.28)

Interesting and useful special cases of (4.23) and (4.24) are the
following.

1. Let m = 3, ]{13(X, y) = xy, VI =V2 = V3 = 0, ](12(U, v) =
[(23(U, v) = ]{(u, v), where [( is symmetric in u, v. Then (4.24)
becomes

L"" [{"(Hi, H2)K"(Ha, H2)HfHg dM(a),

with copula

C(u) = .,p(-log !((e-O.5f/J-l(Ul), e- O.5t/J-l(U2»)

-log ]{(e-O.5t/J-l(U3), e-o.51/J-l(U2» + !.,p-l(Ul) + !.,p-l (ua»);
(4.29)

if H 1, H 2, H3 are chosen appropriately so that the univariate
margins of (4.28) are all the same, then the (1,2) and (2,3) bi
variate margins of (4.28) are the same and are more concordant
than the (1,3) margin. Hence this model would be appropriate
for generating a second-order stationary Markov chain.

2. Let m =3, 1(13(X, y) = xy, VI = Va = -1, V2 = 0, I<12(U, v) =
[(2a{V, u) == 1{(u, v). Then (4.24) becomes

100

KCX(Hl, H2)[{CX(Ha, H2) dM(a),

with copula

C(u) =1fJ(-log I{(e-1/J-l(uJ), e-o.51/J-l(u2»

-log]( (e-1/J-l (U3), e-O.51/J-l(u2»). (4.30)

The (1,2) and (3,2) bivariate margins of (4.30) are the same
and are more concordant than the (1,3) margin; with j =1,3,
they are

.,p(-log [((e-w-1(Uj), e-O.51/J-l(U2» + !.,p-l(U2))'

3. Let Vl = 112 = -1, Va = = Vm = 0, [(12(X, y) = xv,
PI =P2 =(m-2)-1, Pa = =Pm =(m-l)-t. Then (4.24)
becomes
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with copula

C(u) = ..p ( - L log J{ij( e-p"r'(u;), e-pi'r'(u;»)) .
l<i<j<m,
((j);t(l,2)

(4.31 )
If 1/; is a one-parameter family of LTs and each !(ij is a one
parameter family of copulas, then this is a family with m(m
1)/2 parameters. The labelling is such that the indices 1,2
are assigned to the pair of variables with the least amount
of pairwise dependence. The (1,2) bivariate margin has the
copula in (4.27).

With reference to the properties in Section 4.1, (4.25) is inter
pretable from its mixture form, is in part closed under the tak
ing of margins, has a wide range of positive dependence, and has
closed-form cdf if parametric families for 1/; and ](ij are chosen
appropriately (see Section 5.5).

4.3.1 Max-infinite divisibility conditions

In this subsection, we obtain conditions for the distributions in
Section 4.2 to be max-id, so that we have candidates for (4.23)
and (4.24).

First, with LT 'ljJ, we consider the Archimedean copula C(u) ==
1/;CL~T=1 'ljJ-l(Uj». Then C1'(u) == exp{'Yo-(I:~l X(Uj»}, where
X == 1/;-1 and u = log1/;. Note that 0-' = 'ljJ'/'ljJ, 0-// == ("p"1/;
1/;'2)/1/;2,0-11/ == [2('ljJ')3 - 31/;1/;'1/;" + 1/;27/;11/]/1/;3, u(4) == [_6(7/;')4 +
121/;(1/;')27/;//-4'ljJ2'ljJ/1/;'"_31/;2(7/;")2+1/;3V/4)]/7/;4. With xi == x/Cud,
the mth-order mixed derivatives Cl ...m of C1' for m == 2,3, ... are:
• C12 == ei'O'X~X2h/20-'2 + 10""],
• C123 == e1'O' X~X2X;['Y30-'3 + 3/ 20-' ()" + 'Yo-/l/], etc.
From the pattern of the derivatives, C1' is max-id for up to dimen
sion m if -0- E £:n, and C-r is max-id for all m if -() E .c~, where
£~, m ~ 1, are defined in (1.2) of Section 1.3.

Next we turn to max-id for the partially symmetric copulas in
Section 4.2. For the trivariate case, let

def

C(u) 'ljJ(1/J-l 0 ¢(¢-l(ud + ¢-1(U2») + 1/J-l(U3»)

'ljJ(w(x(ud + X(U2)) + X(U3»).

Let H == C-r and let 0- == log 1/;, so that

H(u) = exp{/CT(w(x(ud + X(U2» + X(U3»)}'
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Suppose w E £2 and -log 1f; E £;. Then the rnixed derivatives up
to third order are non-negative since each term of the derivatives
is non-negative. The derivatives are:

• 8H/oU3 = rHX3u',
• 82 H/OUIOU3 =rH'x~x~["Yu'2w' + O'''w'],
• 83 if /OUIOU20U3 =rHx~x~x;[r2u'3w'2+3ru'u"w'2 +ru'2w" +

U
lllw '2 + u"w"].

For higher-dimensional copulas in this class, write

C(u) =exp{ru(Wl OW2 0'" OWk("') + ...)}
and let X~ =xHUi)' Suppose -log.,p = -u E £~ and the Wi are
in £~i for sufficiently large ni (greater than or equal to the num
ber of terms in the argument of Wi). Then the copula is max-ide As
above, differentiation of a term will lead to terms that are each non
negative. For example, differentiation of H = C"Y in a term with
respect to Ui leads to a factor like -yHu'wi .. ,wkxi ~ 0, differentia
tion of [u(j)]l in a term leads to a factor .e[u(j)]l-lu(j+l)w~ .. ,wkX~

which has the same sign as [U(j)]l, and differentiation of w~j) in a

term leads to a factor w~j+l)W~+l .. ,wkX~ which has the same sign

as w~j).
More generally, consider

F(u) = tf;(-log i«u)

where 1< is max-id and -log 11' E £:'n. We use Theorem 2.7 to
prove that F is also max-ide Let u = log.,p and "- = log 1< , so that
F = 'ljJ(-logI<) = exp{u(-K)}. Let H = exp{ru(-,,-)}, and let KS

denote the partial derivative of K with respect to Ui, i E S. Then
• 8H/oUl = -rHu'Kl ~ 0,
• 82 H/{)UI0U2 = r2Hu'21l.1K2 + rHU"ll.lll.2 - rHU'Il.12 ~ 0, etc.,
since each term is non-negative. The pattern of derivatives of each
term being non-negative continues for higher-order partial derivat
ives of H. For example, differentiation of H in a term with respect
to Ui leads to a factor like -rHu' K.i ~ 0, differentiation of [u(j)]!
in a term leads to a factor -f[u(i)]l-l u (i+l)X:i which has the same
sign as [u(j)]l J and differentiation of "-5 in a term leads to a non
negative factor .

.4.9.2 Dependence properties Il<

This section consists mainly of results on concordance and tail
dependence.
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'I'heorem 4.11 The bivariate copula (4-26) is increasing in -<c as
!(ij inc~eases in -<c. Hence (a) (4.25) is increasing in -<~w, and
(b) the bivariate copula given in (4.26) is mOTe concordant than
that given in (4.27).

Proof The proof of the first statement is easy. Then (a) follows
from results in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3, and (b) follows because
I{ij max-id implies it is TP2 and hence PQD (see Section 2.1.7).

D

Let!( be a bivariate copula and 'l/J be a LT. With (i,j) =(1,2)
and m =2, (4.26) becomes

C(U1, U2) = 1/J (- log I( (e- P1 'f/! - 1 ( U d , e- P21/J - 1 ( U 2))

+VIPl1/J-l(Ul) + V2P2'l/J-l(U2)) , (4.32)

where VI, V2 ~ 0 are arbitrary and Pi = (Vi + 1)-1, i = 1,2.

Theorem 4.12 If'l/J'(O) is finite, the copula

C1/J(u, v) = 1/J(1/J-l(u) + 1/J-l(v))

in (4-27) does not have upper tail dependence. If C1/J has upper tail
dependence, then 'l/J' (0) = -00 and the tail dependence parameter
zs

Au = 2 - 2Iim['l/J'(2s)/'l/J'(s)).
8-0

Proof. We begin by writing:

lim C1/J(u, u)j(l- u) = lim[1- 2u + 'l/J(2'l/J-l(u)))/(l - u)
u-l u-l

(4.33)

= 2 - 2 lim 'l/J'(2'l/J-l(U))/'l/J'(1/J-l(U)) = 2 - 21im['l/J'(2s)/'l/J'(s)].
u-l 8-0

If'l/J'(O) E (-00,0), then the limit is zero and C1/J does not have up
per tail dependence. 'l/J' (0) cannot equal 0 because it is the negative
of the expectation of a positive rv. The rest of the result follows.

D

Theorem 4.13 The copula (4-32) has upper tail dependence only
if either 1/J'(0) =-00 or I{ has upper tail dependence or both. (The
details of the tail dependence parameter are in the proof)

Proof. Suppose that the copula !( in (4.32) has upper tail depend
ence parameter {3 E [0,1] ({3 = 0 implies no tail dependence). We
consider first the case PI = P2 or VI = V2. Subsequently, for the
case of PI :/:; P2, bounds will be obtained.
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For x less than and close to 1, /«x, x) .- P(l - x) so that
]«x,x) ~ 2x - 1 + {3(1 - x) = 1 - (2 - P)(l - x). Let PI =
P2 =P =(v + 1)-1. Then for u near 1,

_log[1«e-p.,p-l(u),e-p .,p-l(u»] + 2vp'l/J-l(U)

-log[l - (2 - {3)(1 - e-p,p-l (u»] + 2vp "p-I(u)

...... -log[l- (2 - ,B)p1jJ-l(u)) + 2vp1jJ-I(u)

...... (2 - {3)p.,p-I(U) + 2vp1jJ-l(u) ="(.,p-l(U),

where "I = [2(v + 1) - {3]p = 2 - fJ/(v + 1) E [1,2]. Hence, for u
near 1,

[1- 2u + C(u, u)]/(l- u) ...... [1- 2u + 1/1(,1/1-1 (u»]j(l - u)

...... 2 - -y"p' (-y"p- 1 ( U ) ) j "p' ("p- I ( U ) )

and the upper tail dependence parameter of C in (4.32) is Au =
2 - 1 lima_ 0 ?/J' (IS) / 'ljJ' (s) .

If Ct/J does not have upper tail dependence, then Au =2-/ =
f3/(v + 1) and C has upper tail dependence if and only if !< has
upper tail dependence (and the tail dependence parameter of K is
larger since v ~ 0).

If Ct/J has upper tail dependence, then -ylirna_o1/J'(-ys)/'l/J'(s)
should be increasing and Au decreasing as 1 increases or as 1I

increases (this follows from Theorem 4.14 below and Theorem
2.3(d». If ,B = 0 so that -y = 2, then bu = 2 - 2lim,,_o .,p'(2s)/"p'(s)
is the tail dependence parameter of C.,p. If ,B = 1 and v =0 so that
/ =1, then Au =1. Hence the tail dependence parameter of (4.32)
is greater than or equal to that of C'I/J.

For the asymmetric case with PI ~ P2 (VI?: V2),

/«e-P21/J-l(u), e-P21P - 1(U») :5 /«e-P1t/J-l(u), e-P2W - 1(U»

~ K (e-P1W -
1

(U), e-P1 t/J-l(u»

so that from above, the tail dependence parameter Xu is bounded
as follows:

2 - 12 lim ?/J'(r2s) /.,p' (s) ~ Xu ~ 2 - /1 lim "p' (rl s) / "p' (s),
8-0 8-0

where /i =(2 - (3)/(Vi + 1) + Vl/(1Il +1) +V2/(V2 + 1), i = 1,2.
Note that 11 ~ 12. 0

For the next theorem, LTDl refers to the second variable LTD
in the first variable and LTD2 refers to the first variable LTD in
the second variable.
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Theorem 4.14 Let C be as given in (4.32). (a) Then C increases
in conc~rdance as PI increases (from 0 to 1) and VI decreases if ](
satisfies the LTDl property. (b) Also C increases in concordance as
P2 increases and V2 decreases if!{ satisfies the LTD2 property. (c)
If PI == P2 = P and VI = V2 = v, then C increases in concordance
as P increases if!( satisfies both LTDl and LTD2.

Proof. Details will mainly be given for case (a). Let °< Pl =
(v~ + 1)-1 < PI ::; 1 and v~ > Vl 2:: O. Then with y = e-P21/J-l(u 2 ),

1/J (-log I{(e-P~ t/J-l(uI), y) + v~p; 1/J-l (uI) + v2P21/J-l (u2))

::; 'lj; (_logI{(e- P1 t/J-l(U d ,y) + v1Pl1/J-l(ud + v2P21/J- 1 (u 2 ») '
for all Ul , U2, if

[{ ( e - P~ t/J - 1(U1) , y) e- v ~ P~ t/J - 1(U1) ::; !{( e- PI t/J - 1(U1) , y) e- VIP 11/J - 1(U1) ,

for all U1,Y, or if (with x = e-t/J-l(uI) and v = VI, v' =vD
I{(x 1/(v'+1), y) xv'/(v'+1) ::; [((x l /(V+l), y) XV /(v+1), 'Vx, y E (0, 1).

This is the same as I«x 1/(v+l), y) xv/(v+l) decreasing in V ~ °for
all x,y or I«x 1

- e,y)x€ = [[{(X1-e,y)/x l
- e]x decreasing in ~ E

[0,1]. Finally, this is the same as the LTDI condition of ]«z,y)/z
decreasing in z for all y.

For (c), the concordance ordering is equivalent to

{]{(x 1- e, yl-e)/[x 1- eyl-e]} xy ! eE [0, 1]

for all x, y. This follows from the LTDl and LTD2 conditions be
cause if°::; e< ~' ::; 1, then the conditions imply

I{ (xl - e,y1- e' ) x€' yt' < !{(x I - t , Y1- e') x€ yet

< /{(x 1-€, y1- e) xt ye.

o
Note that from Theorems 2.6 and 2.3(d), if I( is max-id, then it

satisfies the LTDl and LTD2 conditions.

Analagous results for lower tail dependence are given next.

Theorem 4.15 The copula Ct/J(u,v) = 1/J(1/J-l(U) + 1/'-1 (v» has
lower tail dependence parameter equal to

AL =2 lim [1/J'(2s)/1/J'(s)].
3-+-00

(4.34)

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.12 and is left as
an exercise. 0
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Theorem 4.16 If PI = P2 = P (and VI = V2 = v) in (4.32) and
the lower ~ail dependence parameter of !{ is {3 E (0, 1], then the
lower tail dependence parameter of C in (4.32) is

AL =r lim .,p'(-log {3 + is)/1/J' (s), (4.35)
s-co

where r = p(l + 2v) 2:: 1. If the lower tail dependence parameter of
!{ is 0, then the lower tail dependence parameter of C is less than
the right-hand side of (4.35) for all {J > 0 (with r = p(l + 2v»).
If the behaviour at the lower tail is 1« x, x) "J {3x r as x ~ °with
r > 1, then the lower tail dependence parameter of C is given by
(4.35) with r =p(r + 21/} ~ 1.

Proof. This is left as an exercise. 0
Illustrations of tail dependence for the LT families LTA to LTD

(in the Appendix) are given in the following examples.

Example 4.1 Upper tail dependence for (4.3) with different
families of LTs.

LTA. 1/J'(s) = _0-1 s.1/8-1 exp{-sl/8} and 1/J'(O) = -00. The
limit in (4.33) is AU = 2 - 2lims_o[.,p'(2s)/.,p'(s)] = 2
2 .21/ 9- 1 =2 - 21/ 8 .

LTB. 1/;'(s) = -0-1(1 + s)-1/8-1 and 1/J'(O) =_0- 1. So Au = O.

LTC. 1/J'(s) =_0-1(I_e- S)I/8-1e-S and 1/J'(O) =-00. The limit
in (4.33) is AU =2 - 21/ 8 •

LTD. 1/;'(s) =-0- 1 (1 - e- 9 )e- s /[1 - (1 - e- 6 )e- a
] and ~'(O) =

_O-lee (1 - e-e). So AU =O.

Example 4.2 Lower tail dependence for (4.3) with different
families of LTs.

LTA. From (4.34), AL = 2lims_co[1/J'(2s)/~'(s)] =
liUl,,_co 21/ 8 exp{ _(21/ 8 - 1)s1/8} =O.

LTB. AL =lima_co 2(1 + s[1 + s]-1 )-1/9-1 =2- 1/ 8 .

LTC. AL = lims_co 2(1 + e- s )1/8-1e-s = 0.

LTD. AL =lima_co 2e-'[1-(1-e-8 )e-"]/[1-(1-e-9 )e- 2S ] = O.
o

Example 4.3 Lower tail dependence for (4.32) with VI = V2 = V

for different families of LTs.

LTA. The limit in (4.35) is lim,,"Y[-s-llogP+"YP/8-1exp{s1/8}
.exp{-[-logP+"Ys]l/8} =AL. Ifv > °so that r >. 1 then
AL :;:: 0, and if '1 = 1 (and v =0, r = 1) and {3 > 0, then
AL =1 for () > 1 and AL ={3 for () =1.
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LTB. The limit in (4.35) becomes lims ,lY + (1 - ...,. - log,B)(l +
~)-l]-l/B-l == ,-1/8 = AL. If 1/ =0 and r == 1, then, = 1

and AL = 1. If r = 2, as for the case of the independence
copula, then, = 2 and AL == 2- 1/ e, the same as the copula
B4 with parameter e. If 1 ~ r < 2, then 1 ~ , < 2 and
there is more lower tail dependence than the copula B4
with parameter 8. For example, let I{ be the copula B6
with parameter fJ 2:: 1; then I«x,x)""'" x r with r == 21/

fJ so
that AL = 2- 1/(80) if v = 0 and p == 1 (and, = r). If Ii
is the copula B7 with parameter fJ > 0, then I{ (x, x) ,....., xr

with r = 2 - 2- 1/ 6 . If Ii is the copula B3 with parameter
-00 < {) < 00, then !{(x, x) ,....., -O-l)og[1 - o2 x 2/(1 
e-O)] ,....., ox2/(1 - e- 6) and, == 2. Note that the copula
families B3, B4, B6, B7 are in Section 5.1.

LTC. The limit in (4.35) is AL = lims ,[(1-,Be-1'S)/(l-e-")p/e-l
.,Be-(')'-l)". This is 0 if, > 1 and {3 if , = l.

LTD. The limitin (4.35) is AL = lim" ,Be-(1'-l)s[1-(l-e- fJ )e-S]/
[1 - (1 - e- fJ ),Be-1'S]. This is 0 if "I > 1 and f3 if, = 1.

o

From Theorem 4.11, the (1,2) and (3,2) bivariate margins of
(4.29) and (4.30) are more concordant than the (1,3) margin. This
is different from (4.7) in which the bivariate margin that is different
is more concordant than the other two. In (4.30), the dependence of
the (1,2) and (3,2) margins increases in concordance as !i increases
in concordance. Letting Ii be the Frechet upper bound leads to the
greatest possible dependence for these two bivariate margins. In
fact, in this limiting case, the upper bound of the inequality (3.13)
on Kendall's tau is attained.

Theorem 4.11 Let Ii be the bivariate Frechet upper bound in
(4.30), to obtain

C(u)='ljI(max{'ljI-l(uI), t1J'-1(U2)} + max{'ljI-l(U3), t'ljl-l(U2)}).

Let tij be the I(endall tau value for the (i, j) bivariate margin. Then
712 =723 > 713 and the upper bound 712 =1- (723 - 713) of (3.13)
is attained.

Proof. In Theorem 3.13, let (i,j,k) == (1,3,2) and let X,X' be
independent triples with cdfC. Let E1 = {(X1-XD(X3-X~) > O}
and E2 = {(X2 - X 2)(X3 - X~) > OJ. Let 7 = 712 = 723. By
Theorem 3.13, the upper bound in (3.13), 7 = 1 - 7 + 713, is
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attained if E 1 C E2 . A representation for C is

{'" min{Hf(ud, H2(U2)} mint Hg(U3), H 2(U2)} dM(a),

with Gl(·;()()~fHf = H3 = exp{-a1jJ-l} and G2(·;a)~fHf{ =
exp{- ~a1P-l }. Note that

G11(G2(u; a); a) = "p(~"p-l(u» def b(u),

independently of a. Hence for X, X', there is the representation

Xl =b(X2d, X 3 =b(X22 ), X 2 =max{X21 , X 22 },

X~ =b(X~I)J X~ =b(X~2)' X~ =max{X~lJ X~2}J

where X2lJ X22 are independent with distribution Hf{ given a,
X21 ,X~2 are independent with distribution H 2' given 0'.', and a I a'
are independent rvs with distribution M. Since b is strictly increas
ing, Xl > X~, X3 > X~ implies X 21 > X21 , X 22 > X 22 , which iIn
plies X2 > X2and (X2 - X~)(X3 - X3) > O. The same conclusion
holds starting from Xl < XL X 3 < X~ and hence E 1 C E2 • 0

4.4 Generalizations of functional forIns

Extensions to multivariate distributions with negative dependence
usually come from extending functional forms, especially when
mixture and stochastic representations do not extend. An example
to illustrate this is the MVN distribution with exchangeable de
pendence structure. If the equicorrelation parameter is p, then, for
p ~ 0, a stochastic representation is

}j =vp Zo + v'l=P Zj, j = 1, ... , m,

where Zo, ZlJ"" Zm are iid N(O, 1) rvs. This does not extend to
the range of negative dependence.

Larger classes of functions, generalizing LTs, are .em, m ~ 1,
which are defined in (1.1) in Section 1.3. Related classes of func
tions are .c~, n 2=: 1, which were also used in Section 4.3.1. With the
classes £m and .e~, multivariate distributions with some negative
dependence can be obtained. The multivariate distributions in the
two preceding sections have positive dependence only.

We extend the permutation-symmetric copulas, then the par
tially symmetric copulas of Section 4.2, and finally the copulas
with general dependence structures in Section 4.3. We get copulas
with negatively dependent bivariate margins. Hence we get families
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of multivariate copulas with a wider range of dependence; however,
the exte~sions do not necessarily have a mixture representation.

Consider a copula of the general form (4.4):

m

C(u) =¢(L: ¢-I(ud),
i=l

(4.36)

where ¢ : [0,(0) --l- [0, 1] is strictly decreasing and continuously
differentiable (of all orders), and ¢(O) = 1, ¢((0) = 0. Then it is
easily verified that a necessary and sufficient condition for (4.36)
to be a proper distribution is that (-l)i 4J(j) ~ 0, j = 1, ... , m, i.e.,
the derivatives are alternating in sign up to order m, or <P E £m. If
(4.36) is a copula for all m, then ¢ must be completely monotone
and hence be a LT.

One can extend (4.36) further by allowing strictly decreasing
functions ¢ which are defined from [0, B] onto [0,1] for some 0 <
B < 00 and satisfy ¢(B) = O. For (4.36), <p is defined to be 0 on
(B, (0). If ¢ is continuously differentiable in (0, B) and the deriva
tives alternate in sign up to order m, then (4.36) is a proper dis
tribution. In Section 5.4, there is one example of a family with ¢
in this extended class. However this extension of L m is not use
ful for applications because the support of (4.36) is not all of
(0, l)m. (Note that </>(L~l </>-1 (Ui» = 0 if 2:::1 ¢-l (ud > B
or if Ul, ... ,Um are all sufficiently close to 0.)

In (4.36), C has negative lower orthant dependence (NLOD) if

m

L: ¢ - 1 ( U j) ~ 4> - 1 ('l.ll ... um )

j=l

or if
m

L:</>-l(e- Zj
) ~ 4>-l(exp{-zl _ ... - zm})

j=l

for Zj ~ 0, j = 1, ... , m. Let 7](z) = 4>-l(e- z ), Z > 0; then the
condition on 4> is equivalent to 7] being subadditive. Since 7](0) = 0
and 7] is increasing, the subadditivity condition will be satisfied
if 7] is concave. The concavity of 7] is equivalent to the convexity
of 7]-1 = -log 4> and the subadditivity of 7] is equivalent to the
superadditivity of -log 4>. If C is NLOD, then note that all of its
bivariate margins are NQD. Similarly, C is PLOD if 7] is super
additive or if -log 4J is subadditive.

Now let Cl , C2 be two copulas of the form (4.36) based on dif
ferent functions 4>1, 4>2. In terms of the functions </>i, C2 is more
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PLOD than C t if and only if w = 4J;1 0 <PI is superadditive. (The
result in Theorem 4.1 still holds.)

Next consider copulas with the functional forms of (4.7), (4.10),
(4.11), where the functions t/J, 'l/J, ( are in [,n for some n (to be
determined). What other conditions are needed for these to be
proper copulas? These can be seen frorn taking derivatives up to
the dimension of the copula.

From the derivatives, sufficient conditions are that the compo
sition of the form .,p-l 0 <P is in [,~ with n being the number of
sumrnands in the argument of this function. Specifically, for (4.7)
in the notation C(u) =lP(W(Xl(Ut} + Xl(U2» + X2(U3»,

• OC/8U3 = lP'X~,

• f)2C / oU2f)u3 =11'''X2W ' X~ (U2), and

• fj3C/ OUI0U20U3 = [t/J"'X2W,2 + t/J"x2w"lxi (u2)xi (uI).
These derivatives are non-negative if 1/J E £3, <P E £1, and w =
.,p-l o4J E [,;. Similarly, (4.11) is a copula if 11' E £4, 4J, ( E [,1, and
"p-l 0 t/J, "p-l 0 ( E £2' and (4.10) is a copula if 11' E [,4, t/J E £3,
( E [,}, "p-l 0 </> E £; and </>-1 0 ( E £;.

Let "11', ¢ E £1' If .,p-l 0 ¢ E £2' 1/J E £3 and -log"" is convex or
superadditive, then the (1,3) and (2,3) bivariate margins of (4.7)
are NQD. If also -log <P is convex or superadditive, then the (1,2)
bivariate margin is NQD but it is more concordant than the (1,3)
margin. That is, a non-permutation-symmetric trivariate copula
with all NQD bivariate margins results. Similar analyses apply in
higher dimensions. Note that if "p, ¢J are not in £00 or if 1/;-1 0 4>,
etc., are not in ..c~, then (4.7), (4.10), (4.11) and their extensions
do not have representations as mixtures.

More generally, from (4.23) in Section 4.3, F(u) = "p( - log H(u»
is a multivariate cdf if H is max-id and -log1/; E ..c~. This form
includes (4.7), (4.10), (4.11) and their multivariate extensions as
special cases. Copulas with aU bivariate margins distinct can be
obtained and copulas with some NQD bivariate margins can result
if -log 'l/J is convex. Hence the general form allows a fairly wide
range of dependence structures.

Specific parametric families illustrating the ideas in this section
are given in Section 5.4. These families better satisfy property C
in Section 4.1, because of attaining a wider range of dependence
including negative dependence; this is done at the expense of prop-
erty A, as the mixture representation is lost. .

Next we consider multivariate copulas that are mixtures of inte
ger powers of multivariate distributions. Suppose 1/J is the LT of a
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distribution with support on the positive integers. Then the mul
tivariate family, F = 'ljJ( -logH), in (4.23) extends to arbitrary
H (not necessary max-id) since a representation is I:~=l 7rn H n

,

where 7rn is the probability mass at the integer n for the distribu
tion M with LT 'ljJ. Some of the LTs in the Appendix have support
on the positive integers.

Now take the form of (4.24). If ]{ij is chosen to be NQD, then the
(i,j) bivariate margin of (4.24) is less concordant than C1jJ(u, v) =
"p("p-l(u) + 'ljJ-l(v)). That is, bivariate margins of (4.24) can be
either more dependent or less dependent than C,p instead of being
just more dependent for the general LT. This possibility should
add extra flexibility for modelling, but from the results in Section
4.3.2 on tail dependence no new multivariate extreme value copulas
come from allowing negative dependence in the !{ij.

When m = 2, PI = P2 = 1, VI = V2 = 0 and !( = I{ 12 is the
Frechet lower bound, (4.24) becomes

C(UI,U2) ='ljJ(_log(e-1jJ-l(u d +e-1jJ-l(u2) -1)+),

where (y)+ = max{ 0, y}. This is NQD if and only if

(e-1jJ-l(u 1) + e-1/J-l(u 2) _ 1)+ ::; e-1/J-l(U 1U2)

for all 0 ::; Ul, U2 ~ 1. (Note that PQD is not possible because
C(u, u) = 0 if U is such that 0 < e-,p-l(u) < ~.) Let g(z) =
exp{-'ljJ-l (e- Z

)}; then the NQD condition becomes g(Zt}+g(Z2) :::;
g(ZI + Z2) + 1 for all Zl, Z2 > O. Finally, let h(z) = 1 - g(z) so that
h(O) = 0 and h(00) = 1 and h is increasing. The condition becomes
h(Zl +Z2) ::; h(zd+ h(Z2) for all Zl, Z2 > 0 or h is subadditive. The
condition of subadditivity is satisfied here if h is concave or anti
star-shaped (the region below the curve y = h(x) is star-shaped
with respect to the origin). The anti-star-shaped condition can be
written as z-lh(z) decreasing in z.

An example is the family LTD in which 'ljJ(s) = _0- 1log[l 
ce- s ], where c = 1- e-8, () > O. Then exp{-'ljJ-l(t)} = c- 1(1
e- 8t ) and h(z) = c- 1[exp{ _(}e- Z

} - e-O]. The second derivative
is h"(z) = c-1(}e- z exp{-(}e- Z

} (Oe- Z
- 1) and this is uniformly

non-positive if 0 < () :::; 1.

4.5 Mixtures of conditional distributions

One main object in this section is to construct families of k-variate
distributions based on two given (k - I)-dimensional margins
(which must have k - 2 variables in common), e.g., F(F12 , F23 ) ,
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(4.37)

F(F1, ... ,k-1, F2 ,... ,k)' The families can be made to interpolate be
tween perfect conditional negative dependence and perfect condi
tional positive dependence with conditional independence in the
middle. That is, this is an extension of Theorem 3.10 in Sec
tion 3.2. If one is given F12, F23' ... , Fm-l,m, m ~ 3, one can
build an m-variate distribution starting with trivariate distribu
tions Fi,i+l,i+2 E :F(Fi,i+l, Fi+l,i+2), then 4-variate distributions
from Fi, ... ,i+3 E F(Fi,i+l,i+2, Fi+l,i+2,i+3), etc. There is a bivari
ate copula Gij associated with the (i, j) bivariate margin of the
m-variate distributon. For (i, i) with Ii - il > 1, Gij measures
the amount of conditional dependence in the ith and jth variables,
given those variables with indices in between. Hence this is another
construction method that builds on bivariate copulas.

For m =3, the trivariate family is

j
Y2

F123(y) = -00 G13(Fl I2(Yllz2), F3 12(Y3Iz2» F2 (dz2 ),

where F l 12 ' F3 12 are conditional cdfs obtained from F12 , F23• By
construction, (4.37) is a proper trivariate distribution with univari
ate margins F1 , F2 , F3 , (1,2) bivariate margin F12, and (2,3) bivari
ate margin F23. GI3 can be interpreted as a copula representing the
amount of conditional dependence (in the first and third univariate
margins given the second). C13(Ul, U3) = Ul U3 corresponds to con
ditional independence and C13( Ul, U3) = min{ Ul, U3} corresponds
to perfect conditional positive depeI:ldence.

For m = 4, define F234 in a similar way to F 123 (by adding 1
to all subscripts in (4.37». Note that F123J F234 have a common
bivariate margin F23 . The 4-variate family is

j Y2jY3
F1234(y) = -00 -00 G14(Fl I23(Yl )z), F4123(Y4I z»F23(dz2J dz3),

(4.38)

where .F'1123, F4123 are conditional cdfs obtained from F123, F234J

and z =(Z27 Z3).
This can be extended recursively. Assurning F1...m - 1 , F2' ..m have

been defined with a common (m - 2)-dimensionaI margin F2...m -l,

the m-variate family is

j
Y2 jYm-l

Fl ...m(Y)= -00'" -00 Clm(FlI2...m-l(Yllz2, ... ,zm-.d,

FmI2...m-l(Ymlz2, ... J Zm-l» . F2 ...m - 1(dz2 , .•• , dzm - 1 ), (4.39)

where F l I2...m- lJ FmI2...m-l are conditional cdfs obtained from
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F l "'m - l1 F2 ...m .

Similar to (4.37)-{4.39), one can define a family of m-variate
distributions through survival functions, F s. Let Fj = 1 - Fj be
the univariate survival functions. The bivariate margins with con
secutive indices are Fj,i+1(Yi,Yi+d = CJ,i+1(Fj(Yj),Fj+1(Yj+d),
where C;,j+1 is the copula linking the univariate survival functions
to the bivariate survival function. The m-variate case is like (4.39)
with all F replaced by F and the integrals having lower limits Yj,
j = 2, ... , m - 1, and upper limits 00. This leads to

F1 ...m(y) = [" ... lX' C~m (FlI2 ...m-l (yd Z2 •• ••• zm-d,
'!I 2 Ym-l

F mI2' ..m-l (Ym IZ2, •.. , Zm- d) ·F2·"m- 1(dz2, ... ,dzm - d· (4.40)

It is straightforward to show that this family is the same as that
from (4.37)-(4.39) with C;k(u, v) = U + v-I + Cjk(l - u, 1 - v)
or Cjk(U, v) =U + v-I + C;k(l - u, 1 - v).

Models (4.39) and (4.40) are a unifying method for constructing
multivariate distributions with a given copula for each bivariate
margin. The MVN family is a special case of (4.39). Other special
cases are given in Sections 5.5 and 6.3.

Example 4.4 (MVN.) Let Fj = ~, j =1, ... , m, where cI> is the
standard normal cdf. For j < k, let Cjk = FOjk(<I>-l(Uj), cI>-l(Uk)),
where FOjk is the BVSN cdf with correlation OJ k. Then for (4.39),
with k - j > 1, ()jk = Pjk.(j+l, ... ,k-l) is the partial correlation
of variables j and k given variables j + 1, ... , k - 1. This type of
parametrization, which is not unique because of the indexing, of
the MVN distribution may be useful for some applications because
each OJ k can be in the range (-1, 1) and there is no constraint
similar to that of a positive definite matrix.

Proof. Starting with Fj,j+l being BVN, we show that if Fj, ... ,j+n-2
(2 < n ::; m, j ::; m - n + 2) are (n - I)-dimensional MVN, then
Fj, ... ,i+n-l (j ::; m - n + 1) are n-dimensional MVN. It suffices to
show that Fl,... ,m in (4.39) is MVN assuming that F1, ... ,m-l and
F2 , ... ,m are MVN, for m ~ 3.

Let ~n, <Pn respectively denote the MVN cdf and pdf with zero
mean vector and covariance matrix n. Let

Rd~r [ 1
Plm

Plm]
1 ' [

1
E 21

and

be the covariance matrices associated with Clm, F1, ... ,m-l and
F2," .. ,m, respectively. Also let all = [1 - E12E22lE21]l/2, amm =
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[1 - Em2E221E2m]l/2 and Z2 = (Z2,"" zm-d, Z = (Zl,'''' zm).
With BVN copulas and univariate standard normal margins, (4.39)
simplifies to

j X'2 • •• jXm-1;v;. (Xl - z2E21 X m - Z2E2m) A... ( ) d
':i"R , 'f'E22 Z2 Z2.

-00 -00 all amm

(4.41)
Writing <I>R as an integral, (4.41) becomes

(allamm ) -1 [Xl .. .jx
m

<PR (Zl - Z2
E 21 , Zm - Z2

E
2m) <PEn (Z2 )dz.

i-oo -00 all amm
(4.42)

Clearly, the integrand of (4.42) is a constant multipied by the expo
nential of a quadratic form in Zl, •.. , Zm, so that (4.42) corresponds
to an m-dimensional MVN cdf. Let the covariance matrix of the
resulting MVN distribution be denoted by

[ E~I ~~~ ~~:l.
O'lm Em2 1.f

The squared reciprocal in (4.42) of (2'n")m/2 times the constant is
1:£221(1- pim)aila~m; it is also equal to

IE221· [,,L <T~m] - [i~~1E;l [E21 E2m l .

Hence (l-pjm)aila~m = aila~m -(Ulm -:E12:E2"lE2m )2 or pim =
{(Ulm - E12E2"l:E2m)/[anamm]}2. Since Ulm must be increasing
as Plm increases, Plm =(Ulm - E12E221E2m)/[allamm], which is
the partial correlation of the variables 1 and m given variables
2, ... ,m-l. 0

Example 4.5 A special case consists of the multivariate distri
butions arising from a first-order Markov chain based on a copula
C and a marginal distribution F. That is, Ci,i+l =C for all j and
Cj Ie corresponds to the independence copula if k - j > 1. In this
case, for m ~ 4, (4.39) can be more simply written as

F1.....m(y) = f~" 'l~-l FI 12(ydz2)

.Fmlm-1(Ym IZm-d F2,... ,m-l(dz2,.'" dzm-d,
with transition distribution Fili-1(Xilxi-l) = B(F(Xi-l),F(Xi»,
where B(u, v) = oC(u, v)/ou. These Markov chains are studied
further in Section 8.1. 0
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Special parametric families from this construction method are
given in 'Section 5.5. vVith reference to the properties in Section 4.1,
these families have interpretability and a wide range of dependence,
closure only for some margins, densities without integrals through
the recursions but no simple forms for cdfs (the behaviour is similar
to MVN distributions).

4.5. J Dependence properties '"

It should be clear from the construction method of (4.37)-(4.39)
(and from the MVN example) that a wide range of dependence
can result, by allowing the copulas Cjk, i < k, to range from the
Frechet lower bound to the Frechet upper bound. A result for the
trivariate case shows that the bounds for the Kendall tau values
1"12,1"13, T23 in (3.13) of Section 3.4.3 can be achieved when the
Frechet bounds are used in (4.37).

Theorem 4.18 Let F123 be defined as in (4-37). Let Tjk be the
K endalltau value for the (i, k) bivariate margin, i < k. If G13

in (4.37) is the Frechet upper bound copula and F12-<SIF32 (that
is, F3\i(FI12(yt!Y2)IY2) is (strictly) increasing in Y2), then 1"13 =
1 - /T12 - 1"23/. Similarly, if G13 is the Frechet lower bound copula
and F3,i(1-F1I2(YIIY2)IY2) is (strictly) increasing in Y2, then T13 =
-1 + IT12 + 7231·

Proof. Let (Xtl , X t 2, X t 3), t = 1,2, be independent random vectors
from the distribution F123 . With G13 being the Frechet upper and
lower bound, (4.37) becomes respectively

and

FL(y) == J:: max{FlI2(Yllz) + F312(Y31z) - 1, O} F2(dz).

For Fu, representations for the two vectors are X 13 = r(X11, X 12)

and X23 =r(X2l , X 22 ) where r(xl, X2) = F3,;(FI12(Xllx2)lx2). Let
E 1,E2 be as defined in Theorem 3.13 with (i,j,k) = (1,2,3). The
function r is increasing in Xl, and if r is also increasing in X2, then
(Xll-X2d(X12-X22) > 0 implies (X13-X23)(X12-X22) > 0 or
E 1 CE2 , and the upper bound in (3.13) is attained. For FL, rep
resentations are X 13 =S(Xll ,X12 ) and X23 =S(X21 ,X22), where
S(Xl, X2) = F3,;(l - FlI2(Xllx2)lx2). If s is increasing in X2, then
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(Xu - X 21 )(Xl2 - X 22 ) < 0 implies (X13 - X 23 )(X12 - X 22 ) > O.
That is, Ef C E2 , and hence the lower bound in (3.13) is at
tained. A sufficient condition for s to satisfy the given condition is
that both F l I2(·ly) and F312(·ly) are SI. More generally, the condi
tion on s is equivalent to the -<51 ordering on Fj"'2 and F32 , where
Fj"'2(x, y) =F2(y) - F12(F1-

1 (1 - Fl(x)), y). 0

The next results concern concordance and tail dependence.

Theorem 4.19 As ejk increases in concordance, with other bi
variate margins held fixed, then Fj ...k increases in the -<cL ordering
and hence Fj Ie increases in concordance.

Proof. This is obvious. 0

It can be checked (for example, with the MVN family) that a
stronger concordance property such as 'Fl3 increases in concord
ance as C12 increases in concordance' does not hold.

Theorem 4.20 For the trivariate distribution given in (.1.37), if
C12 and C23 have upper tail dependence and some regularity con
ditions hold, then Fi3 has upper tail dependence. For the general
m-dimensional distribution in (4.39), if Cj ,i+1, j = 1, ... , m - I,
have upper tail dependence and some regularity conditions hold,
then Fj k I k - j > 1, all have upper tail dependence. (The tail de
pendence conditions appear in the proof).

Proof. To stress ideas and concepts, we assume the existence of
derivatives and other regularity conditions as needed. Some equi
valent conditions for bivariate tail dependeD:ce are given first. Some
times it is more convenient to be working with exponential margins
than uniform margins. For a bivariate copula C, let

(4.43)

The definition of upper tail dependence in Section 2.1.10 becomes

eXG(x, x) -+.:\ E (0, I], x -+ 00.

Now assuming that G has derivatives up to second order, let
8G(x y) -

G l l2(xly) =eY by' and G l l2 =1 - G l 12 ' Then

e"G(x, x) == e"100

G1)2(xly)e-Ydy == 100

G112(xlx + v)e-V dv.

Assuming that eXG(x, x) converges as x -+ 00 and that

(4.44)
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for all v .< v < 0 is needed below), where a is continuous and a :::; 1,
then by the bounded convergence theorem,

eX G(x, x) --+100

a(v)e- V dv.

Tail dependence holds if and only if a is not identically 0 almost
surely (a.s.) on (0,00).

Now let 9 be the densi ty of G. Then

eX G(x, x) eX100100

g(Yl, Y2) dYI dY2

100100

eX g(x +VI, X + V2) dVI dV2' (4.45)

Assuming that

eXg(x + VI, X + V2) ~ b(VI, V2)

and that the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem can be used
in (4.45),

eX G(x, x) --+100100

b(VI, V2) dVI dV2

and tail dependence holds if and only if b is not identically 0 (a.s.)
on (0,00)2.

Next suppose that CI 2, CZ3 -have upper tail dependence and that
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem can be applied to
(4.46) below. Then F 13 in (4.37) has upper tail dependence and
the tail dependence parameter is given in (4.47).

Let FIz, F23 be defined as in (4.43) with C1Z , C23 , respectively.
Let a be defined as in (4.44) with subscripts 12 or 32 for the (1,2) or
(3,2) bivariate margin, respectively. Putting exponential margins
in (4.37) leads to

FI2S(Y) = l Y

' Cls(FI12(yl/z2), FSI2(yslz2)) e- z
, dZ2

and

F 13 (X,X) = 1- FI(x) - F3(x) + F13(X,X)

= 1 - 100

FI 12(xlz) e-' dz -100

FSI2(xlz) e-' dz

+100

Cls(FI 12(xlz), FSI2(xlz» e- Z dz

100

C IS (F112(xlz), FS I2(xlz)) e- Z dz.
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Hence

e'" FI3(X, x) =1:CI3(FI 12(xlx + v), F312(xlx + v)) e-V dv (4.46)

-+ 1:C 13(1 - a12(v), 1 - a32(v)) e-v dv (4.47)

assuming the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem can be
used and a12, a32 are the limits for F l l2 ' F312 as in (4.44).

Next for the multivariate extension. Suppose that Ci,i+l, j =
1, ... , m - 1, have upper tail dependence and that all copulas Cj k
have densities. For (4.39) with exponential univariate margins, sup
pose for j, k, with k > j I that the following pointwise convergences
hold as x --+ 00:

(a) Fjlj+l, ... ,k(xlx +Vj+l, ... , x +Vk) --+ aj,i+l, ... ,k(Vj+l, ... , Vk),

(b) F k Ii , ,k -1 ( X Ix +Vi , ••• , x + V k - t) --+ a k ,i , ,k - 1( V j , ••. , V k - I) ,
(c) e:l: !i, ,k(X +Vi, ... , x + Vk) --+ bj, ... ,k(Vj, , Vk),

and that the functions on the right-hand sides of (a), (b), (c) are not
identically 0 (a.s.). The remainder of the proof, which is omitted,
makes use of these limits in an inductive manner. The Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem is assume to hold for the limits of
integrals with terms from (a), (b) and (c). 0

For the result in the above theorem, positive dependence for the
copula Cj k, k - j > 1, is not necessary. For example, even if C13
corresponds to the Frechet lower bound, F13 can have upper tail
dependence - under regularity condition,s, the tail dependence
parameter is "'13 = J~oo e-vmax{a12(v) + a32(v) - 1, O} dv. The
assumptions given in above theorem are not really too strong since
they do hold in special cases such as those in Section 6.3.1.

4.6 Convolution-closed infinitely divisible class 0

For parametric families ofunivariate distributions that are convolu
tion-closed and infinitely divisible, there is a multivariate extension
that makes use of these properties. It leads to positively dependent
multivariate distributions only. These distributions are applied to
time series models for count data, etc., in Section 8.4.

A family Fe is convolution-closed if Yi "oJ Fei' i = 1,2, and
Y1 , Y2 independent implies the convolution Y1 + Y2 I"V FTJ "where TJ
is a function of 81 ,821 usually the sum. A univariate distribution
F is infinitely divisible if Y - F and for an positive integers
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n, there exists a distribution F(n) and iid rvs Y n1 , ... ,Ynn with

distribu'tion F(n) such that Y .4 Yn1 + ... + Y nn . If Fe, () > 0, is a
convolution-closed infinitely divisible parametric family such that
FOl * Fe

2
=FO

l
+0

2
, where * is the convolution operator, then pJn)

can be taken to be FoIn. It is assumed that Fo corresponds to the
degenerate distribution at O.

Examples of convolution-closed infinitely divisible parametric
families are Poisson (0), Gamn1a(O, a) with (J' fixed, and N(O,O);
others are given in Section 8.4. A convolution-closed parametric
family that is not infinitely divisible is Binomial(O,p) with p fixed.
A parametric family that is infinitely divisible but not convolution
closed is the lognormal family.

Definition. Let Zs, S E 8m , be 2m
- 1 independent rvs in the

family Fe such that Zs has parameter Os ~ 0 (if the parameter is
zero, the random variable is also zero). The stochastic representa
tion for a family of multivariate distributions with univariate
margins in a given convolution-closed infinitely divisible
class, parametrized by {Os: S E 8m }, is

Xj= L Zs, j=l, ... ,m; (4.48)
S:jES

Xj has distribution Ff]j' where 7]j =:Lses
m

:j eS Os.
In the bivariate case, the stochastic representation becomes

(4.49)

where Zl, Z2, Z12 are independent rvs in the family Fe with re
spective parameters 81 , O2 , 812 . For j =1,2, the distribution of Xj
is Fej+812'

The parameters of the above family can be interpreted as mul-
tiples of multivariate cumulants, which are defined next.

Definition. Let (Xl, . .. ,Xm ) "'-' H, with moment generating
function M(tl," ., tm) = E (exp[t1Xl +.. .+tmXm]) and cumulant
generating function [((t) = log M(t). The multivariate mixed
cumulant of mth order is

am !{
K12 .. ·m =a {j (0, ... ,0).t1 . .. tm

When m = 2, the bivariate mixed cumulant 1\:12 is a covariance.
Similarly, if S is a non-empty subset of {I, ... , m}, one can obtain
the mixed cumulant "'-s of order lSI from the marginal distribu
tion H s. The set {Ks : S E 8m } contains information about the
dependence in H.
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For a convolution-closed infinitely divisible family of cdfs Fe,
let !{(} be the corresponding family of cumulant functions. As
suming that enough moments exist, the rth cumulant of Fe is
~~r) ~f ](~r)(O), the rth derivative evaluated at O. Since lie(l) =
N li8/N(t) for all positive integers N, there are constants rr such

that K~r) = rr(}, r = 1,2, .... The joint cumulant generating
function of (X 1 ,X2) in (4.49) is !((tl,t2) == l{ol.o2.0 12(tl,t2) =
l{8 t (tt) +l{o2(i2) + l{ot2(il + t2)' Hence the bivariate cumulant is
1\,12 = ""(0

2
) , the second cumulant of Z12. For (4.48), the joint cumu-

12

lant generating function of (Xli' .. , Xm ) is ]{(t) = I{(t; Os, S E
8m ) =Ls l{8s (L,i~S td· Hence the mth-order mixed cumulant is

~1 ...m = K~~~.m' the mth cumulant of Zl ...m.

With reference to the properties in Section 4.1, these families of
distributions are interpretable, closed under the taking of margins,
have a wide range of positive dependence, but the densities and cdfs
involve multi-dimensional sums or integrals that grow quickly in
dimension as m increases. See Exercise 4.16 on an algorithm to find
rvs of the form (4.48) that yield a given (non-negative) covariance
matrix, when aU univariate margins are in a given family in the
convolution-dosed infinitely divisible class.

Replacing the summation symbol + by the mininlum symbol 1\,

one can define multivariate families from Fa that are closed under
independent minima. This is the main idea. in Ma.rshall and Olkin
(1967), for exponential distributions, and Arnold (1967). See also
Chapter 6 on min-stable multivariate exponential distributions.

4.7 Multivariate distributions given bivariate margins

In preceding sections, families of multivariate distributions, some
with a wide range of dependence structure, have been constructed.
However, no method has been given that constructs a multivariate
cdf from the set of bivariate margins. In this section we mention
some approximate methods. One method, based on regression with
binary variables, is a formula for constructing a multivariate ob
ject that has the right bivariate margins, but it cannot be shown
analytically that the object is a proper cdf (it has been shown nu
merically in some cases). A second method is based on maximum
entropy given the bivariate densities; this method generally does
not have closed form and must be computed numerically as an ap
proximation. These two methods are outlined in the following two
subsections. A third method is given in Section 4.8.
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4. 7.1 R~gression with binary variables

Let m 2: 3 be the dimension and let X .-v .F with only the bivariate
margins Fij, 1 ::; i < j ::; m, known. What is constructed in this
subsection can be thought of as an approximation to F based on
the set of bivariate margins. The approximation should be good
when .F is approximately maximum entropy given the bivariate
margins or the information abou t F is contained almost entirely
in the bivariate margins. For multivariate probabilities concerning
X, we need rectangle probabilities of the form

PreWI <Xl :s; Xl, ... , W m < X m :s; x m ). (4.50)

This can be decomposed as the product of conditional probabil
ities:

Pr(WI < Xl :s; Xl, W2 < X 2 :s; X2) (4.51)

.n;;=3 Pr(wk < Xk ::; Xk I Wj < X j ::; Xj,j =1, ... , k - 1).

Let Ii = I(Wi < Xi::; Xi), i = 1, ... ,m, where I(A) denotes the
indicator of the event A. Note that E(Id = Fi(Xi) - Fi(wd.

The first step is an approximation of

Pr(wk < Xk ::; Xk IWI < Xl :s; Xl,·· .,Wk-l < Xk-l :s; xk-d

by

= E(Ik 111 = l, ... ,Ik-l = 1) (4.52)

(4.53)

where n2l is a row vector consisting of the entries Cov (Ik, Ii) =
E (IkId - E (Ik ) E (Id, i = 1, ... , k - 1, and n11 is a (k - 1) x (k - 1)
matrix with (i, j) element Cov (li, Ij) = E (IiI;) - E (IdE (Ij), 1 ::;
i,i ::; k - 1. Note that E(Iilj) = Pr(wi < Xi :s; Xi,Wj < X j :;

Xj) = Fij(Xi, Xj) - Fij(Xi, Wj) - Fij (Wi, Xj) +Fij(Wi, Wj). It is easily
verified that (4.52) and (4.53) are identical if k = 2. The use of
(4.53) as an approximation to (4.52) is analogous to the formula

E (Y21Y1 =yt) =P.2 + ~21 ~lll(Yl - p.d
for a MVN random vector (Y[ , Yf)T with mean vector (p.r, p.I)T

and covariance matrix [~~: ~~~].
Expression (4.53) can be substituted into (4.51) to get one ap

proximation to (4.50). However, the decomposition into conditional
probabilities is not unique and different decompositions lead to dif
ferent approximations in general. That is, (4.50) is also equivalent
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Pr(Wi! < Xi! :5 XiI' Wi 2 < Xh :5 Xi2)

.n;=3 Pr(Wi" < Xil::5 XiI: I Wi; < Xi;:5 Xii,j= l, ... ,k-l),

where (il,"" i m ) is a permutation of (1, ... , Tn) with i l < i 2·
There are m!/2 permutations that could be considered. For each
permutation, an approximation of the form (4.53) can be used for
each conditional probability. An overall approximation, denoted by
p =P(w, x), for (4.50) is the average of the m!/2 approximations.
For a permutation, if (4.53) happens to exceed 1 or be less than 0,
it is replaced by 1 or 0, respectively.

A conjecture is that the approximation should be reasonable if
the dependence is not too large and if the multivariate distribution
is dose to maximum entropy given the bivariate margins.

Another use of the approximation formula given a set of bivariate
margins is for computing multivariate probabilities. The bivariate
margins of P are as given (take Wk, Xk to be -00,00 except for
k = i, j), but the additivity property of a probability measure is
not satisfied. Hence, to get a formula here for a multivariate object
given the set of bivariate margins, we are giving up the additivity
property. For some applications, this may be acceptable.

Next let Wi -+ -00, j = 1, ... , m, so that P = P(x) is an
approximate cdf; it has the bivariate margins Fij, i < j, but need
not correspond to a proper probability measure. The formula P in
the trivariate case for lower orthant probabilities can be written
explicitly by expanding the matrix inverse.

With m = k = 3 in (4.51)-(4.53), one gets

D(Fl2 , Ft3, F23) ~f F12F3

+ Fl 2[(Fl 3 - F1 F3 )(I- F2)(F2 - Fl 2)

+(F23 - F2 F3)(1 - Fd(Fl - F12 )] /

[F1F2 (1 - F 1 - F2 + F12 ) + F12(F1F2 - F12 )],

where the arguments are Xl, X2, Xa. This looks like a perturbation of
F12Fa; it can be shown that convergence as Fi -+ 1, i =1,2, 3,leads
to the right bivariate margins (use l'Hospital's rule for i = 1,2).
This can now be averaged over the three permutations to get

P = [D(F12 , F13, F23) + D(F13' F 12 , F2a) + D(F23 , F12 , F13)] /3.
(4.54)

This is a reasonably simple formula for a trivariate object with
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bivariate margins F12 , F13 , F23 .

It can' be shown analytically that (4.54) is a trivariate distri
bution in some cases. For example, it is correct for independence
and Frechet upper bound margins, and combinations of Frechet
upper/lower bounds for the bivariate margins. Some numerical
computations in the trivariate case seem to suggest that P is a
proper cdf if Fij is not too far away from Fi Fj for all i < j. Ex
pression (4.54) can have negative rectangle 'probabili~ies' for small
rectangles, but the use of pew, x) leads always to non-negative
'probabilities' (that are not additive).

4.7.2 Maximum entropy given bivariate margins ..

Generally maximum entropy problems refer to maximizing

-Jflog! dv,

subject to some constraints on I, where I is a density with respect
to the measure v. The maximum entropy density can be inter
preted as the density that is 'smoothest' given the constraints. In
this subsection, we apply ideas of maximum entropy to the case
where constraints are the given bivariate margins. The Appendix
has some background results on maximum entropy.

For simplicity of notation, consider first the trivariate discrete
case. Let Pijk, 1 :::; i :::; I, 1 :::; j :::; J, 1 S; k ~ I{, be a trivariate
discrete pmf. The solution (if one exists) to the maximum entropy
problem of maximizing - "Li,j,kPijk logpijk subject to "LiPijk =
m+i k \:Ij, k, Lj Pij k = mi+k \:Ii, k, I::k Pij k = mij +Vi, j, has the form

Pijk = exp{A+jk"\i+k"\ij+}

for SOlue constants ..\+j k, ..\i+k' ..\ij+. This can easily be shown using
the Lagrange multiplier method. The extension to the multivariate
discrete case is straightforward.

To generalize to the continuous multivariate pdfs with given
compatible bivariate margins, the method of calculus of variations
can be used. The maximum entropy problem becomes that of max
imizing- f f(x)logl(x)dx subject to f I(x)dx_i,_j = lij(Xi,Xj)
for all 1 ::; i < j ::; m, where lij is the (i, j) bivariate marginal pdf
and X-i,-j is x without the ith and jth components.

To determine the solution, let J(e) = f(f(x) + fg(X» log(f(x) +
fg(X» dx. Then for the maximum entropy solution f = 1'*, we must
have J'(O) = 0 for all functions g(x) satisfying f g(X)dX_i,_j = 0
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for all i, j. This reduces to f g(x) log I*(x) dx = 0 for aU such g.
(Note that JII(O) = f[g2(x)/ f*(x)] dx.) It is then easily verified
that the solution f* has the form f$(x) = ni ,i hij(Xi,Xj) for a set
of functions hij , where hi; is positive whenever lij is positive.

An example (possibly the only one) where the conditions can be
verified is the MVN density. The MVSN density with correlations
Pij, 1 ~ i < j :::; m, is a maximum entropy density given BVSN
margins lij with respective correlations Pij (that result in a positive
definite correlation matrix), since it can be decomposed into the
form of the density in the preceding paragraph. For example, with
E-l = (pij) and f(x) =Bexp{-~ LpijxiXj}, take hij(Xi,Xj) =
B2/[m(m-1)] exp{-t(m _1)-l[piix~+ pii xJ] - pij XiXj} for 1 :::; i <
j ~m.

In the discrete trivariate case, the maximum entropy solution
can be put in the form Pijk = (kiif3ikljk for non-negative constants
aij, f3ik' "'Ii k. These can be solved numerically with the proportional
iterative rescaling method. The iteration has the form:

(r+l) /"" a(r) (r) a{r+l) /~ (r+l) (r)
aij =Pi;+ L..J I-'ik 1;k , I-'ik =Pi+k L-, a ij 1jk '

k j

(r+l) _ . /"'"'" (r+l) a(r+l)
Ijk -P+Jk LJaii I-'ik ,

i.

t t · 'th (0) a(O) (0) N- 1 J:. I 1G' ts ar lng WI aij == I-'ij = lij = , .Lor examp e. Eor a se
of three bivariate margins C12 , C 13 , C23 in the form of copulas,
discretization can be applied to bivariate copulas to get an ap
proximation to the continuous (trivariate) ~aximumentropy dens
ity. Numerical experience is that the convergence is usually fast,
with more iterations required as the dependence in C12 , C13, C23
increases or as these copulas become more different. Thisnumer
ical approximation generalizes to higher dimensions, but computa
tional complexity increases exponentially with the dimension m.

4.8 Molenberghs and Lesaffl"e construction

In this section, we extend the ideas in Molenberghs and Lessafre
(1994). Let Fij, 1 ~ i < j ~ m, be given (compatible) bivariate
margins, not necessary Plackett distributions as in the cited refer
ence. We build up trivariate objects Fi 1i 2 ia' 1 ~ i 1 < i 2 < i3 :5 m,
first and then extend to multivariate objects in higher dimensions,
one dimension at a time. There are applications for multivariate
binary and ordinal data (see Chapters 7 and 11).
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Let al = F 12 , a2 = F 13 , a3 = F231 a4 = 1 - FI - F 2 - F3 +
F 12 + F13 + F23, bl = F l2 + F13 - F1 , b2 = F12 + F23 - F2, b3 =
Fl3 + F23 - F3 . A trivariate object F123 can be constructed from
the F 12 , F I31 F23 as a solution to the 'product ratio'

,,1. _ ,,1. _ F123(F123 - bd(FI23 - b2 )(FI23 - b3 )

0/ - 0/123 - (al _ F123 )(a2 - FI23 )(a3 - F123 )(a4 _ F123)' (4.55)

The eight terms in (4.55) must be non-negative, so that a constraint
on the bivariate margins is that b ~ a, where b = max{O, bll b21 b3 }

and a = min{ al, a2, a3, a4}' Note that these are the Frechet bounds
for :F(FI21 F131 F23 ) (see Section 3.4). Interpretations for the ratio
(4.55) are given below.

Note that (4.55) must be solved pointwise for each x E ~3 in
order to get F I23(X). If the solution yields a proper cdf F123 and
X "" F 1231 then for a given X, the ratio can be expressed in terms
of orthant probabilities. With Ij = I(Xj > Xj), j = 1,2,3, let

po++ =FI =F1(xt) =Pr(h =0),

P+o+ = F2 = F2(X2),

P++o = Fa =Fa(X3),

POO+ = F12 = F I2 (Xl, X2) = Pr(Il =12 =0),

Po+o = F131 P+OO = F231 and

POOO = z =F123 = Pr(ll = 12 = 13 =0).
Then

PlOD = Pr(h = 1,12 = l a =0) = F2a - z,

POlO = Pr(12 = 1, II =1a =0) = F13 - z,

POOl = Pr(la = 1,!t = 12 =0) = FI2 -Z,

PllO = Prell = 12 = 1, la = 0) = Fa - F13 - F23 + Z,

PIOI = Prell = Ia = 1,12 =0) = F2 - F12 - F23 + z,

Pall = Pr(Iz = 13 = 1,11 = 0) = PI - F12 - F13 + z, and

PUI = Pr(h =12 = la = 1) = 1 - FI - F2 - F3 + F12 + F1a+
F2a - z.

Hence (4.55) is the same as

"p123 = [POOOPOllPIOIPllO]/[POOIPOIOPlOOPlll].

Equation (4.55) can be written so that z = Fl23 is the root of

"p(al -- z)(a2 - z)(a3 - z)(a4 - z) - z(z - bI)(z - b2 )(z - ba)~ h(z).
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(4.56)

h(z) has exactly one root in the interval [b, al, by checking the end
point values and the monotonicity. Clearly, h(b) > 0, h(a) < 0 and
h'(z) < 0, if b < a. However, what has not been shown is that
the solution results in a proper cdf, Le., the non-negativity of the
rectangle evaluations in (1.6). Even the monotonicity of Fl 23 has
not been shown.

In (4.55), the indices (1,2,3) can be replaced by (i l , i 2 , i 3 ), so
that, for example, the parameters VJ123' 'l/J124 , 'l/J134, 'l/J234 in (4.55)
correspond to the four trivariate margins of a 4-variate distribution.
For m 2 4, the extension can be made for the multivariate object
F l ...m given m compatible (m - I)-dimensional marginals, defined
through the 'product ratio', which has 2m - 1 orthant probabilities
in the numerator and 2m - l orthant probabilities in the denomi
nator. Assuming that the result is a proper cdf and X ,..., FI ...m ,

define Ij = l(Xj > Xj), j = 1, ... , m. The terms in the numerator
have r == m mod 2 Ij equal to 0 and the terms in the denominator
have r == (m - 1) mod2 Ij equal to O.

For example, for m =4, with z =F1234 , the 'product ratio' is:

z(z - ao) nl<i<i<iz - aij)
1/;1234 = 4 '

(F123 - Z)(FI24 - Z)(F134 - Z)(F234 - z) Oi=l (ai - z)

where the ai and aij are defined near the equations (3.15) and
(3.16).

Next we turn to SOUle interpretations of (4.55); these extend to
higher dimensions but the notation is cumbersome.

A first interpretation of (4.55) is in terms of cross-product ra
tios for bivariate Bernoulli distributions: with probabilities 1rrs =
Pr(Y1 =r, Y2 = s), r, s =0,1, for a random binary pair (Yl, Y2 ),

the cross-product (odds) ratio is 1I"OO1i"1l/[1I"0111"1O]. A continuous bi
variate distribution can be discretized into bivariate binary distri
butions for pairs of cutoff points so that there is a cross-product
ratio associated with each pair. 1/;123 is the ratio of cross-product
ratios of conditional bivariate distributions, and F123 is defined so
that this ratio is constant over x, i.e., .

_ F1213[1 - F113 - F213 + F1213] /
1/1123 = -~-_---:..-_...:..-_-~

[F113 - FI213][F2\3 - F12\3]

F 1213/ [1 - F l l31 - F2131 + F1213/]

[F1\31 - F1213,][F2\3' - F1213/] ,

where the first (numerator) cross-product ratio is conditional on
X3 .:::; X3 and the second (denominator) cross-product ratio is con-
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ditional ?n X3 > X3. The second ratio can be simplified to

F 12 -F12 J [1 _F 1 -FJ3 _ F 2 -F2J + F12- F I2 J ]
I-F3 l-F3 I-F3 I-F3
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(F12 -FI23)(1 - FI - F2 - F3 + F12 + F13 + F23 - F123)

(Fl - F 12 - F I3 + F123 )(F2 - F12 - F23 + F 123 )

The first cross-product ratio simplifies to

F l23(Fa - F l3 - F23 + F 123 )

(Fl3 - F123)(F23 - F 123 )

so that (4.56) simplifies to (4.55). Note that that (4.55) is symmet
ric in the three bivariate margins and (4.56) is not.

A second, maximum entropy, interpretation of 7/J in (4.55) can be
given, based on the binary variables 11 ,12 , Ia. Let Pr lr2r3' rj = 0,1,
j = 1,2,3, be defined as earlier. Consider the problem of maximiz
ing the entropy H(z) = - Lr r r -0 1 Prlr2r3 logprl r2r3 subject to

1, 2, 3- I

the constraints of the three bivariate margins. (See the Appendix
for some background on maximum entropy.) z is constrained so
that each of the eight probabilities Pr l r2r 3 is non-negative. Then
H'(z) = 0 if and only if log z - IOgPOOl - logPOI0 - 10gPlOO +
log POll + 10gPlOl + logpllo -logPlll = log 1/J =0 or 1/J =1.

Hence the interpretation of the parameter 1/; = 1/;123 is that 1/J =1
for the maximum entropy trivariate Bernoulli distribution given
the three bivariate binary margins, and t/J > 1 [t/J < 1] for a larger
[smaller] Pooo (and a smaller [larger] Plld compared with the max
imum entropy distribution. Note that a different maximum entropy
trivariate Bernoulli distribution results for each x. This intepreta
tion extends to higher dimensions. For the ratio 1/J1234 involving 4
variate probabilities, 'l/J1234 = 1 for the maximum entropy 4-variate
Bernoulli distribution given the four trivariate margins.

In (4.55), the Frechet lower and upper bounds of :F( F12, F Ia , F23 )

are attained as 'l/J -+ 0 and 'l/J -+ 00, respectively. It is analytically
shown in Section 3.4 that these Frechet bounds are generally not
proper distributions, and this is also true for the multivariate ex
tension. This suggests that (4.55) and its extensions do not yield
proper distributions if'l/J is too small or too large (and this has been
verified numerically). In any case, the useful thing about these for
mulas is that they are multivariate objects with margins equal to
those given even if rectangle inequalities are not always satisfied.
For example, (4.55) could be considered as a formula of an object
that has bivariate margins F12 , F Ia , F 23 .
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With reference to the properties in Section 4.1, these distribu
tions are partially interpretable, can have closure under the tak
ing of margins, have a wide range of dependence, and have cdfs
that are not in closed form but not time-consuming to compute
from recursions. It may be difficult to code the recuf&ion for higher
dimensions. The 'objects' from the construction can be used for
rnultivariate binary and ordinal data but not continuous data as
the densities do not have a simple form.

4.9 Spherically symmetric families: univariate margins

In this section, we work in an opposite direction from the other sec
tions in this chapter. Given the easily constructed class of spheric
ally symmetric distributions (which extend to elliptically contoured
distributions), we study the possible univariate margins in this
class (note that LTs reoccur). This then provides some information
on when the class might be useful. With reference to the properties
in Section 4.1, they are all satisfied except for a closed-form cdf,
but the class of possible univariate margins is limited.

Spherically symmetric distributions are mixtures of distri
butions that are uniform on surfaces of hyperspheres (with varying
radii). Their densities have contours that are spheres. If a density
exists with respect to Lebesgue measure, then the density has the
form h(xT x) for a non-negative function h.

The first result below is on the univariate margins of uniform
distributions on unit hyperspheres.

Theorem 4.21 Suppose that Z is uniform on the surface of the
unit hypersphere {z : zr + ...+z~ =I}. Then the marginal distri
bution of Zl has density

gm(u) =[B(~, m;1)]-1(1_ u2)(m-3)/2, lui ~ 1, (4.57)

where B is the beta function. More generallYI for 1 ::; k < m l

(Zl, ... , Zk) has density

gm,k(Ut> ... , Uk) = r k( ~)~~~~ k)/2) (1 ~ui ~. "~u~><m-k-2)/2.
(4.58)

Proof. Consider first the marginal distribution of Zr. This is the
same as the conditional distribution of Zr given Zr +...+Z~ = 1,
when Zll".' Zm are iid N(O,l) rvs. Since zl has the chi-square
distribution with one degree of freedom or the Gamma(!, 2) dis
tribution, the conditional distribution is Beta (!' m; 1). Hence the
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density <?f Zl is

The generalization is left as an exercise. 0

The density (4.57) is increasing in u > 0 if m = 2, constant
in u if m = 3, and decreasing in u > 0 if m ;::: 4. Therefore,
univariate marginal densities of spherically symmetric distributions
are mixtures of densities of the form r-1gm(u/r)I(_r,r)(u), with
gm given in (4.57). Let M m be the set of possible univariate
margins of spherically symmetric distributions of dimension
m; then a density Im,l in M m has the form

where G(r) is the probability that the radius is less than or equal
to r (we are assuming that G has no mass at zero).

Let G be the distribution of the radial direction of the spher
ically symmetric distribution. If the spherically symmetric dis
tribution has density 4>m(XTx), where x = (Xl,"" xm)T, then
G(T) = f; 4>m(t2)Smtm-ldt, where 8m = 27rm / 2 /r(m/2) is the
surface area of the unit hypersphere in ~m. Hence the necessary
condition (on <Pm) of

arises. Let R have the distribution G and let U be uniform on
the surface of the unit hypersphere in ~m; then a stochastic rep
resentation for X with density <Pm(xTx) is X = RU. From this
representation, X I has moments of order k if R has moments of
order k (k > 0 can be a non-integer). The necessary condition is
fooo ric dG(r) < 00 or fooo rk+m

-
l <pm(r2 )dr < 00.

Next we return to the study of M m for all m ~ 2. Lower
dimensional marginals of a spherically symmetric distribution are
spherically symmetric so that M m C M m - 1 for m 2:: 3. Also
lower-dimensional marginals always have densities with respect to
Lebesgue measure, even if the spherically symmetric distribution
has mass on some surfaces of hyperspheres. If there is a density in
~m and if <Pi (xi +...+ xJ) is the marginal density of (X1, ... , Xj)
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for 2 ~ j < m, then

rPj(y2) = 1:···1: rPm(y2 + X7+1 + ... + x~) dXj+l' .. dxm.

(4.60)

If the spherically symmetric distribution has mass on some surfaces
of m-dimensional hyperspheres, say mass Pi for the radius of ri,
i = 1,2, ... , and if <Pm is the absolutely continuous part of the
density, then

<pj(y2) =JOO ... JOO <Pm(y2 +XJ+l + ... + x;n) dXj+l" ·dxm
-00 -00

+.:L: Pi r;jg:n,i (y2 /r;) I[o.r;](y2),
i

where g~,k(Z) obtains from the right-hand side of (4.58), with ar
gument Z in place of ui + ... +ut.

From {4.59} and (4.57), densities in M m for m 2: 3 are decreasing
on [0,00) (and symmetric about zero). For m = 3, all symmetric
densities that are decreasing on [0,00) are in Ma. From (4.57) and
its derivation, gm(u) = [B(!, m;l )]-1(1_u2){m-3)/2 I[-l.l](U) is in
M m but not in Mm+l. More generally, if a spherically symmetric
distribution has mass on some surfaces of m-dimensional hyper
spheres, then its univariate marginal density is not in M m +1 •

An interesting problem is the characterization of

Moo = n~=IMn.

This can be studied using a recursion formula for <Pm-2 from <Pm.
Let A be the upper bound of support for the radial variable; A
could be finite or infinite. From the above, we can suppose that
there is no mass at the point A. For j =m - 2 in (4.60), making
a polar coordinate transform from (Xm -l, x m ) to (8,8) leads to

(~ lA

<Pm_2(y2) =211' Jo <Pm(y2 + 8
2

) 8 d8 = 213' y <Pm(u2) u duo

Hence ~~_2(y2) =-13' <Pm(y2) or <Pm(y2) = -1r-l<p~_2(y2). Ifm =
2j + 1 is an odd integer greater than 2, then by recursion,

<P2j+l = (-I)j 13'- j <p~j), (4.61)

where <p~j) is the jth derivative of tPl and <PI (y2) = f(y) is the
univariate marginal density. (Note that the recursion in (4.61) still
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holds for lower-dimensional margins if a spherically symmetric dis
tributioiI has mass on some surfaces of hyperspheres.) For example,
if <Pl(W) = (21r')-1/2 e-w/2 for the standard normal density, then
<P2j+l(W) = (27r)-j-l/2 e-w/2, and if <Pl(W) = cv(l + wjv)-(V+l)/2
for the t distribution with v degrees of freedom, then <PZj+l(W) =
c 7r-i[I1~ (!+ 2i-l)](1+ w/v)-(v+2i+1)/2

v 1=1 2 Zv •

Since the left-hand side <P2j+1 of (4.61) is non-negative for a
proper density, if fey) = <Pl(y2) is in Moo, then 4>1 is completely
monotone (see the Appendix for the definition). If A = 00 and
4>1 > 0 on [0,00), then it is a multiple of a LT of a non-negative
rv and has the form 4>l(W) = 4>1(0) 1000 e-XWdP(x), where P is the
cdr of the non-negative rv. Hence

(4.62)

is a scale mixture of normal densities with mean O. There are some
conditions for the mixing distribution P in order that f E Moo.
From (4.62) and the necessary condition for the radial density,
Iooo

wi - 1/ 2<p2i+l(W) dw < 00 implies

100

xi100

wi - 1/2e-XW dw dP(x)

=1000
xi r(j + t)x - i -1/2 dP(x) < 00

or I; x- 1/ 2dP(x) < 00. Also q)2i+l(W) =7r-i 1000 xie-:CWdP(x) <
00 for all j ~ 1, which implies that the jth integer moment of the
mixing distribution P must exist in order for <P2j+1(0) to be finite.
Equation (4.62) can be written more clearly as a scale mixture of
normal densities, i.e.,

(/>l(w) = (211")-1/21
00

exp{-twa2} a dQ(a) , (4.63)

for a distribution Q. If X has density fey) = <Pl(y2), (4.63) cor
responds to the stochastic representation X = ZjS, where Z is
standard normal and S is a positive rv with distribution Q. Now

<P2j+1(W) = 1I"-i(211")-1/21°O exp{-twa2}(a2/2)iadQ(a)

and <P2i+l(O) is finite only if the moment of order 2j + 1 of Q is
finite. The condition 1000

wi - 1
/

2<p2i+l(W) dw < 00 becomes

l°O(a2 /2)i a r(j + t )(a2/2)-i- 1/2dQ(a) = V2 r(j + t) < 00
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so that it is always satisfied.
Hence a density in Moo which is positive everywhere must be a

scale mixture of normal densities. It is easily verified directly that
if X = Z/S where Zl,"" Zm are iid N(O, 1) and S is a positive rv,
then X has a spherically symmetric distribution and the univariate
marginal density is that of Zl/S for all m. The density of X is

roo m

(21r)-m/2 in a exp{- ~a2 L xl} dFs(a),
o i=l

where Fs is the cdf of S and the univariate marginal is

(2...)-1/2 loCO a exp{-ta2x2} dFs(a).

For example, for the t distribution with v degrees of freedom,
S = VU/v, where U '" X;. Since U/v '" Gamma(v/2, 2/v), the
density of S is fs(a) =2 [f(v/2)]-I(v /2)1/2a"-l e-la

2
/2.

Now suppose 0 < A < 00. What are the cornpletely monotone
functions <PI in this case? It turns out there are none if the re
quirements of (-l)i</>(J) > 0 on [0, A) and 4-(j)(A) =0, j ~ 1, are
to be met. We next show that </>(j)(A) = 0 is needed to extend
to densities of higher dimensions by making use of the recursion
formula.

If the m-variate density ¢Jm is given, the (m -I}-variate density
¢m-1 satisfies

1
~

cPm-l(V) = 2 0 <Pm (v +x 2
) dx.

Taking the derivative,

(~
<P~_l(v) =2 io <p~(v+ x2)dx - <Pm(A2) (A2 - v)-1/2.

Then <Pm+2 = -</>'m/ 1r ~ 0 and </>m+l =-<P'm_l/1r ~ 0 are together
possible only if <Pm(A2) =O. (This condition is automatically sat
isfied if A = 00.) Therefore if one tries to extend for a function

l/Jl on [0, A] by defining <P2j+l =(-l)j1r-j</>~j) as in (4.61), then a

necessary additional condition is <pij)(A) = 0, j ~ 1.

Example 4.6 A few cases are listed to illustrate the ideas in
the two preceding paragraphs.

1. (Uniform on surface of hypersphere of dimension m > 3.) Let
<Pl(W) = [B(l, m;l)]-l(l_ w)(m-3)/2. If m = 2n + 1 is odd,
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the~ the derivatives of <PI alternate in sign up to the (n 
l)th derivative and the nth derivative is a constant, and hence
(4.61) cannot be extended beyond dimension m. If m = 2n
is even, then the derivatives of cPl alternate in sign up to the
(n - .1 )th derivative and then do not change sign, <p~j)(.1) = 0
for j < n - 1, and <p\n-l)(l) = 00, and hence (4.61) cannot be
extended beyond dimension m.

2. Let cPl(W) = c,B(1- w)f3, 0 < w < 1, where fJ > O. The deriv
atives of <PI alternate in sign up to the [,8)th derivative, where

[,8] is the ceiling integer function. Also <pin (.1) = 0 for j < [,8].
Hence fey) = <Pl(y2) is in M 2[,B]+1 and at most M 2(,I3]+3'

3. Let cPl(W) = ca (1- w cr ), 0 < w < 1, where 0 < a < 1. The
derivatives -of <PI alternate in sign, but 4>~(w) = -o:ca w a

- 1=
-aCa i= 0 when w = 1.

o
Next we return to some conditions for a density to be in Mm.

Because of the boundary condition for density with support on
a bounded interval, consider only densities that are continuously
differentiable up to some order (for bounded support, this means
the density and its derivatives at the end point of support are
0). From (4.61), fey) = cPl(y2) is in M2n+l but not M2n+3 if
(-1)jcP~j) 2:: 0, j = 1, .. . ,n, and (_1)n+lcP~n+l)(w)< 0 for some

w. Since one also has the recursion <P2j+2 = (-1)j 7r- j ¢V) for a
spherically symmetric distribution in 2j + 2 dimensions, fey) =
cPl(y2) E M 2 is in M 2n but not M2n+2 if (-l)j<p~) 2:: 0, j =
1, ... , n - 1, and (-l)n<p~n)(w)< 0 for some w.

Example 4.7 For some symmetric densities f which are de
creasing on [0,00), we check for the largest m such that f E Mm.

1. fa(x) = CO' exp{ -Ixl a
}, -00 < X < 00, where 0: > 0, and

<Pl(W) = ca exp{-wa / 2
}, w ~ O. For 0 ::; a ::; 2, <PI is a

multipleofa LTso that fa E Moo. In particular, for 0: = 1, the
double exponential density is in Moo. The second derivative of
<PI is ca (0:/2)wa / 2

- 2 exp{ _wa / 2 }[awcr / 2/2 + (1 - 0:/2)]; it can
be negative if 0: > 2 and w is near O. Therefore for 0: > 2, fa is
not in Ms. cP2 can be obtained from 4>3 using (4.60) and then
cP4 = -1r-l<p~. It has been checked numerically that <P4(W) is
not non-negative for all w ~ 0 when a > 2, so that fa is also
not in M 4 for a > 2.

2. (Lo~istic.) f(x) = e- x /(1 + e- x )2 is in Jv!oo, and <Pl(W) =
(e..JW/ 2+ e-.../W/2)-2 =(2 + evW + e-VW)-l IS a LT. If X has a
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standard logistic distribution and Z rv N(O, 1), then x.4 Z/V,
where V has density

00

g(v) =2L(-1)k-lk2v-3exp{-k2/(2v2)}.
k=l

(2V)-1 has the asymptotic distribution of the Kolmogorov dis
tance statistic.

4.10 Other approaches

Other approaches that have been used for constructing multivari
ate families but which are not discussed or used in this book are:

(i) multivariate generalizations of univariate moment or proba
bility generating functions, e.g., several families of multivari
ate gamma distributions in Krishnaiah (1985) and compound
bivariate Poisson distributions in Kocherlakota (1988);

(ii) rnultivariate characteristic functions, e.g., multivariate stable
distributions in Press (1972);

(iii) multivariate functional equations generalizing those satisfied
by univariate distributions, e.g., families of multivariate ex
ponential survival functions in Ghurye and Marshall (1984)
and Marshall and Olkin (1991);

(iv) infinite series expansions - there are some for the bivari
ate case without multivariate extensions, e.g., the bivariate
gamma distribution of Kibble (1941) and other distributions
in Lancaster (1969).

4.11 Bibliographic notes

Variations of the property of closure of multivariate models under
the taking of margins are presented in Xu (1996). This includes the
concept of model parameters being marginally expressible, which
is given in Section 4.1, as well as the concept of parameters being
expressible from or appearing in univariate and bivariate margins.

The families in Section 4.2 are from Marshall and Olkin (1988)
and Joe (1993); the dependence results in Theorems 4.6 t~ 4.10 are
new (thanks are due to T. Hu for help in the completion of these
proofs). See Genest and MacKay (1986) for some background on
bivariate Archimedean copulas and results on orderings of these
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copulas. In the literature for Archimedean copulas, sometimes <p
(or some other symbol) denotes a LT (or a function in .cd and
sometimes it denotes the inverse of a function in this class, so
the reader should be careful in using these results. Frailty models
for a special type of multivariate survival data in the familial or
cluster setting are studied in Oakes (1989), Hougaard (1986) and
Hougaard, Harvald and Holm (1992).

References are Joe and Hu (1996) for Section 4.3, Joe (1996a) for
Section 4.5, Joe (1996b) for Section 4.6 and Joe (1995) for Section
4.7.1. The special case of the nlultivariate Poisson distribution is
given in Teicher (1954). The application in Joe (1995) is for the
MVN distribution; an improved approximation based on having all
of the trivariate and 4-variate margins is also given. A reference for
Section 4.8 is Molenberghs and Lesaffre (1994); this does not prove
that the multivariate extension is a proper distribution, and neither
does Plackett (1965) for the bivariate case. A reference for Section
4.9 is Kelker (1970); see also Chapter 2 of Fang, Kotz and Ng (1990)
for a different treatment. A reference for the infinite divisibility
of the lognormal distribution is Thorin (1977). See Andrews and
Mallows (1974) and Stefanski (1991) for the logistic distribution
as a scale mixture of normals.

For results and construction methods for multivariate distribu
tions with given non-overlapping multivariate margins, see Marco
and Ruiz-Rivas (1992), Genest, Molina and LaBena (1995) and Li,
Scarsini and Shaked (1996).

4.12 Exercises

4.1 Let M be a univariate cdf. Let G l (·; a) and G2(·; a) be fam
ilies of distributions indexed by a real-valued parameter a.
Define F(xI, X2) =JG1(Xl; a)G2(x2; a) dM(a).

(a) Show that if G 1 and G 2 are both stochastically increas
ing or both stochastically decreasing as a increases,
then F is positively dependent in several senses (e.g.,
association, PQD).

(b) Show that if G1 increases stochastically and G2 de
creases stochastically as a increases, then F is neg
atively dependent in the sense of NQD.

What results generalize to m dimensions with

F(x) = JG,(x,; a)·· ·Gm(xm;a) dM(a)?
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4.2 Let H be a univariate cdf. Show that HOt. is stochastically
increasing in a > O.

4.3 Show that (4.4) is invariant to scale changes in the LT. That
is, ifin (4.4) <p(s) is replaced by the function <p*(s) = ¢J(s/u)
for (T > 0, then the same copula results.

4.4 In Section 4.6, take Fe to be the family of Poisson distribu
tions. Obtain the profs for the bivariate and trivariate Pois
son distributions with the representations given by (4.48)
and (4.49).

4.5 Show that the multivariate Poisson distribution (Section
4.6) satisfies property B of Section 4.1 but not property B'.

4.6 In (4.37), let F12 , F23 be copulas in the family BI0 with para
meters (J12, 023 respectively and let C I3 be the independence
copula. Obtain F123 and its (1,3) bivariate margin. Extend
this to a result for (4.39). (Joe 1996a)

4.7 For the partially symmetric copulas in Section 4.2, show
that there are three distinct forms for m ::: 5 that generalize
(4.7), (4.10) and (4.11). How many distinct forms are there
for dimension m =67

4.8 In (4.3), substitute in the Poisson LT .,p(s) == e- IJ exp{Oe-- S },

o> O. Even though <p- 1 is defined only on [e-e, 1], show that
(4.3) leads to the function

UI U 2 exp{O-110gu l logu2}.

Show that this is not a proper cdf, ~ven though it has the
U(O, 1) margins (compare (5.18) in Section 5.4).

4.9 Show that the distribution (4.40) is equivalent to that from
(4.37)-(4.39) with Cjk(U, v) =U+ v-I + Cjk(l - u, 1- v).

4.10 For the distribution in (4.37), show that a stronger concord
ance property such as 'F13 increases in concordance as C12
increases in concordance' does not hold.

4.11 Derive (4.58).

4.12 Let 9 be an increasing function on [0,00) satisfying g(O) = O.
Show that 9 convex implies that 9 is star-shaped (x- 1g(x)
increasing in x) which in turns implies that 9 is superadditive
(g(X1 + X2) ~ g(X1) + g(X2) for all XI,:l:2 > 0). .

4.13 Obtain the tail dependence parameters for (4.3) for other
families of LTs (in the Appendix).
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4.14 Analyse the concordance properties of (4.4) with m = 2 and
the LT family LTM in (4.4).

4.15 Consider the function

F(u, v, w) = 'l/Ja('l/J-;l 0 1/Jb(1/Ji1(u) + 'l/Ji 1(v»

+1/1~1 0 1/1{3(1/1r;l(u) + 1/1ii 1(w» _1/1;1(U)),

where'l/J(} is a family of LTs. Let C(u, v;B) = 'lj;(}(1/Ji 1 (u) +
1/J;l(v)). Show that F(u,v,w) is a formula with bivariate
margins C(v, w; a), C(u, w; 13), C(u, v; 6) as u, v, w respect
ively tend to I, but that it is not a proper copula in general.

4.16 Suppose we want to generate rvs with a multivariate dis
tribution of the form (4.48) with a given (feasible) covari
ance matrix E when all univariate margins are in a family
Fo that is in the convolution-closed infinitely divisible class.
Assume that Fe has been rescaled so that the variance is 1
when B= 1, or that Fe is parametrized by the variance. Let
Xi ~ Fai , i = 1, ... , m, and let Zs rv Fo s ' S E Sm' Then

ai = (}i + I:S:iES,lsl~2 Bs and (Yii' = ZS:i,i'ES Bs for i f:. i'.
The algorithm which follows yields the desired constants as
well as determining whether a given covariance matrix is
possible with form (4.48). Verify the details.

(a) Let n = E = (Wii')' Set "Y ~ mini<i' WH'. If "Y > 0, set
B{I, ... ,m} =" S:::: {I, .. . ,m}, and go to step (c).

(b) If mini<il Wii ' = 0, set "Y ~ min{wii l : Wii' > 0, i < i'}.
If, = Wkk' > 0, let S be a maximal set that contains
k, k', with maximal meaning that if j, j' E S, then
Wjj' > 0. Set Bs = "Y. If "Y =0, go to step (d).

(c) Set n ~ n - "YC, where C = (Cii l ) with Cii = l(i E S),
and Cii' :::: I( i, i' E S) for i =f. i'. If n is such that
Wii' > [WiiWi1il ]1/2, for some i =f:. i', then the initial
matrix E is not feasible. Otherwise, go to step (b).

(d) Set Q'i = Wii, i = 1, ... , m.

4.17 If f E M m has cdf F and finite second moments, and
hex; E) = IEI- 1<pm(xT E- 1x) is the corresponding family
of elliptically contoured distributions, then the full range of
correlation matrices (of order m) is possible. If the distri
bution F cannot result from the location-scale transform
of a density in M m , then the full range of correlation ma
trices, in the class T(F, . .. ,F) of m-:-variate distributions
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with all univariate margins equal to F, cannot be achieved.
The full range of correlation matrices for all dimensions is
achievable only if f E Moo. As an example, the full range
for U(-l, 1) and U(O, 1) margins is possible for dimension 3
but not m > 3.

4.18 Modify Theorem 4.17 to obtain a family of trivariate copulas
such that (i) the (1,2) and (3,2) bivariate margins are the
same and are negatively dependent; (ii) the (1,3) bivariate
margin is positively dependent; and (iii) the Kendall tau
value T12 =T23 is the most negative possible given T13.

4.19 Prove the results in Theorems 4.15 and 4.16 on lower tail
dependence. (Joe and Hu 1996)

4.20 Let C(u) = </>CL/1=1 </>-l(Uj» as in (4.4).

(a) Show that C is MTP2 if and only if log</> is L-super
additive (see Unsolved Problem 2.4 for the definition of
L-superadditive). Note that because t/J is differentiable,
-the condition is equivalent to {)210g(4)(x + y»/8x8y ~

o.
(b) Show that the density of C is MTP2 if and only if

(_1)m</>(m)(.x + y) is TP2 in .x, y.

(c) Check whether the LT families in the Appendix lead to
families of copulas with the MTP2 property for either
the cdf or the density.

4.21 Do some analysis on (4.54) with various bivariate margins
including the Frechet bounds.

4 ..13 Unsolvedprohlems

4.1 Find parametric families of copulas that satisfy all of the
desirable properties in Section 4.1.

4.2 Obtain conditions for (4.54) and extensions to be proper cdfs.

4.3 Obtain conditions for (4.55) and extensions to be proper cdfs.

4.4 Prove or disprove the -<pfd ordering for C1 and C2 in Theo-
rems 4.8,4.9 and 4.10.



CHAPTER 5

ParalTIetric fatnilies of copulas

This chapter is intended as a reference of useful parametric families
of copulas together with their properties. The inclusion of proper
ties is important because, in a given situation or application, the
choice of appropriate models can depend on the properties.

Many of the param.etric families of multivariate copulas make
use of the theory in Chapter 4, and are useful for multivariate
models in subsequent chapters. Some of the families are also re
ferred to earlier in this book. A summary of the sections, including
the highlights, is the following. Section 5.1 consists of bivariate
one-parameter families of copulas with nice dependence proper
ties and Section 5.2 consists of two-parameter families of copulas;
these families can be used to build multivariate copulas. Section 5.3
has multivariate extensions to symmetric and partially symmetric
copulas; these are the only known class of parametric families of
copulas that have closed-form cdfs, are closed under the taking of
margins (in the stronger sense of property B' in Section 4.1), and
extrapolate between the independence and Frechet upper bound
copulas. Section 5.4 has extensions of families in Sections 5.1 to
5.3 to include negative dependence. Section 5.5 consists of para
metric families of copulas that cover general dependence structures,
including some that have closed-form cdfs.

5.1 Bivariate one-parameter families 0

Listed in the first part of this section are known simple one-para
meter families of copulas that: (i) interpolate between indepen
dence and Frechet upper bound; (ii) are absolutely continuous;
and (iii) have support on all of (0,1)2. Also these families are sym
metric in the two arguments. If these conditions are relaxed, there
are (infinitely) many other one-parameter families, and a few are
listed in the last part of this section. One-parameter families of
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copulas are parsimonious models that are good starting points for
modelling. They are useful for bivariate data, as well as a compo
nent of the rnultivariate copulas in Sections 4.3, 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8,
and of the first-order Markov time series in Sections 8.1 and 11.6.

The notation C(u, v; 6) is used for a family of copulas, with the
dependence parameter fJ increasing as the dependence increases.
The original source of each family of copulas is given, as well as the
density and some properties. Besides dependence properties, other
properties include reflection symmetry, extreme value copula, ex
istence of a LT so that the family has form (4.3), and multivariate
extendibility. Reflection symmetry for a copula C means that
if (V, V) .- C, then (1- U, 1- V) .- C; this property is convenient
for latent variable models for multivariate binary data. A bivari
ate copula C is an extreme value copula if C(ut ,vt ) = Ct(u, v)
for all t > o. After transferring to unit exponential survival mar
gins, with G(x, y) = C(e-:C, e-Y ), the extreme value copulas are
easily recognized from A(x, y) = -log G(x, y) being homogeneous
of order 1, Le., A(tx, ty) = tA(x, y) for all t > o. (With details
in Chapter 6, a G of this form is a min-stable bivariate expo
nential distribution.) Some families of extreme value copulas are
obtained as the extreme value limits of other families (see Chapter
6). The extreme value limits from the lower and upper orthant
tails are the copulas associated with the limits of

[C*(1-n-1e-x,1-n-1e-Y)]" and [C(1-n-1e-x,1-n-1e-Y)]"

respectively, where C*(u, v) =u + v-I + C(l- u, 1- v).
The verification of the dependence properties and the limits at

the end points of the parameter space are left as exercises. Depend
ence__ pr-op~rties that:are~conjectured but not proved-are listed in
the section on unsolved problems. A visual representation of what
tail dependence means for the contours of the density with N(O, 1)
margins is given in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for the copulas B3 and B6
with parameter values corresponding to a Kendall tau value of 0.5.

The following notation is used in several families: it = 1 - u,
v = 1 - v, it = -log u, v = -log v. Also Cu, C/, CL are used for
the Frechet upper bound, independence and Frechet lower bound
copulas, respectively.

Family Blo Bivariate normal. li'or 0 ::; 6 $ 1, C(it, v; 6) =
<I?cS(<I?-l(u),~-l(v)), where ~ is the N(O, 1) cdf, ~-l is the func
tional inverse of~ and <PeS is the BVSN cdfwith correlation 8. With
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x = <I>-l(U), y = 4)-1(V), the density is

c(u, v; 8) = (1 - 82)-1/2 exp{-~(l - 82 )-1 [x 2 + y2 - 28xy])

. exp{ t(x 2+ y2J}.

Properties. Increasing in -<c, increasing in -<SI, TP2 density, re
flection symmetry, multivariate extension, extension to negative
dependence. Cu for 8 = 1, CJ for 8 = 0, CL for 8 = -1. A non
standard upper extreme value limit leads to family B8.

Family B2. Plackett (1965). For 0 ::; 6 < 00,

C(u, v; 6) = t7]-1 {I + T}(u + v) - [(1 + 7](u + v))2 - 487]uvjl/2} ,

where 7] = 8 - 1. The density is

c(u, v; 8) = [(1 + TJ(U, + v»2 - 48T}uv]-3/28[1 + T}(u + v - 2uv)].

Properties. Increasing in -<c, increasing in -<SI, SI, reflection sym
metry, extension to negative dependence. Cu for 8 ~ 00, CJ for
6 ~ 1, CL for 6 ~ O.

Family B3. Frank (1979). For 0 ::; {) < 00,

C(u, v; 6) = _6- 1log ([7] - (1 - e- 6U )(1_ e- 6v )]/7]),

where 7] = 1 - e- 6 • The density is

c(u, v; 6) = 07] e- 6(u+v) /[7] - (1 - e- 6U )(1 - e- 6V )f.

Properties. Increasing in -<c, increasing in -<SI, TP2 density,
reflection symmetry, partial multivariate extension, extension to
negative dependence, mixture of powers with LT "p(s; 0) =
-6- 1 Iog[1 - (1 - e- 6 )e- s ] (family LTD in the Appendix). Cu for
{) ~ 00, C1 for 6~ 0, CL for 8 ~ -00.

Family B4. Khneldorf and Sampson (1975). For 0 S; fJ <
00,

The density is

C(11,V;8) =(1+8)[uv]-6-1(u-6+v-6 _1)-2-1/6.

Properties. Increasing in -<c, increasing in -<SI, TP2 density,
lower tail dependence, partial multivariate extension, extension
to negative dependence, mixture of powers with LT "p(s; 8) =
(1 + s)-1/6 (family LTB). Cu for 8 -+ 00, CJ for 8 -+ O. The
lower extreme value limit leads to family B7.

Family B5. Joe (1993). For 1 :S 0 < 00,

C(U, v; 8) == 1 - ('it + v6 _ u67j6)1/6.
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The density is

c(u, v; 6) = (it +vcS - ucS11)-2+1/cSuO-lv6- 1[6 -1 +UO +VO - UOVS].

Properties. Increasing in -<c, increasing in -<SI, TP2 density,
upper tail dependence, partial multivariate extension, mixture of
powers with LT 'l/;(Sj 6) = 1 - (1 - e- s )1/6 (family LTC). Cu for
6 --+ 00, C1 for 6 = 1. The upper extreme value limit leads to
family B6.

Family B6. Gumbel (1960a). For 1 $ 6 < 00,

C(u, v; 6) =exp{ -(UO +vO)1/0}.

The density is

( . £) _ C( . £)( )-1 (uv)O-l [(-0 -0)1/6 £ 1]
c'U,v,u - u,v,u 'Uv (u6 +vcS )2-1/0 'U +v +u-.

Properties. Increasing in -<c, increasing in -<SI, TP2 density, up
per tail dependence, extreme value copula, partial multivariate ex
tension, mixture of powers with LT "p(s; 6) =exp{ _sl/0} (family
LTA). Cu for 6 --+ 00, C/ for 6 = 1.

Family BT. Galambos (1915). For 0 $ 6 < 00,

C(u, v; 6) = uvexp{(u-6 + ij-6)-1/6}.

The density is

c(u, Vj 6) = [C(u, Vj 6)juv]. [1- (u- 6 +V- 0 )-1-1/0(U-0- 1+v-O- 1)

+(u-6 + v-6)-2-1/6(uv)-6-1{1 + «5 + ('u- cS + v-cS)-l/cS}].

Properties. Increasing in -<c, SI, upper tail dependence, extreme
value copula, partial multivariate extension. Cu for «5 --+ 00, C/ for
«5 --+ O.

Family BB. Husler and Reiss (1989). Let q> be defined as
in family Bl. For 6 ~ 0,

C(u, v; 6)=exp{-u4>(6- 1 + ~6Iog[ujv]) - vtl>(6- 1 + t6Iog[vju])}.

With z == ii/v, the density is

c(u, Vj 6) = (uv)-IC(u, Vj 6)· [tl>(6- 1+ ~5Iogz-1)q>(5-1+ ~6Iogz)

+~6v-l<p(5-1 +t5log z)],
where <p is the standard normal univariate density. .

Properties. Increasing in -<c, SI, upper tail dependence, extreme
value copula, multivariate extension. Cu for 6 --+- 00, C/ for 6 --+ O.
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Figure 5.1. Contours of density for family B3 with normal margins, 6 =
5.7.

A few remarks on the families are the following.

1. A proof of reflection symmetry for the family B3 is as follows.
The property is equivalent to c(u, v; 6) = c(1 - U, 1 - v; 6),
o < u, v < 1. Let x = e- ou , Y = e- 6v , I = e- 6 • The non
constant part of the density is xy/[x + y - xy - IF. The changes
u ~ 1- u and v ~ 1- v become x ~ Ix- 1 and y ~ Iy-l and
it is straightforward to check that 12x-1y-l/[IX-1 +Iy-l
12x- 1y-l - IF = xy/[x + y - xy - IF. Frank (1979) showed
that the family B3 of copulas are the only ones of the form
<jJ(¢-l(u) + ¢-l(v)) that have the reflection symmetry prop
erty. The reflection symmetry property does not hold for the
permutation-symmetric multivariate extension of the farnily 83
(see Section 7.1.7).

2. Suppose (U, V) is a bivariate U(O, 1) random pair; the Plackett
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Figure 5.2. Contours of density for family B6 with normal margins, 6 =
2.

family B2 is constructed from the cross-product ratio:

Pr(U ~ u, V ~ v) Pr(U > u, V> 11)
Pr(U ~ u, V > v) Pr(U > u, V ~ v)

=C(u, v)[l- u - v + C(u, v)] == 6,
[u - C(u, v)][v - C(u, v)]

for all u, v E (0,1), where 6 > O. Perhaps amazingly, .this leads
to a distribution for all 6 > 0, with special cases as given ear
lier. The above equation is quadratic in C; the appropriate root
of the quadratic is given in the preceding list. The proof that
the second-order mixed derivative is non-negative is left as an
exercise. The property of reflection symmetry for this copula is
clear from the above derivation from the cross-product ratio.

3. We illustrate extreme value limits in some cases. To check that
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a limit is a proper distribution, one needs to check the boundary
condi'tions but not the rectangle condition in Section 1.4.1.

B1. Let an, bn be sequences of reals such that <1>n (an + bnx) -+

exp{ _e- X
}. Then

2

<1>;(an + bnXl, an + bnX2) -+ II exp{-e-Xj
}

j=l

if the correlation p is less than 1. An interpretation is
that for BVN distributions, the tails are asymptotically
independent.

B5. With exponential margins, F(x, y) = C(1- e- x , 1-e-Y ; 6)
= 1 - [e- OX + e- oy - e- 6x e- 6Y ]l/o and

Fn(x + log n, y + logn) ,...., [1 - n-1(e- OX + e-OY)l/O]n

-+ exp{ _(e- OX + e-oY)l/O}

The copula of the limiting BEV distribution is in the fam
ily B6; in min-stable bivariate exponential form G(x, y; 8)
= exp{ -A(x, y; 6)}, with A(x, y; 8) = (X O + yo)l/o.

B4. With exponential margins, F(x, y) = C(l-e- X
, 1-e-Y;8)

= [(1 - e-x )-6 + (1 - e-y)-6 - 1]-1/0 and

Fn(x + logn,y+ logn),...., [1 + on- 1(e- x + e-y)]-n/o

-+ exp{ _e- x - e-Y }.

Hence the upper extreme value limit is the independence
copula. For the lower extreme value limit, we apply the
copula to exponential survival margins, i.e., F(x, y) = I
e-X - e-Y + (e 6x + eOY _1)-1/6. Then Fn(x + logn,y+
logn) "V [1 - n-1e-x - n-1e-Y + n-1(eOX + eoY)-l/o]n
-+ exp{ _e-x - e-Y + (e OX + eoy )-l/o}, and the copula of
the limiting BEV distribution is in the family B7.

B8. This is obtained from a non-standard extreme value limit
for the BVN distribution. To get a limit which is not the
independence copula, the correlation in B1 is allowed to
increase to 1; i.e., lim <1>~n (an + bnXl, an + bnX2), with Pn
increasing to 1 at an appropriate rate, leads to the family
B8. There is a multivariate extension from this extreme
value limit for the MVN distribution and it has a para
meter for each bivariate margin.
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Table 5.1. Parameter values corresponding to given ](endaU tau values

r B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0.1 0.156 1.57 0.91 0.22 1.19 1.11 0.34 0.66
0.2 0.309 2.48 1.86 0.50 1.44 1.25 0.51 0.87
0.3 0.454 4.00 2.92 0.86 1.77 1.43 0.70 1.11
0.4 0.588 6.60 4.16 1.33 2.21 1.67 0.95 1.41
0.5 0.707 11.4 5.74 2.00 2.86 2.00 1.28 1.80
0.6 0.809 21.1 7.93 3.00 3.83 2.50 1.79 2.39
0.7 0.891 44.1 11.4 4.67 5.46 3.33 2.62 3.34
0.8 0.951 115. 18.2 8.00 8.77 5.00 4.29 5.24
0.9 0.988 530. 20.9 18.0 14.4 10.0 9.30 10.9
1 1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

To give an indication of the amount of dependence that exists
as the 6 increases for the families Bl to B8, the values of 6 that
correspond to Kendall tau and Spearman rho values from 0 to 1 in
steps of 0.1 are given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. Theorem
4.3 applies to yield a simple form for T for the families B4 and B6,
with T =8/(6 + 2),8 ;::: 0, and T =(6 - 1)/6,6 ;::: 1, respectively.
Also there is a simple form for T and PS for the BVN distribution
(see Exercise 2.14). All other values of T and PS were obtained by
one- or two-dimensional numerical integration, or by Monte Carlo
simulation. These tables suggest that Spearman'srho is greater
than Kendall's tau for these families (see Exercise 2.18).

We list below the conditional distributions C211(vlu) = ~~ (u,v)
corresponding to the families B2 to B8. These are useful for simu
lating random pairs from the copula families, among other things.
If U, Q are independent random U(O,l) variates, then (U, V) =
(U, C~:(QIU» has distribution C. If C2j: does not exist in closed

form, then v =C;j:(qlu) can be obtained from the equation q =
C211(vlu) using a numerical root-finding routine. Of the families
B2 to B8, C~: has closed form only for the families B3 and B4.
With the notation it = -log u, v= -log v, the list of conditional
distributions C211 is:

B2. C211(vlu; 6) = ~ - ~[7]U + 1 - (1] + 2)v]/[(1 + 7](u + V))2 
4b1/uvJl /2;
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Table 5.2. Parameter values corresponding to given Spearman rho values

PS Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
0.1 0.105 1.35 0.60 0.14 1.12 1.07 0.28 0.58
0.2 0.209 1.84 1.22 0.31 1".27 1.16 0040 0.73
0.3 0.313 2.52 1.88 0.51 1.46 1.26 0.51 0.88
0.4 0.416 3.54 2.61 0.76 1.69 1.38 0.65 1.05
0.5 0.518 5.12 3.45 1.06 1.99 1.54 0.81 1.24
0.6 0.618 7.76 4.47 1.51 2.39 1.75 1.03 1.50
0.7 0.717 12.7 5.82 2.14 3.00 2.07 1.34 1.86
0.8 0.813 24.2 7.90 3.19 4.03 2.58 1.86 2.45
0.9 0.908 66.1 12.2 5.56 6.37 3.73 3.01 3.73
1 1 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

B3. C211(vlu;6) = e-OU[(l - e-O)(l- e-OV)-l - (1- e-ou)]-l,
C~i(qlu;6) = -6- 1 1og{1- (1 - e-O)/[(q-l - l)e- 6U + In;

B4. C2!1(vlu;6) = [1 + u6(v- 6 - 1)]-1-1/0,
C~i(qlu;6)=[(q-6/(1+6)-1)u- 6 + 1]-1/6;

B5. C211(vlu;6) = [1+(1-v)6(1-u)-6_(1-v)6]-1+1/6[1-(1-
v)O];

B6. C2!1(vlu; 6) = u- 1exp{ -Cu6+ vO)l/O} . [1 + (v/u)6]-1+1/0;

B7. Cz/1(vlu;6) = vexp{(il- 6+v-O)-1/O}{1-[1+(il/v)O]-1-1/6};

B8. CZI1(vlu; 6) =C(u, v; 6) . u- 1 4>(6- 1 + ~61og(u/v».

A few one-parameter families of bivariate copulas that are not as
simple or do not have properties that are as nice as those already
listed are given in the remainder of this section.

Family B9. Raftery (1984; 1985). For 0 :s; 6 :s; I,

C(u, v; 6) = B(u 1\ v, u V v; 6),

where

[1- 6]B(x, y; 6) = x - 1+ 6 x 1/(1-6)[y-c5/(l-c5) - y1/(1-c5)].

The density is c(u, v; 0) =b(u 1\ v, U V v; 0) where

b(x,y;6) = (1- 62)-lxO/(I-O)(6y-l/(1-O) + yO/(1-6)).
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Properties. Increasing in -<c, lower tail dependence, Cj for 6 ~ 0,
Cu for 6 = 1.

Family B10. Morgenstern (1956). For -1 :::; 6 ::; 1,

C(u, v; c5) =uv[l + eS(1 - u)(l - v)].

The density is

c(u, v; 8) =1 + eS(1 - 2u)(1 - 2v).

Properties. Increasing in -<c, increasing in -<SI, TP2 density for
eS ;::: 0, reflection symmetry, positive dependence for 6 > 0 and neg
ative dependence for 6 < 0, C/ for c5 = 0, multivariate extension.

Family B11. For 0 :::; 6 ::; 1,

C(u, v; 6) = 6min{u, v} + (1 - 6)uv.

Properties. Increasing in -<c, reflection symmetry, C/ for 6 = 0,
Cu for 0 = 1, multivariate extension, singular component with
mass 6.

Family B 12. For 0 :5 6 ::; 1,

C(u, v; 6) =[min{u, v}]6[uvp-6.

Properties. Increasing in -<c, reflection symmetry, OJ for f> = 0,
Cu for 6 = 1, multivariate extension, singular component with
mass 6/(2 - 6).

Remarks on these additional families are the following.

1. The family B9 has not been included with the preceding eight
one-parameter families of bivariate copulas because its form is
not quite as simple (it is a function of u V v and u 1\ v).

The derivation of the family~BRjs-from--Abivariate__exponential
distribution based on the stochastic representation:

Xl =(1 - 6)ZI + 1Z12, X 2 = (1 - 6)Z2 + JZI2 , (5.1)

where I, ZI, Z2, Z12 are independent rvs, the Zs have unit ex
ponential distributions, and I "" Bernoulli (6). This leads to the
bivariate exponential survival function:

{

e-:c _ 1-6 e-:c/(1-6)[ey6 /(1-6) _ e-Y/(1-6)] x > y
G(x . 6)- 1+6 ' -',y, - e-Y _ 1-6 -y/(1-6)[ :c6/(1-6) _ -:r:/(1-6)] <

1+6 e e e , x _ y.

and it becomes the given copula after the transform to U(O, 1)
margins. The derivation of G from the representation comes
from the sum of integrals: (1- 6)e-(X+Y)/(1-O) +bJ; exp{-(x-
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z)/(l-o)} exp{ -(y- z)/(l- b) }e- Z dz+b J; exp{ -(y-z)/(l
h) }e"": z dz + h fy

OO e- z dz, if x ~ y.

By extending the stochastic representation, the -<c ordering can
be proved (see Exercise 5.8 for some details).

The multivariate extension in Raftery (1984) covers a wide range
of dependence but the parameters are not easily interpretable.

2. The family BIG is convenient for illustrating dependence con
cepts because of its simple form. However, because of its limited
range of dependence (see Example 2.4), it is not a useful model
for data. A convenient multivariate extension is:

C(u;8jk,15:j < k:::; m) =u1 .. ·um [l+LOjk(1-uj)(1-uk)].
i<k

(5.2)

Constraints include Ihi k I ::; 1 for all j, k and there are also other
joint inequality constraints in the parameters to achieve a non
negative densi ty (see Exercise 5.7).

3. The families BIl and B12 have limited applications because of
the singular component. Possibly they have more uses for dis
crete univariate margins. The family B12 is the copula associ
ated with the Marshall-Olkin bivariate exponential distribution
when both univariate margins have the same mean. The mass
of the singularity can be computed using Theorem 1.1.

5.2 Bivariate two-parameter families

Two-parameter families might be used to capture more than one
type of dependence. Examples are one parameter for upper tail
dependence and one for concordance, or one parameter for up
per tail dependence and one for lower tail dependence. One gen
eral approach for two-parameter families is the use of (4.32) with
VI = V2 = 0 (see (5.3) below). From the tail dependence results in
Section 4.3.2, the use of the LT families LTA, LTB, LTC leads to
copulas with tail dependence; the properties of the copulas for LTC
are similar to those for LTA. The examples given in this section
show various possible types of behaviour for upper and lower tail
dependence.

Below are some two-parameter bivariate families of the form

C (u, v) = 1/J (- log !{(e- t/J - 1 ( u) , e- t/J - 1 ( 1) »)) , (5.3)

where !( is max-id and 1/J is a LT. Two-parameter families result
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if [{ is parametrized by a parameter 6 and VJ is pararnetrized by a
parameter 8 (denoted by VJfJ)' If !( is increasing in concordance as
fJ increases, then clearly C increases in concordance as fJ increases
with (J fixed. The concordance ordering for 6· fixed and 0 varying is
harder to check. If !( has the form of an Archimedean copula (4.3),
then, from (5.3), C also has the form of an Archimedean copula.
That is, if I«x,y;fJ) =4>15(4);1 (x) + 4>;l(y» for a family tPc5, then

C(u,v;8,6) = 1Pe (-logtPcS [4J;l(e-V';l(u» +tP;l(e-,p;l(v»])

= 77fJ,6(71;j(u) + 7J;,~(v)), (5.4)

where 718,6(S) = 1Pe(-logtP6(s», For f> fixed and 82 > 81 with
'Tli = "lfJ.,6, i = 1,2, the concordance ordering of C(·; 81J 6) and
C( .; (J2, 6) could be established by showing that w = TJ'2 1

0 TJl is
superadditive (Theorem 4.1).

Family BBl. In (5.3), let K be the family B6 and let VJ be the
family LTB. Then the resulting two-parameter family of the form
(5.4) is

C(u, v; 0,6) = {1 + [(u- B_ 1)6 + (v- B_ 1)6]116}-lIB

= 77(17- 1(u) + 77- 1(v», (J > 0, fJ 2:: 1, (5.5)

where 7](s) = 7]8,0(8) = (1 + sl/6)-1/8 (family LTE in the Ap
pendix).

Some properties of the family of copulas (5.5) are:

(a) The family B4 is a subfamily when {) =1, and the family B6
is obtained as (J --l> O. Cl obtains as 0 --b- 0 and fJ --l> 1 and Cu
obtains as 8 --l> 00 or <5 --b- 00.

(b) The lower tail dependence parameter is 2- 1/(68), while the
upper tail dependence parameter is 2 - 21/ 6 , independent of
(J. The extreme value limits from the lower and upper tails
are the families B7 and B6, respectively.

(c) Concordance increases as 8 increases because W (8) / S is in
creasing, where W(8) = 7]~~c5(7781,6(S» = [(1 + Sl/6)p - 1]6,
81 < 82 ; and p = O2/81 > 1.

Family BB2. In (5.3), let !{ be the family B4 and let 'if; be the
family LTB. Then the two-parameter family of the form (5.4) is

C(u, v; 0,6 [1 + 6- I !og (e6(U-
e -p ..p,6(v-

e
-I) - i)rl19

- TJ( TJ-1 ( u) + 7]- 1( v)), 0, 6 > 0, (5.6)
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where 7](s) = 7]O,o(s) =[1 + 6- 1 Iog(1 + S)]-1/8 (family LTF in the
Appendi'x).

Some properties of the family of copulas (5.6) are:

(a) C/ obtains as () --+ 0, Clf obtains as(} --+ 00 or {) --+ 00. The
limit as f> --+ 0 leads to the family B4.

(b) The lower tail dependence parameter is 1, while there is no
upper tail dependence.

(c) Concordance increases as () increases because w is convex,
where w(s) = 7];2~0(7]O},0(s) = exp{6([1 + 6- 1 Iog(1 + s)]P 
I)} - 1, ()1 < (}2, and p = (}2/()l > 1.

Family BB3. In (5.3), let Ii be the family B4 and let 'lj; be the
family LTA. Then the two-parameter family of the form (5.4) is

C(u, v; (), 6) = exp{ -[6- l Iog(ecu8 + eO
fj8

- 1)P/8}
= 7](7]-l(u) + 1]-1(v)), () 2::: 1, {) > 0, (5.7)

where 7](8) = 7]8,6(8) =exp{ -[{)-llog (1 + s)P/8} (family LTG in
the Appendix), u == -log u and v= -log v.

Some properties of the family of copulas (5.7) are:

(a) The family B4 is a subfamily when () = 1, and the family B6
is obtained as {) --+ 0. Cu obtains as () --+ 00 or 6 -+ 00.

(b) The lower tail dependence parameter is 2- 1/ 6 when () = 1 and
1 when () > 1, while the upper tail dependence parameter is
2 - 21

/
8

, independent of q. The upper extreme value limit is
the family B6.

(c) Concordance increases as () increases if and only if

-DfJ- 1 log(D/6)+ [e 6x x logx+eOYylogyJ/(eOX +eoy -1) S 0

for all x, Y > 0 and 6 > 0, where D == log(eOX + eOY - 1).
This condition holds from numerical checks but has not been
confirmed analytically. With a change of parametrization to
(0, Q) with Q = 61/ 8 , the family of copulas has been shown to
be increasing in concordance with both parameters () and Q.

Family BB4. In (5.3), let Ii be the family B7 and let 1/J be the
family LTB. Then the two-parameter family is

1

C(11" v; (), 6)= (u- e+ v-9-1 _ [(u- 9_1)-0 + (v- e_ l)-o]-i) -8 ,

() 2: 0,6 > 0. (5.8)

Some properties of the family of copulas (5.8) are:
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(a) The family B4 is obtained when fJ -+ 0, and the family B7
obtains as 0 -+ O. Cu obtains as 0 -+ 00 or 6 -+ 00.

(b) The lower tail dependence parameter is (2_2-1/ 6)-1/6, while
the upper tail dependence parameter is 2-1/ fJ , independent
of O. The lower extreme value limit leads to the min-stable
bivariate exponential family exp{-A(x, y)}, with A(x, y) =
x + y - [x- 6 + y-6 - (xu + y8fJ)-1/fJ]-1/8 and this is a two-
parameter extension of the family B7. The upper extreme
value lilnit is the family B7.

(c) Concordance increases as 0 increase if and only if [x+y-l
«x - 1)-6 +(y _1)-6)-1/6] log[x +y - 1 - (x - 1)-6 + (y
1)-6)-1/6)_x logx-y log y+[(x-1)-6 +(y_1)-6]-1/6-1[(x_
1)-6 x logx + (y - 1)-6y logy] ~ 0 for all x, y > 1 and 6 > O.
This condition holds from numerical checks but has not been
confirmed analytically.

Family BB5. In (5.3), let K be the family B7 and let 1/J be the
family LTA. Then. the two-parameter family is

C(u, v; 0, 6) =exp{-[ii' +v8 - eu-eeS + 1j-eeS)-1/6Jl/8}, (5.9)

(J ~ 1,6> 0, where u=-logu, v=-logv.
Some properties of the family of copulas (5.9) are:

(a) The family B6 is obtained when 6 -+ 0 and the family B7 is
obtained when (J =1. Cu obtains as e-+ 00 or 6 -+ 00.

(b) The lower tail dependence parameter is 0 and the upper tail
dependence parameter is 2 - (2 - 2-1/ 6)1/6. The upper ex
treme value limit leads to the min-stable bivariate exponen
tial family exp{ -A(x, y)}, with A(x, y) = [x 8 + y8 - (x- 86 +
y-(6)-1/6]l/8, and this is a two-parameter extension of the
family B6.

(c) Concordance increases as 8 increases if and only if [x + y
(x- 6 +y-cS)-1/6] log[x+y-(x- cS +y-cS)-1/6]-x logx-ylogy+
(x- 6 + y-cS)-1/6-1(X- cS logx + y-6 logy) ~ 0 for all x, y > 0
and 6 > O. This condition holds from numerical checks but
has not been confirmed analytically.

Family BB6. In (5.3), let !( be the family B6 and let 1/J be the
family LTC. Then the two-parameter family of form (5.4) is

1

C(u, v; 0, 6)= 1- (l-exp {-[(-log(1-u9 »6+(-log(1-v9)6]t}) 6"

=71(71- 1(u) + 71- 1(V», 8 ~ I, 6 ~ 1, (5.10)
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where u = 1 - u, v = 1 - v and 1](8) = 1]8,6(8) = 1 - [1 
exp{ _8 1/ 6J]l/8 (family LTH in the Appendix).

Some properties of the family of copulas (5.10) are:
(a) The family B6 is obtained when 8 = 1, and the family B5 is

obtained when 6 = 1. Cu obtains as 8 --+- 00 or 6 --+- 00.

(b) The lower tail dependence parameter is 0, and the upper tail
dependence parameter is 2- 21/(86). The upper extreme value
limit is the family B6.

(c) Concordance increases as 8 increases because w(8) is convex
in 8 > 0, where W(8) = 1];2~6(1](h,6(8» = [U(81/6)]6, B1 < B2,
and u(t) =-log(l - [1 - e-t]P), with p = 82/81 > l.

Family BB7. In (5.3), let !( be the family B4 and let 1/1 be the
family LTC. Then the two-parameter family of the form (5.4) is

C(u, V; (},O) = 1 - (1 - [(1 - ,,9)-' + (1 _ 119)-' _ 1r t
/') l/B

1](1]-l(u) + 1]-l(v», 8 ~ 1, 6 > 0, (5.11)

where 1](8) =1]8,6(8) = 1 - [1- (1 + 8)-1/6]1/0 (family LTI in the
Appendix).

Some properties of the family of copulas (5.11) are:
(a) The family B4 is obtained when () = 1, and the family B5 is

obtained as 6 --+- O. Cu obtains as () -+ 00 or 6 --+- 00.

(b) The lower tail dependence parameter is 2- 1/ 6 , independent
of 0, and the upper tail dependence parameter is 2 - 21 / 8 ,

independent of 6. The extreme value limits from the lower
and upper tails are, respectively, the families B7 and B6.

(c) Concordance increases as 0 increases when 6 ::; 1; the proof is
non-trivial. It is conjectured that concordance is also increas
ing in 8 when 6 > 1.

Other two-parameter families of copulas of the form (4.3) are
based on two-parameter families of LTs that do not come from a
composition of the form (5.4).

Family BB8. A family of copulas based on a two-parameter
family of LTs, </J(8) = 6- 1[1 - {I - [1- (1 - 6)8]e- s }1/O], B ~ 1,
o< £> ::; 1 (family LTJ in the Appendix), is:

C(u, v; 0, £»=O-1[1-{1-[1-(1-6)8J- 1[1-(1-<5u)B][1-(1-6v/]} t],
(5.12)

8 ~ 1,0::; <5::; 1. Some properties of the family of copulas (5.12)
are:
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(a) 0/ obtains as 6 ~ 0 or e~ 1. The family B5 is obtained
when 6 = 1, and the family B3 is obtained as e~ 00 with
I = 1 - (1 - 6)9 held constant (or with 6 = 1 - (1 - /)1/8).

(b) The family is derived as a power mixture family with the
above LT. The family does not have tail dependence except
when 6 =1. It extends to the multivariate case for each fixed
6.

(c) Concordance increases as (J or 6 increases. The proof of the
concordance ordering is non-trivial.

Family BB9. From the two-parameter family of LTs, ¢(s) =
exp{-(ei' +s)1/8 +a}, a ~ 0, (J ~ 1 (family LTL in the Appendix),
the two-parameter family of copulas is

O(u,vj(J,a) = exp{-[(a -logu)8 + (a -logv)8 - aOp/8 + a},
(5.13)

(} ~ 1, a > O. Some properties of the family of copulas (5.13) are:

(a) CJ obtains as a ~ 00 or for (} =1, and Cu obtains as (J ~ 00.

The family B6 is a subfamily when a =O.

(b) Concordance increases as either (J increases or a decreases.

The next example is one of a two-parameter family in which
concordance is not monotone in both parameters. It is not clear if
the concordance ordering in two parameters can be obtained after
making a parameter change. For example, with a reparanletrization
of LTL to exp{-(6 + s)1/B +61/ B}, the reparametrization of (5.13)
is not always increasing in concordance in (J for fixed 6.

Family BBIO. The LT of the negative binomial distribution
is ¢(8) = [(1 - 8)e- S1(1 - (}e-S)]OI = [(1 - 8)/(e3 - e)]at; where
o::; (J < 1 and a > 0 (family LTM in the Appendix). The inverse
is ¢-I(t) = log[(l - (J)t- 1/ 0I + (J]. The family of copulas is

C(u, v; 0, a) =uv[l- (J(1 - u1/ 0I )(1 - vl/Ot)l-at, (5.14)

o:::; (} :::; 1, a > O. Some properties of the family of copulas (5.14)
are:

(a) CJ obtains as a ~ 00; Cu obtains as a ~ 0 when (J =1, but
OJ obtains as a ~ 0 for 0 < (J < 1.

(b) Concordance increases as 0 increases for a fixed a. The con
cordance is decreasing in a for (J = 1. For 0 < () < 1 fixed,
there is no concordance ordering as a increases.
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5.3 Multivariate copulas with partial symmetry

A multivariate parametric family of copulas is an extension of a
(one-parameter) bivariate family if: (i) all bivariate marginal cop
ulas of the multivariate copula are in the given bivariate family;
and (ii) all multivariate marginal copulas of order 3 to m - 1 have
the same multivariate form.

There is no proven general multivariate extension of a bivari
ate parametric family that has a dependence parameter for each
bivariate margin (but see Section 4.8). This section has the mul
tivariate extension for copulas having the forms in Section 4.2.
After possibly permuting the indices, the form of the multivariate
extension is that the (i, j) bivariate margin has parameter bij, with
6ij = Pai ,aj if {ai, ... ,aj} is the smallest cluster of consecutive in
dices that contain indices i and j. There are m - 1 parameters
with the form Pa,b, a < b, and the {3a,b satisfy Pal ,b l ~ (3a2,b 2 if
a2 .::; at < b1 ::; b2 · There are no constraints for fial,b l and (3a2,b 2 if
b1 < a2 or b2 < at. The labelling for the m - 1 parameters {Ja,b is
such that at < a2 .::; b1 < b2 or a2 < al ~ b2 < b1 is not allowed.
That is, clusters (of indices) are hierarchical or nested, and cannot
overlap. (Compare the data analysis technique of hierarchical clus
tering; see also the comparison with hierarchical normal models in
Section 4.2.1.)

Examples are:

• m = 3. Parameters (31,2 ~ /31,3 with 612 = /31,2, 613 = 023 =(31,3,

• m = 4. Parameters (31,2 ~ fJl,3 ~ /31,4 with 612 = f31,2, 813 =
023 = /31,3, and 614 = <524 = 834 = /31,4,

• m = 4. Parameters /31,2, f33,4 ~ /31,4 with 012 = f31,2, 034 = [33,4,

and 013 =014 = 023 =024 =131,4,

• m ~ 5. There are three different structural forms for m = 5.
The number of different clustering forms increases rapidly with
m.

The permutation-symmetric suhcase obtains when all of the /3a,b
are the same.

Below we list some (trivariate) families with this partially sym
metric dependence structure; this will suggest the form of the
higher-dimensional copulas, without the tedious notation of the
latter. In referring to properties of parametric families of copulas,
an m-variate copula is a multivariate extreme value (MEV)
copula if
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After converting to unit exponential survival margins, with G(x) =
C(e- X1 , ••• , e- Xm

), the MEV copulas are easily recognized from
A(x) = -logG(x) being homogeneou& of order 1, i.e., A(tx) =
tA(x) for all t > O. Extreme value limits (upper and lower)
refer to the limi t of

[1«1 - -1 -Xl 1 _ -1 -X m )]nn e , ... , n e , n~oo,

where !{ is either C or the associated copula C* when C is applied
to survival functions (see Section 1.6).

For the families LTA, LTB, LTC and LTD of LTs 4>8, the prop
erty of 4>;11

0 ¢92 E .c~, (h < (}2, is satisfied using results in the
Appendix. Therefore the constructions in Section 4.2 apply to yield
copulas of the form (4.7), (4.10) and (4.11) and their extensions.
The increasing in concordance property for these parametric fam
ilies follows from theorems in Section 4.2.1. Hence the -<c ordering
holds but its verification is not easy; however, the -<~w ordering
follows easily from the -<c ordering of the bivariate margins.

For the trivariate case, with (}1 =f31,3 :5 /31,2 =O2 , copulas have
the form

¢;Sl (¢;;11
0 ¢;92(¢;;,}(Ul) + ¢;(j21(U2» + ¢;8

1

1(U3)), (5.15)

Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 then imply that (5.15) is increasing in con
cordance as 01 or ()2 increase with 01 :$ O2 •

Family M3. A generalization of family B3. Let ¢;s(s) =
-()-11og[1 - (1 - e- 9 )e- s ), () ~ 0 (family LTD in the Appendix).
For fh < ()2, the family (5.15) becomes

C(u; 81, (2) = -811 log{ 1 - cl l (1 - [1 - c21(1 - e-82U1 )

.(1- e-82U2)]81/82) (1- e-81U3 )},

where Cl =1 - e- 91 and C2 = 1 - e- 92 •

Family M4. A generalization of faInily B4. Let if>(J(s) =
(1 + s)-1/8, () ~ 0 (family LTB in the Appendix). For 81 :5 82 , the
family (5.15) becomes

C(Ul' U2, U3; Ob (2) = [(U1 82 + u"2 82
- 1)8t!82 +ui S1

_ 1]-1/81

The lower extreme value linlit of this family is the family M7 which
generalizes B7 (see Section 6.3.1).

Family MS. Generalization of families B5 and BB8. With
b fixed in (0,1), the family BBS has the same multivariate gener
alization. Let 4>o(s) = 6- 1 [1 - (1 - c(O)e- s )1 /9], 0 ~ 1, where
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c(0) =1,- (1 - 6)9 (family LTJ in the Appendix). For 01 < O2 , the
family (5.15) becomes

C(U;Ol,02) 8- 1 (1- [1- {1- [1- A(Ul,02)

.A(U2, (2)/c(02)]9 d 92 }A(ua, (Jl)/c(Od] 1/9
1
),

where A(u, 0) =1 - (1 - 8u)9. The limit as 8 -+- 1 leads to

C(U;Ol,02) = 1 - {[vf2(1- V~2) + v~2]9l/62(1_ V~l) + V~l }I/Ol,
(5.16)

where Vj = 1 - Uj, j = 1,2,3. The copula resulting from the
extreme value limit of (5.16) is the family M6.

Family M6. A generalization of family B6. Let l/Jo(s) =
exp{ _sIlO}, 0 2: 1 (family LTA in the the Appendix). For £h < ()2,

the family (5.15) becomes

C(u; Ih, (2) = exp {- ([(-log UI)02 + (-log U2/'2]Ol/8 2

+(-log ua)8 1 ) 1/8 1
}.

The generalization of the family B7 to M7 is given in Section
6.3.1.

5.4 Extensions to negative dependence •

In this section, we use the theory of Section 4.4 to extend some
families in the previous two sections to negative dependence. The
extension comes from extending families of LTs l/Je to functions in
Ln for different n (see (1.1) in Section 1.3). From Section 4.4, a
condition needed for negative dependence is the subadditivity of
the function 1](z) = </>-I(e- z ), with concavity of 1] or equivalently
convexity of 1]-1 = -log l/J being a sufficient condition.

Details are shown for several parametric families to study the
range of negative dependence that can be achieved with theory of
Section 4.4. It is not known what is the most negative dependence
that can be obtained with this approach. A number of the tedious
calculations were done with the aid of symbolic manipulation soft
ware.

Family M4E. Extension of B4, M4 and LTB. Write the
gamma family of LTs as </>(s) = </>e(s) = (l+(}s)-l/B) 0 > O. The LT
¢o(s) = e- S is obtained as () -+- 0, and the family l/J8 extends to f) <
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Table 5.3. Most negative values of T and ps for family M4E and MVN.

m Am r ps r(MVN) ps(MVN)

2 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
3 1/2 -0.3333 -0.4667 -0.3333 -0.4826
4 1/3 -0.2000 -0.2930 -0.2163 -0.3198
5 1/4 -0.1429 -0.2119 -0.1609 -0.2394
6 1/5 -0.1111 -0.1656 -0.1282 -0.1913
7 1/6 -0.0909 -0.1359 -0.1066 -0.1593

oby writing 4>e(s) =(1 + Os)f.I/fJ, 0 < 0, where (z)+ = max{O, z}.
(The extended family <P(J is the family of generalized Pareto survival
functions.) Let A = -8 so that <Pe(s) =(1- AS)I/A, 0 ~ s ~ A-I,
A > O. The function 1J(z) = <p;l(e- Z

) equals A-I(l - e- AZ ) and
has second derivative r]"(z) = _Ae- AZ :::; 0, so that it is concave.
I t is easily verified that

(-l)i </>~)(s) = [IT(1- kA)] (1 - As)-i+ I
/

A
, j = 1,2, ... ,

k=O

and this is non-negative if and only if A ~ (j-1 )"-1. Hence <Po E .em
and (4.4) exists if8 ~ -(m-l)-l = -Am' The Frechet lower bound
obtains for A= 1 (8 =-1).

Table 5.3 lists the bivariate Kendall tau and Spearman rho values
for the most negatively dependent permutation-symmetric copula
of form (4.4) from this family of cPe in the cases m = 2, ... , 7.
The KendaH tau value is -A/(2 - A). For comparison, the val
ues of r, Ps for the most negatively dependent exchangeable MVN
distributions are given in the last two columns of Table 5.3. The
formulas are T = ~ arcsin(Pm) and ps = ~ arcsin(Pm/2), with
Pm = -em - 1)-1. The extended family has a good range of ex
changeable negative dependence compared with the MVN distri
butions but the drawback is that zero density exists in a certain
region (see Section 4.4).

Family M3E. Extension of B3, M3 and LTD. The loga
rithmic series family of LTs is </Jo(s) = -O-llog[1 - (1 - e- 9 )e- s ]

for (J > O. The limit as () -+ 0 is </Jo(s) = e- S
• The family extends to

functions in [,1 for all negative parameter values; in this case, write
</>o(s) == ,\-llog[l + (e>' -l)e- s ], with A =-0> O. Then <pil(i) =
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Table 5.4. Most negative values of rand ps for family MSE.

m Ym Am T PS

2 00 00 -1 -1

3 1 0.69315 -0.0766 -0.1148
4 0.26795 0.23740 -0.0264 -0.0395
5 0.10102 0.09624 -0.0107 -0.0160
6 0.04310 0.04219 -0.0047 -0.0070

- log[(eAt -1 )/(eA-1)] and 1](z) = <Po 1(e- Z
) = -log[(exp{ Ae- Z

}

l)/(eA - 1)]. It is straightforward to obtain 1]'(z) =(exp{Ae- Z} 
1)-1 ..\ e- Zexp{oX e- Z} ~ 0 and 1]"( z) = (exp{,,\ e- Z} - 1)- 2,,\ e- Z
. exp{oXe-Z}[l + Ae- z - exp{..\e- Z

}] ::; O. Therefore 1] is concave.

Next we study (-1)j <p~j)(s). Let y = (eA -1)e- S so that dy/ds =
-Yo Then

(-1 )j <P~j ) ( s) = A-I Aj (y)/ (1 + y)i, j = 1, 2, ... ,

where Aj(y) is a polynomial in y (of degree j - 1 for j ~ 2). The
recursion for the Aj is

Aj+l (y) = y[(l +y)Aj (y) - jA j (y)),

with Al (y) = A2(y) = y. If Aj (y) = I:{::~ ajkyk, j 2:: 2, it can
be shown that aj+l,l = ajl = 1, aj+l,j = -aj,j-l = (-l)i by
induction, and aj+l,k = kajk - (j + 1- k)aj,k-l for 2 ~ k ~ j-1.
The polynomials Aj (y) are positive for y near zero, with the first
positive root of Aj decreasing as j increases. Let Yj be this root
and let Aj = log(1 + Yj). Then <Po E L m if A ::; Am. For m = 2,
A2(y) = Y so that Y2 = A2 = 00. That is, bivariate copulas of
the form (4.3) exist for the entire extended parameter range. The
Frechet lower bound copula obtains as () ~ -00 (oX ~ 00). In Table
5.4, for m = 2, ... ,6, are listed Ym, Am and the bivariate Kendall
tau and Spearman rho values for the most negatively dependent
permutation-symmetric copula of the form (4.4) from this family
of <Po. From the table, this family does not allow much extension
into the negatively dependent range for m 2: 3; the range is much
smaller than that of the family M4E.

Next we consider partially symmetric copulas of the form (4.7),
(4.10) and (4.11). Let w = cPo

l

l ocPo 2 with (h < O2• With p =01/02 ,
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Table 5.5. Lower bounds (LB) on parameters Jor Junctions in £; (family
M3E).

-1
-1

-2
-1.11

-3
-1.00

-4 -5
-0.89 -0.81

-6
-0.75

1 -9-' 1 2Ci = - e I, 'l = , ,

For fh 2:: 0, w is in .c~. For fh = -A < 0, consider the three cases of:
(i) O2 > 0; (ii) O2 =0; and (iii) O2 < O. For (i), p < 0,0 < C2 < 1 and
w(s) = -log[(I- y)P -1] + loglc11, with y = C2e-s :::; C2 (dyjds =
-V). For (ii), w(s) =-log(eY-1)+log(eA -1), with y =Ae- a S A.
For (iii), p > 1, Cl, C2 < 0 and w(s) =-log[(l + y)P - 1] + log lcd,
with y ::: -C2 e- s :::; IC21.

The analysis of w is not simple. For (ii), w'(s) = yeY j(eY - 1) =
yj(! - e-Y ) 2:: 0, W"(s) = y(l - e- y)-2[(y + 1)e-Y - 1], wIlles) =
y(l-e- y )-3[e-2Y (y2+3y+l)+e- Y (y2-3y-2)+I]. w"(s) :::; 0 since
y + 1 ::; eY • wlll(s) ~ 0 if and only if e- 2Y (y2 + 3y + 1) + e-1I (y2 

3y - 2) + 1 ~ 0, or g(y) = y2 + 3y + 1 + eY (y2 - 3y - 2) + e
2y ~ O.

Since g(O) = 0 and g' (y) ~ 2y + 3 + eY(2y2 + y - 3) def g1 (y), it
suffices to show gl (y) 2:: O. This is true since 91 (0) = 9~ (0) ::: 0 and
gf > O.

For (i), let WI =<Pe
l

l o <Po and W2 =<POl O<P92 , where ePO(8) = e- a
•

Then w =Wi 0 W2' Let V = -Ole-a. Then -w~ =VI(1 - e-Y ) ~ 0,
w~' = -yeY(eY - 1)-2[eY - y - 1) :::; 0, wt = yeY(eY - 1)-3[y2(1 +
eY )+3y(1-eY )+(1-ey )2] ~ 0 and (-l)i-lw~j)~ O,j ~ 1. Hence it
follows that w' =w~ (W2)W~ ~ 0, w" =Wf(W2)(W~)2 +w~ (W2)W~ :::; 0
and Will ~ O.

For (iii), w'(s) = py(l+y)P-l j[(1+y)P -1] ~ 0, w"(s) =-py(l+
y)P-2(1+y)P-l]-2(1+y)P-l- py] and Wlll(S) =py(1+y)P-3[(1+
y)P -1]-3[(1-y)z2 + z(p2 y2+(2- 3p)y-2)+(p2 y2+(3p-1)y+ 1)]
where z = (l+y)P. w"(S) :::; osince (l+y)P-l- py =p(p-l)Y5/2 ~

o for some 0 ~ Yo :5 y. Will (s) --+ 0 as y --+ 0 (or s --+ 00) and
W"l(S) > 0 for y near O. A conjecture based on some numerical
computations is that w"'(s) ~ 0 for all s ~ 0 if w'''(O) 2:: O.

For fixed 81 , there should be a lower bound on the possible value
of O2 so that w E £;. These values are given in Table 5.5 for a few
cases; they were obtained nunlerically.
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Extension of B6, M6 and LTA. The positive stable LTs
<l>o(s) ='exp{-s1 j 8}, B ~ 1, extend to decreasing functions in £1
for 0 < 0 < 1. The second derivative of 4>8 is

eP~(s) = e.xp{ _sl/B}'\S>'-2['\SA -,\ + IJ,
where ,\ =0- 1 . This derivative can be negative near s =0 if B < 1
or ,\ > 1, so that 4>0 rf. £2 for 0 < a< 1. Hence no copulas of the
form (4.3) result from the extension.

Extension ofB5, M5 and LTC. Let the LTfamilybe <l>o(s) =
l-(l-e- s )I/B,B 2:: 1. This can be extended to decreasing functions
in £1 for 0 < B< 1. Then 7](z) = <p- 1(e- Z

) = "":'log[1-(l-e-Z )o],
7]' ( z) == 0(1 - e- Z ) °-1 e- Z / [l - (1 - e- Z ) B] and

r/'(z) = [1- (1- e- Z )(J]-20(1 - e- z ){}-2e-Z {(1- e- Z
){} + ae- z -I}.

The term g(w) = (1 - w)O + aw - 1 is non-positive, for w = e- Z E
[0,1], since g(O) = 0 and g'(w) = 0[1 - (1 - w)8-1] S; 0 for 0 <
w,O < 1. Therefore T] is concave. With y = e- s , dy/ds = -y and
,\ = a-I, the second derivative of <Po is

<I>~(s) = ,\y(l - y)>.-2(1 - '\y),

and this can be less than 0 if ,\ > 1 «() < 1). Therefore for this
family of <Po, there are no negatively dependent copulas for (4.3).

We study one more family that has more negative dependence
than the family M3E.

Family MB9E. Extension of family BB9 and LTL. A two
parameter LT family is 4>(s) = ePo,o/s) = exp{-(a9 + s)1/9 + a},
a~ 1, a ~ O. This can be extended into a family in £'1 for () > 0,
a ~ O. Let'\ = 0- 1. H(s) = -log<l>(s) = (0'8 + S)A - a is convex
for 0 < () < 1. With y = a O+ s 2: aD, the first four derivatives of
¢ are:

4>'(s) =_¢(S),\yA-l ::; 0; ¢"(S) = 4>(S),XyA-Z[,\yA -,\ + 1];

if/"es) =_¢(s),\yA-3[,\2 y2A - 3'\(.-\ - l)yA + (,\ - 1)(,\ - 2)];

¢(4)(s) =¢(s),\yA-4[,\3y3A _ 6,\2(,\ _ 1)y2A

+,\(,\ - 1)(7'\ - 11)yA - (,\ - 1)(,\ - 2)(,\ - 3)J.

¢"(s) ~ 0 for all s 2: 0, if ,\(a - 1) + 1 2:: O. If 0 < ,\ ~ 1,
then ¢8,cx E £2 for all a > 0, and if ,\ > 1, then ¢o,cx E £2 for
(l' ~ 1 - 0 = 1 - ,\ -1. The third and fourth derivatives are harder
to analyse. Let z = yA. The roots of ,\2 z2 -3'\(,\-1 )z+(,\ -1)(..\ - 2)
in <pili are [3('\ - 1) ± J(,\ - 1)(5'\ - 1)]/(2'\). If the roots are real
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Table 5.6. Lower boundary values of Ot for given 8 for family MB9E.

0- 1 : 1 2 3 4 5 00

£2: 0 0.5 0.6667 0.75 0.80 1
£3: 0 1.5 1.8819 2.0687 2.1798 2.6180
£4: 0 2.7247 3.3333 3.6287 3.8037 4.4909

(,\ < 1/5 or A 2:: 1), let Zo be larger root with the + sign. Then
4>'" :::; 0 for aU s ::: 0 if a ?: Zo or if both roots are complex. If
o< ,\ :::; 1/5, Zo < 0 :::; a. If ,\ > 1, Zo is positive so that there is
a lower bound on 0' in order that <P8,Ot E £3. Similarly, the lower
bound on 0' for £4 can be computed numerically. For some selected
values of ,\ > 1, a table of the lower bounds on a for 4J8,Ot to be in
£2, £3, £4 is given in Table 5.6.

For 0 < 0 < 1 and a ::: 1- 0, C('ll, v) = 4J(cP- 1(u) + 4J-1(v» is a
copula with negative dependence. The formula is

C('ll, v) = exp{-[(O' -logu)8 + (a -logv)8 - 0'0]1/8 + a}, (5.17)

and as (J -+ 0, the copula becomes

C(u,v) ='llvexp{-a-1(log'll)(logv)}, a ~ 1. (5.18)

The distribution in (5.17) is increasing in concordance as 0 in
creases for aU fixed 0', and it is decreasing (increasing) in concor
dance as a increases for fixed 0 ::: 1 (0 :::; 1). Expression (5.18)
represents the family of copulas for the family of bivariate expo
nential distributions in Example 2.5. Note that (5.17) does not
depend on a for 0 = 1 (the independence copula). The distribu
tion in (5.18) is increasingincconcordance~as- a increases .and the
independence copula obtains as a -+ 00; (5.18) has the form of
(4.3) with "pot(s) =exp{a(l- eS

)}, 0' ::: 1. This family of functions
in £2 comes from a limit of <Po ,ot as 0 --t 0 if scaling is done with the
limit, i.e., it is the limit of 4Jo,Ot(ciJOs) = exp{-a(l + 8S)1/6 + a}.

For (5.18), the Kendall tau and Spearman rho values correspond
ing to the a values in the last column of Table 5.6 are given in Table
5.7. These are the smallest possible values for the permutation
symmetric copulas (4.4) with cP in this family. For m = 3,4, a
greater range of negative dependence obtains compared with fam
ily M3E.

It is not known how to find LT families with extensions such
that (4.4) has positive density on (O,l)m and has more negative
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Table 5.7. Most negative values of T and ps for family MB9E.

m Q' T PS

2 1 -0.3613 -0.5240
3 2.6180 -0.1637 -0.2435
4 4.4909 -0.1010 -0.1511

dependence than the examples given in this section. Also unknown
are results that can quantify the range of negative dependence that
can be achieved with the approach of Section 4.4.

5.5 Multivariate copulas with general dependence

In this section, we list five families of parametric multivariate cop
ulas that have flexible general positive dependence structure. Some
are extensions of families in Section 5.2. The ideas of Sections 4.4,
4.5 and 5.4 can be used to extend some of them into the range
of negatively dependent bivariate margins. The first three families
are based on the theory of Seeton 4.3 and have closed-form cdfs;
two are families of extreme value copulas, and in the third a lim
iting family of extreme value copulas is obtained in Section 6.3.1.
Repeating from Section 5.3, an m-variate copula C is a (multivari
ate) extreme value copula if C(u~, ... , u:n) = C t ( Ul, ... , urn) for
all t > O. The last two families are based on Section 4.5 and their
extreme value limits are also given in Section 6.3.1.

Family MMI. In (4.25), let !{ij be the family B6 with para
meter fJij and let 'lj; be the family LTA with parameter e. The result
is the family: for () 2: 1 and fJij 2: I, i < j,

m 1/8
C(u) = exp{ - [2: (Pi zf)6'i +(Pj zJ)6.;) 1/6.; +2: ViP} zJ] },

i<j j=l

(5.19)

where Zj = -loguj, Vj 2:: 0, Pi = (Vi +m-l)-l, j = 1, ... ,m.
This is a family of extreme value copulas since the exponent in
(5.19) is homogeneous of order 1 as a function of Zl, .. . , Zrn. The
bivariate margins are:

Cij(Ui, Uj) = exp{ - [«PiZ!)O'i + (pjzJy5 ii )1/6ii

+(Vi + m - 2)PiZ1 + (Vj + m - 2)Pizj]1/B}.
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When Pi = Pi = 1 or Vi = Vj = 2 - m, this bivariate copula
corresponds to the family B6. The tail dependence parameter is
Aij =2 - [(pta; + pJa;)l/tS ii + (Vi + m - 2)Pi + (Vj + m - 2)Pi]l/8;
it increases as {)ij or 8 increases. Further tail dependence analysis
of this family is given in Section 6.3.1.

Farnily MM2. In (4.25), let ]{ij be the family B7 with para
meter ()ij and let "p be the family LTB with parameter e. Let
Uj = pj(uj 8 -1), Pj = (Vj +m-l)-l, Vj ~ 0, j = l, ... ,m.
The result is the family: for () > 0 and 6ij > 0, i < j,

C(u) =[f>;' - (m - 1) - L (u;6'; + uj6';)-1/6,;r l/
'.

j=l l~i<j~m

(5.20)
The special case [2:~1 u;" - (m - 1)]-1/8 arises as Pi --+- 0, j =
1, ... , m. The bivariate margins are:

Cij(Ui, Uj) = [ui' + uj' - 1- (fli tSij + ftjtSii)-1/6ii]-1/8.

When Pi = Pi =1, this bivariate copula corresponds to the family
BB4. This copula has both lower and upper tail dependence. Using
the approximations uj' -1 ~ 0(1- Uj) and Uj ~ pjO(1- Uj)

as Uj --+- 1, j = 1, ... , m, the upper tail dependence parameters
can be computed as Aij,U = (p;6 ii + pi 6ii )-1/6,,;. The lower tail

dependence parameters are Aij,L = [2 - (pi 6ij + Pj6ii)-1/6ii]-1/8.

The tail dependence parameters are increasing as hij increases. The
upper tail dependence parameters do not depend on 0; the lower
tail dependence parameters increase as 0 i~creases.

The upper tail extreme value limit is

exp{ - L e-:r:· + E(p~eSij ecSij:r:. + pjeS.; eOij:r:j) -1/6.j }.

i i<j

It is not so interesting as it does not depend on O. The lower tail
extreme value limit is more interesting. It is similar to (5.19) and
generalizes the family B7 (see the family MM8 in Section 6.3.1).

Family MM3. In (4.25), let !(ij be the family B7 with para
meter 6£j and let 1/J be the family LTA with parameter O. Let Zj =
-loguj, Pj = (Vj + m - 1)-1, Vj ~ 0, j =1, .. . ,m. The result is
the family of extreme value copulas:

C( ) - {[~ 8 "'( -6ij -86a; + -6ij -868j )-1/6ii ] l/B}
U -exp - L..J Zj -L..J Pi Zi Pj Zj ,

j=l i<j

(5.21)
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e > 0 and 8i j > 0, i < j.
The hivariate margins are:

C ( ) - {[ e e (-6 ij -06ij -6;j -06ij)-1/6;j]I/0}ij Ui, Uj - exp - Zi +Zj - Pi Zi +Pj Zj .

(5.22)

When Pi = Pj == 1, this bivariate copula corresponds to the family
BB5. The upper tail dependence parameter for (5.22) is Aij ==
2- [2- (p~6;j+Pj6ii)-1/6ti]l/8. It is increasing as 8ij or () increases.

For m == 3, with 813 -+ 0,812 == 823 == 8, VI == V3 == -1, V2 == 0,
PI == P3 == 1, P2 == ~, (5.21) becomes

C() { [ B 8 8 (-86 26 -86)-'!'-( -86 26 -(6)-'!']'!'}u==exp -zl+z2+z3- zl + Z2 6 Z3 + Z2 68.

(5.23)

The bivariate margins of (5.23) are Cj2(Uj, U2) == exp{ -[zJ + z~ 
(zj 86 + 26z;86)-1/6P/O}, j == 1,3, and C13(U1, U3) == exp{-(zf +
z~)~/O}. The tail dependence parameters are Aj2 == 2 - [2 - (1 +
2°)-1/°]1/8, j == 1,3, and A13 == 2 - 21/ 8 . As 8 -+ 00, Aj2 -+

2 - (1.5)1/8.

Family MM4. Consider the construction in (4.37)-,(4.39) for
mixtures of conditional distributions with the associated copulas
inthefamilyB4,i.e.,Cij(ui,Uj) == C(ui,uj;6ij) == ui+uj-l+[(l
Ui)-6 i ,; +(1- Uj )-6;,; _1]-1/6 i ,;, Oij > 0, 1 :5 i < j :5 m. From The-
orem 4.20, the resulting copula family has upper tail dependence
for each bivariate margin and has a wide range of dependence. This
family leads to a family of MEV distributions (see Section 6.3.1).

Family MM5. Consider the construction in (4.37)-(4.39) for
mixtures of conditional distributions with the family B5 for the
bivariate copulas, i.e., Cij == C(·;8ij ), bij 2:: 1, is in the family B5
for all 1 :5 i < j ::; m. The resulting copula family has similar
dependence properties to the family MM4, and it also leads to a
family of MEV distributions.

From Theorem 4.11, 4.14 and results in Section 5.1, the families
MMI-MM3 are increasing in the -<~w ordering as the 6ij increase or
Vj decrease; it is conjectured (with support from numerical checks)
that they also increase in -<~w as 0 increases. For the families MM4
MM5, for i < j with j - i 2:: 2, the conditional dependence of the
ith and jth variables, given variables i + 1, ... ,j - 1, increases as
6ij increases; the -<~w ordering need not hold as the 6ij increase,
but the (i, j) bivariate margin increases in concordance for 8ij in
creasing (Theorem 4.19).
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As can be seen from the parametric families in this section, one
motivation for the development of the theory in Chapter 4 has been
the construction of parametric families of MEV distributions with
general dependence structure. There is more on the topic of MEV
distributions in the next chapter.

5.6 Bibliographic notes

For the families B1 to B8, refer to Joe (1993) for some background
and multivariate extensions. Without all of the properties of Sec
tion 5.1, there are many parametric families of bivariate copulas;
see Hutchinson and Lai (1990) for a fairly exhaustive compilation.
B3 has been studied in Nelsen (1986) and Genest (1987), and B4
has been studied in Clayton (1978), Cook and Johnson (1981),
and Oakes (1982). B12 is studied in Cuadras and Auge (1981) and
Nelsen (1991). Of the properties in Section 5.1, one of the hardest
to check is the 81 ordering. This property is shown in Fang and Joe
(1992) for some families of copulas, and is included in the examples
in Section 2.-2.7 for others; for B2, Theorem 2.14 can be applied
with symbolic manipulation software.

The families in Sections 5.2 to 5.5 are mainly from Joe and Hu
(1996) and Joe (1994; 1996a). The extension to negative depend
ence for the bivariate case has been known for B4; see Ruiz-Rivas
(1981) and Genest and MacKay (1986). Regarding M3E, this model
has been used in Meester and MacKay (1994), but without men
tioning that there is a limit to the range of the parameter space
for negative dependence. For a more gene~al multivariate version
ofB10 than (5.2), see Johnson and Kotz (1975) and Shaked (1975).

5.7 Exercises

5.1 Verify directly the SI property for the families B2 to B7 (in
the range of positive dependence).

5.2 For the farnily B2, show that u-C(u, v; 8) =C(u, I-v; 8- 1).

For the family B3, show that u-C(u, v; 8) = C(u,l-v; -8).
(See Sections 7.1.7 and 1.6 for the interpretation.)

5.3 Verify the density for the Plackett copula in the family B2
and show that it is non-negative.

5.4 For the family Bl1 with copula C(u, v; 6) =6(u 1\ v) + (1
6)uv, 0 :5 <5 :5 1, show that if (U, V) "'J C(-; 6) and Yl =
I(U ~ x), Y2 = J(V ~ x), then the correlation of Yl, Y2
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is 5 for any a < x < 1. Does this property hold for other
fa'milies?

5.5 Verify the properties listed for the families BI-E8. Also ver
ify the copulas (independence or Frechet bounds) that are
obtained at the end points of the parameter ranges.

5.6 Verify the properties listed for the families BDI-BBIO.

5.7 For the multivariate copula in (5.2), show for m = 3 that
the constraints on the parameters are:

-1 :::; 512 , 513 , 623 :::; 1,

-1 + /612 + 623 / :::; 613 :::; 1 -1812 - 823 1.

Determine the constraints on the parameters for m =4.

5.8 Prove that the family B9 is increasing in -<c, by filling in de
tails in the following (proof due to T. Hll). Let Z 1, Z2, Z3, Z4,
Z12, Zi2' W12, Wt2 be rvs with unit exponential distribu
tions. Let It;, 1{)" 1t1l 1; be Bernoulli rvs with respective para
meters 6,6',1],7]. Let F(·; 6) be the bivariate exponential cdf
for the stochastic representation in (5.1):

Xl =(1 - 8)Zl + I{)Z12 , X 2 =(1 - 5)Z2 + 16 Z 12 , (5.24)

where 16, 2 1 , Z2, Z12 are independent. Suppose [/ > 8 > a
and set 1] = (6' - 8)/(1 - 6). Let (Yl, Y2 ) t'V F(·; 6') with
stochastic representation:

Yl = (1 - 6')Z3 + .l6,Z;2' Y2 = (1 - 6')Z4 + 16,Z;2'

where 16' , Z3, 2 4 ,2;2 are independent. Substitute ZI = (1
7])Z3 + 111 W I2 , Z2 = (1- 7])Z4 + I;Wi2 into (5.24) to get

Xl = (1 - 0')23 + [(1 - 6)17] W12 + 16 Z12],

X 2 = (1 - 6')24 + [(1 - 6)1; Wi"2 + 16 Z 12], (5.25)

with 1{" 111 , I;, Z3, Z4, W12 , Wi2' Z12 independent. Also,

Yl = (1 - O')Z3 + [(1 - 0)[7] W12 + 16 Z12],

Y2 = (1 - 6')Z4 + [(1 - 8)17] W12+ 16Z12L (5.26)

since (1- 6)I7]W12 + !r,Z12 4 16,Zi2 (this can be shown us
ing moment generating functions). Using the representations
(5.25) and (5.26), it follows that (Xl, X2)-<c(Yl, Y2) or that
F(·; 6)-<cF(-; 6'). .

5.9 For specific cases of (5.15) for the families M3, M4 and M6,
show that (5.15) is not a proper copula if 81 > 82 ,
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5.10 Study the two-parameter family of Archimedean copulas
based on the family LTK in the Appendix.

5.11 Study the multivariate and negative dependent extensions of
the family BB8 of bivariate copulas by extending the families
LTJ, LTK of LTs to £m.

5.12 Verify the details below which show that the property of a
TP2 density does not hold for 6 > 2 for the family B2. Let
c(U, v; 6) be the density of the family B2. Consider

c('UI, VI; 6) c( 'U2, V2; 6) - c(Ul, V2; 6) c(U2, VI; 6), (5.27)

for Ul < U2, VI < V2. This expression is negative when li > 2,
Ul, U2 are close to zero and Vb V2 are close to 1. Let v =I-v;
expanding c to second order near u =0, V =1 leads to

c(u, V; 8) ~ 8- 1[1 + 2p(u +v) + 3p2(u2+ li~) +auv] ,

where p = (6 - 1)/6 and a = 46- 2(262 - 56 + 3). Therefore
(5.27) is equal in sign to (4p2 - O:)(UI - U2)(VI - V2) =
46- 2(6 - 1)(2 - 6)(Ul - U2)(Vl - V2).

5.8 Unsolved problems

5.1 Verify or disprove the property of a TP2 density for the farn
Hies B7 and B8. Numerical checks seem to suggest that the
property holds.

5.2 Numerical checks seem to suggest that the property of a TP2
density holds for 1 < 6 :5 2 for the family B2. Also, numeri
cally it appears that the property of a TP2 cdf holds for the
family B2. Can these properties be shown analytically?

5.3 Find other-parametric-families of Laplace transforms that can
lead to interesting copulas.

5.4 For the families BB3, BB4 and BB5, show analytically the
properties of the concordance ordering.

5.5 Find a parametric family of copulas of the form (4.4) that
have positive density on [O,l]m and more negative depend
ence than the families M3E and MB9E for m ~ 3.

5.6 This problem may be helpful to solve the preceding problem.
Find the infimum of T = 1 - 4 fooo s[4>'(s)]2ds (the value of
Kendall's tau from Theorem 4.3) subject to 4> E £m'.



CHAPTER 6

Multivariate extrellle value
distributions

This chapter is devoted to multivariate extreme value (MEV) mod
els and their applications. A main goal is the construction of para
metric families of MEV distributions with wide dependence struc
ture. A typical example that provides some motivation for MEV
models is given in Section 11.3.

A summary of the sections, including the highlights, is the follow
ing. Section 6.1 gives the brief background from univariate extreme
theory that is relevant to statistical inference. Section 6.2 contains
the background in MEV theory, including Pickand's representa
tion and characterization for min-stable multivariate exponential
(MSMVE) distributions, and shows the contrast between MEV
limit theory and MVN limit theory. To relate to earlier chapters,
we show that MEV distributions are one setting for naturally using
copulas and exploiting the properties of copulas. Section 6.3 con
tains parametric families of MEV copulas in the form of MSMVE
distributions; sevp.ral families are derived from the extreme value
limit of families of copulas that are given in Chapter 5. Section
6.4 is on the point process modelling approach for inference with
multivariate extremes. Section 6.5 is on choice models and the use
of MEV models in the psychology and econometrics literatures.
Section 6.6 is devoted to mixtures of MEV distributions, which
include max-geometric stable multivariate distributions.

6.1 Background: univariate extremes

Let Xl, X 2 , • •. be iid rv's with continuous distribution function F.
Let Sn =Xl + .. ·+Xn, Mn =max{Xl1 ... , X n} =Xl V···V Xn,
and Ln = min{X l , ... , X n } = XII\·· ·I\Xn . Paralleling the central
limit theorem and stable laws based on Sn, one can consider the
possible limiting distributions for (Mn-an)/bn and (Ln-cn)/dn as
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n --+ 00 for suitably chosen sequences {an}, {bn}, {en}, {dn}. (The
sequences need not be unique.) One needs only to study the case
of maxima as the theory for minima is similar due to the identity
min{X1, ... ,Xn } = -max.{-Xl,""-Xn }.

The main weB-known result or the 'three-types' theorem, with
contributions from Fisher, Tippett, von Mises, Gnedenko and de
Haan, is that the only possible limits are the location-scale farnilies
based on the cdfs:

1. Ho(x) = exp{_e- X
}, -00 < x < 00 (Gumbel or extreme value

distribution);

2. H1(x; 8) =exp{ -X-B}, x > 0,8 > 0 (Frechet distribution);

3. H_ 1(x;8) = exp{-(-x)9}, x < 0,8 > 0 (Weibull distribu
tion).

Necessary and sufficient conditions are given in books on extreme
value theory, for example, Galambos (1987) and Resnick (1987). F
is said to be in the domain of attraction of the Gumbel, Frechet
or Weibull distribution if one of these distributions is the extreme
value limit.

By reflection, the possible limits for minima are the location-
scale families based on the cdfs:

1. Ho(x) = 1 - Ho(-x) = 1 ..... exp{ ..... eX
} , -00 < x < 00;

2. Hi(x; 0) = 1 - H1(-x; 0) = 1 - exp{-(-x)-O}, x < 0,0 > 0;

3. H~l(X; 8) =1- H_1(-x;0) = 1- exp{-x8}, x > 0,0> 0.

After location/scale changes, the three types can be combined
into the generalized extreme value (GEV) family:

H(X;I) =exp{-(l + lX):;}/1'}, -00 < x < 00, -00 < 1 < 00,

where (y)+ =max{O, y}. 1--+ 0 yields Ho(x), i > 0 yields HI (l +
;x; 1/;), and i < 0 yields H_ 1(-I-,x; -1// ),

Example 6.1 (Some special cases.) Note that Pr«Mn -an)/bn ::;
z) = Pr(Mn $ an + bnz) = pn(an + bnz). For illustration, some
examples are the following.

(a) Exponential. F(x) = 1 - e-x , x > O. Let an = logn =
P-l(I_ n-1), bn = 1; then Fn(an+bnz) = (1- n-1e-z)n --+

exp{_e- Z
}, -00 < Z < 00, the Gumbel distribution.

(b) Pareto. F(x) =1- x- 1/1', X > 1, i > O. The tail gets heavier
as i increases. Let an = 0, bn = n'Y = F-1(1 - n':" l

); then
Fn(an + bnz) = (1 - n- 1z-l/'Y)n --+ exp{ _z-l/'Y}, z > 0, the
Frechet distribution.
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(c) Beta. F(x) = 1 - (1 - x)-l/'Y, 0 < X < 1, I < O. The tail
get~ heavier as I increases or -I decreases and the upper
end point of support is finite. Let an = 1, bn = n'Y = 1 
F-1(1- n- 1); then Fn(an + bnz) = [1- n-1(_z)-1/'Y]n -+

exp{-(_z)-l/ i }, z < 0, the Weibull distribution.

(d) F(x) = 1 - (logx)-l, X > e. This has a heavier tail than
the Pareto distributions and there is no extreme value limit
based on linearity.

o
Since Pareto distributions are heavier-tailed than exponential

distributions which in turn are heavier-tailed than distributions
with finite upper end point of support, 1 can be interpreted as a
tail parameter that is l~l.fger for a heavier tail. For another example,
the domain of attraction for a normal distribution is the Gumbel
distribution but the sequences of constants are not simple in form
(see the references cited earlier).

An application of univariate extreme value theory is as follows.
For data MIn, ... , Mkn consisting of (approximately) iid maxima
based on n observations each, the three-parameter GEV model
H«y - p)!u; /) is used as an approximation Fn(y), assuming n
is sufficiently large. From this, an approximation for the tail prob
ability F(y), y large, is

1 - F(y) ~ 1 - HI/n«y - Jl)!u; I)

~ -log H1/n((y - J-L)!u; ,)

= n -I( 1 + I[Y - p]/u)+ l/'Y,

and for a large threshold T,

1- F (x + T) f"'.; [1 + ,(x+ T - J.1)!u] -1/'Y _ ( ! "') - 1/ 'Y
1 - F(T) f"'.; 1 + ,(T _ p)!u + - 1 + ,x a + '

where u* =1 +,(T - J.l)!a. This is the generalized Pareto approx
imation to the conditional tail distribution of a distribution that is
in the domain of attraction of an extreme value distribution. The
multivariate extension of this is given in Section 6.4.

A data analysis error is to fit a parametric family to data and
extrapolate to extreme such as the 99th percentile. For these ex
treme value inferences, it is better to apply extreme value theory
and the generalized Pareto distribution to the largest data values
(say, less than the top 10%).
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6.2 Multivariate extreIne value theory

Let (Xi!,.'" Xim) be iid random vectors with distribution P,
i =1,2, .... Let Mjn =maxl$i$n Xij, j =1, ... , m, be the com
ponentwise maxima. From a sample of vectors of maxima, one can
make inferences about the upper tail of F using multivariate ex
treme value theory.

MEV distributions come from limits (in law) of «MIn -aln)/b1n ,
... , (Mmn - amn )/bmn ). If a limiting distribution exists, then each
univariate margin must be in the GEV family. The multivariate
limiting distribution can then be written in the form

C(H(Zl;id,···, H(zm;im»,

where H (Zj ; ij) are GEV distributions and C is a multivariate
copula. Further properties of MEV distributions and a method
for constructing MEV distributions are given after the following
univariate result on transforms and extremes.

Lemma 6.1 Let Xl, X 2 , ••• be iid with distribution function F
and let r(Xd = Xi, i =1,2, ... , be iid with distribution function
F'" 1 where r is strictly increasing. Let Mn = max{Xt, ... , X n },

M~ =max{Xi, ... , X~}. Suppose Pr«Mn - an)/bn ~ z) --+ H(z)
and Pr«M~ - a~)/b~ :5 z*) --+ H*(z*), where Hand H* are ex
treme value distributions. Note that Pre(M~ - a~) / b~ :::; z*) =
Pr(Mn ::; r-l(a~ + b:z*» = Pr«Mn - an)/bn ::; [r- 1(a: + b~z*)

an]/bn ). Hence limn[r-l(a~ + b~z*) - an]/bn exists. Let s(z*) be
the limit. Then H*(z*) =H(s(z*».

Now, returning to the multivariate setting) let (MIn, ... , M mn )

be a vector of componentwise maxima of the iid random vectors
(XH, ... ,Xim) from F, and suppose

G(z) =lim Fn(aln + b1nzl, ... )amn +bmnzm)
n

= limPr(Mln ~ al n + b1n zt, ... , Mmn ~ amn + bmnzm}
n

(6.1)

where C is a copula. Let Tj be a strictly increasing transform of
the Xij, and let the transformed variables and maxima be Xij
and Mln. Suppose the transforms are such that (Mln - ajrJlbjn
converges in distribution as n -+ 00 for all j. Let

G*(z*) =limPr(M;n ::; ain + binzi,···, M~n ~ a~n + b~nz~)
n

=C*(H(zi; it),· .. , H(z:'n; i~»
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for a copula C*. Also, by Lemma 6.1,

limPr«Mjn - ajn)/bjn :s [rj l(aJn + bJnzj) - ajn]/bjn , Vi)
n
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=G*(z*) =C(H(SI(Z;); ~Y1), ... , H(sm(z:n); rm))
for some functions SI"",Sm' Hence H(sj(zj);,j) = H(zj;rj),
j = 1, ... , m, and C = C*. The importance of this result is for
obtaining MEV distributions through the taking of limits, since
one can take univariate margins and constants ajn, bjn that lead
to easier calculations (see Section 6.2.2).

The next result gives conditions that MEV copulas must satisfy
and shows the relationship to MSMVE distributions, which are
defined below.

Suppose (6.1) holds and let k be a positive integer. Then the
sequences ajn, bjn , j = 1, ... , m, are such that

limPr(M1,kn :::; aln + b1n Z1 , •.. , Mm,kn :s; a mn + bmnzm )
n

= Gk(Zl," ., zm) =Ck(H(ZI; ~Y1), ... ,H(zm; 'Ym». (6.2)
Also

Pr(M1,kn :s aln + b1n Z 1 ,···, Mm,kn :s amn + bmnzm )

=Pr([Mj,kn - aj,kn]/bj,kn :::; [ajn + bjnzj - aj,kn]/bj,kn, 1 :::; j :::; m)
-+ G([Zl - J.Ld/ut, .. . , [zm - J.Lm]/Um)

= C(H([ZI - Jld/O"l; i'd,· .. ,H([zm - J.Lm]/iTm;'Yrn)) (6.3)
for some constants J.Lj, iTj, and Pr(Mj,kn:::; ajn +bjnzj ) -+ Hk(zj, ri)
for each j. Hence

Gk(z) = C*(llk(ZI;rd, ... ,Hk(Zk;/k») (6.4)

for some copula C*. From univariate extreme value theory, it fol
lows that Hk(zj;rj) = H([zj - J.Lj]!Uj;rj) for each j, and hence
C = C* from matching equations (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4).

Next, let Uj = H(zj "j). Then from (6.2) and (6.4)

Ck(Ul"",Um)=C(ur, ... ,u~), k= 1,2, ...

or

Hence

C( l/r l/r) C1/ r()u1 , .. "Um = U , r = 1,2, ....

C k / r () C k ( l/r l/r) C( k/r k/r)U = u 1 ' ... , U m = u 1 ' ... , Urn

for all positive integers k, r. This can be extended to

C(uL ... ,u~) =Ct(u) Vt > 0,
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by continuity and approximation of a real number by a sequence of
rational numbers. Let D(y) = C(e-Y1 , ••. , e-Ym ) be a multivariate
distribution with unit exponential survival margins. Then

C(e- tY1 , ••• , e- tYm ) = D(ty) = C t (e-Y1 , ••• ,e-Ym ) = Dt (y).

Hence A = -logD satisfies A(ty) = tA(y) which implies that D
is a MSMVE survival function as given in Theorem 6.2 below.

Definition. Let X be an m-dimensional random vector with
survival function G. Suppose Xi. is exponential with mean IIi, i =
1, ... , m. X (or G) is min-stable multivariate exponential
(MSMVE) if for all w E (o,oo)m, min{Xl!wt, ... ,Xm!wm} =
(X1/wd /\ ... A (Xm/wm) has an exponential distribution.

Note that the property of closure under weighted minima is ana
logous to the property of closure under linear combinations for
the MVN family, with the operator A replacing the + operator.
The explanation of the term 'stable' is given later in this section.
The next theorem shows that MSMVE distributions have survival
functions G such that - log G is homogeneous of order 1.

Theorem 6.2 Let G be a MSMVE survival function. Then A =
-log G is homogeneous of order 1, i.e., A(tx) = tA(x) for all
t > 0, .x E (o,oo)m. Conversely, if G is a multivariate exponential
survival function and -log G is homogeneous of order 1, then G
is MSMVE.

Proof. Let X be MSMVE with survival function G. From the def
inition, for w E (o,oo)m,

Pr(m.inXj/wj > t) =Pr(Xj >tWj, 1:5 j :5 m) =G(tw) = e-tA(w)
J

for a constant A which depends on w. Hence A(w). =-log G(w)
for all w (by letting t = 1). Therefore A(tw) = -log G(tw) =
tA(w) for all t > 0 and W E (0, oo)m.

The converse is easy to prove, based on the preceding paragraph.
o
Survival functions satisfying the homogeneity condition of The

orem 6.2 can be obtained from some families in Chapter 5, after
substituting exponential survival margins into the copulas. The
next two theorems show that the class of MSMVE distributions
is infinite-dimensional (this is a contrast to the finite-dimensional
MVN family that arises from limit theory of sums of random
vectors with finite second moments). However for statistical in
ference, parametric inference is easier than nonparametric infer-
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ence for the multi-dimensional situation, so that a goal is to find
finite-dimensional parametric subfamilies that cover well the en
tire family represented by (6.5). Parametric families of MSMVE
distributions, equivalently MEV copulas, are given in Section 6.3.

Theorem 6.3 (The Pickands representation of a min-stable mul
tivariate exponential distribution). Let G(x) be a survival func
tion with univariate exponential margins. G satisfies -log G(tx) =
-t log G(x) for all t > °if and only if G has the representation

-log G(x) = { [ffi.ax (qixdJ dUeq), Xi 2: 0, i = 1, ... , m,1Sm l~t~m
(6.5)

where Sm = {q : qi 2: O,i = 1, ... ,m, Liqi = I} is the m
dimensional unit simplex and U is a finite measure on Sm.

Proof. This is a result of Pickands and an alternative statement of
Theorem 5.4.5 of Galambos (1987); the proof is given in Galambos
(1987). 0

Remarks. If X has an exponential distribution with mean 1, then
Y = l/X has a Frechet distribution with cdf exp{-y-l}, y > 0.
For maxima, sometimes it is more convenient to work with the
representation for a max-stable multivariate Frechet distri
bution. This has cdf:

F(y) = exp{- r [m.ax (qiyi l
)] dU(q)}, Yi ~ 0, i = 1, ... , m,1sm l~t~m

(6.6)
with Sm and U as defined above.

In the bivariate case, a simplification of the characterization is
possible; the condition involves convexity.

Theorem 6.4 Suppose B is a continuous non-negative function
on [0,1] with B(O) = B(l) = 1. Suppose that B has right and
left derivatives up to second order except for at most a countable
number of points. Then G(x, y) = exp{ -(x + y)B(x/(x + y»)} is
a bivariate exponential survival function if and only if B is convex
and max{w,l- w} ::; B(w) :s 1 for O:s w :s 1.

Proof. The first-order derivatives are -fJG/fJx = G(x, y)[B(w) +
(1 - w)B'(w)] and -aG/ay = G(x, y)[.B(w) - wB'(w)], with w =
x/ex + y). These equations hold for right and left derivatives.
Because G must be decreasing in x, y in order to be a survival
function, necessary conditions are: (i) B('ll}) + (1 - w)B'(w) ~ °
and B(w) - wB'(w) 2: 0, for all w E [0,1]; and (ii) B'(w+) 2:
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B'(w-) if B' is discontinuous at w. Note that (ii) follows from
- ~~ (x, y+) ~ - ~~ (x, y-) and - ~~ (x+, y) ~ - ~~ (x-, y). Hence
B'(O) ~ -1 and B'(I) ~ 1. The second-order mixed derivative
(treat as right and left derivatives if B' is not continuous every
where) is G{[B + (1 - w)B'][B - wE'] + (1 - w)wB" I(x + y)}.
This must be non-negative in order for G to be a survival function.
Letting x, y---+-O with xl(x+y) ---+- w E (0,1), a necessary condition
is B"(w) ~ 0 whenever B' is continuous at w. Putting everything
together, B must be convex and max{w, 1 - w} :5 B(w) ~ 1.

Next for sufficiency, from convexity and the lower boundary
constraint, B'(w) ~ (B(w) - 1)lw ~ (1 - w - 1)lw = -1 and
B'(w) ~ (1 - B(w»/(l - w) ~ (1 - w)/(l - w) = 1. Hence
B(w)+(l-w)B'(w) ~ (1-w)-(1-w) =0 and B(w)-wB'(w) ~
w - w =0 and the first-order derivatives have the right signs. If B
has a corner at point Wo with B'(wo+) ~ B' (wo-) (this must be
the direction of the inequality from the convexity condition), then
the first-order monotonicity is fine. Therefore if B' is continuous,
the second-order mixed derivative is non-negative if B" ~ O. If B
has some corners, so that G has a singular component, then the
above second-order mixed derivative is non-negative and the abso
lutely continuous component is fine. Hence G is a survival function.

o
Theorem 6.5 Let G be given by the preceding theorem. If B has a
corner point (or more than one), then G has a singular component.

Proof. The survival function Gl I2(xly) is given by

eYG(x, y)[B(:JC~1.,) - :JC~yB'(:JC~Y)]·

If B has a corner point at Wo E (0,1) so that B'(wo+) > B'(wo-),
then G l I2(xly) has ajump discontinuityat-x::= woy/(l-wo), when
Wo = x/(x+y). The conclusion now follows from Theorem 1.1. 0

From earlier in this section, MSMVE distributions have MEV
copulas. When the copulas take on univariate GEV cdfs, the results
are MEV distributions for maxima (which can arise as extreme
value limits). When the copulas take on GEV survival margins for
minima, the results are MEV survival functions for minima.

The MEV distribution is max-stable (min-stable) for multivari
ate maxima (minima). (A multivariate distribution F is max
stable if for each t > 0, Ft(x) = F(au + bUXl, ••• ,amt -;- bmtxm)
for some vectors at, b t , and it is min-stable if for each t > 0,
Ft(x) = F(au + buxI, ... , amt + bmtxm ) for some vectors at, b t .

With t being a positive integer n, this means that the vector of
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compon~ntwisemaxima (minima) has the same distribution up to
location-scale changes.) If G(x) = e-A(x) and A is homogeneous
of order 1, then Gt(x) = G(tx) so that the min-stability property
holds.

The final result in this section concerns the density of a MSMVE
survival function. Note that maximum likelihood estimation for the
MEV or MSMVE models requires the density.

If G = e- A is a survival function, then the density g, which is
(_1)m times the mth-order mixed derivative, is

[

k 81Pd A ]
g(z) =exp{-A(z)} 2:. (_l)m-k II D. 8z. (z) ,

{Ph' .. I Pk } El' i = 1 J EPi J

where P is the set of partitions of {I, ... , m}. From this, we have
the following theorem.

Theorem 6.6 For j = 1, ... ,m, let aj, bj be reals with 00 ::; aj <
bi ~oo. Let G be a function from xl=l (aj, bi) to [0,1], which is de
creasing in each of the m arguments and satisfies (a) limzj_bj G(z)
= 0 and (b) limzj_aj'Vi G(z) = 1. Let A = -log G. Then G is a
survival function if for every subset S E 8m ,

alSIA
(_1)1+151 (z) ~ ° Vz.

DiES 8z j

6.2.1 Dependence properties

MSMVE distributions are max-id (since if G is MSMVE then
Gt(x) =G(tx), t > 0), and hence so are MEV copulas. By The
orem 2.6, MEV copulas are positively dependent, being TP2, for
example, when m = 2. Furthermore, the stronger positive depend
ence property of association holds.

Theorem 6.7 IfG is an MEV copula, then C is associated. Hence
any MEV distribution is associated.

Proof. This is summarized from Proposition 5.1 of Marshall and
Olkin (1983).

Because the dependence concept of association is preserved un
der strictly increasing or decreasing transformations of v~riables, it
suffices to show that MSMVE distributions are associated. Because
association is preserved under limits in distribution, and because
of Pickand's representation (Theorem 6.3), it suffices to show asso
ciation in the case where U(q) in (6.5) consists of a finite number
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of masses. For this case, suppose qk = (Qkll .. . , Qkm), k = 1, ... , r,
are the support points with respective masses ale > O. Then (6.5)
becomes

r

A(x) ="'" ale m.ax qkjXj. (6.7)L...t l<.<mk:1 _J_

Hence e- A is the distribution of X with Xj = rninl:5k$r akjZk,

where akj = (qlejGIe)-l, and Zl,"" Zr are iid exponential rvs with
mean 1. Note that

Pr(Xj > xiIi =1, ... , m) =Pr(Zk > m.ax Xj/akj, k =1, ... , r)
l$J$m

r

=exp{- "'" m.ax Xj/akj}.
L...., l<J<m
k=l - -

Since (Zl,' . '1 Zr) is associated by Theorem 2.4(d) and X consists
of increasing functions of independent rvs, X is associated. 0

The next result shows that for a bivariate copula with tail de
pendence, the extreme value limit has the same tail dependence
parameter A. Hence, the BEV limit is not the independence cop
ula. In Section 5.1, the BEV limits are indicated for those families
that have tail dependence. The result also applies to the bivariate
margins of a multivariate copula.

Theorem 6.8 Let C be a bivariate copula and let F(xl, X2) =
C(I- e-z1,l- e-Z2

). Suppose limu_l C(u , u)/(l- u) = A, where
A E (0,1] and liffin_oo Fn(Xl + logn, X2 + logn) = H(xl, X2) =
exp{ -1J(XI, X2)} with univariate margins exp{ _e-Zj

}, j = 1,2.
Let C*(Ul, U2) = H( -log[-logul], -log["": logu2])' Then

lim C· (u, u)/(1- u) =A.
u-I

Proof. From (6.9) below,

71(X, x) = lim n[I-F(x+logn,x+logn)]
n-oo

= lim n[e-z-logn + e-z-logn - F(x + logn, x + logn)]
n-oo

_ 2e- Z _ Ae-X •

Now, with it =-log[-logu],

C* (u, u)/(I- u) - [1- 2u + exp{-7](u, u)}]/(1-:- u)

[1 - 2u + u2-"']/(I- u) --+ A

3SU--+l. 0
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6.2.2 Extreme value limit results
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(6.8)

In this subsection, to avoid technicalities, limits are written under
the assumption that they exist. In particular applications, one does
have to check for their existence. General conditions for existence of
limits can be found in Galambos (1987, Chapter 5), Resnick (1987,
Chapter 5) and M.arshall and Olkin (1983). Note that to check that
a limit is a proper distribution, one needs to check the boundary
conditions but not the rectangle condition of Section 1.4.2.

Theorem 6.9 Let (Min, , M mn ) be a vector of maxima from
iid random vectors (Xii, , X im ) from F and suppose

Fn(al n + b1nZ1 , ... , amn + bmnzm )

= limn Pr(Mln ~ aln + b1nZ1 , . .. I Mmn ~ a mn + bmnzm )

converges weakly to .H(z). Suppose the limits

lim nFs(ajn + bjnzj,j E 5) = rs(zj,j E 5)
n-oo

are finite for all S E Sm. If

exp{ L (-1)ISl rs (zj, j E S)}
SESm

is a non-degenerate distribution function, then it is equal to H.

Proof. This is part of Theorem 5.3.1 in Galambos (1987). An out
line of the proof is as follows. We use the notation an + bnz for the
vector (aln+b1nZ1 , ... , amn +bmnzm).lf z is such that Fn(an+bnz)
converges to a value in (0,1), then F(an + bnz) -+ 1. Hence,

Fn(an+bnz} =exp{ n logF(an+bnz)},...., exp{ -n[1-F(an +bnz)]}.

The conclusion now follows with the use of equation (1.4). 0
A general approach for deriving MEV distributions is based on a

family of copulas. From earlier results in this section, the univariate
margins can be conveniently taken to be exponential with mean 1
in order to derive the limiting MEV distribution, since the MEV
copula that results does not depend on the univariate margins. Let
the starting multivariate exponential distribution be denoted by
F. The limiting MEV distribution is

lim Fn(Xl + log n, ... , Xm + log n);
n-oo

the linear transform Xi + log n comes from Example 6.1. This can
be converted to a MSMVE survival distribution with the trans
forms Zj = e-X,i, j = 1, ... , m, of the Gumbel univariate margins.
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If F has bivariate tail dependence then the limit has dependent
margins. If F does not have bivariate tail dependence such as for
the MVN distribution or copula, then the limiting MEV distribu
tion corresponds to the independence copula. If F is a member of a
parametric family, then a parametric family of MEV distributions
can result.

From the preceding theorern and its proof, (6.8) is the same as

exp{ - lim n[l - F(XI + logn, ... , Xm + logn)]}, (6.9)
n-oo

or
m

exp{- Le-Xi + L (-l)ISlli~nFs(xj +logn,jE S)}.
i=1 SESm,ISI~2

(6.10)
Let X .- F. Another form is based on using the identity

m

1 - F(x) = E Pr(Xi > Xi)
;'=1

- L:l:Sj<k:Sm Pr(Xj > Xj,Xk > Xk,Xi::; xi,i < i < k),

in (6.9). With limnexp{-xi -logn} =exp{-xd, i = 1, ... ,m,

(j,j+1(Xj, Xj+1) ~r nl~~ n[l- Fi,i+1(Xj + logn, Xj+1 + logn)],

and

(jk(Xj, ... , Xk)~ lim n Pr(Xj > Xj + logn,
n-oo

X" > Xk + 10gn, Xi :5 Xi + logn, j < i < k),

for j < k, k - j > 1, then

lim n[l- F(x + log n)] ='"'"' exp{-Xi} - ~ (jk(Xj, . .. , Xk)
n-oo L.J L...J

i i<"
(6.11)

is the exponent in (6.9). Special cases are given below and in the
next section.

For example, consider application to the limiting MEV distri
bution for (4.39) in Section 4.5. If 1 - Cj k has simple form for all
j < k, then for (4.39),

1 - F1, ... ,m(x) =1 - F2,... ,m-l(X2,"" Xm-l) (6.12)
rX2

••• r:&m-l [1 - C (F F: )] dF .+ Jo Jo 1m 112,. ..,m-l, mI2, ...,m-l 2, ...,m-l,

so that a recursion formula is possible for the limit in the exponent
of (6.8). Let M =logn and z = (Z2,"" Zm-l). Then n times the
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integral in (6.12), with argument x + M, leads to:

rX2+M rXm _ 1+M

nio io [1 - Clm(FlI2, ... ,m-l (Xl + Mlz),

Fm I2 , ,m-l(Xm + Mlz))] . f2, ... ,m-l(Z) dz2 ··· dZm - 1

=1X2

•• jXm_l [1-C1m(FIl2, ... ,m-t{Xl +MIV2+M, ... ,Vm-l +M),
-M -M

Fm I2,... ,m-l(Xm + Ml v2 + M, ... , Vm-l + M))J

·eM
f2, ... ,m-l(V2 + M, ... , Vm-l + M) dV2'" dVm-l

--+1X2

•• ·1xm

-

1

(1- Clm(l- al,2... ,m-l(V2 - Xl,···, Vm-l - xt},
-00 -00

1 - am ,2... ,m-l(V2 - X m ,.·., Vm-l - X m »]
.b2 ,... ,m-l(V2, ... , vm-d dV2'" dVm-l (6.13)

under conditions similar to those in Theorem 4.20 (note that the
functions al,2 ...,m-l, a m,2... ,m-l and b2,... ,m-l are defined in the
proof of Theorem 4.20). For 1 ::; j < k :::; m with k - j > 1,
let 1]jk(Xj, .. . , Xk) be the limit similar to (6.13) starting with Cjk

instead of C l m, and for 1 ::; j < m, let

7]j,j+l(Xj, Xj+d = J!...~ n[l - Fj,i+l(Xj + log n, Xj+l + log n)].

Then limn[l- F1, ... ,m(x + logn)], in the exponent of (6.9), is

{ ~~{0ii;'+l-i(Xi'("" xm+l-i») { } m even,
L.."i=l 7Ji,m+l-i Xi,· .. , Xm+l-i +exp -X(m+l)/2 m odd.

(6.14)

A simpler form of the limit may result from (6.11), with

lim n Pr(Xj > xj+log n, Xk > xk+1og n, Xi :::; xi+log n, j < i < k)

=1Xi
+

1
...f

Xk

-
1
ejk (Fili+1, ...,k-l(Xj+MIVj+l +M, ... ,vk-l+M),

-M J-M
Fk/j+l, ... ,k-l(Xk + Mlvj+l +M, ... ,Vk-l + M))

·eM
!j+l, ... ,k-l(Vj+l + M, . .. ,Vk-l + M) dVj+l ... dVk-l

j

Xi+1 jXk-l _ (
--+ ... Cjk l-aj,i+l, ...,k-l(Vj+l-Xj, ... ,Vk-l-Xj),

-00 -00

1 - a k ,i +1, ,Ie -1 ( Vi +1 - X k, ... , v Ie -1 - X k»
.bj +1 , ,1e-1(Vj+l, ... , vk-d dVj+l" ·dVk-l

=(jk(Xj, ... , Xk). (6.15)
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The functions ai,i+l, ...,k-l, ak,j+l, ... ,k-l and bj+1, ...,k-l are defined
in the proof of Theorem 4.20.

6 ..3 Parametric families

A MEV distribution with univariate margins transformed to expo
nential survival functions becomes a MSMVE distribution. Let G
be a min-stable m-dimensional exponential survival function. From
Theorem 6.2, the exponent A = -log G satisfies

A(iz) =tA(z) Vt > O. (6.16)

Let Gs be a marginal survival function of G, with S E Sm. Then
Gs{zs} = exp{-As{zs )}, where As is obtained from A by setting
Zj = 0 for j ¢ S. The notation in this section is such that the
arguments of A are shown through a subset S when more than one
A is used.

In this section, in terms of the exponent A, we list some paramet
ric families of MSMVE distributions that interpolate from indepen
dence to the Frechet upper bound. As mentioned in Section 4.1,
desirable properties are a wide range of dependence structure and
closure under the taking of margins, etc. The families in Section
6.3.1 are such that each parameter has a dependence interpreta
tion. Most of these families make use of the methods of construction
in Chapter 4 and Section 6.2. Other parametric families are given
in Section 6.3.2; for these the interpretation of parameters may not
be as straightforward.

6.3.1 Dependence families

(6.17)

(6.18)

(6.19)

6 ~ O.

This subsection indudesa listing-of pararneter families of MSMVE
distributions with good dependence properties and is intended as
a reference of useful parametric MSMVE families. We start with
three one-parameter bivariate families and then go on to families
that could be considered as multivariate extensions.

The three bivariate families B6, B7 and B8 in Section 5.1 are
families of MEV copulas; in the min-stable exponential form, the
exponents - log G are:

A(Zl, Z2; 6) - (z~ + z~}116, 6 ~ 1,

A(Zl, Z2; 6) - Zl + Z2 - (z16 + z;6)-1/6, 6 ~ 0,

A(Zl) Z2, 6) - Zl ~(6-1 + ~6[log(Zl/Z2)])

+z2~(6-1 + ~6[log(Z2/Z1)]),
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The independence case (A( Zl, Z2) = Zl + Z2) obtains when 6 = 1, 0
and 0 in (6.17), (6.18) and (6.19), respectively; the Frechet upper
bound (A(Zl,Z2) = max{zl,z2}) obtains when {j = 00 in all these
cases.

Multivariate extensions of these bivariate models are given next
together with some discussion and interpretations. Equation (6.19)
derives from a (non-standard) extreme value limit of the BVN dis
tribution and has a multivariate extension with a parameter for
each bivariate margin. Equations (6.17) and (6.18) have two dif
ferent parallel multivariate extensions, although the extension of
having the bivariate family with a different parameter for each bi
variate margin does not exist (or has not been constructed). The
extensions that have been obtained satisfy different properties: (i)
each bivariate margin is in the family (6.17) or (6.18), but there
are only m-1 distinct bivariate parameters among the m(m-1)/2
bivariate margins (see Section 5.3); (ii) m - 1 of the m(m - 1)/2
bivariate margins are in the family (6.17) or (6.18), with differ
ent parameters possible, and the remaining bivariate margins are
not of the same form, but overall there is a flexible dependence
structure.

Family MS. The multivariate extension of (6.19) is closed under
margins and has (6.19) with parameter {jij = 6ji for the (i,j) bi
variate margin. The dependence structure is like that of the MVN
(except that there is no negative dependence). Let aij =6:/ ' i #- j.
Let Pkij = [ark + aJk - Q-lj]/[20:'ikC¥jk] for i, j, k distinct. A sym
metric form is given followed by a recursive (non-symmetric) form;
the latter is more suitable for numerical computations in maximum
likelihood estimation.

The symmetric form is:

A1...m (z;6ij,l::; i < j::; m) = Zl + ... + Zm - L {Zi + Zj

l~i<j~m

-zi<I>(6ijl + !6ij[log(zi/Zj)]) - zj <I>(6ij l + !6ij [log(zj/zdD}

+ L (_1)lsl+1 rs(zi, i E S; 8i j, i < j, i, j E S),
s:lsl~3

where for S = {il , ... , ik} with i l < ... < ik,

r S (Zi, i E S; Oij , i < j, i, j E S)

=JoZik ~k-l(log(Y/Zij)+26i:~ik,j = l, ... ,k-l;r)dy,
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4>k-l('; f) is the MVN survival function with covariance matrix
f, and f = f(6ij ,i j"j,j' = 1, ... , k - 1) is the (k - 1) X (k - 1)
matrix with (j, j') element equal to 2(6i~2i + 6;2 i - 6;~. ) for

" Ie ,I, Ie " ,I
1 :s; j, j' :s; k - 1, and 6ii 1 is defined as zero for aU i.

Proof. See Husler and Reiss (1989). The derivation was essentially
based on Theorem 6.9 with the correlation parameters of a MVN
distribution approaching 1. The sequences ajn =an, bjn =bn come
from univariate extrerne value theory. 0

With parameters listed in lexicographic order, the exponent, in
recursive form for m ~ 3, is:

A l ...m(z; 012,· .. , Om-I,m)

= Al, ... ,m-l(Zl, ... ,Zm-l;612, ... ,6m- 2,m-d+ (6.20)

10'- ~m-1(6~~ + t6i,m[log(t)J, iSm - 1; (Pmij )i<j$m-1) dq.

By permuting the indices of (6.20), alternative representations are
possible. The constraints on the 6ij are that they are non-negative
and the covariances matrices in all possible representations are
positive definite.

Proof. The proof of the simpler form of the three-dimensional case
is given here. The proofs for higher dimensions are similar.

For m = 3,

A I23 (ZI, Z2, z3i 6121 613 , 623) =zl + z2 - B 2 (ZI, z2; 612) + Z3

-B2(zl, Z3; 613) - B 2(Z2, z3; 623) + B3 (Zl, z2, z3; 612, 6131 623),

(6.21 )
where

B2(xt, X2; 6) =:: i'" <1>(6- 1 + ~610g(qIX1» dq

= xl + X2 - Xl <1>(6- 1+ ~6[10g(Xl/X2)]) - x2<1>(6- 1 + ~e5[log(X2/Xl)])

and

B3(Zl, Z2, z3i 612 , 613 ,023) =
iZ

• <1>2 (6'il + ~613[log(ql%1)], 6il + }623 [log(ql%2)]; P3l2) dq,

with P312 as defined above.
Now, B2(Zj, Z3; e5j3) for j = 1,2 can be rewritten as

[. <l>2(61l + ~613[log(q/%dl, -00; 11312) dq
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and
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1Z3

<P2(-00,623
1 + ~623[log(q/Z2)]; P312) dq

respectively, and hence the last four tenns of (6.21) simplify to the
last term in (6.20) when m = 3. 0

For the first generalization of (6.17) and (6.18), a derivation is
given for a specific choice of clustering; the proof in general is
the same, but there is no simple notation to cover all cases (see
Section 5.3). We give one general form of clustering, followed by
the second possibility for m =4. The general form consists of root
clusters {1,2} and {j+l},j =2, ... ,m-I, and derived hierarchical
clusters {I, ... , k}, k = 3, ... , m. In the notation of Section 5.3, the
parameters are written as /31,2, /31,3, ... , /31,m.

Family M6. (This is a continuation of family M6 in Section
5.3.) With A 12 given by (6.17), the exponent, in recursive form,
for m 2: 3, is:

(6.22)

([A ( 4 /3 )] 131 m+ 13 1 m) 1/13 1 ,ml, ... ,m-l Z1"",Zm-1;,1..I1,2,·", 1,m-l . Zm' ,

/31,2 2: /31,3 2: ... 2: /31,m 2: 1.

The other case for m = 4 has root clusters {I, 2} and {3,4}, and
the derived hierarchical cluster {1,2,3,4};the parameters are /31,2,
/33,4,131,4, The exponent is

(6.23)

((Zf,,2 + z~"2)/3t,,II3t,2 + (zg3" + Z~3,')iJ1,'liJ3") 1113", ,

1 ~ !31,4 ::; !31,2, !33,4'

Family M7. (A generalization of family B7.) The way to use a
model that generalizes (6.17) to get one that generalizes (6.18) is
as follows. The generalization of (6.18) is a sum of terms, with a
term for each non-empty subset of Zl, ... , Zm. The sign of a term
is (-1 )1 5 1+1 for a subset S. The last term with all m variables
can be obtained from (6.22) by changing all {3 to -(3. The term
with variables Zi, i E S, can be obtained from this last term by
crossing out variables Zi' with if f/:. S and then simplifying. For
example, with the right-hand side of (6.22) now denoted by B1...m ,

and with the same clusters as in (6.22), the generalization of (6.18)
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has exponent Ai ...m given by

+ L (_l)k+l L B 1... k(Zjll ... , Zj,,; -fJl.i2'· .. , -fJl,iJJ,
3$k$m il<"'<i"

f31,22: ... 2: f31,m ~ O. (6.24)

Similarly, there is an extension of (6.18) with dependence structure
analagous to the model in (6.23).

The derivation of (6.24) and its extensions comes from the lower
extreme value limit of the family M4 (or the upper extreme value
limit applied to the associated copula of M4 when survival func
tions are used for the univariate arguments), using Theorem 6.9
and (6.10).

For 1 ~ jl < j2 ~ m, the bivariate margin of (6.22) (respectively
model (6.24» is family (6.17) «6.18» with parameter bid2 = f31.i2'
Hence for fixed 1 < k :5 m, the bivariate dependence between vari
ables j and k is the same for aU j < k. Also the bivariate depend
ence is decreasing with k. Hence to use (6.22), (6.23), (6.24) and
their extensions, the variables have to be indexed in an appropriate
order. All higher-order margins (for m ~ 3) of (6.22) and (6.24)
are within the same family. For model (6.23), the (1,2), (3,4) bi
variate margins are (6.17) with parameters f31,2, f33,4 respectively,
and the remaining four bivariate margins have parameter f31,4' The
trivariate margins of (6.23) are in the family (6.22).

N"ext we turn to the second generalization of (6.17) and (6.18),
which has m(m - 1)/2 distinct bivariate dependence parameters,
with m - 1 of the m(m - 1)/2 bivariate margins being (6.17) or
(6.18). For some parameter vectors, the remaining bivariate mar
gins are dose to (6.17) or (6.18). The models that have these prop
erties are given for m =3 and 4 dimensions explicitly rather than
in a general form because the form of the model is too complex. The
general multivariate version can be obtained foHowing the steps in
Section 6.2.2, especially (6.14) and (6.11) respectively for general
izations of (6.17) and (6.18).

Family MM6. This family comes from the upper extreme value
limit of the family MM5 (see Section 5.5) and some of the bivariate
margins have the form of(6.17). With lexicographic ordering of the
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paramet~rs, the exponents for m = 3,4 are:

A 123(Zl, Z2, Z3; 012 ,013 , (}23) (6.25)

- Z + J-logz2[n013 '- n 813 _ nB13nB13]1/(J13e-V2 dV2
- 2 -00 '/12 I '/32 '112 '/32 ,

where TJ12 = ry(Zl' e- V2 , (}12), 7J32 = TJ(Z3, e- V2 , (}23) and TJ(s, t, 0) =
1 - [1 + (s / t )8J- 1+1/ B; and

A I234 (z; (}12," ., (}34) = (Z~23 + z~23)1/023 (6.26)

+(0 - 1) f-logz2!-logz3[n814 + n0 14 _ n014n814Jl/014
23 -00 -00 '1123 '/432 '/123'/432

.(e-023V2 + e-(J23V3)-2+1/023e-023(v2+V3) dV2dv3,

where TJl23 = 7J1(7J12, TJ32' (}13), TJ432 = TJI(TJ43 , TJ23' (}24), ryl(S, t, 0) =
1 - [(s/t)(J + 1 - s8]-1+1/0(1 - SO), '1]32 =TJ(e- V3 , e-V2 , (}23), TJ43 =
TJ(z4,e- V3 ,(}34) and TJ23 = TJ(e- V2 ,e-V3 ,(}23)'

In (6.25) and (6.26), the (}ij are greater than or equal to 1. The
models are such that the (i,i + 1) margins, i = 1, ... , m - 1, are
in the family (6.17) with parameters (}j,i+l' The remaining para
meters have interpretations in terms of conditional dependence.
The (1,2,3) and (2,3,4) margins of (6.26) are (6.25) with respect
ive parameter vectors «(}12, (h3, (}23) and (023,024,834)' The para
meter (}13 measures the amount of conditional dependence of the
first and third univariate margins given the second, and (}24 has
a similar interpretation. A larger value of the parameter means
more conditional dependence. Similarly, (}14 measures the amount
of conditional dependence of the first and fourth univariate mar
gins given the second and third margins. Numerical comparisons
indicate that the (j, j') bivariate margins with j' - i > 1 become
closer to (6.17) as the parameters, 8jp, j' - j > 1, get closer to
1. This suggests that one way to assign variables to the indices
1, . , . , m is such that the strengths of dependence for the resulting
adjacent variables are greater.

Family MM7. This family comes from the upper extreme value
limit of the family MM4 (see Section 5.5) and some of the bivariate
margins have the form of (6.18). With lexicographic ordering of the
parameters, the exponents for m = 3,4 are:

A l23 (Zl, Z2, Z3; (}12, (}13, (}23) =Zl + Z2 + Z3 - (Zl6'12 + Z:;(J12)-1/lJ I2

j
-IOgZ2

_(Z:;(J23 + z;8 23 )-1/0 23 _ [7]12813 + TJ32013 _ 1]-1/013e-v2dv2,
-00

(6,27)

with 7]12 = 7](zl,e- V2 ,812 ), 7]32 = 7](z3,e- V2 ,823 ) and 7](s,t,O) =
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[1 + (t/s)8]-1-1/8; and

A 1234(Z; 012 , . • . ,034 ) =A 123(ZI, Z2, Z3; 012 , 013 , 023 ) + Z4

j
-IOgZ3

_(Zi 934 + z'4934)-1/934 - -00 [7J;B24 + 7J'4: 24 - 1]-1/924e-v3dv3

j
-IOgZ2j-lOgZ3

-(1 + 023) -00 -00 [7Jl!314 +7J'4:tt
- 1]-1/814

.(e823V2 + e823v3)-2-1/823e823(v2+v3) dV2dv3, (6.28)

where 1J123 = 1J'(1J12,1J32,(J13), 1J432 =1J'(1J43,1J23,(J24 ), 1J'(s, t, 8) =
[(s/i)-9 + 1 - t 9l- I - I / 8

I 7132 =71(e-V3
, e-V2

, ( 23), 7143 =7J(Z4, e-V3
I

( 34 ),7123 ='T}(e- V2
, e-V3

, ( 23) and 1123 = 'T}(z2,e- V3 ,823 ).
In (6.27) and (6.28), the 8ij are greater than or equal to O. The

interpretation of the parameters and the relations for the different
dimensions are the same as for the models in (6.25) and (6.26).

Remarks. Equations (6.25) and (6.26) are of the form (6.14) and
the family of copulas used for (4.37)-(4.39) in Section 4.5 is the
family B5, Le., C(u!, U2; 8) = 1 - [(1 - Ul)6 + (1 - U2)8 - (1 
'Ul)O(1 - U2)8P/8, 0 ~ 1. Equations (6.27) and (6.28) are of the
form (6.11) and (6.15) and the family of copulas used for (4.37)
(4.39) is the associated copulas of the familyB4, i.e., C(u}, U2,() =
'Ul + 'U2 - 1+ [(1- 'Ul)-8 + (1- U2)-8 - 1]-1/8 , 8 ~ O. The details
are mostly straightforward but care must be taken in dominating
the integral to use the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem
before collecting terms and arriving at the terms in (6.25)-(6.28).
The two families of copulas are chosen because in the bivariate case
they have extreme value limits corresponding to (6.17) and (6.18),
respectively.

Next, the families MMI and MM3 from Section 5.5 are listed
here in the form of the exponent of the MSMVE distribution. The
family MM8 is also listed and derives from the lower extreme value
limit of the family MM2 in Section 5.5.

Family MMI. In MSMVE form, the exponent is:

m 1/8

A 1...m (z) =[ E (Pi zfy5 ii + (pjZJ)'iii)1/6
ij +E ViPiZf] ,

l$i<i$m i=l
(6.29)

where Pi =(Vi + m - 1)-1. The (i, j) bivariate margin is:

Aij(Zi, Zj) = [«PiztrSij + (PiZJ)6ii)1/6ij

+(Vi + m - 2)Pizt + (Vj + m - 2)pj z1l 1/9.
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Table 6.'1. Tail dependence parameters in a special trivariate case of
family MM1.

0 2 - 21/8 3 - 2(1.5)1/8

1 0 0
1.25 0.259 0.234
1.5 0.413 0.379
1.75 0.514 0.479

2 0.586 0.551
2.5 0.680 0.648
3 0.740 0.711
4 0.811 0.787
6 0.878 0.860
8 0.909 0.896

00 1 1

With m = 2, Pi = Pj = 1 or Vi = Vj = 0, this is the exponent
in the family B6. The upper tail dependence parameter is Aij =
2- [(pt ij +pJi j

)1/6ij + (Vi +m - 2)pi + (Vj + m - 2)pj FIe; it increases
as 6ij or () increases.

In a special case of m = 3, we check for the range of dependence
that is possible for the bivariate tail dependence parameters. With

613 = 1, 612 = 623 = 6, VI = V3 = -1, V2 = 0, and PI = P3 = 1,
P2 = ~' (6.29) and (4.25) become

( ) [( -6 86 86)1 / 6 (-6 86 86)1 / 6] I/O ( )A 123 Zl, Z2, Z3 = 2 Zz +zl + 2 Zz +z3 . 6.30

The bivariate margins are Aj2(Zj, Z2) = [(2- 6z~6 +zJ6)1/6+~z~P/8,

j = 1,3, and A13(Zl, Z3) = (zf + zg)I/8. The bivariate tail depend
ence parameters are ..\12 = A23 = 2 - [(2- 6 + 1)1/6 + !P/o and
A13 = 2 - 21/

8. As 6 -+ 00, A12 ='\23 -+ 2 - (1.5)1/8. A comparison
of A13 with the non-sharp lower bound max{O, ..\12 + A23 - I} =
max{O,3 - 2(1.5)I/e} is given in Table 6.1. The table shows that
there is a lot of flexibility in how small '\13 can get given A12 = A23.

Also from Theorem 4.17, (6.30) has a wide range for the triple of
bivariate Kendall taus.

Family MM8. (Lower extreme value limit of family MM2.) The
lower tail extreme value limit of the family MM2 is given below;
it is analogous to (6.29) and generalizes the family B7. Let Os
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denote the nlargin of C in (5.20) with indices in S E Sm. Using
Theorem 6.9, the function rs(zi, i E S) is defined as the limit of
nCs (n- 1e- Za

, i E S) as n -+ 00, with Zi > 0, i = 1, ... , rn. It is
straightforward to verify that

The limiting MEV copula has exponent

A1 ...m(z) = ZI + ... + Zm + E (-l)l sl+l rs(Zi, i E S). (6.31)
SEs,lsl~2

Many of the dependence properties of this family are the same as
for the family MM2.

Some special cases are given next. For m =2, with VI =1/2 =0,
(and hence PI = P2 = 1) and 6 = 612 , (6.31) becomes A(ZI' Z2) =
ZI + Z2 - [z1 9+ z;9 - (zfcS + z~cS)-I/cS]-1/9 which appears from the
BEV limit in the family BB4.

For m =3, with 613 ~ 0, 612 = 623 = 6, VI = 1/3 = -1, V2 = 0,
(6.31) becomes

A 123(Z) = Zl + Z2 + Z3 - (z}8 + z;9)-1/8

[z}9 + z;9 _ (zf6 + 26z~cS)-1/cS]-1/8

[z;9 + z;9 _ (z;6 + 26z~6)-1/61-1/9

+ [z}9 + z;9 + Z;9 _ (zf6 +26z~6)-1/6

_(z;6 + 26z~6)-1/6]-1/8.

The bivariate rnargins (by letting one of the Zi go to zero in turn)
are Aj2(Zj,Z2) = Zj + Z2 - [Z;9 + z'29 - (zJ6 + 26z~6)-1/6]-1/9,

j = 1,3, and A13 (Zl, Z3) = Zl + Z3 - (z18 + z;9)-1/9. The cor
responding tail dependence parameters, 2 - A i k(l, 1), are Aj2 =
[2 - (1 + 26)-1/6]-1/9, j = 1,3, and '\13 = 2-1/ 9. As 6 -+ 00,

'\12 ='\32 -+ (1.5)-1/9. The calculations, given in Table 6.2, show
that '\13 is close to the non-sharp lower bound max{O, '\12 + '\23 

I} =max{O, 2(1.5)-1/8 - I} =Lo, for part of the range of fJ.

Family MM3. In MSMVE form, the exponent is

A () - [~ ~ _ '" (-:6 i ; -:-86;,; + -:6;,; -: 96 i; )-1/6;,;) 1/9
1···m Z - L....i z& L...,; P& Z& P:J Z:J . •

i=l l:Si<i$m
(6.32)

Note that the Vi appear only implicitly in the Pi.
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Table 6.2. Tail dependence parameters in a special trivariate case of
family MMB.

() 2- 1/ 8 Lo

0 0 0
0.25 0.0625 0
0.5 0.250 0
0.75 0.397 0.165

1 0.500 0.333
1.5 0.630 0.526
2 0.707 0.633
3 0.794 0.747
4 0.841 0.807
5 0.871 0.844

00 1 1

In a special trivariate case, the tail dependence analysis is similar
to the family MM1, because from Section 5.5, A13 = 2 - 21/ 0 , and
as fJ -+ 00, A12 = A23 -+ 2 - (1.5)1/0, and these are the same as for
the family MM1.

6.3.2 Other parametric families

This subsection is devoted to existing parametric families where
parameters are not all dependence parameters and individual
parameters are harder to interpret.

An alternative representation, from de Haan (1984), for MSMVE
distributions has the exponent A =-log G in the form:

A(z) =11

[ m.ax Zj gj (v)] dv, (6.33)
o l~.1~m

where the gj are pdfs on [0,1]. (This essentially follows from the
definition of MSMVE and a limit on (6.7) as r -+ 00, with O'.kqkj
being (multiples) of 9j(Vk) for some points Vk in (0,1).) The families
B6 and B7 (or (6.17) and (6.18)) can be unified with this form with
gl(V) = (1 - O'.)v- a , g2(V) = (1- ,8)(1 - v)-t3, with °< a = ,8 < 1
for (6.17) and 0'. = ,8 < °for (6.18). With 0', fJ both less than
1, a two-parameter extension of (6.17) and (6.18) obtains. But its
interpretation is not as easy; the magnitude of the difference of 0'.
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and fJ measures asymmetry, and the average of 0' and fJ measures
dependence. For 0' > 0, (J > 0, expansion of the integral in (6.33)
leads to

A 12(Zt, Z2; 0', (J) =(Zl + z2)B(Z2/(Zl + Z2); 0', (J), 0 < a, (J < I,
(6.34)

where B(w; 0:, (J) = (1 - w)u 1- a + w(I - u)l- fJ , 0 :::; w ~ 1, and
u = u(w; 0', fJ) is the root of the equation (1- 0')(1- w)(l- u)13 
(1- P)wuOi = O. For 0: = -0'0 < 0, P = -Po < 0, one obtains

Ai2(Zl, Z2; 0'0,130) =(Zl + z2)B'" (Z2/(Zl +Z2); 0'0,130), 0'0,130 > 0,
(6.35)

where B*(w;O'o,!3o) = l-w(l-u)1+l3o_(I-w)u1+Oio , 0 ~ w $ 1,
and u = u(w; 0'0, {30) is the root of the equation (l+ao)(I-w)uOio 
(1 + fJo)w(I- u)l3o = O. There is an obvious multivariate extension
of (6.34) and (6.35), using more 9j of the same form in (6.33).

The distributions from (6.34) are increasing in concordance as
0: or fJ decreases for 0', f3 > 0; the Frc:khet upper bound obtains in
the limit as 0: = f3 --+ 0 and independence obtains as a = f3 --+ 1.
The distributions from (6.35) are also increasing in concordance as
0'0 or fJo decreases; the Frechet upper bound obtains in the limit
as 0'0 = fJo -+ 0 and independence obtains as 0'0 = Po -+ 00.
Independence obtains more generally as one of 0:, {3 (or 0:0, (30) is
fixed and the other approaches 1 (00). Different limits occur as one
of the parameters approaches 0, for example, as {3 --+ 0 in (6.34),
or as Po --+ 0 in (6.35).

Next we list the family of Marshall-Olkin (1967) multivariate
exponential distributions and some of its extensions. Let S be an
index variable over S =Sm. Let as > 0 for each S and let Vs =
LT:SCT aT· For lSI =1, simplifying notation such as O'i and Vi will
be used. For S E S, let Zs be an exponential rv with rate parameter
as (mean as!), and suppose {Zs} is a set of independent rvs. For
j = 1, . .. ,m, let X j = min{Zs:j E S}.

As before, let the survival function be G =e- A • The exponent
A of the Marshall-Olkin distribution is

A(x;as,S E S) = 2: O'S~~XXi = 2:(-1),SI+lvsrnigXi.
SES SES

(6.36)

The exponent in the last term in (6.36) can be rearranged to get

A(x; as, S E S) =E asas(xi, i E S),
SES

(6.37)
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where

193

(6.39)

as(Xi,x E S) = E(-l)ITI+l[n~Xi]' (6.38)
TeS

The derivation from the stochastic representation is left as an ex
erCIse.

General families of MSMVE distributions can have the form of
(6.37), where as is replaced by something other than (6.38) or
as = maXieS Xi. These include

A(x;as,S E S,o) = L as(Lxt)I/',
SeS ieS

where 1 ~ 8 ~ 00, with 6 = 00 meaning (6.39) is equivalent to
(6.36), and

A( S S 1::) = "\:""'"'(-I)l sl+l vS ["\:""'"' x;-6] -1/6. x; as, E , u L...J L...J ~

ses ieS

L asas(Xi, i E S; 8), (6.40)
SeS

where
as(xi,iES;8) = L(-1)ITI+l[Lxi15]-1/6

Tes ieT

generalizes (6.38) and 0 ~ 6 ~ 00, with 6 = 00 meaning that
(6.40) is equivalent to (6.36). Note that if 6 = 1 in (6.39) or if
fJ ~ 0 in (6.40), then G becomes a product of the univariate mar
gins, i.e., exp{ - L:~l vixd. Hence 8 in both (6.39) and (6.40) is
a global dependence parameter and as or Vs for 181 ~ 2 are para
meters indicating the strength of dependence for the variables in S.
The univariate survival functions for (6.36), (6.39) and (6.40) are
Gj(Xj) = exp{ -VjXj}, j = 1, ... , m, and each family has k~variate

(2 ~ k < m) marginal survival functions of the same form. By
rescaling, one gets MSMVE distributions with unit means for the
univariate margins. Special cases of (6.39) and (6.40) include the
families B6 and B7 and their permutation-symmetric extensions
(take as = 0 if 8:f:. {I, ... , m} and a{l, ... ,m} = 1).

Another approach is to use Pickand's representation with para
metric families of densities on the simplex 8m • An example is the
Dirichlet distribution (or beta distribution for m = 2). After rescal
ing to get unit exponential margins, the exponent is:

A(z) =1m 1~'fm{WjZj/Vj}r(a+) grw?-I/f«(}j)]dW,
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where Otj > 0, j = 1, , m, are the parameters of the Dirichlet
distribution, Ot+ =0'1 + + am, and Vj =ajIOt+, j =1, ... , m.
The independence and Frechet upper bound copulas obtain when
0'+ goes to °and 00 respectively, with ailOt+ -+ 1ri > 0, i =
1, ... , m. For the bivariate case, there is the simplification to

A(zt, Z2) =zl[1 - B(y; 0'1 + 1, (2)] + Z2B(y; at, 0'2 + 1),

where y = (Z2/V2)/[Zl/Vl + Z2/V2] and B is the incomplete beta
function. The interpretation of the parameters of the Dirichlet dis
tribution in the resulting MSMVE distribution is not simple.

6.4 Point process approach '"

Inference with multivariate extremes can be in the form of compon
entwise maxima (or minima), in which case the models in the pre
vious section can be used directly. In addition, there is a point
process approach for inference with multivariate tail probabilities;
this may be more natural if data are not in the form pf maxima.
The background for this approach is given in this section.

Let (XiI, , Xim) be iid random vectors from the distribution
F, i =1,2, Let Zij =tj(Xij) be (one-to-one) transforms such
that PreZij > z) - z-l , as Z -+ 00. (This is essentially a transform
to a tail that is like the Frechet distribution with parameter of
1.) Let Mjn =maxl~i~n Zij, j =1, ... , m, be the componentwise
maXIma.

Let Pn denote the point process in ~n from {n-1Zt, ... , n-1Zn}.
From multivariate extreme value theory, under some regularity
conditions, Pn converges weakly to a non-homogeneous Poisson
process on [0,00)m\{(O, ... , O)} as n -+ 00, with the intensity meas
ure A of the limiting process satisfying A(B/c) = cA(B) for all
c > 0 and all measureable sets B that are bounded away from the
origin. Let

V(z) =A({[(O, ZI) x ... x (0, zm)]C}),

so that V is homogeneous of order -1, Le., V(cz) = c-1V(z) for
all c > 0, z E (0, 00)m .

If A(w) is a possible exponent of a MSMVE distribution, then
V(z) =A(z1 1

, .•• , Z~l) is a possible intensity measure function.

Proof. Let MJn = MTn1 = minl~i~n Zij l, j = 1, ... , m ..Then for
x> 0,
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or for w > 0, Pr(MJn ~. win) -+ e- W as n -+ 00. If the sequence
n (M{n,"" M:nn ) converges in distribution as n -+ 00, then the
limiting distribution is in the MSMVE class, say with exponent
A(w), and n-1(M1n , ... ,Mmn ) converges in distribution to a max
stable multivariate Frechet distribution (cf. (6.6», with exponent
A( -1 -1)Z1 , •.• , Zm •

Next we look at the limit by taking a point process approach.
Let B = [(0, zd x ... x (0, zm)]c. Then

Pr(n-1Zi rf. B, i = 1, ... , n) -+ e-A(B) = e-V(z), (6.41)

since the event on the left-hand side of (6.41) involves a count of
o for the point process Pn and the limiting count is a Poisson rv
with mean A(B); this follows from the limiting non-homogeneous
Poisson process result. However the left-hand side of (6.41) is also
Pr(n-1Mjn ::; Zj,j = l, ... ,m). Hence V(z) = A(z11, ... ,z;;;1).

o
The method of maximum likelihood can be used to obtain estim

ates of model parameters, including parameters of the functions tj

used to transform to the form of the assumed univariate tail.
Assuming that the point process does not have mass in lower

dimensional spaces (otherwise, see the references in Section 6.7),
the likelihood given the transformed data is as follows. Let Xi =
(Xil, ,Xim), i = l, ,n, denote the original data and let Zi =
(Zil, , Zim), i = 1, , n, denote the transformed data which have
the required tail frequency distribution. The Xi are iid realizations
of a random vector X and the Zi are treated as iid realizations of a
random vector Z. If the n-1zi which lie in a set B are a realization
of a non-homogeneous Poisson point process with measure A(·; 8)
and intensity function A(·; 8), where IJ is a parameter vector, then
the likelihood for (J is

L(8) = [ II A(n - 1 Zi ; 8)] exp{- A(B; 8)}.
i:zdnEB

Note that (_1)m times the mixed derivative of V is the intensity
function associated with the non-homogeneous Poisson process. Let
111' ... ,flm be vectors of univariate marginal parameters. Then we
may write Zi = (i 1(xi1; fld, ... ,tm(Xim; flm», i = 1, ... , n, where
tl, ... ,tm are strictly increasing transformations. The full likeli-
hood for (), '11, ,'flm (with asymptotic approximations) is then

L(8, fh, , fJm) = exp{-A(B; 8)} (6.42)

. Ilxi:zi/nEB [A(n-1zi;(J) I1j=l n-
1 ~ (Xij;f7j)]'
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A weak assumption is that univariate distributions are in the
dOluain of attraction of a GEV djstribution. Then the transforma
tions of the variables come from assuming that the upper tails are
generalized Pareto with unknown parameters, with the remainder
of the distributions being arbitrary but known or estinlated with
an empirical distribution (alternatively rank approximations can
be used for the remainder).

This leads to the following transformations for the tj. Assume
that the sample size n is large. For j = 1, ... , m, assume that
the cdf of Xj is known below the threshold Uj and conditionally
generalized Pareto with unknown parameters 'l7j = (Ij, O'j) above
the thresholds. That is, the jth cdf is

X' < u·:J - :J'

Xj ~ Uj,

where y+ =max{O, y}. The transformation Zj of Xj is such that
Zj has the Frechet distribution G(z) = exp{-I/z}, z > O. Note
that G(z) ("oJ 1 - 1/z for z large, as required from the point process
derivation. Therefore,

Zj = tj (Xj ) =[-log Fj(Xj; 'Ij )]-1, Xj - Fj- 1(exp{ -l/Zj}; '1j)

and, for Xj ~ Uj, Zj = [-log{1 - (1 - Fj(uj»(l + Ij[(Xj 

Uj)/O'j])+l/1'i}]-l. For Xj > Uj, atj/aXj evaluated at z = tj(Xj)
becomes O'jl z2(1- e- 1/ Z )1+"Yi(1_ Fj(uj»-1'i e1/ z .

For (6.42), there is a simplification if B = (xi=l [0, n-1tj (Uj )])C,
since in this case tj depends on '1j only if Xij > Uj.

The intensity function is .\(z) = (-I)mam V/ nazj . For (6.29)
and (6.32), V is of the form=-D') with D in turn taking the form
:L~1 Di + '2:i<j Dij. For (6.31), .\ comes from the last term
(-1 )m+l r{l, ....m} and r{1, ...,m} has the form D' of the preceding
sentence. The mixed derivative of V can then be obtained from the
derivatives of the Di and Dij and A obtains in a reasonable form.
Let Dji = Dij for i < j, and let

Wi =aD = aDi + L aDij Vi
aZi. fjZi, . -' . {)Zi

Jo;-I

and
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The mth-order mixed derivative of .D( is

8m V
--- = «(( - 1)··· (( - 171 + l)D(-m II Wi
OZI ... OZm

i=l
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(6.43)

+ ((( - 1)··· (( - rn + 2)D(-m+l (L: Wij II Wk)
i<i k;ti,j

+ ( ... (( - m + 3)D(-m+2 (L:"'Wit,h Wi2 ,h II Wk ),

k;t i i. i 2 ,j 1 ,h

where I:* is over the set {i1 < jl,i2 < j2,i1 < i 2}. Note that the
third term on the right-hand side of (6.43) is null if m < 4.

6.5 Choice models

In this section, we illustrate the use of MEV distributions for choice
models. This is just one of many possible families for choice models
that has appeared in the econometrics and mathematical psychol
ogy literature. One of its advantages is that closed-form choice
probabilities obtain if a closed-form parametric family of MEV
distributions is used.

In general, a choice model for m items consists of an absolutely
continuous multivariate distribution for rvs XI, ... , X m , where X j

is a utility or merit rv associated with the jth option or item. (The
assumption of absolute continuity is needed here to eliminate the
possibility of a positive probability of ties among weighted maxima
or minima.) A choice probability has the form 1rj,S = Pr{Xj >
Xi, i E 5, i -j. j), where 5 E 8 m , 151 2:: 2; 7rj,S is interpreted as the
probability that option j is the preferred or chosen option among
the choice set S of options.

Additional notation and background ideas are needed before we
get to the calculation of choice probabilities for MEV distributions.

Let G(x) = e-A(x) be an absolutely continuous min-stable m
variate exponential survival function and let X .-...; G. For j =
1, ... , m, let Aj be the partial derivative of A with respect to Xj.

(We retain the notation of Section 6.3, with As denoting the S
margin of A for IS\ 2: 2, so that AS,j for j E S refers to the
jth partial derivative of As.) Then -oG/8xj = GAj . By writing
A(x) =x1A(1,X2/Xl,' . . ,xm/xI) (cf. condition (6.16»), -8C/OXl
is also equal to

m

G [A (1, X2 / Xl, .•• , X m / x d - L:(X i / x dAi (1 , X 2 / XI, ••. , X m / x d] .
i=2
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m

A1(x) = A(xlxt} - L~)XilxdAi(X/Xl) =A1{x/xI}.
i=2

That is, A1(x) depends only on the ratios Xi/Xl and is homogen
eous of order O. Similarly, for j =2, ... , m, Ai (x) depends only on
the ratios xi/xi, i = 1, ... , m.

Conditional survival functions are Pr(Xi > Xi, if:; jlXj = Xj) =
_ex; GGlax l = eX; GAj, j = 1, ... , m. Let X* = min{X1 , ... , Xm }.
Then

Pr(X· > t, X· =Xj) =['0 e-A(rl m ) Aj (xlm ) dx (6.44)

=Itoo e-xA(lm)Aj(lm) dx = [Aj(lm)/A(lm)]e- tA(l m).

(This shows that L:j=l Aj (1m ) = A(lm ).) But the right-hand side
of (6.44) is also equal to Pr(X· = Xj) Pr(X· > i), so that the
events {X· =Xi} and {X· > t} are independent for all j. How
ever, this independence criterion does not characterize MSMVE
distributions among the class of multivariate exponential distri
butions. If (Xl, ... , Xm ) is a vector of exchangeable exponential
rvs, then Pr(X· > t, X· = Xi) = rn- 1 Pr(X· > t) = Pr(X· =
Xj) Pr(X'" > t) for aU j by symmetry.

Now suppose that e- A is a MSMVE survival function and V has
the MEV distribution F(x) = exp{ -A(e-X1

, ••• , e-Xm
)}. Suppose

also that there are location parameters Itj, which are merit para
meters, associated with the jth option, j = 1, ... , m, and option
j is preferred to the other m - 1 options if Vi + Itj 2:: Vi + Pi
for all i '1= j. Let 1rj, j =1, ... , m, be the probability that the jth
option is preferred (or chosen). These are the choice probabilities
with a MEV distribution as a choice model when the choice set is
S = {l, ... ,m}. Let Wi = elJj and Zj = e-Vj

, j = 1, ... ,m, and
let /-lij =Pi - Pj, Wij =e lJi; =Wi/Wj for i, j = 1, ... , m. Then

7l'1 = 7l'l,{l, ... ,m} = Pr(V1 > Vi + Pil, i =2, ... , m)

= Pr(Vi < VI - /-lil, 2 ::; i ::; m) =Pr(Zi > WilZl, 2 ::; i ::; m).

Using properties of MSMVE distributions,

11"1 - roo e-A(Z,W21Z, ... ,WmlZ)Al (1, W2b .•. , wmd dz10 .
= A 1(1, W21J"" wm d/A(l, W21,"" Wml)

= A1(w)/[wi'lA(w)] =wIA1(w)IA(w).
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7l"j = 7l"j,{l •...•m} =wjAj(w)/A(w), (6.45)

j = 2, ... , m. For other S E Sm, probabilities 7rj.s have a similar
form with AS,j, As replacing Aj, A in (6.45), since the class of
MSMVE distributions is closed under margins.

Logit-type probabilities result when the permutation-symmetric
copula M6 is used (see case 1 in Example 6.2 below). Other choice
models occur from other MEV copulas. Note that the models de
riving from max-stable MEV distributions are convenient in that
closed-form expressions are obtained for the choice probabilities
1T'j,s, The parameters Ilj can be functions of covariates when the
options have a factorial or regression structure.

Example 6.2 Some cases, using MSMVE distributions from
Section 6.3.1, are:

1. A(z) - (z8 + ... + z8 )1/8 () > 1 Then- 1 m' - .

Aj(z) = (zf + ... + z~)-1+1/8zJ-l,
and, from (6.45),

m

7rj = wJ/(wf + ... + w~J = e°J1.j /LeOJ1.i, j = 1, ... ,m.
i=l

and

1T'j = [Wj-Wi6 (wID +w26)-1-1/D]/[Wl+W2-(wI 8 +w28 )-1/D].

3. A(Zl' Z2, Z3) = [(zf + z~)<5/8 + z~P/o, with 1 ~ fJ ~ e. Then,

1T'j = {wf/(wf + w~)} . {(wf + w~)o/e /[(wf + w~r5/e + wgJ},

j = 1,2, and 1T'3 = w;/[(wf + w~)O/6 + w;).
o

In the remainder of this section, we look further at a generalized
'independence' criterion. Let Cl, ,em be positive constants and
let X*(c) = min{Xi/ci : i = 1, , m}. This is equivalent to the
maximum of the shifted extreme value rvs given above. If X is
MSMVE with survival function G, then the events {X*(c) > t}
and {X"'(c) =Xj/ej} are independent. Since G = e- A , where A
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is hOIIlogeneous of order 1, it is straIghtforward to obtain:

Pr(X*(e) > t,X*(e) =Xj/Cj)

_100

exp{ -A( ¥, ... , C~.X) }Aj( ¥, ... , CtX) dx
Cjt J J J }

- [Aj(~, ... , ~)/A(~, ... , ~)] exp{-cjtA(~, ... , ~)}
J J J J J}

= Cj[Aj(c)/A(e)] exp{ -tA(e)}
= Pr(X*(c) = Xj/C;) Pr(XIlI(c) > t),

j = 1, .. . ,m. (Hence L:~l ciAi(e) =A(e) for all c E (O,oo)m.)
The generalized 'independence' criterion need not hold for other

exchangeable exponential rvs. This can be verified directly for some
specific cases (e.g., with the copula BI0).

The theorem below shows that the above is a characterization
of MSMVE distributions.

Theorem 6.10 If X is (absolutely continuous) multivariate ex
ponential and {mini Xi!Ci > t} is independent of {mini Xi/Ci =
X j /Cj} for all t > 0, j E {I, ... , m}, e E (0, oo)m, then X must be
min-stable multivariate exponential.

Proof. The proof follows that in Robertson and Strauss (1981) for
the most part.

Let G(x) be the survival function of X, let Gj = -fJG/fJXj,
j = 1""1 m, and let X*(e) = {mini Xi/Ci}. Then

Pr(X*(c) > t,X*(c) =Xj/Cj) = 100

Gj(CIX/Cj, ... ,cmx/Cj)dx
Cjt

=Cj100

Gj(Clx, ... ,cmx)dx, j= 1•... ,m, (6.46)

Pr(X*(c) =Xj/Cj) =Cj100

Gj{CIX, ... , cmx) dx, j =1, ... , m.

If

Pr(X*(e) > t,X*(c)=Xj/Cj) = Pr(;,(*(e)=Xj/cj)Pr(X*(e) > t)

for all t, j, then for i =f; j,

Pr(X*(e) > t,X*(e) =Xi/cd/Pr(X*(e) > t , X*(c) = Xj/Cj)

= Pr(X*(c) = Xi/ci)/Pr(X·(c) = Xj/Cj) (6.47)

does not depend on t. Let the right-hand side of (6.47) be denoted
by Pij(e). Then Pij is increasing as Ci increases and decreasing as
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(6.50)

(6.51)

Cj incre~ses. Differentiating ratios of the right-hand side of (6.46)
implies

[CiGi(Clt, ... ,cmt)]/[CjGj(Clt, ... ,cmt») =Pij(C), Vt. (6.48)

Rewrite (6.48) as

ciGi(Clt, ... ,cmt) = CjGj(C1 t , ... ,cmt)pij(C), Vi. (6.49)

Let Glk = 8Gl/8xk = -82G/oxeoXk, for 1 ::; .e,k :s m. Then
differentiation of (6.49) with respect to t yields Ci 2::;:::1 CkGik =
Pij(C) Cj I:::;:::l CkGjk or

m m

Gj I:CkGik =Gi I: ckGjk .
k=1 k:::l

Let t = 1; then (6.50) holds for all arguments C E (0, oo)m. This im
plies 2:k CkGik(C)/Gi(C) = TJ(c) for some function "I that does not
depend on the index i, or Lk ckGik(c) =TJ(C)Gi(c), i = 1, ... , m.
This has a solution only if TJ(c) = 4>'(G(c» for some function 4>
with first derivative 4>', and then by integration

LCkGk(C) =4>(G(c».
k

(The proof is as follows: Let L(c) = 2:k ckGk(c); then Li(c) =
Lk ckGilc(C) = 7](C)Gi(C), i =1, ... , m, so that LiGj - GiL; =0
for all i ;j:. j. Hence the Jacobian 8(G,L)/8(Ci,Cj) vanishes for
all i '# j. For m = 2, this means that Land G are functionally
related. For m ~ 3, let C-ij or X-ij be c or x respectively without
the ith and jth components. Then there are functions 4>ij(u, X-ij),

i < j, such that L(e) = <Pij(G(c),e-ij) for all i < j and Lk =
f:)q,ij G + f:)q,ij I(k -/.. . .) H !' k -/..' .

f:)u • k aXk' T 'l, J. ence lor T 'l, J,

Lk oq,ij • G + Oq,ij Gk
ou k OXk

Li - Oc/Jij • G. = Gi
OU ~

only if ~:~j = O. This implies that <Pi} = 4> for all i < j and
that G and L are functionally related.) Since Gik ::; 0, Gi > 0,
i, k = 1, ... , m, then 4>' ~ 0 and 4> ~ O.

Replace Ck now by x k. The first-order partial differential equa
tion (6.51) can be solved by the method of characteristics (Bluman
and Cole 1974) to get the only possible solutions. This means first
solving
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to get independent solutions Ul (x) = at, ... , um(x) = am, where
al, , am are constants, so that the solution to (6.51) has the form
f3(Ul, ,Um ) = 0 or Um = O'(Ul"",Um -l) for some functions
0',13. From solving dXl/Xl = dXi+l/Xi+l, one has Ui = Xi+l/Xl =
ai, i = 1, ... , m - 1. From solving dXl/Xl = dG/4>(G) , one gets
U m = «G)/Xl = am, where 10g«G) is the anti-derivative of
[4>(G)]-l. Since 4J' ~ 0, then ( is a decreasing function. Therefore
(G(X»/Xl = 0:(X2/XlJ" ., Xm/Xl), or

«G(x)) =XIO:(X2/XI, ... , xm/xt} =A(x)

where A is a homogeneous function of order 1, or

G(x) =(-1 0 A(x) =.,p(A(x» (6.52)

with .,p =(-1 . The homogeneity condition means that A has mar
gin A(O, .. . ,0, Xi, 0, ... ,0) = bixi for a constant bi, i = 1, ... , m.
To get exponential survival distributions as margins, (-l(t) = e- t

or «8) = -log 5, and hence G is a MSMVE distribution. 0

Other solutions G to (6.51) (or other survival functions with the
generalized independence property) have the form of (6.52) with
some other decreasing function "p. Sufficient conditions are: (i) 1/J
is a LT (see Section 4.3); (ii) -log 1/J E .c~ (see Section 4.4); and
(iii) 1/J E £m (see (1.1) in Section 1.3) if A satisfies-

alslA
(_1)1+181n a (x) ~ 0 YS E Sm.

ieS Xi

We return to this in the next section.

6.6 Mixtures of MEV distributions ...

In this section, we study the class of mixtures of powers of a MEV
distribution. This is a special case of the larger class of mixtures of
powers of a max-id distribution, as given in Section 4.3. This class
has some closure properties that the larger class need not have. It
is these closure properties and other properties that make the class
interesting.

The three types of univariate extreme value margins are Gum
bel, Weibull and Frechet (see Section 6.1). Since maxima can be
transformed into minima and vice versa, we will consider Weibull
survival margins with minima, and Frechet and Gumbel margins
with maxima so that we can work on either [0,00) or (-00,00) for
each univariate margin. Without loss of generality, we assume that
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(6.53)

the univariate margins are identical and standardized. As shown
in Secti~n 6.2.1, a property of a MEV distribution G is that all
positive powers of G are also distributions.

Let G be a min-stable m-variate exponential survival function
with unit exponential margins and let A = -log G. Since A is
homogeneous of order 1, A(XI, ... , x m ) = Xj if all arguments are
zero except Xj, and Gt(x) = exp{ -tA(x)} = exp{ -A(tx)} is a
survival function for all t > 0.

By making the transformations Xj -+- xj, with a > 0, the result
ing min-stable m-variate Weibull survival function is

GI(x; a) = exp{ -A(xf, .. . , x~)}.

If X has the distribution in (6.53), then

Pr(min{X1/cl' ... 'Xm/cm} > t) =exp{-A«tclr:r, ... ,(tcmr}:)}

= exp{ _taA(cf, ... , c~)}, t > 0,

for all c E (O,oo)m. That is, min{X1/cll.'.'Xm/cm} has a scaled
Weibull distribution for all c E (O,oo)m.

Similar results hold for transforms to other extreme value mar
gins. By making the transformations Xj -+- xj{3, with f3 > 0, the
resulting max-stable m-variate Frechet distribution function is

G2 (x; f3) =exp{ -A(x~,6, .. . , x;;/)}. (6.54)

If X has the distribution in (6.54), then

( {
Xl Xm} ) _ -,6 -,6Pr max Cl , .•• , C

m
::;t -exp{-A«tcd , ... ,(tcm ) )}

=exp{ -t-,6 A(c~,6, ... ,c;;p)} , t > 0,

for all c E (O,oo)m. That is, max{ Xl / Cl, ... , X m / cm} has a scaled
Frechet distribution for all c E (O,oo)m.

By making the transformations Xj -+- e-Xj
, the resulting max

stable m-variate Gumbel distribution function is

G3 (x) = exp{ _A(e- xI
, ••• , e- Xm

)}. (6.55)

If X has the distribution in (6.55), then

Pr(max{X1-cl' ... ,Xm -cm} ::; t) = exp{-e- t A(e- CI
, ••• ,e-Cm

)},

-00 < t < 00, for all c E (0, oo)m. That is, max{Xl - Cl, ... , X m 

cm }, a maximum of shifted random variables, has a location-shifted
Gumbel distribution for all c E (O,oo)m. The weighting is done
with additive rather than multiplicative constants in this case.
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Note that a positive power of (6.53), (6.54) or (6.55) is a survival
or distribution function since either a scale or location shift occurs.
By taking mixtures of powers of one of these MEV distributions,
we get distributions with other univariate margins which satisfy
the closure property of weighted minima or maxima in the same
scale or location farnily. Let M be the distribution function of a
positive rv and let its LT be "p. The mixtures of powers of (6.53),
(6.54) and (6.55) lead to:

1''''' exp{-'}'A(xf,···, x:;',)}dM(-y) =w(A(xf, .. . , x:;',»), (6.56)

l>O exp{-'}'A(x1p
, . .. , x;;1)}dM('}') = w(A(x1p

, .. ·, x;;f»

(6.57)
and

Loo
exp{-'}'A(e-"', ... , e-"m )}dM('}') =W(A(e-"', .. . , e-"m».

(6.58)
The univariate survival margins in (6.56) are 1/;(xi) and the uni

variate cdfs in (6.57), (6.58) are respectively 1/J(xj/3) and 1/J(e-:C;). If
X has the distribution in (6.56), minl<li<m{Xi/Ci} has the survival
function 1/;([t/cr (c)]0') , t > 0, with cr(c) = [A(cf, ... , c~)]-l/O'. If
X has the distribution in (6.57), maxl<i<m{Xi/Ci} has the dis
tribution 1/;([t/17(C)]-,B), t > 0, with 17(~ -=- [A(cl,B, ... ,c~,B)P/,B,
and if Y has the distribution in (6.58), maxl<i<m{"Yi - Ci} has
the distribution .,p(exp{-[t - Jl(c)]}), -00 < t <~, with Jl(c) =
log A(e- C1

, ••• , e- Cvn
).

A special case of (6.58) or (6.57) arises when "p(s) =(l+s)-l.For
H =e- A being a generalmax-stabledistrihution, F=J H'Y dM(r)
is a max-geometric stable distribution. A multivariate distribution
F is max-geometric infinitely divisible if for X ,...., F, then for
any °< p < 1, there exist iid random vectors Xp,i, independent of

Np, such that X d maXi$Np Xp,i (with componentwise maxima),
where Np is a geometric rv with parameter p (Pr(Np = k) =
p(l - p)k-l, k = 1,2, ...), and F is max-geometric stable (a
stronger property) if for aH 0 < p < 1, Xp,l is in the location-scale
family generated by F. Hence as a consequence of this definition,
F/[P+(l-p)F] must be in the location-scale family generated by F
for any 0 < p < 1. It is easy to show that this property is satisfied if
F(x) =[1+ -Zl, •• " e-Zvn )]-1 where A(is homogenebus of order
1. With H being the Gumbel distribution and "p(s) = (1 +s)-I,
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the univariate margins of (6.58) become the logistic distribution
(1 + e- xJ )-1 and F is a max-geometric stable multivariate logistic
distribution.

In the remainder of this section, some dependence properties and
characterizations are given.

Theorem 6.11 Let F =1000
H"Y dM (/) be the survival function or

distribution function given in (6.56), (6.57) or (6.58). Then F is
the distribution of associated rvs.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.5 and is left as
an exercise. 0

We mentioned above that (6.58) could result in multivariate dis
tributions with univariate logistic marginals with the choice of the
LT t/;(s) = (1 + s)-1. However, for logistic margins, only strictly
positively dependent multivariate distributions can result; it is eas
ily checked that the multivariate distribution with independent
univariate logistic margins does not satisfy the property of clo
sure ~nder weighted maxima. This division of independence versus
positive dependence is true in general. We show below that multi
variate distributions with the independence copula can arise from
(6.56), (6.57) and (6.58) only if the univariate margins are Weibull,
Frechet and Gumbel, respectively.

Theorem 6.12 Suppose that t/;(A(xf, ... , x~)) in (6.56) is equal
to nT=l t/;(xj) for all x E (O,oo)m. Then all possible solutions are
covered by taking .,p(s) = exp{-As1/0'} for some positive constants
A and u.

Proof· Let Xl, ... , Xm be iid with survival function F(x) = t/;(XO).
-2 -

Then F (t) = Pr(Xl > t, X 2 > t) = t/;«ta)O) = F(ta) for all
t > 0, where aO = A(l, 1,0, ... ,0) is a constant (exceeding 1). Let
ret) = -log F(t). Then reO) = 0, r(00) = 00, r is increasing and
2r(t) = r(at) for all t > O. Let (J be a constant satisfying a = 2°
so that 2UrO(t) = arO(t) = rO(at). Next, let 7](t) = rO(t) so that
a7](t) = 7](at) for all t > O. Since the LT t/; is differentiable, 7] is
differentiable and a7]'(t) = a7]'(at) for all t > O. The conditions on
rand 7] then imply that 1]' is a constant and 1] is'linearly increasing.
Since 7](0) = 0, 7](t) = AUt for a positive constant A. Hence r(t) =
At 1/0' and u = log a/ log 2, or F(t) = exp{ -At l / o } for some positive
constants u, A. 0

Theorem 6.13 Suppose t/;(A(x~,6, ... , x;;l» in (6.57) is equal to
flj=l 'lfJ( x;(3) for all x E (O,oo)m. Then all possible solutions are
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covered by taking 1jJ(s) =exp{ _ As1/0'} for some positive constants
A and u.

Proof. The proof is accomplished by a similar argument to that of
the above theorem. We omit the details. 0
Theorem 6.14 Suppose 1/>(A(e-~l, ... , e-~m.)) in (6.58) is equal
to ni=l 1/>(e-~;) for all x E ~m. Then all possible solutions are
covered by taking 1/J(s) =exp{ _ As1/0'} for some positive constants
A and u.

Proof Let X have the distribution 1/>(A(e-~l, . .. , e-~m)). Set Yj =
exp{-Xj/a}, j = 1, ... ,m, where a > O. Then (Y1, ... ,Ym) has
the survival function

Pr(}j > Yj,15i '5 m) = Pr(X1<-alogYlJ""Xm < -alogYm)

=1jJ(A(Yl,"" Y~»

for all y E (O,oo)m. If Xl, X2, ... , X m are independent with sur
vival function 1jJ(e-~), then Y1 , Y2," ., Ym are independent with
survival function 1jJ(yOt

). From the proof of Theorem 6.12, we get
that 1jJ(s) = exp{ _As1/0'} for some positive constants A, u. This
completes the proof. 0

Choice probability properties from Section 6.5 hold for (6.56) to
(6.58). The independence criterion also holds for scale mixtures of
MSMVE distributions, i.e., survival functions of the form F(x) =
Jooo e-"YA{x)dM(r) where M is the distribution of a non-negative
rv r. If X"" F and X* = min{X1 , •.. , X m }, then for j = 1, ... , m,

Pr(X' > t,X- =Xj) =LX>Pr(X' > t,X' =Xj I r ="Y)dM("Y)

=A;?mi100

e-"YtA(1m) dM(r) =Pr(X· = Xj) Pr(X* > t).
A 1m 0

Also the same probability as (6.45) results if (VI, ... , Vm ) "" F with
F given by Jooo exp{ -'j'A(e-~l, ... , e-~"" )}dM('j').

6.7 Bibliographic notes

Books on extreme value theory include Galambos (1987) and Res
nick (1987). Representations of multivariate extreme value distri
butions are given in Pickands (1981), Deheuvels (1983) and de
Haan (1984). For copulas and multivariate extreme value distri
butions, see also Deheuvels (1978). The definition of min-stable
multivariate exponential is from Pickands (1981).
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References for the BEV and MEV families in Section 6.3.1 are
Husler and Reiss (1989), Tawn (1988; 1990), Joe (1994; 1996a).
The family B6 (and its extension to M6) is called a logistic model
in Tiago de Oliveira (1980) and Tawn (1988; 1990). The adject
ive 'logistic' comes from the fact that the difference of dependent
Gumbel or extreme value rvs with the copula family B6 has the
logistic distribution; this also relates to the choice model results in
Section 6.5. The models are not called logistic here because logistic
regression comes up later in the book.

References for the families in Section 6.3.2 are Smith (1990),
Joe (1990a; 1993) and Coles and Tawn (1991). The models of Joe
(1990a) have not been successful in fitting multivariate extreme
value data, partly because the parameters (XB of (6.39) and (6.40)
are not interpretable as solely dependence parameters.

For the point process approach, see Joe, Smith and Weissman
(1992) for the bivariate case and Coles and Tawn (1991) for the
multivariate case. The presentation in Section 6.4 is a little bit
different from that in Coles and Tawn, where the densities of the
point process measure are emphasized more.

References for choice models are McFadden (1974; 1981). See
the comment in McFadden (1974, p. 108) on the general difficulty
of specifying a joint distribution in order to get closed-form choice
probabilities. For a property of coverage of choice probabiHties from
MEV choice models, see Dagsvik (1995).

The results from Section 6.6 are mainly from Joe and Hu (1996).
See Rachev and Resnick (1991) for max-geometric multivariate dis
tributions and Arnold (1996) for max-geometric multivariate logis
tic distributions.

6.8 Exercises

6.1 Find the parameter of the extreme value distribution in which
the t distribution with v degrees of freedom is in the do
main of attraction. The t distribution has density of the form:
f(x) = cv(l + x2jv)-(v+l)!2. [Hint: approximate the tail of
the density and hence the survival distribution, and then com
pare with Example 6.1.]

6.2 If e-A(z) and e-B(z) are MSMVE survival functions, show
that e- aA(z)-t3 B (z) is also MSMVE for all (x, f3 > O.

6.3 Derive the survival function for the Marshall-Olkin multivari
ate exponential distribution from the stochastic representa-
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tion in Section 6.3.2.

6.4 If X = (Xl,"" X m ) is MSMVE, then show that Z with
Zj =min1::;i::;m aijXi , akj ~ 0, k,j =1, ... , m, is MSMVE.

6.5 Consider the min-stable trivariate exponential survival func
tion G =e- A with A(Z1' Z2, Z3) = [(zf +z~)6Ie +z~pI6. Show
that G is not a proper survival function if 6 > () ~ 1.

6.6 Take the extreme value limit of the bivariate copulas in the
families B2 to B6 and B9 to BII in Section 5.1.

6.7 Prove Theorem 6.11.

6.8 Verify that the extreme value limits for the families MM4,
MM5 and MM2 are respectively the families MM6, MM7 and
MM8.

6.9 Suppose (VI, . .. )Vm )T) has an absolutely continuous MEV
distribution,

F( ) - {A( -Xl -x"" -X""+l)}Xl, ... ,Xm ,Xm +1 -exp - e , ... ,e ,e ,

where T is a threshold random variable and the Vj have a
similar interpretation to that in Section 6.5. Let S be a non
empty subset of {I, ... , m}. Show that

Pr(nig{Vj + J.lj} > T > m~?f{Vi + J.li})

has closed form based on A and its margins. This is an ex
ample of a subset choice probability. [Hint: start with m = 3,4
to see the pattern.]

(A.J.J. Marley, personal communication, 1996)

6.9 Unsolved problems

6.1 Find other approaches to deriving parametric families of MEV
copulas with better dependence and closure properties.

6.2 Conjecture: For a multivariate distribution of the form (6.58),
the only possible symmetric univariate distributions that can
result over all LTs 1/J are the scaled logistic distributions. This
is equivalent to showing that

1/J(s) = 1 _1/;(s-l), Vs > 0,

holds only for the LTs 1/;(s) = (1 + S1/6)-1, 62:1. .



CHAPTER 7

Multivariate discrete
distributions

This chapter is devoted to multivariate discrete distributions for hi
nary, count, ordinal categorical and nominal categorical responses
(Sections 7.1 to 7.4, respectively), and extensions to models that
include covariates. Included are models that could be considered
as multivariate logit models for multivariate binary and ordinal re
sponse data. Dependence structures that are covered are exchange
able and general dependence, with both positive and negative de
pendence. The time series dependence structure is discussed in
Chapter 8; it can be obtained from some models as a special case
of the general dependence structure. The data analyses in Sections
11.1 and 11.2 make use of the theory in this chapter.

Approaches for multivariate models include:

(a) mixtures over Bernoulli or Poisson parameters for multivari
ate binary or count data;

(b) latent variable models from copulas with discrete probability
distributions for the univariate margins;

(c) conditional independence models and random effects models.

The types of models that can be constructed depend on the re
sponse type. For some types of models, it is not possible to sepa
rate out the dependence from the univariate parameters, i.e., the
range of dependence depends on the univariate margins. Because
of the discreteness, this separation may not be as critical.

7.1 Multivariate binary

An exchangeable multivariate binary model may be reasonable for
some familial or cluster data, where the same binary variable is
measured for each member of a family or cluster. If there is no
reason to assume exchangeable dependence, then one should use a
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Table 7.1. Bivariate Bernoulli distribution

Y1\Y2 0 1

0 Poo Pal po+
1 PlO PU Pl+

P+o P+l 1

model that can cover as general a dependence structure as possible.
An example is the measurement of a vector of different binary
outcomes (at the same time) on each individual in a study. In
this section, we start with simple models for multivariate binary
response and proceed to more complex models.

7.1.1 Bivariate Bernoulli and binomial ()

Table 7.1 shows the natural bivariate Bernoulli or binary distri
bution. In it, Pr(Yl = 1, Y2 = 1) = Pll, Pr(Yl = 1) = Pl+ =
71"1, Pr(Y2 = 1) = P+l = 1r2, etc. The bivariate Bernoulli dis
tribution can be parametrized to have two univariate parameters
1TIt 11"2, and one bivariate parameter Pu (or the correlation p =
(Pll-1r171"2)/J1I"I(l- 1rt}7I"2(1- 11"2»' From the Frechet bound in
equalities in Section 3.1,

max{O,1I"1 + 11"2 - I} $ Pu $ min{1I"1, 7r2},

so that

1rmin(l - 7I"max)
1Tmax(l - 7I"min) ,

(7.1)

where Wj = 1 - 7I"j, j = 1,2, 7rmin = min{7I"1,1I"2}, and 7rmax =
max{ 7rl, 7I"2}. Because the range depends on the univariate margin
parameters, the correlation is not a good dependence measure to
use except possibly for the case 1l'1 = 1l'2.

For the bivariate binomial, let (Yil, Y'i2), i =1, ... , n, be iid with

the distribution in Table 7.1. Then (81 , 8 2) ~r (L.:?=1 ¥iI, E?=l ¥i2)
has a bivariate binomial distribution with pmf

~ ( n ) 0 91-0 92-0 n-9 1-9 2+0

L...J a Sl - a S2 - a n - Sl - S2 + a PUPIO POI POO ,
a ' , ,

51,52 =0, 1, ... ,n.
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7.1.2 General multivariate Bernoulli 0
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Let (Y1 , ... , Ym ) be a multivariate binary vector with the dis
tribution Pr(Yj = Yj,j = 1, ... , m) = p(y), Yj = °or I, j =
1, ... , m. This has 2m

- 1 parameters and generalizes the bivariate
Bernoulli distribution; it is the most general possible. Note that
}j ,....., Bernoulli (7rj), where

1

E p(y),
!lm=O

with Yj = 1 for each y in the sum. The sum Y1 + ... + Ym IS a
correlated binomial rv.

This model can be considered as a special case of a multinomial
distribution. It has too many parameters for applications, unless
one has a sufficiently large sample (the sense of 'large' depends on
m). Hence it is useful to obtain parametric subfamilies which can
cover different types of dependence pattern.

7.1.3 Exchangeable mixture model 0

We start with a fairly general model for exchangeable binary rvs.
This comes from a conditional independence or mixture model in
which the Bernoulli parameter p is random with some density, and
given p, the m binary rvs }j are conditionally iid. The model is

f(y) = Pr(Yj = Yi ,j = 1, ... , m) = l pk(l_ p)m-kdG(p), (7.2)

where k = I:j=l Yj, each Yi is 0 or 1, and G is a distribution with
support on [0,1].

Properties of (7.2) are the following.

1. Marginal probabilities include 11" = Pr(Yj = 1) = f01p dG(p) ,

j = 1, ... , m, and 'f} = Pr(Yj = I, Yj, = 1) = fo1
p2 dG(p),

j i= j'. Then for j"# j', Cov(Yj, Yj,) = 'f} - 11"2 =Var(P) 2: 0,
where P is a rv with cdf G. That is, only positive dependence
is possible. The case of zero covariance can occur only if G is
degenerate, in which case Y1 , ... , Ym are independent.

2. The pairwise correlation is (1J-7r2)/(7r-7r2). It can vary from °
to 1. The correlation of 1 (or Frechet upper bound) is achieved
only ~f G has support on the points 0 and 1, since this is the
only case in which 'f} = 1L
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If G is a Beta (a ,P) distribution, with density

g(p) = [B(a ,,a)l-lpa-I(I - p)P-I, 0 < p < 1,

then (7.2) becomes

fey; Ot, (3, m) =B(o: + k, (3 +m - k)jB(o:, (3), (7.3)

a two-parameter family (reparametrization to one parameter for
marginal probability and one for equicorrelation is possible). Fur
thermore, 1[" = o:/(a + {3), TJ = 0:(0: + 1)/[(0' + (3)(0: + {3 + 1)],
and the correlation is p = (0: + {3 + 1)'"1. Hence correlation of
1 or the Frechet upper bound is achieved if Q, f3 ~ 0 such that
Ot/ (Ot + {3) -+ 1[". If g is a Beta (Ot, f3) density, then Lj lj has a
Beta-binomial (Ot, f3) distribution.

In some cases, such as when G is the beta distribution, the func
tional form, but not the mixture representation, of (7.2) can be
extended to include negative dependence.

With the parameters 1[" for the probability of occurrence of a 1
and p for correlation, the extension of (7.3) is given in Theorem
7.1. It is shown in Theorem 7.2 that p = (1 +r-1)-1, where r is
the parameter in (1.4) below.

TheoreIn 7.1 The function

f(Yi 11", ,,/, m) = m:~[1I" -t- i~!!.'?-t'l~(~ -1f) -t- i"/l , (7.4)
i=O + "'I

k=O, ... ,m, Yl+"'Ym=k, Yj=O,lVj,

with 0 < 1r < I, -00 < "'I < 00, is the pmf of m exchangeable
binary rvs, if 1r + (m -1)"'1 ~ 0 and (1-1r) + (m -I)')' ~ 0 (or
"'I ~ -em - 1)-1 min{1I", 1 - 1f}).

Proof. The conditions on 11", "'I, m are dearly necessary in order for
(7.4) to be non-negative for k = 0, ... , m. Let Is be equal to
(~) times the right-hand side of (7.4); we will show that fs is
the pmf of a rv S which is a count made from m draws in an
urn model. Expression (7.4) then results if, given S = k, binary
variables Y1 , • •• , Ym are defined so that Ie of the m lj are randomly
chosen to have unit values and the remainder are given zero values.

Consider an urn with two types of matter, called type 1 and type
2. There, are m draws and each draw results in either type 1 or type
2. Then Is is the probability distribution of the total number of
draws of type 1 in the m draws, when the following sequential
scheme is used. Start with 1[" units of type 1 and 1-1r units of type
2. For r = 1, ... , m - 1, after the rth draw, 'Y units of type j are
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added if the 1'th draw was type j, j =1, 2. (If, < 0, this means that
a negative amount is added or something is subtracted.) Let I r be
the number of draws of type 1 in the first l' draws. The probability
of type 1 is 7r on the first draw. The probability of type 1 on draw
1'+ 1 (1' = 1, ... ,m -1) conditional on Ir , is (1r+ Irl)/(l +1'1),
and the probability of type 2 is hence [(1-7r)+(1'-Ir ),]/(1+1'I ).
Putting everything together, the probability of exactly k draws of
type 1 in m draws is

(m) 7r(7r +,) ... (1r + [k - 1],)(1-7r) ... (1 - 1r + [m - k - 1],)
k l(1+,) ... (l+[m-l]/) ,

(7.5)

and this is the same as Is. Note that all sequences with exactly k
draws of type 1 have the same probability. 0

We show four special cases of Is, which in the above proof is
defined to be (7:) times the right-hand side of (7.4). These are the
beta-binomial, hypergeometric, binomial and P6lya-Eggenberger
distributions.

From (7.3), the beta-binomial prof is fs(k) = (~)B(a + k, f3 +
m - k)/B(a,(J), k = 0, .. . ,m, a,{3 > 0. This can be expanded as:

(m) rr;'=-ol[7r(p-l - 1) + i] I1~~k-l[(l - 1r)(p-l - 1) + i]
k n~-;-1 [p- 1- 1 + i]

= (m) I1~::-ol[7I" + i/] I1~~k-l[(l - 1r) + i,]
k rr~-l[l+'] ,

:=0 1"

where 1r = ale, £I = a + f3 = 1-1, , = (p-l - 1)-1 > 0 (or
a = 1r(p-l - 1) = 1r,-1 and f3 = (1- 1r),-I). In this case, p =
(1 +1-1 )-1 = (1 + (1)-1 is the pairwise equicorrelation parameter
for the m binary rvs that lead to the beta-binomial distribution.

We continue with the same definitions of £1,0', {3. If I is negative,
then p is negative and the hypergeometric distribution becomes a
special case of Is if a and f3 are positive integers. The hypergeo
metric distribution, with a items of type 1, {3 items of type 2 and
m draws without replacement, has pmf

(m) a! {3! (0 - m)!
k (a-k)!(,6-m+k)! O! ' k=O,l, ... ,m.

This can be rewritten as:

(m) n;'=-~[1r - i/O] I1;':~k-I[l_ 1r - i/e]
k n~~l[l- i/O] ,
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and this is the same as (7.5) with 'Y = -liB. The Bernoulli vari
ables, YI , ... , ym, with }j being the indicator variable for whether
the jth draw is of type 1, have pairwise equicorrelation parameter
p = -(0 _1)-1 =(1 +,-1)-1.

The binomial distribution is a special case when I = O. This is
well known to be at the boundary of the families of beta-binomial
and hypergeometric distributions.

'I'he P6Iya-Eggenberger distribution is

(m) b(b + s).·· (b + [k - l]s)w(w + s)··· (w + [m - k - 1]8)
k (b+w)(b+w+8)·.·(b+w+[m-l]s) ,

k = 0, ... , fi, where b, ware the starting number of black and
white balls in the urn, and 8 is the number of additional balls
added, of the same colour as the rth draw, after the rth draw.
Letting b, w, 8 --+ 00 such that b/(b + w) --+ 11" and 8/(b + w) --+ r,
then (7.5) results.

Theorem 7.2 For (1.4), the univariate marginal distributions are
Bernoulli(1r), and the equicorrelation parameter is (1 + i-I )-1.

Proof. Let (YI , ... , Ym ) have the pmf in (7.4) and let S = L~ Yj
have the pmf, denoted by fS(';1r,r,m), in (7.5). Then E(Yj ) =
m-1E(S), j =1, ... , m, and

Cov (Yj ,~,) = [Var (8) - mVar (yt}]/[m(m - 1)], j f:. j',

by exchangeability. Using the standard method,
m
~ ( 1r+r,. )E(8) =m1r LJfs k -1; -1-' -1-' m-I = m1r,
k=l +, +,

and

E [8(8 - 1)] =m(m - 1)1r(1r + i)(l + 1')-1

) ( ) -1 ~ ( 11" + 2i i )=m(m-l 1r 11"+1)(1+")' L...J Is k-2; 1 2' 1 2' m-2 .
k=2 + ")' + i

Therefore, E (Yj) = 11" and }j is Bernoulli (11") since it is binary.
Next, after some elementary algebra, Var (8) = m1l"(1 - 11")(1 +
m")')/(1 + ')') and COy (Yt, Y2) = 1r(1 - 11")")'/(1 + ')'). Finally, the
correlation p of}j, YJ for j :f. j' is r/(l + -y) = (1 + ")'-1 }-l. 0

TheoreID 7.3 The family in (7.4) is closed under the taking of
marg~ns.
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Proof. This result is obvious for the cases of , = 0 (independent
case) and, > 0 (from the mixture construction). For the gen
eral proof, let (7.5) be denoted by 15('; 7r, I' m). Without loss of
generality, we show that if (Y1 , ... , Ym ) has a prof of the form
(7.4), then so does (Y1 , ..• , Ym-d. The pmf of (Y}, . .. , Ym-d at
(YI' ... , Ym-l) when k = Yl + ... + Ym-: 1 is

(7) -1 fs(k; 1f, 'Y, m) + (k : 1) -I fs(k + 1; 1f, 'Y, m)

= (m -I)-If (k' _ )[(1-11') + (m - k - I),) + [11'+ k,)
k s ,'7r,I,m 1 l+(m-l),

( 1)-1= m; .. fs(k;lr",m-l).

o

How does the family (7.4) do in terms of range of negative de
pendence? Some comparisons are made with other multivariate
exchangeable Bernoulli distributions in Section 7.1.10.

7.1.4 Extensions to include covariates

We consider extensions of models in Section 7.1.3 to include co
variates. Exchangeable dependence may be reasonable for familial
data such as when (Y1, ... , Ym) are responses from the same fam
ily or cluster. If there is a covariate x common to the family, then
model parameters can be functions of x. If covariates Xj exist at
the individual level within a family, then one can consider models
that are modifications of models with exchangeable dependence.

For notational convenience in the following models, xs are col
umn vectors and {3s are row vectors.

If covariates are at the cluster level, an extension of (7.3) is:

1 m1II pY; (1- p)I-.; . [B(al (x), a2(x))j-IpQ.(x)-l(1-p)Q2(x l- 1dp
o j=l

= B(al(x) + Y+, a2(x) + m - y+)/B(al(x), a2(x»,

for some choices of al (x), a2(x), where Y+ =L~l Yj. For example,
if alex) = ()lefJ1X, a2(x) = 02efJ2x, then PreY] = llx) = ?T(x) =
al(x)/[al(x) + (l'2(X»),

log[7r(x)j(l-7l"(x»)] = logal(x)-loga2(x)= log[B1/B2]+({31-{32)X
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p(x) = (al(x) + a2(x) + 1)-1 =«(}l eP1X + (}2'e fJ2X + 1)-1.

If covariates are at the individual level, there could be many
modifications or extensions, one of which is given below.

With ~ovariateXj for the jth individual, j = 1, ... , rn, an exten
sion of (7.3) is:

11IT [h(x;, p)]Y;[l-h(x;, p)jl-Y; ·[B(al, (2)]-lp"'1-1(1_p)",,-ldp,
o j=l

(7.6)

for some function h with range in [0,1]. An example is h(x,p) =
pexp{ -px}. Since only one-dimensional integrations are required,
model (7.6) is fairly easy to work with computationally. A larger
family of functions is h(x,p) = F(F-l(p) + {Jx), where F is a
univariate cdf. Note that if {J = 0 or x = 0, then (7.3) obtains.
If F(z) =exp{-e-Z

}, then F-l(p) =-log[-logp] and h(x,p) =
exp{ _e-PX(-logp)} =pexp {-px}. If F(z) =(1 +e-z )-1 is logistic,
then h(x,p) = (1 + ce-PX)-l, where c = (1 - p)/p.

For the case of h(x,p) =pexp{-.fJx }, expected values and covari-
ances of the Yj are easily obtained. Calculations are:

(a) E (}j) =B(a1 + e-!JXj , (2)/B(0'1,0'2) =E (Y~l);

(b) E(YiYk) =B(a1 +e-fJXj + e- fJxJc ,(2)/B(al,(2), j ¥ k;
(c) Cov (Yi ,Yk) = [B(al +e-PXj +e-Pxk ,(2)B(al,a2)-B(al +

e-PXj ,(2)B(al + e-{JXIt:, 0'2)]/B2(al' 0'2).
Note that

E (}j) = [f(al + e-.fJXj)/r(al + a2 + e-.fJXj)][f(al + (2)/f(al)]

and f(al + t)/f(0'1 + 0'2 + t) is decreasing in t > 0, so that E (Yj)
is increasing in {JXj. Furthermore, E (lj) ~ 0 as f3Xj ~ -00 and
E (Yj) --.. 1 as {JXj --.. 00. '

7.1.5 Other exchangeable models

There are many other possible exchangeable models for multivari
ate binary data, including those which are special cases of the gen
eral dependence models in Section 7.1.7. Simple exponential family
models also exist but they have some undesirable properties. We
analyse an exponential farnily model here and illustrate' the typ
ical problem of non-closure that exists in general for non-norrnal
multivariate exponential family models.
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m

f(y; ''11, 12) = [C(/1' 12)]-1 exp{ 11 LYj + 12 L YjYj'}, (7.7)
j=1 j <j'

for y E {0,1}m, where c is a normalizing constant and -00 <
11, 12 < 00. Let Y be a random vector with this pmf. The marginal
pmfs are not of the same form and the parameter 7r = Pr(Y} = 1)
depends on both 11 and /2. For example,

m-l

PreY} = Yj, 1 S: j :::; m - 1) = [1 + exp{11 + 12 L Yj }]
j=l

m-l

·[C(/I, 12))-lexp{11 L Yj + /2 L yjyj'}.
j=l i<j'<m

This non-closure property may make this model and other expo
nential family models harder to use. Because 7r does not have simple
form, the extension to include covariates is not easy. However the
parameters /1, 12 can be given interpretations:

e1'2 =

for j =1= j', and

Pr(}j = 1, ¥i' = 1, Yk = Yk, k i= i, i')
Pr(Y} = 1, ¥i' = 0, Yk = Yk, k =f:. j, i')
Pr(Yj = 0, Yj, = 0, Yk =Yk, k =f:. i, j')
Pr(}} =0, y}' = 1, Yk =Yk, k =f:. i,i')'

e1'l = PreY} = 1, Yk = 0, k =1= j).
Pr(¥i =0, Yk =0, k f:; j)

Next we study some dependence properties including the range
of dependence. For i = 0, ... , m, let ai = ai(11, 12) = exp{ ill +
i(i-I )/2/2} and let Pi = C- 1ai = fey; 11, /2) when i = L:j=l Yj·

With this notation, c(11,/2) = L:~o C7) ai· Then 7ri = PreY} =
1) = 2::;:1 (7:11)Pi and 7r12 = Pr(Yl = 1, Y2 = 1) =L:~2 (7:;)Pi.
Let h(/I,/2) = L:~1 (7:11

)Pi = [I:~1 (7:11
)ai(/1,/2))/C(/l,/2).

We show below that h is strictly increasing in II, /2- For fixed /2,
h --+ °as /1 -+ -00 (since PI, , Pm -+ 0, Po --+ 1) and h --+ 1 as
'Yl --+ 00 (since Pm -+ 1 and Po, , Pm-1 --+ 0). Hence for a fixed 7r

and 'Y2, there exists a unique t(/2, 7r) such that 7r =h(i('Y2' 7r), 'Y2),
and t is decreasing in 12. The model (7.7) could be reparametrized
in terms of 7r and 12. With this new parametrization 'Y2 can be
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(7.9)

considered a dependence parameter since 1r12 = 1r12(1r, ;2) is in
creasing in 1'2. Furthermore, the Frechet upper bound obtains in
the limit as 1'2 -+ 00 and the most negative exchangeable multi
variate binary distribution obtains in the limit as ;2 -+ -00. The
former result is shown in the next paragraph and the latter result
is proved in Section 7.1.10 (in order to compare with other ex
changeable multivariate binary distributions). Also when ')'2 =0,
the distribution has independence of the univariate margins.

For ')'2 -+ 00, let ')'2 =Nand ')'1 FY -~(m-l)N+€ with N -+ 00

and € a fixed real; then i1'l + i(i - 1);2/2 = i€ + !i(i - m)N,
ao = 1, ai ~ exp{i€ + !i(i - m)N}, i = 1, ... , m. Hence am FY

emf and ai --+ 0, i = 1, ... , m - 1. Therefore Po -+ 1/(1 + emf),
Pi --+ 0, i = 1, ... , m - 1 and Pm -+ emf /(1 + emf). By choosing
€ appropriately h(1'1, ;2) ~ Pm can have a limiting value of any
1f' E (0, 1).

Now we prove that h is increasing in 1'b ')'2' Since Oai/Or1 = iai
and oai/01'2 =i(i - 1)ai/2, then

2 8h
c- =

01'1

(7.8)

and

- t(7:11)i(i-l)ai ·t(rr:)aj
&=1 )=0 J

t (7:11)ai •t (rr:)j(j - l)aj.
&=1 .1=0 :J

It is straightforward to show that both (7.8) and (7.9) are positive.
Finally, we outline the proof that 1r12(1r, 1'2) is increasing in 1'2; the
details of this result are more tedious. Let

h·(-rlo'2) =~ (7~:)Pi = [~ (7~Dai (,lo,2)l!C('l,'2),

so that '1r12(1r, r2) =h"'(t('1'2' 1r}, '1'2)' Then

01r12/01'2 - [8h'" /0"d[Ot/O"2] + [oh* /Or2] . (7.10)

- [8h* /8rl][-oh/8;2]/[oh/8;l] + [oh$ /8;2]

s~ r8h/81'1][8h lll 181'2] - [ohI8;2][8h* lard.
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(7.11 )

With th~ help of symbolic manipulation software, this can be shown
to be non-negative.

7. .1.6 Mixture models 0

A mixture model that generalizes (7.2) to a general dependence
structure is:

f(y)= f TIpji(I-pj)l-!liG(dp),
i[o,l]m j=l

where G is a cdr with support in [0, l]m. Compared with (7.2),
this generalization has m distinct probability parameters that are
mixed instead of one.

To get a parametric family with flexible dependence structure,
one choice for G is the multivariate logit-normal family; P is mul
tivariate logit-norrnal with parameters p and E = (Ujk), if

The univariate logit-normal density with parameters J.L, 0'2 is:

</>({log[P/(l - p)] - J.L} /0") . [<Tp(l - p)]-l, 0 < p < 1,

where <P is the standard normal pdf. This univariate family has
the approximate shapes of the family of beta densities; the density
is unimodal if U is small and U -shaped if u is sufficiently large
(except the density approaches 0 at the end points of 0 and 1).
The log of the density is a constant plus -tu-2{log[P/(1 - p)] 
J.L}2 - log 0' - log[P( 1 - p)] and this has derivative equal in sign to
-{log[p/(l- p)] - J.L} +u2(2p-I). Hence the above description of
the density follows.

If P has cdf G and Y has the pmfin (7.11), then E (Yj) = E (Pj),
Var(Yj) = Var(Pj) + E[Pj(l - Pj)] = E(Pj)[1 - E(Pj)]' j =
1, ... , m, and Cov (Yj, Yk ) = Cov (Pj, Pk ), j =f:. k. Hence the model
is not identifiable, unless some univariate parameters are fixed, e.g.,
(TIj' For further analysis of this model, we assume that <Tjj = 0'2

for all j. In this case, J.Lj is the parameter for the jth univariate
margin and the correlation Pi k = O'j k/0"2 is the parameter for the
(j, k) bivariate margin for j :f. k.

Let E = u 2R, where R is a correlation matrix, and let Z ""
Nm(O, R). Assuming (7.12), a stochastic representation for P is
Pj = [l+exp{-(<TZj + Jlj)}]-l, j = l, ... ,ffi. The resulting mul
tivariate binary distribution in (7.11) has univariate parameters
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(7.13)

'Kj =E (Pj ) = Pr(Yj = 1), and

m

Pr(lj =Yj,i =1, ... , m) =E [IT PJi(1 _ Pj)l-Yi]
j=l

m

= E {IT[l + exp{(l - 2Yj)(uZj + Pj )}]-l}.
j=1

Marginal distributions of(7.II) have a similar forrn. For 1::; j::; m,
1'rj is an increasing function of p'j with (72 fixed. As 0-2 -+ 00 with P,j
fixed, 'Kj -+ !, and as 0-2 -+ 0 with P,j fixed, 1f'j ~ (I+e-J.Ci)-l. The
(j, k) correlation of (7.11) is Corr (Yj, Yk) =[Pr(Yj =Yj, Yk =Yk)
1f'j1'rk]/J1rj(I-1rj)1r1c(I- 1rk). For fixed P,i and 1ri, i = 1, .. . ,m,
Corr (Yj ,YIe) increases as Pi Ie increases. A wider range exists for
Corr (Yj, Yk) as 0-2 increases. For example, as 0-2 ~ 0, Corr (Yj, Yk)
goes to 0 for all j =f:. k. Hence for application of model (7.11), it
might be best to fix 0'2 at a large enough value in order to anow a
wide range of dependence.

The multivariate probit model (see the next subsection) is in
cluded as a special limiting case of (7.11). Let p.j = VjO', j =
1, ... , m. Then as (1'2 -+ 00, the limit of (7.13) is

Pr« -1)Yi Zj < -(-l)Yi Vj, j =1, ... , m).

A given 'Kj is achieved in the limit if Vj is chosen to be ~-1 ('Kj)

where ~ is the standard normal cdr.

A special case of (7.11), which compares with (7.6) and the model
in Exercise 4.1, is

JIT{(pj(a)]Yi[1 - Pi(a)]l-Yi } dM(a),
j=l

(7.14)

where M is the distribution of a rv A. If Y has the distribution
in (7.14), then Yl,"" Ym are conditionally independent given A.
If the functions Pi (.) belong to the same parametric family p(.; 0),
then (7.14) can be written as

JIT{(p(a; OJ )]Yi [1 - p(a; OJ )]I--Y;} dM(a).
j=1

(7.15)

Conaway (1990) has a model of form (7.15), with M being a gamma
distribution and -log[-logp(a; 0)] == a +O.
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7.1. 7 Latent variable models 0

221

(7.16)

A general approach is to assume that there is a continuous la
tent vector, or equivalently the latent variable model comes
from the discretization of a continuous m-variate family F(·; 9) E
:F(Fo, ... , Fo). We use a stochastic representation to present the
model. Let Z '" F, with each Zj '" Fa. Define a binary random vec
tor Y with Yj = I(Zj ::; CYj), j = 1, ... , m. This corresponds to a
discretization of For Z, and Z is a latent vector. (Alternatively, one
could define Yj = I(Zj > CYj), but the former usage corresponds to
that in univariate logistic and probit regression.) There are m uni
variate parameters: CYj for cutoff points or 1rj = Fo(CYj) for binary
probability parameters. The number of dependence parameters is
equal to the dimension of 8. If F(·; 8u ) is the Frechet upper bound,
then the distribution of Y is the Frechet upper bound with uni
variate Bernoulli (1rj) margins. If there is a covariate vector x, then
the parameters CYj and (J can depend on x.

To generalize the probit model for a binary response to a mul
tivariate probit model, Fa is the standard normal cdf and F is
a MVSN cdf with correlation matrix R = f) (with m(m - 1)/2
parameters). The multivariate binary probabilities are:

Pr(Yj =Yj, j =1, ... , m)
= Pr«-I)l-Yi Zj ::; (_1)l- Yi cyj , j = 1, ... ,m),

for yE {O, l}m, where Z", Nm(O, R).
Usually, in the multivariate probit model, CYj is linear in the

covariates and (J is constant over the covariates. Extensions such
that the correlation matrix is a function of the covariates are not
easy. An example is given in the next subsection, and other possible
extensions are also left as an unsolved problem.

To generalize the logit model or logistic regression to a mul
tivariate logit model, Fo is the (standard) logistic distribution,
Fo(z) = (1 + e-z)-l, and a family of multivariate logistic distribu
tions is needed for F. There is no obvious or natural choice, but
candidates are F = C(Fo, ... , Fa; 8) for families of copulas C(·; 8)
with a wide range of dependence. Additional desirable properties to
yield a multivariate logit model are: (i) closed form for the copulas
(since one reason for the popularity of the logit model in compar
ison to the probit model is the closed form of the former); and (ii)
reflection symmetry.

For the bivariate case, perhaps the families B2 and B3 of cop
ulas are better because of the reflection symmetry property. These
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families of copulas C have the possibly desirable property of
O(Ul' U2; 8) = Ul + U2 - 1 + 0(1 - U1, 1 - U2; 8), which means
that the latent variable model does not depend on the orientation
of the discretization, i.e., }j = I(Zj ~ 0:;) and lj = I(Zj > O:j)

are equivalent in use. Also they extend to negative dependence,
and if (U, V) ~ C(·; 8), then (U,1 - V) has a copula within the
same family, since u - C(u, 1 - v; 6) = C(u, v; 6- 1) for the family
B2 and u - C(u, 1 - v; 0) = C(u, v; -0) for the family B3. There
are no known extensions of these families that have similar invari
ant properties in higher dimensions. Hence possible copulas in the
multivariate case are those from Section 4.3 or 5.5 that have a wide
range of dependence, or from the construction in Section 4.8.

To get a model with copulas with the exchangeable type of de
pendence, one can consider Archimedean copulas. With 1{;(s) =
-O-lIog(1 - [1 - e-O]e- S

), () > 0, the permutation-symmetric ex
tension of the family B3 is

m n.(1 - e-eUj)
C(u; 9) =",(~ ",-I(U;») =_0-1log (1- ({_ e-6)m-l ).

;=1

(7.17)

This extension does not have the property of reflection sy:m

metry, which would hold if U - C and u.4 1 - U. We show the
lack of the property for m = 3, and this then follows also for m > 3.

We now refer to the copula in (7.17) as Cm to show explicitly
the dimension m. We will show that

C3(I - Ul, 1 - U2, 1 - U3) = Ul + U2 + U3 - 2 + C 2(1 - Ul, 1 - U2)

+02(1- UI, 1-U3) +C2(1- U2, 1-U3) - C3 (I- Ul, 1- U2, 1- U3)

(7.18)

is not the same as (7.17). Let a =1- e-8 • Expanding (7.17) and
(7.18) about u =0 when UI =U2 =U3 =u, leads to:

• C 3 (u, u, u) ~ -O-llog[l - 03u3 /a2] ~ 82u3 /Ot 2;

• 1 - e-8(1-u) ~ 0' - (1 - O')8u[1 +Ou/2 + 82 u2 /6];

• 1 - (1 - e- 9(1-U»)2/a - e-9 [1 + 20u + 82 (2a - 1)a-1u2 +
(3a)-163 (4o: - 3)u3 ];

• C2(1 - u, 1- u) "'oJ 1 - 2u + Oo:-lu2 - 82a- 1u3 ;

• 1- (1- e- IJ(1-U»)3 /0'2 ~ e-e[1 + 30u + 382O'-l(-2 + 3o:)u2/2 +
830'-2(2 - lOOt + 9O'2)u3/2];

• C3(1- u, 1- u, 1- u) "'oJ 1 - 3u +3(}a-1u2 - (}2 a -2(4o: + 1)u3;
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• C3(1- u, 1- u, 1- u) f'"V 3u - 2+3[1- 2u+ (}a- 1u2 - (}2 a -1 u3]_

[1 - 3u + 3(}a- 1u 2 - (}2a-2(4Q' + 1)u3] = (}2Q'-2 u3(1 + a) =
(}2 a -Zu3(2 _ e- O).

Since 2 - e- 0 > 1 for (} > 0 I C3 (1 - u, 1 - u, 1 - u) > C3 ( u, u, u)
for B > 0 and u near O. The inequality is reversed for the range
of negative (} for which C3 is a negatively dependent copula (see
the family M3E in Section 5.4). For the expansions, a result that
is used is

with bi = a1, b2 =az - ai/2, b3 =a3 - a1 a 2 + ar/3.
The generalization of (7.17) to allow for a more flexible depend

ence structure is obtained by substituting a family of max-id cop
ulas for the !(ij in (4.25) or (4.31) with this '1/;. The result is

m

C(u) = -e-1log[1-(1-e-O) IT !{ij(ui,iLj) II uri], (7.19)
l~i<j~m i=l

where iLj = [(1 - e-OUi )/(l - e-O)]Pi, Pi = (Vj + m - 1)-1, j =
1, ... , m. Also oth~r families of LTs, such as LTA, LTB LTC in the
Appendix, can be used in (4.25) or (4.31), so that many combina
tions of families for 'I/; and !{ij exist.

Another choice for the distribution of the latent random vector
is the multivariate copula with general dependence structure from
the Molenberghs and I.lesaffre construction in Section 4.8 with bi
variate copulas in the family B2 or B3. Actually the multivariate
objects in Section 4.8 have not been proved to be proper multi
variate copulas, but they can be used for the parameter range that
leads to positive orthant probabilities for the resulting probabilities
for the multivariate binary vector. With the choice of the bivariate
copula family B2 or B3, and with parameters 'l/;s = 1 for 181 2:: 3,
the property of reflection symmetry holds.

For all of these models, for the extensions to include covariates,
the univariate cutoff parameters can be made linear in the covariate
as in logistic regression, and the dependence parameters of the
multivariate copulas could be taken as constant or as functions of
the covariates (as in the multivariate probit model, the latter may
not be easy or obvious to specify).

For applications of the models in this section, see Sections 11.1
and 11.2.
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7.1.8 Random effects models

This subsection combines some of the ideas in the preceding two
subsections, by introducing random effects in which parameters
of a simpler model are assumed random. The resulting models
could be considered as mixture models as well as random effects
models. This type of model is reasonable if subjects each have out
comes that follow the simple model but with different parameters.

Let Y be an m-variate binary vector. Suppose Yj = I(Zj ~ aj)
where the Olj are random, the Zj have distribution Fa, and the }j
are conditionally independent given the Olj. Hence

Pr(Yj =1, Vi) = l Fo(ot) ... Fo(a:m ) G(dal, . .. , dOlm ) ,JRm
where G is the cdf of (Ot1' ... , am).

For the case of a covariate column vector x, write Yj =I(Zj ~
Olj +Pjx), where the aj and Pj are random and the Yj are condi
tionally independent given the aj and Pj. (The Pj are row vectors.)
Then

Pr(YI =1, ... , Ym =1) =JF(al + PIX)'.' F(am +Pmx)

·G(dab' .. , dam, dPb . .. , dPm)·

In the remainder of this subsection,. we specialize to the case
of a MVN latent vector. First consider the case of no covariates.
If Zl,'." Zm are iid N(O, 1) and (0'1,".' am) "oJ N(p,O) with
n = (Wij), then lj = I(Zj $ Pj), where (Zl, .. . , Z:n) is MVN with
zero mean vector and covariance matrix E = (O"ij), O"jj =1 +Wjj,

j = 1, ... , m,and (Tij =Wij, i:j:.j. As the parameters 1-4, n vary, all
MVN distributions are possible for the latent vector (Z~, ... , Z:n)
(by letting Jtj, Wij be arbitrarily large).

Next consider the case of a scalar covariate and m ~ 2. Suppose
Z "oJ Nm(O,R) where R = (Pij). Let Yj = I{Zj ~ Olj + Pjx),
j = 1, ... , m, with

( a P) ~ N2m ( IJ II), U~· Jo))'
independently of Z, where Ot = (al, ... ,Om), fJ = (Pl, ... ,Pm),
and 0 = (Wij), 0 0 = (w2j)' r = (")'ij) are m x m matrices. Then
for j =1, ... , m, }j =I(Zj 5 p.j + Vjx), with

Var(Zj) =O"jj(x) =1+Wjj + x 2wjj + 2x"Yjj.
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The cov~riance of Zi, Zj for i i= j is

Cov (Zi, Zj) = aij(x) =Pij + Wij + x2wij + X(l'ij + Ijd·

This model is equivalent to the stochastic representation Yj
I(ZY ::; (/-lj +vjx)1 JCTjj(X)), where Zy have variances of 1 and the

correlation of (Z;" Zr) is (Jij (x)1 J (Jii(X )O'jj (x). The special case of
n =n° = r = 0 leads to the usual multivariate probit model. The
univariate margins are <I>((/-lj + vjx)IJajj(x)) so that the cutoff
points are non-linear functions of x and do not necessarily have
limits of 0,1 as x --+ ±oo. This model has a lot of parameters, but
some of the latent covariances can be set to °for simplification.

Note that the derivations given above lead to 'natural' forms for
correlation matrices that are functions of the covariates, but also to
univariate margins that are not probit models. However, one could
still consider a multivariate probit model with covariates with a
correlation matrix of the form in the preceding paragraph.

7.1.9 Other general dependence models

There are many other possible models for multivariate binary re
sponse. For example, the exponential family models of Section 7.1.5
can be generalized to accommodate more general dependence, but
still have the undesirable property of non-closure under the taking
of margins. An exponential family for a multivariate binary re
sponse with covariates is derived in Section 9.2.3 from conditional
logistic regressions. Another approach comes from a representation
of the multivariate Bernoulli distribution; this is given below with
the bivariate case first.

Let P(YI' Y2) = Pr(YI = YI, Y2 = Y2) and let PI (yt) = Pr(YI =
Yd, P2(Y2) = Pr(Y2 = Y2), YI, Y2 =0,1. If the correlation is fixed
as p, then for YI, Y2 = 0,1,

P(Yl' Y2; p) =Pl(Yl)P2(Y2){ 1+ P L~~l(~~~~~)] L/;2(~;~~~)]} .
(7.20)

This parametrization may not be very desirable because from (7.1)

max{ - JPI (l)P2(1 )/[PI(0)P2(0)], - JPI (0)p2(0)1[P1 (1 )P2(1 )]} ::; P

::; min{JPI (1 )P2(0)1[P1 (0)P2 (1)], JPI (0 )P2(1)/[PI (1 )P2(0)]).
There are further modelling problems if Pj (Yj; x), j = 1,2, are
functions of the covariate vector x (either P depends on x or it is
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constant over x with further constraints).
Next let p(y) = PreY} = Yj, j = 1, ... , m), and let Pj(Yj) 

Pre}} = Yj), 1f'j = Pi(l) and Zj = (Yj -1rj)/J1f'j(I-1rj), j =
1, ... , m. A multivariate extension of (7.20) is

m

p(y; m, ps, S E 8m ) = IT1f'ji (1 - 7rj)l- Yi { 1 + L PS IT Zk}.
j=l s:lsl~2 keS

(7.21)

There are constraints on the parameters PS in order that (7.21) is
non-negative for aU y, but all multivariate Bernoulli distributions
have this representation. It is straightforward to show that (7.21)
is closed under margins with no change to the parameters {ps}.
For example,

p(Yl,.'" Ym-l1 0; m,ps,SeSm)+P(Yb ... ,Ym-b l;m,ps, 8E Sm)

=p(Y17·.·, Ym-1; m - 1, Ps, 8 E 8m - 1).

Let Zj = (Yj - 1rj)/V1f'j(l - 1f'j), j = 1, ... I m. From the closure
property, it follows that for 8 with 181 2:: 2,

E [IT Zk] = E* [IT Zk{1+ LPT IT Zr}] = ps,
ke5 ke5 T reT

where E Ijr is an expectation assuming the Yj are independent Ber
noulli rvs with respective parameters 1rj (and hence Zl,' .. , Zm are
independent rvs with mean 0 and variance 1). In particular, the
parameter P5 is the correlation of}j, Yj I if S = {j, j'} .

There are too many parameters for (7.21) to be useful as a model
for multivariate binary data, unless m is 'small, such as 2 or 3.
Also it may not be a convenient form for extensions to include
covariates. However, its closure property makes it better than an
exponential family model with high-order moment terms. If (7.21)
is truncated after the bivariate or trivariate terms (i.e., lSI ~ 2
or 181 ~ 3), the result may not cover much range of dependence.
For example, for the Frechet upper bound when the univariate
margins aU have a mean of 1r, the representation (7.21) has PS =
[(1- 1r)'51-1 + 7T1SI - 1( -1)151]/[1f'{1- 1r)]15f/2-1 (the details are left
as an exercise).

7.1.10 Comparisons

In this subsection, we make some comparisons of the multivari
ate binary distributions in the preceding subsections. The first is a
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comparison of the most negatively dependent distribution among
exchangeable families of multivariate Bernoulli distributions. For
this comparison, we derive the most negatively dependent distri
bution among all multivariate exchangeable Bernoulli distributions
with marginal probability 7r (of getting a 1). A second comparison
is for the trivariate case and considers the range of one bivariate
margin given the other two bivariate margins are fixed; this uses
the bounds of the Frechet class :F(F12 , F23) in Section 3.2. A third
comparison for the trivariate case considers the range of the trivari
ate margin given the three bivariate margins; this uses the bounds
of the Frechet class :F(FI21 FI 3, F23 ) in Section 304. For both the
second and third comparisons, summaries are given for the trivari
ate probit model. Other (numerical) comparisons of these types
can be done for the models in Section 7.1, although we do not do
so because of space considerations.

For the most negatively dependent multivariate exchangeable
Bernoulli distribution, first suppose that m = 3. We give more
details for the trivariate case, as the solution in this case led to the
conjecture of the solution in the multivariate case. Let W= 1 - 7f'.
Consider the three-way table, such that the (1,2), (1,3) and (2,3)

b· . t . [ 7f2 + (J 7f'1f - (J] Th .4' h . .Ivana e margIns are 7r1f _ 0 7f'2 + 0 .. ' en lor t e tflvanate

distribution with !ijk = Pr(Yl = i, Y2 = j, Y3 = k), the bivariate
constraints lead to fooD = X, fOOl = fOlD = flOo = 1f2+0- x , fOll =
fl01 = f110 = 7rW-W2 -2B+x, fll1 = 7r2 +1f2 -7f'W+3B-x. The non
negativity of each term implies x 2: 0, x - (J ~ 7f2, X - 20 2: 7f2 - 7f'W
and x - 30 ::; 7r2 + 1f2 - 7r1f. An analysis of the inequalities in an
(x, (J) graph leads to a minimum of () = (7rW - ?r 2 - 7f2)/3 (x = 0),
a correlation of l(I - 7r/7f - 7f/7r), if 1/3 ::; 7f ~ 2/3; to 0 = _71'2

(x = 37f - 2), a correlation of -1r11f if 7f > 2/3; and to () = _1f2

(x =0), a correlation of -1f/7r if 7f < 1/3.
Hence for 7f 2: 2/3 or 7r ~ 1/3, the non-zero probabilities are

fooD = 31f - 2 = 1 - 371', fOOl = fOlD = flOo = 7r. This is a Frechet
lower bound distribution, and also if X is the number of Is among
Y1 , Y2 , Y3 , then X has a (generalized) hypergeometric distribution.
If 71' = n -1 where n 2: 3 is an integer, then the hypergeometric
distribution is G) (~=D/(~), k = 0,1, or respectively, (n - 3)/n =
1 - 37r and 3/n =37r. If 71' is not the reciprocal of an integer, then

(1) (n - 1).· ·(n - 3 + k)/n(n - l)(n - 2)
k (3-k)! 3!' k=O,l,

leads to the same distribution as in the preceding sentence. Sim-
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ilarly, if 1r 2:: 2/3, the non-zero probabilities are 1111 = 37r - 2,
1011 = 1101 = 1110 = 1 - 1r. If 1/3 < 1r < 2/3, the non-zero
probabilities are 1001 = 1010 = 1100 = 2/3 - 7r and 1011 = 1101 =
1110 = 11" - 1/3. There is no Frechet lower bound distribution for
7r in this range (see Example 3.1). Also, there is no relation to a
hypergeornetric distribution except when 1r = ~.

For the general multivariate situation, the most negatively de
pendent m-variate exchangeable binary distribution has pmf

{

(1"+ 1- m1r)/(';) , ifL:ij = 1",
li1h· .. i m = (m1r - 1")/(r~l)' if I:ij = 1" + 1, (7.22)

0, otherwise,

when r :5 m7r < 1" + 1. Let Y be such that Ih ···i m = P(Y1 =
i l ,''', Ym = i m ). Then E (Y1 Y2) =1"(2m7r - 1" -1)/[m(m-l)] and
the pairwise correlation of rvs is

p = [m(:_1) (2m". - r - 1) - ".2] /["'(1 - ".)].

An outline of the proof is as follows. To obtain I correspond
ing to a most negatively dependent distribution (in the multivari
ate concordance ordering), one should minimize 10...0 foHowed by
/0',.01, etc., as well as minimize fl ... 1 followed by 11",10, etc. Hence
lili 2 ••• i m is non-zero for at most two distinct values of I.: ij; the
distinct values are unique for a given 7r.

Next we show that (7.22) is at the boundary of the exponential
family model (7.7) in Section 7.1.5. Using the notation there, (7.22)
obtains when 12 --.. -00. The proof is divided into cases with 7r E
[1"/m, (1" + 1)/m), 1" = 0, 1, ... , m - 1. Let ( be a (fixed) reaL

(a) First suppose 12 = -N and 11 --.. c, with N --.. 00. Then
ai ~ 0 for i = 2, ... , m, ao = 1 and at --.. e(. Hence c ~
1+met:, Po --.. [1 +met:]-I, PI --.. e f /[1 +met:] and h(11, ;2) 
PI --.. e f /[1 + me f

] = 1r. As c varies from -00 to 00, 7r can be
in the range (0, m- 1) for this case (of r =0).

(b) For 1" > 0, suppose 12 = -N and 11 -. rN + €, with N ~ 00.

Then ai -. exp{ic + N[1"i - i(i - 1)/2]}, i = 0, ... , m. Since
1"i - i(i - 1)/2 is maximized at 1"(r + 1)/2 for i = rand
r + 1, then Pi --.. 0 for i =f:. 1", r + 1, Pr -+ [(';) + (r~;\)ef]-l,

Pr+1 --.. ef[(~) + (/~\)ef]-l and

(
m-1) (m-l) (';'=-11)+ (m;l)e£

h(11, 12) "-I 1" _ 1 Pr+ 1" Pr+l - (';) + (r~l) e( =7r.

(7.23)
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Table 7.2. Correlations of most negatively dependent multivariate ex-
changeable Bernoulli distributions within some parametric families.

m 11 (7.22) (7.4) (7.16)

3 0.1 -0.111 -0.053 -0.103
3 0.2 -0.250 -0.111 -0.197
3 0.3 -0.429 -0.176 -0.271
3 0.4 -0.3S9 -0.250 -0.317
3 0.5 -0.333 -0.333 -0.333

4 0.1 -0.111 -0.034 -0.083
4 0.2 -0.250 -0.071 -0.143
4 0.3 -0.270 -0.111 -0.184
4 0.4 -0.250 -0.154 -0.208
4 0.5 -0.333 -0.200 -0.216

5 0.1 -0.111 -0.026 -0.068
5 0.2 -0.250 -0.053 -0.111
5 0.3 -0.190 -0.081 -0.139
5 0.4 -0.250 -0.111 -0.155
5 0.5 -0.200 -0.143 -0.161

The right-hand side of (7.23) is an increasing function of f so
that 7r can be in the range [rim, (r + l)/m].

Hence the form of the limiting cases with 12 ~ -00 is the same as
(7.22).

We next compare the negative dependence of other models to
(7.22). Table 7.2 lists the correlation of the most negatively depen
dent multivariate exchangeable Bernoulli distribution for certain
values of m and 11", as well as the correlation of the most negatively
dependent distribution in the family (7.4) and in the multivariate
probit model (7.16). For the probit model, the correlation in Table
7.2 comes from using -(m - 1)-1 for the latent equicorrelation
parameter. There is symmetry about 0.5, in that the correlations
for 7r are the same as those for 1 - 7r, so Table 7.2 has only 11" in
the range of 0 to 0.5. The table shows that the multivariate probit
model attains a greater range of negative dependence than (7.4).

A second comparison is made in the trivariate case for the range
of the third bivariate margin given the other two bivariate margins.
Some calculations are done with the trivariate probit model. Let
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Table 7.3. BoundsJor 11"13 =p13(1, 1) given 11"1, 1f'2, 1f'31 1f'121 1f'23: nonpara-
metric versus trivariate probit.

Nonpar. Probit

1rl 1f2 1r3 1r12 7r23 L U 7rL • 1ru•7r13 1r13 13 13

0.3 0.3 0.3 0.090 0.090 0.000 0.300 0.000 0.300
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.157 0.157 0.014 0.300 0.033 0.300
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.115 0.211 0.026 0.204 0.041 0.200
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.033 0.033 0.000 0.300 0.033 0.300
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.066 0.005 0.000 0.239 0.042 0.200
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.033 0.157 0.000 0.176 0.000 0.157

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.250 0.250 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.500
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.333 0.333 0.166 0.500 0.166 0.500
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.282 0.398 0.180 0.384 0.180 0.384
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.167 0.167 0.166 0.500 0.166 0.500
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.218 0.102 0.384 0.500 0.180 0.384
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.167 0.333 0.000 0.334 0.000 0.334

0.1 0.5 0.7 0.050 0.350 0.000 0.100 0.000 0.100
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.084 0.422 0.006 0.100 0.035 0.100
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.064 0.471 0.035 0.100 0.040 0.100
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.016 0.278 0.006 0.100 0.035 0.100
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.036 0.229 0.035 0.100 0.040 0.100
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.010 0.422 0.000 0.100 0.000 0.094

(Yl, Y2, Y3)be:a bivariate binaryrandomvector,and;forj-::;6 k, let
Pjk(Yj,Yk) =Pr(lj =Yj, Yk =Yk) and 7rjk =pjk(l, 1). Given 1rj =
Pr(lj =I), j =1,2,3, and 7r12, 1r23, we compare the maximum and
minimum value of 71'13 for the probit model with the nonparametric
bounds. Let Pj12(Yj IY2) = Pr(Yj = Vj IY2 = Y2) for j = 1,3; these
can be written in terms of '7rlJ '7r2, 71'3, 1r12, '7r23. Using Theorem 3.10,
the nonparametric bounds are:

1

:L(P112(1IY) +P312(1Iy) - 1]+ Pr(Y2 = y) ~ 1r13

y=O

1

< :L min{PlI2(IIY),P312(1Iy)} Pr(Y2 = y) def 1rf3'
y=O
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Table 7.4. Bounds for P123 (1, 1, 1) given 7r], 7r2, 7r3, 7r12, 7r13, 7r23: non-
parametric versus trivariate probit.

L
7r123

U
7rl 7r2 7r3 7r12 7r13 7r23 7r123 1f'123

0.3 0.3 0.3 0.090 0.090 0.090 0.000 0.027 0.090
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.157 0.157 0.157 0.014 0.101 0.157
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.115 0.100 0.211 0.026 0.078 0.100
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.033 0.100 0.033 0.000 0.002 0.033
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.066 0.100 0.005 0.000 0.001 0.005
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.033 0.100 0.157 0.000 0.025 0.033

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.000 0.125 0.250
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.166 0.250 0.333
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.282 0.282 0.398 0.180 0.231 0.282
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.167 0.333 0.167 0.000 0.083 0.167
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.218 0.282 0.102 0.000 0.051 0.102
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.167 0.167 0.333 0.000 0.083 0.167

0.1 0.5 0.7 0.050 0.070 0.350 0.020 0.035 0.050
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.084 0.080 0.422 0.064 0.071 0.080
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.064 0.070 0.471 0.035 0.058 0.064
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.016 0.080 0.278 0.000 0.009 0.016
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.036 0.070 0.229 0.006 0.012 0.035
0.1 0.5 0.7 0.016 0.050 0.422 0.000 0.012 0.016

The bounds 7rf; and 7rf3$ within the trivariate probit distributions
come from using the bounds for PIa in the inequality:

P12P32 - J1- pt2J1 - P~2 ::; Pl3 ~ P12P32 + VI - pi2Vl - P~2'
where O:j = 4>-l(7rj), j = 1,2,3, and Pj2 is the unique root of
<I> 2 ( 0:j, 0:2; Pj2) = 7rj2, j = 1,3, with <1>2 being the BVSN cdf.
The bounds for 1f'13 are given in Table 7.3 for selected values of
1f'I, 1l'2, 7r3, 1l'12, 11"23. The values suggest that the trivariate pro
bit model achieves a wide range of (bivariate) dependence among
trivariate Bernoulli distributions.

A third comparison is made for the range of the trivariate distri
bution given the three bivariate margins. We again use the trivari
ate probit model to illustrate the comparisons and use the same
notation as before. Let P12a(Yl, Y2, Ya) = Pr(Yl = Yl, Y2 = Y2, Ya =
Y3). Given '1rj = Pr(}j = 1), j = 1,2,3, and compatible prob-
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abilities 7r12 =P12{1, 1), 7r13 = Pla(1, 1), and 1r23 = P23(1, 1), we
compare the value of 1r123 =PI23(1, 1, 1) for the probit model with
the nonparametric bounds. From the proof of Theorem 3.11, sharp
bounds on 7r123 are

7rr23 def nlax{O, 11"12 + 11"13 - 7rl, 11"12 + 11"23 - 11"2,11"13 + 7r23 - 7ra} ::;

11"123 ::; min{ 7r12, 11"13, 1r23, 1- 7rl - 7r2 - 7ra +7r12 + 7rI3 + 7r23} 1t 7rf23'

However, for the trivariate probit model, there is a unique value
of 1r123 given 7rl, 1r2, 1r3, 1r12, 1r13, 11'23, since the given quantities
uniquely determine the parameters 0'17 0'2, 0'3, P12, P13 and P23 of
the trivariate probit distribution. Hence the trivariate (and the
general multivariate) probit model does not allow a range of third
and higher-order dependence. The bounds for 11"123 are given in
Table 7.4 for selected values of 7rl, 7r2, 11"3, 11"12, 11"13, 11"23'

7.2 Multivariate count

Models for univariate count data are the Poisson distributions and
larger families that include the Poisson distributions. One such
family combines the negative binomial, Poisson and two-parameter
binomial distributions into a two-parameter family. For distribu
tions for count data, an important summary is the index of dis
persion or variance to mean ratio. This is 1 for Poisson distribu
tions; if it is larger (less) than 1, then the distribution is said to be
overdispersed (underdispersed) relative to Poisson.

Models for multivariate count data include mixture models and
copula-based models.

7.2.1 Background for univariate count data 0

Let the negative binomial, Poisson and two-parameter binomial be
parametrized by the mean J.l and v, where D = II + 1 is the index
of dispersion. Then the negative binomial distribution has pmf:

f(k ' II JI) = r(k + J.l/v) vlc(l + v)-lc-plll k 0 1
, ,.., v k! r (p. / v ) , =" ... ;

it has mean p. =()q/p, variance 002 =()q/p2 and II = p-l - 1. The
two-parameter binomial distribution has mean Jl - np, variance
002 = npq and v = -p; its pmf is

f(k ) r(l- P./II) (-lI)lc(l + II)-lc-plll
;p., v = k! r(l- k - J.l/v) ,
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k = 0, 1, ... , - J1,f v. These can be combined together as one family
(including the Poisson distribution when v = 0), if written as

f(k; p" v) = (k!)-I J-t(J-t + v) . .. (J-t + [k - l]v)(1 + v)-k- J1 /v,

k = 0,1, ... ,min{oo,-Jl/v}.
The negative binomial distribution obtains as a Gamma(J-t/v, v)

mixture of Poisson distributions. That is, let Y '" Poisson (a) given
A = Cl' and A......, Gamma(Jl/v, v). Then for y = 0,1, ... ,

=

Prey = y) 1
00 aJ1/ v-I e- a a Y___v- J1 !v e-Ot!v da

o r(J1,fv) y!

f(y + J-t/v) Y(I + )-Y-J1!v
y! r(J-t/v) v v .

Other mixing distributions for overdispersed Poisson models in
clude the lognormal and inverse Gaussian distributions. More gen
erally, consider fCy) = foOO[y!]-laYe-adM(a), y = 0,1, ... , where
M is a distribution function on (0,00). Let A ......, M and let Y have
the pmf f. Then E (Y) = E (A) and Var (Y) = E [Var (YIA)] +
Var [E (YIA)] = E (A) + Var (A). Hence D = Var (Y)/E (Y) 2: 1,
with equality only when A has a degenerate distribution. Therefore
general mixtures of Poisson distributions are overdispersed relative
to Poisson.

Another model with overdispersion is the generalized Poisson
family (see Problem 7.2).

7.2.2 Multivariate Poisson 0

A natural bivariate Poisson distribution has the stochastic rep

resentation (Y1 , y2):4 (ZI + ZI2, Z2 + Z12), where Zl, Z2, Z12 are
independent Poisson rvs with parameters (h, (}2, (}12, respectively.
This, together with its m-variate extension to a construction based
on 2m - 1 independent Poisson rvs, is a special case of the mul
tivariate models given in Section 4.6. A Markov chain time series
model based on this multivariate distribution is given in Section
8.4, with a data analysis example in Section 11.5.

Other multivariate Poisson distributions obtain from copulas
with univariate Poisson margins. These may not as interpretable,
but copula-based models with appropriate families of parametric
copulas can cover a wide range of dependence, including negative
dependence, whereas the bivariate and multivariate Poisson distri
butions from Section 4.6 have positive dependence only.
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7.2.3 Mixture models and overdispersed Poisson 0

In this subsection, we parallel the development in Section 7.1, with
mixtures of independent Poisson rvs instead of Bernoulli rvs to ob
tain multivariate distributions. We start with exchangeable mix
tures and then go on to general mixtures.

An exchangeable mixture model is:

f(y)= foofi:[e-aaY~ldM(a). (7.24)
Jo i=1 Y;·

The main drawback with this model is that the univariate mar
gins cannot be separated from the dependence. (For the mixture
of Bernoulli distributions, the problem did not occur because a
mixture of Bernoulli distributions is still Bernoulli.) If A f"oJ M,
then for (7.24), E(rj) = E(A), Var(lj) = E(A) + Var(A), j =
1, ... ,m, and Cov (Yj, rj/) =Var (A), j =1= j'. The equicorrelation
parameter is p =Var(A)/[E(A) + Var(A)] = DI(l + D), where
D = Var (lj )/E (l'j). Hence the correlation is increasing as the
index of dispersion D increases.

For example, if M is the Gamma(O,q) distribution, (7.24) is a
multivariate negative binomial distribution with pmf

f( ) - r(O + Y+) -8( -1 + )-8- y + 0 1
Y - r(0) nYj !q . 0' m ,Yj = , , ... ,

where y+ = 2:i=1 Yj' The expectations, variances and covariances
are: E(Yj) =80', Var(Yj) = 00'(0'+ 1), Cov(Yj,Yj,) =Var(A) =
(Jq2. Therefore p = Corr (Yj ,Yj,) = q I (u + 1), j f:. jf, and both
D = u + 1 and p are increasing as q increases.

One can also take gamma mixtures of an exchangeable multi
variate Poisson distribution in order to get an exchangeable nega
tive binomial multivariate distribution. Take Y given A = a to
have the stochastic representation Z + Zo, where Zj are inde
pendent Poisson (a8i) rvs, j = 0,1, ... , m, 81 = ... = 8m = 8
and A"" Gamma(p.lv, v). Then the pmf of Y is:

Ymha v-~/"r(y+ _ [m - l]i + pIli) 0b m (JYi-i

f(y)= t; (flO + 00 + l/V)!I+-(m-l)i+I'/vr(p/V) i! fl (Yj - i)!'

(7.25)

where y+ = 2:j=1 Yj, Ymin = min{Yl,"" Ym}.
With (7.25), E(Yj) =(8+(Jo)p, Var(Yj) =(8+80 )2p.V+(8+80 )p

and Cov (Yj, Yj/) =(0 +(0)2JJv + OoP, j i:. j'. The sum 0+ 00 can
be taken to be 1 without loss of generality. Then D = v + 1 and
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p = Corr (Yj, Yjl) = (V + (Jo)/(v + 1), j i= jf, where 0 :5 eo :s l.
This family is still quite restricted in the range of dependence;
the confounding between the index of dispersion and the range of
dependence has not been eliminated.

A mixture model, which includes (7.24) and allows the univariate
margins to be different, is:

fOO m
io II{exp{ -'Y(n, OJ) }['Y(n, OJ )jY; /Yj! }dM(a),

o j=1

(7.26)

(7.27)

where l(a, B) 2:: 0 and M is the mixing distribution of a rv A. If
Y has the distribution in (7.26), then Y1 , ... , Ym are conditionally
independent given A; compare (7.15) and Exercise 4.l.

To get a model with greater flexibility in dependence structure
and indices of dispersion, consider using an m-variate mixing dis
tribution. This lea.ds to the pmf

( m a~j

f(y) = ill IT [e-a;~1G(dnl •...• dnm).
[o,oo)m j=1 Y;·

(7.28)

Pjk = [Var(Aj) + E(Aj»)1/2[Var(Ak ) + E(Ak)]1/2·

Hence negatively correlated A j imply negatively correlated Yj but
to a lesser extent. The upper limit Pjk -lo 1 is reached if Aj = A k

and Var (A j )/E(Aj) -lo 00.

The choice of multivariate lognormal mixing distribution for G
is a special case, with a wide range of dependence. This leads to
the multivariate Poisson-lognormal distribution. Let

g(9; p., E) =(27r)-m/2(BI ... Bm)-1IEI-1/ 2

.exp{-~(log9 - p.)E- 1(log9 - p)T}, OJ > 0, 1 :S j :S m,

be the m-variate lognormal density, with mean vector p and co
variance matrix E =(O"ij), where 10gB =(logB l , ... ,10gOm). The
multivariate Poisson-lognormal distribution is

Pr(Yl = Yl,···, Ym = Ym) = fey; p, E)

= ho,oo)m TIj=1 p(Yj; CYj) . g(Ot; p, E) dOt,

A concordance study is not possible but through conditional ex
pectations one can study correlations. Let (AI, ... ,Am) ,...., G, and
suppose (YI , ... , Ym ) has pmf f. Then E (Yj) = E (Ai)' Var (Yj) =
Var(Aj) + E(Aj), j = 1, .. . ,m, and Cov(Yj, Yk) = Cov(Aj,Ak),
j =f:. k. Therefore the correlation of 1j, Yk is

Cov (Aj, Ak)
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PjA: = J[l +{3j(etljj - 1)][1 +{3k(e tllck - 1)]'

The range of correlations depends on the univariate parameters
J-tj, O'jj, j =1, ... , m. For example, if J-tj = Jlk =p., uii =O'kk =0'2,

(J'jk =Wu
2

, {3j = 13A: = j3, then

{3[e-
tl2

- 1] < . < j3[e
tl2

- 1]
1 + 13(etl2 - I} - P:Jk - 1 + j3(e0'2 - 1) .

A multivariate gamma distribution would be needed to get a
multivariate distribution in (7.27) with negative binomial margins,
but there is no known multivariate gamma distribution with con
venient form for the pdf or cdf that leads to a simple form for
(7.27).

For addition of a covariate vector x, the parameters of the mixing
distribution G can depend on x. For example, for the multivariate
Poisson-lognormal distribution, JA can depend on x, say through a
linear function. As for the multivariate probit model, the depend
ence of the covariance matrix E on x is harder to specify.

Yj =0, 1,2, ... , j = 1, ... , m, where p(y; a) = e-OtaY jyL There is
no simpler form, but moments have dosed forms:

E (Yj) =exp{pj + to'jj} ~fPj, Var (lj) =.Pj + I3J[exp(ujj) - 1],

Cov(Yj, Yk) =Pjl3A:[exp(O'jk) -1], j =f:. k.

The (j, k) correlation Pj A: is

J{3j{h, (eO'jk - 1)

7.2.4 Other models

The mixture models in the preceding subsection have univariate
margins and an amount of dependence that depends on the mixing
distribution. Although perhaps not as interpretable, copula mod
els with dependence separated from the univariate margins (say,
negative binomial or generalized Poisson) could be used as models
for multivariate count data. The parametric families of copulas in
Chapter 5 could be used.

7.3 Multivariate models for ordinal responses 0

Latent variable models from Section 7.1.7 generalize with more cut
off points and so can also be used for ordinal categorical response
variables. These models also are physically meaningful because one
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can usually assume that there is a continuous latent variable associ
ated with an ordinal categorical variable. A data analysis example
with latent variable models for a multivariate ordinal response is
given in Section 11.2.

The other models for a multivariate binary response vector do
not extend to a multivariate ordinal random vector. One could mix
multinomial distributions, but the ordinal feature of the categorical
variable would not be used; such rnodels are given in the next
section on multivariate models for nominal responses.

For a latent variable model, we discretize a continuous m
variate family F(·; 9) E F(Fo, ... , Fo). We first use a stochastic
representation to define the model. Let Z f"oJ F, with each Zj f"oJ Fo.

Define a random vector Y of ordinal categorical components with
1j =kif aj,k-l < Zj ~ aj,k, k =1, .. . ,ij, where ij is the number
of categories of the jth variable, j = 1, ... , m. (Without loss of
generality, assume O:j,a = -00 and O:j,rj =00 for all j.) From this
definition,

There are LJ=l ('j - 1) univariate parameters or cutoff points.
Univariate probability parameters are 7rjk = FO(O'j,k) - Fo(aj,k-t),

k = 1, ... ,ij - 1, j = 1, ... , m. The number of dependence para
meters is the dimension of (}.

If there is a covariate vector x, then the parameters O:j,k and 9
can depend on x, with the constraint that aj,k-l(X) < O:j,k(X).

To generalize the probit model to a multivariate probit model,
Fa is the standard normal cdf and F is a MVSN cdf with correl
ation matrix R = (J (with m(m - 1)/2 parameters). Usually, in the
multivariate probit model, aj,k is linear in the covariates (this is
acceptable with different regression coefficients for different cutoff
points of the same variable if the range of x is not too large) and 9 is
constant over the covariates. A multivariate logit model obtains
if Fo is the logistic cdf.

1.4 Multivariate models for nominal responses

Classes of models that extend those in Section 7.1 are mixtures
of multinomial distributions. A multinomial distribution could in
clude something like a bivariate Bernoulli distribution, since the
categories, which could be labelled as (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1), are
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(7.29)

(7.30)

not ordered. Consider first the exchangeable case in which the nom-
inal rvs Y1 , ... , Ym take values of 1, , r for categories 1 to r (with
r > 2). Let ljk = I(Yi = k), j = 1, , m, k = 1, ... , r. Then a
multivariate model is

f(y) =JIT iI p~;' G(dp),
;=11:=1

where G is a distribution on the simplex Sr = {p : 2::~=1 Pi =
1,Pi ~ OJ.

A possible mixing distribution G is the Dirichlet distribution
with density {r(al +...+ar )/[r(al) ... r(ar )]} n~=l p~k-1. This
leads to

( ) n~_ln~:~l(a:k+£) { }
!y;Otl, ... ,Otr,m = m-l ' Vi E 1, ... ,T,

nt=o (a+ + £)

where Sk = 2::j=1Ijk is the number of occurrences of category
k among the m responses, a+ = L~=l ale and a null product is
defined to be 1. Analogous to (7.4) and with a similar proof, this
extends to

( ) n~-l n;:~l(?rk + £1')
/ Y;?rlJ ... , ?rr, 1', m = (1 + 1') ... (1 + [m - 1]1')'

where the parameters satisfy ?r}c ~ 0 and ?r}c + (m - 1)1' ~ 0,
k = 1, . .. ,T, and E~=l?rk = 1.

With the coefficient tlt~t3J in front of the right-hand side of
(7.29), the Dirichlet-multinomial distributiqn obtains for '1 > 0, the
multinomial distribution obtains for l' =0 and some multivariate
hypergeometric and multivariate P61ya-Eggenberger distributions
obtain for r < O.

A model for nominal [Vs Y1 , .•. , Ym with the same r categories,
but without necessarily the same univariate margins, is

f(y) = JIT llIPk(a, 9j)f;O dM(a),
;=1k=1

where 2:~=1 Pk(a, 8) = 1 for all a and (J. This model generalizes
(7.15) and has conditional independence. If A has distribution M
and Y has the distribution in (7.30), then (7.30) is equivalent to

Pr(Y1 == Yl,"" Ym = Ym) = JIT Pr(Y; = Yj I A = a) dM(a),
j=l
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where P~(Yj = k I A = a) = pk(a,Oj).
For a general dependence model, with rj categories for the nom

inal variable Yj , one can use a more general mixing distribution. Let
Ijk = I(Yj = k), j = 1, ... , m, k = 1, ... , rj. Then a multivariate
model is

m rj

f(y) = JIT IT pJtk G(dpl, ... , dpm),
j=lk=l

where Pi = (Pj1, , PjrJ and G is a distribution on the product
of simplices Sri X X Sr m •

7.5 Bibliographic notes

An early paper on the analysis of multivariate binary data is Cox
(1972). Prentice (1986) has the extension of the beta-binomial
distribution without mention of the hypergeometric and P6lya
Eggenberger distributions; see Johnson and Kotz (1977) for the
latter. The representation in Section 7.1.9 is given in Bahadur
(1961). The most negatively dependent exchangeable multivariate
Bernoulli distribution in Section 7.1.10 was obtained by T. Hu.

References for the multivariate probit model are Ashford and
Sowden (1970) and Lesaffre and Molenberghs (1991) for binary
responses, and Anderson and Pemberton (1985) for ordinal re
sponses. Meester and MacKay (1994) make use of the exchangeble
extension of the copula family B3 as a latent variable distribution
for clustered correlated ordinal response. More on multivariate log
istic distributions can be found in Arnold (1991; 1996).

Connolly and Liang (1988) generalize (7.3) to include covariates
for the case of cluster or familial data, with the exponential family
type model: Aexp{logj(y;aI,Q'2,m)+ 2:i(.8ixdyd, where A is a
normalizing constant and f is given by (7.3).

The gamma mixture of bivariate Poisson distributions is given
in Kocherlakota and Kocherlakota (1992). See Aitchison and Ho
(1989) for the multivariate Poisson-lognormal distribution. A uni
fication of mixture and random effects models for count and binary
data is given in Xu (1996).

Section 7.2 has multivariate negative binomial distributions that
arise from the generalization of gamma mixtures of Poisson distri
butions. Other multivariate negative binomial distributions come
from multivariate waiting times that generalize the waiting time to
the rth success; see Marshall and Olkin (1985) and Kocherlakota
and Kocherlakota (1992). Also there are multivariate negative bi-
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nomial distributions that come from generalizing the univariate
probability generating function; see for exarnple Doss (1979).

For m =2, McCloud and Darroch (1995) have the model (7.30)
in Section 7.4 with a special form for p1c(Ot, OJ).

There are other classes of models for multivariate binary and
discrete data in the statistics literature. They are not mentioned
here because they do not fit within the framework of the approach
in this book. One class that may overlap is that in Glonek and
McCullagh (1995). In the bivariate case, their model is equivalent
to the use of the copula B2 in Section 5.1 with the dependence para
meter linear in covariates. Their multivariate extension appears
to overlap with that of Molenberghs and Lesaffre (1994), but the
approach is different from that in Section 7.1.7. The framework
of generalized linear models (McCullagh and NeIder 1989) is not
used, as it is tied to exponential fatnities and does not seem to lead
to a unified approach for models for multivariate responses.

7.6 Exercises

7.1 Show that any bivariate Bernoulli distribution obtains as a
latent variable model with the family B3 of copulas (with
extension to negative dependence), but that not all trivariate
Bernoulli distributions obtain as latent variable models from
the trivariate family M3 of copulas in Section 5.3.

7.2 Consider a non-homogeneous Poisson process N in ~2 with
intensity function ~ and mean value function J-t. Let R1 , R2

be regions in ~2 with non-empty intersection. For j = 1,2,
let lj =N(Rj) be the count of the process in region Rj.
What is the joint distribution of (Y1 , Y2 )?

7.3 Verify the derivation of the first- and second-order moments
for the multivariate Poisson-lognormal distribution.

7.4 Study the range of dependence for the multivariate Poisson
lognormal distribution.

7.5 Consiqer a bivariate Poisson distribution with the BVN cop
ula with correlation p and univariate Poisson(Jlj) margins,
j = 1,2. Let (Y1 , Y2) be a random pair with this distribu
tion. Investigate (analytically and computationally) how the
correlation of Y1 , Y2 varies as p, PI, P2 vary. For p =-1, how
does the correlation of Yl, Y2 vary with J.Ll, J.L2 and what is
the minimum correlation?

7.6 Verify the special cases of the family in (7.29).
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7.7 Show that (7.21) is closed under margins.

7.8 For the Frechet upper bound when the univariate margins
are Bernoulli(7r), show that the representation (7.21) has

P5 = [(1 - 7r)151-1 + 7r 151 - 1(-1)15']/[7r(1_ 7T)J I51/2-1,

for SE Sm, lSI ~ 2.

7.9 Compare different choices of the bivariate family !{ij in
(7.19). Are there other choices of LTs and bivariate cop
ulas in (4.25) or (4.31) that would be lead to a suitable
multivariate copula for the latent random vector for binary
rvs?

7.10 Show that (7.8), (7.9) and (7.10) are non-negative.

7.11 Do a dependence analysis of latent variable multivariate bi
nary models that come from using the Molenberghs-Lesaffre
construction with the bivariate family B2 or B3; obtain a
summary comparable to that in Table 7.3.

7.12 (Construction of a negatively dependent bivariate Poisson
distribution.) Let !(Yl,Y2;nl,n2,POO,POl,PlO,Pll) be a bi
variate binomial pmf with univariate Binomial (nj , 7rj) mar
gins, j =1,2, where 7rl =PIO+Pll, 7r2 =POI +Pu. (Assume
that a Binomial (0,7r) distribution means a degenerate distri
bution at 0.) Let N I , N2 be random variables taking values
on the non-negative integers. Suppose that Pr(YI = YI, Y2 =
Y2 I N 1 = n1, N2 = n2) = f(YI, Y2; nl, n2, POD, POI, PIO, Pll).

(a) Show that if Nj "oJ Poisson (OJ), j = 1,2, with N I inde-
pendent of N2 , then Yj "J Poisson «(}7rj), j = 1,2.

(b) Show that if POD, POI, PlO, Pu are such that the bivari
ate binomial distribution is negatively dependent for all
nl, n2, then the unconditional distribution of (Y1, Y2) is
negatively dependent (say, as measured by the covari
ance or correlation).

(c) One possible bivariate binomial distribution has the
stochastic representation:

nl An 2 nl

(81 ) 82 ) = I: (XiI) Xi2) + I(nl > n2) ( I: XiI, 0)
i=l i=n2+ 1

n2

+!(nl < n2) (0, I: X i2 ) ,
i=nl+l
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where (XiI, X i2 ), i = 1,2, ... , are iid bivariate Bernoulli
random pairs with parameters POO,PObPlO,Pll (see Sec
tion 7.1.1). Obtain the pmffor this distribution.

(d) Show that if Pu -11"1'71"2 < 0, then the distribution in (c)
has negative correlation.

7.13 Study the dependence structure of the models in (7.14) or
(7.15).

7.14 Study the dependence structure of the model in (7.26).

7 ..7 Unsolved problems

7.1 The generalized Poisson distribution (see Consul 1989, for
details) has prof:

f(x) = (}«() + 11x ):Z:-le-8- 11X Ix!, x =0,1, ... ,() > 0,7] 2:: O.

This is based on the identity e8 =E:o(i!)-l(}«(}+i7J)i-l e-i l1 •

An unknown property is whether this family of distributions
is a mixture of Poisson distributions (when 11 > 0, () > 0).

7.2 Consider a multivariate probit model in which the correl
ation matrix depends on the covariates. What are choices of
functions for the correlation matrix? Or, what are functional
forms that guarantee a positive definite correlation rnatrix in
the range of the covariates? [Note that one example is given
in Section 7.1.8.]

7.3 Let Yj = I(Zj 5 Otj), j = 1,2, with (Zl, Z2) being BVSN with
correlation p. Let pB ( Ot 1, Ot2; p) be the correlation of Y1 , Y2 •

Numerically the behaviour of PB is as follows:

(i) for P > 0, PB(a, a,p) decreases as lal increases;

(ii) for P < 0, PB < 0 and IpB(a, a, p)1 decreases as lal
Increases;

(iii) for p > 0, PH (Otl' a2, p) is unimodal in Ot2 with Ott fixed
and the mode is between 0 and al;

(iv) for P < 0, IpB(al,a2,p)1 is unimodal in Ot2 with (}:1

fixed and the mode is between 0 and -Otl.

Establish these properties analytically. Note that these results
imply that for p > 0, PB(at, (}:2, p) is maximized at al =Ot2 =
owith a value of ~ arcsin(p) (see Exercise 2.14).



CHAPTER 8

Multivariate ITlodels with serial
dependence

In this chapter) we present some (multivariate) models for time
series) longitudinal or repeated measures (over time) data when
the response variable can be discrete, continuous or categorical.
The multivariate dependence structure is time series dependence
or dependence decreasing with lag. Stationary time series mod
els that allow arbitrary univariate margins are first studied and
then generalized to the non-stationary case) in which there are
time-dependent or time-independent covariates or time trends. It
is considerations of having univariate margins in given families that
make the models here different from the approach of much of the
research in the time series literature.

For time series with normal rvs, standard models are autore
gressive (AR) and moving average (MA) models. These can be
generalized for the convolution-closed infinitely divisible class (see
Section 8.4). In allowing for time series models with arbitrary uni
variate margins, autoregressive is replaced by Markov and moving
average is replaced by k-dependent (only rvs that are separated by
a lag of k or less are dependent). These are studied in Sections 8.1
and 8.2, respectively. In particular, the case of Markov of order 1
as a replacement for autoregressive of order 1 is a simple starting
point) and these types of models can be constructed from families
of bivariate copulas. For these Markov models, general results on
the decrease in dependence with lags are given in Section 8.5.

In Section 8.3, latent variable models, mainly based on the MVN
distribution with correlation matrix of the form of stationary auto
regressive moving average (ARMA) time series, are considered.

The models in this chapter are applied in the data analysis ex
amples in Sections 11.4, 11.5 and 11.6.

The following is a summary of the main ideas of the chapter.
Let {)It : t =1,2, ...} denote a stationary time series. For Markov
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models, let {€t} be an iid sequence of rvs such that it is independent
of {Yi-l' Yt-2, ...}. A classification is:

(a) Markov of order 1: Yt =g(Yt - ll it) for some real-valued func
tion g;

(b) AR(l): Yt = ()(Yt - 1 + tt, where ()( is a scalar;

(c) convolution-closed infinitely divisible univariate margin: Yt =
At(Yt-d + it, where At are independent realizations of a
stochastic operator.

For I-dependent models, let {€t} be an iid sequence of rvs. A clas
sification is:

(a) I-dependent: Yt = h(€t, €t-I) for some real-valued function h;

(b) MA(l): Yt = €t + {j€t-I, where (3 is an appropriate scalar;

(c) convolution-closed infinitely divisible univariate margin: yt =
ft + At(€t-l); where At are independent realizations of a
stochastic operator.

Obviously, given yt - F, the possible choices of €t depend on F.

8.1 Markov chain models

For time series with non-normal response variables, one possible
class of models consists of Markov chains, with the simple case
being those of order 1. If the order of the Markov chain is not
mentioned, then it may be taken to be 1.

8.1.1 Stationary time series based on copulas 0

A (stationary) Markov chain of first order with any given univari
ate margin can-be constructed from a bivariate copula. (This is
an important application of copulas.) This is a generalization of
the normal AR(l) time series to those which admit any possible
univariate margin, since the normal AR(l) time series arises as a
special case with the bivariate normal copula and a univariate nor
mal margin. A Markov chain of second order, with any given uni
variate margin, can be constructed from a trivariate copula which
has the property that the (1,2) and (2,3) bivariate margins are the
same. This generalizes the AR(2) normal time series. Extensions
to Markov chains of higher order require multivariate copulas with
the obvious constraints on the margins. .

The description of the stationary Markov chain tirne series based
on a (twice differentiable) bivariate copula C(u, v) is given next,
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separate,ly for the absolutely continuous case and the discrete case
of non-negative integers. Let the time series be denoted by Yl,Y2 , ...

or {Yt : t =1,2, ...}.

(a) Absolutely continuous case. Suppose Yt rv F, where F is a
continuous univariate cdf with density f. Then FI2 (X, y) =
C(F(x), F(y)) is a bivariate distribution with univariate mar
gins both equal to F. Let C21I(vlu) = (fJCjfJu)(u, v) denote
the conditional distribution of the copula. The transition dis
tribution of {Yd is

H(YtlYt-l) =Pr(Yt :::; ydYt-l = Yt-l) = C211(F(Yt)IF(Yt-d)·

(b) Discrete case. Suppose yt takes values on the non-negative
integers. Let F and f be the cdf and pmf, respectively. As
above, FI2 (X, y) =C(F(x), F(y)) is a bivariate distribution
with univariate margins both equal to F. The transition dis
tribution of {Ye} is

!f(YtlYt-d =Pr(Yt :::; Yt IYt- 1 =Yt-d

= [C(F(Yt-d, F(Yt)) - C(F(Yt-l - 1), F(yd)] / f(Yt-t}.

If a bivariate distribution in Fl2 E :F(F, F) is not conveniently
specified through a copula, then the equivalent of (a) or (b) can still
be obtained directly from F12 . This is done in Section 8.4 for mul
tivariate distributions with univariate margins in a convolution
closed infinitely divisible class.

If a parametric family of copulas, such as one of those in Section
5.1, that interpolates between independence and the Frechet upper
bound is chosen, then one has a parametric family of time series
models, which includes an iid sequence at one boundary and a
perfectly dependent (or persistent) sequence at the other boundary.

Stationary Markov chains of order m - 1 can be constructed
from an m-variate copula C that satisfies the following conditions:
(i) the bivariate margins Gij are such that Ci,i+l = C1 ,I+l, e =
1, ... , m - 2, i = 2, ... , m - f.; (ii) the higher-dimensional margins
are such that Gi1, ... ,ik = G1,i 2-i 1 +l, ... ,ik-i 1 +l for 1 :::; i l < ... <
ik ::; m, 3 :::; k :::; m-l; and (iii) C is differentiable in its first m-l
arguments.

For the trivariate case, these conditions become C 12 = C23. Can
didates for families of trivariate copulas with these conditions are
in Sections 4.3 and 4.5.

If F l ...m = C( F, ... , F) is an m-variate cdf, such that F is ab
solutely continuous and C is a copula with the above properties,
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then the transition cdf of the stationary Markov chain is:

H( I ) a(F(Yt-m+l), ... , F(Yt))
Yt Yt-m+l,·· ., Yt-l = b(F( ) F( »'Yt-m+I , ... , Yt-l

where

and
am-Ic

b( ) l .. ·m-l ( )
Ul"",Um-l = a ~ Ul"",Um-l,

Ul .• 'VUm-l
with CI ...m - 1 being an (m - I)-dimensional marginal of C.

8.1.2 Binary time series

We look at simple Markov chains of order 1 for binary time series,
and consider several ways to extend these to include covariates. Of
particular interest is how logistic regression can be incorporated.
The models that can be constructed depend on the nature of the
data, such as whether: (i) there is one time series, or time series for
many different subjects; (ii) the time series are short, moderate
length or long, and equal or unequal in length, if there are many
different subjects; and (iii) covariates are time-varying or time
independent.

We start with the simple stationary case with the marginal prob
ability of 1 being P =1 - q. Consider the Markov chain based on
the bivariate distribution

p = [POO Po1] = [q2 + 0 .p~ - 0] ,
PIa Pu pq - 0 p + 0

where - min{p2, q2} ~ Q$ pq (0 is the covariance). The transition
matrix is

H = [POlO PliO] = [q + fJ/q P - fJ/
q].

Pall PIll q - O/p P + O/p

If {yt} is a stationary Markov chain with transition matrix H, the
joint distribution of (Yt,}j) is Pj =PHj-2 =Pj-IH, j ~ 3, with

[
q2 + O· 1 pq - fJ· 1]

P2 = P. Suppose Pj-l has the form OJ- 2+ 0' - ; then
pq - j-I P j-I

p. H- [q2+ 0j _ 18/(pq) pq-Oj_18/(pq)]
1 -1 - pq _ OJ -10/(pq ) p2 + fJj -1 0/ (pq) '.

so that Pj has the same form as Pj-l with 8j =OJ_IO/(pq). Since
(J2 =0, then OJ = Oi- 1/(pq)i- 2 , j ~ 3. Note that if 0 < 0 < pq then
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the depe,ndence on Pj is decreasing as j increases. More specifically,
OJ j(pq) is the correlation and its absolute value is decreasing geo
metrically. In the form of a fixed lag 1 correlation p, the transition

matrix isH = [1 - pel - p) pel - P)].
(1 - p)q p + pq

To get a parametric family of models, one can take P to come
from a family of discretized bivariate copulas, i.e., POD = C(a, ex; 6)
or Pll = C(ll', 0:'; 6) for some a for a family C(-; 6). For this model,
the correlation p of two binary variables will not be constant over
a (or marginal probabili ty p) unless C is the family B11 in Section
5.1 with C(u,v;p) = pmin{u,v} + (1- p)uv.

If the Markov chain depends on a time-independent covariate
vector x, then one can have p = p(x) and p =p(x). If p is constant
over x, then PIll = (1 - p)p(x) + p is increasing as p(x) increases.

For example, with a logistic regression margin, p(x) = eo+ fJx /(1 +
eO'+fJX), where x is a column vector and P is a row vector,

and

Pr(Yi = 1 IYi-l = 1, x) = (p + eO'+PX)/(1 + eO'+PX).

The constraint on p is that p 2: _eO'+Px for all x. Note that the
conditional probabilities are not logits.

For the situation in which there are time-dependent covariates
or there is non-stationarity, we can look at transition matrices
that take (l,ePX1)/(1 + ePX1 ) to (l,ePX2 )/(1 + ePX2 ), or (ql,pt)
to (qZ,Pz). With the correlation p fixed, the transition matrix

[
1 - a a]

has the form 1 _ b b ' with a = P2 - PVPIP2Q2/Ql and b =

P2 + PVQlQ2PZ/Pl- Therefore if Pl,P2 depend on time-varying co
variates, the transition probabilities depend on the covariates at
the current and next time points. This may be reasonable, but the
assumption of the correlation being fixed over all possible marginal
probabilities is unlikely to be so.

Next consider the situation of specified conditional probabilities
with covariates that are not tirne-varying. If one requires the con
ditional probabilities to be logits, then what is the marginal sta
tionary probability p(x) = Pr(Yt = llx)? Let Pj/i(X) = Pr(Yf = j I
Yi-I = i,x), i,j =0,1. Suppose log[pqy(x)/PoIY(x)] = a+f3x+'YY.
(This form is chosen so that PI/l(X) - Pllo(x) has the same sign for
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all x.) rrhe transition matrix (Pili (x)) is

[
1/(1 + eOt+~X) eOt+Px /(1 + eOt+PX ) ]

1/(1 + eOt+'l'+~X) eOt+'l'+Px/(1 + eOt+'l'+PX) .

The condition r > 0 corresponds to positive serial dependence and
I < 0 corresponds to negative serial dependence of lag 1. The
stationary probability p(x) satisfies

eOt+~x eOt+'l'+~x

(1 - p(x)) 1 + eOt+~x + p(x) 1 + eOt+'l'+Px = p(x),

so that

p(X) - Pllo(x)/[Pllo(x) + POll (x)]
_ ea+~x(l + e Ot+'l'+PX)/(1 + 2eOt+Px + e2Ot+'l'+2px).

Hence the marginal probability is not logit or dose to logit. Let
b = eOt+Px and c = e'l'. Then p(x) increases as fJx increases since
Pllo(x)/Pol1(x) =b(l+bc)/(I+b) is the product of two tenns that
are increasing in b.

Note that in general, any two of the functions p(x), Pllo(x),
Plll(X) determine the third for a stationary binary Markov chain
with time-independent covariate (assuming compatibility). Altern
atively, p(x) and the correlation (or another dependence rneasure)
p(x) determine Pllo(x), PIll (x).

We next consider what might be done if there are observed bi
nary time series on many subjects. The type of modelling that is
possible might depend on the lengths of the series (see the begin
ning of Chapter 10). If one has a long stationary binary time series
for each subject, one could estimate the parameters, such as P and
p, by subject, and then regress these on the covariate vector x be
fore combining everything. Another possibility is a Markov chain
random effects model, with parameters that vary with subjects. If
there are many subjects and short series, it might be harder to
use a random effects model, and one possibility for an initial data
analysis is to aggregate subjects by clustering of covariates and
estimate parameters within each group (cluster).

8.1.3 Categorical response

If the response is a categorical variable, either nominal or ordinal,
then the ideas in the preceding subsections can be extended to a
Markov chain with more than two states. That is, one can start
with a stationary Markov chain and then make modifications to
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include covariates. If there are r categories for the categorical re
sponse, then the transition matrix has potentially r(r - 1) para
meters if there are no covariates, and more paralneters if there are
covariates. If the response is ordinal, it may be possible to reduce
the number of dependence parameters by using a copula-based
Markov chain model, as given in Section 8.1.1.

In the statistical literature, Markov models have been commonly
used, but not usually with considerations of both the univariate
marginal distributions and the transitional probabilities. The spe
cific details of the modelling depend on the nature of the data and
the types of inferences of interest. Factors include: (i) whether the
data are aggregated at each time point or consist of individual time
series; and (ii) whether a stationarity assumption can be made or
whether there is non-stationarity such as a progression through a
sequence of states.

8.1.4 Extreme value behaviour

This subsection is concerned with extreme value dependence be
haviour for stationary Markov chains with state space ~. This be
haviour is relevant for extreme value inference from time series.

If the bivariate copula has (upper) tail dependence (see Section
2.1.10), then the time series {Yt } with continuous univariate mar
gin F has clustering ofobservations above high thresholds (extreme
value dependence). The property of upper tail dependence implies
that the extremal index {3 of the time series is less than 1 (in fact,
less than 1 - A, where A is the upper tail dependence parameter).
The extremal index can be interpreted roughly as the reciprocal
of the mean length of clusters of consecutive values above high
thresholds. More rigorously, for a stationary .dependent sequence,
the extremal index is defined as

(Jd~f lim -log Fn(Yn)/[-n log F(Yn)]
n-oo

with Yn 1 00 at an appropriate rate, where F is the univariate
marginal cdf and Fn is the distribution of max{Yt , ... , Yi+n-l}
With this definition, Fn(y) :=:::: Fn f3 (y) for large Y and n. For ARMA
normal time series, the extremal index is (J = 1. See the two simu
lated time series in Figure 8.1 for a comparison of an AR(l) normal
time series and a time series with a normal univariate margin based
on the copula C'(u, v; 6) = u + v-I + C(1 - u, 1 - v; 6), where
C is in the family B4 (C' has upper tail dependence) with param
eter chosen so that the Kendall tau value is approximately that
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of the BVN distribution with a correlation of 0.75. The property
of tail dependence shows itself clearly. Markov chain models based
on bivariate copulas with tail dependence can be used to model a
variety of extreme value (clustering) behaviour.

For the Markov chains based on bivariate copulas, we will use
the function

fin (y) = -log Fn(y)/[-n log F(y)]

and the limit fi = limn _ oo limy_oo fin(Y) as the measures of (up
per) extreme value dependence or clustering. Properties of f3n (y),
including inequalities, bounds, limits and monotonicities, which re
late to (serial) dependence in the stationary sequence, are studied
as they help in determining what patterns are possible for fin(Y).

For a stationary dependent sequence {yt} with univariate margin
F, let 0'1 (y) =F(y) and let

G'i(Y) =Pr(ri $ y I Y1 $ y, . .. , Yi-l $ y) (8.1)

for i =2,3, .... Then Fn(y) =n?=l ai(Y) and
n

f3n(Y) = n-1 L[-log a i(y)]/[-log a 1(Y)].
i=1

It should be intuitive that ai(Y) converges as i -+ 00, especially if
the sequence {'lIi} does not have long-range dependence. If ai(Y)
converges to aoo(Y), then

fin(Y) -+ [-logaoo (y)]/[-logal(Y)] dg fioo(Y), n -+ 00.
A dependence condition implying the monotonicity (and hence
convergence) of ai(Y) in i is given below.

A rough connection between~theextremal index and reciprocal
cluster size of large exceedances comes from the following results.
We begin with the inequality:

f3r(Y) > [1 - Fr(y)]/[r(1 - F(y»] (8.2)
(1 - F(y» + (F(y) -F2(Y» + ... + (Fr- 1(y) -Fr(y»

1'(1- F(y»
> (Fr - 1(y) - Fr (y»/(1 - F(y».

The first inequality comes from [-loga]/[-logb] > (l-a)/(l-b) if
o< a < b < 1; the difference of the two quantities in this inequality
gets smaller as a, b increase towards 1. The second inequality comes
from the sequence Fi-l(y)-Fi(Y) =Pr(Y1 > y, Y2 $ y, . .. , Yi :5 y)
decreasing in i. For fixed l' and y, with l' large, Leadbetter (1983)
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(a) AR(1) normal
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Figure 8.1. Comparison of extreme value properties for Markov chains
based on different bivariate copulas; parameters are (aJ p = 0.75 and (b)
S = 2.34.
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interprets the reciprocal of the second term in (8.2) as the expected
number of exceedances above y in a block of r consecutive Yi given
that at least one of the Yi exceeds y. That is,

r(l - F(y)) ELi~;-l I(Yi > y) i+r-l
1 - Fr(y) Pr(A) = &;1 Pr(Y; > y I A)

ELi~;-l I( {Yi > y} n A)
Pr(A)

where A is the event {max{Y}, ... , YJ+r-l} > V}. The exceedances
in a block can be considered as a cluster.

Properties of f3n(Y):
(a) (Bound based on a positive or negative dependence condi

tion.) If the po~itive dependence condition Fn ~ Fn holds for
all n, then f3n (y) ~ 1. Similarly, f3n (y) ~ 1 if {Yi} exhibits
enough negative dependence such that Fn ~ F n .

(b) (Bounds on f3n(Y): f3n(Y) can be larger than I but not p.)
From the Frechet upper and lower bounds for a multivariate
distribution with given univariate margins, max{O, nF(y) 
(n - I)} ::s Fn(y) ::s F(y). The upper bound results when
Yi = Y1 for all i. The lower bound is probably quite crude
when considered as a bound for multivariate distributions
that come from stationary dependence sequences. From these
bounds, .Bn(Y) ~ n- 1

, .Bn(Y) ~ -log(np-n+l)/[-n logp] if Y
is such that F(y) =p > I-n- 1 (and there is no upper bound
if F(y) ~ l-n- 1). Sincelimp _l-log(np-n+l)/[-nlogp] =
1, then lim SUPy_oo f3n(Y) ~ 1.

(c) (Monotonicity of ai(Y) in i.) If Fn+1(y) ~ Fn(y)F(y) for all
n, then an(y) ~ al(Y) for all n(and=:hence f3n(Y) ~ 1{or an
n). The preceding statement is also valid with all inequalities
reversed. Under some stronger positive dependence assump
tions, ai(Y) is increasing in i (which implies that Pn(Y) is
decreasing in n). Similarly, there are negative dependence as
sumptions for which ai(Y) is decreasing in i. Sufficient condi
tions for monotonicity of ai(Y) are given in Glaz and Johnson
(1984). By Theorem 2.3 of Glaz and Johnson, ai(Y) is increas
ing in i for all y, if for all n the density In of (Y1 , ••• , Yn) is
MTP2 •

Next are two examples where ai(Y) is monotone in i. .

Example 8.1 If (Y1 , ••• , Yn ) is MVN with covariance matrix En
and inverse covariance matrix An =E;; 1 =(aij), then a necessary
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and sufficient condition for the density of (Y1 , ..• , Y'1) to be MTP2
is that ~ll off-diagonal elements of An are non-positive. For {Yt }

being a stationary AR(l) normal sequence with lag 1 autocorre
lation p > 0, An has the form all = ann = (1 - p2)-I, aii =
(1 + p2)/(1 - p2) for 2 ::; i :::; n - 1, ai,i+l = ai+l,i = -p/(l _ p2),
i = 1, ... , n - 1, and aij = 0 for Ii - il 2:: 2. Hence the MTP2
condition holds and ai(Y) is increasing in i for all y. 0

Example 8.2 Let {Yt } be a Markov chain of order 1 with contin
uous marginal distribution F. Let h(Yt-l,Yt) = p(YtlYt-d be the
transition pdf. From Proposition 3.10 in Karlin and Rinott (1980a),
the density of YI , ... , Yn is MTP2 for all n if h is TP2. Let C be the
bivariate copula associated with (rt-I, Yd. Then h is TP2 if the
density c of Cis TP2since h(Yt-l,Yt) = c(F(Yt-d,F(Yt))f(yt}.
The property of TP2 density holds for a number of the families of
bivariate copulas in Section 5.1.

8.2 k-dependent time series models

MA(k) normal time series models are examples of k-dependent se
quences. In this section, we look at k-dependent sequences, based
on copulas, that allow for arbitrary univariate margins. These mod
els are probably less useful for applications compared with Markov
models; however, they are included for theoretical completeness.

8.2.1 I-dependent series associated with copulas

Let C(u, v) be a bivariate copula with conditional distribution
C211(vlu) = aC(u, v)/au. The inverse conditional distribution is
denoted by C~i(slu). Let F be a (continuous) univariate cdr and
let to, tI, ... be a sequence of iid U(O, 1) rvs. (The development
could be extended to discrete distributions F.) A I-dependent se
quence with stationary distribution F is:

(8.3)

where

h(u, v) = F-l[C~i(vlu)].

The marginal distribution is:

Pr(F-l[C~:(ttltt_l)] ::; y) =Pr{tt ~ C211(F(y)lct-d)

= Jo1pr(tt ~ C2II(F(y)lu)) du =J0
1
C2II(F(Y)lu) du =F(y).
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The joint distribution Of(yt-l' tt), Pr(tt-l ::; x, Yt ::; y), becomes

Pr(ct-l ::; C211(F(x)lct-2), Ct ::; C211(F(y)l t t-d)

- 1111

Pr(U2 :S C2ll(F(x)lud, ft :S C211(F(y)lu2)} dU2dui

/11c211 (F(X)ltcI)

= 10 0 C211(F(y)lu 2) dU2dul

= l C(C211(F(x)lu), F(y)} duo (8.4)

For the independence copula, note that )It = F-l (tt), t ~ 1, is
an iid sequence. For a BVN copula C(u, v) =~p(<P-l(u), ~-l(v»,

C211(vlu) = ~([<]}-l(v) - p~-l(u)]/Jl- p2), and C~:(slu) =
<I>(p~-l (u) + VI - p2 <I>-l(s». If F = ~, the sequence becomes

yt = pat-l + VI - p2 at,

where at are iid N(O, 1) rvs. The lag 1 correlation is PVl - p2,
which reaches a maximum of ! when p = If and a minimum of
-! when p =-Jf. The joint distribution from (8.4) is

[4>p ([x - p4>-I(u)lh,II - p2, y) d",

_L: 4>p(x - pz)/ ...f1- p2, y} d<)(z)

= Pr(Jl-p2X+pZ~x,Y:5Y), (8.5)

where (X, Y, Z) is normal with covariance matrix [~ 1~J.
Hence the bivariate distribution in (8.5) is a BVSN distribution
with correlation pJl - p2.

For the upper Frc§chet bound copula, C211(vlu) = 0 if v < u
and 1 if v ~ u. Hence C2j:(slu) = u and the sequence reduces
to }t = F-1(ct_t}, an iid sequence. For the lower Frechet bound
copula, C211(vlu) = 0 if v < 1 - u and 1 if v ;::: 1 - u. Hence
C2j:(slu) =1- u and the sequence reduces to }t =F- 1(1- it-d,
another iid sequence.

Not all I-dependent stationary sequences have a copula repres
entation. One example consists of the MA sequences in Section
8.4.2 with univariate margins in the convolution-closed infinitely
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divisible class. Another example is that if ~l, ~2, ... are iid, then
the seq~enceXt = max{~t, ~t+l}, t = 1,2, ... , does not have the
form of (8.3).

Next we state some properties of the distribution in (8.4). If the
copula C is PQD, then the distribution in (8.4) pointwise exceeds

fol
C211(F(x)lu)F(y)du =F(x)F(y) so that (8.4) is also PQD. Sim

ilarly, (8.4) is NQD if C is NQD. A comparison of the copula
in (8.4) and C is as follows. Let C"'(x, y) = fo! C(C211(xlu), y) du
be the copula in (8.4). Notice that fo! C211(xlu) du = x so that
if C(·;y) is concave for all y, then C*(x,y) ::; C(x,y) for all
o~ x, y ::; 1. This follows because the condition of concavity is the
same as C2\!(ylu) decreasing in u for all y, or equivalently C211(·lu)
is SI as u increases. Similarly, if C2\1(·lu) is stochastically decreas
ing as u increases, then C*(x, y) ~ C(x, y) for all 0 ~ x, y ~ 1.

8.2.2 Higher-order copulas

Let C be a trivariate copula that is differentiable with respect to
the first two arguments. For stationary 2-dependent sequences with
univariate margin F, based on a trivariate copula C, the general
ization of (8.4) is:

where

yt =h(Ct-2' Ct-b Ct), t = 1,2, ... , (8.6)

h(ul' U2, U3) =F- I (C3j:2(U3I u l, C~:(u2Iud)).

It is easily checked that the special case of the independence copula
leads to an iid sequence.

Let E = (Pij) be a trivariate correlation matrix. For the trivari
ate normal copula, C(u) = <1>E(<I>-1(uI),<I>-1(U2),<I>-1(U3)),

C3\12(v3Iv1,v2) = <1>([<1>-1 (V3) - al<1>-l(vt} - a2<1>-1(v2)]/a3),

where a1 = (P13 - P12P23)/(1 - PI2)' a2 = (P23 - P12P13)/(1- PI2),
a3 = [(1-PI2-PI3-P~3+2pl2P13P23)/(1-pr2)P/2. The model (8.6)
becomes equivalent to Yt = (al +a2P12)Zt-2 +a2 VI - PI2 Zt-l +
a3 Zt, where Zt are iid N(O, 1) rvs. If P12 = PI3 = P23 = P -+ 1,
then a1 = a2 -+ t, a3 -+ 0 and yt = Zt-2.

The generalization of (8.6) to k-dependent sequences based on a
(k + 1)-dimensional copula C that is differentiable with respect to
the first k arguments is obvious.
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Table 8.1. Correlations jor binary discretization oj extreme 1-dependent
normal sequences.

p or q 0.1 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5
() =0.5 0.249 0.295 0.308 0.318 0.330 0.333

() = -0.5 -0.103 -0.197 -0.237 -0.271 -0.317 -0.333

8.2.3 I-dependent binary series

In this subsection, we study some special forms for I-dependent
stationary binary time series {'Yi}, in order to obtain bounds on
the maximum and minimum lag I correlations, as a function of p =
Pr(Yi = 1) = 1 - q. This then provides a comparison for studying
the range of dependence of I-dependent binary time series.

From consideration of the non-negative definite correlation ma
trix for an infinite I-dependent stationary sequence, the maximum
correlation is less than or equal to t and the minimum correlation
is greater than or equal to -!. We have the exact maximum and
minimum only for some p values and leave the other cases as an
unsolved problem. The extension to k-dependent stationary binary
series is also left as an unsolved problem; for the generalization, one
has to consider an appropriate quantification of 'most dependent'
and 'least dependent' over lags.

Candidates to consider for obtaining bounds are the discretiza
tions of the extreme I-dependent normal sequences {Zt} that have
lag I correlations () = ±t; Le., Yi = I(Zt > ~-1(1 - p», with
o< p < 1. For Bernoulli (p) margins, the lag 1 correlation of {¥t}
is [~6(~-1(q), ~-l(q» - q2]/(pq) with q =1- P and 6 = ~ or -!.
This leads to the correlation values in Table 8.1 (there is symmetry
about p = q = ~).

Next we consider some I-dependent sequences given by:

(a) Yi = I(max{et,et-l} > s);

(b) yt =I(min{et,et-l} > s);

(c) yt =I(max{l- et-bet} > s);

(d) Yi = I (min{I - et - b et} > s).
In (a) and (b), et are iid continuous rvs, and in (c) and (d), et are
iid U(O, 1) rvs. In each case, with 0 < p < 1 fixed, s can be chosen
so that yt is Bernoulli (p). Let P2 =Pr(Yi =yt+l =1), so that the
correlation is p =(P2 - p2)/{p _ p2).
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Table 8.2. Maximum correlations over the 1-dependent binary sequences
in (a) and (b).

p or q
p

0.1
0.487

0.2
0.472

0.25
0.464

0.3
0.456

0.4
0.436

0.5
0.414

Table 8.3. Minimum correlations over the 1-dependent binary sequences
in (c) and (d).

par q
p

0.1 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5
-0.111 -0.250 -0.333 -0.292 -0.225 -0.172

For (a), P2 =1-2')'2 +')'3 with')' = (1- p)I/2. For (b), P2 = p3/ 2.
For (a) with p :5 t and (b) with P ~ t, the correlations exceed
those in Table 8.1; these are given in Table 8.2 (there is symmetry
in the maximum correlations about P =q = t).

For (c), p = 1 - S2 if s = (1 - p)1/2, P2 = 1 - 2s2 if S :5 t and
P2 = 1- 282 + 82 (28 -1) if 82:: t· For 8:5 tor p 2:: 0.75, this
leads to p = -82 /(1 - 82

) = -(1 - p)/p. For (d), P = (1 - 8? if
8 = I_p1

/
2

, P2 =0 if s 2:: t and P2 = (1-s)2(1-28) if s:5 t. For
s 2: ~ or P ~ 0.25, this leads to p = -pj(l - p). Table 8.3 has the
minimum correlations that are possible from (c) and (d) (there is
symmetry in the minimum correlations about p =q = t).

An upper bound on the maximum correlation and a lower bound
on the minimum correlation for a I-dependent stationary binary
sequence can be obtained by considering three"'way tables, four
way tables, etc., with appropriate margins. Consider the three
way table such that the (1,2) and (2,3) bivariate margins are

[ q2 + (}() p~ - (}()] and the (1,3) bivariate margin is [q2 p~].
pq - p + pq P

Then for the trivariate distribution with Pijk = Pr(Yt = i, Yt+I =
j, Yi+2 = k), the bivariate constraints lead to POOO = x, POOl =
PlOD = q2 + () - X, POlO = q2 - X, POll = PUO = pq - q2 - () + X,
PIOl = pq - q2 - 2() + X, PIll = p2 + q2 - pq + 2() - x. The non
negativity of each term implies 0 ::; x ::; q2, q2 - pq ::; x _ () ::; q2,
q2 - pq ::; x - 2() :5 q2 - pq + p2. The maximum and minimum of
() are now reduced to linear programming problems. The inequal
ities can be drawn in the (x, () plane. The maximum is () = tpq
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Table 8.4. Bounds on extreme correlations for 1-dependent binary se
quences.

p or q
DB (max)
LB(max)
DB (min)
LB (min)

0.1
0.5

0.487
-0.111
-0.111

0.2
0.5

0.472
-0.250
-0.250

0.25
0.5

0.464
-0.333
-0.333

0.3
0.5

0.456
-0.292
-0.429

0.4
0.5

0.436
-0.317
-0.5

0.5
0.5

0.414
-0.333
-0.5

(when x = q2 on the line x - 28 = q2 - pq), and the maximum
correlation is ~. The graph for the case q < ~ and q ~ p2 leads
to the minimum () value of _q2 (correlation equal to -qlp), from
the intersection of x =0 and x - 8 =q2. The graph for the case
q < ~ and q > p2 leads to the minimum 0 value of !(_q2 + pq _ p2)
(correlation equal to ~(1 - q/p - plq)), from the intersection of
x = 0 and x - 2() = q2 - pq + p2. The graph for the case q ~ t
and p :5 q2 leads to the minimum 9 value of _p2 (correlation
equal to -plq), from the intersection of x - 29 =q2 - pq + p2 and
x - (} =q2 - pq (x =q2 + pq - p2). The graph for the case q ~ t
and'p > q2 leads to the minimum () value of !(_q2 +pq - p2) (cor
relation equal to ! (1 - q/ p - p/ q», from the intersection of x =0
and x - 2() = q2 - pq + p2. The constraint p = q2 corresponds to
q = (-1 + v'5)/2 =0.618 and p =(3 - ..;5)/2. The bound for the
minimum correlation is - ~ at q = ~ and dips below - t for q from
1/3 to 2/3.

A summary for all of the bounds is given in the Table 8.4. Note
that the sequences from (c) with p ~ 0.75 and for (d) with p 50.25
attain the lower bound on the lag 1 correlation. The derivation of
sharp bounds in the remaining cases is left as an unsolved problem.

8.3 Latent variable models

Models from Chapter 7 that have the MVN distribution, as a mix
ing distribution or for latent variables, can be used for longitud
inal data, if the correlation or covariance matrices have patterns
of correlations depending on lags, Le., Pij = i'\j -il for i f:. j, for
a sequence /1c. Examples are the multivariate Poisson-lognormal
distribution, the multivariate logit-normal distribution,' and the
discretization of ARMA normal time series for binary and or
dinal response (equivalently, multivariate probit model with pat-
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terned covariance matrix). Simple patterned matrices that could
be used for initial modelling are the AR(1) and AR(2) correlation
structures. For AR(l), Pij = pli - il for some -1 < P < 1. For
AR(2), Pij = PIi-il' with Pk being the autocorrelation of lag k;
the autocorrelations satisfy Pk = <PIPk-l + <P2Plk-21, k ?: 3, where
<PI =Pl(1- P2)/(1 - pi), <P2 = (P2 - pr)/(l - pr), and are deter
mined from Pl,P2. Note that if Yt = I(Zt ::; a), where {Zt} IS a
dependent AR sequence, then {Yt } is not a Markov chain.

8.4 Convolution-closed infinitely divisible class

A unified approach for time series models with non-negative serial
dependence can be obtained for the case where the response vari
able has a distribution in the convolution-closed infinitely divisible
class. The class includes Poisson, negative binomial (with fixed
probability parameter), gamma (with fixed scale parameter), gen
eralized Poisson (with one fixed parameter), inverse Gaussian (with
one fixed parameter) and normal. The models are the same as or
have similar form to the autoregressive moving average (ARMA)
time series models in the case of a normal univariate margin, but
only a subclass of the ARMA normal models is obtained. Following
the usage in the statistical literature, we will refer to the models
here as ARMA models for non-normal distributions. A Poisson,
negative binomial or generalized Poisson margilJ can be used for
count data and a gamma or inverse Gaussian margin can be used
for a positive response variable.

Stationary first-order Markov or AR(1) time series models are
stochastically described in Section 8.4.1, along with some prop
erties and interesting special cases. Extensions to AR(p), MA(q)
and ARMA models are covered in subsequent subsections. A non
stationary extension is ment.ioned briefly in Section 8.4.4.

The ideas in this section do not seem to extend to models with
negative dependence for lags.

8.4.1 Stationary AR(l) time series 0

The theory here is a special case of the stationary Markov chain
time series in Section 8.1.1; the joint distribution of a consecut
ive pair of observations has one of the bivariate distributions in
Section 4.6. However, the time series models are best presented
through stochastic representations rather than through transition
probabilities.
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Let Fe, e > 0, be a convolution-closed infinitely divisible para
metric family such that Fel *F(J2 =Fel +82 , where * is the convolu
tion operator. It is assumed that Fo corresponds to the degenerate
distribution at O. For Zj I"Y FB;, j =1,2, with Zl, Z2 independent,
let G(JI,e2'Z be the distribution of Zl given that Zl +Z2 = z. Let A
be a random operator such that A(Y) given Y = y has distribu
tion Gor9 ,(1-or)B,y, and A(Y) "J Fail when Y "J Fe. (In later subsec
tions, the operator is denoted by A(·; a) to show the dependence
on a.) A stationary time series with margin Fe and autocorrelation
o< 0' < 1 (of lag 1) can now be constructed as

(8.7)

where the innovations €t are iid with distribution F(1-a)O, Y't -- Fe
for all t, and {At : t ~ 1} are independent replications of the
operator A. (The term innovation is used because {t need not
have a mean of OJ rather {t is new or innovative at time t.)

Here is the intuition reasoning behind the operator A(·). A con
secutive pair (Yi-I, 'Yt) has a common latent or unobserved com
ponent X 12 through the representation:

Y't-l =X12 + Xl, Yt =Xl2 + X2,

where X12, Xl, X2 are independent rvs with distributions Fae,

F(l-a)S, F(l-or)/1J respectively. The operator A(Yi-l) 'recovers' the
unobserved X 12 ; hence the distribution of A(y) given Yi-l = Y
must be the same as the distribution of X 12 given X12 + Xl = y.

Interesting examples are the following.

(a) If Fo is Gamma«(},e) with efixed, then Gae,(l-a)e,lI is the
distribution of y times a Beta (a(}, (1 - 0' )e) rv. That is, the
model could be represented as

(8.8)

where the At are iid Beta (O'e, (1 - 0')e) rvs and the {t are iid
Gamma«I- ev)8,e) rvs.

(b) If Fe is N(O, e), then Ga (J,(1-a)8,y is N(Oty, 0'(1-0')0), and the
usual normal AR(l) model results, since A(Y) -- N(O, o'().

(c) If F8 is Poisson «(), then GodJ ,(1-or)9,y is Binomial(y, 0:).

(d) If Fe is Negative Binomial(9,p), as given in (8.10) below, with
p fixed, then Ga9 ,(1-a)8,y is Beta-binomial(y, O'(), (1 - ev)()
(with pmf given in (8.11) below).
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(e) If Fo is inverse Gaussian with parameters a,"\ (,.\ fixed), mean
a,'variance a,.\2, and density of the form

fe(y) = (27rJ)l/2>. exp{ _02j(2y>.2)_yj(2>.2)+Oj>.2}, Y > 0,

(8.9)

then the inverse Gaussian subfamily is infinitely divisible. The
density of GOtO,(1-a)8,y is given in (8.12) below.

(f) If Fo is generalized Poisson with parameters (), TJ ("1 ~ °fixed)
and density of the form

fo(y) = a(a + 71y)Y-1 e- 0
- 7JY Iy!, y = 0,1, ... ,

then the generalized Poisson subfamily is infinitely divisible,
and GaO,(l-Ot)O,y is a quasi-binomial distribution (given in
(8.13) below).

By relaxing the condition of infinite divisibility, one gets the
following additional interesting example.

(g) If Fo is Binomial (0, p) and a is restricted to a multiple of 0- 1 ,

then GaD ,( 1-a)O ,y is Hypergeometric (aa, (1 - a)(), y) (the pmf
is given in (8.14) below).

The models in (c), (d), (f) and (g) could be used for count data,
with (d) and (f) for overdispersed counts relative to Poisson, and
(g) for underdispersed counts relative to Poisson. The model in (g)
might be useful for inferences when () is large and unknown.

Some details for the specific examples of interest are given next.

(b) (Normal.) Let Zj I"V N(O, Bj ) independently, j = 1,2. Let <P

denote the standard normal density. Then the density of Zll

given that Z1 + Z2 = y, is

«()l ()2)-1/2¢(wl0f0 </J(Y - w)/VtJ;)
«(}l + (}2)-1/2¢(ylv(}1 + (}2)

[BI(Ol()2)P/2¢(w - ay)/Va(l- a)O),

with 0 = 01 + O2 , a =01lB. Equivalently, Z1 I Z1 + Z2 =Y is
N(ay,a(l-a)B). Hence, for (8.7), a stochastic representation
is Yi = aYi-t + Wt + Ct, where Wt are iid N(O,a(l- a)B)
independently of the {Etl, and Wt + Et are iid N(O, (1- ( 2 )().

(d) (Negative binomial and beta-binomial.) For the negative bi
nomial (NB) distribution with parameters B, p, we mean the
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distribution with pmf

f(k; 0, p) ={r(B + k)/[k! r(O)]}p8 qk I k =0,1, ... , q =1- p.
(8.10)

If Zl ~ NB(Ol,p), Z2 ~ NB(02,P), and Zl,Z2 are independ
ent rvs, then

Pr(Zl =k I ZI + Z2 =y) = f(k;{Jt,p)f(y - k;()2,P)
fey; 81 + 82 ,p)

=(y) BeBl + k,82 + Y - k), k = 0,1, .. . ,y.
k B(fh, (2)

This is the beta-binomial pmf, which is a Beta (fh, (2) mixture
of Binomial (y, p) distributions.

(e) (Inverse Gaussian.) Let Zl, Z2 be independent inverse Gauss
ian rvs with respective parameters 01 , O2 • Using (8.9), the
conditional density of Zl given Zl + Z2 = y, f8 1 (W)/82(Y
w)/!8 1+82-(Y), simplifies to

(2 )-1/2 [ Y ] 3/2 01(J2
7r w(y - w) A(OI + (2 )

• { __1_ [!(i +~ _ (81 +(2)2] }
exp 2A2 w y-w Y ,

for 0 < w < y. From this, the conditional density for ZI/(Zl+
Z2) given Zl + Z2 = y depends on y, so that there is not a
simpler stochastic representation for (8.7), as for the case of
gamma margins.

(f) (Generalized Poisson and quasi-binonlial.) Let Zl, Z2 be in
dependent generalized Poisson rvs with respective parameters
01 ,62, The conditional density of Zl given ZI + Z2 = Y is the
quasi-binomial distribution with pmf given by

k = (y) p(l - p) [p + (k] k-l [1 -p + «y - k)] y-k-l ,

g k 1+ (y 1+ (y 1+ (y
(8.13)

k =0,1, ... , y, where p = 81 /(fh + (}2), ( =TJ/({}l +(2).

(g) (Binomial and hypergeometric.) If Zl ~ Binomial (81 , p) and
Z2 ,....., Binomial(02,p), and Zl, Z2 are independent, then Zl
given Zl + Z2 = Y is hypergeometric with pmf
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(8.14)

wh~re 8 =81 + 82 . To make this appear similar to the beta
binomial distribution, the pmf can be rewritten as

(Y) 01! 02! (0 - y)!
gk= k (01- k )!(02-y+k)! 8! .

Theorem 8.1 Properties of the process (8.7) are the following.

(a) The process is Ma1·kov of order 1 and is time-reversible.

(b) If Fe has moments of second order, then the autocorrelation
of Ia9 j is ai, j = I, 2, ....

(c) An iid sequence is obtained ifa -+ 0 and a perfectly dependent
sequence is obtained if a -+ 1.

Proof. The proofs are left as exercises. 0

The final result of this subsection concerns the bivariate margins
for the AR(l) time series. For the Poisson margin, the bivariate dis
tribution of (Yl , Yi+d is the standard (and most natural) bivariate
Poisson distribution (see Section 7.2.2).

Theorem 8.2 For the A.R(l) Poisson time series of the form
(8. 7), the bivariate distribution of (YI , }j+d is bivariate Poisson
with parameters 0,0, a i 0, i.e., the pmf is

yl\z e-,x12A~2 e-,xl+,x12(AI _ AI2)y-k e- A2 +,x12(A2 - Al2y-k

{; k! (y-k)! (z-k)! . '

y, Z =0,1, ... , with Al = A2 =0, A12 =aiO.

Proof. The proof is based on a stochastic representation. Let it,

t ~ 2, be iid Poisson « 1 - a )0) rvs, and let OJ ki be iid Bernoulli (a)
rvs which are independent of the it and Y1 . Then the Poisson AR(1)
series of the form (8.7) can be represented as:

• Y2= I::r~l 021i + i2,

• Y3 = E;~l 021i 031i + E;~l 032i + i3,.... ,

• YJ+l = E;~l c521i ··· c5j +1,li + I:{=2 I::~1 c5k+l,ki' " OJ+l,ki +
Ej +1.

Since the rvs YI , €2, ... , fi+l are independent, YJ+l is stoch
astically equal to AJ +1 (Y1 ) + f, where c is independent of Y1 and
AJ+I(Y) has the Binomial(y,ai ) distribution. Hence (Y1 , )j+t} has
distribution similar in form to the distribution of (Yl, Y2) with a
replaced by a i . 0
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Remark. There is not a similar result for the negative binornial
or gamma distributions. For example, using (8.8) as the stochastic
representation for the gamma AR( 1) time series, Y3 =A3A 2YI +
A3c2+ca, where A2 , Aa are iid Beta (aO, (l-a)B) rvs, independent
ofYI , C2, ca. AaA2Yl is stochastically equal to A"'Y1 with A'" having
a Beta (a20, (1- a 2)O) distribution, and A3c2 + f3 is stochastically
equal to fiji, a Gamma(l- a 2 ,€) rv. The pair (Y1 , A*Y1 +c"') has a
form stochastically equal to that in (4.49) in Section 4.6 (assuming
Yt, A'" and f* are independent), but (Y1 , Ya) does not since A 3 A 2 Y 1

and A a(2 + (a are dependent.

8.4.2 Moving average models

There are versions of the models in preceding subsection for sta
tionary moving average (MA) models. For the MA(I) models, if
Y ~ Fg and 0 < {3 < 1, let A(Y; {3) denote a rv that, given Y = y,
has distribution GfJiJ,(l-fJ)e,y. Let Ct, t =0, 1,2, ... , be iid rvs with
distribution FT]. An MA(I) time series with marginal distribution
Fe has the form

(8.15)

where 0 5 a 5 1 and 11 = O/(a + 1). As before, At, t ~ 1,
are independent operators. Assuming that Fo h.as finite second
moment Ou2

, Cov(yt,Yi+d = Cov(E[ctlce]' E[Ae+1(ct;a)lct]) =
Cov (ce, aft) = aT/u2 =0'00'2/(a + 1), and the correlation is O'/{a +
1) which is bounded above by t (when a =1, T/ =0/2). The lower
bound is 0 when a =O.

The MA(q) model, with yt I'V Fg, has the form
q

yt =L At,j(ct-j; aj),
j=O

where ao =1, 0 ::; aj 5 1, j =1, ... , q, Ct are iid with distribution
FfJ and 0 = 11 L~ a j. The operators At ,j are independent over t
and j.

For 1 5 Ie 5 q, the autocovariances and autocorrelations are
q

Cov(yt, Yi+k) =COY (LAt,i(ft-i;aj),
j=O

q-k q-k

L At+k,j'+k(€t-j'; Clj'+k») =L ajaj+k11u2

j':-k j=O
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and L}~~ (J;iD:j+k/ 'L}=o (J;j, respectively.

Combining the ideas for the AR( 1) and MA(q) models, one can
get an ARMA(l,q) model. This has the form

q

W t- q + L At,j (tt+l-j; O:'j), t 2: 1,
i=l

At (Wt-1 ; tJ) + t t , t 2: 1 - q,

(8.16)

where {Wtl is the autoregressive component, Wt ~ F'Y' °::; f3 :::; 1,
o ~ O:'j ~ 1, j = 1, ... , q, Ct are iid with distribution FYl , it is
independent of Wt -}, Wt - 2 , .•• , At,i' At are independent operators
over different t, j, r =1]/( I-tJ) and 1] =0/[(l-tJ)-l +E! O:'j]. Note
that this form of the ARMA model is not the same as the usual one
for an ARMA time series with normal rvs. In general, convolution
of dependent rvs, each with distribution in the family Fo, need
not result in a rv in the same family. In (8.16), the autoregressive
component Wt - q is independent of Ct, ... , Ct-q+l in order that yt
is the sum of independent rvs and yt rv Fo.

The form of the autocorrelation function for (8.16) has a
simple form, like that for the usual ARMA(l,q) normal model, only
in cases where the operators have an additive property, as given
below. Let Pi be the autocorrelation of lag j. If the decomposition

Cov (A(X 1 +X2 ;tJt},A*(Y;tJ2»)
= Cov (A(X1;!3I),A*(Y;!32» + Cov (A(X2;!31),Aol«Y;!32»

makes sense for independent operators A, A'" and arbitrary PI, /32 E
(0,1), then a formula (with the proof left as an exercise) is:

q-k q

Pk = [l3k -Y+1] L O:'iO:'i+k +1] L pi
-

q+k
-

1O:'i] /0, k= 1, ... , q,
i=l i=q-k+l

Pq+k =(3Pq+k-l, k = 1,2, ....

8.4.3 Higher-order autoregressive models

The generalization of the AR(1) models to AR(p), p > 1, is not as
straightforward. There is the possibility of more than one general
ization. Our extension is based on the multivariate generalization
of a family of univariate distributions in the convolution-closed
infinitely divisible class. That is, the joint distribution of p + 1
consecutive observations has one of the multivariate distributions
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in Section 4.6. These higher-order AR models do not have con
ditional linearity except for the special case of the normal dis
tribution. We next state the general AR(2) model that extends
(8.7). From this, the extension to AR(p), p > 2, is straightforward
conceptually, although the notation is a bit cumbersome. The ex
tension to ARMA(p, q) models then combines the ideas in (8.16)
and (8.17). Note again that the AR models are examples of the sta
tionary Markov chain time series models in Section 8.1.1; stochastic
representations can be given for the transition probabilities.

For the AR(2) model, we make use of the distribution of Zl3 +
Z23+ Z123 given Zl +Z12+ Z13+Z123 =Yl, Z2+Z12+Z23+Z123 =
Y2, where Zl, Z2, Z12, Z13, Z23, Z123 have distributions in the family
F with respective parameters 8-81 - 82 - 83 , 8- 281 - 83 , 81 , 82 , 81 ,

83 (8 is defined so that the first two parameters are non-negative).
Let this distribution be denoted by G(Jl.(J2.(J3.',Yl'!l2 and let a IV

with this distribution be denoted by A(Yb Y2). Let (t be iid rvs
with distribution F9-91-82-9s' The AR(2) time series is defined as

(8.17)

where At, t ~ 3, are independent replicates of the operator A. To
get a stationary series, let Y1 ,..,. Fe and Y2 =A;(Y1 ) + (2, where
A;(y) has distribution G'l+83,8-'l-(J3.y (from Section 8.4.1) and
€2 ,.... F(J-(Jl-e3' By construction Yi ,..,. Fe.

Here is some of the intuition reasoning behind the operator A(·).
A consecutive triple (Yi-2, yt-l7 yt) has common latent or unob
served components X 123, X 12, X I 3, X 23 through the representa
tion:

Yi-2 - X 123 + X l2 + X 13 + XI,
Yi-l - X123 + Xu + X 23 + X 2 ,

yt - X123 +X13 +X23 +X3 ,

where X123,X12,XI3,X23,Xl,X2,X3 are independent with dis
tributions corresponding to the Zs defined above. The operator
A(Yi-2, Y't-l) 'recovers' the unobserved sum X l23 + X l 3 + X23;
hence the distribution of A(Yb Y2) given Yi-2 =Yl and ¥i-I =Y2
must be the same as the distribution of X 123 + XIS + X 23 given
X 123 +Xu + X l3 + Xl = Yl and X 123 +X12 + X 23 + X2 =Y2·

By comparison with the stochastic representation of (Yi-2, 'Yt-l,
Yi) in the AR(l) model of Section 8.4.1, the AR(l) model 'is a spe
cial case of (8.17) when (01,82 , (3) has the form (Oa[l - a]' 0, 8(2),

where 0 < at < 1. The details are left as an exercise.
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Let (1 = B- Bl - B2 - B3 , (2 = B- 2Bl - B3 . Let Ie be the density
of Fo with respect to the measure v. The density 9 associated with
G0 1 ,fJ 2 ,03,fJ ,Yl ,Y2 IS:

g(x) = ili fe3( u)fo, (v)fo1(W)fU2(X - U - v)f(, (YI - X+v- w)

·1'2(Y2 - U - v - w) dvdvdv /h(yl, Y2),

where h is the joint density of (Zl + Z12 + Z13 + Z123, Z2 + ZI2 +
Z23 + Z123). This density does not simplify unless Fe is the normal
family (with parameter B for the variance).

In the special case of the normal margin, let X = Z13+Z23+Z123,
YI = ZI + Z12 + Zi3 + Z123, Y2 = Z2 + Zl2 + Z23 + Z123. The

~::~~i::r~bc:~::::c~:::i:)[~tririate~:orm] ~1:::~eZ;~o=~::
82 81 81 + B2

B3, 82 = B2 + B3. The conditional distribution of X given Yl = Yl,
Y2 = Y2 is normal with mean CIYl +C2Y2 and variance V =81 +82 

CI02-C-201, where Cl = (B0 2 - 0r)/(B2-or ), C2 = 01(0-02)/(B2- or )·
d

Therefore, A(YI , Y2) = Cl Y1 + C2Y2 + W, where W I"V N(O, V), and
Var (A(YI , Y2)) = (ci + c~)O + 2ClC201 + V = 01 + O2 • Also one can
verify that Cov (Y3, Y2) =COY (C1 Yl + C2Y2, Y2) = CIOl + C2 B = 01
and COY (Y3,YI ) = C1B + C201 =02·

Properties that are discussed briefly are: (i) multivariate cumu
lants; (ii) time reversibility; and (iii) no general form for the auto
correlation function.

(i) For the model (8.17), the parameters are related to multivari
ate cumulants (see Section 4.6). There are constants ')'2,)'3

such that ~12 = ')'2(B1 + (3), ~l3 = )'2(B2 + (3), K123 = ')'3 B3,
where K12, K13, K123 are respectively the mixed cumulants of
(yt, yt+l), (Yi, Yt+2) and (yt, Yi+l, Yi+2)'

(ii) By construction, the joint distribution of (Yt , Yt +b Yi+2) is
the same as that of (Zl + Z12 + Z13 + Z123, Z2 + Z12 + Z23 +
Z123, Z3 + Zl3 + Z23 + Z123), where Zl, Z2, Z3, Z12, Z13, Z23,
Z123 have distributions with respective parameters (1, (2, (1,
B1 , O2 , 01 ,03 - The joint density of (Yt , 1t+l, Yt+2) is

f12a(YI, Y2, Ya) =1111 f0 3 ( U)fOl (V)fUl (w)f02(x)

·f(l (Yl - U - v - X)/(2(Y2 - U - v - W)f(l (Y3 - U - W - x)

dll(x) dll(w) dll(v) dll(u).
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This density is symmetric in Yl, Y3 so that the process {}t}
is time-reversible.

(iii) The approach for the ARC!) and MA(q) models of using con
ditional expectations to obtain the autocorrelation function
does not work for (8.17) because there is no general result
for the conditional expectation E (Yt+2 IYi, Yt+1). This con
ditional expectation is non-linear in general and would have
to be evaluated separately for different faynilies {Fe}.

8.4.4 Models for longitudinal data

In this subsection, we first indicate one approach to obtaining a
non-stationary extension of the AR(l) model in (8.7). In some
applications, the parameter (J may depend on time. There could be
a time trend, or the time series may consist of repeated measures
or longitudinal data with the parameter 0 depending on (time
varying) covariates. In the former case, we could have the model
Ot = gCt) for a positive-valued function g, and in the latter case,
we could have the model (Jt = g(xg), where g is positive-valued
and Xt is the covariate (column) vector at time t. For covariates, a
convenient choice of 9 to ensure that Ot is non-negative is g(Xt) =
exp{,Bo + PXt} for a constant Po and a row vector p.

Because yt, At(}t-l; a), ft in (8.7) are in the same convolution
closed family, (8.7) can be adapted to a changing (), as follows:

Ye =At(lt-l; a) + ft, (8.18)

with yt .- Fep it .- F1}p 7]t = (Jt - a8t - 1 2: O. In particular, if F
corresponds to the Poisson, generalized Poisson, negative binomial
or binomial distribution, (B.18) is a potential model for longitudinal
count data with covariates.

Similarly, one can extend (8.17) as follows. We use the distribu
tion of Z13 + Z23 + Z123 given Zl + Z12 + Z13 + Z123 = Yl, Z2 +
Z12 +Z23+ Z123 = Y2, where Zl, Z2, Z12, Z13, Z23, Z123 have distri
butions in the family F with respective parameters 8 - 81 - (}2 - (}3,

(J' - 81 - 8i - (}3, 81 , (}2, ()i, 83 «(), 8' are defined so that the first two
parameters are non-negative). Let this distribution be denoted by
Cel,()1 ,(J2,()3,O,()' ,YlIY2 and let a rv with this distribution be denoted
by A{Yl' Y2; e) with e = «()1, 8i, 82 , 83 , 0, 8'). Let aI, a2, a3 be non
negative constants such that 0 < a1 + a2 + a3 < 1; a3 is a mea
sure of dependence in three consecutive observations Yi-2; Yi-l' }t,
while at is a nleasure of extra dependence in two consecutive ob
servations Yt - 1 , yt, and a2 is a measure of extra dependence in two
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observat,ions lagged by 2, Yi-2' Yt · For t 2:: 1, let Yt "" Fep and for
t '2: 3, let {t have distribution Fe,-Bli-e2t-83t' with f)tt = Q'lf)t-l,

f)2t =Q'2Bt-2, B3t =Q'3min{Bt - l , Bt - 2 }, and Bt -BIt -B2t -B3t 2: o.
The AR(2) non-stationary time series is defined as

Yt=At(}~-2,Yt-l;et)+Ct, t=3,4, ... , (8.19)

where At, t 2:: 3, are independent operators with parameter vectors

8 t = (Q'l Bt-2, Q'IBt - l , Q'2 Bt-2, Q'3min{Bt - I ,Bt - 2 }, Bt - 2 , Bt - I ).

The start of the time series for YI , Y2 is the same as (8.18).
The models presented here are used in the data analysis example

in Section 11.5. Alternative ways of making the parameters depend
on covariates are possible, particularly when univariate marginal
family, such as the negative binomial or generalized Poisson, has
another parameter besides B, which can depend on the covariate.
For example, for count data, a statistical modelling consideration
is the variance to mean relationship.

8.4.5 Other non-normal time series models

There are other classes of stationary non-normal time series models
that exist in the probability and statistics literature, but they do
not necessarily have nice extensions to non-st-ationary time series
(because of unusual innovation rvs) or to higher-order autoregres
sion (stationary univariate margin does not have simple form).

One general approach is for univariate distributions in the class
of self-decomposable distributions, a subset of infinitely divisible
continuous distributions. The main drawback of these models is
that the distribution of the innovation term in the time series can
have a mass at 0, leading to a singularity that is usually not reas
onable for modelling time series of continuous response variables.

A rv Y is in the self-decomposable class if for every 0 < 0: < 1,
there exists a rv t =t{0:), independent of Y, such that a Y + t{0:)
is equal in distribution to Y. ')

If Yt , t 2: 1, have the same distribution as Y, the time series is

yt=aYt-1+Ct, t=I,2, ... ,

where ft are iid with the appropriate distribution. fYi} is iid if
0:' -+ 0 and perfectly dependent if 0:' -+ 1.

Some special cases are the following.

(a) If Y is Exponential (1), then, with probability 0:', tt is zero,
and with probability 1 - a, tt is an Exponential (1) rv.
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(b) If Y is Gamma(O, 1), and 0 is a positive integer, then with
probability oll, it is zero, and with probability Pi (1 $ j $ 8),
it is a Gamma(j, 1) rv, where the Pi are probabilities from a
Binomial (8, 1 - a) distribution.

(c) If Y is Gamma(8, 1), and 0 is not a integer, then with prob
ability aD, it is zero, and with probability Pi (j 2:: 1), it

is a Gamma(j, a) rv, where the Pi are probabilities from a
NB(8, a) distribution (Pi ={r(O + j)/[j! f(O)]}aD(l - o:)i).

(d) If Y is N(O, (1"2), the usual normal AR(l) time series results.

Note that, for examples (a) to (c), yt = aYi-l with positive
probability. This is an undesirable property as one does not expect
this behaviour for time series encountered in practice. This shows
that linearity (yt linear in Yi- t) is not an appropriate assumption
to use in general for non-normal rvs.

There are time series models for discrete response variables,
based on operators different from those in Section 8.4.1. For ex
ample, there is an operator for the negative binomial distribution
in the following model. Let {Yt } be a sequence of NB(O,p) rvs. An
autoregressive-like sequence satisfies

'Yt =0'* 'Yt-l + it, t =1,2, ... ,

where Q( * Y given Y = y is a Binomial(y, a) rv and it has the
probability generating function g(1 - s) = [a + (1 - a»"/(:A +
s)]9, where).. = p/(l - p). If 0 is a positive integer, then it is a
Binomial (8, 1 - 0:) mixture of NB(j, p) distributions (j =0, ... , 8)
and it is zero with positive probability.

8.5 Markov chains: dependence properties '"

It may be intuitive that the dependence decreases with lag for sta
tionary Markov chains, Le., for a stationary Markov chain, {yt},
(Yi, Yi+i) has less dependence as j increases. In this section, con
ditions for which this is true for first-order Markov chains are ob
tained. Different notions of dependence are considered, some of
which depend on the form of the state space of the Markov chain.

In applications to Markov chain models it is useful to know
the conditions needed for the behaviour of decrease in dependence
with lag for different notions of dependence. This behaviour then
roughly holds for Markov chains not starting in a stationary dis
tribution, if the convergence to the stationary distribution is fast.

The following notation will be used. The distribution of yt is P.
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If the st~te space is the real line or the integers and the correspond
ing measure is Lebesgue or counting measure, then the density is
denoted by f if it exists. For m ~ 2, the bivariate distribution for
YI , Ym is denoted by F im or FY1 ,Ym and its density is denoted by
JIm if it exists. In addition, let F(2)(Yl' Y2) = F(Yl)F(Y2); this is
the limit of F1m as m -+ 00. The transition distribution, which is
F2 /1' is also denoted by H (·1·); its density, if it exists, is denoted
by h(·'·).

We now prove a sequence of dependence results. The first result
involves the bivariate concordance ordering, i.e., (YI , Ym ) decreas
ing in concordance as m increases. This then implies that meas
ures of association for YI , Ym, such as Spearman's correlation and
Kendall's tau, decrease as m increases (see Exercise 2.10). Since the
concordance ordering is a positive dependence ordering, a positive
dependence requirement is required on the transition distribution.
A sufficient condition is 51, and from counterexamples it can be
shown that it cannot be weakened to PQD, LTD or R'l'I (the de
tails are left as an exercise).

Theorem 8.3 Let YI , Y2 , ••• be a stationary Markov chain with
state space in ~. If H is SI, then (a) Yj tst YI , j = 2,3, ... , and
(b) F(2)-<c ... -<cFlm -<c ... -<cFla-<cFI2.

Proof. (a) By Lemma 5.4.8 of Barlow and Proschan (1981), since
H is SI, there is an increasing function g(., .) such that

d
(Y}-I, Yj) = (}}-l,g(Yj-I, Uj», j > 1,

where U2 , Va, ... is a sequence of independent rvs with Vj inde
pendent Of}j_I. Let gl(y,1l2) = g(y,U2) and recursively define

gk(Y, U2,···, uk+d = g(gk-I(Y, U2, ... , Uk), Uk+I), k > 1.

By induction, gk is increasing in each of its arguments. From the
structure of the Markov chain,

d
1j = 9j - I (YI , U2, ... , Uj ), j ~ 2.

Hence Yj Tst YI for all j 2: 2.
(b) For a first-order Markov chain, YI and Ym are conditionally

independent given Ym-l' Hence,

Pr(YI S; U, Ym S; v)

1~=-= I: Fy~IY~_. (viz) Fy.,y~_. (dYI, dz)
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-1:1:H(vlz) F1,m-l(dYl,dz)

< 1:1:H(vlz) F1,m-2(dYi,dz)

= Pr(Yl :5 u, Ym - l :::; v) = Fllm-I(U, v),

if(Yt, Ym-d-<c(Y1 , Ym -2), since H is SI and the function 4>(yt, z) =
H(vlz)I(-oolu](yt} satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.8. To start
the induction, we need F I3(U, v) :::; F I2 (U, v) for all u, v. But

F13(U, v) =l~=-oo1:H(vlz) Fi2(dYi> dz)

= E [H(vIY2 )1(-oo
l
u](Y1 )] :5 E [H(vIYdI(-oo,u](YI)] = F12(U, v),

since (YI , Y2)-<c(Yt, VI). 0

If the transition distribution is negatively dependent, then in
tuitively one may have the property that (YI , Ym ) is negatively
dependent if m is even and positively dependent if m is odd with
the overall dependence decreasing in m. A sufficient condition for
this is given in next theorem.

Theorem 8.4 Let YI , Y2, . .. be a stationary Markov chain with
state space in ~. If H is stochastically decreasing then

(a) Y2n 1st YI and Y2n+1 1st Yb n =1,2, ... , and

(b) FI2-<cF14-<c'" -<cF(2)-<c ... -<cFlS-<cF13.

Proof. Note that YI, Y3 , Ys , ... is a Markov chain with transition
kernel H*(ylx) = Pr(Y3 < ylYI = x). The ~econd parts of (a) and
(b) now follow from parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 8.3 if H$ is SI. A
stochastic representation argument that shows that H* is SI is as
follows. Similar to Lemma 5.4.8 of Barlow and Proschan (1981), H
stochastically decreasing implies that there exists a function 9 such

that Y2 d g(YI , U2), Y3 d g(Y2, U3), where (i) U2, U3 are independ
ent rvs and are respectively independent of V}, Y2, and (ii) g(u, v)
is decreasing in u and increasing in v. Hence Y3 :!.. g(g(Yl' U2), U3)
and Y3 1st YI ·

Similarly, Y2 , Y4 , ••• is a Markov chain with transition kernel
H*(ylx). Hence Y2n 1st Y2 from part (a) of Theorem 8.3. From
Lemma 5.4.8 of Barlow and Proschan (1981), there is an increasing

function g2n in two real arguments such that Y2n d g2n(Y2,U2n ).
d

Hence Y2n = g2n(g(Yl, U2), U2n) and Y2n 1st YI and the first half of
(a) is established.
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Finally, the proof of the first half of (b) is similar to the proof
of Theo~em 8.3. Since two rvs in a first-order Markov chain are
conditionally independent given intermediate rvs in the sequence,
Y1 and Y2n are conditionally independent given Y2n - 2 . Now

F l ,2n(U, v) Pr(Yl :s; u, Y2n :s; v)

i~=-oo1: FY,nlY'~_'( viz) Fy, ,Y,n-' (dYl ,dz)

l R
oo ;:00 W(viz) F1,2n-2(dYl, dz)

> 1:L-oo
W(vlz) Fl,2n-4(dYl, dz)

= Pr(Yl:S; u, Y2n - 2 :s; v) = F 1,2n-2(U, v)

if (YI , Y2n - 4 )-<c(Y1 , Y2n - 2 ) since H* is SI and the function
¢(Yl, z) = H*(vlz)Ie-oo,u](Yl) satisfies the condition of Theorem
2.8. To start the induction, we need .Fl4 ~ F12 . Now

F14(U, v) =[=-001: H(vlz) F13(dYl, dz)

=E [H(vIY3 ) Ie-oo,u](Yt}l ~ E [H(vIYd Ie-oo,u](Y1 )] = F12(U, v),

since (YI , Y3 )-<c(YI , YI ) and - H (viz) Ie -oo,u] (Yl) is lattice super
additive in Yl, z (see Tchen 1980, for this condition).

Finally, F1,2n -<cF(2)-<cFl,2n+l follows from (a) and Theorem
2.3. 0

The next result is valid for arbitrary state spaces whenever all
densities exist (including marginal and transition "densities). The
notion of dependence used is a measure of dependence based on
directed divergence. Let p, q be probability densities on a space
1£ with measure v, and let .,p be a convex function on [0,00), strictly
convex at 1 and satisfying 'ljJ( 1) = O. Then the "p-divergence of p
from q is

I",(p, q) = i q 1fJ(p/q) dv. (8.20)

A measure of bivariate dependence is obtained when q is the prod
uct of univariate marginal densities and p has these univariate mar
gins. The special case 1/;(u) = u log u leads to the relative entropy
measure of dependence. The next theorem concerns the decrease in
lag with dependence for measures of dependence based on (8.20).
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Theorem 8.5 Let Y1 , Y2 , ••• be a stationary Markov chain on a
state space 1t with measure v. Let f be the density of Yl and let
flm he the density of Y17 Ym • For a fixed convex function "p on
[0,00), strictly convex at 1 and satisfying "p(l) =0, let

hIm = 1f(x)f(y) lfJ(tIm(X, y)/[f(x)f(y)]) dv(x)dv(y)

for m =2,3, .... Then blm decreases as m increases.

Proof. With the conditional density h(m-l)(ylz)=!lm(Z,y)/!(z),

DIm = 1f(z)Lf(y) lfJ(h(m-Il(ylz)/f(y» dv(y)dv(z).

Hence elm ~ Cl,m+l if for all Z E 1£, m ~ 2,

1f(y) lfJ(h(m-I)(ylz)/ f(y» dv(y)

2:: I'H. fey) "p( h(m)(ylz)/I(Y») dv(y). (8.21)

This inequality obtains from results in Joe (1990b) as follows.
The function k(x, y) = h(ylx) on 1t x 1£ satisfies k(x, y) ~ 0,

Jk(x, y) dv(y) = 1 for aU x, I I(x)k(x, y) dv(x) = fey) for all
Y, and h(m)(Ylz) = I h(m-l)(xlz)k(x, y) dll(x) for all y, z. Hence
h(m)(·lz) is r-majorized by h(m-l)('lz) with respect to f (the in
terpretation is that h(m)('lz) is closer to f than h(m-l)(·lz» and
(8.21) holds. 0

The next result is for a state space that is discrete and finite.
The dependence measure is the Goodman-Kruskal A and no other
conditions are needed for the decrease in dependence with lag.

Theorem 8.6 Let Y1 , Y2 , ••• be a stationary Markov chain with a
finite discrete state space 1£ (of unordered states). Let 11m denote
the joint pmf for Yl , Ym and let I denote the pm! for each Yi. Let
AIm be the Goodman-Kruskal'A for Y1, Ym , i.e.,

A - LiE'H. 11m(i, *) - 1(*)
1m - 1 _ f(*) ,m =2,3, ... ,

where f(*) =maxjE'H. f(j) and flm(i, *) =maxje1t flm(i,j). Then
AIm is decreasing in m.

Proof. This is straightforward and left as an exercise. 0

The next two results strengthen the conclusion of Theorems 8.3
and 8.4 to the -<51 ordering. The stronger dependence conditions
that are needed are the TP2 and RR2 conditions, respectively.
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Theorem 8.7 Let fYi : i = 1,2, ...} be a staiionaryMarkov chain
with state space ~ and let lIz denote the density of (Y1 , Yz). If
f12(Xl, X2) is TPz in XI, X2, then for n ~ 2,

p(2)-<SI PI ,n+l -<SI FIn -<SI ... -<SI F12 •

Proof. Let Fmli' Imlj denote the conditional distribution and pdf
of Ym given Yj. For any real y, y',

Fall (ylx) - F2Il (y'lx) =1:[F211 (ylu) - I( -oo,Y'l(u)] f2ll (ulx )du.

Since flZ(Yl,Y2) is TPz in Yl,YZ, fZll(ulx) is TPz in u and x.
By the variation diminishing property (Karlin 1968), the one sign
change of FZII (ylu) - I( -oo,Y'](u) in u implies that the number of
sign changes of F3p (ylx) - FZI1 (y' Ix) in x is at most one, and if
there is a sign change it is from - to + as x goes from -00 to 00.

By Theorem 2.10, F13 -<SIF1Z •

Now we proceed by induction. Let n ~ 3 and suppose that
F1n -<SIF1,n-l-<SI'" -<sIF12 . Then

By induction and using Theorem 2.10, Fn I1(y/u)-Fn - 1/1(Y'lu) has
at most one sign change in u. Using the same argument as before,
Fn +111(Ylx) - Fn I1(y'lx) has at most one sign change in x (from 
to +) as x goes from -00 to 00, and FI,n+I -<SI FIn'

Finally, the proof of F(2)-<SIF1,n+l follows from Theorems 8.3,
2.3(a) and 2.11. 0

Theorem 8.8 Let {Yi : i = 1,2, ...} be a stationary Markov chain
with state space ~ and let ftz denote the density of (YI, Yz). If
f12(Yl, Y2) is RR2 in Yl, Y2, then for n ~ 1,

F1,2n -<SI F I ,2n+2-<SI F(2) -<sIF1,2n+3-<SIF1,Zn+l.

Proof. Let Fml i ' Imli be as defined in the proof of Theorem 8.7.
Let fI3(YI, Y3) = f.:c fIIZ(YIIY2)f3IZ(Y3Iyz) dF(yz). By the basic
composition theorem of Karlin (1968), f13(Yl, Y3) is TP2 in Yl, Y3.
Since {Y2n+1 : n = 0,1,2, ...} is a Markov chain (based on the
bivariate density 113), the second half of the conclusion follows
from Theorem 8.7. The proof of the first half is similar to the
proof of Theorem 8.7. We have
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F2n ll (ylx) - F2(n+l)ll(y'lx)-1:[F2n-lll(ylu) - F2n+111(y'lu)] f211(ulx)du

-I: [F2n- 111(yl- u) - F2n+111(y'l- u)] hll(-ulx)dll.

By assumption, 1211(-ulx) is TP2 in u and x. Applying the varia
tion diminishing theorem of Karlin (1968) and Theorem 2.10 com
pletes the proof. 0

Next we compare two Markov chains with different transition
probabilities.

Theorem 8.9 Let F, F' be two bivariate distributions in :F(F1 , F~

and suppose that F -<'cF'. Suppose that the conditional distributions
F21b F~'l' F l 12 ' F{,2 are all 81. Let Yb Y2 , • •• be a Markov chain with
transition distribution F211 and let Y{, Y~, ... be a Markov chain
with transition distribution F~ll (both with state space in ~). Then
(Yl , Yj)-<c(Y{, YJ) lor j =2,3, ....

Proof. Let F 211 =1 - F21lJ F~ll =1 - F~ll' etc..
First consider j = 3. Fix Ul, U3. Then

Pr(Y{ > Ul, Y~ > U3) - Pr(Yl > Ul, Y3 > U3)- L: [F~12(lldv)F;ll (ualv) - F lI2(Ullv)F211(ualv)] dF1(v)

-1: F~12(udv)[F;ll (llalv) - F 211 (ualv)] dF1(v)

+I: [F~12(udv) - FlI2(udv») F211(ualv) dFl(V).

The last two summands are similar so we only show that the first
is non-negative. Using Exercise 2.23, suppose that there are 2r-l
sign changes (r ~ 1) in F211 (yl·) - F~ll(yl·). Let the locations of
the changes be denoted by bi , i = 1, ... ,21' - 1. Let bo = -00,

b2r =00. Then1: F~12(lldv)[F;ll(ualv) - F2(l(llal v)] dF1(v)

- t l b

; F~12(Ullv)[F;ll(ualv) - F211(ualv)] dF1(v)
i=1 bi-l .

> t F~12(udb2i-l)162

• [F;ll(ualv) - F 211(llalv)] dF1(v).
i=l 62 i-2
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This is 0 if r = 1, and for r ;::: 2 it is

r

E {[F~12(1l1Ib2i-d - F~12(udb2i-3)]
i=2

277

·1:__ [F~IJ(U3Iv) - F2Il(U3Iv )] dF1(v)} ?: 0

since F;'2(ullb2i -I) - F~'2(ullb2i - 3 ) ~ 0 from the SI assumption
and the integral is non-negative from the concordance assumption.

Now we proceed by induction. Let j 2: 4. Suppose we have
(Y2 , Ym)-<c(Y~, Y~) for m ::; j. Let Fi 12' FJI2 denote the conditional
distributions of}j given Y2 and YJ given Y~, respectively. Then

Pr(Y{ > Ul, YJ > Uj) - Pr(Y1 > Ul,}j > Uj)

= f~oo [F~12(udv)FjI2(Ujlv) - F l I2(Ullv)Fj I2(Ujlv)] dF1(v).

The above argument can be applied to conclude that this difference
of probabilities is non-negative, since F JI2 and Fi l2 are also SI,
(Y2 , 1j )-<c(Y~,YJ) by induction, and .Exercise 2.23 can be applied

to Fjl2 - Fi12. 0

Finally, we have a result involving the PFn concept (see Sec
tion 2.1.6) that is relevant to likelihood inference for dependent
sequences. Mainly, we show that (asymptotic) standard errors com
puted based on an assumption of time independence for a station
ary time series are too small when in fact there is time dependence
(in the form of Markov chains which satisfy certain conditions).
An example with data that illustrates this is given in Section 11.6.

Given (differentiable) parametric families of bivariate copulas
C(·;6) and univariate cdfs F(·;8),

G(x,y;6,8) = C(F(x;9),F(y;8);6)

is a bivariate family with univariate margins F. For the Markov
chain based on G, the Markov transition density is

h(ylx; (J, 6) o2G(x) y; 6, 8) / of(x; 8)
oxoy ox

c(F(x; 9), F(y; 8); 6) fey; 8),

where c(u,vj6) = ()2C(u,v;6)/ou8v and f(y;IJ) = 8F(y;8)/oy.
The likelihood for observations Yl, ... ,Yn based on this transition
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n n

L(6,8) = Llog!(Yt;8) + Llogc(F(Yt-l;8),F(Yt;8);6). (8.22)
t=l t=2

Assuming that the standard regularity conditions hold, then from
Billingsley (1961) (see also Section 10.4), the maximum likelihood
estimate (MLE) of (6,8) from (8.22) is asymptotically normal and
the inverse Hessian matrix (matrix of second-order derivatives) for
L evaluated at the MLE (6,8) is the inverse Fisher information,
and it can be used for SEs for functions of esuch as quantiles.

For comparison, we also consider the MLE of e and its asymp
totic covariance matrix based on the log-likelihood

n

L(6) =Llog!(Yt;IJ),
t=l

(8.23)

Le., the log-likelihood assuming data are iid from the density f(·j fJ).
Theoretically, if the true dependence structure for the sequence is
Markov with any of the families B1, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7 of cop
ulas in Section 5.1, then the use of (8.23) for maximum likelihood
estimation leads to SEs that are too small, although the MLE of
lJ from (8.23) is consistent. An outline of the proof of this result
is given below. We conjecture this result to he true for the family
B2 and for other models for the time dependence. It is similar to
the well-known property for the variance of a sample mean - the
variance is larger with positive dependence of the rvs than with
independence because of the additional positive covariance terms.

Proof. Let Yl, ... , Yn be a stationary dependent sequence. Suppose
the marginal density is in the parametric family f(y; 6), where (J

is a column vector, and let F(y; 6) he the family of cdfs. Assume
that the usual regularity conditions of asymptotic likelihood the
ory hold (see Serfling, 1980). Let £(6; y) = log f(y; 6), 8(8; y) =
8£(6; v)/88 (the score vector) and 8i = 8(8; 'Yi). Let I(8) =
-E [82£(0; "Yi)/8eaOT

] = Var (8i) be the Fisher information ma
trix.

The asymptotic normality for e comes from the approximation

where Z-1(6) is the matrix inverse of Z(6). Let g(6) be a real
valued function. From the delta (Taylor expansion) method for a
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function of the parameter,
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n1/ 2 (g(8) - g(O)) ~ (8g/80)TZ-l(8)[n-1/2:LSd.

The asymptotic variance of n1/2(g(8) - g(8) for an independent
sequence is (8gj88)TT- 1(O)(8gj80). The asymptotic variance of
n1/ 2(g(8) - g(8)) for a dependent sequence is

(fJgjfJO)TI- 1(8)(fJg/80) + n- 1 :L Cov (Bi, Bi /),
i y!:i '

where Bi = (8gjfJIJ)TI- 1(8) Si = (ogj88)TI- 1 (8) S(8; Yi), i =
1, ... , n. Therefore, for all real-valued g, from the PFD condition,
the asymptotic variance of g(8) is greater than under independence
if, for all i :f. if,

Cov (h(Yi), h(Yi/» ~ 0, V real-valued h (8.24)

such that the covariances exist (compare GIeser and Moore, 1983).
Now suppose fYi} is a reversible Markov chain based on a copula

C that satisfies C(u, v) =C(v, u) for all u, v. The joint distribu
tion of Yi, Yi+l is C(F(Yi; 8), F(Yi+l; 0». If (8.24) is satisfied for
Yi, Yi +}, then it is satisfied for Yi, Yi+i for all j 2:: 2. The proof is
by induction on the lag j:

Cov (h(Yi), h(Y'i+j») =E{ Cov (h(Yi), h(Y'i+i) IYi+l,"" Yi+i-l)}

+ Cov (E [h(Yi) IYi+1, ... ,Yi+j -1], E [h(Yi+i) IYi+11 ... ,Yi+j -d)
= 0 + Cov (a(Yi+d, a(Yi+i-d) ~ 0, (8.25)

where a(y) = E [h(Yi) I Yi-l =y] =E [h(Yi) I Yi+l =y]. The first
term in (8.25) is 0 since two rvs in a Markov chain are conditionally
independent given intermediate rvs in the sequence. The second
term follows from the Markov property and reversibility.

For the families B3-B6, (8.24) follows from Theorem 4.6. For the
family Bl, the positive dependence by mixture condition in Section
2.1.6 can be used to obtain (8.24) (Exercise 8.3). For the family
B7, (8.24) can be shown via an extreme value limit (Exercise 8.13).

o
In conclusion, for some Markov time series based on bivariate

copulas, the estimation of the univariate parameter 8 from the
likelihood, assuming independence, leads to a consistent estimate of
obut the SEs of functions of (J are too small. The main result used
is the positive dependence condition in (8.24). Since (8.24) may
hold even for non-Markov models or Markov models of order more
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than 1, we can expect more generally that SEs are too small when
there is positive dependence in the time series and the likelihood
assuming independence is used for estimation.

8.6 Bibliographic notes

References· for Markov chains and binary time series include Cox
and Snell (1989) and Muenz and Rubinstein (1985). Binary Markov
chains with a time-independent covariate vector x are studied in
Darlington and Farewell (1992), but in one model, there is an in
consistency in the definition of p = p(x). Markov chain random
effects models are considered in Gardner (1990). A more compli
cated model for random effects is given in Stiratelli, Laird and
Ware (1984). The results in Section 8.2 for I-dependent and k
dependent sequences are new. Latent variable discrete time series
models based on the MVN distribution have been mentioned in
the econometrics literature; see, for example, Heckman (1981).

References for Markov chain transitional models for categorical
data include Diggle, Liang and Zeger (1994), Albert (1994), FoH
mann (1994) and Gottschau (1994). For longitudinal data, another
class of Markov-like models uses previous responses as covariates.
Some references for this approach are Bonney (1987) and Fahrmeir
and Kaufman (1987). These models do not consider the joint dis
tribution of subsets of fYi}.

References for the extremal index relevant to the material in
this chapter are Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzen (1983), O'Brien
(1987), Smith (1992) and Smith and Weissman (1994).

Some references for non-normal AR and ARMA models are Joe
(1996b), McKenzie (1988), Lewis, McKenzie and Hugus (1989),
AI-Osh and Alzaid (1993; 1994) and Alzaid and AI-Osh (1993). In
Section 8.4.4, wi~h a negative binomial margin, the dependence of
the parameters on the covariates is different from that in Lawless
(1987), as can be seen in the variance to mean relationship. Refer
ences for Section 8.4.5 are Bernier (1970), Gaver and Lewis (1980)
and McKenzie (1986).

Further results on the decrease in dependence with lag for sta
tionary Markov chains are given in Fang, Hu and Joe (1994) and
Hu and Joe (1995). Theorems 8.7 and 8.8 are due to T. Hu; he also
assisted in the proof of Theorem 8.9, which is new.
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8. 7 Exercises

8.1 Obtain the transition density for a stationary Markov chain
associated with the trivariate copula (4.29) in Section 4.3,
when !{ is in the family B6 and 'ljJ is in the LT family LTA.

8.2 Let Y}, Y2 , ... be the Markov chain based on the copula fam
ily BID. Obtain the copula for (Y1 , Ym ), m > 1. [Hint: use
induction and show that it is within the same family BIO.]

8.3 Show that the BVN distribution with positive correlation
has a representation of the form f P(u; a )P(v; a) dM(a) for
appropriately chosen P, M.

8.4 In (8.4), consider a I-dependent series based on the copula
family BIG in Section 5.1. What is the copula for (Y1 , Y2 )?

8.5 Study the tail dependence properties of the I-dependent
series associated with copulas in Section 8.2.1.

8.6 Prove the properties in Theorem 8.1 for AR(l) time series
with univariate margin in the convolution-closed infinitely
divisible class. (Joe 1996b)

8.7 Show that the AR(l) model in Section 8.4.1 is a special case
of the AR(2) model in Section 8.4.3 when (01 , O2 , 03 ) has the
form (Oa[1 - a]' 0, O(2 ), where 0 < Q' < 1.

8.8 Relating to Section 8.1.4, let {Yd be a stationary AR(d)
(d ~ 2) normal sequence. Let Pk be the autocorrelation
coefficient of lag k I let Ell be the d x d correlation ma
trix with Pli-jl in the (i,j) position for i =f. j, and let
E 12 = (Pd, Pd-},·· ., pdT be a column vector of length d.
The coefficients of E1IIE12 = (<Pd, ... , ~2, <PdT are the co-
efficients in the linear representation yt = ~:=l <Piyt-i +
Et. Show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the
density of (Yl , , Yn ) to be MTP2 for all n > d is that
<Pi ~ 0, i = 1, , d (which is equivalent to the partial
autocorrelations 7rl, ... , 7rd of {Yt} being non-negative), and
<Pi - 2:1:~ <Pj<Pj+i ~ 0, i = 1, ... , d - 1. [Hint: let An be the
inverse correlation matrix for Y1, ... , Yn . Obtain conditions
for all of the off-diagonal elements of An to be non-positive.)

8.9 Prove Theorem 8.6. (Fang, Hu and Joe 1994)

8.10 For stationary AR(p) normal sequences, obtain conditions
for the autocorrelations to be decreasing with lag.

(Fang, Hu and Joe 1994)
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8.11 If the SI condition of Theorem 8.3 is weakened to PQD,
LTD or RTI, then the conclusion need not hold. Show this
through counterexamples. (Fang, Hu and Joe 1994)

8.12 Construct a Poisson time series with negative autocorrel
ation of lag 1 based on the bivariate Poisson distribution in
Exercise 7.12.

8.13 Prove the PFD property for the Markov chain based on the
copula family B7 (a result due to T. Hu). [Hint: from Section
8.5, it suffices to prove the PFD property for the family
B7. The idea is to use a stochastic representation from the
extreme value limit of the copula family B4, since the PFD
property is dosed under weak convergence.]

8.8 Unsolved problems

8.1 Conjecture: Assuming that {Yi} is a stationary sequence with
marginal distribution F, the sequence Qi(Y) defined by (8.1)
converges as i --+ 00, under minimal conditions.

8.2 Find the maximum and minimum lag 1 correlation for 1
dependent stationary binary sequences with marginal prob
ability p for the occurrence of a 1. (See Section 8.2.3.)

8.3 For k 2: 1, among k-dependent stationary binary sequences
with marginal probability p for the occurrence of aI, find the
most and least dependent sequences.

8.4 Can the approach for AR models with univariate margins in
the convolution-closed infinitely divisible class be extended to
allow for negative autocorrelations?

8.5 Prove (or disprove) the PFn property for the Markov chain
based on the copula family B2 (see Section 8.5).

8.6 Extend some of the results in Section 8.5 on decrease in de
pendence with lag to higher-order stationary Markov chains.

8.7 Prove some results on the -<pfd ordering for (Y1 , Yj) associated
with a Markov chain from a bivariate copula, Le., stronger
results than PFD.

8.8 Develop some theory for spatial processes with given univari
ate margins.
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CHAPTER 9

Models frOlll given conditional
distributions

This chapter complements and supplements Chapters 3 and 4, in
that we study the construction of multivariate models from fam
ilies of conditional distributions (with compatibility conditions on
the conditional distributions). This approach has been considered
in the statistical literature partly because of the difficulty of con
struction of families of multivariate distributions with given mar
gins. The type of dependence that can arise is surprising in some
cases.

Examples that are illustrated in some detail are: (i) conditional
distributions in exponential families; and (ii) multivariate binary
response with conditional logistic regressions. The examples are in
Section 9.2, following some theory in Section 9.1. The model of
type (ii) is applied in the data analysis example in Section 1l.1.

9.1 Conditional specifications and compatibility
conditions

Throughout this section, we assume that all densities exist with
respect to appropriate measure spaces.

Consider first the bivariate case. Suppose the conditional dens
ities flI2(·ly) are given for all y and 1211(·lxo) is given for a partic
ular value xo. Assume that f1/2( Xo Iy) > 0 for all y. Then for the
joint density 1121

1 ( )
flI2(xly)f211 (ylxo)

12 x,y <X f ( I) ,112 Xo y

with the proportionality constant equal to

II (xo) = {J J[J112(xly)!2jl (ylxo)!hI2(xoly») dv(x) dv(y)r l
,
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where v is the appropriate measure. That is, for two rvs, the set
of conditional densities given one variable, plus one conditional
density given the other variable, deternlines the joint bivariate dis
tribution.

Now if the conditional densities 1112(·!Y) are given for all Y and
1211(·lx) are given for all x, then from (9.1) a condition for com
patibility is that

1112(x1Y)/21l (yIXl) / 1!12(xIY)/21!(yIX2) _ 1112(X21y)f211 (ylx!)
flI2(XIly) fll2(X2ly) - f112(Xl1Y)f211 (yIX2)

(9.2)

does not depend on x, y for all choices of Xl ::f. X2. (Another com
patibility condition is that there exist non-negative functions a(x),
b(y) such that a(x)/211(ylx) =b(Y)/112(xly) for all X, y.)

As an example, consider exponential conditional distributions:
1112(xly) = Al(Y) e- A1 (Y)Z, 1211(ylx) = A2(X) e- A2(Z)Y, x, y > 0,
Al(Y), '\2(X) ~ O. Condition (9.2) becomes

['\2(xd/'\2(X2») e- A1 (Y)[Z2- z d e-Y[A2(zd- A2(Z2)],

and this is independent of x, y if and only if At, A2 are linearly non
decreasing with a common slope (A2 (x) =a +r x, A1(y) = f3 +1'Y,
a, {3, /' 2: 0).

The trivariate extension is as follows. Suppose the conditional
densities fI123(·ly, z) are given for aU y, z, 12113(·lxo, z) are given
for aU z and a fixed xo, and 13112(·lxo, yo) is given for some fixed
Yo (and the same Xo as for 12113). Assume that f1l23(Xoly, z) > 0 for
all Y, z and 12113(Yolxo, z) > 0 for all z. Then for the joint density
1123, .

1 ( )
.!1123(xly, z)!2113(ylxo, Z)f3112(zlxo, YO)

123 X, y, z oc ( I ) (I ) ,11123 Xo y, Z 12113 Yo xo, z

with the proportionality constant equal to 112(XO, yo). If the con
ditional densities 11123(·ly, z) are given for all Y, z, 12113(·lx, z) are
given for all x, z, and 13112(·lx, y) are given for an x, Y, then a con
dition for compatibility is that

11123(X2Iy, z )!2113(Y2Ix2, Z)/2113(yl x l' Z )/3112(zlxI, Yl)
11123(Xlly, Z)/2113(Yllxt, Z)/2113(yl x2' Z)/3112(zlx2, Y2)

does not depend on x, y, z for all choices of (Xl, Yl) :f; (X2' Y2).
The ideas in the preceding paragraph clearly extend to higher

dimensions, when one has the set of conditional distributions of
each variable given the remainder. The result is as follows and the
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(9.4)

proof is left as an exercise. Let fl ...m be the joint density of rvs
YI , ... , Ym and let Jilr be the conditional density of Yi given the
remaining variables Yj, j :f. i. Then

f () n~lJilr(ydY?""'Y?-l,Yi+l,... ,Ym) (9.3)
1· .. m Y ex nm ( 0 I 0 0 )i=lJilr Yi Yl"",Yi-l,Yi+l,···,Ym

for a given yO for which all of the conditional densities in the above
expression are positive. The compatibility condition for given sets
of conditional densities filr is that

n::l Jilr(Yi Iy~, ... , Y?-l' Yi+l, ... , Ym)

n~l Jilr(VPly?,· .. , yP-l' Yi+l,"" Ym)

Il~l filr(zPlz~, ... , Z?_l' Yi+l,···, Vm)

Il~l filr(ydzr,· .. , zP_ll Yi+ll ... , Vm)

does not depend on y for yO i= ZO .

Note that results symmetric to (9.3) and (9.4), with the indices
of y permuted, also hold. This symmetry is useful for getting a
general form in cases of specific conditional distributions.

More generally, one can consider other sets of conditional distri
butions. A result from Gelman and Speed (1993) is the following.
Let Zl, -, .. ,Zm be dummy variables associated with random vari
ables Zl, ... , Zm. If a set of conditional densities uniquely deter
mines a joint density, then there is a permutation (VI, ... , Vm) of
(Zl' ... ,zm) such that the set is of the form {fiIA,U{k:k>i}(YdYt,
£ E Ai, Yi+ll"" Vm) : i = 1, ... , m}, where Ai is a subset, poss
ibly non-empty, of {I, ... , i-I}. Unless all of the sets Ai are empty,
the conditional densities must be checked for consistency.

9.2 Examples

We illustrate the theory from the previous section with a few ex
amples: exponential conditional densities, exponential family con
ditional densities, binary conditional densities that are logistic re
gressions, and more general binary conditional densities. The model
with conditional logistic regressions is used in Section 11.1.

9.2.1 Conditional exponential density

Let Y-i denote Y with the ith element Vi deleted. Suppose Y is an
m-dimensional random vector of non-negative rvs, with conditional
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densities of the form:

ftlr(ydY-i) =Ai(Y-i) e--"i(Y-i)Yi, 1 :5 i :::; m, Vb ... , Ym ~ 0,

with the functions Ai being positive and differentiable. The com
patibility condition (9.4) simplifies to

m

E(Yi - v?) Ai(Y~, ... , Y?-l' Yi+l,' .. , Yrn)
i=1

m

+ l.:(z? - Vi) Ai(Z~, ... , Z?_lP Yi+1P"" Ym) (9.5)
i=1

not depending on Y for yO f:; zO. Expression (9.5) actually does not
depend on Yl because terms with YI cancel out. The terms of (9.5)
with Y2 are

(z~ - V~) Al(Y2, ... ,Ym) + (Y2 - yg) A2(Y~, Ya,···, Ym)

+(zg - Y2) A2(Z~, Ya, ... , Ym).

Hence differentiation of (9.5) with respect to Y2 followed by equat~

ing to 0 leads to:

OAl ( ) A2(zP, Ya,·· ., Ym) - A2(YP, Ya,···, Ym)-a Y2,···,Ym = 0 0 .
V2 Z1 - VI

Since the left-hand side does not depend on yy, zf, A2(Y-2) must
be linear in Yb Le., A2(Y-2) = Q2(Ya, .•• , Yrn) + 1'2(ya, ... , Ym) Yl
for some functions Q2, ')'2. Hence by integration,

AI(y-d = al(Ya, ... , Ym) + ')'2(1.(3, ... , Yrn) Y2 (9.6)

for some function al. By symmetry, Al(Y-l) must have the linear
form of (9.6) when Y2 is exchanged with Yj, j ~ 3. Hence A1 is
multilinear in Y2, . .. , Ym with the form:

Al(Y-l) =al + E PIS II Vi'
SC{2, ... ,m} jf:.S

By symmetry, Ai has the form:

Ai(Y-d =at + E PiS IT Yj·
SC{I, ... ,m}\{i} jeS

Finally we can substitute back into (9.5) to check on the condi
tions for the Q and /3 coefficients in order to achieve compatibility.
From comparing coefficients of terms of the form

o 0 d 0 0VI ... Yi Yi+l ... Yk an ZI ••• zi Yi+l ... Yk,
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one can determine that the constraints on the {3s are that, for
all i, 5 ~ith i tt 5, the value of f3iS depends only on the indices in
SU{ i}" For example, if m 2: 3, the coefficient of Y~Y2Y3 is 13213- (3123

and this must be zero in order that (9.5) does not depend on y for
any yO =1= zO.

From (9.3), the multivariate density fl.'.m(Y) of Y has the form
proportional to:

m

exp { - L(Yi -Y?) [O:i + L fJ{i}US II yJ II Yj]}
i=l SC{l, .. "m}\{i} jES,j<i jESd>i

ex exp{ - L IS II Yj} (9.7)
SESm jES

for some constants IS, S E 8m . In order that (9.7) is a proper dens
ity (with finite integral), the parameters IS must be non-negative,
and, for each i, there is a set 5 containing i such that IS > O.

If fl ...m(Y) = Aexp{- I::sEs
m

IS njEs Yj}, where A. is a nor
malizing constant, then it is straightforward to verify that the
conditional densities are exponential. That is, with a null prod
uct being equal to 1,

( I ) fl ...m(Y)
filr Yi Y-i =A(~ IT )-1 {" IT }

LJS:iES IS jES, Yj exp - LJS:it/.SIS ,"€S Yj
j~i

= ( I: /s II Yj) exp{ -Yi L /s II Yj},
SESm:iES jES,j:t-i SESm:iES jES,j:t- i

i = 1, ... ,m.
We next show that (9.7) has negative dependence in the sense

of RR2 (see Section 2.1.5). For the bivariate case, (9.7) becomes

f12(Yl, Y2) = Aexp{-1'lYl -/2Y2 - 1'12YIY2}, Yl,Y2 > 0, (9.8)

for 11,1'2, ,12 2: O. For /12 > 0, this density is RR2 so that it
has negative dependence. The univariate margins of (9.8) have the
form h(Yj) ()( (,3-j + 1'12Yj)-1 exp{-'jYj}. More generally, for
m ~ 3, the density is MRR2 or RR2 in any two variables with the
remainder fixed, but this condition does not imply that all bivariate
margins are RR2 . An analysis of the trivariate case shows that it
is possible for one bivariate margin to be TP2 (but not all three).
For m = 3, (9.7) becomes

f123(Y) =A exp{ -,lYl - ,2Y2 - /3Y3 - /12YIY2 - /13YIY3

-,23Y2Y3 - /123Yl Y2Y3},
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for Yl, V2, Y3 > O. The (1,2) bivariate margin has density

f12(Vl, Y2) = A (')'3 + ')'13Yl + i23Y2 + i123YIY2)-1

. exp{ -ilY1 - ')'2Y2 - ')'12Y1Y2}.

It is straightforward to show that (i3 +')'13Y1 +')'23Y2 + "Y123YIY2)-1

is RR2 if ;3;123 ~ /13')'23 and TP2 if i3;123 $ ;13;23. Since the
exponential term is RR2, ;3')'123 ~ /13;23 is a sufficient condition
for 112 to be RR2. If 112 =0 and i31'123 < /13/23, then 112 is TP2 .

Symmetric conditions (by interchanging subscripts) hold for the
(1,3) and (2,3) bivariate marginal densities /13,/23, For example,
if 1'12 = ;3 = ')'123 =0 and ')'1 = ')'2 = /13 = ;23 = 1, then /12 is
TP2 , and 113,/23 are RR2.

This example of negative dependence arising from conditional
densities within a given family is not unusual. Another example is
given in the next subsection.

9.2.2 Conditional exponential families

Let family j (for j = 1, ... , m) be the exponential family

Dj(y;IJj) = Tj(y){3j (IJj ) exp{lJ;q;(y)}

where'j and q; are column vectors of length £j. Let (Y1,"" Ym )

be our random vector. Suppose we want to consider the model
where the density of lj given Yi = Yi, i E {I, ... , m}\{i}, is in
the family j with parameter IJj (y_j), where y _; is y with the jth
element deleted. The joint density f then. must necessarily be of
the form

m

f(y);;:IT T,(Yi) exp{B + LaTqi(Yi) +L q~ (Yi l )Mi l i2 qi2 (Yi 2 )

i=1 i i 1<i2

iii .li2 i a;,

+ L L L L Mi1i2h(k1 , k2, k3 ) qilk 1 qi2k2 qiak a + ...
i 1 <i2 <ia k 1 =1 k2=1 ka=1

L1 t m

+ L' .. L Ml ...m(A~l,"" km ) qlk1 •• ·qmkna}' (9.9)
"1=1 "",,=1

for suitable choices of vectors ai, matrices Mi1i:n and higher-order
arrays Mil ...i.;, i l < ... < ij, 3 :5 j $ m; the term B is anormal
izing constant.

The proof of the sufficiency of the form (9.9) is not difficult. If
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(9.9) hO,Ids, then

fI12, ... ,m(yI/Y2, ... ,Ym) == f(Y)[1'2(Y2)·· .rm(Ym)]-1

m,

.exp{-B'(Y2'" .,Ym) - 'EaT qi(Yi)
i=2

- 'E q~ (Yil )Mi 1 i :aqi2 (Yi:a) - ...}
2$i 1 <i2

== 1'l(Yl) exp{ -B'(Y2, .. . , Ym) + o[(Y2, . .. ,Ym)ql (YI)}'

where
m

fh(V2, .. ·,Vm) =al +I:Mljq;(Vj) + ...
j=2

l:a l.".

+ I: ... I: Ml ...m(·,k2, ... ,km)Q2k2·· ·qmk m •

k2=1 k m =1

289

By symmetry, one can obtain the other conditional distributions.

We outline the proof of necessity for m = 2. From (9.2), we want
/1/2(Yi IY2)f2/1 (Y2IYt}/[fl/2(Yl!Y2)f2/i (Y2Iyi)] to be independent of
Y2 for all Yl i= yi. This reduces to the condition of

8r(Y2)[qdy~) - ql(Yl)] + [82 (yd - D2(Vr)]T Q2(Y2) (9.10)

being independent of Y2. Hence if 81 and 82 are not constant func
tions, they must be of the form:

for some matrices M 12 , M21 with respective dimensions f,1 x f,2

and f.2 x fl. Furthermore, after substitution of these functions into
(9.10), one must have M12 = Mit in order for (9.10) to be inde
pendent of Y2. Now apply (9.1) to get

f(vl, Y2) oc flI2(Yllv2)f211 (Y2Ivr) / fI12(Y! IV2)

_ 1'1 (yd,Bl (l}1 (Y2» exp{[aT + qI (Y2)Ml;]ql (yt}}
- 1'l(yi),Bl(D1(Y2»exp{[aT + qI(Y2)Ml;]Ql(Yi)}

.r2(Y2 ),B2(e2(Y~» exp{[af + Q[ (yr )M12]Q2(Y2)}

DC 1'l(ydr2(Y2) exp {aTQl (yd + afQ2(Y2) + QT (yd MI2Q2(Y2)}.
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Some special cases are the following.

1. (NormaL) m =2, qj(Y) =(Y, y2)T, rj == 1, j =1,2. Then (9.9)
bas the form

f(YI, Y2) =exp{B + allYl + al2Yf + Q21Y2 + Q22Y~ + /nYIY2

+/12YIY~ + i'21yrY2 + i'22yry~}. (9.11)
Some constraints are needed on the parameters in order to get
a density, including /22 ~ O. The univariate margins of this
density do not have a simple form.

2. (Poisson.) m =2, qj(Y) =Y, rj(Y) = (y!)-l, j = 1,2. Then
(9.9) has the form

!(Yl, Y2) = [Yl!Y2!]-1 exp{B + alYl + Q2Y2 + /YIY2}, (9.12)

for Yl, Y2 =0,1, ... , where / must be non-positive. Again the
density has the RR2 property. The univariate margin has the
form fl(yd =[Yt!]-l exp{B + QIYl + ea2+'YY1}.

9.2.3 Conditional binary: logistic regressions

In this section, we suppose that there is a multivariate binary re
sponse vector Y and a covariate (column) vector x (say of dimen
sion r). These are measured for each subject. We look at condi
tions for which Pr(Yj = llYk = Yk, k =f:. j, x) = G(Qj + PjX +
L:k¢j 1'jkYk), j = 1, ... , m, for some cdf G, where the Pj are row
vectors of length r. The case of G being the logistic distribution,
leading to conditional logistic regressions, is"studied before the gen
eral case.

Consider first the case of two binary response variables Y1 , Y2

and a covariate vector x. Suppose that Y1 conditional on x and
Y2 = Y2 is logit and that Y2 conditional on x and Y1 = Yl is logit,
i.e.,

. [pr(Yl =l1Y2 =Y2, x)]
IOgit [Pr(Yl = llY2 =Y2, x)] = log Pr(Y

l
= 0IY

2
= Y2, x)

=at + PIX + /12Y2, (9.13)

. [pr(Y2 =llYl =Yt, x)]
10git [Pr(Y2 =llYl =Yl, x)] = log Pr(Y2 = OIY! =Yl, x)

=a2 + P2X + 1'2lYl. . (9.14)

What are necessary and sufficient conditions for (9.13) and (9.14)
to be compatible conditional distributions? The answer, from (9.2),
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is that the conditional distributions are compatible if and only if
112 =/2~, in which case the joint distribution, from (9.1), is:

PIZ(Yl, yz/x) = [c(X)]-l exp{(al +f31X)YI +(az+Pzx)Y2+i12YIYZ},
(9.15)

where c(x) = l+exp{al +,81x}+exp{a2+,82x}+exp{(al +az)+
(PI +PZ)X+ / 12}.

The model as given in (9.13)-(9.15) generalizes for dimension m.
For the general multivariate case with binary response variables
YI , ... , Ym , suppose that for j = 1, ... , m, Yj conditional on x and
Yk = Yi, k i- j, is logit with parameters (Xj, (3j, Ij k, k# j. That is,
for j = 1, ... , m,

logit [Pr(Yj = llYk = Yk, k i- j, x)] = (Xj+f3jx+L 1'jkYk· (9.16)
k-:pj

The necessary and sufficient conditions for compatibility of the
conditional distributions are iij = 1'ji, i # j. The resulting joint
distribution is

m

Pl ...m(ylx) = [C(X)]-I eXP{L(ai + PiX)Yi + L 1'ijYiYj},
i=l l~i<j~m

(9.17)
Yj = 0, 1; j = 1, ... , m, with normalizing constant

11m

c(x) = I:: ... I:: exp{I::(a i + {3i X )Yi + I:: ,ijYiYj }.

Yl=O !/ ... =O i=l i<j

Proof. For k = 1, ... , m, let p-k('/X) be the marginal distribution
of (Y1 , ... , Yk-I, Yk+l, ... , Ym ). Given the model (9.17) with lij =
Iji, i f. j, we have

p-k(YI, .. ·,Yk-l,Yk+l, .. . ,Ymlx)· c(x)

exp{(ak + {3k X) + I::Cai + PiX)Yi + L: IkjYj

i~k j-:pk

+ I:: lijYiYj} + exp{I::(a i +PiX)Yi + L ,ijYiYj}
i<j,i,j'l-k i-:pk i<j,i,j~k

exp{I::(ai + f3i X )Yi + L iijYiYj}
i'l-k i <j li,j-:plc

.[1 + exp{ ak + ,Bkx + I:: ,kjYj}].
j¢.k
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Hence, we obtain

P ('V" _ IY;. - . . -I- k ) _ PI ...rn(YI, V2, ... , Ymlx )
r ~ Ie - Yle J - YJ' J., ,x -

P-le(Yl, .• . , YIe-b YIe+I,···, Ymlx )

-
exp{Ei#1c(ai + fJiX)Yi + L1:5;i<i:5;m,i,i;e1e 'YijYiYj}

1

1 + exp{ale + fJk x + 2:i #k lkiYi}

exp{(ak +Pk X + EjiCk l kiYi)Yk}
- 1+ exp{ale + {JleX + 2: j #k lkjYi} .

This equation indicates that the conditional probability distribu
tions Pr(Yk = Ylc I }j = Yi, j =/= k, x) for Ie = 1, ... I m are logistic
regressions.

Next we turn to the proof of the necessity. The notation Ijlr is
used for the pmf of Yj given x and the rest of the Ys. From (9.3)

Pr(Y1 =YI, ... , Ym =Ym Ix)

fIlr(YIIY2, .. ·,Ym,x) f2Ir(Y2IYY,Y3, .. ·,Ym,x)
0( fllr(Y~IY2, ... ,Ym, x) f2Ir(Y~Iy~, Y3, ... , Ym, x)

f3Ir(Y3Iy~,yg, Y4" ... , Ym, x) fmlr(Ym Iy~,·· ., Y~-l' x)
f3Ir(ygly~,yg, Y4,· .. , Ym, x) fml"(Y~Iy~, ... ,Y~-l' x)

for a fixed and arbitrary yO. This simplifies to

Pr(Yl =Yb· .. , Ym =Ym Ix)

n~l exp{(ai +PiX + Ej<ilijY¥ + L:i>i1ijY;)Yi}

0( n~1 exp{(ai + ,siX + Lj<i lijyJ + L:i>i lijYj )y?}
m

oc exp{E(ai + (Ji X + E lijY; )Yi
;=1 i>i

m

+E[(EliiyJ)Vi - (EliiYi)V?]}.
i=1 i<i i>i

Take Y~ =... =V~ = 0 to obtain

(9.18)

m

Pr(Yl =Yb···, Ym =Ymlx ) oc exp{E(ai + {Ji X + E lijYj )Yi}'
i=l j>i

the form of the joint probability distribution.
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For the condition for compatibility, take the ratio of (9.18) with
yO and y*; the ratio should not depend on Yl, ... , Ym. It is

R(
0 *) exp{L~I(Lj<iliiyJ)Yi - L~l(Lj>iliiYj)YP}

y; y ,Y = {",m ('" ... ) ",m ('" ) ... }exp wi=1 LJj <i lij Yi Yi - LJi=l LJj >i lij Yj Yi.

exp{L~1(I:j>i IjiYj )yp - I:~l (I:j>i lijYj )y?}

= exp{L~1 (Lj>i IjiYj )y; - L~l(Lj>i lijYj )Yi}
m

= exp{2:: [:~=(Iji - lij )Yj ] (yP - yi) }. (9.19)
i=l j >i

In (9.19), one can take appropriate values for Y?, Yi, e.g., y* =
(0, ... , 0) and yO = (0, ... , 0, 1, 1), (0, ... , 0, 1, 1, 1), ... , (1, ... , 1).
The first choice of yO yields exp{ (/m,m-l - 1m-I,m )Ym} and this
is independent of YI, ... , Ym only if 1m-I,m = Im,m-l. The other
choices yield the other inequalities. Alternatively, the symmetry in
the variables and parameters then implies that lij = Iji for all
i:f.j. 0

The parameters lij have interpretations as conditional log-odds
ratios since

{ .. } _ Pr(Yi = 1, Yj = 1, Yk =Yk,k:f. i,j Ix)
exp II) - Pr(Yi = 1, Yj =0, Yk =Yk, k:f. i,j Ix)

Pr(Yi =0, Yj = 0, Yk = Yk, k # i, j I x)
Pr(Yi = 0, Yj = 1, Yk = Yk,k:f. i,j Ix)

_ Pr(Yi = I,Yj = 11 X, Yk =Yk,k:f. i,j)

- Pr(Yi = 1, Yj = 0 Ix, Yk = Yk, k # i, j)

Pr(Yi =0, Yj =0 Ix, Yk =Yk, k f:: i,j)
Pr(Yi =0, Yj = 11 X, Yk =Yb k f:: i,j)'

For m = 2, there are no Yk so that 112 is also the unconditional
log-odds ratio of PI2(·lx) and it is constant over x. For m 2:: 3, let
7rij(Yi, Yj Ix) be the (i, j) bivariate marginal distribution of (9.17).
The unconditional log-odds ratio of 7rij will depend on x. For
notational simplicity and without loss of generality, we write the
log-odds ratio only for the case of (i, j) = (1,2). Let

I I m

qm(YI, Y2, x) = 2:: ... 2:: exp{2:: [ak + ,BkX + IlkYl + 12kY2] Yk
Y3=O Ym=O k=3
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Then
2

( I) qm(YI,Y2,X) {~( IJ) }
1r12 YI,Y2 X = () exp L..., Otj + I-'jX Yj + i'12YIY2ex .

3=1

and the log-odds ratio is

If x has dimension r, then model (9.17) is an exponential family
model [c(D, X)]-l exp{STs} with 'sufficient' statistic vector

sT = (YI, ... ,Ym, YIY2,···, Ym-lYm, XkYj, 1 :5 k :5 r,l :5 j :5 m).

Given data of the form (Yil, ... , Vim, XilJ .•. , Xir), i = 1, ... , n, and
corresponding vectors Sf., the sufficient statistic vector is E?=l Sf,.

The estimate of S can be obtained using the Newton-Raphson
method for an exponential family log-likelihood.

Note that the exponential family model (9.17) is not closed under
margins. This is typical of multivariate exponential family models
that are not multivariate normal.

9.2.4 Binary: other conditional models

The use of conditional logistic regressions leads to simple compat
ibility conditions and a multivariate distribution in the exponential
family. With other forms for the conditional binary distributions,
the analysis is not simple. This is illustrated for the bivariate and
trivariate cases.

For the bivariate case, without covariates, suppose

fI12(YIIY2) =[PI (Y2)]Yl [ql (Y2)P-Yl,

1211 (Y2IYl) =[P2(yI)JY2 [Q2(Yl)P -Y2 ,

for VI, Y2 =0,1, qj =1-Pj, j =1,2. From (9.2), the compatibility
condition simplifies to

[PI (Y2)]Z~-Y~ [ql (Y2)]Y~-Z~ [P2~Y~)Q2(Z~)]Y2

P2tzl)Q2(Yl)

independent of V2 for all choice of y~ , z~. Since Y2 takes only values
of 0 and 1, this means
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(9.20)

This is an identity if z? == y~ so the compatibility comes from the
case in which zr, y~ are different, say z? == 1, yr == O. This leads to
the condition:

P2(1) P2(0) PI (1) qi (0)
q2(1) == q2(0) ql(l) Pl(O)'

Le., there are three degrees of freedom in the choice of the
parameters Pl(O),PI(1),P2(0),P2(1) of the conditional binary dis
tributions.

If the Pi are written in the form Pl(Y2) == G(al +i12Y2), P2(yd =
G(a2 + /2IYI), where G need not be the logistic cdf, then the
compatibility condition (9.20) becomes

G(a2 + /2I) == G(O:2) 1 - G(o:I) G(O:l + 112) (9 21)
1 - G(a2 + i2t} 1 - G(a2) G(aI) 1- G(al + i12)' .

With G, a1, a2, 112 fixed, there is a single value of 121 that solves
(9.21) since the left-hand side of (9.21) is strictly increasing in 121'

Unlike the case of the logistic distribution, the solution need not
be ')'21 == /12. With the addition of covariates to a model based on
G, the analysis and compatibility conditions are left as a problem.

The trivariate case without covariates does not lend itself to a
simple analysis. Suppose

fl\r(YlIY2, Ya) == (PI (Y2, Ya)]Yl [ql (Y2, Ya)P-Yl,

f21r (Y2IYl, Ya) == [P2(Yl ,Ya)]Y2 [q2(Yl , Ya)P -Y2 ,

fa\r(YaIYI, Y2) == [Pa(Yl, Y2)]y3 [qa(YI, Y2)P -Y3.

From (9.4), one gets

[
0 ]Y2-Y~ [ 0 0 0 0] Y3P2(Y1,Ya) Pa(Yl,Y2)qa(z1,z2)

q2(yr,Ya) Pa(zr,z~)qa(Y~,Y~)

Z~_YO 0 ZO-Y2

[
Pl(Y2,ya)] 1 [P2(Zl,ya)] 2

. Ql(Y2, Ya) Q2(Z~, Ya)

independent of Y2, Ya for all yO, zo. Hence the compatibility condi
tions come from substituting (Y2, Ya) equal to (0,0), (0,1), (1,0)
and (1, 1) and equating. The remaining analysis is left as an un
solved problem.

Enough evidence has been presented in this section to show
that conditional logistic regressions are a very convenient choice
for mathematical tractibility.
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9.3 Bibliographic notes

Models which are based on compatible conditional distributions
in given parametric families are the main topic of the book by
Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1992). Papers on this topic include
Arnold and Strauss (1988; 1991), Arnold and Press (1989) and
Arnold (1990); the paper by Arnold and Strauss (1988) has more
details on distributions with conditional exponential densities, and
Arnold (1990) has more details on negatively dependent distribu
tions. The approach in this chapter that is different is the use of
the compatibility condition that generalizes that in Gelman and
Speed (1993). Another reference following that of Gelman and
Speed (1993) is Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1995). The model
in Section 9.2.3 for multivariate binary data based on compatible
conditionally specified logistic regressions is given in Joe and Liu
(1996).

9.4 Exercises

9.1 Prove the multivariate extension in Section 9.1, given by (9.3)
and (9.4).

9.2 What are the constraints on the parameters for (9.11) to be
a density?

9.3 For the bivariate density in (9.12) with conditional Poisson
margins, show that l' must be non-positive. [Hint: check on
the convergence of L y f(Y, y).]

9.4 Study other cases with conditionally specified densities in
given parametric families.

(Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia 1992)

9.5 Generalize (9.17) when there are the additional interaction
terms in the logistic regressions in (9.16): x IlkEs Yk, lSI ~ 1,
and IlkEs Yk, lSI ~ 2, where S is a non-empty subset of
{I, ... , m}\ {j}.

9.6 Complete the details in Section 9.2.2.

9.5 Unsolved problems

9.1 Do a further analysis of conditionally specified binary regres
sions, when the latent distribution is not logistic.



CHAPTER 10

Statistical inference and
cOlllputation

This chapter is devoted to statistical inference theory and data
analysis methods for multivariate models, and numerical methods
for the estimation of parameters for these models.

For almost all of the multivariate models in this book, much
of the classical statistical inference theory is not applicable. This
includes exponential family results, sufficient statistics, ancillary
statistics, minimum variance unbiased estimators, etc. One should
not expect estimators with closed forms, rather one should assume
that numerical methods are needed to get estimates. Practically
the only theory that can be applied is the asymptotic maximum
likelihood (ML) theory. But this can be applied in a way that
leads to simpler computations and greater robustness, especially
for multivariate models where different parameters are associated
with different marginal distributions. For these models, which in
clude copula-based models in which univariate parameters are sep
arated from multivariate parameters, rather than maximizing the
multivariate log-likelihood in all of the parameters together, one
can estimate different parameters from log-likelihoods associated
with different marginal distributions of the multivariate distribu
tion. This theory is developed in Section 10.1. It can be considered
as part of estimating equation or inference function theory, with
each inference function being a score function from a likelihood of
a marginal distribution. This is the new statistical inference theory
that comes from multivariate non-normal models. It has not been
studied in the statistical literature, and it is not needed for the
MVN distribution, because estimation for the MVN distribution
has a closure property under the taking of margins that generally
does not hold (see Exercise 10.1).

For multivariate data, initial data analysis often starts with
univariate analyses, then bivariate analyses, and finally higher-
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dimensional multivariate analyses. Can multivariate modelling fol
low the same steps? The inference rnethod in Section 10.1 is an
attempt to follow a similar sequence for the multivariate rnodels
which have the property that all pararneters are associated with
marginal distributions - see Section 4.1.

Next we comment on statistical inference for models for longit
udinal data which fit within the multivariate framework. Longit
udinal or repeated measures data can appear in many different
forms, with three cases being:

(a) short time series (of the same length) on many different sub
jects;

(b) a single long time series;

(c) moderate-length or long time series (with possibly different
lengths) on many different subjects.

These cases win be used to illustrate the different methods, mod
els and analyses that might be appropriate. For case (a), if the
lengths of the time series are all the same and the observation
times are all the same (either in an absolute or relative sense),
then this can be treated as multivariate data where reasonable
models to try would have dependence decreasing with lag. Such
models are given in Chapter 8. For case (b), there is no replica
tion over units so asymptotic theory depends on ergodieity-related
results. Markov chain models might be appropriate, including the
autoregressive models in Section 8.4. For case (c), a random effects
type of model might be appropriate. If parameter estimates can
be obtained for each subject, the estimatio~of the parameters for
the random effects distribution might be done in a second stage.
Of course, as mentioned in Section 1.7, appropriate models and
methods depend· on··inferences· ofinterest~Examples for all three
types of longitudinal data are given in Chapter 11.

Subsections of Section 10.1 are devoted to the asymptotic covari
ance matrix, estimation of standard errors, asymptotic efficiency,
and assessment of estimation consistency for the method of us
ing inference functions that are derived from the log-likelihoods of
marginal distributions. Also there are several examples illustrating
this method. In Section 10.2, some results in Section 10.1 are ex
tended to the inclusion of covariates in the model. Also there are
extensions to situations in which there are parameters common to
more than one margin. Section 10.3 is on choice and comparison of
models through (penalized) log-likelihoods and predictive ability.
Section lOA has some results on inference for Markov chains. Sec-
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tion 10.5 comments on research needed for Bayesian methods to
be applied to multivariate models. Section 10.6 discusses numerical
methods, especially numerical optimization.

10.1 Estimation from likelihoods of margins 0

In this section, we study the estimation of parameters of a copula
based multivariate model, based on the likelihoods of marginal
distributions of the model. Following terminology of .McLeish and
Small (1988) and Xu (1996), we call this the method of inference
functions for margins or IFM method. The inference or estim
ating functions are score functions of likelihoods of marginal dis
tributions. The method actually applies to a larger class of models
that have certain closure properties for the parameters (see Section
4.1). Here we assume that we have iid observations. The extension
to include covariates is given in Section 10.2.

Consider a copula-based parametric model for the random vector
Y, with cdf

F(Y; Ot l, ... ,Otm ,8) = C(Fl (Yl;aI}, ... ,Fm (Ym;am );8), (10.1)

where Fl , ... , Fm are univariate cdfs with respective parameters
al, ... , am, and C is a family of copulas parametrized by a
parameter 8. We assume that C has a density c (mixed derivative
of order m). The vector Y could be discrete or continuous. In the
former case, the joint pmf f(·; Otl, ... , Otm , 8) for Y can be derived
from the cdf in (10.1), and we let the univariate marginal pmfs be
denoted by 11,"" 1m; in the latter case, we assume that Fj has
density Ii for j = 1, ... , m, and that Y has density

m

fey; al, ... , Otm, 6) = c(Fl (Yl; Otl), ... , Fm(Ym; Otm); 8) II Ij (Yj; aj).
j=l

For a sample of size n, with observed random vectors Yl, ... , Yn,

we can consider the m log-likelihood functions for the univariate
margins,

n

Lj(Otj) = L)og!J(Yij;Otj), j = 1, ... ,m,
i=l

and the log-likelihood function for the joint distribution,
n

L(8, Otl, ... , Otm ) = L logf(Yi; Otl, ... , Otm , 8).
i=l

(10.2)
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A simple case of the IFM method consists of doing m separate
optimizations of the univariate likelihoods, followed by an optim
ization of the multivariate likelihood as a function of the depend
ence parameter vector. More specifically,

(a) the log-likelihoods Lj of the m univariate rnargins are separ
ately maximized to get estimates Otl, ... , am ;

(b) the function L((J, Otl, ... , Oem) is maximized over (J to get lJ.
That is, under regularity conditions, (Otl' ... , Otm , 8) is the solution
of

(8L l /8Otl, ... , 8Lm loOtm , 8Llof}) =O. (10.3)

This procedure is computationally simpler than estimating all
parameters Otl, ••• , Otm , (J simultaneously from L in (10.2). A nu
merical optimization with many parameters is much more time
consuming compared with several numerical optimizations, each
with fewer parameters.

If the copula model (10.1) has further structure such as a para
meter associated with each bivariate margin, simplifications of the
second step (b) can be made, so that no numerical optimization
with a large number of parameters is needed. For example, with a
MVN latent distribution, there is a simplification shown in Section
10.1.4; the correlation parameters can be estimated from separate
likelihoods of the bivariate margins.

If it is possible to maximize L to get estimates Otl," . , Otm , 8,
then one could compare these with the estimates Otl, ... , am, 9 as
an estimation consistency check to evaluate the adequacy of fit of
the copula. For comparison with the IFM method, the MLE refers
to (Otl, ... ,Otm , iJ). Under regulari ty conditions, this comes from
solving

(oL/oOt}, ... ,8L/8Otm , oL181J) = 0; (IDA)

contrast with (10.3). Note for MVN distributions, consisting of
the MVN copula with correlation matrix (J = Rand N(pj, uJ)
~niv~riate margins (Otj ::::; (Pj, uj», that Otj =O1j, j =1, ... , m, and

e= IJ. The equivalence of the estimators generally does not hold.
Possibly because the MVN distribution is dominant in multivariate
statistics, attention has not been given to variations of maximum
likelihood estimation for multivariate models.

Since it is computationally easier to obtain (011"", Otm , 8), a
natural question is its asymptotic relative efficiency compared with
(Ot1' ... , Om, 8). Apart from efficiency considerations, the fonner
set of estimates provides a good starting point for the latter if one
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needs a~d can compute (aI, ... ,Om, 8). App~oximations leading to
the asymptotic distribution of (Q:l, ... , am, 9) are given in Section
10.1.1. Then, one can (numerically) compare the asymptotic co-
variance matrices of (til, ... , tim, 8) and (01, ... ,Q~, 9). Also an
estimate of the covariance matrix of (til, ... , ~m, 0) can be ob
tained. The theory is a special case of using a set of estimating
equations to estimate a vector of parameters.

10.1.1 Asymptotic covariance matrix

Throughout this subsection, we assume that the usual regularity
conditions (see Serfling, 1980) for asymptotic maximum likelihood
theory hold for the multivariate model as well as for all of its mar
gins. For the IFM method, there is a set of inference or estimating
functions in which each function is a score function or the (partial)
derivative of a log-likelihood of some marginal density.

Let f} = (Otl' ... , Om, 8) be the row vector of parameters and let
g be a row vector of functions with the same dimension as '1. For
example, g could be the vector in the summands on the left-hand
side of (10.3). The vector of inference functions is L:?=l g(Yi' f}).

Let Y, y 1, ... , Y n be iid with the density 1(·; f}). Suppose the
vector of estimating equations for the estimator ij is

n

I: g(Yi , 71) = o.
i=l

(10.5)

Let 8gT /8'1 be the matrix with (j, k) component ogj(Y, f})/87JkJ
where gj is the jth component of g and T]k is the kth component
of fJ. From an expansion of (10.5) similar to the derivation of the
asymptotic distribution of an MLE, under the regularity condi
tions, the asymptotic distribution of n 1/ 2 (ij - '1)T is equivalent to
that of

n

{-E [8gT (y, '1)/Ol1]} -In- 1/ 2 I:gT(yi , f}).
i=l

(10.6)

Hence it has the same asymptotic distribution as

{-E [ogT(y, '1)/ofJ]} -lZ,

where Z rv N(O, Cov (g(Y, fJ»). That is, the asymptotic covariance
matrix of n 1/ 2(ij - 'f)T, called the inverse Godambe information
matrix, is

v = D- 1M (D-1)T. g g g ,
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Dg =E [ogT(Y,q)/oq], Mg =E [gT(Y,'1)g(Y,q)].

(If ij is the MLE and l = log!, then g = oR./OfJ, ogT(y, q)/oq
=o2l/oqToq, and this is the standard result for the MLE.)

Estimation of the asymptotic covariance matrix n-1V of ij in
volves -E [ogT(y, q)/oq] and hence the need to compute many
derivatives (which can be tedious both analytically and in the cod
ing for a computer program if symbolic manipulation cannot be
used). This can be avoided by making using of the jackknife to
estimate n -1 V. Let ij(i) be the estimator of q with the ith obser
vation Yi deleted, i = 1, ... , n. Assuming ij and the ij(i) are row
vectors, the jackknife estimator of n- 1V is

n
""(-(i) -}T(-(i) -)LJfJ -fJ q -fJ·
i=1

Proof. The (non-rigourous) justification of this comes from substi
tuting an analogy of (10.6) for ij(i) to get

(ij(i) - '1)T ~ {-E [ogT (Y, '1)/oq]} -l(n - 1)-1 L gT (YIe, '1)
k:ti

~ {--E [ogT(y, q)/oq]} -l(n -- 1)-1

.[n{-E[8gT(Y,q)/oq]}(ij- q)T - gT(Vi ,'1)]
= n(n - I)-l(ij _ q)T

-en -l)-l{-E[ogT(V,q)/O'1]}-lgT(Yi,fl),

so that

(ij(i.) _ ij)T ~ _n- 1{-E [ogT(Y, fJ)/afJl} -lgT(Yi, '1) + Op(n-S/2).

Finally,
n ,

L(ij(i) - ij)T (ij(i) _ ij) ~ n -2 { _ E [ogT (Y, '1)/OfJ]} -1

i=l
n

. [L gT(Yi, '1) g(Yi, '1)] . {-E [ogT (Y, q)/0'1]T}-1
i=l

~ n- 1{-E [ogT(y, fl)/O'1]} -lCov (g(Y, '1»

.{ -E [ogT(y, fJ)/o'1]T} -1 + Op(n-S/ 2)

_ n- 1V + Op(n-S/ 2 ).

o
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Actuapy, if each inference function is the partial derivative of a
log-likelihood function of some marginal density, then the vector
g need not be explicitly obtained for numerical computation of
ij. From the log-likelihoods and a quasi-Newton routine (see Sec
tion 10.5) for maximizing the log-likelihoods, the components of ij
can be obtained sequentially, beginning with the components corre
sponding to univariate parameters. The jackknife method can then
be used for the estimation of the asymptotic covariance matrix of
the estimators. Hence, with the combination of the quasi-Newton
routine and the jackknife method, one can avoid taking analytic
derivatives of log-likelihoods.

For large samples, the jackknife can be modified into estimates
from deletions of more than one observation at a time in order to
reduce the total amount of computation time. Suppose n = nl n2,
with n2 groups or blocks of nl; n2 estimators can be obtained with
the kth estimate based on n - nl observations after deleting the
nl observations in the kth block. (It is probably best to randomize
the n observations into the n2 blocks. The disadvantage is that
the jackknife estimates depend on the randomization. However,
reasonable estimates for SEs should obtain and there are approx
imations in estimating SEs for any method.) Note that the simple
(delete-one) jackknife has nl = 1.

Let ij(k) be the estimator of f1 with the kth block deleted, k =
1, ... , n2. For the asymptotic approximation, think of nl as fixed
with n2 -+ 00. Assuming ij and the ij(k) are row vectors, the jack
knife estimator of n -1 V is

n2

"(-(k) -)T(-(k) -)L.,;fJ -'1'1 f1 -'1'1.
k=I

Proof. Let Bk consist of the indices in the kth block of observations
to be deleted. Substitute an analogy of (10.6) for ij(k) to get

(ij(k) _ fJ)T ~ {-E [8gT (Y, 77)/OfJ]} -\n - nl)-1 E gT(Yi , fJ)
i~Bk

~ {-E[ogT(y,77)/o7J]}-l(n - nd-1

.[n{-E[8gT(Y,'1)/0'1]}(ij-fJ)T - E gT(Yi,1})]
iEBk
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so that

(ij(le) _ ij)T ~ -en - nl )-1 {-E [8gT(y, q)/8fll} -1 E gT(yi , q)
iEBk

Hence,

E(ij(le) - ij)T (ij(le) _ ij) ~ (n _ nt}-2 {-E [8gT(y, q)/8fll} -1
Ie

n

[E gT(Yi,fl) g(Yi, 11) + E E gT(Yi,fl)g(Yi/,fl)]
i=l . Ie i;f;i' ,i,i'EB"

{ -E [8gT(Y, fl)/OfllT } -1.

The term (n-nt)-2 L:?=l gT{Yi, fl) g(Yi , 11) is Op(n- 1 ). If nl > 1,
it also dominates the other term

(n - nt}-2 E E gT(Yi,'1) g(Yi"fl),
Ie i;f;i',i,i'EB"

which asymptotically is

(n - n 1)-2{n2E [ E gT(yi , '1) g{Yi " 11)] + Op(ni/2
)}

i~i'.l~i.i'Snl

or Op(n-3/ 2) since the expectation is zero and n2, n -+ 00. 0

The jackknife method can also be used for estimates of functions
of parameters (such as probabilities of being in some category or
probabilities of exceedances). The delta or Taylor method requires
partial derivatives (of the function with respect to the parameters)
and the jackknife method eliminates the need for this. As before, let
ij( Ie) be the estimator of'IJ with the kth block deleted, k = 1, ... , n2,

and let ij be the estimator based on the entire sample. Let b('1)
be a (real-valued) quantity of interest. In addition to b(ij) , the
estimates b(ij(Ie», k = 1, ... , n2, from the subsamples are obtained.
The jackknife estimate of the SE of b(ij) is

{f[b(ij(k» - b(ij)]2t
2
.

1e=1

What the jackknife approach means for the computation se
quence is that one should maintain a table of the parameter estim
ates for the fun sample and each jackknife subsample. Then one
can use this table for computing estimates of one or more functions
of the parameters, together with the corresponding SEse
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10.1.2 ffficiency

The efficiency of the IFM method relative to the ML method (e.g.,
comparison of (10.3) and (10.4)) for multivariate models can be
assessed using various methods. One comparison of efficiency is
through the asymptotic covariance matrices of the MLE and the
estimator from the IFM method. Another comparison consists of
Monte Carlo simulations to compare the two estimators (through
mean squared errors, etc.). Both methods are difficult, because of
the general intractability of the asymptotic covariance matrices,
and the computation time needed to obtain the MLE based on the
likelihood in all of the univariate and multivariate parameters. Nev
ertheless, comparisons of various types are made in Xu (1996) for
a number of multivariate models. All of these comparisons suggest
that the IFM method is highly efficient compared with maximum
likelihood. Intuitively, we expect the IFM method to be quite ef
ficient because it depends heavily on maximum likelihood, albeit
from likelihoods of marginal distributions.

Examples of models for which asymptotic covariance matrices
were compared are:

(a) the trivariate probit model for binary data with cutoff points
of zero and unknown correlation parameters;

(b) the trivariate probit model for binary data. with general known
cutoff points and unknown correlation parameters;

(c) the latent variable model for binary data with a trivariate
copula having bivariate margins in the family BID in Section
5.1.

Examples of models for which M.onte Carlo simulations were
used for comparisons are:

(a) the multivariate probit model for binary data, up to m = 4
with covariates;

(b) the multivariate probit model for ordinal data, up to m = 4
without covariates;

(c) the multivariate Poisson model based on the MVN copula.

In almost all of the simulations, the relative efficiency, as meas
ured by the ratio of the mean squared errors of the IFM estimator
to the MLE, is close to 1.
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10.1.3 Estimation consistency

There are several ways to assess the adequacy of fit of a multivari
ate copula-based model. One approach is comparison of estimates
from higher-order margins and lower-order margins. This compar
ison will be called the estimation consistency check. A rough
assessment could be based on differences of the estimators relative
to the SEs or on a likelihood interval.

In general terms, the estimation consistency check is the foHow
ing. Let

be a family of m-variate distributions with margins Fs(ys; Q}, j E
S,8s ), S E 8m , 181 ~ 2, where 8 is the multivariate parameter and
Cit; is the parameter for the jth univariate margin. Note that 8s is
uniquely determined from e and S. Let SI and 82 be two subsets
with 81 being a proper subset of 82 and lSI I ~ 2. Then IJSI =
a(Os2) for a function a. Let the data be Yi, i = 1, ... , n. Assume
that the univariate parameters are known, or are estimated based
on individual univariate likelihoods and then assumed known. For
k = 1,2, let iSle be the estimator using the IFM method based on
the Yi,SIc = (Yij : j E Sic), i = 1, ... , n. Then in general, eS1 and
a(9s2 ) are different. The closeness of 9S1 and a(9s2 ) for all 8 1 ,82
with 8 1 C 8 2 is a necessary (but not sufficient) indication that the
model F(y; Otl, ••• , Citm , 8) is an adequate fit to the data. A rough
SE for 651 - a(6s2 ) could be obtained from the jackknife method
if needed, or one could use SEs from the separate optimiz~tions.

Another method of assessing the closeness is to check .if a(8s2 ). is
in the likelihood-based confidence interval for Dsl ; this interval is

where X;s,l-a is the upper a quantile of a chi-square distribution
with ps degrees offreedom, PS is the dimension of Os, and L(·; SI)
is the log-likelihood based on the density of F(YS1; Q}, j E 8 1 , eS1 ).

There are variations on the use of estimation consistency for
comparisons of parameter estimates from likelihoods of different
margins. Some of these are· mentioned in the specific examples in
the next subsection and in Chapter 11. See also the end of the next
subsection for another consistency check that could be done.
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10.1.4 Examples

This subsection consists of examples to illustrate the theory de
scribed earlier in this section.

Example 10.1 (Multivariate probit model with no covariates.)
The model for the multivariate binary response vector Y is }j =
r(Zj ::; aj), j = 1, ... , m, where Z ,..., Nm(O, R), and () = R = (Pjk)
is a correlation matrix. Let the data be Yi = (Yil, ... ,Vim), i =
1, ... ,n. For j = 1, ,m, let Nj(O) and Nj(l) be the number of
Os and Is among YIj , , Ynj. For 1 ::; j < k ::; m, let Nj k(iI, i2 ) be
the frequency of (iI, i 2 ) among the pairs (YIi, YIk), ... , (Ynj, Ynk),
for (i l ,i2 ) equal to (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1). From maximizing
the jth univariate likelihood,

Lj(aj) = [<I>(aj)]Nj(l)[l- <I>(aj)]Nj(O) ,

exj = <1>-l(Nj(l)/n), j = 1, ... , m. For this example, one can es
timate the dependence parameters from maximizing separate bi
variate likelihoods L; Ie (Pi Ie) = L; Ie (Pj k , ai, a Ie) rather than using
the m-variate log-likelihood L in (10.2). Let <I> P be the BVSN cdf
with correlation p. Then

tjk(Pj ,aj,ak) k

[<1> (a· ak·)]Njk(ll)[<I>(a·) - <I> (a- ak)]Njk(IO)Pjle }, } Pik} ,

-[<I>(ale) - <I>Pjk (aj, ak)]N;k(Ol)

·[1- <I>(aj) - <I>(ak) + <I>pjk(aj, ak)]Njk(OO),

and Pik is the root P of Nile(ll)/n =<I>p(exi'O:le)'
The maximization of the bivariate likelihood Ljk jointly in the

parameters aj, Q:j, Pjk leads to the same estimates as above. An
assessment of the estimation consistency of the multivariate probit
model can be made from comparisons of estimators from trivariate
likelihoods L;k" in the parameters a j, ale, as, Pi k, Pi s, Pks·

Another check that could be done is the positive definiteness of
the matrix R= (Pjk)' It is possible that R is not positive definite,
especially if the true correlation matrix R is close t.o being singular.

Possibly one may be considering a simple correlation structure
from the nature of the variables or perhaps the correlation estim
ates suggest a simple structure. Examples are an exchangeable cor
relation matrix with all correlations equal to p, and an AR(l) cor
relation matrix with the (j, k) component equal to pli-kl for some
p. For these cases, see Section 10.2.2. 0
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Example 10.2 (Multivariate probit model with covariates.) Let
the data be (Yi, Xi), i = 1, ... , n, where Yi is an m-variate re
sponse vector and Xi is a covariate (column) vector. The multi
variate probit model has stochastic representation ¥ij = I( Zij :5
(3jO + PjXi), where Zi are iid Nm(O, R), R = (Pjle) and the Pj are
row vectors. With -rj = «(3jO, Pj), the jth univariate likelihood is

n

Lj (-rj) = II[~(,Bjo + ,8jXi)]Ylj [1 - ~(,BjO + PjXi)] 1-
Yi

i.

i=1

The maximization of Lj leads to 1j' For 1 :5 j < k ~ m, the (i, k)
bivariate likelihood is:

n

Ljle(pjle, 1j, -rle) = II {[<I>Pjk(,8jO + PjXi, ,B1e0 + PIe Xi)]I(Yi;=Yilc=l)
i=l

· [4>(,8;0 +Pjxd - 4>Pjk «(3jO + PjXi, (31e0 + {JIeXi)]I(Yi;=l,Yik=O)

[4>«(31e0 + Plexd - <I>Pik({3jO + (JjXi,(3IeO + PIe Xi)]l(Y i i=O,Yik=l)

· [1 - <I>({3jO + {Jjxd - <I>«(3leO + (JleXi)

+<I>Pilc ({3jO + PjXi, (3leO + Plexi)f(Yii=Yik=O)}.

The ITlaximization of Ljle (Pj Ie ,1j, 11e) in Pjle leads to Pjle. An as
sessment of the estimation consistency can be made from a bivari
ate likelihood in the parameters Pj 0, Pie 0 , Pj , Pie, Pj Ie or a trivariate
likelihood in the parameters {JjO,{3IeO,{3so,{Jj,PkJ{Js, Pjle,Pjs,Ples'
Again, see Section 10.2.2 if some of the parameters (regression or
correlation) can be assumed to be the same. 0

Example 10.3 (Multivariate Poisson-lognormal distribution.)
Suppose we have a random sample of iid random vectors Y i, i =
1, ... , n, from the density (7.28) in Section 7.2.3. Let Otj =(Pj, Ujj),

j =1, ... , m. The jth univariate marginal density is

1
00 e->'; A~j 2

fj(Yj;Otj) = ~ exp{-~(logAj -Pj) /Ujj}dAj.
o Yj! 27rujj Aj

The (j, k) bivariate marginal density is

1
00 100 e->'j Ari e-AA: A~k

!jk(Yj, Yk; OJj, Otle, Pjle) = _I
o 0 Yj !YIe! 27rAj Ale V O"jjUkle - U]1c

· exp { - ~(1 - p]Ie)-l [(log Aj - pj)2IUjj + (log Ale - p,1e)2 /Ulele

-2pj Ie (log Aj - J.Li )(log Ak - J.L1e)/ y'O"jjO"kk] } dAjdAIe,
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where Pjk = O'jk/.jUjjakk' Suppose Otj = (itj,Crjj) obtains from
maximizing Lj (G'j) =2:7=1 log Ii (Yij; Otj), and given the estimates
of the univariate parameters, Pi k obtains from maximizing

n

Ljk(Pjk,Otj,Otk) = ~log/jk(Yij'Yik;i5tj,Otk,Pjk)
i=1

as a function of Pj k. The log-likelihood maximizations are straight
forward using a quasi-Newton routine, with good starting points,
which in this case can come from method of moments estimates.
Let Yj, sy be the sample mean and sample variance for the jth uni
variate margin, and let rj k be the (j, k) sample correlation. Based
on the expected values given in Section 7.2.3, for Lj, the method
of moments estimates are

o-Jj = Iog([sJ - Yj ]/YJ + 1), iij = log Yj - to-fj,
and, for Lj k, the method of moments estimate is

ujk = log(rjksjsk/[Yjih] + 1).
Assessment of estimation consistency can come from compar

isons of bivariate and trivariate likelihoods with the univariate
parameters already estimated. The trivariate log-likelihoods, with
three-dimensional integrations, would be time-consuming to max
imize but should be possible.

The comments for a special correlation structure from Example
10.1, and the extensions to include covariates in Example 10.2,
apply here as well. 0

Example 10.4 (MEV model with partially exchangeable de
pendence structure.) We illustrate some ideas for models from Sec
tion 4.2 using the family M6 in the trivariate case. In the MSMVE
form, the exponent is

A(z; /31,2, /31,3) = (zf1
,2 + zgl,2)fh,3/J31,2 + Z~1.3)1/J31.3,

with f31,2 2: Pl,3 2: 1. The bivariate margins have exponents in the
family B6, A(Wl, W2) = (wf + w~)1/6, with parameters {31,2, {31,3,

{31,3 for the (1,2), (1,3), (2,3) bivariate margins, respectively. For
trivariate extreme value data (maxima), (Yil, Yi2, Yi3), i = 1, ... , n,
one can maximize separate GEV univariate log-likelihoods Lj to
get parameter estimates jLj, Uj, 1j , j =1,2,3. Then one can trans
form the univariate margins to exponential survival functions with
Zij = (1 + ij[Yij - {tj]/(}"j)~l/-Yj, substituting in the estimated
parameters. Next, {31,2, {31,3 can be estimated from the bivariate
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log-likelihoods and the model M6 may be plausible if the estimates
from the (1,3) and (2,3) bivariate likelihoods are about the same
and smaller than the estimate from the (1,2) bivariate likelihood. If
the estimates from the bivariate likelihoods have the right pattern,
one could go on to the trivariate likelihood (with given Pj, Uj, rj).

The survival function of the family M6 has closed form so that
the density can be obtained by symbolic manipulation software in
the form of Fortran or C code for use with a quasi-Newton routine
for numerical maximization of the log-likelihood. This comment
applies to any MEV or MSMVE model with closed-form cdf or
survival function. 0

Example 10.5 (MEV model MM6 or MM7.) Consider the tri
variate case, with GEV univariate margins. After the transform
to Zij, given in Example 10.4, one can estimate the multivariate
parameters. Because of the asymmetry in the variables, one has
to decide which variables go with which indices. Once this is de
cided, the parameters (J12,fJ23 can be estimated from the (1,2) and
(2,3) bivariate log-likelihoods and then the parameter 813 can be
estimated from the (1,2,3) trivariate log-likelihood. If there is no
natural order to the indices, one could compare the trivariate log
likelihood values, evaluated at estimated parameters, for the three
distinct ways of assigning indices to variables. 0

Example 10.6 (MEV model MS.) The univariate parameters
can be estimated from the GEV log-likelihoods. After the trans
form to Zij, given in Example lOA, the parameter OJ Ie, 1 ::; j < Ie ::;
m, can be estimated from the (j, Ie) bivariate log-likelihood to get
6jk. For estimation consistency, comparisons can be made with the
estimates from the trivariate log-likelihoods (with the univariate
parameters fixed). 0

Example 10.7 (Molenberghs-Lesaffre construction of Section
4.8.) Assume that the bivariate margins all belong to a common
parametric family of copulas, such as the family B2 or B3. Also
assume that the parameters 1/Js, S E 8m , lSI ~ 3, are in a range
such that the construction in Section 4.8 leads to proper multivari
ate distributions. Suppose that the multivariate copula is used as a
latent variable model for multivariate binary or ordinal responses
with a logistic distribution (compare the model in Section 7.1.7).

A sequence for estimation of parameters is: first, the univari
ate parameters for the separate univariate logistic or ordinal re
gressions; second, the bivariate parameters from separate bivari
ate log-likelihoods; and then the parameters VJs, for dimensions
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151 ~ 3. For each multivariate log-likelihood, estimates from lower
order margins are used, so that it involves only the maximization
over one variable. For trivariate and higher-order margins, a rea
sonable starting point for the numerical optimization is 1, because
of the maximum entropy interpretation in Section 4.8 and because
this leads to reflection symmetry as discussed in Section 7.1.7. 0

Example 10.8 (Families MMl-MM3 with vs equal to 0.) For
the use of these multivariate families of copulas, the sequence of
estimation of parameters is: first, the univariate parameters from
univariate log-likelihoods; second, bivariate analysis to determine
degrees of bivariate dependence; and then the multivariate para
meters from the multivariate log-likelihood with the univariate
parameters given. 0

As noted in Example 10.1, with the same possibility for other
multivariate models, when dependence parameters are estimated
based on bivariate or lower-dimensional margins, then one should
check if the set of estimators' is compatible for the model. For
example, for any model with the MVN as a latent distribution,
one needs to check if the estimated correlations from the bivariate
margins lead to a positive definite matrix. If the sample size is
sufficiently large, then non-compatibility would not be expected to
be a problem, unless the vector of dependence parameters is near
the boundary of the parameter space.

10.2 Extensions

In this section, we outline extensions of the results in the pre
ceding section to include covariates (e.g., the multivariate probit
model with covariates) and to situations for which parameters are
common to more than one margin (e.g., the multivariate probit
model with AR(l) dependence structure).

10.2.1 Covariates

Under certain regularity conditions, the results of Section 10.1 ex
tend to the inclusion of covariates. There are two ways of looking
at the asymptotics: one is a more standard approach to extend
from the iid case to the independent, non-identically distributed
case and the other is to view the response vector and covariate
vector pair (Y i , xi) as iid. An outline of the asymptotic results is
given below.
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There are common ways of extending many univariate distribu
tions to include covariates (often, transformations of parameters
are linear' functions of some functions of covariates). A difficult
modelling question may be whether dependence parameters should
be functions of covariates. If so, what are" natural functions to
choose? This is not even dear for the multivariate probit model.
For data analysis, one could split the covariate space into several
clusters or subgroups, and then do a separate estimation of de
pendence parameters by clusters. If there are only binary (or cate
gorical) predictor variables, then one could do estimation for each
combination if the resulting (sub)sample sizes are large enough.

Inclusion of covariates: approach 1
Assume that we have independent, non-identically distributed

random vectors Yi, i = 1, ... , n, with Yi having density f(·; 'fJi),
'Ii = f}(Xi, 1) for a function f} and a parameter function "'1. The
necessary conditions for the asymptotic results depend somewhat
on the specific models. However, we indicate the general types of
conditions that must hold.

For something like (10.1), we assume that each component of
'fJ = (at, ... ,Otm , 8) is a function of x, more specifically, Otj- =
aj(x,"Yj), j = 1, ... ,m, and e = t(X,"Ym+l)' with al, ... ,am,t
having components that are each functions of linear combinations
of the functions of the components of x. We assume that the in
ference function vector has a component for each parameter in
"'I =(1't, ... ,1m, 'Ym+d·

We explain the notation here for Examples 10.1 and 10.2. With
no covariates, 'fJ = (at, ... , Qm, e), where" aj is the cutoff point
for the jth univariate margin, and IJ = R = (Pile) is a correlation
matrix. With covariates, ai = aj (x, {3jO, fJj) = {3jO + PjX, j =
1, ... , m, and t(x,8) = 8, so that 1 = (1310, PI J' •• , f3mO, Pm, 8)
with 'Yj =((3jO,{Jj) and 'Ym+l =8.

For (10.1), in place of f(y;Qt, ... ,Otm,lJ) and fj(Yj,Qj) in the
case of no covariates, we now have the densities

and

In a simple case, the estimate;Y from the IFM method has compon-
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ent i'j coming from the maximization of

n

Lj ("Ij) = L log fYjlx(Yij IXi; Ij), j = 1, ... , C:'i
i=l

313

(10.7)

and i'm+l comes from the maximization of L(1'1 , ... , i'm' "Im+l) in
rm+l, where

n

L(1) = Llogjvlx(yi!xi;-Y). (10.8)
i=l

Alternatively, the components of rm+l may be estimated from log
likelihoods of lower-dimensional margins such as in Example 10.2.
In any case, let L g(Yi, Xi, 1) be the vector of inference functions
from partial derivatives of log-likelihood functions of margins.

Conditions for the asymptotic results to hold have the following
sense:

(a) mixed derivatives of g of first and second order are dominated
by integrable functions;

(b) products of these derivatives are uniformly integrable;

(c) the functions at, ... , am, t are twice continuously differen
tiable with first- and second-order derivatives bounded away
from zero;

(d) covariates are uniformly bounded, and the sample covariance
matrix of the covariates Xi is strictly positive definite;

(e) a Lindeberg-Feller type condition holds.

References for these types of conditions and proofs of asymptotic
normality are Bradley and Gart (1962) and Hoadley (1971).

Assuming that the conditions hold, then the asymptotic normal
ity result has the form:

n- 1/ 2 V;1/2 ('9 - r) T ~d N(O, I),

where Vn = D;:;lMn (D;;l)T with
n

D n = n-
l L E [8gT (Yi,xi'/)/8r]

i=l

and
n

M n =n- 1 LE [gT(Yi,xi,1)g(Yi,xi,1)].
i=1

Details for the case of multivariate discrete models are given in
Xu (1996); the results generalize to the continuous case when the
assumptions hold.
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Inclusion of covariates: approach 2.
A second approach to asymptotics allows for parameters to be

more general functions of the covariates) and treats the covari
ates as realizations of random vectors. This approach assumes a
joint distribution for response vector and covariates) with the para
meters for the marginal distribution of the covariate vector treated
as nuisance parameters. This assumption might be reasonable for
a random sample of subjects in which Xi and Yi are observed to
gether.

Similar to the preceding approach to the inclusion of covariates,
we write the conditional density as

fYlx(ylx; 7) = f(y; q(x, 1».

Let Zi = (Yi, xd, i = 1) ... , n. These are treated as iid random
vectors from the density

fz(z; 1) = fYlx(ylx; 7) Ix(x;w). (10.9)

For inference, we are interested in 1 and q(x,7), and not in w.
Marginal distributions of (10.9) are:

fYilx(Yilx;7j) fx(x;w» j =1, ... , m.

If w is treated as a nuisance parameter, then the log-likelihood
in 7 from (10.10) below is essentially the same as that in the first
approach.

Let *Y) atj , 8j, (J, t be the same as before, except that 8j, j =
1) ... ,m, and t could be more general functions of the covariate
vector x. The vector estimate from the IFM method has component
f j coming from the maximization of

11

Lj(1;) = Elog[fYilx(Yii!Xi;'Yj)fx(xi;w)], j = 1, ... ,m,
i=1

(10.10)

and 1m+1 coming from the maximization of L(11"'" 1m, 'Ym+1)
in '1m+l , where

Fa

L('Y) =Llog[fYlx(yi!xi;'Y)!x(xi;w)].
i=1

(10.11)

Note that optimization of (10.7) and (10.10), and of (10.8) and
(10.11), is the same. Alternatively, the components of 'Ym+1 may
be estimated from log-likelihoods of lower-dimensional margins. In
any case, let Eg(Yi,Xi,1) be the vector of inference functions
based on partial derivatives of log-likelihood functions of margins.
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Assuming that the standard regularity conditions hold for fz and
its marg'ins, then the asymptotic theory for the iid case holds for the
estimates using the IFM method in Section 10.1. The asymptotic
normality result is

n-1/2(r - r)T -+d N(O, V),

where V = DgIMg(Dgl)T, with Dg = E[ogT(y,x,1)/81L M g =
E [gT(y, x, 1) g(Y, x, r)].

The asymptotic covariance matrices for n- I / 2er - 1)T may be
different in the two asymptotic approaches. However, the inference
functions are the same. The use of the empirical distribution func
tion to estimate the inverse Godambe information matrix or the
use of the jackknife would lead to the same standard error estim
ates in the two approaches.

10.2.2 Parameters common to more than one margin

There are situations in which a parameter can appear in more
than one margin. Examples are special dependence structures; for
the exchangeable dependence structure a parameter is common
to all bivariate margins, and for the AR(l) dependence structure
for a latent MVN distribution each bivariate margin has a para
meter which is the power of the lag 1 correlation parameter. Other
examples arise when different univariate margins have a common
parameter; e.g., in a repeated measures study with short time series
over a short period of time, it may be reasonable to assume common
regression coefficients for the different time points.

There are several ways in which the theory of Section 10.1 can
be extended:

(a) use higher-dimensional margins;

(b) average or weight the estimators from the log-likelihoods of
the margins with the common parameter;

(c) create inference functions based on the sum of log-likelihoods
of the margins that have the common parameter.

If a dependence parameter appears in more than one bivariate
margin, one possibility is to go directly to the m-dimensional mul
tivariate log-likelihood with the univariate parameters given. For
the exchangeable dependence structure, this is usually easy to do
computationally, but for the AR(l) dependence structure for the
MVN copula it is harder, and one of the other two approaches may
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be computationally easier. For all of these methods, under regular
ity conditions, the use of the jackknife approach to obtain standard
errors of estimates of parameters is still valid.

Details, including some comparisons of efficiency, are given In
Xu (1996).

10.3 Choice and comparison of models

Choices of models might depend on what are the most useful sum
maries at the initial data analysis stage and what are the inferences
or predictions of interest. It may be a good idea to try more than
one statistical model in order to check on the sensitivity of infer
ences to model assumptions. Also one should do diagnostic checks
on the adequacy of fit of models. The (internal) estimation consist
ency check is one method mentioned in Section 10.1.3. There are
several other ways to compare the adequacy of models.

One method of comparing fits of different models consists of us
ing log-likelihoods L or Akaike information criterion (Ale) values
L - np , where np is the number of parameters in a model. Note
that in this form (rather than -2L + 2np ), we are using the Ale
as a penalized log-likelihood, with the penalty being the number
of parameters. The method is useful even if models are not nested
within each other. Ale values can be evaluated from the multi
variate log-likelihood with the estimates obtained using the IFM
method. This means that one has the log-likelihoods or AIC values
at points that should be near the MLE and one does not have to
do time-consuming multi-parameter numerical optimizations.

A second, possibly more relevant, comparison is the predictive
ability of the models. This would be based on some comparisons
of 'observed) summaries from the data and 'predicted) summaries
from the models. The best choice of 'observed' and 'predicted) sum
maries depends on the data, the study and the inferences of inter
est. In the case of a multivariate discrete response, the summaries
could be frequencies, possibly collapsed over categories. See Chap
ter 11 for comparisons used in different examples.

If several different models lead to similar inferences and have
similar predictive ability then this is reassuring. If there is much
sensitivity to the different models, then there is further work to do
as one must think more about the assumptions in the models, or
check for influential observations, etc., that might be affecting the
models.
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10.4 Inference for Markov chains

This section concerns inference for long time series that may be
modelled using a Markov chain.

For Markov chains of first order, results are given in Billingsley
(1961). Essentially, under certain regularity conditions, the asymp
totic likelihood theory and numerical ML from the iid case can be
extended. An outline of the regularity conditions and asymptotic
results is given below. The extension to the case where transition
probabilities depend on covariates should also be possible, by mak
ing use of the first approach in Section 10.2.l.

Notation used in this section is as follows.

1. {Yt : t = 1,2, ...} is a Markov chain of order 1 with state
space y.

2. h(YtlYt-l; 8) is a family of transition densities (with respect
to a measure v) with column vector parameter 0 of dimension
r in the parameter space e.

3. There exists a stationary distribution with density f(·; 0)
(wi th respect to the measure l/).

4. f(0; Yt-l, Yt) = log h(ydYt-l; 8).

5. With the observed Markov chain Yl, ... , Yn, the log-likelihood
function is taken to be Ln (8) =2::7=2 f(8; Yt-l, yt} for asymp
totic analysis, since asymptotically the likelihood contribu
tion of the first observation Yl does not matter (for a specific
example, this could be included if relevant).

6. {)fl {)f} is the (column) vector of partial derivatives alla8u ,

U = 1, ... , T, and the components are denoted more simply
by f u •

7. {)2f/[{)(J(}()T] is the matrix of second-order partial derivatives,
with components denoted by f uv .

8. Third-order (mixed) derivatives are denoted by luvw.

9. Similar notation for derivatives is used for other functions of
f}.

10. Eo means expectation assuming that the true parameter value
is f} and Y1 starts with a stationary distribution.

Note that for applications, the measure v is usually taken to be
Lebesgue measure on a Euclidean space or counting measure.

Regularity conditions are the following.

(a) The maximum 8of Ln «()) is assumed to satisfy 8Ln 18(J = O.
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(b) All states of the Markov chain cornmunicate with each other
(meaning that there are no transient states).

(c) The set of y for which h(ylx; 8) is positive does not depend on
8.

(d) h.u , huv , huvw , u, v, w =1, ... ,1", exist and are continuous in 8
(and hence the same is true for I!.u, luv, R.uvw ).

(e) For (J E a, there exists a neighbourhood No of (J such that for
aU u, v, wand x,

{ { sup Ihu(Ylx;S')I} v(dy) < 00,

Jy "ENe

f { sup Ihuv(ylx; 8')1} v(dy) < 00,

Jy "EN,

E, [sup liuvw (6', Y 1 , Y2)1] < 00.
I'EN,

(f) For u =1, ... , r, E,[Iiu (6; Y1 , Y2)1 2] < 00, and E(8) =(uuv(8))
is a non-singular r x r mf,ttrix with

(g) h(·Ix; 8) is absolutely continuous with respect to 1(·; 8).

With the given regularity conditions, asymptotic results are the
foHowing. There exists a root en of 8Ln /{)/J = 0 such that en
converges in probability to the true 8 and the asymptotic distri
bution of n- 1/ 2(iln - 6) is N(O, E-l(6». Also log-likelihood ratios
for hypotheses involving nested models fOf the parameter 8 have
asymptotic null chi-square distributions. The proof i~volves the use
of ergodicityanda-martingale central limit theorem.

A practical implication of the asymptotic result for numerical
ML is that, as in the iid case, the negative inverse Hessian of Ln (6)
evaluated at the MLE iJ can be used as an estimated covariance
matrix of iJ. That is, for large n,

_({}2 Ln (8) I.] -1 = _ [82Lt i(8; Yt-l, Yt) /.]-1
88{}(JT , {}(J{}(JT,

is an approximation to n-1E-l(S).
The theory in Billingsley (1961) should apply for higher-order

Markov chains, assuming that the order of Markov chain is known.
One can perhaps either extend the proof and conditions for a first
order Markov chain to a transition density h(XtIXt-k, ... , Xt-l), or
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change a kth-order Markov chain with state space y to a first-order
Markov ~hain with state space yk .

For comparison of Markov chains v:ith different orders the Ale
can be used, but note that log-likelihood ratios do not have asymp
totic null chi-square distributions in this case, because a lower
order Markov chain will have parameters at the boundary of the
parameter space of a higher-order Markov chain.

10.5 Comments on Bayesian methods

This section briefly discusses how multivariate models could be
used and compared using Bayesian methods.

For a given parametric multivariate model and a prior distri
bution on the vector of parameters, one could compute the pos
terior distribution of the parameter vector and then Inake infer
ences and predictions. The computations would be more difficult
than the likelihood-based estimating equation approach of Sections
10.1,10".2 and lOA. Also there has been little research on how one
might choose a prior to reflect prior opinions about the dependence
structure and the strength of dependence.

Furthermore, in order to compare different multivariate mod
els, more research is needed in Bayesian model comparisons. A
consistent way would be needed to convert opinions about the .de
pendence structure as well as the univariate margins into priors
of parameter vectors of (non-nested) models. For example, for two
substantially different multivariate models, each covering a wide
dependence structure, to be consistent, one would want the prior
distributions for the parameter vectors of the two models to be
similar in the probabilistic assessment of «(12(X), ... , (m-l,m(X)),
where (jk(X), j::j:. k, is a bivariate dependence measure for (Yj, YA:)
as a function of the covariate x.

10.6 Numerical methods

A traditional approach for numerical optimization is the Newton
Raphson method, which requires first- and second-order derivatives
of the objective function (which for applications in this book is the
log-likelihood function). This is the preferred method if the deriv
atives can easily be analytically obtained and coded in a program,
as in the case of the log-likelihood of an exponential family model.
Modern symbolic manipulation software, such as Maple and Math
ematica, may be useful since they can output equations in the form
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of Fortran or C code.
Many multivariate models, such as those based on copulas, are

specified via the cdr. The likelihood involves either a mixed derivat
ive of the cdf to get a pdf or a discretization of the cdf to get a pmf
if the cdr is used for a latent variable model. To get the derivatives
of the parameters after this may be possible but tedious.

A numerical method that is useful for many multivariate models
in this book is the quasi-Newton optimization (usually minimiza
tion) routine. This requires that only the objective function (say,
negative log-likelihood) is coded; the gradients are computed nu
merically and the inverse Hessian matrix of second-order derivat
ives is updated after each iteration. An example of a quasi-Newton
routine is that in Nash (1990); this is useful for statistical applic
ations because it outputs the estimated inverse Hessian at the (lo
cal) optimum - this corresponds to the estimated asymptotic co
variance matrix of the parameters for an objective function that is
a log-likelihood.

For all numerical optimization methods, a good starting point is
important. In general, an objective function may have more than
one local optimum. Having a good starting point based on a simple
method is better than trying many random starting points. Having
a model with interpretable parameters makes it easier to have a
good starting point. (This is a reason for the emphasis of multivari
ate models with interpretable parameters - numerical estimation
is easier.) Note also that computational complexity is increasing
linearly to quadratically in the number of parameters.

A quasi-Newton routine works fine if the" objective function can
be computed to arbitrary precision, say to. The numerical gradients
are then based on a step size t > to (more specifically,one:cshould
have t > IOfo). A precision of even three or four significant digits
may be difficult to attain if the objective function involves a multi
dimensional integral; one-dimensional numerical integrals are usu
ally no problem and even two-dimensional numerical integrals can
be computed quite quickly to around six digits of precision, but
there is a problem of computation time in trying to achieve many
digits of precision for numerical integrals of dimension 3 or more.
There is a need for research into numerical optimization methods
for imprecisely computed objective functions.

For numerical integration, methods include Romberg and adapt
ive integration, and Monte Carlo simulation, with the latter being
especially useful for high-dimensional integrals.
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10.7 BiJ:>liographic notes

Sections 10.1 and 10.2 consist of material from Xu's (1996) doc
toral thesis; this has the rigouraus details for the asymptotics of
the estimation method of inference functions for margins (IFM)
and the associated jackknife method for estimation of standard er
rors, as well as assessment of efficiency and simulation results for
various discrete multivariate models. Also Joe and Xu (1996) has
an introduction to the IFM method, with some simulation results
to demonstrate efficiency and some examples with data sets. The
concept of estimation consistency is from Joe (1994).

A reference far the jackknife is Miller (1974), and references
for the theory of estimating and inference functions are Godambe
(1991) and McLeish and Small (1988). A one-step jackknife with
estimating equations is used in a context of clustered survival data
in Lipsitz, Dear and Zhao (1994). Concerning existence and unique
ness of the MLE for the multivariate probit modeC see Lesaffre and
Kaufmann (1992).

In Section 10.3, a reference for the AIC is Sakamoto, Ishiguro and
Kitagawa (1986), and initial data analysis is used in the sense of
Chatfield (1995). The main reference for Section IDA is Billingsley
(1961).

Quasi-Newton optimization methods are also known as vari
able metric methods. An example is the compact routine in Nash
(1990). It is available in several programming languages. My ex
perience with it is good. References for symbolic manipulation soft
ware are Char et al. (1991) and Abell and Braselton (1992).

For numerical integration, I have used the Romberg integration
method in Davis and Rabinowitz (1984) (good for two to about
four dimensions) and the adaptive integration method of Berntsen,
Espelid and Genz (1991) (useable for up to nine to ten dimensions,
but requires more and more memory as the dimension increases).
A reference for approximating integrals in statistics is Evans and
Swartz (1995). For computing the MVN cdf, a Fortran program is
given in Schervish (1984); see Genz (1992) for other computational
methods and Joe (1995) for good approximation methods for the
MVN cdf and rectangle probabilities.

10.8 Exercises

10.1 Let H(y; 9) be a family of m-variate distribution functions,
with (J being a column vector parameter. Let Yi, i =1, ... , n,
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be a random sample from H(y; fJ). Let {Hs(Ys; fJs) : 8 E
8m } be the set of marginal distributions. Let 8 1 and 82

be two subsets, with 81 being a proper subset of 82 • Then
eS1 =a(8s.J for a function a. For k· =1,2, let iJSk be the
MLE based on the Yi,SIc = (Yij : j E Sic), i = 1, ... , n.
Then, in general, iJS1 and a(iJs:J are different. Verify this
by studying the likelihood equations for some multivariate
models. Show that they are the same for the MVN family.

10.2 Show that the regularity conditions in Section IDA apply
to the Markov chain copula models in Section 8.1 (prOVided
univariate margins satisfy the usual regularity conditions)
and to the AR(1) models in Section 804.1.

10.3 Extend the asymptotic results of Section IDA (and obtain
some regularity conditions) to the case where Markov chain
transition probabilities depend on covai'iates (which are pos
sibly time-varying).

10.9 Unsolved problems

10.1 Study further examples in which analytic calculations to as
sess the efficiency of the IFM method can be performed.

10.2 Study further examples which permit analytic calculations
to compare the estimation methods in Section 10.2.2.



CHAPTER 11

Data analysis and cOlllparison of
lllodels

In this chapter, models are applied to and compared on some real
data sets. We illustrate the estimation procedures of Chapter 10,
as well as much of the theory and models in Chapters 4 to g.
The examples show the stages of initial data analysis, modelling,
inference and diagnostic checking. Models are compared on the
adequacy of predictions. See Section 1.7 on a view of statistical
modelling.

A summary of the first six sections in this chapter is the follow
lng.

• Section 11.1 involves a cardiac surgery data set consisting of a
multivariate binary response with covariates. Models that are
compared are the multivariate probit model, various multivari
ate logit models, and the model with conditional logistic regres
sions. See Sections 7.1.7 and 9.2.3 for the models.

• Section 11.2 involves a data set from a stress study consisting
of a multivariate/longitudinal ordinal reponse with a binary co
variate. Models that are compared are the multivariate probit
model and various multivariate logit models; See Sections 7.1.7
and 7.3 for the models.

• Section 11.3 involves an air quality data set consisting of multi
variate extremes of ozone concentrations over time. MEV models
and theory from Sections 6.1 to 6.3 are used.

• Section 11.4 involves a data set, arising from a medical study,
with longitudinal binary time series. Markov models (Section
8.1) with and without random effects are compared.

• Section 11.5 involves a data set of longitudinal counts with co
variates, arising from a study of the health effects of pollution.
Models that are compared are the AR( 1) and AR(2) Poisson and
negative binomial time series models and Markov chain models
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based on bivariate and trivariate copulas. See Sections 8.4 and
8.1 for the models and theory.

• Section 11.6 involves a time series data set of daily air qual
ity measurements to show the effects of assuming iid data for
inference when in fact there is serial dependence.

11.1 Example with multivariate binary response data

In this section, several models for multivariate binary response data
with covariates are applied to a data set from cardiac surgery. MeR
(Merged, Multi-Center, Multi-Specialty Clinical Registries) is a
data base developed by Health Data Research Institute (Portland,
Oregon) in which information of patients who had heart-related
surgery was recorded. The data set is large so we use a random sub
set of the data (5000 subjects) for a detailed analysis; this is large
enough to check predictions from the models, and computations
can still be done in a reasonable time. The main response vari
able is an indicator of survival 30 days after surgery, but there are
also other binary response variables that are known immediately
after surgery. These dependent variables include for indicators of
(mild or severe) renal complications (REC), pulmonary complic
ations (PUC), neurological complications (NEe) and low-output
syndrome (LOS). The complication variables are related to the
quality of life after surgery. Zhang (1993) gives further documen
tation of the data set and some initial data analysis. We concen
trate on multivariate models for the four response variables REC,
PUC, NEe and LOS. The analyses in Zh~ng (1993) suggest that,
among the many possible predictor variables, the more important
predictors or risk factors for the complication variables are: AGE
(in years), SEX (0 for male, 1 for female), and indicators of prior
myocardial infarction (PMI), diabetes (DIA), renal disease (REN)
and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COP).

In the models below, we use these six pre-operation variables as
covariates for all four response variables, even though one could
have simpler final models in which not all covariates are used for
all responses.

Summaries from the initial data analysis are given in tabular
form. By way of a univariate summary, Table 11.1 has the per
centages of Is for the binary response and predictor variables. The
age variable ranges from below 20 to 90 with a mean of 63 and
a standard deviation of 11. Table 11.2 has the frequencies of 4
vectors for (REC, PUC, NEe, LOS) when ignoring the effects of
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Table ·11.1. Cardiac surgery data. Percentages for binary variables.

Variable Is Percentage

REC 224 4.5
PUC 1394 27.9
NEC 350 7.0
LOS 472 9.4

SEX 1403 28.1
PMI 2086 41.7
DIA 637 12.7
REN 168 3.4
COP 364 7.3

the covariates. Table 11.3 has the pairwise log-odds ratio for the
response variables, ignoring the covariates; it gives some indication
of the dependence in the response variables, in addition to Table
11.2.

Multivariate binary response models that were used to model
the data are the following.

1. The multivariate probit model from Section 7.1.7.

2. The multivariate logit model from Section 7.1.7:

(a) with the construction in Section 4.8 using bivariate cop
ulas from the family B2;

(b) with the construction in Section 4.8 using bivariate cop
ulas from the family B3;

(c) with copulas from Section 4.3 that are mixtures of max-id
distributions.

3. The conditionally specified logistic regression model from Sec
tion 9.2.3.

4. The multivariate logit model with the permutation-symmetric
copula M3.

For the models in (2c), parametric families of copulas of the form
(4.25) were tried with 1/;(.; 8) in one of the LT families LTA, LTB,
LTC, LTD, and with [(ij(') = [«·;6ij ) in one of the bivariate
copula families B3 to B7. The summaries below are given only for
a choice with a high AIC value. Model (4) is used to compare a
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Table 11.2. Cardiac surgery data. Frequencies of the response vector
(REG, PUG, NEC, LOS).

Vector

0000
000 1
0010
001 1
o1 00
010 1
o1 1 0
o1 1 1
100 0
100 1
1 0 1 0
101 1
1 100
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1

Frequency ReI. freq.

3172 0.6344
163 0.0326
141 0.0282

19 0.0038
984 0.1968
164 0.0328
95 0.0190
38 0.0076
70 0.0140
19 0.0038
14 0.0028
8 0.0016

38 0.0076
40 0.0080
14 0.0028
21 0.0042

Table 11.3. Cardiac surgery data. Pairwise log-odds ratios for REC,
PUC, NEC, LOS.

Pair Odds Log-odds (SE)

REC, PUC 2.78 1.02 (0.14)
REC,NEC 5.22 1.65 (0.17)
REC, LOS 7.40 2.00 (0.15)
PUC,NEC 2.58 0.95 (0.11)
PUC, LOS 3.78 1.33 (0.10)
NEe, LOS 3.60 1.28 (0.14)
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simple p~rmutation-symmetriccopula model with the other models
which all allow a general dependence structure.

For model (3), which is an exponential family model, all para
meter estimates were obtained using the Newton-Raphson iter
ative method. For every other model referred to in the preced
ing paragraph, the IFM method from Section 10.1 was used; uni
variate (regression) parameters were estimated from separate uni
variate likelihoods (using the Newton-Raphson method), and bi
variate and multivariate parameters were estimated from bivari
ate, trivariate, or 4-variate likelihoods, using a quasi-Newton rou
tine, with univariate parameters fixed as estimated from the separ
ate univariate likelihoods. That is, for models (1), (2a), (2b), (4),
there are separate quasi-Newton optimizations of log-likelihoods
for each parameter (see the examples in Section 10.1.4). Estim
ation for model (2c) involves a quasi-Newton optimization in up
to seven dependence parameters simultaneously (if the Vj are as
sumed zero or fixed, and there is a parameter associated with 'l/J and
one for each !(ij), since its parameters cannot be assigned to lower
dimensional margins. (Note that the parameter of'l/J for model (2c)
represents a general minimum level of dependence and the remain
ing parameters, indexed by bivariate margins, represent bivariate
dependence exceeding the minimum dependence). Model (2c) has
the advantage of being a copula with a closed-form cdf; this leads
to faster computation of probabilities of the form Prey =ylx).

For standard errors (SEs) of parameter estimates and prediction
probabilities, the delta method was used for model (3) (see Exercise
11.1) and otherwise the jackknife method from Section 10.1.1 was
used with 50 groups of 100.

Summaries of the modelling process are given in several tables.
Table 11.4 contains the estimates and SEs of the regression para
meters for the univariate probit and logit models for the four bi
nary responses. It is well known that the univariate probit and
logit models are comparable; in Table 11.4, the ratios of estimates
of a single regression parameter are roughly equal to the ratios
of standard deviations of the standard normal and logistic distri
butions. Table 11.5 contains estimates and SEs of the bivariat.e
dependence parameters for models in (1), (2a) and (2b); it also
has the trivariate and 4-variate parameters for models (2a) and
(2b). For models (2a) and (2b), the SEs as well as the comparisons
of the trivariate and 4-variate log-likelihoods at a parameter value
of 1 and at the estimate from the IFM method suggest that one
could simplify to models with higher-order dependence parameters
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Table 11.4. Cardiac surgery data. Estimates of regression parameters for
univariate marginal probit and logistic regressi.ons.

Response: Probit Logit
covariate Estimate (SE) Estimate (SE)

1. REC:
constant -3.33 (0.24) -6.61 (0.56)
AGE 0.021 (0.004) 0.048 (0.008)
SEX 0.135 (0.084) 0.294 (0.179)
PMI 0.085 (0.073) 0.170 (0.156)
DIA 0.133 (0.085) 0.277 (0.177)
REN 1.11 (0.12) 2.09 (0.22)
COP 0.228 (0.127) 00448 (0.262)

2. PUC:
constant -1.29 (0.13) -2.15 (0.23)
AGE 0.010 (0.002) 0.017 (0.004)
SEX 0.053 (0.058) 0.088 (0.098)
PMI 0.017 (0.049) 0.028 (0.081)
DIA 0.296 (0.062) 00488 (0.099)
REN -0.017 (0.139) -0.028 (0.232)
COP 0.222 (0.088) 0.365 (0.145)

3. NEC:
constant -3047 (0.28) -6.90 (0.61)
AGE 0.030 (0.004) 0.064 (0.008)
SEX -0.049 (0.059) -0.115 (0.116)
PMI 0.049 (0.056) 0~120 (0.114)
DIA 0.132 (0.085) 0.248 (0.167)
REN 0.328 (0.107) 0.582 (0.187)
COP 0.138 (0.087) 0.271 (0.169)

4. LOS:
constant -2.78 (0.20) -5.18 (0.44)
AGE 0.019 (0.003) 0.039 (0.006)
SEX 0.252 (0.057) 0.481 (0.107)
PMI 0.179 (0.060) 0.343 (0.115)
DIA 0.081 (0.073) 0.164 (0.138)
REN 00417 (0.157) 0.748 (0.281)
COP 0.291 (0.078) 0.559 (0.143)
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Table 11 :5. Cardiac surgery data. Estimates oj dependence parameters
in models {1}, (2a), (2b); Y =(REC,PUC,NEC,LOS).

Margin (1)
Estimate (SE)

12 0.269 (0.052)
13 0.366 (0.050)
14 0.470 (0.050)
23 0.265 (0.043)
24 0.387 (0.076)
34 0.296 (0.040)

123
124
134
234
1234

(2a)
Estimate (SE)

2.56 (0.48)
3.91 (0.76)
5.78 (1.14)
2.34 (0.34)
3.52 (0.80)
2.90 (0.44)

0.84 (0.30)
1.19 (0.46)
0.80 (0.20)
1.03 (0.42)
0.62 (0.48)

(2b)
Estimate (SE)

1.99 (0.43)
3.20 (0.56)
4.31 (0.66)
1.78 (0.32)
2.74 (0.58)
2.41 (0.41)

0.85 (0.31)
1.19 (0.46)
0.82 (0.20)
1.03 (0.42)
0.62 (0.48)

Table 11.6. Cardiac surgery data. Log-likelihoods associated with depend
ence parameters in models (1), (2a), (2b); Y =(REC,PUC,NEC,LOS).

Margin (1) (2a) (2b)

12 -3730.6 -3732.2 -3732.3
13 -2005.9 -2008.8 -2009.6
14 -2268.0 -2272.3 -2274.5
23 -4093.7 -4094.2 -4094.4
24 -4337.0 -4337.0 -4337.1
34 -2671.9 -2670.3 -2670.4

123 -4885.9 -4886.8
124 -5105.6 -5107.8
134 -3431.3 -3434.0
234 -5494.4 -5494.6
1234 -6248.4 -6251.1
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Table 11.7. Cardiac, surgery data. Estimates of dependence para
meters in model (2c), ,p from family LTB, Kij from family B6;
Y =(REC,PUC,NEC,LOS).

Parameter Estimate (SE)

e 0.21 (0.03)
612 1 (-)
613 1.07 (0.10)
614 1.69 (0.38)
623 1 (-)
624 1.37 (0.18)
634 1 (-)

Table 11.8. Cardiac surgery data. Conditionally specified logistic regres
sion model (3), regression parameter estimates and standard errors.

x \ y REC PUC NEC LOS

const. -6.01 (0.52) -1.86 (0.16) -6.70 (0..44) -5.01 (0.36)
AGE 0.031 (0.008) 0.010 (0.003) 0.056 (0.007) 0.027 (0.005)
SEX 0.18 (0.16) 0.03 (0.07) -0.21 (0.13) 0.48 (0.11)
PMI 0.07 (0.15) -0.02 (0.07) 0.07 (0.12) 0.33 (0.10)
DIA 0.15 (0.20) 0.48 (0.09) 0.14 (0.16) -0.01 (0.14)
REN 2.05 (0.21) -0.35 (0.19) 0.16 (0.26) 0.28 (0.23)
COP 0.23 (0.23) 0.28 (0.12) 0.11 (0.20) 0.43 (0.16)

Table 11.9. Cardiac surgery data. Conditionally specified logistic regres
sion model (3), dependence parameter estimates and standard errors.

REC, PUC
REC,NEC
REC,LOS
PUC,NEe
PUC, LOS
NEC, LOS

1 (SE)

0.56 (0.15)
1.03 (0.19)
1.48 (0.17)
0.67 (0.12)
1.14 (0.10)
0.68 (0.15)
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being 1 (see Section 4.8 on the maximum entropy interpretation in
this cas'e). Table 11.6 contains the log-likelihoods of the bivariate
parameters of the models in (1), (2a) and (2b). This and Table 11.5
suggest that the models are comparable; their conclusions about
which bivariate margins are more dependent or less dependent are
the same. Table 11.7 contains the parameter estimates and SEs
for a model of the form (2c) with a high log-likelihood value. For
comparison, the estimate of the dependence parameter for model
(4), with a permutation-symmetric copula, is 2.28. Tables 11.8 and
11.9 contain parameter estimates and their SEs for model (3).

For the 20 parametric families of the form (4.25) that were tried,
generally some dependence parameter bij (corresponding to J<ij)
reached either the lower bound (independence copula) or the upper
bound (Frechet upper "bound copula) in the estimation. This causes
a problem with SEs of estimates but not for Ale values or predic
tion probabilities. (The asymptotic theory of Chapter 10 does not
strictly apply to the SE calculations when parameter values are on
the boundary, but using the jackknife with some dependence values
fixed at boundary values, the resulting SEs for prediction probabil
ities are similar to those obtained from other models.) For model
(2c) for this data set, the log-likelihood values were affected greatly
by the choice of the LT family 1/;(.; 0), but not by the family of bi
variate copulas J«.; Oij). The 'best' fit was with LT family ~TB;

for the summaries in the tables, we use the bivariate copula family
B6 for [<('; bij ). Because some bij were approaching the boundaries
for the numerical optimization with seven parameters, we simplify
the model and numerical computations with 612 = 623 = 634 = 1,
VI = V4 = -1 and V2 = V3 = -2. (That is, we assume a com
mon level of dependence for the (1,2), (2,3) and (3,4) bivariate
margins and a higher level of dependence for the remaining three
bivariate margins - compare Tables 11.3 and 11.5.) The jackknife
estimates of SEs for model (2c) used much more computer time
than the other models because of a multi-parameter optimization
(versus many one-dimensional optimizations in the other models).

Turning to inferences and predicted probabilities, Table 11.10
contains estimates of probabilities of the form

Pr(Yj =Yj,j =1,2,3,41 x)

for various y and x, from most of the models listed earlier. (Com
parisons with 'observed' frequencies are given in Table 11.12.) To
save space, for each line the entries for model (2b), which are very
close to those of (2a), are not given, and only the maximum estim-
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Table 11.10. Cardiac surgery data. Estimates of Prey = y I x) from
various models; Y = (REC, PUC, NEG, LOS), x =(AGE, SEX, PMI,
DIA, REN, COP). .

x y Probe Max
(1) (2a) (2c) (3) (4) indo SE

(80,0,0,0,0,0) 1111 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.009 0.002 0.000 0.002
(80,0,0,0,0,0) 0000 0.567 0.562 0.558 0.560 0.570 0.496 0.038
(80,1,1,1,1,1) 1111 0.118 0.162 0.116 0.249 0.145 0.061 0.053
(80,1,1,1,1,1) 0000 0.168 0.162 0.106 0.120 0.165 0.053 0.041
(50,0,0,0,0,0) 1111 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(50,0,0,0,0,0) 0000 0.753 0.746 0.754 0.738 0.746 0.729 0.027
(50,1,1,1,1,1) 1111 0.020 0.020 0.015 0.022 0.012 0.002 0.009
(50,1,1,1,1,1) 0000 0.380 0.402 0.370 0.425 0.407 0.286 0.059
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 0000 0.685 0.680 0.687 0.679 0.681 0.648 0.032
(63,0,1,0,0,0) 0000 0.664 0.661 0.666 0.663 0.662 0.621 0.037
(63,0,0,1,0,0) 0000 0.584 0.581 0.584 0.581 0.585 0.541 0.049
(63,0,0,0,0,1) 0000 0.590 0.591 0.592 0.598 0.594 0.541 0.047
(63,0,1,1,0,0) 0000 0.564 0.562 0.563 0.566 0.566 0.513 0.053
(63,1,0,0,0,0) 0000 0.653 0.651 0.655 0.654 0.651 0.608 0.028
(63,1,1,0,0,0) 0000 0.627 0.626 0.628 0.630 0.627 0.574 0.038
(63,1,0,1,0,0) 0000 0.552 0.551 0.551 0.556 -0.554 0.499 0.043
(75,0,0,0,0,0) 0000 0.605 0.601 0.602 0.602 0.606 0.547 0.037
(75,1,0,0,0,0) 0000 0.571 0.569 0.566 0.572 0.574 0.501 0.030
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 0100 0.195 0.197 0.195 0.197 0.192 0.218 0.027
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 0101 0.023 0.022 0.023 0.022 0.023 0.014 0.007
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 0001 0.022 0.025 0.021 0.025 0.026 0.041 0.004
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 1000 0.008 0.011 0.009 0.011 0.010 0.017 0.002
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 0010 0.026 0.027 0.025 0.028 0.023 0.037 0.004

ated SE over models (1), (2a), (2b), (2c), (3) is given. Actually the
SEs are quite dose to each other. The selected x and y values in
Table 11.10 are extremes in the covariate space, or common values
in the data set. Tables 11.10 and 11.12 suggest that the simple ex
changeable dependence model is adequate for predictive purposes,
since the prediction probabilities are comparable with those from
the models with general dependence structure, when the' SEs are
considered, and they are comparable with the 'observed' frequen
cies. The large divergences in estimated probabilities occur only
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Table 11.11. Cardiac surgery data. Log-likelihoods and AlC values.

Model Log-lik AIC

(1) -6245.6 -6279.6
(2a) -6248.3 -6287.3
(2b) -6251.1 -6290.1
(2c) -6242.7 -6277.7
(3) -6250.3 -6284.3
(4) -6286.0 -6315.0
indep. -6448.9 -6476.9

in the cases in which the vector x is at the extreme of the covari
ate space. For another comparison, the prediction probabilities for
the multivariate logit model with the independence copula are also
given in Table 11.10. This shows that the assumption of independ
ence leads to poor estimated probabilities in several cases.

Hence for this data set, a simple exchangeable dependence model
appears adequate for prediction probabilities. There is no reason
to expect this in general. An explanation may be that the de
pendences in the bivariate margins are different but not different
enough to make a difference in prediction probabilities. Another
possibility may be the dominance of the response vector (0,0,0,0).
The comparison of exchangeable versus general dependence models
can be investigated further through other examples.

Table 11.11 contains log-likelihoods and Ale values for all of the
models; the Ale value for a model is the log-likelihood, evaluated
at the IFM estimate (MLE for model (3)), minus the number of
parameters in the model. For model (1), the second-order version
of the approximation of Section 4.7.1 was used for faster compu
tations. Note also that we do not do the fuller analysis of AIC
values based on different sets of covariates. (Some analyses showed
that the six covariates yield a wider range of univariate predictive
probabilities, Pre}} =Yj Ix), j = 1,2,3,4, than the best set of five
covariates, and also that for model (3) the six-covariate case had
the largest AIC value.) The Ale values for models (I), (2a), (2b),
(2c) and (3) are comparable and that for model (4) is much smaller.
A conclusion from Tables 11.10 and 11.11 is that the Ale values
separate out the models more than the predictive probabilities.

Finally, we mention some diagnostic checks. For models (1), (2a),
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Table 11.12. Cardiac surgery data. Observed frequencies for compar-
ison with Table 11.10 (match in x space for ages within 10 years);
Y =(REC,PUC,NEC,LOS), x:(AGE,SEX,PMI,DIA,REN,COP).

X n* y Prop. Freq. (probit)

(80,0,0,0,0,0) 410 (1,1,1,1) 0.012 0.006
(80,0,0,0,0,0) 410 (0,0,0,0) 0.583 0.567
(80,1,1,1,1,1) ° (1,1,1,1) 0.118
(80,1,1,1,1,1) ° (0,0,0,0) 0.168
(50,0,0,0,0,0) 636 (1,1,1,1) 0.000 0.000
(50,0,0,0,0,0) 636 (0,0,0,0) 0.761 0.753
(50,1,1,1,1,1) ° (1,1,1,1) 0.020
(50,1,1,1,1,1) ° (0,0,0,0) 0.380
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 738 (0,0,0,0) 0.690 0.685
(63,0,1,0,0,0) 555 (0,0,0,0) 0.669 0.664
(63,0,0,1,0,0) 114 (0,0,0,0) 0.570 0.584
(63,0,0,0,0,1 ) 89 (0,0,0,0) 0.584 0.590
(63,0,1,1,0,0) 129 (0,0,0,0) 0.519 0.564
(63,1,0,0,0,0) 456 (0,0,0,0) 0.664 0.653
(63,1,1,0,0,0) 208 (0,0,0,0) 0.620 0.627
(63,1,0,1,0,0) 75 (0,0,0,0) 0-.520 0.552
(75,0,0,0,0,0) 732 (0,0,0,0) 0.619 0.605
(75,1,0,0,0,0) 407 (0,0,0,0) 0.602 0.571
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 1069 (0,1,0,0) 0.195 0.195
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 1069 (0,1,0,1) 0.021 0.023
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 1069 (0,0,0,1) 0.022 0.022
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 1069 (1,0,0,0) 0.011 0.008
(63,0,0,0,0,0) 1069 (0,0,1,0) 0.024 0.026

(2b), comparisons were made between the estimates of the de
pendence parameters based on one-parameter likelihoods and on
the multivariate likelihoods with the univariate parameters fixed
(this is an example of the estimation consistency check in Section
10.1.3). These were about the same, with the former likelihoods be
ing much faster to compute. For model (3), the check of i'jk = llej

was done based on separate logistic regressions with dependent
variables being covariates for other dependent variables; the estim
ates from the separate logistic regressions were quite close to the
MLEs (and were good starting points for the ML estimation).
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Table }L}3. Cardiac surgery data. Dependence parameters for subsets,
multivariate probit model; Y =(REC,PUC,NEC,LOS).

Subset n* Margin
1,2 1,3 1,4 2,3 2,4 3,4

all 5000 0.269 0.367 0.479 0.265 0.387 0.296

AGE> 63 2621 0.301 0.344 0.459 0.204 0.407 0.312
AGES; 63 2379 0.192 0.433 0.496 0.393 0.351 0.248
FEMALE 1403 0.266 0.273 0.429 0.268 0.364 0.300
PMI=l 2086 0.250 0.406 0.460 0.259 0.383 0.326
5 binary 1628 0.311 0.377 0.502 0.259 0.396 0.253
vars =0

A rough assessment of observed versus predicted frequencies was
done as follows. We can compute the sample relative frequency for
a given y over the subset of subjects with a covariate vector near
a given x. Since all the covariates except for age are discrete, we
consider 'near a given x' as meaning 'age within 10 years' (the
use of 7 in place of 10 led to similar results). Table 11.12 has the
observed frequency and the subset size n* for each x; it also repeats
the predicted frequencies from model (1) for easier comparisons
with Table 11.10.

Table 11.13 contains dependence parameters for the multivariate
probit model for several subsets, chosen by limiting the range of
the covariate space; the estimates of univariate parameters from
all 5000 subjects were used. The dependence parameters from the
subsets are generally close to those from all 5000 subjects, with
the largest divergences from the subset of AGE~ 63. This type of
analysis could also be done for the other models. It is done here to
illustrate what might be done in general for the multivariate binary
models used in this section, even though Table 11.10 suggests that
this is not needed for this data set.

Conclusions: The models have similar predictive abilities and in
ferences for this data set. The IFM method, which allows reduction
to one-dimensional numerical optimizations in models (1), (2a) and
(2b), and the use ofjackknife estimates of SEs were quite important
in allowing estimation and inference to be done computationally
quickly.
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11.. 2 Example with mul.tivariate ordinal response data

In this section, several models for multivariate ordinal response
data are applied to a longitudinal data set in Fienberg et ale (1985)
and Conaway (1989), which comes from a study on the psycholo
gical effects of the accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power
plant in 1979. We use multivariate probit and logit models (or,
equivalently, copula models with univariate normal or logistic mar
gins). These are different from the models used in the cited papers;
they are used to highlight features in the data that are not as dear
from the other models.

The study focuses on the changes in levels of stress of mothers
of young children living within 10 miles of the plant. Four waves of
interviews were conducted in 1979, 1980, 1981 and 1982, and one
variable measured at each time point is the level of stress (categor
ized as low, medium, or high from a composite score of a 90-item
checklist). Hence stress is treated as an ordinal response variable
with three categories, now labelled as L, M, H. There were 268
mothers in the study, and they were stratified into two groups,
those living within 5 miles of the plant, and those living between
5 and 10 miles from the plant. There were 115 mothers in the first
group and 153 in the second group.

Over the four time points and three levels of the ordinal response
variable, there are 81 possible 4-tuples of the form LLLL to HHHH.
Table 11.14 lists the frequencies of the 4-tuples by group (based
on distance); only the 35 four-tuples with non-zero frequency in
at least one of the two groups are listed. The table shows that
there is only one subject with a big change in the stress level (L
to H or H to L) from one year to another; 42% of the subjects
are categorized into the same stress level in aU four years. The
frequencies by univariate margin (or by year) are given in Table
11.15. The medium stress category predominates and there is a
higher relative frequency of subjects in the high stress category for
the group within 5 miles of the plant compared with the group
exceeding 5 miles. Table 11.15 shows that there are no big changes
over time, but there is a small trend towards lower stress levels for
the group exceeding 5 miles.

Next we consider some multivariate models for the data. Be
cause the single covariate, distance, is dichotomous, we fit latent
multivariate distributions, separately by the value of the' categor
ized distance. With this approach, one does not have (initially)
to think about the how the univariate and dependence parameters
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Table 11:14. Stress data. Stress levels for 4 years following accident at
Three Mile Island, four-tuples with non-zero frequencies.

Distance (miles)
4-tuple < 5 > 5

LLLL
LLLM
LLML
LLMM
LMLL
LMLM
LMML
LMMM
MLLL
MLLM
MLML
MLMM
MLMH
MMLL
MMLM
MMML
MMMM
MMMH
MMHM
MMHH
MHMM
MHMH
MHHM
MHHH
HLLH
HMML
HMMM
HMMH
HMHM
HMHH
HHML
HHMM
HHMH
HHHM
HH HH

2
o
2
3
o
1
2
4
5
1
1
4
o
3
2
2

38
4
2
3
2
o
1
1
o
o
4
3
1
4
1
2
o
5

12

1
2
2
o
1
o
o
3
4
4
5

15
1
2
2
6

53
6
5
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

13
o
o
o
1
7
2
2
7
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Table 11.15. Stress data. Univariate marginal (and relative) frequencies.

Year

Outcomes 1979 1980 1981 1982

< 5 mi.

L 14 (0.122) 18 (0.157) 14 (0.122) 18 (0.157)
M 69 (0.600) 73 (0.635) 72 (0.626) 70 (0.609)
H 32 (0.278) 24 (0.209) 29 (0.252) 27 (0.235)

> 5 mi.

L 9 (0.059) 35 (0.229) 17 (0.111) 23 (0.150)
M 110 (0.719) 93 (0.608) 117 (0.765) 110 (0.719)
H 34 (0.222) 25 (0.163) 19 (0.124) 20 (0.131)

all

L 23 (0.086) 53 (0.198) 31 (0.116) 41 (0.153)
M 179 (0.668) 166 (0.619) 189 (0.705) 180 (0.672)
H 66 (0.246) 49 (0.183) 48 (0.179) 47 (0.175)

are functions of the covariate. For continuous covariates, this would
have to be done; for example, should the regression coefficients for
different cutpoints of a single ordinal response variable be the same
or different? The comparison of models is ~ot as detailed as in the
multivariate binary response example in Section 11.1. We leave as
exercises other comparisons and checks of whether simpler mod
els are adequate fits to the data, for example, one could consider
Markov or exchangeable dependence structure, or common univari
ate parameters for different time points and/or groups.

Multivariate ordinal response models that were used to model
the data are the following.

1. The multivariate probit model from Sections 7.1.7 and 7.3.

2. The multivariate logit model from Sections 7.1.7 and 7.3:

(a) with the construction in Section 4.8 using bivariate cop
ulas from the family B2;

(b) with the construction in Section 4.8 using bivariate cop
ulas from the family B3;
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Table lL16. Stress data. Estimates of cutpoints for probit and logistic
models, by distance category and year.

Probit Logit
Distance, year Estimate (SE) Estimate (SE)

< 5 mi., 1979:
all -1.16 (0.16) -1.98 (0.29)
a12 0.59 (0.13) 0.95 (0.21)

1980:
lX21 -1.01 (0.14) -1.68 (0.26)
lX22 0.81 (0.13) 1.33 (0.23)

1981:
a31 -1.17 (0.16) -1.98 (0.29)
lX32 0.67 (0.13) 1.09 (0.22)

1982:
a41 -1.01 (0.14) -1.68 (0.26)
a42 0.73 (0.13) 1.18 (0.22)

> 5 mi., 1979:
all -1.57 (0.17) -2.77 (0.36)
(t12 0.76 (0.11) 1.25 (0.20)

1980:
lX21 -0.74 (0.11) -1.22 (0.19)
(t22 0.98 (0.12) 1.63 (0.22)

1981:
(t31 -1.22 (0.14) -2.10 (0.26)
lX32 1.15 (0.13) 1.95 (0.25)

1982:
(141 -1.04 (0.13) -1.73 (0.23)
0'42 1.12 (0.13) 1.89 (0.25)

(c) with copulas from Section 4.3 that are mixtures of max-id
distributions.

That is, models of the form F(·; 6) = C(Fo, Fo, Fo, Fo;6) for the
latent vector Z with univariate margins Fo were used. For the jth
ordinal variable, the category k obtains if (Xj,le-l < Zj :s (tj,le. For
model (1), Fo is the standard normal distribution, and for model
(2), Fo is the standard logistic distribution. For the models in (2c),
parametric families of copulas of the form (4.25) were tried with
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Ta.ble 11.11. Stress data. Estimates of dependence parameters in models
(1), (2a), (2b), by distance category.

Margin (1) (2a) (2b)
Estimate (SE) Estimate (SE) Estimate (SE)

< 5 mi.:
12 0.785 (0.060) 17.9 (7.5) 8.4 (1.8)
13 0.696 (0.067) 10.4 (3.7) 6.4 (1.2)
14 0.653 (0.086) 9.6 (3.7) 5.5 (1.3)
23 0.806 (0.059) 20.8 (9.1) 9.1 (2.0)
24 0.636 (0.096) 9.1 (3.7) 5.3 (1.4)
34 0.844 (0.052) 27.0 (12.3) 10.2 (2.3)

123 0.67 (1.59) 0.61 (1.15)
124 1.27 (1.73) 1.25 (1.57)
134 1.03 (2.06) 0.80 (1.23)
234 0.60 (0.81) 0.51 (0.65)

> 5 mi.:
12 0.678 (0.079) 13.8 (6.3) 604 (1.7)
13 0.463 (0.111) 5.0 (2.1) 3.6 (1.2)
14 0.436 (0.108) 4.6 (1.9) 3.3 (1.1)
23 0.750 (0.066) 16.7 (7.2) 8.2 (1.8)
24 0.510 (0.104) 6.6 (2.6) 3.9 (1.1)
34 0.562 (0.116) 8.5 (3.5) 5.1 (1.7)

123 0.10 (0.16) 0.14 (0.30)
124 1.36 (1.74) 1.66 (2.05)
134 0.30 (0.36) 0.36 (0040)
234 0.16 (0.18) 0.17 (0.19)

1/J(.; 0) in o,ne of the LT families LTA, LTB, LTC, LTD, and with
](ij(') =K(·; C;,j) in one of the bivariate copulas familiesB3 to B7.
The summaries below are given only for the choice that led to the
best AIC value for both groups (categorized by distance).

For the models referred to in the preceding paragraph, the IFM
method in Section 10.1 was used; univariate parameters were es
timated from separate univariate likelihoods (leading to Otj,k =
Fo-1(njk/n), where n is the sample size and njk is the number in
the jth univariate margin that are in the kth category or below),
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Table 11:18. Stress data. Estimates of dependence parameters in model
(2c); 1/1 from family LTA, Ki) from family B7.

< 5 mi. > 5 mi.
Parameter Estimate (SE) Estimate (SE)

e 1.93 (0.20) 1.47 (0.12)
612 0.75 (0.45) 0.85 (0.29)
813 o(-'-) 0(-)
614 o(---) 0(-)
623 1.21 (1.02) 1.62 (1.91)
624 0(-) 0(-)
634 1.21 (0.79) 0.22 (0.21)

Table 11.19. Stress data. Comparisons of log-likelihood and AlC values,
with given univariate parameters.

< 5 mi. > 5 mi.
Model Log-lik AIC Model Log-lik AIC

(1) -323.7 -337.7 (1) -417.1 -431.1
(2a) -325.6 -343.6 (2a) -413.5 -431.5
(2b) -323.1 -341.1 (2b) -415.7 -433.7
(2c) -323.8 -338.8 (2c) -416.4 -431.4

and bivariate and multivariate parameters were estimated from bi
variate, trivariate, or 4-variate likelihoods, using a quasi-Newton
routine, with univariate parameters fixed as estimated from the
separate univariate likelihoods. This is similar to the use of these
models in Section 11.1. For SEs of parameter estimates, the (delete
one) jackknife method from Section 10.1.1 was used.

Summaries of the modelling process are given in several tables.
Table 11.16 has estimates and SEs of univariate parameters. Tables
11.17 and 11.18 have estimates and SEs of dependence parameters.
For models (2a) and (2b), the 4-variate parameter was taken to
be 1 (for numerical stability in the estimation consistency check).
The models (2a) and (2b) aJlow one to assess whether there is
multivariate structure beyond that given in the set of bivariate
margins. For both groups, two of the trivariate parameters are
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Table 11.20. Stress data. Observed versus expected frequencies for several
models, < 5 mi. group.

4-tuple Observed Expected
(1) (2a) (2b) (2c)

LLLL 2 4.9 4.9 4.4 3.3
LLML 2 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.1
LLMM 3 2.3 2.0 2.1 2.4
LMLM 1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4
LMML 2 1.0 0.7 0.7 1.5
LMMM 4 2.6 2.8 3.4 2.8
MLLL 5 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.4
MLLM 1 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.4
MLML 1 0.8 0.6 0.7 1.2
MLMM 4 4.1 3.9 4.6 4.4
MMLL 3 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.3
MMLM 2 1.2 1.3 1.7 1.8
MMML 2 4.7 4.5 5.4 4.5
MMMM 38 35.9 37.1 34.7 37.4
MMMH 4 3.8 3.2 3.8 3.0
MMHM 2 3.0 3.1 3.3 2.5
MMHH 3 3.7 3.4 3.4 3.2
MHMM 2 2.1 2.1 2.4 1.3
MHHM 1 1.5 1.2 1.0 1.7
MHHH 1 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.0
HMMM 4 6.9 6.7 7.1 6.7
HMMH 3 2.0 2.D 1.7 1.3
HMHM 1 1.2 0.8 0.4 1.1
HMHH 4 3.2 3.0 3.4 2.7
HHML 1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
HHMM 2 3.0 2.5 2.6 2.4
HHHM 5 3.3 3.0 3.6 1.9
lIH HH 12 10.9 12.0 12.3 14.2
others 0 4.1 5.9 3.5 4.9
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Table 11:21. Stress data. Observed versus expected frequencies for several
models, > 5 mi. group.

4-tuple Observed Expected
(1) (2a) (2b) (2c)

LLLL 1 2.0 1.6 1.4 1.0
LLLM 2 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.3
LLML 2 1.4 1.8 1.8 1.2
LMLL 1 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1
LMMM 3 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.7
MLLL 4 4.5 4.7 4.6 2.9
MLLM 4 5.2 4.8 5.8 5.1
MLML 5 3.9 4.7 4.5 4.8
MLMM 15 13.1 11.9 12.4 14.6
MLMH 1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
MMLL 2 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.5
MMLM 2 2.1 1.4 1.3 3.4
MMML 6 7.8 6.1 7.2 8.2
MMMM 53 51.3 53.9 50.2 52.7
MMMH 6 5.7 6.0 6.5 4.8
MMHM 5 3.7 5.1 5.6 2.6
MMHH 1 1.5 0.7 0.7 0.6
MHMM 1 3.9 4.0 4.8 3.0
MHMH 1 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.5
MHHM 3 2.7 1.3 1.4 2.5
MHHH 1 1.6 1.2 1.2 0.6
HLLH 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
HMM.L 1 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.8
HMMM 13 12.0 12.1 12.5 10.5
HHML 1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3
HHMM 7 5.7 6.2 6.2 5.2
HHMH 2 2.1 0.8 0.6 2.0
HHHM 2 3.6 3.2 3.6 2.7
HH HH 7 4.0 6.4 5.6 7.3
others 0 9.2 8.7 8.3 10.3
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significantly below 1. For model (2c), the 'best' fit of the form (4.25)
was with the LT family LTA and the bivariate copula family B7,
with 613 = 614 == 624 =0, Vl =V4 = -2 and V2 =V3 =-1. For the
20 parametric families of the form (4.25) that were tried, generally
some dependence parameter 6ij (corresponding to !(ij) reached
either the lower bound (independence copula) or the upper bound
(Frechet upper bound copula) in the estimation. This causes a
problem with SEs of estimates but not for Ale values or prediction
probabilities (see the comment about this in Section 11.1). For
the SE estimates in Table 11.18, the jackknife subsample with the
observation HLLH deleted led to substantially different estimates
of the Cij so that this case is not included in the reported SE
calculation.

As would be expected, the dependence parameters for consecut
ive years are larger. In comparisons of the two groups « 5 mi. and
> 5 mi.), the dependence parameters are larger for the first group.
This means that the mothers in the first group are probably more
consistent over time in the original90-item checklist; there could be
a number of reasons for this. The estimation consistency check from
Section 10.1.3 was done; for example, in model (1), the estimates of
the correlation parameters based on a 4-variate likelihood were very
close to those in Table 11.17 (the maximum absolute difference was
0.018). Table 11.19 has the log-likelihoods and Ale values for four
models, evaluated at the IFM estimates. Tables 11.20 and 11.21
contain expected frequencies from the models for comparisons with
the observed frequencies. Tables 11.19,11.20 and 11.21 show that
the four models are comparable in fit.

11.3 Example with multivariate extremes

In this section, we describe modelling and inference with multivari
ate extremes for an air quality data set with ozone concentrations
from a regional network of monitoring stations.

The data consist of daily maxima of hourly averages of ozone
concentrations - in parts per billion (ppb) - collected over six
years (1983-1988) from 24 air quality monitoring stations in the
southern Ontario region. Some stations were eliminated because of
excessive missing data. For ease of illustration of some multivariate
ideas, we use nine stations that altogether have very few missing
values over the six years. (See Figure 11.1(0.) for a map showing the
latitudes and longitudes of the nine monitoring stations, with the
indexing used for the analysis.) We illustrate inferences concern-
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ing the probability that k or more stations of a group in a region
will hav~ annual maxima in exceedance of a certain threshold over
a year. For these inferences, we convert the data to weekly max
ima (consecutive weekly maxima are much less serially dependent
than daily maxima). The sample size then is large enough for some
asymptotic inference.

Ozone concentrations have two patt'erns, one diurnal and one
annual. Over the course of a day, the largest values of hourly aver
ages almost always occur in the afternoon to early evening. Hence
a daily maximum ozone concentration is roughly the maximum
of about six or seven hourly averages and a weekly maximum is
the maximum of 40+ (weakly dependent) hourly averages. (Note
that the asymptotic extreme value theory extends from maxima
of independent observations to maxima of weakly dependent ob
servations.) Daily maximum ozone concentrations have an annual
cyclic pattern with higher values for the summer months and lower
values for the winter months. An exploratory data analysis of the
weekly maxima derived from the present data set shows that the
'high' period consists of weeks 23 to 33 inclusive of the year, and
this extends to weeks 17 to 40 allowing for a slow drop-off at both
ends of the period. This pattern can be seen in Table 11.22, in
which averages are obtained over all years and stations for a given
week (14 to 43) of the year, and standard deviations are over years
for the averages of stations per year. See also Figure 11.1(b) for
the time series of the weekly maxima, averaged over stations, for'
the six years; this suggests that there are no time trends over the
SIX years.

For further analyses, we use data from weeks 17 to 40 inclusive
of the year, and assume that annual maxima always occur in this
period. For the univariate analysis, we assume a GEV model (see
Section 6.1) for each station with the location parameter depending
on the week of the year as a piecewise linear function. That is, for
the jth station, the parameters of the GEV model are (,j, P.i' Uj)
with

17:s;t:S;22,
23 ::; t ::; 33,
34 ~ t ~ 40,

where t is an index for the week of the year. (We had also tried hav
ing the scale parameter depend on the location parameter through
a function Uj(t) =Vj[p.j(i)]OIj but the estimated Q:j was usually 0
or very close to 0.) The parameters (,j I p,; I (Tj I /31j , /32j) were es-
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Table 11.22. Ozone data. Average of weekly maximum ozone concentra-
tions by weeks over years and stations.

Week Average SD Week Average SD

14 51.0 8.4 29 81.7 10.6
15 48.0 5.7 30 86.9 5.6
16 50.4 7.6 31 80.6 13.2
17 66.4 7.9 32 78.7 12.2
18 56.8 10.6 33 81.5 8.3
19 65.0 10.3 34 72.2 9.7
20 67.2 9.9 35 60.2 14.4
21 69.5 5.6 36 68.7 15.5
22 72.2 8.5 37 64.7 8.7
23 81.6 12.3 38 55.8 16.4
24 80.5 19.2 39 54.0 11.2
25 84.8 21.0 40 55.1 8.9
26 84.9 11.6 41 40.8 9.0
27 75.6 9.8 42 36.8 4.7
28 85.7 23.7 43 41.4 8.4

timated separately for each j using numerical ML with a quasi
Newton routine, and then were fixed for estimating bivariate and
multivariate parameters using the IFM method in Section 10.1. For
multivariate extreme value data, G EV margins were transformed
to exponential survival margins, so that MSMVE models could be
used (see the examples in Section 10.1.4). If the ith observation
vector is (ti, YiI, ... , Yi9), where tj is an index for the week, the
transformed vector is Zi, with Zij =[1 + i'j(Yij - {lj(ti))/Uj]-l/i;.

In order to assess the dependence pattern among the stations, we
initially fitted the bivariate family B8 separately to each of the 36
bivariate margins (since the family B8 extends to the multivariate
family M8 which has all bivariate margins in the family B8 with
possibly different parameter values). Applying the IFM method
with bivariate margins, the bivariate parameters were estimated
with a quasi-Newton routine, and are given in Table 11.23 (the
(j, k) entry, with j < k, corresponds to the station pair (j, k»). The
estimated SEs, with the univariate parameters assumed fixed, are
in the range 0.10 to 0.14.
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Table 11.23. Ozone data. Bivariate dependence parameters for station
pairs using model B8.

Stn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 2
1.33

3
1.48
1.38

4 5
1.71 0.81
1.18 0.18
1.85 0.14

0.77

6
0.94
0.81
0.76
0.78
1.49

7
1.13
0.90
0.80
0.88
0.68
0.67

8
1.07
0.86
1.04
1.16
0.82
0.94
0.86

9
1.02
0.78
1.00
1.04
0.85
0.90
0.82
1.05

In matching the values in Table 11.23 to the map in Figure
11.1(a), the larger dependence parameter values occur for pairs
of stations that are closer to each other (a cluster of four in the
middle and another duster of two off to the side); otherwise there
seems to be roughly a common (lower) dependence level for the
remaining pairs. The overall dependence pattern suggests the use
of the family MM1 in the form given next.

We use model MMI with a parameter () for the minimal depend
ence level (over pairs) and additional parameters bjk for the pairs
of stations in the set B = {(l,2),(1,3),(1,4),(2,3),(3,4),(5,6)};
this set consists of the pairs with a higher level of dependence.
With .,p(s) = exp{_S9} in the family LTA, and Kjk being bivariate
copulas in the family B6, then following (4.24) and (4.25) in Section
4.3, we write the copula in the form

9

1/J(- L:: log!(jk(Hj,Hk) - L:: log Hj)
(i,k)EB j=7

9

=1/J(- L:: log!{jk (e-pj ,p-l(Uj), e-Pk t/J-l(UIc» + L::.,p-I(Uj»)
(j,k)EB j=7

= 1/J ( L:: [(Pi zJ)6jlc + (Pk Z:)6jk
] 1/6;Se + z~ + z: + zg), (11.1)

(j,Jc)EB

where Zj =-log Uj, j = 1, ... ,9, and PI = P3 = 1/3, pi = P4 =
1/2, PS = P6 = 1. Model (11.1) is a. copula. as a function of u
and a MSMVE survival function as a function of z. It has seven
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(11.2)

dependence parameters. (The model with an additional parameter
024 was ~ot an improvement on this one.)

A simpler model than (11.1) that was also tried was the permuta
tion-symmetric form of the family M6. In MSMVE form, this is

exp{-[I>:r'}
j=l

For likelihood inference with (11.1) and (11.2), the densities were
obtained using symbolic manipulation software, and then applying
the IFM method in Section 10.1, the dependence parameters were
estimated with a quasi-Newton routine (much more computer time
was spent in the symbolic differentiation). SEs were obtained using
the jackknife approach of Section 10.1.1, with 36 subsamples (of
140) from dividing the 144 observation vectors into random blocks
of four. Table 11.24 consists of the log-likelihoods at the estimated
parameter vectors, and estimates and SEs for the dependence para
meters and some of the univariate parameters.

The log-likelihoods or Ale values suggest that model MMI is a
much better fit to the data than model M6. Next we show how they
compare for the inference of the probability that at least one (or
two) of the nine stations exceeds a threshold in a year (assuming no
change in the ozone levels due to stricter air quality requirements).
The concentration of 120 ppb for ozone is used in some air quality
standards for the annual maximum and a tolerable range for an
hourly average is 80 to 150 ppb. In Table 11.25, the probability
inferences with SEs are given for thresholds of 120, 130, 150 and 160
ppb. A reason for considering probabilities of 'at least k stations
exceeding a threshold', with k > 1, is because this can assess if
an exceedance is more local or global over a region. Let Fa be the
cdf for a vector of annual maxima and let F(·; t) be the ·cdf for a
vector of weekly maxima in week t. Based on the aforementioned
assumptions, the probability that at least one station exceeds a
threshold T in a year is

40

Pt =1 - Fa ( T1 9} =1 - II F(T19;t),
t=17

and the probability that at least two stations exceed T is

m

P2 =1 - L Fa(Tij ) + (m - l)Fa(Tlm),
j=l
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Table 11.24. Ozone data. Parameter estimates and log-likelihoods.

Model Estimate (SE) Log-lik

M6 (): 1.31 (0.04) -1085.5

MMl B: 1.29 (0.04) -1016.1
812 : 1.41 (0040)
«h3: 1.43 (0.65)
614 : 2.59 (0.68)
623: 1.66 (0.56)
634 : 2.48 (0.44)
656 = 1.39 (0.12)

univariate 11: -0.06 (0.07)
pi: 72.6 (2.5)
0"1: 17.4 (1.6)
Pll: 4.49 (0.73)
P21: 5.77 (0.87)

univariate 1'g= -.15 (0.06)
P9= 79.3 (3.2)
O'g: 19.8 (1.4)
Pig: 2.57 (0.90)
P29: 3.34 (1.01)

with m =9 and i j being a vector of Is except for an 00 in the
jth position. If either (11.1) or (11.2) is denoted as exp{-A(z)},
then F(y;t) is exp{-A(Zl(Ybt), ... ,Zg(yg,t))}, with Zj(Yj,t) =
[1 + 'Yj(Yj - fij(t»/Uj]-l/ii.

With the same value of 0, the cdf in (11.1) is more PLOD and
higher in the -<~w ordering than the cdfin (11.2). This explains why
the point estimate for PI is smaller for model MM1 than for model
M6. However, the point estimates in Table 11.25 are quite close for
the two models, when the SEs are considered. The SEs show that
there is not a lot of precision in the probability estimates which
are in the middle range; there is less uncertainty for thresholds
that have probability near zero or near one of being exceeded.
With weak positive serial dependence by week, the probabilities of
exceedance in a year are a little smaner.
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Table 11;25. Ozone data. Probability of at least one (two) stations having
an annual maximum exceeding T.

T M6
PI (SE)

120 0.979 (0.022)
130 0.84 (0.11)
150 0.34 (0.15)
160 0.19 (0.11)

MMI
PI (SE)

0.974 (0.025)
0.81 (0.11)
0.31 (0.13)
0.17 (0.10)

M6
P2 (SE)

0.894 (0.083)
0.58 (0.18)
0.11 (0.07)

0.050 (0.039)

MMI
P2 (SE)

0.879 (0.082)
0.57 (0.17)
0.14 (0.09)

0.068 (0.053)

Table 11.26. Ozone data. Observed and expected cdfs (models M6 and
MM1) for the weekly maxima over all nine stations.

x

70
80
85
90
95

100
105
110
120
130
170

M6

0.059
0.159
0.236
0.329
0.433
0.539
0.638
0.725
0.854
0.928
0.995

MMI

0.064
0.169
0.248
0.344
0.448
0.554
0.652
0.737
0.862
0.933
0.996

Observed

0.104
0.236
0.313
0.382
0.486
0.569
0.667
0.736
0.833
0.903
0.993

Finally, we illustrate one diagnostic check of the MEV models,
although many other diagnostic checks could be made. We compare
in Table 11.26 the observed and expected relative frequencies of
weeks for which the maximum weekly maxima over all nine stations
is less than or equal to x for various x values; using the preceding
notation, this is (24)-1 L:i~17 F(x19i t). As a function of x, the
curves of expected frequencies for models M6 and MM 1 cross with
the curve of observed frequencies, with the curve from MM1 being
closer to that of the observed frequencies for a wider range (for the
probability). For the inferences and diagnostics considered here,
the simpler exchangeable dependence model does about as well,
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even though it is a worse fit using the Ale. However, for other
inferences and other data, the more complex models may perform
much better.

11.4 Example with longitudinal binary data

In this section, models are fitted to a data set with binary time
series of length 4 to 16 for different subjects. Markov models with
and without random effects are used, and model parameters are
compared for two treatment groups. The models are used to sum
marize how the two groups are different in the response variable.

The data, consisting of a binary time series for each subject, are
given in Table 11.27; there are two treatment groups labelled A and
B, the time unit is a week and the binary response is an indicator
of bacteriuria (bacteria in the urine) for the week. The subjects
are acutely spinal cord injured patients with chronic urinary tract
infections. Retaining only those patients with at least four weeks of
observation, there were 36 subjects on each of two treatments for
bacteriuria. Patients were in the study for at most 16 weeks. For
treatment A, patients were treated for aU episodes of bacteriuria.
For treatment B, patients were treated for episodes of bacteriuria,
only if they were accompanied by two specific symptoms. Patients
were assigned randomly to the two treatment groups; patients en
tered the study with bacteriuria, so that the first response for each
patient is 1. Note that having bacteriuria for a longer period of time
does not necessarily mean that the patient is sicker. See Gribble,
McCaHumand Schechter (1988) for some ~ackground.

In Table 11.27, a few (11) missing values were imputed. For
treatment A, the imputed value was 0 in five cases; for treatment
B, in six cases, the imputed value was 1, if among a long string
of Is, and 0 otherwise. The inferences are not really affected by
these few imputed values. The imputation is done for simplicity (so
that missing data did not have to be considered in the computer
programming) .

From other information collected for the study, treatment B sub
jects would often get one 'bug' in their urinary tract and not get
rid of it for some time, whereas for treatment A subjects bacteria
were removed so did not stay around for a lengthy period.

Summary statistics, by subject, are given in Table 11.28 for the
proportions of weeks without bacteriuria, not including 'the first
week in the study. Over all subjects, the proportions of weeks
without bacteriuria are 0.616 and 0.322 for treatments A and B,
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Table 11.2'7. Bacteriuria data. Binary weekly time series data; response
is indicator of bacteriuria.

Treatment A Treatment B
Weeks Series Weeks Series

13 1001010100101 9 111100011
5 10001 16 1111111111111111

16 1010010010101010 15 111111111111001
9 101000101 15 100011111110111

15 100011010111111 16 1111111111010000
16 1100100010101001 16 1111100111111111
9 100010101 16 1000011110111001
4 1000 12 111000111011

16 1001000000100010 16 1110111111111111
7 1010011 4 1110

10 1010110101 10 1011111111
10 1001010101 16 1011111111111111
6 100110 16 1111111100000110

14 10100011010100 6 100010
5 10010 16 1001111011011111

16 1000101100100100 5 10011
16 1010100110110100 12 111111100000
16 1000100010000000 16 1000111111111000
16 1010001010011001 16 1111001100011111
12 101000011011 16 1001111111111111
15 101000111011101 16 1000000000000000
10 1001000100 16 1100111111100111
16 1000101001110001 6 100100
16 1010001010010011 11 11111100000
13 1010101001001 12 100111110100
16 1000101010100010 10 1111111111
10 1010001001 16 1111111110111111
12 100010110101 16 1111101110111111
6 111000 6 110011

16 1001000010100010 16 1100000110010000
11 10000101001 15 100001111111111
9 110011011 15 100011110101001

15 100101100010001 16 1111110011111111
14 11010011001010 16 1111000101111111
8 10010010 10 1100000111
6 100100 7 1111000
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Table 11.28. Bacteriuria data. Summary statistics Jor proportions oj
weeks without bacteriuria.

Treatment Mean SD Min Ql Med Q3 Max

A 0.628 0.132 0.357 0.551 0.600 0.707 1
B 0.349 0.236 0 0.133 0.333 0.483 1

respectively. Hence it appears that treatment A is effective in treat
ing bacterial infection of the urinary tract.

From the initial analysis of the data, a Markov chain model
of order 1 seems reasonable. Table 11.29 summarizes the trans
ition frequencies to state 1 by subject; it seems to indicate that
there is enough variability in the transition probabilities to con
sider a random effects model, e.g., transition probabilities POl,

Pu are random over subjects with Beta (OCk, (3k) distributions, and
1rk =Pk/(ak + Pk) and 'TIk =(all; +Pk)-l, Ie =0,1. The shapes of
the histograms of the four columns of proportions in Table 11.29
suggest that the beta distributions are a reasonable model to try,
but of course other distributions could be used for a random effects
modeL

Other models that were tried have no random effects or different
order for the Markov chain. The models are:

1. Markov chains of order 1 with random effects;

2. Markov chains of order 1 with no randox:n effects;

3. Markov chains of order 2 with no random effects (parameters
Pi l i 2 }, i}, i 2 =0,1);

4. iid observations after first week, no random effects (parameter
PI for probability of 1).

Note that for the Markov chain models with no random effects,
the MLE of the transition probability PH or Pi 1 li 2 1 comes from
ni,l/(ni,l + ni,o) or niti2,l/(ni182,l + niah,O), where nsl,s'}. is the
number of transitions (over aU subjects in a treatment group) to
state 82 given the recent past 81. For model (1), MLEs were estim
ated separately for two treatment groups, using a quasi-Newton
routine. For model (3), the SEs also came from using a quasi
Newton routine. Parameter estimates, SEs and log-likelihoods are
given in Table 11.30. The main interpretations of the results in
Table 11.30 are the following.
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Table 11.29. Bacteriuria data. Transition proportions to the state of 1,
by subject.

Trt A Trt A Trt B Trt B
o--+ 1 1--+.1 o--+ 1 1 --+ 1

0.714 0.000 0.333 0.800
0.333 0.000 0.500 1.000
0.750 0.000 0.500 0.917
0.600 0.000 0.500 0.800
0.600 0.667 0.250 0.818
0.556 0.167 0.500 0.923
0.600 0.000 0.429 0.625
0.000· 0.000 0.500 0.714
0.273 0.000 1.000 0.929
0.667 0.333 0.500 0.667
1.000 0.200 1.000 0.875
0.800 0.000 1.000 0.929
0.500 0.333 0.200 0.800
0.571 0.167 0.333 0.000
0.500 0.000 0.750 0.727
0.444 0.167 0.500 0.500
0.714 0.250 0.000 0.857
0.167 0.000 0.200 0.800
0.556 0.167 0.400 0.800
0.500 0.400 0.500 0.923
0.667 0.500 0.000 0.000
0.333 0.000 0.500 0.818
0.444 0.333 0.333 0.000
0.556 0.167 0.000 0.833
0.714 0.000 0.500 0.571
0.556 0.000 0.500 1.000
0.500 0.000 1.000 0.929
0.667 0.200 1.000 0.846
0.000 0.667 0.500 0.667
00400 0.000 0.200 0.400
0.429 0.000 0.250 0.900
0.667 0.600 0.571 0.429
0.444 0.200 0.500 0.923
0.667 0.286 0.500 0.818
0.500 0.000 0.200 0.750
0.333 0.000 0.000 0.750
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Table 11.30. Bacteriuria data. Estimates and log-likelihoodsjor the mod-
els.

Model Treatment A Treatment B
Estimates (SEs) Log-lik Estimates (SEs) Log-lik

(1) 11"0: 0.528 (0.035) -235.5 11"0: 0.366 (0.055) -226.4
TJo: 0.000 (0.039) TJo: 0.083 (0.079)
11"1: 0.208 (0.040) 11"1: 0.809 (0.028)
TJl: 0.063 (0.085) TJl: 0.019 (0.039)

(2) POI: 0.520 (0.034) -237.0 POl: 0.347 (0.042) -227.4
Pu: 0.200 (0.031) Pu: 0.816 (0.022)

(3) POOl: 0.596 (0.049) -233.3 POOl: 0.378 (0.056) -221.9
POll: 0.208 (0.040) POll: 0.805 (0.062)
Pial: 0.460 (0.045) PlOl: 0.302 (0.063)
PUl: 0.286 (0.086) PUl: 0.851 (0.024)

(4) PI: 0.384 (0.025) -347.4 PI: 0.678 (0.022) -271.4

(a) Although there is some variability in the transition propor
tions from state to state, the variability is not more than
that expected from a model with no random effects. (How
ever, with longer time series, we would expect that a ran
dom effects model would be needed to explain variability in
such summaries as in Table 11.29.) 'the parameters, 170, 'T]l,

are not significantly different from 0 so that the degenerate
model with Pal, PI I set at single values suffices to explain the
variability in the data. (This conclusion of no random effects
could be checked with a sensitivity analysis by using an al
ternative random effects model; e.g., two-component mixture
models for the transition probabilities to state 1. This is left
as an exercise.)

(b) Markov chains of order 1 are good fits to the data; the Markov
chains of order 2 are slightly better fits and the iid model in
(4) is a much worse fit to the data.

From model (2), treatment B patients are much more likely to
remain in state 1 if they are already in this state: Plf) ...:.. p~1) =
0.616, with SE of 0.038. They are also less likely to go from state
oto state 1: p~~) - p~~) = -0.173, with SE of 0.054. This latter
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summary may be an indication that treatment A is not necessarily
better.

The analyses in this section are fairly straightforward. The ideas
of Markov chains and random effects generalize to data which
consist of equally spaced time series for many subjects, provided
lengths of time series are sufficiently long.

11.5 Example with longitudinal count data

In this section, several models are applied to a data set of longitud
inal counts, which comes from daily totals over individual binary
time series for many subjects. A description of the study and data
set is given next before the explanation for treating the data set
as a single count time series rather than many binary time series.

There have been many recent studies with the aim of assess
ing pollution effects on human health. Such studies are not easy
to do. For this particular study, details are given in Vedal et al.
(1997). The population consists of elementary school children in
Port Alberni, BC, Canada, a small town of about 30000 with pulp
and paper as the main industry causing ambient particulate pol
lution. The children were classified into asthmatic, non-asthmatic
and slight abnormality. These groups constituted a census for the
study, and a control group was randomly chosen to match them.
After receiving instruction and feedback, the children filled in di
aries at home. The analysis here combines an four groups in order
to have a larger sample size for making initial inferences.

Binary variables to be measured daily were indicators of cough
(81), phlegm (82), burning, aching or redness of the eyes (S3),
runny or stuffed nose (84), sore throat (85), wheezing (86), chest
tightness (87) and shortness of breath (88). There were other con
tinuous response variables which will not be considered here. Co
variates for the study included daily temperature (TEMP), hu
midity, indicator of precipitation and concentration of PMJO from
two different stations (labelled as PMIOA and PMIOB). PMIO is
particulate matter of diameter 10/lm and below.

Altogether there were 208 subjects and the period of study was
from September 1990 to March 1992. However, there was a break
in July and August 1991 so that the number of days for the study
was 493.

There were missing data for most subjects, i.e., only a few had
the daily data for all 493 days. The proportions of days with symp
toms varied greatly from subject to subject; see Figure 11.2 for a
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Figure 11.2. Health effects data. Histogram of proportions of days by
subjects with at least one symptom.

histogram of the proportions of days by subject with at least one
of the eight symptoms. These two features make (random effects)
modelling of many binary series difficult.

The initial data analysis indicated that the assumption that data
are missing at random is acceptable, i.e., there is no suggestion that
subjects with a tendency to more symptoms had more days with
missing data. This assessment is based on plots and correlations (a)
by subject, of the proportions Ps of days with at least one symptom
and the number of observed days, and (b) by day t, of the numbers
nt ofsubjects observed and the average 1:" p"I(s obs. on day t)/nt
of proportions among the observed subjects. The correlation in (a)
is -0.058 and that in (b) is -0.013.

There appears not be enough power in the study to show effects
of pollutants on specific individuals; hence we use totals by day, as
explained next.
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Figure 11.3. Health effects data. Daily count time series plot/or symptom
1 (cough).

Because the proportions are widely varying by subject and be
cause missing data appear to be missing at random, we can con
sider the Poisson distribution as a model for Yt , the daily total
number of subjects with a given symptom. (Essentially this model
comes from the Poisson approximation to the sum of dependent
Bernoulli rvs with different probability parameters.) The series It
is serially dependent with an expectation that is a function of nt
and covariates.

Summary statistics (means, standard deviations and quartiles)
are given in the Table 11.31 for response variables and covariates
that are used, including some grouped symptom variables GI, G2,
G3 and G4. For a subject on a given day, G1 is the indicator
of whether symptom 1 or 2 occurs, G2 that of whether symp
tom 3, 4 or 5 occurs, G3 that of whether symptom 6, 7 or 8 oc-
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curs, and G4 that of whether at least one of the eight symptoms
occurs. Figure 11.3 shows the time series of total daily counts
for symptom 1. In Table 11.31, temperature is measured in de
grees Celsius. The variable humidity is not 'used for further anal
ysis because it is moderately negatively correlated with temper
ature and it had missing values during weekends in 1992. Also a
few values of PMIO were missing and were estimated from the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. For the models given
below, a scaled temperature (SCTEMP) variable was used, with
definition SCTEMP=(TEMP-I0.3)/6.35 (based on mean and
standard deviation over a longer period of time than that for this
study). Finally, the variable names beginning with CUM are ex
plained below.

Count time series models, with incorporation of covariates, that
were used to model the data are:

1. the AR(l) Poisson time series model in Sections 8.4.1 and
8.404;

2. the AR(2) Poisson time series model in Sections 8.4~3 and
8.404;

3. the AR(l) negative binomial time series model in Sections 8.4.1
and 8.4.4;

4. Markov chain models based on bivariate and trivariate copula
models (Sections 8.1 and 4.3).

For all these models, Of in Section 8.4.4 is taken as exp{,Bo +
{JXt} for various choices of the covariate vector Xt (which is time
dependent). The first covariate is log ng because of the tendency
to have higher daily counts of occurrences of symptoms for days
with more subjects reporting. The model in (1) was the first one
tried, since the initial data analysis showed strong lag 1 correlation
but not significant overdispersion relative to Poisson (as indicated,
for example, by the ratios of sample variances to sample means for
the response variables in Table 11.31). The model in (2) allows for
stronger dependence than AR(1) for lags of order 2 or more. The
model in (3) provides a model-based method to check on whether
one needs to account for overdispersion relative to Poisson. The
main focus will be in the models in items (1) to (3) because the
AR models are more interpretable for Poisson and negative bino
mial margins, and conclusions are similar with the various models.
However, we also want to illustrate the use of copula-based Markov
chain time series models which may he more suitable for other ap-
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Table 11.31. Health effects data. Summary statistics (over days).

Variable Mean 5D Min Ql Med Q3 Max

nt 105 25 59 83 107 122 157
51 8.6 3.8 0 6 8 11 21
52 4.9 2.5 0 3 5 6 13
S3 1.5 1.3 0 1 1 2 7
54 10.6 3.5 1 8 10 13 23
S5 4.4 2.2 0 3 4 6 13
S6 2.4 1.5 0 1 2 3 7
57 1.9 1.3 0 1 2 3 8
S8 3.2 1.7 0 2 3 4 10

Gl 10.7 4.3 1 8 10 13 24
G2 13.3 4.2 2 10 13 16 27
G3 5.2 2.3 0 4 5 7 15
G4 19.8 6.3 6 15 19 24 40

TEMP 7.8 5.3 -804 404 7.2 11.6 20.2
5CTEMP -0040 0.84 -2.95 -0.93 -0049 0.20 1.56
PMI0A 1704 9.5 0.5 11 16 22 67
PMI0B 25.7 19.3 0.2 14 22 30 159

CUM4A 17.3 6.6 3.5 13.5 16.8 20.7 45.0
CUM5A 17.3 6.3 3.6 13.7 16.6 20.3 41.4
CUM6A 17.3 6.0 3.7 13.8 16.8 20.1 37.3
CUM7A 17.3 5.8 3.8 14.0 16.9 20.0 36.9
CUM4B 25.6 16.1 5.7 15.9 22.2 29.0 116
CUM5B 25.6 15.7 704 15.8 22.1 28.9 111
CUM6B 25.6 15.3 8.3 15.9 22.2 28.8 106
CUM7B 25.5 15.0 8.3 15.8 22.1 28.3 99.2

plications. The use of (4) and comparisons with the other models
(1) to (3) are made at the end of this section.

MLEs were obtained using a quasi-Newton routine. (See Sec
tion lOA on the asymptotic properties of MLEs of parameters of
Markov chains.) Good starting points for the regression coefficients
come from the Poisson regression model, Yt t"'J Poisson (exp{,Bo +
{3Xt} ), t = 1, 2, ... , assuming independent rvs over days (because
this is an exponential family model, numerical estimates are easily
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Table 11.32. Health effects data. Correlations of measurements at the
two monitoring stations.

Variable

log PMI0
log CUM2
log CUM3
log CUM4
log CUMS
log CUM6
log CUM7

Correlation

0.576
0.716
0.720
0.725
0.729
0.731
0.732

obtained using a Newton-Raphson routine). For the autoregres
sive parameters, initial estimates can come from autocorrelations
- the lag 1 correlation for the AR(I) model, and ii1 ~ P1 - Ci3 ,

0:2 ~ P2 - Ci3 for the AR(2) model, with Pl,P2 being the auto
correlations of lags 1 and 2, and &3 > 0 chosen so that all initial
estimates are positive. 5Es and the asymptotic covariance matrix
of the parameters were obtained from the quasi-Newton routine.

The models were tried for several of the response variables, in
particular the responses SI, 54, G3, G4, with the larger averaged
counts. Different choices and transforms of the covariates were
used, including averaged cumulative PMI0 concentrations over the
past Ie days. These variables are denoted as CUMleA and CUMleB,
and some descriptive statistics for them are given in Table 11.31.
For the PMIO concentrations and their cumulative lags, the log
transform was used because of the-skewness of their distributions.
Table 11.32 shows the correlations between transformed PMI0 con
centrations from stations A and B.

The main conclusions about covariates and models are the fol
lowing.

(a) The PMI0 concentration seems to have a contribution to
wards increased counts for some of the symptom variables
(51, 84, G4) through the averaged cumulative concentration
over about 4 to 7 days. For 81, the averaged cumulative con
centration from station B is a better predictor, and for 84,
that from station A is better. For G3, no additional covariate
is very good as a predictor. For G4, the averaged cumulative
concentrations from both stations have about the same pre-
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dictive value, with that from station A being a little better;
the lags from the two stations are highly correlated and there
is no model improvement with two lags as covariates.

(b) Temperature as a single covariate (without pollutant vari
abIes) is significant only for some of the response variables.
Another covariate that was considered was an indicator of
regular school day (versus weekend or holid~y). This indic
ated a tendency of marginally higher counts on school days
but the variable was not significant except with the response
variable G3 and it had no effect on the conclusion concerning
PMIO referred to in (a).

(c) The AR(2) model is not a big improvement on AR(l); there
is an increase in log-likelihood, but not much improvement in
predictive ability (see below).

(d) Negative binomial response variable models which allow for
overdispersion relative to Poisson are not an improvement
in model fit (the overdispersion parameter v = (72/ J.l - 1 is
estimated at zero or near zero in all cases).

The conclusions in (a) and (b) correspond roughly to the cor
relations between daily proportions of a symptom response variable
and the covariates listed in Table 11.31. The better predictors have
a correlation of 0.20 to 0.35 with the daily proportions. The con
clusions are similar to those of Vedal et al. (1997), based on other
statistical methods.

Table 11.33 contains log-likelihoods and estimates for the four
response variables 81, 84, G3, G4, with corresponding sets of co
variates that are roughly the best fits found. For comparison, the
summaries for the AR( 1) models with only log nt as the covariate
are given for 81 and G4, and the summaries with AR(2) models
are given for all four reponses.

The fitted parameters for the AR(2) models suggest some de
pendence at lag 2 beyond that expected from an AR(l) model; in
other words, they show slightly more positive serial dependence
than that for an AR( 1) model. This is mainly through latent vari
ables that are associated with every triple of consecutive obser
vations since the parameter Ot'3 for this three-way dependence is
quite positive, whereas the dependence parameter Ot'2 for pairs of
observations separated by a lag of 2 is zero or near zero.

We give an intepretation of the rate of increased counts of symp
toms as PMIO concentration increases. This is based on the AR(l)
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Table 11.33. Health effects data. Estimates and log-likelihoods for some
AR(l) and AR(2) Poisson models.

y Mod. Xlc {Jlc (SE) Dep. par. Log-lik

81 AR1 const. -2.79 (0.60) a = 0.63 (0.02) -1118.6
lognt 1.06 (0.13)

81 AR1 const. -3.45 (0.61) a = 0.62 (0.02) -1110.2
lognt 1.07 (0.12)
SCTEMP -0.024 (0.029)
logCUM4B 0.191 (0.055)

81 AR2 const. -3.56 (0.80) at =0.16 (0.04) -1104.9
lognt 1.07 (0.12) a2 =0.00 (0.04)
SCTEMP -0.023 (0.025) a3 =0.49 (0.06)
logCUM4B 0.190 (0.053)

S4 ARl const. -2.27 (0.58) a = 0.66 (0.02) -1114.7
lognt 0.93 (0.11)
8CTEMP 0.024 (0.025)
logCUM7A 0.120 (0.069)

84 AR2 const. -2.62 (0.67) at =0.18 (0.05) -1109.2
lognt 1.01 (0.13) 02 =0.05 (0.05)
SCTEMP 0.022 (0.025) a3 =0.49 (0.06)
logCUM7A 0.107 (0.077)

G3 AR1 const. -1.05 (0.74) a = 0.45 (0.04) -1028.7
logne 0.57 (0.14)
SCTEMP 0.034 (0.038)
logCUM5A 0.031 (0.083)

G3 AR2 const. -1.81 (0.88) at =0.15 (0.07) -1016.0
lognt 0.75 (0.17) a2 =0.10 (0.07)
SCTEMP 0.032 (0.033) a3 =0.32 (0.08)
logCUM5A -0.011 (0.083)

G4 AR1 const. -1.90 (0.38) a =0.62 (0.03) -1297.5
lognt 1.05 (0.08)

G4 ARI const. -2.39 (0.42) a =0.62 (0.03) -1293.7
lognt 1.08 (0.08)
SCTEMP -0.004 (0.020)
logCUM7A 0.126 (0.050)

G4 AR2 const. -2.60 (0.44) at =0.24 (0.06) -1290.9
lognt 1.13 (0.09) a2 =0.08 (0.06)
SCTEMP -0.004 (0.019) a3 =0.39 (0.07)
logCUM7A 0.112 (0.050)
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Table 11.34. Health effects data. Comparisons of observed versus pre-
dicted values by models.

Response Model Cor(obs,pred) RMS(obs-pred)

81 ARO 0.584 3.06
81 ARI 0.781 2.35
81 AR2 0.786 2.33

84 ARO 0.584 2.87
84 ARI 0.748 2.35
84 AR2 0.754 2.33

G3 ARO 0.283 2.19
G3 ARI 00495 1.98
G3 AR2 0.531 1.94

G4 ARO 0.756 4.13
G4 ARI 0.846 3.37
G4 AR2 0.848 3.35

models; the result is similar for the AR(2) models because the
regression coefficients for the averaged cumulative concentrations
do not differ much. The approximate 95% confidence intervals for
the ratio of the symptom count at the third quartile of averaged
cumulative concentration to that at the median are the following:

(a) for 81, (1.02, 1.08);

(b) for 84, (1.00, 1.04);

(c) for G4, (1.00,1.04).
That is, there is suggestion of a slight increase (point estimates of
2% for 84 and G4, 5% for 81) in expected counts of some symptoms
as the (averaged cumulative) concentrations of PM 10 increase from
the median to the upper quartile.

The final assessment of the models is the predictive ability; this
is mainly a comparison of the improvements of the AR(l) and
AR(2) models over a Poisson regression model with the same co
variates and no serial dependence. Let Yt be the predictive value.
For the Poisson regression model, Yt = exp{,Bo + pxtl. For the
AR(l) model, 1ft =aYt-l + (Bt - aUt-d, with Bt =exp{,Bo + ,8Xt}.
For the AR(2) model, Yt = E [At (Yt-2, Yt-dJ + (Bt - a1Bt - 1 

a28t-2 - a3min{Ot_l,Ot_2}); the expected value of the operator
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Poisson regression model

o

o 10 16

Poisson AR(1) time series model

o 10 16 20

~ .

o

Poisson AR(2) tlmeserfes model

o 10 15 20

Figure 11.4. Health effects data. Predicted versus observed values for
different models for the 81 count data.
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At in (8)9) does not simplify analytically (as for the AR(l) model),
but it can be computed numerically from the probability distribu
tion associated with At.

Table 11.34 contains the correlations of Yt versus ilt for the
four response variables in Table 11.33, and the root mean squared
(RMS) error for prediction, fLi'=l (Yt - Yt)2 /TP/2, with T = 493.
Plots of predicted versus observed values for the three models for
the Sl response are given in Figure 11.4. These show that the
AR(1) is a big improvement on the Poisson regression model (which
does not make use of the previous observations) based on the cri
terion of predictive ability, and that the AR(2) model does not
improve much on the AR(l) model. An alternative to AR models
are Poisson regression models with lagged counts as covariates; an
advantage of the former over the latter is that predictions both
with and without previous observed counts can be made more eas
ily with the AR models.

To end this section, for illustration, we also apply some Markov
chain copula models to the data set. However, for this data set, we
think the AR models have more interpretability.

For a Markov chain of order 1, let C(·; 7J) be a bivariate copula.
With F(.; a) being the Poisson cdf, a bivariate Poisson cdf obtains
from Ft(Yt-l, Yt) = C(F(Yt-l; at-I), F(Yt; Bt}; 7]). The transition
density associated with this bivariate distribution is

ht(ylx) = Prey; = y I ~-1 = x)

_ Ft (x, y) - Ft (x, Y- 1) - Ft (x - 1, y) + Ft (x - 1, y - 1)
- f(x;a t - 1 )

where 1(,; a) is the Poisson pmf. Note that (}t is varying with time
(because of time-varying covariates), and the transition density
also depends on time.

For a Markov chain of order 2, we consider trivariate copulas
C(·; 7], 6) of the form

C(u;1],6) = 1P'7( I::: {_logI«e-O.51J1;1(Uj),e-O.51/J;1(U:;l);6)
j=l,3

which is (4.29) in Section 4.3. A trivariate Poisson cdf obtains from

Ft'(Yt-2, Yt-l, yd = C(F(Yt-2; 8t- 2); F(Yt-l; 8t -d, F(Yt; ad; Tj, 6).
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Table 11.35. Health effects data. Estimates and log-likelihoods/or Markov
chain models with Poisson margins.

y Mod. :tk 13k (SE) Dep. par. Log-lik

SI MCI/ const. -2.90 (0.52) TJ = 1.65 (0.07) -1132.1
B6 lognt 0.98 (0.10)

SCTEMP -0.038 (0.028)
logCUM4B 0.159 (0.053)

SI MC2/ const. -3.33 (0.43) TJ =1.46 (0.07) -1127.6
MMI lognt 1.05 (0.09) 6 =1.30 (0.09)

SCTEMP -0.006 (0.030)
logCUM4B 0.198 (.049)

S4 MCI/ const. -2.33 (0.49) TJ =1.86 (0.09) -1115.8
B6 log nt 0.96 (0.09)

SCTEMP 0.026 (0.023)
log CUM7A 0.095 (0.059)

84 MC2/ const. -2.61 (0.35) TJ =1.57 (0.08) -1109.0
MMI lognt 1.02 (0.07) 6 =1.56 (0.12)

SCTEMP 0.035 (0.023)
log CUM7A 0.097 (0.055)

G3 MC1/ const. -0.92 (0.63) TJ =1.39 (0.06) -1035.1
B6 lognt 0.53 (0.12)

SCTEMP 0.040 (0.031)
log CUM5A 0.046 (0.066)

G3 MC2/ const. -1.32 (0.51) TJ -:- 1.35 (0.06) -1020.2
MMI lognt 0.65 (0.10) 6 =1.11 (0.08)

SCTEMP 0.036 (0.032)
log CUM5A 0.001 (0;066)

G4 MCI/ const. -2.23 (0.38) TJ =1.70 (0.08) -1298.1
B6 log nt 1.07 (0.07)

SCTEMP -0.014 (0.017)
logCUM7A 0.096 (0.043)

G4 MC2/ const. -2.45 (0.31) TJ = 1.42 (0.06) -1296.1
MMI lognt 1.11 (0.06) 6 =1.54 (0.07)

SCTEMP -0.005 (0.018)
logCUM7A 0.111 (0.043)
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The transition density is

ht(ylw, x) = Pr(Yt = Y IYt- 2 = tV, Yt- 1 = x)

= {Ft (tV, x, y) _. Ft (w, x, y - 1) - Ft (tV, x-I, y)

+Ft (w, x-I, y - 1) - Ft (w - 1, x, y) + Ft (w - 1, x, y - 1)

+Ft (tV - 1, x-I, y) - Ft (tV - 1, x-I, y - I)} / {Ft (tV, x, 00)

- Ft (w, x-I, 00) - Ft (w - 1, x, 00) +Ft (w - 1, x-I, 00) } .

Families of copulas that were tried were B6 for a first-order
Markov chain and M.M 1 (]{ in the family B6 and 1/J in the family
LTA) for a second-order Markov chain. The family B6 was chosen
because in a situation like for these data, one might have extreme
value dependence (see Section 8.1.4). With Ot depending on co
variates as before, Table 11.35 has parameter estimates and log
likelihoods that can be compared with Table 11.33. Comparisons
of log-likelihoods and AlC values suggest that the AR models are
slightly better fits. From the regression coefficients, the conclusion
about the effects of the pollutants is similar to before.

11.6 Example of inference for serially correlated data

In thi-s section, we show through a simple example how the as
sumption of independent observations for serially correlated data
may lead to SEs that are too small. The example illustrates the
results at the end of Section 8.5.

We use a time series which consists of daily air quality measure
ments. Marginal distributions, such as lognormal, gamma, Weibull,
or generalized gamma, etc., are commonly used (see Holland and
Fitz-Simons 1982; Jakeman, Taylor and Simpson 1986; Marani,
Lavagnini and Buttazzoni 1986; and references therein), and usu
ally inferences are made assuming that the measurements are iid
when in fact they are serially correlated. The SEs, computed as
suming positive serial dependence, for parameters and quantiles of
the marginal distribution, and for exceedances of thresholds, are
usually larger than would be obtained with an assumption of iid
observations. A Markov chain time series model based on a copula
can be used as a means to get SEs that take into account the pos
itive serial dependence. Different copulas can be used to check for
sensitivity of the particular assumption for dependence.

We use the daily maxima of hourly averaged N02 concentra
tions (in ppm) from October 1984 to September 1986 at an air
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Table 11.36. N02 data. Estimates of parameters under various depend-
ence models.

Model p i1 Log-lik. Median UQ
(SE) (SE) (SE) (SE)

indep. -3.224 0.371 511.9 0.0398 0.0511
(0.028) (0.020) (0.0011) (0.0016)

Bl -3.223 0.372 530.0 0.0398 0.0512
(0.044) (0.024) (0.0018) (0.0024)

B2 -3.219 0.372 530.8 0~0400 0.0514
(0.040) (0.021) (0.0016) (0.0021)

B3 -3.222 0.373 531.3 0.0403 0.0518
(0.041) (0.021) (0.0016) (0.0022)

B4 -3.233 0.375 525.5 0.0395 0.0508
(0.039) (0.024) (0.0016) (0.0024)

B5 -3.222 0.384 522.9 0.0399 0.0516
(0.044) (0.026) (0.0017) (0.0027)

B6 -3.208 0.383 527.0 0.0404 0.0524
(0.046) (0.026) (0.0018) (0.0027)

B1 -3.211 0.382 527.2 0.0403 0.0522
(0.043) (0.026) (0.0011) (0.0026)

quality monitoring station in the Greater Vancouver Regional Dis
trict. The range of the data is 0.014 to 0.145 ppm. The data were
separated into four separate time periods so that checks could be
made for trends and seasonal effects. Exploratory plots did not
show any seasonal patterns or trends and the lognormal distribu
tion appeared to be acceptable for the marginal distribution. The
density of the two-parameter lognormal distribution is:

1
f(x; p, 0') = (21r)1/2

ux
exp{-~[(log x - p)/uFl, x > 0,

--00 < p < 00, U > O. For the (second) period from April to
September 1985, the estimates of the parameters p, 0' (mean and
standard deviation of logarithm of concentration) and their SEs are
given in Table 11.36 for various models. The models are Markov
chain stationary time series based on the families of cop,u}as B1
B1 in Section 5.1, as well as the model of iid observations. The
MLEs and corresponding SEs were computed using a quasi-Newton
routine.
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From ~able 11.36, estimates of j..l, ()" are not sensitive to the cop
ula used for the transition density, but the SEs for the MLEs are
too small (especially for iL) from the likelihood assuming independ
ence observations. The substantially larger log-likelihoods as well
as the estimates of the dependence parameter {) for the copulas
suggest that serial dependence is significant (for example, the cor
relation parameter in the BVN copula in the family Bl is 0.430).
The estimates (and corresponding SEs) for the median and the
upper quartile (UQ) of the concentration are also given in Table
11.36. Again the SEs based on the likelihood assuming independent
observations are too small; compared with one of the likelihoods
assuming dependence, the SEs are at least 25% too small and hence
suggest more accuracy than really exists.

11.7 Discussion

In this chapter, different models are compared on several multivari
ate and longitudinal data sets. Different models seem to provide
similar conclusions and predictions if they have the same qualit
ative features, such as the range of dependence covered. The fit
ting of different models also provides a sensitivity analysis. This is
important because there is the common question of whether infer
ences (e.g., SEs) are valid after fitting many models and choosing
one that is best under some criteria. If the inferences and predic
tions are not sensitive to the choice of models with similar qualit
ative features, then one could end up choosing the model that is
in some ways more convenient, or one could report the inferences
from more than one model to show the lack of sensitivity.

M.ore experience and research are needed to assess whether de
pendence parameters should be functions of covariates, and if so,
how to develop functional forms naturally. This is less of a prob
lem for the conditional specified logistic regression model of Section
9.2.3, since diagnostic methods for logistic regression can be used.
However, this latter model has the disadvantage of not being closed
under the taking of margins.

In practice, missing data can occur. The examples here mainly
illustrate ideas without the complication of missing data, although
there were a few missing data in some of the examples. Provided
missing data can be assumed to be missing at random, the IFM
method can still be used. For example, a multivariate response
vector with some components missing can be included in the like
lihoods of margins corresponding to the non-missing components.
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This, in fact, was the procedure used in the multivariate extremes
example in Section 11.3.

11.8 Exercises

11.1 Write the conditionally specified logistic regression model in
the form

Pr(Y = y Ix; 8) = [c(6, x)]-l exp{I: (JOtsor(Y, x)},
Ot

where c(9,x) = Ly'.:=O,l;i=l,... ,mexP{Lor(JOtSOt(Y',x)}, and
J

8 has dimension m(r+1)+m(m-l)f2, r being the dimension
of the covariate vector x. Given x and y, let g(9) = Prey =
ylx; 6). For the delta method, the partial derivatives of 9 are
needed to evaluate the SE of the probability. Show that

:: = g(IJ){s,,(y,x) - I:s,,(y',x)Pr(Y = y' I x;IJ)}.
Ot y'

11.2 Write a computer program for estimation with the IFM
method for a multivariate logit model with some closed-form
copula family.

11.3 For the multivariate ordinal data set in Section 11.2, do fur
ther analysis, e.g., fit models with fewer univariate
parameters and possibly Markov dependence structure.

11.4 For the copulas in (11.1) and (11.2) with the same value of
8, show that (11.1) is more PLOD.
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Section A.I presents properties of and results on Laplace trans
forms that are used in the construction of multivariate models, as
well as a listing of parametric families of Laplace transforms use
ful for this purpose. Section A.2 consists of other definitions and
background results that help to make the book more self-contained;
topics include types of distribution functions and densities, convex
functions and inequalities, and maximum entropy.

A.I Laplace transforms

In this section, results on and properties of Laplace transforms
(LTs) are summarized. A good reference is Feller (1971).

For a non-negative rv with cdf M, the Laplace transform <P =
¢ M is defined as

</>(s) =[0 e-'WdM(w), s ~ 0,

so that ¢(-t) is the moment generating function of M. If 71"0 is
the mass of M at 0, then lima_oo <PCs) = <p(00) = 7ro. We assume
throughout that LTs correspond to positive rvs, or that ¢(oo) =o.
(This is because applications require that exp{-¢-1(F(x»} is a
proper cdf when F is a univariate cdf.) Clearly ¢ is continuous and
strictly decreasing, and </>(0) = 1. Therefore the functional inverse
¢-1 is strictly decreasing and satisfies ¢-1(0) = 00, ¢-1(1) = O.
Furthermore, c/J has continuous derviatives of all orders and the
derivatives alternate in sign, i.e., (-l)ic/J(i)(s) ~ 0 for all s ~ 0,
where <jJ(i) is the ith derivative. The property of alternating signs
in the derivatives is called the completely monotone property.
LTs can be characterized as completely monotone functions on
[0,00) with a value of 1 at O.

Other completely monotone functions are important in the con
struction of multivariate copulas based on one or more LTs. Let
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£~ be the class of infinitely differentiable increasing functions of
[0,00) onto [0,00), with alternating signs for the derivatives (see
(1.2) in Section 1.3).

The property of - log X E £~ for a LT X means that X is the
LT of an infinitely divisible rv. This is summarized in the theorem
below.

Theorem A.I Let X be a LT. Then XQ( is completely monotone
for all Ot > 0 if and only if - log X = v E £.~.

Proof. First suppose that 1/ E £~. Then it is easily checked that
dXQ(s)/ds :5 0 and that, by induction, the derivative of each sum
mand of (-l)k(dkXQ(s)/dsk) is opposite in sign. Hence sufficiency
has been proved.

Next we show necessity. Let q = -1/. The first two derivatives
of XQ( are (XQ()' =au'xCi and (X a )(2) =Otu"XQ( + a 2(u,?x a , which
has the form

OtU(k)XQ + Ot2XQ L C.H(S) a mkl

!

for k =2, with mle! being non-negative integers for all i. Suppose
the kth derivative of XQ has this form; then the (k + l)th derivat
ive of XQ is OtO"(k+1)XQ + Ot20"(k)u'XQ( + Ot30"'XCI Ll Ckl(S)Otmu +
Ot 2 Xa Ll ckl(s )Otmu , which has the form

Otq(k+l)XQ + Ot2 XQ L Ck+l.l(S) atmk+1 •l ,

l

where mk+l.l ~ 0 for all t. Therefore limQ(_o(xQ)(k)lOt = q(k) for
k ~ 1. Hence the complete monotonicity of q = -1/ is necessary
for XCi to be completely monotone for all at near 0. 0

The importance-of the-above-theorem is that it provides an in
direct way to verify the complete Inonotonicity of XQ(, Ot > O. For
some results (in Chapter 4) on multivariate distributions to hold,
conditions of the form "p 0 t/J-l E £~ or exp{ _"p-l 0 ¢} being the
LT of an infinitely divisible rv are needed.

Theorem A.2 If t/J is a LT such that -log°t/J E .c~ and if> is
another LT, then 7](s) =¢(-log t/J(s) is a LT.

Proof. The proof can be obtained by straightforward differentia
tion. With the assumptions on 4> and -log t/J, the derivatives of
each term of "l(1r:) become opposite in sign. 0

Some one-parameter families of LTs if>e(s) that are used in Chap
ters 4, 5, 6 are:
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LTA. (positive stable) exp{-sl/B}, B 2: 1;

LTB. (gamma) (1 + s)-l/O, 0 2: 0;

LTC. (power series) 1 - (1- e- S )I/B, B 2: 1;

LTD. (logarithmic series) _0- 1 log[1 - (1 - e-8 )e- s ], 0 > O.

The corresponding functional inverses <p;I(t) are:

LTA. (-logt)B;

LTB. t- B - 1;

LTC. -log[l - (1 - t)B);

LTD. -log[(l- e- 8t )/(1- e- B»).
For the family LTD, the rv with the given LT has mass (1 

e-B)i /(iB) on the integer i, i = 1,2, .... Similarly for the family
LTC, the mass is a-I for i = 1 and B-1 rr~~; (j - 0- 1 ) for i =
2,3, ....

For the LT families LTA to LTD <P8, the condition of -log <P8 E
.c~ is satisfied. The proof is direct for LTA and LTB. The proof for
LTC and LTD comes from showing that <P8 is a LT for all a > 0,
or that eS <P8(s) is the LT of an infinitely divisible distribution with
support on the non-negative integers, and then applying Theorem
A.I. For LTC, a Taylor expansion for eS<pe(s) yields I:~o Pie-is,

with Pi = n~=I(k(} - 1)/[(i + 1)1 Bi+l] (the null product is 1 for
i = 0). The ratio Pi / Pi -1 for i 2 1 is 0- 1 (iO - 1)/(i + 1) = 1 - (1 +
a-I )/(i+ 1) and this is increasing in i so, by the sufficient condition
in Warde and Katti (1971), the infinite divisibility property follows.
For LTD, a Taylor expansion for e3<pB(S) yields 2.:~oPie-is, with
Pi = ci +1/[e( i + 1)] with c =1 - e-B. The ratio Pi / Pi-I for i 2: 1
is ci/(i + 1) which is increasing in i.

We next show that v = <POlio <PB'l E .c~, B1 < ()2, for the four
families LTA to LTD. For LTA, v(s) = sP, where p = B1/B2, so
that it is easy to show that v E .c~. For LTB, v(s) =(1 + s)P - 1,
where p = B1 /B2 , and again v E .c~ follows easily. For LTC, Xes) =
exp{-v(s)} =1- (1- e-S)P, where p = B1/B2 ~ 1, is within the
family LTC. Hence, v E .c~ follows from the preceding paragraph.
For I.lTD, Xes) = exp{ -v(s)} = (1- [1- ce-S]P)/(l- e- (1

), where
p =B1 /B 2 and c = 1 - e- B2 • This is similar to the family LTC and,
using the approach of the preceding paragraph, xQ' is a LT for all
a > O. Hence, by 'I'heorem A.I, v E .c~.

The next theorem has results on cdfs deriving from LTs, when
1/J, 4> are LTs such that 1/J-I 0 4> E .c~.
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Theorem A.3 Suppose 1/J, </J are LTs such that

XOt =exp{-O'(1/1-1 0 </J)}

is a LT for all Q{ > O. Let G1(u) = exp{-.,p-l(u)}, G2(U)
exp{-4;-l(u)}, 0 ~ u ~ 1, let MVJ be the distribution with LT
.,p, and let M",-lOt!'(·; (X) be the distribution with LT XOt. Then

GJ(u) =l"" G~(u)dM"'-lO~(P; 0:). (A.I)

Also, for Q2 > Q{t > 0,

M",-1 0 q,('; al) -<at M",-1 0 q,('; (2)

Proof. By the definitions of M",-lOq" the right-hand side of (A.I)
is Xac(-logG2('ll)) = Xac 0 q,-l('ll) = exp{-a.,p-l(u)} = Gf('ll).
The second result follows immediately from the assumption that
exp{ _.,p-l o4>} is the LT of an infinitely divisible distribution with
support on the positive real line. 0

By making use of Theorem A.2, combinations of LTs of the form
4;( -log 1jJ(s» , with 4J from a one-parameter family of LTs and 1jJ
from another, lead to two-parameter families of LTs. Some of these
two-parameter families that appear in Section 5.2 are:

LTE. (1 + sl/6)-t/8, 6 ~ 1, () > 0;

LTF. [1 + {;-11og(1 + S»)-1/8, {;,fJ > 0;

LTG. exp{-[{;-llog(1 + s)Jl/8}, {; > 0, fJ ~ 1;

LTH. 1 - [1 - exp{ _sl/6}Jl/8, {;, fJ ~ 1;

LTI. 1- [1- (1 + 8)-1/6]1/8, {; > 0, (J ~.l.

Other multi-parameter families of LTs that are used are:

LTJ. {;-l [1 - {I - [1 - (1 - 6)O]e- S }I/O], (J ~ 1, 0 < {; ~ 1 (LT
of a discrete power series distribution on positive integers
with mass Pi =[1 - (1 - 6)8]/«(J6) for i =1 and [1 - (1 
{;)8]i[n~::~ (j - (J-l )]/[6(Ji!] for i > 1);

LTK. p-1 {I - [1- (1 + p)-(]e- s } -1/( - /3-1, ( ~ 0, p > 0 (LT
of a discrete power series distribution on positive integers
with mass [1 - (1 + ,B)-']i[n~:~(l + i()]/[,B(ii!] on the
integer i ~ 1);

LTL. exp{-(a8 +S)1/8 +a}, a ~ 0, (J ~ 1 (two-parameter family
that includes LTA);

LTM. [(1 - fJ)e- 3 /(1 - fJe-')]Of =[(1 - fJ)/(e 3
- fJ)]ac, 0 ~ fJ < 1,

a > 0 (LT of a negative binomial distribution).
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The corresponding functional inverses are:

LTE. (t- IJ - 1)0;

LTF. exp{o(t- B - I)} - 1;

LTG. exp{o( -logt)B} - 1;

LTH. {-log[l - (1 - t)O]}O;

LTI. [1- (1 - t)IJ]-O - 1;

LTJ. -log{[1 - (1 - ot)B]/[l - (1 - o)O]);

LTK. -log{[1- (1 + ,Bt)-<]![l - (1 + ,B)-<]);

LTL. (0 - logt)O - aU;

LTM. log[(l - e)t- 1jOt + 0].

Note that the family LTJ is a two-parameter generalization of
LTC; LTC obtains when 0 = 1. Also note that LTK has the same
form as LTJ with {3 = -0, ( = -e.

A.2 Other background results

This section consists of background definitions and results that
are used in a few places in the book. The subsection topics are
types of distribution functions and densities, convex functions and
inequalities, and maximum entropy.

A.2.1 Types of distribution functions and densities

This subsection contains the key result concerning the three com
ponents of a distribution function (see, for example, Chung 1974),
and explains the relevance to the multivariate models in this book.
Also explained is the usage of the word 'density'. Some examples
are used to illustrate the concepts.

Let F be a cdf on ~m. Then F can be written as a mixture with
three components:

(A.2)

where Fd' Fs, Fa are cdfs from respectively the discrete, singular
and absolutely continuous components, with corresponding
probabilities Pd, Ps, Po such that Pd +Ps +Po =1. The first compo
nent PdFd comes from the point masses of F and the third compo
nent comes from integrating the mixed mth-order right derivative
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f* of F (this exists because a cdf F is right continuous and in
creasing). Hence,

j Xl jxm
PaFa(x) = -00'" -00 /*(71) dz.

For statistical modelling, the singular part has no practical im
portance for univariate distributions; however, it has importance
for multivariate distributions since it exists when there are func
tional relationships among rvs. For example, if X has a singular
MVN distribution, then there is a vector a and a constant b such
that aXT = b (with probability 1); in this case, the covariance
matrix of X is not positive definite, i.e., it has at least one zero
eigenvalue. Another simple example of a random vector that has a
distribution with a singular component is when there is a positive
probability of ties among subsets of its variables.

A simple bivariate example to illustrate the decomposition (A.2)
is as follows. Let XI, X2 be respectively the cumulative amount of
summer rainfall in a certain location after the end of the first and
second weeks of the summer. Suppose that the amount of rainfall
in a summer week is 0 with probability 0.05 and an exponential
rv with a mean of 1 cm if there is rainfall. Also suppose that the
amount of rainfall is independent for different weeks. Then

• Pr(Xl =X 2 =0) = 0.0025;

• Pr(XI = X 2 > 0) = 0.0475;

• Pr(X2 > Xl = 0) = 0.0475;

• Pr(X2 > Xl > 0) =0.9025.

For (A.2), Pd = 0.0025, Fd(XlJ X2) equals 1 if XI, X2 ~ 0 and is 0
otherwise. Also Pa= 0.095 with Fs(xl, X2) = !(l - e-(X1AX2» +
~(1 - e-X2

), XI, X2 ~ O. Finally, Pa = 0.9025, Fa(Xl' X2) = 1 
e- X1

- xle-x2 for X2 > Xl > 0, and Fa (Xl, X2) =1-e- X
' - x2e-X2

for Xl ~ X2 > 0, with density fa(xlJ X2) =e-X2 for X2 > Xl > 0
and fa (x}, X2) =0 for Xl 2:: X2 > O.

Next we go on to the types of densities. Let v be a measure on
~m. In this book, a measure is usually either counting measure for
a discrete random vector or Lebesgue measure for a continuous ran
dom vector. The density function f with respect to v is either the
probability mass function (pmf) for a discrete random vector or the
probability density function (pdf) for a continuous random vector
(if F is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure).
The reader who is unfamiliar with measures and measure spaces
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can tak~ this to be the definition of a density. If F is continuous
but not absolutely continuous, then F does not have a density
with respect to Lebesgue measure, but its absolutely continuous
component Fa does have a density. Let F be the cdf of a random
vector X, and let h be a real-valued function. The notation for
the expected value that covers random vectors of all types is:

E[h(X)] =JhdF =Jhfdv.

The middle integral can also be considered as a Riemann-Stieltjes
integral. In the discrete case, f h dF = Lx h(x)f(x), where the
summation is over the points of mass of X. In the absolutely con
tinuous case, Jh dF = Jh(x)f(x) dx.

A.2.2 Convex functions and inequalities

This subsection has results on convexity and convex functions. Re
lated topics like star-shaped sets and functions, majorization and
inequalities are also covered. References are Roberts and Varberg
(1973), Rockafellar (1970) and Marshall and Olkin (1979).

We start with some basic definitions and results.
A set A in ~d is convex if line segments joining points in A are

also in A, or equivalently, x, yEA implies AX + (1 - A)y E A for
all 0 < A < 1. A set A in ~d is star-shaped with respect to a
point Xo E A if, for other points YEA, the line segment joining
Xo and y is in A, or equivalently, yEA implies AXo + (1- A)Y E A
for all 0 < A < 1.

Let g : A -l- ~ be a real-valued function with domain A being
an open convex subset of ~d, d 2: 1. Then 9 is a convex function
if

g(AX + (1 - A)Y) :::; Ag(X) + (1 - A)g(y), \f0 < A < 1, x, YEA,
(A.3)

or if the set {(x,z): z 2:: g(x),x E A} is a convex set, or equi
valently, the region above the surface of g is a convex set. g is
strictly convex if the inequality in (A.3) is strict (or one can
replace :5 with <). g is a concave function if -g is convex. 9 is
star-shaped if the region above the surface of 9 is star-shaped
with respect to an appropriate point. For example, a real-valued
function 9 defined on [0,00) and satisfying g(O) = 0 is usually said
to be star-shaped if the region above the curve of g is star-shaped
with respect to the origin. This is equivalent to g(x)/x increasing
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in x > O.
If d = 1, in which case A is an (open) interval of the real line,

then a convex function 9 has the following properties:

(a) 9 is continuous and has right and left derivatives (say, 9+,l-)
at each point;

(b) 9+, 9'- are increasing and 9+ (x) 2:: g'- (x) for all x EA;
(c) if 9~ = g'- and the second derivative gil exists at x, then

g" (x) 2:: O.

If d ~ 2, a convex function g(x) on A is a convex function of
one parameter on each line segment within A. From this, it follows
that if 9 has derivatives of second order, then the Hessian matrix
H(x) = (82g/ox;.fJXj) of second-order derivatives is non-negative
definite for all x E A (Le., zT H(x) z ~ 0 for all z E ~d).

We end this subsection with some inequalities for convex func
tions and give a definition of the majorization of vectors. Let 9 be
a convex function on (a, b). Let a < Yl :5 Xl :5 X2 $ Y2 < b he such
that Xl + X2 = Yl + Y2. Then

g(xt} + 9(X2) :5 g(Yl) + g(Y2).

More generally,
n n

E g(Zi) ~ E g(Yi (AA)
3'=1 i=l

if x is majorized by y or (Xl, ... t Xn)-<m(Yt, ... ,Yn) (i.e.,

n n k k

:LXi = EYi and :LX[i] ~ EY[3'l (k =1, . .. ,n -1),
3'=1 i=l 3'=1 3'=1

where X[l] 2:: ••. ~ X[n] and Y[l] 2: ... ~ Y[n] are the ordered Xi and
Yi, respectively). An alternative definition of the majorization
of vectors x, y is that the inequality (A.4) holds for all convex
continuous functions g.

A.2.3 Maximum entropy

This subsection contains some results on and examples of the con
cept of maximum entropy. References are Section 13.2 of Kagan,
Linnik and Rao (1973) and Sooft (1994).

Maximum entropy is an approach to obtaining a density given
partial information on a random variable or random vector, such
as region of support, moments, expected values of certain func
tions., or marginal densities. The approach uses the information in
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a minimal sense. Densities that are obtained are 'smoothest' or
closest to uniform given the constraints. If the measure is v and X
is a random vector with support on R C ~m, then the maximum
entropy density f maximizes

-Lf(x) log f(x) dv,

subject to the constraints.
The most common usage of rnaximum entropy densities is when

the constraints are in the form of expected values or moments. For
example, if X = (Xl, ... , X m ) is a random vector with support on
R = Xi:l (aj, bj), and E [hk(X)] = J.lk, k = 1, ... ,!(, are compat
ible constraints, then the maximum entropy density has the form:

K

f(x) = A exp{2: Akhk(X)}, (A.S)
k:l

where A is a normalizing constant and AI, ... , AK are chosen so
that the constraints are satisfied. The derivation of (A.5) can be
obtained by the method of calculus of variations (or the method of
Lagrange multipliers in the discrete case), or by using the inequal
ity JR 9 log[g / f] dv ~ 0 for densities I, 9 on R.

Special cases are the following.

(a) bj - aj is finite, j = 1, ... , m, !{ = 0: (A.5) is the uniform
densi ty on R.

(b) m = 1, R = [0, (0), J{ = 1, h1(x) = x: (A.5) is a one
parameter exponential density.

(c) m = 1, R = (-00, (0), J{ = 2, ht{x) = X, h2 (x) = x2
: (A.5)

is a two-parameter normal density.

(d) R = ~m, J{ = m + m(m+ 1)/2, hj(x) = Xj, hm+j(x) = xI,
j = 1, ... , m, h 2m+l (X) = XIX2, •.. , hK = Xm-lXm : (A.5) is
a multivariate normal density.

(e) m =1, R =[0,00), !{ =2, h1(x) =X, h2 (x) =logx: (A.5) is
a two-parameter gamma density.

(f) m = 1, R = [0,1], !< = 2, hl(x) = logx, h2(x) = log(1- x):
(A.5) is a two-parameter beta density.

Another use of maximum entropy is when the constraints are
of the form of marginal densities. The maximum entropy distribu
tion in the Frechet class :F(F1 , . •• , Pm) of m-variate distributions
with univariate cdfs Fl , ... , Fmand corresponding pdfs 11, ... ,1m
is Dj:l Fj , and this has density OJ:l Ii. An interpretation is
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that the distribution constructed from independence of the uni
variate margins is the most 'random' and uses the information
of the univariate margins in a minimal sense. For another sim
ilar example, consider the Frechet class :F(F12 , F13 ) of trivariate
distributions with given bivariate margins F12 , F13 and densities
112,/13,/1,/2,/3. The maximum entropy density is 112/13/11 =
1211/311/1' which represents conditional independence of the second
and third variables given the first variable. Again, the derivation of
these maximum entropy densities can be obtained by the method
of calculus of variations or Lagrange multipliers, or by using in
equalities.

A.3 Bibliographic notes

The results and most of the LT families are given in Joe (1993) and
Joe and Hu (1996). The extension of the LT family LTJ to LTK is
due to T. Hu. On links between entropy, convexity and rnajoriza
tion, see Joe (1987; 1990b). The results in the last paragraph of
Section A.2.3 can be found in Joe (1987).
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families MMl, MM3, MM8

188-191
Frechet 175, 195, 203
logit or logistic 221, 237, 325,

338
logit-normal 219
nega.tive binomial 234, 236, 239
nominal 237-239
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normal (MVN) 34, 50, 55, 108,
113-114, 124, 252-253, 300,
322

ordinal 236..:..237, 336-344
Poisson 233
Poisson-lognormal 235-236,

308-309
positive dependence ordering

(MPDO) 39, 55
probit 221, 229-232, 237, 242,

307-308, 325, 338
reverse rule (MRR2 ) 24, 287
totally positive (MTP2 ) 24, 29,

55, 138, 252-253, 281

Negative binomial 232, 260, 270
Negative dependence 21, 109,

157-162, 227-228, 252, 272,
287-288

Negative orthant dependence
(NOD, NLOD, NUOD) 21, 109

Negative quadrant dependence
(NQD) 20, 109-111, 255

Nominal response 237-239, 248
Notation 7-10
Numerical integration 320-321
Numerical optimization 320

I-dependent 244, 253-254,
256-258

Ordinal response 236-237, 249,
336-344

Partial correlation 55, 76,
113-114, 281

Pickands representation 175,
177-178,193

Point process for MEV 194-196
Poisson 233, 260, 263
P61ya-Eggenberger 214, 238
Positive dependence by ~ixture

25,279
Positive dependence ordering

(PDO) 38-39, 44, 46, 47, 55
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Positive dependence through
stochastic ordering (PDS) 21,
27

Positive function dependence
(PFD) 25, 55, 279, 282
ordering -<pfd 46-47, 52, 55, 93

Positive orthant dependence
(POD, PUOD, PLOD) 20-21,
27, 109, 252
ordering 37, 109-110, 350

Positive quadrant dependence
(PQD) 20, 26, 71, 92, 255, 282
ordering 36

Product ratio 125-127

Quantile function 10
Quasi-binomial 262
Quasi-Newton 320-321, 303, 327, .

341, 347, 349, 354, 361, 370

Random effects 224, 90, 354-356
Random operator 260, 266, 270
Rectangle condition or inequality

11-12, 123, 127
Reflection symmetry 140,

143-144, 221-222
Reverse rule RR2 23, 81, 275,

287-288, 290
Right-tail increasing (RTI) 22, 26,

55, 282

Self-decomposable 269
Set of subsets Sm 9
Simulation 18, 146
Singularity 377-378, 14-15,

148-149, 176, 269
Spearman's rho (ps) 32, 37, 54,

55, 146-147, 271
Spherically symmetric 128-130,

50-5]
Star-shaped 379, 90, 111, 136
Stochastic ordering -<st 8
Stochastically decreasing (8D) 21,

70, 255, 272

399

Stochastically increasing (81) 21,
26, 42, 70, 255, 271-272
ordering -<SI 40-44, 50, 67-68,

73·-74, 115, 275
Subadditive 109, 111, 157
Superadditive 89-90, 109-110,

136, 150
Survival function 10

Tail dependence 33, 37, 54, 77,
103-107, 116-118, 140,
143-144, 178, 249, 251

Time series 244-246, 253-255,
259-270, 277, 298
binary 246-248, 256-258,

352-356
count 357-369

Total positivity TP2 23-24, 26,
30, 45-46, 81, 92, 253, 275
ordering -<TPR, --<TPU, --<TPL

45-46, 50, 56

Uniform on hypersphere 128-129

Weibull distribution 170, 203, 205




